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OOT. 6, 1923 ARTHUR L. KNIGHT 

The best, and I believe the greatest influenc·e in the 
Anglo-Saxon medical world in the last three decades was Sir 
'illiam Osler - Dr. !illiam Osler as we· knew him when with us 
during his years of most virile service as Professor. of Med-
icine s:t Johns Hopkins. · 

1 

He was the son of a clergyman of the Church of England, 
ana. was born seventy-tour years ago in the little· village of 
Eondhead, Ontario, Canada. "I started. life" he says in one of 
}lis ess aye·, "in the· beat of all environments ._ in a parsonage, 
one of nine children.". His was. a gifted family; two of his 
brothers achieved the higbee t .. eminence in· law and financ·e. His 
early e~ucation was at TriJli ty College School •. near Toronto. 
.This sohool was presided over by ~ clergyman of· the ~glish 
High Church, Rev. w. A. Johnson, whose influence. over Osler 
wa~ very marked, and of whom Osler always expressed the tender
est memories, and to whom he dedicated his best known book,·his 
life's greatest work--his Practice of Medicine. It seems a 
strange thing to dedicate a text book on.medicine to a clergy
man. Throughout hie life Osler took a koen interest in the 
welfare of hie first school, and often sent it presents of 
money and books, and to its masters letters of encouragement. 
!orn before the days of the Higher Criticism, brought up in the 
strictest orthodoxy in a Church school, and with a comprehensive 
knowledge of, and a deep reverence for·the.~ible, his later study 
of biol.ogy and medicine changed, but never destroyed· hie dis
tinctly religious leaning.. '"Learn to know your :Sible, though 
not perhaps as your fathers did" was one of his aphorisms, oft 
repeated· to his medical students. ~Tld r'igh:t here let me say 

. ·that to my mind not the least of Dr. Osler•s· contributions to 
medical teaching was in·, getting the medical e tudent away' from 
the idea that he had a reputation for toughness to maintain. 
O~ler used to say (in substance). "These men come to us usual;. 
ly from small· communities, in whioh the two dominant elements 
are the church, and the saloon. If. their teaching and environ
ment while with us identify them with the worse element on 
their return,. we have rendered a bad service both to the student 
and to the co~unity." 

so at' John Hppkins it early became the correct thing for 
the student to b~ack his shoes and go to ohuroh· on Sunday morn
ing, even if it did go against the grain, and Dr. OSler's pew 
was always open. And that the atmosphere of the medical. college 
of today seems like a Wednesday· evening prayer meeting as co~
pared with that of thirty-five years ago whe.n I sat on the 
benches is in np small part due to Osler. His frequent an.d 
apt quotations and applications of scriptural texts are quite 
atrtking. Permit me this one from an address to a graduating 

.. class: "You can not hope, o.f course, to escape from the cares 
and anxieties incident to professional life. Stand up bravely 
even against the worst. Your very hopes may have passed on· out 
of sight, as did all that was near and. dear to the Patriarch 
at the Jabbok ford, and like him you may be left to struggle 
in the night alone. Well for you· if you wrestle on," for in 
pers is tenoy lies ~he victory. and with the morning:· may come 
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SIB WILLIAM OS!.ER 

the wished-for blessing." "To kee-p the mind swe~t" said, OsJ.er, · 
"The modern scientific man should be sa~urated w1 th the Bible 

. and Plato with Sha1cespeare and Mil ton • 
. ' 

After leaving Trinity College School h;·went to Toront~ 
University and graduated in medicine from iAoGill University 
in Montreai in 1872. He then went abroad for two years, and 
was a student in the medical clinicf1 of London, Vienna, and 
Berlin. On his return from ~urope he was appointed to the 
chair of Institutes of Medicine in MofJill, and held his pro
fessorshi~ for ten years. nr. Osler was CBfled to the- chair 
of Clinical Medicine in the University of Pennsyl van.ia in 1884. 
.At this time Philadel·phia coulrl, I think, ·justly be called the 
medical oenter of this hemisphere, but it was in the hands of 

• 8 medical clique, with the junior Dr. Pepper in command, a man 
of ability and immense energy, but thoroughly selfish ana se~:f
seeking withal. Dr. Pepper could not tolerate· the appearance 
-of a luminary in the medical sky that threatened his ecilps e, 
a o Osler's poe i tion 'NaB not made an altogether happy one • This 
dog-in-the-manger attitude which Pepper showed toward Osler end 
~there probably cost Philadelphia its medical preeminence. 
some of the members of' this Club will recall our own Dr. Robert 
Bartholow Professor of Therapeutics in the Ohio Medical College, 
who was c~lled to a professorship in Philadelphia. Some few 
years later an old. Cincinnati friend visited him there and asked 
as to his success. Replied Bartholow - "I do not belong to the 
reigning medical families of Philadelphia, and it takes both 
great ability end great pereerverence to succeed here" - and 
then added modestly "I have succeeded .. " 

Professor J. c. Wilson, one of Philadelphia's grand old 
men, who was associated with Osler in teaching during hie five 
years in the University of Pennsylvania, pays him this tribute. 
"Not only by precept but by example has he been an uplifting 
influence in our professional life. The source of that in
fluence is to be sought not merely in his accomplishments as 
a p~sician, not in learning, not. in temperament, but in that 
basic principle which we all recogni~e but can not define, which 
for want of a descriptive name we call "character." 

Osler's best work, or perhaps we had better say, his full 
fruition, is crowded into the years from 1889, when he assumed 
the professorship of medicine at Johns. Hopkins, to 1904 when he 
accepted the call to the Regius Professorship of Medicine in 
Oxford, England. His work at John Hopkins Medical School is so 
bt>un.d up with the for.nat i ve period of John Hopkins Uni vera i ty 
and Medical College that a somewhat extenned reference to the 
John Hopkins foundation may not be out of place. As you know 
the.Scientific Department of Johns Hopkins University was in 
act1ve operation about fifteen years before the Medical, though 
good oln Cuaker Johns Hopkins and his Board of Trustees (select
ed by him some years before his death) had both projects equal
ly in mind; in f8ct with Hopkins the med!ical school was paramount, 
and he himself bought the site for the hospital. But their idea 
of a medic~l school ·and hospital (or more pTobably their President, 
Dr. Giln1an s idea) was something different from anything then 
existing on this conti t · · ner. , and much preparation--as building 

,•'<• 
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a.hospital, equipping laboratories, and getting suitable teachers, 
took much time. Professor Daniel c. Gilman was selected for the 
presidency of Johns Hopkins University in May 1875, and went 
abroad that summer to visit the European universities and to con
&ult with their leaders in education. Professor Thomas tells us 
"ledical education was much in Gilman's mind, particularly the 
establishment of-the· laboratories and courses of instruction 
in the fundamental sciences which would be beet fitted for the 
preliminary training of.medical students. The field, in Amer
ica, was entirely unbroken, end young men not yet thirty were 
selected for its cultivation; - Roland in physics, Martin in 
biology, end Remsen in chemistry. Roland, although not then 
appointed to the chair of physics, accompanied Gilman to ~rope 
to aid him in the selection of ~hysical apparatus and books. 
While on this journey Roland found time to publish some articles 
in the Philosophical Magazine, which Gilman, with characteristic 
promptness and prophetic vision dated from the Johns Hopkins 
University - though lilmen was not inaugurated as President till 
February 22nd, 1876 ·and the first students were not received 
for instruction till the following :fall. 

The valiant deeds of Johns Hopkins heroes have never gone 
unsung.· Along with the Mayo Clinic and the University of Chicago, 
John Hopkins has had an abiding faith in the power of the print
ing press, and their fai.th has not been misplaced. There is 
everything in achieving publicity. If this Club ·had an efficient 
publishing .or broadcasting bureau the Atlantic Monthly would 
lose its prestige. 

It was not until 1889 that Johns Hopkins Medical School 
came into complete flower, and regular work with the olasses 
begun. In the purely scientific and laboratory work the excel
lent judgment of Dr. !illiam H. Welch was followed, with, quot
.ing Osler, "thoroughly equipped laboratories, in charee of men 
thoroughly equipped as teachers. end investigators--the most 
pressing want of today in the medical schools of this country." 
These,. with praotical clinical and bed-s ide teaching, were the 
lines on which Gilman, 1elch, and Osler built Johns Hopkins 
Medical School. They succeeded in organizing and establishing 
.for the first time in an English speaking country a hospital 
and medical s·chool embodying the principle of hospital teachine; 
units, each in charge of a director, thereby bringing the teach
ing .of medicine more :fully in touch with the realities of prao
.tice· Nearly all of Osler's teaching was done at the bed-side 
of the patient, demonstrating the oase and discussing it with 
his students. I have seen him spend more than an hour with his 
class over a poor negro .·and it is needless to say that this negro 
had the world's best medical attention, and the class the best 
instruction: that is, bed-side teaching of medi·cine insures 
the most careful and thorough medical care of the patient, and 
the most complete and ~ractioal medical inst,uction for the 
student. 

We have here in Cincinnati a hospital that with interest 
on bonds and sinking fund, carries a budget considerably in 
excess of a million dollars a year--a very considerable burden 
on the tax payer·s. There will come a day to each one of us 

• 
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and to each member of our families when we will need.a doctor, 
and need him badly, and will be willing to pay to the limit of 
our ability for good medical service. In the very nature of 
things this service will have to be given by doctors locally 
trai~ed, for these are the.ones that will logically be in prac
tice here. If we can make the Cincinnati General Hospital the 
best possible training school for our doctors--and it has the 
pose·ibilities for that work--then it becomes the city's beet 
asset--better than the .Southern Railway. 

About this matter of practical teaching Osler was intense
ly in ea~est. Upon it he wrote and spoke much. In an address 
before the New York ~oademy of Medicine on "The Hospital as 8 
College" he said, "A great change in the organization of the 
medical school has beer. accomplished in the first two years by 
an extraordinary increase in the laboratory work, which hae 
necessitated an increase in the teaching force, and indeed an 
e~tirely new conception of how such subjects as physiology, 
pharmacology and pathology should be taught· A corresponding 
reformation is needed in the third and fourth years. Control 
of ample clinical facilities is as essential today as large, 
well endowed laboratories, and the absence of this, oauses the 
clinical to lag behind the scientific education. ·Slpeaking for 
.the Department of Medicine, I should say that three or four 
well-equipped .medical clinics of fifty to seventy-five bede 
each, with out-patient departments under the control of the 
directors, are required for a school of maximum size, say 800 
students. 1ithin the next quarter of a oentu~y the larger 
uni vera i ties of this country will have their own hospi tale in 
which the problems of nature known as disease will be studied 
as thoroughly as are those of geology .of Sansorit. But even 
with present conditions much may be done. There are hundr.eds 
of earnest stuclents, thousands o:f patients, .and scores of well 
equipped young men .willing and anxious to do practical teaching. 
Too often, as you know full well, "the hungry sheep look up and 
ar.e not fed;" for the bread of the wards they are given the 
stones of the lecture room and the amphitheatre. The dis- · 
sooiation of student and patient is a legacy of the pernicious 
system of theoretical teaching from which we have escaped in the 
first end second years. For the third and fourth year students, 
the hospital is the college; for the juniDrs the out-patient 
department and the clinics; for the seniors, the wards. The 
students should be in the hospi tol as part of its equipment as 
an essential part, without which the work cannot be of the iest. 
They should be in it as the place in which alone .they can learn 
the elements of their art and the lessons that will be of service 
to them when in practice for themselves. The hospital with 
students in its dispensaries and wards doubles 1 ts· usefulness 
to the community. The stimulus of their presence neutralizes 
t~at clinical apathy certain, sooner or later to beset the man 
who makes lonely "rounds" with his house phys ioian. Better 
w~rk is done for the profession and for the public· the prao
tlcal. education of young men, who carry with them to all t 
of the country good metho·ds, extends enormously the work ~~r a~ 
institution,. and the profess ion is recruited by men who have be 
aught to th1nk and to observe for themselves and who become i~n 

dependent practitioners of the new school of ~.oientific medicine:-
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men whose faith in the possibilities of their art has been 
strengthened, not weakened, by a ~owledge of its limitations. 
It makes of the, hospital a college in which the students slowly 
learn for themselves, under skilled direction, the phenomena of 
disease •. It is the true_method, because it is the natural one, 
the only one by which a physician grows in clinical wisdom after 
he begins practice for himself--all others are bastard substitutes. 

This principle of praoti~ability can not be better illus
trated than by an account of the form of examination which Osler's 
pupils at Hopkins were obliged to pass. He walked down the ward, 
followed by ten of his,pupils, stopped at the bed-aide of a 
~atient, threw off the covers, and said to the students, "write 
down what you see,"---the ~sse one of beginninp; paralysis agitans, 
with the fixed staring eyes, the rigidity and slight tremor; 
then o~ to the next patient---"what do you hear?"--- ~ case of 
chronic heart disease, with heart murmurs telling the story;---
on to the next---"what do you feel?"---a case of tumor in the 

.. abdomen. This Soor~tic me thad of teaching as well ae examination, 
together with 8 broad knowledge of the literature of medicine, 
preoeeded by four years of laboratory work, ought to ma1~e a 
good doc~or, provided the ~tudent has.common sense. 

_ John Hopkins has always demanded for admission to the 
medical college a B. s. degrea that carries with it a reading 
knowledge of two modern languages and tw0 years of work in 
those sciences related to medicine. The first two years work 
in the medical school include anatomy and physiology, biology 
and biochemistry, and pharmacology;---praatically all laboratory 
work. Then two years in practical medicine and surgery~ the 
students .being in contact with patients in the clinics and wards 
of the hospital, then one year as resident .physician in the 
hospital--~ine years in all after taking his high-school degree. 
Then it he wishes to specialize in.surgery or some other par
ticular line of work an additional three years of training in 
that ~ield· SVe~ if ne does not go into one of the specialties, 
this puts the doctor into practice rather late in life, and the 
expense of a medical education of this kind tends to close the 
field of medicine to all exoept the sons of the.rich· It ie 
now being said tha~ the course is too long for the average 
student even if rich, that he becomes stale and track-sore. 
It certainly is true that he is unwilling to go out to the erose
roads to ~raotioe medicine, where he .is so much needed--the 
emoluments aria ing therefrom are .not attractive, the environ
ment he find~ not congenial. If he takes up his erose ae a 
medical missionary he may ~ucceed and be a god-send to that 
community, but this is not the attitude the self-respecting 
community wishes its .doctor to assume. If the fo~oe of circum-

. stances compels. him to go into the poor or rural community, he is apt to develope that the community regard as a contempt for 
it, and a commercial attitud~ that is utterly fatal to all use
fulness as a physician. Th~ child of luxury, at least since 
Buddha's day, has rarely been oonspio~ous for ll')aking hie life 
work an altruistic service for his fe~low men, anq if he does, 
he is apt to .nmke his fellow men uncomfortably conscious of 
his sacrifice. So at the present time there seems to be aris
ing soma feeling of dissatisfaction at the long and expensive 
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course. It is said that the ~bitious country boy can no longer 
hope to be the 'doc' for the community; his high-school diploma 
will not admit him to a regular medical college, that quacks, 
and cults, and 'isms' are multiplying, and-that the outlying 
communities are badly served medically, or not at all· ·There 
seems to be a real problem here,.becoming more acute, that may 
demand solution. But it is suggested that the communistic reg
ulation of medical practice, together with the hoe pi tal unite 
and the groupe system of practice, may take care of the situ
ation, though this seems highly problematic. Perhaps the old 
family physician, the ge~eral practitioner, is an anachronism 
after all· However, in this controversy, this seems certain; 
the physician can not be too well·educated to meet the respons
ibilities of his purely medical work, and··if his intel~eotual 
attainments make him perforce the i~tellectual leader of his 
community, eo much the better for the medical profession. And 
in·a final analysis nothing seems to be able to take the place 
o~ a basic medical education--not even a·~rigadier-general'a 
commission. Harvard does not theoretically, but does practical
ly, require the nine years course• Western Reserve requires a 
college degree for admission to the medical department, as do 
also Cornell·and Columbia. Stanford, and a few others, require 
three years of college pre-medical work. Under the mandate of 
tr.e American Medical Association ana the Carnegie and Rocke
feller Foundations, anl~ many of the State hamining Boards, all 
first grade medical colleges insist upon two college years of 
nre-medical science for admission. So the course in the United 
States is necessarily seven years after granuation from high
scho:)l. Englann, France and Germany do not require the two 
years of pre-medical college work, and their students are qual
ified for general practice two years earlier than ours, but from 
personal observation, I am certain their medical students are 

.not as good as ours, and our higher requir-ements may, with.our 
enviable financial supremacy, make us ·the successor to Germany 
as the world 'e medical oenter. That nation having the world's 
.best and most ~regressive medical schools, hae, of course, had 
medical supremacy. A hundred years ago the University of 
Edinburg, with its· liberal methods of instruction probably 
took precedence· 1phr1am McDowell, who at Danville, Kentucl~ 
made the world's first successful ovariotomy, had been a 
student at Edinburgh, and other of our pioneer stars had this 
same advantage. In the middle of the last century and until 
1870 Paris reigned supreme, with a galaxy of teachers, among 
th&m Ricord, born in Eul timore, who went to Paris as a medical 
student, remained as a research worker and teacher and who 
f~rst classified the social diseases, and is often'oredited 
w1th being the·first to oall public attention strongly to their 
great dangers, but in all ·fairness I think we ought to conceed 
that-in this last Solomon somewhat antedated him. After 1870 
because of better organization and government subsidy of re- ' 
search, the palm passed to Germany, where it remained until the 
war. ~glish neurology and surgery, because of a few great 
teaohers--Lister, Horsley, Jackson and Gowers, still attracted· 
many students, but France, Germany and Austria have been the 
medical Mecoas of the sixty years endi'!'lg with 191~. Still in 
purely practical medicine and research through the last centu 
the Anglo-Saxon has made a more than creditable showing. In ry 
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his British Medicine in Greater .Britain, Osler summarizes the 
last century and a quarter thus--"The Greek faculty that we 
possess of thin1cing and acting has enabled us, in spite of many 
disadvantages to take the·l~on's share in the great practical 
advances in medicine. The modern history of the art of medicine 
oould almost be wr~tten in its fulnass from the records of the 
Anglo-Saxon race. rye can claim every praotioal advance of the 
first rank--vaccination, anaesthesia, ~~eventive medioine and 
antiseptio surgery, the "capt a in jew~ls in the carcanet" of the 
profession, beside which can be placed no other of equal lustre." 

For the past twenty years Osler's "Principles ann Practice 
of Medicine--a book of some twelve hundred pages--has bean the 
text book on medicine used in nearly all ~nglish spea1dng medical 
schools, and is the medical prayer-book of the genera~ practitioner 
Unity, order, clarity of description, and ease of diction 
characterize this book. The criticism has been made that dif
ferential.diagnosis and the anatomy ann physiology of diseased 
tissue has been unduly stressed, and the ~reatment of disease-
particularly the treatment with drugs--slighted. Possibly some 
of the gqo d things gained by the painful empiricism of the old 
day are too .lightly regarded. In speaking of drugs, Osler sa~re, 
"Though used lees f~equently, medicines are now given within
finitely greater skill; we know better their indications and 
contradictions, and we may safely say (reversing tho proportion 
of fifty years ago) that for one damaged by dosing, one hundred 
are saved." And a_lso--"Common sense in matters medical is rare, 
and is usually inverse ratio to the d~gree of education. I 
suppose as a body,. olergymen are better educated than any other, 
yet they are notorious supporters of all the nostrums and hum
buggery with 'Nhich the .daily and religious papers abound, and I 
find the further away they have wandered from the decrees of the 
Council of Trent, the. more apt they are to be steeped in thauma
turgic and Galenical superstition. But know also, man has an 
inborn craving for medicine. Heroic dosing for several gener
ations has given his .tiseue.s a thirst for drugs. As I once be
fore remarked, the desire to take medicine is one feature which 
dis tinguishas man; the animal, from his fellow ore~tures. It 
is re~lly one of the most serious diffioul ties with which we 
have tiJ contend. :!Wen in minor ailments," which would yield to 
dietin.g or to simple home remedies, the doctor's visit is not 
thought to be complete without the prescription." 

Rime elf, an excellent classical a oholar, Osler was an earn
est advocate of cultural,· ~swell as· scientific education. 
He was a firm believer in the value of litterae humaniores, ann 
counted them as ess e:ntial to a well-rounded medical education. 
In speaking on this. subject, he said-- "By the neglect of the study 
of the hum ani tiea, which has been far too general, the profe.ss ion 
loses a very precious quality. While in critical scholarship and 
in accurate his torioal, studies British meaicine must take a second 
place, the .influenoe exerted t'h:rough the Royal College of .Physician! 
and the old Universities has given to ~he humanities an important 
part in· education, so that they have moulded a larger seqtion of 
tbe profession than in any other country. A physician may p~s
sess the soienoe of Harvey and the art of Sydenham, ann yet .there 
may be lacking in him those finer qualities of heart and head 
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which count for so much in life. Medicine is seen at its best 
in men whose faculties have had ·the highest and most harmonious 
oulture, and the men of this stamp--Erahmins all, in the language 
of that greatest Brahmin among them, Oliver ~endell Holmes would 
certainly have exchanged the compliment with ~illian Osler, and 
dubbed him the "greatest Brahmin of them all." Osler loved the 
literature and history of medici~e, and rejoiced exceedinely in 
his magnificent library. He was president of the Association of 
Medical Librarians in 1902, and in his inaugural address said, 
·"In conferring upon me the presidency of this Association, I 
felt that you wished to pay a compliment to a man who had been 
much helped by libraries an1 who knew their value, and I hope 
that it was, perhaps, in recognition of the fact that a practical 
and busy physician may be at the same time a book lover, even a 
book worm." He greatly a-ppreciated the wor1c of the pioneers in 
medicine on this continent, of our own Daniel Drake he said-
"ijis monumental work on the Diseases of the Mississippi Valley 
should be in every library: piclt out from the catalogues every 
sorap of his writings." For what we might call the belles
lettres of medicine Osler had a great admiration, and ranked 
first among them Robert :Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, and Sir 
Thomas Browne's Religio Medici. Osier's best essay, his Aegua
nimitas, breathes the very spirit of Browne. 

As might be expected from one to whom literature and the 
finer things of life mane so strong an appeal, Osler enjoyed and 
never failed to practice the social amenities, and wa& most 
lavish in his hospitality. And he was most fortunate in having 
a wife whose social ability approached genius •. She wae at the 
ttme of her marriage to nr. Osler in 1892 the widow of his old 
Philadelphia colleague, Dr. Samuel Gross, the best surgeon o~ 
his day, and the outstanding figure in the i!ledical world when 
Philadelphia was in her medical ~olden Age. She was a most 
remarkable woman. To have married the best doctor on this hem
isphere was bound to happen to some woman, but to have married 
the two best showed rare discernment. Mrs. Osler was a lineal 
descendent of Paul Revere, and her only child, a son was named 
Revere ·Osler. To my mind Johns Hopkins Medical School was made 
in no small -part by Dr. ann iJirs. Osler on the social e ide. Mrs. 
Osler told me that the Doctor nearly always brau~ht home with him 
to lunch from two to five visiting physicians or students, and 
so~etimes as mam; as twenty were entertained at dinner. In 
.th1s entertaining Dr. Osler seemed to take an intense delight; 
he was a ierfeot host and story teller, and .his comfortable old 
house ·at umber one, ?ranklin Street, is a cherished memory to 
many a doctor. He knew all the world's research men in medicine 
arrd kept. posted on what they were doi:1t:,, and on my last visit to 
him in Oxford in 1911 made special inquiry after our Cincinnati 
men. 

~ 
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Osler, though o~r wisest medical man, is best known by his 
~o y, At a din~er 1n Baltimore, given in his honor, just before 
his departure for Oxford, he made his widely known "chlo.roform 
:peech, '' saying that no man does original thinking or wor1t after 

O, and had ~est be chloroformed at 60. It was a dreadful faux 
pas; His fr1ends e~cused him on the ground that it was an ~ lish
man s attempt to joke, but Osler coul~ hardly be allowed th~tgex-
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cuse, for though ~nglish in early training, mental attitude ana 
nationality, he han lived in these United States for fifteen 
years. His best excuse was Montaigne's "No man is free from 
saying foolish things." The funny papers an~ paragraphers took 
up the fo0lish speech and of it made more than a ni~e days sen
sation. More than twenty old, weak-minrled men, struggling on 
after they haa lost life's battle, put an end to themselves, 
and left notes sayinf that Osler was right. Osler was intensely 
chagrined, and some of his friends said crushed· Life, then · 
carrying on an intense Christian Science and antivivisection 
crus a de, came out with the following beautiful poem--

~e are chloroforming grsnd~a 
In our laboratory snug, 
For we've been to Dr. Osler, 
Who has furnished us the drug. 
Grandpa hates asphyxiation 
And is kicking up a roar; 
Though he ought to die contented, 
Since his useful days are o'er. 

rye are chloroforming grandpa, 
'Tis a dire and fatal plunge, 
But we're sure the old man needs it. 
(Willie, run and get the sponge.) 
Grandpa's. such a hale old fellow, 

If he wasn't put away 
He would still continue working 
Twelve or fourteen hours a day. 

Little Johnnie (such a bright boy!) 
Runs a railroad and a bank; 
Ba~y Jim conducts a journal, 
And ·a Senator is Frank. 
Boys of sixteen, eighteen, twenty 
Now direct the human race 
rynat's the use of having ·grandpa 
Merely loafing round the place? 

We are chloroforming graridpa-
Don't you hear his feeble moan? 
Grandpa is a nice old fellow 
And it's sad. to have him groan
Shall we take him out, my brothers, 
~re, he nies beneath the lid? 
No! we've talked with Osler, 
And he says jt must .be did. 

Carnegie came out at about this time with his offer of 
p~nsions to superannuated teachers. Davenport, in the New York 
Evening Mail, cleverly cartooned Carnegfe and Osler offerint; 
their inducements to the old professor, with the comment "Not 
hard for the Professor to choose." 

In an edition of his addresses and essays published in Ox
ford in 1906 Osler says in. his Preface--"To this edition I have 
added the three V~ledictory addresses delivered before leaving 
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America. one of these--~he fixed Period demands a word of. ex
planation. "To interpose a little case," to relieve a situation 
of singular sadness in parting from my dear colleagues of the 
Johns Hopkins University, I jokingly suggested ;or the ~elief of 
a senile professoriate an exter.tion of Anthony ~rollope s plan 
mentioned in hie novel, The Fixed Period. To one who h~d all 
his life been devoted to old men, it was not a little d1str~ssing 
to be placarded in a world-wide way as their sworn enemy, and 
to every man over sixty whose spirit I may have thus unwittingly 
bruised, I tender my heart-felt regrets." 

Though the very personification ·'Jf that ext:eme modest~. 
and self-effacement so characteristic of the med1cal profes~1on, 
Osler was not altogether indifferent to the ·vain pomp and glory 
of this world, so when, in 1905, he was called to the Regius 
~rofessorship of Medicine in Oxford, England, with a reason
able hope of the Peerage in the not distant future, and relief 
from teaching and a consultation practice that had become 
burden-some, he accepted the call· Osler had never relinquish
ed his British citizenship, and was truly an 1nglishman in all 
his ways. In his "'British Medicine in Greater Britain" he 
unblushingly included the U~ited States as a ~art of Greater 
Britain, end this is the usual attitude of British medical 
men. I think this.can hardly be better illustrated than by my 
first meeting with Dr •. James ~.[ackenzie in Lonoon. I sent in 
my card ana Mackenzie came out with it in his hand • Ah--Dr • 
Knight from Cincinnati; then you knew Dr. Keyt, who made the 
first polygraph? No, I never heard of him. Ah-there's the 
pity; Dr. Keyt should have brought his valuable invention to 
London where it's worth would have been recognized--of course 
it was lost in the Provinces. ~e are still the provinces to 
them. 

Osler's first years in Oxford are said not to have been 
altogether happy ones, he did not belong to the reigning British 
medical families, but he succeeded, and in June, 1911 at the 
time of King George Fifth's coronation, was made a Baronet. I 
called on him in 1906. He was living in the old home of Pro
fessor Max Muller, the philolgist, in llorham Gardens. He in
sisted on extendinf the old hospitality of Baltimore days, and 
gave me a card of introduction to the Royal College of Physicians 
in London, which, when I presented it the next day', brought me 
a few m+nutes of very courteous treatmer.t, and theni was turned 
loose in the museum~ I am told that he seemed always glad to 
see his old American acquaintances, and to entertain them and 
his inten~e interest in matters ~edioal oertainly never l~gged. 
The revis 10n of his Practice of ~~edioine oaEe out regularly, 
ar.d it is still the world's standard text-book· In the litter 
part of July 1911, I was with my family in Oxford, and he gave 
us all our red-letter day in.Europe. He was in high spirits 
and paid much attention to our two little daughter~, aged 13

1 

and 15--was almost a child with them, and gave them autographed 
copies of Scott 'e novels. R,e is still their Chavelier Bayard 
without fault and without reproach. ' 

Osler was the ranking medical officer in the recruiting 
s ervioe of the British Army during the World "!ar, and was in-
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tensely active. Revere Osler was an artilJery officer and was 
killed beside his gun, and is buried in Flanders. In reply to 
a note of condolence Dr. Osler sent me the following lines: 

13, Norham Gardens 
Oxford 

25. 10. 17 

Thanks, dear FTiend, for your 
letter of sympathy. It is a bitter 
blow, but we must face t~e world 
bravely however much our hearts may 
ache. 

Sincerely yours , 

Wm. Osler 

~en our own lists of dead and wounded began to come in, I 
gave this letter to the Enquirer, with an explanatory note, 
feeling th~ sentiment was too good to be lost, and sent the 
olipping,with an apology for publishing a personal letter, to 
Dr. Osler, and rec.eived this reply: 

March 16th, '19 
13 Norham Gardens. 
Oxford · 

Dear ~night, . 
So kind of you to send 

the outting from the Enquirer. 
All well here, and waiting for 
the peao~. ~e are all strong 
~ilson men in Oxford - his 
ideals may save the world· The 
u.s. must come in as the strong
est partner whose disinterested
ness will have immense weight. 

Greetings to all 
Yours sincerely, 

1Jm. Osler 

. During the British railway strike in the winter of 1919, 
Osler in returning to his. home in Oxford, was oompel.led to take 
a long ride in an open motor oar in very inclement weather. 

· Pneumor.ia developed, followed by an empyema, and he suffered 
all things from many physicians, yet without help. After a 
si~ple funeral service his body was placed in Christ Church 
College Chapel, in Oxford, beside his ol! f~iend in letters, 
~obert Burton. His will disposed of a quite modest estate. 
Hie home in Norham Gardens he gave as a permanent residence 
for the Regius Professor of Medicine; his library to his 
colleagues. · 

It may be said that Osler has no great discovery in 
medicine to his credit, that he can not have a place among the 
immor~als w~th Jenner, Pasteur, an~ Lister, but he advanced 

• 
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tremendously the teaching of medicine, worked steadfastly for 
a better scholarship and a higher culture, and was no small 
factor in ~utting medicine and the teaching of medicir.e on a 
more scientific basis, and student and doctor on a higher 
ethical plane. 

· ABTHUF. t. TQTIGHT 

HTWRY A. RATTERMANN 

Henry A· Rattermann, for 48 years a member of this Club 
was born October 14, 1832 at,Ankum, District of Osnabruck, 
Germany, and came with his family to the United States and to 
Cir.cinnati in 1846· His father had been a cabinet maker and 
continued that trade in this country but his death in January 
1850 placed a large part of the care of the family uponthe 
shoulders of the seventeen year old boy who became accustomed 
therefore to very ·hard wor1{: from his early childhood. 

He gave assiduous study to the Er.glish language, endeavor
ing to perfect himself for business and shortly became a boo1t
keeper for a relative engaged in the lumber business, attending 
at the san:e time a commercial college. In 1858 he took a very 
large part in the founding of the German Mutual Insurance Co. 
engaged in fire insurance with which institution he was con
nected until hjs death, a perioo of sixty-five years. Although 
during the last few years of his life his sight was quite im
paired he continued his activities in his official position 
until a very short time prior to his death and his mina remained 
quite clear until the end. · · 

His painstaking devotion to ·his ·business however represent
ed but one phase of his varied interests and many sided career 
which covered literature, art and music to a quite exceptional 
degree. · · 

Very fon~ of music and himself a good musician he was one o~ 
the founders a~d a member of The Saengerbund organized in Cincin: 
na ti in 1848, the 7,flaennerchor in 1857, and the old Orpheus Club · 
organized in 1858 and long before the establishment of our Col
lege of Music or symphony orchestra or Festival Association, he 
conducted a large orchestra and chorus. He also took an active 
part ·in connection with the Saengerfest, the Golden Jubilee of 
the Saengerbund held in the auditorium built for the purpose 
on the site opposite the Zoological Gardens in which were heard 
the German singing s ooieties from various :parts of the world. · 

·He was no lees interested in art as distinguished from 
music ~nd ~hroughout his life was regarded as an art oritic of 
keen d1scr1mination and taste and as in music so ·n t h · 
· f th th it t · ' · ' 1 ar e was one o e au or a 1ve historians so far as this cit.1 i 

earned. Y s con-

He wrote and published a number of volumes of poems in the 
German language, under the peeudonrm "Hugo Reinmund." :Mr. 
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R~ttermann's principal literary activity fnr many years however 
was the editors hip o :f "German Pioneer" (De uta cher Pionier) the 
official publication of the German-American pioneers in which 
from 1874 to 1890 he gave in a very entertaining style a view of 
the pest end present of German·1ife in America. · 

In this journal he traced the history of the German immi
grants .back. to the m~st remote.period and covered every phase 
of the1r life in the1r new env1ronment. His success in this 
respect is indicated by the acknowledgement of indebtedne~s by 
t~e celebrated Gustav Koerner, the distinguished friend and ad
VlS er of Lincoln in his work "The German :fiement in the United 
States" 

''above all to eleven volumes of ;'TH~ G~RMA!'T PIO~T:~ER,' 
.published at Cincinnati from 1869-1879. The 
last magazine under the editorship of the highly 
talented, indefatigable and most zealous historian, 
Henry A. Rattermann, of Cincinnati, furnished a 
collection of most valuable incidents of German 
immigration, particularly in Ohio, and of biograph
ical sketches of Germans of notoriety, which in 
point of conscientious accuracy of facts, and 
beauty of style, left nothing to be desired." 
(Vol. ii, 628). 

Koerner also says of him:. 

"To .Rattermann, however, I was obliged for the 
most copious information and for books and pamph
lets on the subject treated by me. It was an 
embaras de ric hesse; so I had to curtail a groat 

,deal. Rattermann also .did the first proof-reading 
~he book being ~rinted in Cincinnati, a~d added to' 
1t an index so f~ll and accurate as to make it very 
convenient for the reader," 
(Vol. ii, 629) 

_a tribute which seems to those that knew him most just and 
admiraQlY expressed. 

He wrote for many other perioqioals, both in German· and 
in El:gl ish on literary, historical and-philosophical subjects 
~~d wa~ a member and contribu~or to the pub~i~ations of numdrous 
n1stor7cal and philosophical societies throughout the country. 
At v~r1ous times he travelled quite extensively ann delivered 
addresses on subjects connected with literature art music 

i 
t ' ' h.story, biography or philosophy before many learned soc.ieties. 

H1s correspondencecarried onwith notable writers and philosoph
. ers from all parts of the world form a most valuable collection 

and his large and valuable libr.ary on philosophical and his
torical sub~ects was said to be among the best in the country. 

Fo~ many years he was very much interested.in politics and 
affiliated with the democratic p~rt, working for it both by 
speeches and writing ann at a later time he took an active part 
in an independent reform party and .was. a delegate to a conver!tion 
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of that party peld in Cincinnati in 1872 at the time· of the con
vention of the Liberal Republican party. Subsequently, he sup
ported Tilden in 1876 and Cleveland in 1884~ He was one ?f the· 
organizers of the Revenue Reform Club which was quite act1va in 
oppo!ition to the protective policy, of the government. 

One who was quite close to him, speaking of the German 
Pioneers says: 

"The feeling of these early pioneers was to show that they 
had contributed their share through conscientious effort 
in the economic and cultural development of our beloved 
country, Their love of art and music, nature and science, 
their thrift their natriotism, has certainly been help
ful to the c~untry of their adoption a'1d while their 
love for the mother·who bore them was not wholly erad
icated when they left her for the br.ide of their choice, 
their first allegiance and sincere loyalty was given 
to the latter." 

"Mr. Rattermann was wholeheartedly an American 
though far better able to express himself in a foreign 
tongue." 

Some years ago one of the members of your committee asked 
his assistance in writing the art and musical history·of the 
City of Cincinnati, a subject with which he seemed better ac
quainted than any other man. Mr. Rattermann regretted hie in
ability to undertake the work because, as he stated, he had 
concluded to publish his own writings in complete form. It was 
hie purpos·e to set the type, do the press work and the binding 
with hie own hand and he ·estimated, that it would take him six 
years to accomplish this wor1<: and that e ix ..years was just the 
number of years left to him to live. He succeeded in nart and 
the result is shown by thirteen (13) hands orne volumes,·· copies 
of which were presented by him to the club. 

This collection of volumes covering every field of litera
ture not only written by our merr.ber but made in every sanae by 
his own hand is certainly unique in the history of our organiza
tion and probably riv~lled in but few i~stancee an~~here. · 
Incidentally as the co~vereation above referred to occurred in 
1902 it may be noted that :-nr. P.attermann survived his appointed 
time fifteen years, in which time he was able to add very mater
ially tothe wealt~ of information, criticism and creative work 
oontributed by him during the long lifetime of unceasing labor 
VIhich labor gave to him a'lld to others the highest pleasure, 

· t~r. Rattermann 's complete publications include a volume of 
~rth American bird songs, sixty-eight in number (German); a 
volume of lyrics and b~llads; a volume of oaes and' eclogues; and 
e volume containing 616 sketches. Many of his poems are phil
o&ophical rather than didactic a~d some of his nature poems are 
said to be exquisite. In his early years he wrote Librettos for 
several operas--translations--and a volume of aphorisms, maxims 
end riddles in prose and verse. 

The late Professor M. D. Learned of the University of 
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Pennsylvania called .him a second Goethe. His prose works in
clude articles on Shakespeare, a series in w~ich he rejected 
the Bacon story and advanced the idea that ~illiam Harvey was 
the H .. n. to whom Shakespeare dedicated the sonn~te, basing 
his belief on the fact that the poet was cognizant of the cir
culation of the blood long before the theory was generally 
known in ~nglar.d. Harvey had studied medicine in Italy where 
sonnets were popular and it was suggested to Shakespeare to 
write in that form. Several papers on Shakespeare are to the 

.point that he was travelling on the continent as an actor 
during the period of his life as to which history has lost track 
of his whereabouts. 

For many years Mr. Rattermann contributed regularly tothe 
pa~ers of the club. His reported contributions number twe~ty 
four ar.d continued until a comparative recent period. During 
the time when health permitted he was quite regular in his 
attendance.a~d both in his appearance and his conversation 
made a most ·Striking and impressive figure in our club life. 
There was no subject under the sun upon which he could not dis
course with eloquence and accuracy and he was always a leader 
in the discussions around the table. no member more distinct
ly embodied the ideals for which the club has stood for almost 
three quarters ot a century. Thus it was singularly fitting 
that his contributions as well as his personality should be 
recognized by his election to honorary membership in 

He died in the 9lst year of his age in the late afternoon 
of January 6th, 1923 not many hours before the night of the 
club meeting where the announcement of his death brought home 
to those pr.esent that one of the most distinctive and dis- . 
tinguished members of our organization had passed from our 
midst. 

Signed 
C.T. Greve, 
C.B. Wilby, 
T7. C. Cochran, 
G .s. Sykes, 
G. A. Green. · 

Committee . 

Pap.ere Contributed to the Literary Club 

Henry A. Rattermann 

The Pre-Columbian :Discovery of America 
Early Artiste Of Ci~cinnati 
Art and Artists of Cincinnati 
~he Architecture of Cincinnati 
Hecuba - A Poem 
The Cul ti vat ion o-f Music in Cincin~a ti 

~arly Years 
in 

Father Louis Hennepin 
A German ~egiment in the Revolutionary War 

June 10, 1876 
May 12, 1877 
nov. 10, 1877 
Nov. 16, 1878 
June 28, 1879 

Nov. 1, 1879 
nov. 13, 1880 
April 8,.1882 
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Papers Contributed to·theLiterary Club 

.Henry A. Rattermann 

navid Ziegler, the ~irst Chief Magistrate of 
CiTloinnati 

A Prominent :1erchant of Cincinnati in Early 
Days 

An Early Account of Cir.cin~ati a~a the Ohio 
Valley 

Did Shakespeare as an Actor Visit the Nether-
laTldS sr.d Germany? 

The English Actors in Germany during the 
sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries 

A. Musical Duel 
The Charm of Edenhall 
Spiritualism among the Ancients 
The Cincinnati May s1uaical Festivals 
The Discovery of the ~ississippi 
A Celebrated Traveler and Author as Resident 

of Cincinnati from 1837 to 1842 
Spring Grove ann its Creator 
The FraTJkenstein Brothers - Two early Artists 

Of Cir.cinr.ati 
Early Musical Activities in Cir.cinnati 
A Celebrated Cincin~ati Artist -

crodfrey M, Frankenstein 
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26, 1895 
21, 1898 
6, 1896 

24, 1899 
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8' 1905 
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27, 1911 

9, 1912 

Oot. 13, 1923 GEORGE H. WARRINGTON 

Ten YeBrs ago we scarcely kne\V that there was suoh a .thing 
as Federal taxation so far as any innividual effeot was felt. 
Practically all the ~ederal revenue was raised by indiredt 
taxation--custom duties and e~cises on liquor and tobaooo. ~e 
paid more undoubtedly for articles subject to the tariff whether 
they were purchase.d here or abroad, and those of us who used 
liquor and tobacco p.aid the. penalty in an added tax but the 
tax was concealed in the nr.ioe. ·There were no dire~t Federal 
taxes on the individual. The Income Tax was on the way, but 
gently as a lamb, and so it might have continued,. for some years 
at least, had not the war supervened. That changed all things 
and we were soon made aware of the Federal taxing power. Money 
in unheard of quantities was needed, first to prepare, then to 
fight, now to pay off the fighters--next to support the various 
and sundry social schemes which are never lac1{ing in a resource
ful de~ocracy once it has found the means of tapping the 
springs of wealth. Our generation nor the next will know the 
antebellum days again. The imposition of direct taxes has not 
relieved us. of the indirect. .The tariff is no lower, internal 
revenue taxes are far higher and cover far more commodities 
than ever. We have been relieved of only one--that on liquor 
but I a~ told this bas not reduced the price. We have thus i~ 
a sta~tlngly short time found the means of raising a revenue 
almost unlimited--what we shall :nake of this power no maT1 oan 
predict • We have the ex-perience of the past, but, even i:f men 

.had ever shown much disposition to be guided by suoh experience, 
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the conditions were so different that it ca~ throw but an un
certain li~ht on the future. Still this may be a light of 
warning and it may not be wholly futile to glance at some of 
the salient features of ancient system of taxation and their 
results. · 
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How did Greece meet the progressively growing expenses 
which seem to be the fate of all govermenta. past and present? 

~e know little of the details, but certain principles and 
methods of taxation were common to the whole Greek world. The 
bulk of the ordinary revenues in times of peaoe was raised by 
multiform indirect taxes. There was a duty, generally of 2:b, 
on all im·porta and exports, to vrhich was added certain harpor 
charges· The Cfties maintained an octroi system as in France 
today. There was a sales tax paid by the purchaser which was 
usually fixed at 1';1a of the price, a poll tax of a small amount 
on men and unmarried'women, but twice as much on the men. 
Al~ens were charged a fee f')r trading in the market places 
and they ,aid a higher poll tax than citizens. Other sources 
of revenue were court fees, fines, confiscations, rentals from 
state property and (for Athens) the'state silver mines. 

The ea~liest direct taxation were the tithes of agricul
tural produce which continued for centuries but were abolished 
in Athens in the fifth century owing to the growth of commerce 
and tbe ext ens ion of the Empire. · 

There was.also a general property tax similar in many 
respects to that which we have in Ohio today and apparently 
'enforced.in much the same way. All property was taxes by un
iform rule at its true value in money. Schedules were furnished 
by the taxpayer, but the total duplicate of all the real and 
-eers onal property of Athens at its zenith totalled only about 
~7,000,000.00, which, scholars agree, was a mere fraction of 
the real value. Plate and money were habitually concealed or 
u~dervalued. ryealth was dangerous under a democracy. ~ident
ly the arts of concealment, evasion and undervaluing w~re prac
ticed before the Ohio Constitution of 1852. Demosthenes .esti
mates that the rate was about a:~. which he admits was intoler
able· If no effective means was found f·1r ensuring a full :re
turn at true value an ingenious scheme wae adopted for collect
ing the amount due. The Council selected a body of the rich-
est citizens called"the 300" who were made liable for the 

entire tax and left 'to reimburse themsel"Tes as beat they could 
from the balance of the taxpay~ng population. An.oient states 
were unable or unwilling to organize a tax-collecting machinery 
of their own--the collection was let out to the tax-farmers 
(frequently corporations)' at the highea t bid. It is unnecas
s'ary to dwell upon the hardships which this eye tam imposed and 
pa~ticularly upon the ignorant. 

The Greeks developed a peculiar form of levey or contri
bution to which it is difficult to find a parallel elsewhere • 
This is called the "liturgy" or public service which relieved 
the State of many large expenditures in connection with the 
great festivals ar.d religious and other ceremonials· Certain 

men were 'selected by the Archon or by the tribes to perform 
various duties at their own expense. Some were obliged to 
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i th many choruses required for 
collect' maintain ar.~ ef~ ~la·· e t!J ke-e,., anii train men to rep-
oompetii~on~r~~e~h~n ~~el~orch-races at these festivals;to 
res ant .. e . · h ad of a 8 acred embassy in the 
feast the tr1bes: to serve as e 01 1 ~ to con-

~~~~ ~~e A~~:~le!" a~o~:l~~~t;;"1o~~n~~l·lJ~h~t're ed ~n~d~w;:~~ ~~~~~ns 
t fl tt d the pride o-r tr.ese se eo <;< • Q 

~~t w!ll a: a e~~arge. They affo~ded opportunities fr)t displa~ 
by the rich which we may well believe many were not averse t 
embracing. 

These burdens were only placed on men who were w~rth about 
~3500.00 or more, a-r.d no one could be· compelled to taLe more than 
bne liturgy twioe noT serve two successive years. Anyone who 
thought his selection unfair could challenge another to take 
the liturgy or exchange properties with him. The l~tter could 
deoline· both alternatives, whereupon the matter wou .. d go t() the 
court, which would examine the respective inventories 0f prop
erty, hear the evidence ar.d arguments and decide which was the 
more able to bear the burden. 

The Trierarohy is a remarkable illustration of the demands 
which a (}reek c1emooracy mane upon its rich citizens· This was 
the obligation imposed on an individual to get a ship to the 
navy launched and ready for sea, maintBin it for a year and turn 
it over to his succeeso1' in as good conc1ition as he found it or 
pay damages unless he could prove t~ot it was damaged or ~eetroy
ed in storm or battle through no fault of his own. The State 
provided t~e ship and equipment and was supposed to pay the crew, 
but nevertheless the ex~ense to the Trierarch was heavy. No 
one could be compelled to aooept this burden more than once in 
three.years and the prooess of finding a substitute referred to 
above in the case of tpe liturgies was open to the one selected. 
At the beginnine of the l'eolopennesian War 400 men ·at Athens 
were found who were rich enough to un(1ertake this ·burden, but 
after the Sicilian ~xpedition the expense had to be divided be
tween two, and later companies were formed for dividing it still 
further. 

I have not yet mentioned a souroe of revenue which in time 
oame to produce about half the total income of Athens, and in the 
latter part of the fifth century the mai~atay·of her finance. 
This was t11e tribute from her subject-allies. The Treasury of 
the Delian League was at Delos but it was under the control of 
Athenian offiodals and in 454 B.c. was taken to Athena and the 
allies of Athens became her subjects and were compelled to pa~ 
tribute till the oollapae of the 1m~ire. After the treasure ~as 
removed to Athens it was used as the Athenia.n Assembly dil'eoted 
chiefly in building ana mair.tHi~ing the nav:,r and fortifications' 
although some was used f0r builn i:1g the Parthenon over the ob- ' 
jection of the suQjeot states. 

· Another resource available and used without hesitation in 
times of emergency was the property of the Gods. This was im
mense, and was under the control of the Assembly and Council as 
the people weTe ~upreme in fi~ance as in other matters. The 
tem~les were adm1nistered by elected officials who rented 
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Appollo'a houses and lan~s, received his revenue and loaned his 
money at 10%. In time of need the State resorted to the sacred 
cheat--generally in the form of a loan. without interest and with 
only a moral obligation. to repay·. The treasure of Athens was 
kept in the Parthenon ana it was very large in the fifth century-
about $7,000,000.00 in coined mo~ey alone. This was drain~d by 
the Sicilian ]xpedition· Tne aouroe of this treasure was a small 
percentage of the tribute from the subject-allies, a tithe of 
all way-booty and conguiered· territory and confiscated estates 
and ·oettain fines a~d penal ties· It was in charge of ten treaa
urera seleoted by lot from the richest oitizens. 

An advanced Gree~ demooracy was an expensive form of 
government• Vast sums were spent on sacrifices, public feasts, 
prooessione, dramatio, musical a~a ·gymnastio competitions, 
horse and ·Oh~riot races· Large amounts were dis~ributed to the 
people on these ocoasions, which was wasteful and demoralizing. 
The "speotaole money," so-called in time became indiapens~ble 
and popular leaders. inoreased the amounts until a "spectacle 
fund" was established· which olaimed.all surplusses in the hands 
of the various departments at the end of the year. This should 
have been saved for emergencies but it was n9t until 338, the 
very year of Chaeronea, that Demosthenes could persuade the 
Assembly to use this for war purposes. 

As many citizens as possible were. taken into the governme~t 
and all were paid·· Magistrates were unnecessarily numerous. 
The Qourt of Judges never oonai_,t~d of lese than 201 members, 
all of whom were paid· The oitizens finally oame to be paid 
for attending the Assembly to which all were of oourse admitted 
in a pure democracy. Rep~esentative government has at least 
the advantage of· economy in pay of legislators over the other 

_form• The maintenance of public slaves, the.polioe of Scythian 
arohers •. allowanoes to poor oitizens who could not work, and the 
eduoation of the sons of citizens killed in war, were other i tams 
of expense. The outgo for military and naval development was 
also g,reat. All Athenians. spend their 19th and 20th years in 
training at the expense of the State, yet AthenEJ was wholly 
unprepared for a long war• Athenian statesmen invented e~abor
ate preoautiona to prevent embezzlement by ~agiatrates but oould 
discover no method of curtailing extravagance on the part of 
the sovereign people· · Yet in spite of all the burdens placed 
upon the rioh an Athenian philosopher said that it was remark
able that the rioh stayed rich, a condition that indicates that 
taxes then as now were passed on to the consumer• The only 

_ methoa that apparently.has suooeeded in really destroying the 
rich is the unlimited inflation we are now witnessing in Europe, 
and it is doubtful if this does more than substitute one class-
and that a less desirable claes--f~r another. 

The financial economy of Athena w~s thoroughly unsound and 
nothing but her political supremacy maintained her solvency. 
She consumed more than she produced antl was thus oompell~d to 
ilDJ)ort, but she was able to do this without difficulty by reason 
of th.e tribute whioh she received from her subject-allies and 
the profits from her carrying trade, both of whioh were depend
ent absolutely on her ·nav~l supremacy. Her condition in this 
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collect, mair.tain ar.d eq~ P . e · ke-en ann train men to rep-
competitions at the festlvalsh t 0 at these festivals·to 
resent the tribes in the tore hra~e~f a sacred embassy in the 
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nam of Athens t0 some festival at Delos or ymp a J~ 
sul ~ the oracles at Delphi or D(ldona. Thele were heavy burdens 
but it flattered the pride of t'hese selected and was an honor 
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well 
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a charge. Tbey afforded opportunities f0r display 
by the rich which we may well believe many were not averse to 
embracing. 

'T'hese burdens were only placea on men who were worth about 
~3500 :oo or more, ar.d no one could be· compelled to take more than 
one 1 i turgy twice nor serve two successive years • An~one ~ho 
thought his a ale otion unfair could challenge another to tacee 
the 11 turgy or e:xcha11ge properties with him· The l~tter could 
decline· both alternatives, whereupon the matter wou .. d go t8 the 
court, which would examine the respective inv~ntories of prop
erty, hear the evidence ar.d arguments and dec1de which was the 
more able to bear tho burden. 

The Trierarahy is a remarkable illustration of the demands 
which a ~reek democracy ma~e upon its rich citizens. This was 
the obligation imposed on an individual to get a ship to the 
navy lau~ohea and ready f0r sea, maintain it for a year and turn 
it over to his successor in as good condition as he found it or 
pay damages unless he coulti prove tht1t it was damaged or (1estroy
ed in storm or battle through no fault of his own. The State 
provided t~e ship ar.d equipment and was supposed to pay the crew, 
but nevertheless the expense to the Trierarch was heavy. No 
one could be compelled to accept this burden more than once in 
three.years and the process of finding a substitute referred to 
above in the case of tpe liturgies was open to the one selected. 
At the beginninp; of the 'Peolopennesian "far 400 men ·at Athens 
were found who were rich enough to un(~ertake this ·burden, but 
after the Sicilian Sxpedition the expense had to be divided be
tween two, and later companies were formed for dividing it still 
further. 

I have not yet mentioned a source of revem1e which in time 
came to produce about half the total income of Athens , and in the 
latter pert of the fifth century the mainstay·of her finance. 
This was t11e tribute from her subject-allies. The Treasury of 
the Delian League was at Delos but it was under the control of 
Athenian officials and in 454 B.c. was taken to Athens and the 
allies of Athens beoame her subjects and were compelled to pa~ 
tribute till the collapse of the 3m~ire. After the treasure ~as 
removed to Athens 1 t was used as the Athenian Assembly directed 
chiefly in building and maintAi:r1ing the nav:r and fortifications' 
although some was used f0r builn i!lg the Parthenon over the ob- ' 
jection of the suoject states. 

· Another resource available and used without hesitation in 
times of emergency was the pr·Jperty of the Gods. This was im
mense, and was under the control of the Assembly and council as 
the people weTe supreme in finance as in other matters The 
temnles were administered by elected officials who rented-
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Appollo's houses and lan~s, reoeived his revenue and loaned his 
money at 10%. In time of need the State resorted to the saored 
ohest--generally in the form of a loan without interest and with 
only a moral obligation. to repay·. The treasure of Athens was 
kept in the Parthenon ana it was very large in the fifth century-
about $7,000,000.00 in coined money alone. This was drain~d by 
the Sicilian 3xpedition· Tne source of this treasure was a small 
percentage of the tribute from the subject-allies, a tithe of 
all way-booty and conguiered territory and confisoatea estates 
and ·certain fines a~d penal ties· It was in charge of ten treas
urers selected by lot from the richest citizens. 

An advanced Gree~ democracy was an expensive form of 
government• Vast sums were spent on sacrifices, public feasts, 
processions, dramatic, musical a~a ·gymnastic competitions, 
horse and ·Ch~riot races· Large amounts were dis~ributed to the 
people on these occasions, which was wasteful and demoralizing. 
The "spectacle money •" s o-oalle d in time became indispens ~ble 
and popular leaders. increased the amounts. until a "spectacle 
fund" was established· which claimed.all surplusses in the hands 
of the various departments at the end of the year. This should 
have been saved for emergencies but it was n9t until 338, the 
very year of Ohaeronea, that Demosthenes could persuade the 
Assembly to use this for war purposes. 

As many citizens as possible were. taken into the governmer.t 
and all were paid· Magistrates were unnecessarily numerous. 
The Qourt of Judges never conai,t~d of less than 201 members, 
all of whom were paid· The citizens finally came to be paid 
for attending the Assembly to which all were of course admitted 
in a pure democracy. Rep~esentative government has at least 
the advantage of·eoonomy in pay of legislators over the other 

_form• The maintenance of public slaves, the.police of Soythian 
arohers" . allowances to poor citizens who could not worlt, and the 
education of the sons of citizens Jtilled in war, were other i terns 
of expense. The outgo for military ana naval development was 
also g,reat. All Athenians. spend their 19th and 20th years in 
training at the expense of the State, yet !then~ was wholly 
unprepared for a long war. Athenian statesmen invented e~abor
ate precautions to prevent embezzlement by ~agistrates but could 
disoover no method of curtailing extravagance on the part of 
the sovereign people• . Yet in spite of all the burdens placed 
upon the rioh an Athenian philosopher saicl that it was remark
sble that the rich stayed rich, a condition that indicates that 
taxes then as now were passed on to the consumer. The only 

.. method that apparently.has succeeded in really destroying the 
rioh is the unlimited inflation we are now witnessing in Europe, 
and it is doubtful if this does more than substitute one olass-
and that .a less desirable class--for another. 

The financial economy of Athens w~s thoroughly unsound and 
nothing but her political supremacy maintained her solvency. 
She consumed more than she producea an1l was thus compell~d to 
i~ort, but she was able to do this without diffioul ty by reason 
of th.e tribute whioh she received from her subject-allies and 
the profits from her carrying trade, both of which were depend
ent absolutely on her ·nav~l supremacy. Her condition in this 
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res eot was not unlike that of England· When the Pelo?onnesian 
warp destroyed her navy, her subjects were released from her 
domination the tribute ceased, the carrying trade disappeared 
and her pr~sperity deolined irrevocably. Thie did not l~a~, 
however, to 8 ourtailrr.ent of the extravagance of her admlnletra
tion· on the contrary it grew• Demagogues were never·wanting 
to ir.creese the doles of the people· The money must be found 
eomehow and it could. only be by visiting the grossest oppression 
and hardship upon the classes whic!1 could· alone res tor~ her 
prestige and prosperity if left free to try. Her cond1tion 
went from bad to worse until at Chaeronea she fell under the 
domination of Pbilip of Macedon and gradually sank into tbe 
sleep from which she has not yet awakened. 

For some centuries after the foundation of Rome there was 
no tax problem. The life of the people was simple· The govern
ment did not concern itself with muoh·beyond the maintenance of 
order• Suoh matters as education a~d general welfare were taken 
care of e~t1rely by the tribes end families. The officials and 
the army served without pay. The latter was composed e~tirely 
of property owners who were glad to protect theii' ovm interests 
from hostile raids. The first demand for large surne oame with 
the lang war against Yeii when the army was compelled to neglect 
the farms ard taxes had to be levied to insure their cultivation. 
This took the form of a uniform property tax--and like our similar 
Ohio tax chiefly on land--et a very low rate, and this continued 
to oonstitute the most important part ~f the revenue of Rome un
til it was abolished in 167 B.c. on the conquest of Macedonia. 
It was not restored for nearly 501 years after the provinces 
were granttd.Roman citizenship and a uniform system of taxation 
was e!tablished over the whole Empire· The second Punic War 
brought great demand for money which resulted in doubling and 
trebling the taxes• An·income tax was even levied and Rome bor
rowed from her citizens but the loans were soon repaid·· Rome 
was ever Jealous of her public credit and spated no efforts to 
discharge her debts with the greatest .Punctiliousness. 

By 167 B.c. Rome had accumulated a large surplus from her 
mines, indemnities and booty of war, tribute from Spain and rental 
of the publio lands. By a singular fatality Spain was the Peru 
and Mexico of the ancient world· The oppression of her simple 
natives compelled to labor in their own mines for the benefit of 
stra~gers forme an exact prototype of the later history of 
Sparish America. Gold and silver mines were treated as treasure 
trove and thus belonged to the sovereign. These new sources of 
revenue led to the exemption of all Roman citizens from the prop
·erty and other direct taxes and these conditions lasted until 
the disorders brought about by the civil wars when large sums 
were taker by the sucoessive leaders in power at the time by 
way of confiscations and illegal exactions rather than any un 
iform system of taxation. They were largely personal. 0 res--
~i~~~0:ike the special taxes laid by Anthony on the fri~~de of 

Most of Rome's revenue from her first acouisition of 
foreign territory came from her provinces. sicily was the fi t 
overseas territory take~ a~d Rome took over and adopted the rs 
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system of taxation she founn there. This was based on the 
Oriental theory that all land bel~ngs to the sovereign a~n ten
ants pay him rent f:)r its use' and became the bas is of taxa
tion in the later.provinces. In 3gypt it was carried by 
Augustus to a point of economic absolutism never dreamed of 
elsewhere except possibly in Russia at the present day. He 
established state banks and state :factories as monopolies for 
the manufacture of ~ractioally all the necessities and luxur-
j e~ used by man. It is interesting to observe that beer was 
Qlass ed as a luxury along with jewelry and perfumes. -mgy~t 
became the most ~reductive of all the province~, ultimat~ly 
supplying Rome w1th all the food she needed.for nine months of 
the year• Rome also monopolized the carrying trade, making it 
unlav~ful to sell ships to foreigners or even instruct therr: how 
to build them, under penalty of high treason. The taxes of Rome 
as those of Greece were farmed out to the publicans ann it is 
only necessary to refer in passing to the usual concomitants 
of this system.which was no better under Roman guidance than 
elsewhere~ The oppression of the provinces was a byword in the 
anci~nt world· One of Julius Caesar's procurators in Gaul, 
after levying a monthly tribute on the inhabitantE, resorted 
to _the inger.ioue scheme of decreeing fourteen months into the 
year. Neither Caesar nor ~is successors hesitated to rob the 
Gods when necessary. On one oco~sion he took 3000 pounds of 
gala. from the Capi ~ol but was careful to replace it with tbe 
a erne quantity of gilt brass. Hie theory was that the golcl would 
be more beneficial to his soldiers than to the Gocls. So for 
many centuries war with i te booty and conquered terri tory pro
vided Rome with the great bulk of her revenu~ and relieved the 
fortunate citizens from taxes. 17ar was generally a profitable 
business in those days for the victor in marked contrast to the 
~resent. .~bout the only way for the .victorious nations in the 
last war to realize that they were victorious is to contrast 
their own cor. di tion with that of the conquered, ar:cl even this 
may not be wholly s ucoess ful in the case of Turl::ey. 

The time. oame, however, whe-r. the exper.s ee of the State 
grew beyonc1. the power of the provir..ces to meet them ard it be
ca.me. necessary to impose taxes upon the sa eros a not Roman him
self· The tariff was revivied but as Rome owned the world, its 
proponents were deprived of the consolation that the foreigner 
pays the tax and were compelled to divide the mmpire into tariff 
dis triots. The rates varied from 2-1/2 to !'i:-1/ 2% and brought 
in a very 1 arge revenue but r;ere a. g,reat impediment to trade, 
whi.ch suffered as in France under similar conditions before the. 
Revolution. About the beginning of the Christian ~ra, Augustus 
found himself confronted with fresh demands from his soldiers, 
which, added to the constantly ir.creas ing expense of r;overnrnert 
and largesses to the people, forced him to find new sources of 
revenue• He first had a census taken of everyone with over 
200,000 sesterces, evidently with the intention to tax only 
the. large estates as he feared a revel t if he a.ttempted to 
tax the great bulk of the people. This scheme was abandoned. 
ar.d he then proposed a law making bachelors and married men 
wi th.out ~hildren incapable of inheritance ar. d providing that 
legacies and inheritances to them shoul~ pass. to the state. 
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1 t osition on the part of the. 
~his met with the most vio er. opp w 0 a arently were 
knights and the new rifch mid:~~c~~:s~ha~ th~~atened to leave 
praoticinc a system 0 race 1 It was nee-
the ~mpire in time to free~~~ ~n~ff~~: ~~:r:;veral years and 
~~:~r~ot~o~~~;P~~eb;~~r~P~t

8

wa~ finally adopted· This 01~: wae intended for social as well as revenue pu:poses ~n 
i~terestirg as one of the first tax laws in h1story ¥h~ch 1 w~s asqed,for something other than revenue alone• ave a -
wayspfelt that revcr.ue is the sole justification for tax le~is
lation but I am bound to confess that the modern tendencl s 
away f;om this idea. A protective tariff is the mos~ obv.ous 
instar.ce but the two purposes of revenue and pr~t~ct1on .m1ght 
b justif1ed on the ground of simplicity of adm1~1strat1on. 
'l~;e flagr~:rrt instances, ard in m~r judgme:r.t in defensible, are 
the imposition of excessive income ar~ inheritan~e taxes the 
obvious purpose of which is not to increase publ1c rev~nue 
( frequer.tly the exact opT'os i te results) but to accompllfh s orne 
var·ue social purpose supposed to appeal to the masses: Such 
purposes would be better llought about directly after lntel
ligert discussion than under the guise of taxation· Our Fed
eral GoverniT.e~t has been obliged to use the taxing power fre
quently to accomplish laudable purposes which coulrl not con
stitut1onally be done directly. 1itness the prohibitive tax 
on state bank notes, on colored oleomargarin, the products of 
child labor, grain futures, etc. This is a dangerous power to 
wield but in cases like this is simpler than amending the Con
stitution, ar.d public opinion has generally sustained Cor.gress 
in such enactiT.ents. 

Augustus next proposed a tax of 5% on inheritances to 
others than near relatives. This seems very mild to us but to 
the Romans of those days who scarcely knew the meaning of a 
direct tax it came as a thunderbolt. The opposition was such 
that it was impossible to have it enacted in the regular way 
and Augustus was compelled to resort for the last time to an 
expedient which had stood him in good stead before· He asserted 
that he hsd found the proposal among Julius Caesar's papers and 
it thus became law by virtue of a senatus consultum of 44 B.C. 
which enacted the t all o:f~ such decrees whenever found should im
mediately become law; anrl thus passed the greatest forgery in 
the history of Rome. 

In this s eme year ( 6 A.D.} the damar ds of the soldiers for 
pens1ons (another name for bonus) beca~e sogreat that a Sena
torial Committee was appointed to find new sources of revenue to 
provide them, but it reported finally that it could offer no 
suggestion. The needs of the soldiers were admitted but the 
people would not hear of fresh taxation. There was the familiar 
cry that existing taxes were amply sufficient for all purposes 
if only economy were practiced, and committees were suggested 
to apply the axe.· Verily there is nothing new under the sun! 
~penses COl"ltinued to increase as time w·ent on an~ the suo-
cess ors of Augustus were constantly compelled to find new 
sour~~s of rev~nue. The Jews as usual suffered the most op
pres,. 1 ve exact1 ons. The so-called Delato rs became a formidable 
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class. Their occupation was to file charges of.treason against 
citizens and thus bring about confiscation of their estates to 
the ~peror and large fines to the Treasury. Men were encour
aged to break the law that their fines might swell the revenue. 
Caligula refused to publish certain decrees that their innocent 
violation might result in more fines. Tihen the clamor against 
this forced a change he published them in characters so fine as 
to be practically illegible. Legacies to those who had died 
after the making of a will.but before the testator's death vrent 
to the State instead of into the residuary estate as with us a~d 
this continued until it was abolished by Justinian. The law 
referred to above by which the State took all legacies to cel
ibates had been modified to provide that they might receive 
them if they married within 100 days, and this cortinued in 
force until Constantine abolished it as contrar~r to Christian
ity--probably because it bore hardly on the celibates of the 
Church· It is curious to observe that the State took the leg
acies of women who married within a year of their husband's 
death. 'J:Ihe .mere existence of such a law v·v-ould indicate a wide
spread practice• A general sales tax of 1% had been intro~uced 
by Augustus which covered everything from a house to a pin· It 
worked well a~d produced a goon revenue, but, as Gibbon remarlts 
ana as we know from present experience, "Such a tax, ae- j.t 
affects the body of the people, has ever beer. the.occasion of 
clamor arn discontent." 

A tax of.5~ on the sale price of all slaves and 12-1/2~ 
on al1 property of persons enfranchised proouced a very 
large revenue. 

Most of the cities had the familiar octroi by direct grant 
from the lmperor. 

There was a·curious tax of a small amount laid on every 
person at birth, manhood and death, a~d various occupation taY.es. 
Caligula even taxed marriages with the inevitable result· He 
imposed one ta:z: which mie;ht be unworthy of consideration now 
as a means of c~earing our congested court dockets--l/40th of 
all sums in vol ved in litigation. Another curious tax imposed 
for a short time was a small amount on each chimney and even 
each tile of a house. Nero took 75% of the estates of freedmen 
on death. Tiberius made it a capital crime, accompanied of 
course with confiscation of estate, so enter a brothel with 
money• bearing his divine image, or to s trilte a slave who happen
ed to have such money in his pocket • Monopolies were grarted 
in salt and other cornmoditiee and became so odious that Tiber-
ius ·dared not even use the work without as1dng leave o~ the Senate. 
Nero, strange to say, during his first five years a~ol1shed many 
oppressive taxes and even wished to abolish the tar1ff and the 
ous tom houses with it, but was dissuaded by the Senate • He also 
derived great popularity by regulating the fees of lawyers. 

_ We hear of ·the Golden Age of the early ~pire, but well 
might .. Horaoe observe that it was so called becnus~ no .one thought 
of:> an~rthi~g ~ut money with '~vhich he miiTht buy off1ce or any 
othar kind of P.referment ·.·1h1ch suited his fancy. 
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I 222 A D Corscalla eranted Roman citizenship to all 

~~~~rhi~~~~~:~~a~~us c~~=~~li~~s w:~tf~~ ;;;: ~r::;~:!s~~~v/~~ 
Italy as it destroyed its preference over ~he ~rov1~c~~ and 
made inevitable something res ambling equality. 1n ta ... a on 
over the whole 1ropire to the great ultima~e, d1sadvanta~~ o~ 
Italy. For the time being, however, it wor~ed to the . sa -
vantage of the pr6vinces for while they became automat1cally 
subject to the taxes levied in Italy, the tribute from them 
was not abolished until later. 

Diocletian's system as developed by his.successors was 
one of the most complete ar:d rrJethodioal ~n _h1story • The pop
ulation was divided into three classes--landowners or cap
italists, mercha~ts a~d laborers. The fisc9l unite for the 
first class was the caput or jugum, i•e•, a piece of land 
v1hich might be expected to yield a certain fixed income ac
cording to its location, fertility, etc., and thus have a 
certain value, t}'!e unite of value bei~g about :.,,2500.0~. 
It is apparent that such pieces of lanJ would be of dlf~er
ent sizes according to their respective advantages· Th1s 
was determined by an accurate survey take~ every 15 years 
and the owners paid aocor1ing to the number of jugs in 
their estates. 

Merchants, ~ho included everyone in prafitable emplpy
me~t of any kin~, except landowners, an~ laborers, pai~ in 
accordance with the capital invested in thai~ business, 
which amounterl really to a universal income tax lJy which 
the State took its tJll from avery conceivable business and 
profession. In the words Jf 11bbon, "the sovereig~ of the 
Roman people, who tolerated the profes~ion, consented to 
share the i~famous salar~r of pu1)lic prostitues," as well 
as that of the usurer who derived from the interest of 
money a a ilent and ignominious profit.'' It was collected 
every four years and the approach of this ,eriod was hailed 
with consternation and tears. 

The third class of laboreFB paid a poll tax. 

The usual customs taxes, toils collected at bridges and 
highways, taxes on inheritances, etc. were of course retained. 
Constantine preferred direct taxes as he thought them more con

--genial to the spirit of arbitrary government. He instituted 
the so-called Indictions levying taxes by annualdecree and 
specifying the rates according to the needs of the treasury. 

These taxes and the oppression and fraud incident to their 
collection gradually ruined agriculture. As prosperity declined 
the Government failed to reduce the assessed value of property 
as it was unable to reduce ita own exPenses and the taxes beoame 
an intolerable burden. They so demoralized the people that · 
great masses .abandoned their homes and vast regions became de
populated. 

The methods of collection were inquisitorial and cruel. 
The proprietors were bouna by oath to disclose the true state 
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of their affairs, ana.attempts at prevarication and evasion 
were severely watched and punished as a capital crime involving 
the double guilt of treason and sacrilege. 

-- This system of. taxation continued after the dissolution of 
the Empire and it still has its infiuence on the tax sys terns of 
Continental 1urope. It naturally fell very largely into dis
use during medaeval times When no strong central governments 
existed to enforce it· What national taxes there were came al
most exclusively from the king's domains and then rather in 
service than in money. As .the various nationalities gradually 
emerged under central governments fragments of the Roman system 
were again taken up and fitted to the needs of the time. 

Have we anything.to learn fromthese ancient systems? Not 
inuoh that we would wish to transplant into our own, yet perhaps 

. something by way of warning. There is little danger that we 
· shall ever take up with the system.of tax farming which must 

inevitably lead to oppression however equitable the laws them
selves--men, not law, will rule. Modern states have developed 
governmental machinery for the collection of taxes, and however 
inefficient this might.be in some oases, the most rabid indi
vidualist will agree that this is a proper function of govern
ment and should in no event be committed to private enterprise. 

We are.not surprised to find the greater pert of the 
revenue of ancient states consumed by war--past, present end 
future. Athens and Rome sought and won empi·res by war and con
quest. They must and did take care of the old soldiers, pa~r 
the present and prepare the future army •. Surprise ie occasion
ed by the fact that there has bean no improvement in this re
spect in all the ages that have followed. ~e think of war as 
a.necessary and natural incident to ancient life, continuously 
indulged in, and we like to pride ourselves upon the progress 
which civilization has made in this respect. Yet if we may 
judge by the budget I venture to say we are spe~ding at least 
as large a proportion of our revenue today on W&r and its 
incidents as was ever spent by Greece and Rome- 85% is, I 
believe, the accepted proportion in the United States today. 
We have seen that substantial taxes in both Greeoe and Rome 
began with the necessities.· ·of war and inoreas·ed progressively, 
with rare remissions, until they became unbearable and agricul
ture and trade were ruined and those great civilizations grad
ually died out. No doubt there were other causes, causes whioh 
perhaps rendered such taxation inevitable, yet in the end it was 
the latter which gradually undermined and finally destroyed the 
will and power of the great mass of the people to produce. The 
springs of wealth were sucked dry and the State became an easy 
prey to conquest and dissolution. Rome was unwilling or unable 
to follow the wise advice of Justinian to abolish inthe calm 
of peaoe those oppressive imposts and excises which had been 
brought about by the misfartunes of Wl1• 

The State could not curb its own extravagance. We have seen 
this fatal malady at work in two directly opposed sys tams of 
government--Jn the pure democracy of Athens and the arbitrary 
despotism of l~ter Rome. In the former practically the whole 
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eo le became paid officials of the State. 3aoh successive 
Xem~gogue raised himself to power by promising a greater dis
tribution of public fU:nds to the people· Their appetite grew 
with what it fed upon. As with opiates, large; and larger doses 
became necessary with the inevitable result. dealth was e~-
he.us ted production failed a":d the highest civilization wh1ch the 
world h~s yet knmvn passed away. In Rome. the same drain was 
brought about by the constantly i~creasing ~warm ?f publi~ of
ficials thought necessary to the bureauorat1o adm::.nistrat1on 
Which had been built up. ~o emperor after Constantine was 
strong enough to resist their deman4. ~pens es could not be 
out down and we have seen the result· Surely there is war~ing 
here for us. Is any proposal to reduce taxatio~ likely to 
succeed in the next Congress? The latest eleot1ons have se:nt 
men to the Senate to do the very opposite. The country is under 
a burden of taxation such as it has never known. The concomitants 
of high taxation are well known--high prices, reduced production, 
leeser.ed trade, unemployment. Yet other spe~ious a~a plausible 
causes are assigned for these evils--the rapacity of wealth, 
hieh freight rates, excessive profits--and.the latest mandate 
of the people is interpreted to mean that we must add fuel to 
the flame by imposi~g still higher taxes. A recant writer has 
well said: 

"When taxes become too oppressive, men will no longer work 
to produce the wealth upon which they can be levied. Property 
will be destroyed, rather than main ta i~e d sub jeot to intolerable 
burde~s. As in the ~as t, where the date tree which could not 
bear fruit enough to pay the tax upon it was felled to the 
ground, so everywhere, when taxes make property unremunerative, 
property will cease to exist. In a number of industries that 
point has been reached.today, and if the increase continues in
definitely, the widespread destruction of property is certain." 

If new taxes should temporarily produce more m~ney than 
necessary, many ways oan be found to spend it--new burdens, 
bonuses, largess, like that bestowed on the Roman legions and 
Praetorian guards, to the incitement of still more exhorbitant 
claims. ~van in Ohio we are called upon to vote next month 
upon a nropoeal for Old Age Pensions which will insure to every 
man and woman in the State upon atta~ning the aee of sixty-five 
an annual income of ~350.00. This is but the entering wedge as 
it- will soon be discovered that this amount is insufficient, and 
if a majority can be mustered to enact the law it should not be 
difficult to increase the dole or reduce the age limit. Thus 
every inoer.tive to sacrifice and save f8r old age is take~ away 
with all that it involves in individual self-respect and bene
fit to the community. The natural repugnance to accenting doles 
is soon overcome ard we shall have an i~creasing class (man 
attracted from other states) living on the public purse ~~ 
administration of such a law alone with its central Bur;au-a~ 
t~~i caii tal d and branch :Bureaus in every county with innu~erable 

t
oh eta e ar. clerks, would itself impose a serious burden on 

e axpayers regardless of the amounts · d t t 
I am aware that systerr.s of Old ~ P. i pal o he beneficiaries. 
a tates and countries .but thea e. ~~e ens one a~e in force in other 
the premiums of which are largely co~~~~~~t!~ bayfothrm-of inlsurance e peop e--a 
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feature which is conspicuously lacking in the Ohio proposal. 

The experience of Athens and Rome should not be lost. yet 
if history teaches anything it is that the conclusions of' eco
nomics and sociology painfully worked out in the past are not 
heeded by subsequent or even contemporary generations. All 
ages and men insist on bei:og their own economists and sociolo
~ists." The natural sciences are more fortunate• As Kellogg 
says, Professors of astronomy are accepted. unhesitatingly as 
authoritie~--so few of us have telescopes." Contemporary Russia 
and Germany have plunged into wild inflation and fiat money 
wholly regardless of the unhappy ~xperience. of the French Rev
olution and of every.other essay in this direction. And now in 
this country with Russia and Germany before our very eyes a 
Senator from the Northwest, a distinguished chemist and P~esident 
of a College, introduces and is vigorously advocating a bill to 
compel the Government to issue eight billion dollars of flat 
money to be distributed.gratis among the farmers to compensate 
them for losses. He is not alo:ne in this advccacy and stranger 
things may happen than that we shall have to figh~ out this soft 
money issue once more. 

Let us hope that our people a~d statesmen may heed the 
spirit of Hallam's words, writ ten a ce~tury ago -

"It is difficult to name a limit beyond which taxes will 
not be borne without impatience, when they appear to be called 
for by necessity, and faithfully applied; nor is it impracticable 
for a skilled minister to deceive the people in both these re
spects. But the s~ing of taxation is wastefulness. ~at high
spirited me~· c oula a ee without indignation the earnings of his 
labor, yielded ungrungingly to the public defence, become the 
spoil of parasites and speculators? It is this that mortifies 
the-liberal hand of public spirit; and those statesmen who deem 
the security of government to depend not on.laws and armies, 
but on the moral sympathies and prejudices of the people, will 
yigil~ntly guard against even the suspicion of prodigality." 

But when he spoke the many were suffering from the oppression 
of taxes laid by the few. Today, as in Athens, the many are lay
i:ng the taxes. 

GEORGE H. WARRINGTON 

LANDSCAPE IN S URN At~E 

OCT. 20, 1923 NEVIN M. FENN!MAN 

It is generally known that surnames used as family designa
tions are of modern origin. In was tern .Imrope 600 to 800. years 
ago the custom was in the maki~g, and surnames were being chosen. 
"Chosen" is scarcely the wor-1, for, however Bryan ann Darwin may 
come out, names have been much more subject, to evolution than to 
creation. Probably no man before 1914 ever sat dovm deliberately· 
ana resolv.ea: Go to now, my name shall.be Smith. Jewish names 
in ~estern Europe are, of course, exceptional ann do not come 

---~---~ ----------------------------------
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within this story, which concerns itself mainly with ~nglish 
names. 

The most plainly evolutionary' way of making a f~~i~y o~u~ie 
name was by merely adning to a man s baptismal ~ame 8 · 
father• Thus John's son beca~e Johnson, An~rew 8 son And;r~on, 
and the son of ~homas became '!'hom~on. Neil s .son be~ame . e eon 
in ~glish O'Niel in Irish a':rl ,~oNeil in Scotoh. .he s0n of 
Mor;ts beo;me Morriston in ~~gliah and ~itzmor:is in Gaelic• 
In Scotch he woul1 have been lac Morris, like ~ackoy, the so~ 
of Coy, and McGrane, the son of Grana• Sometimes the father a 
baptismal name was used alone, as Oliver, 1alter, and James, 
or pluralized, as in Matthews and ~illiams. 

IAa~y familiar surnames were taken from occupations, es
peoially such occupations as made the man a well-l{nOWn character 
in the community, as the Smith, the ~iller, and the Shoemaker, 
or an important factor in the household, as the Stewart and the 

·Butler, or in the court, as the bailiff or Bailey. Others of 
this origin are Hunter, Fisher, Urner, Draper, Palmer, and 
Chandler some of them no longer recognized as distinct occu
pations.' Closely related to this class are names indicating 
office or ra~k, such as King and Knight. 

Some surnames like Long, Short and Small, are derived 
from personal peculiarities. Names signifying color may refer 
tot he complexion of the skin or to dress. Brown, Blaolc, White 
and Tavmey at once suggest themselves, tho Green is more likely 
to refer to the man who lived on "the green" or villag·e park. 

The habit of deSignating men by the names of their dwellings 
is easily understood. A few years ago, an acquaintance, catch
ing eight of me in an eastern city, and bein~ momentarily un
able to recall my name, called out "Cine innatj" and thus ar-
ras ted my attention. College boys o:rten designate one another 
by the name of their respeot'i ve home towns. Then a hotel 
employe says that One Seventy Wive wants a bath, he means, of 
course, the guest in room 175, not the room itself. In the 
typical 1rglish boardi11g house, Smith and. Johnson may be mean
ingless terms, but whenthe landlady speaks of the "Second Floor 
Front" or the "Third Floor Ba.ok" you know exactly who is meant. 

This custom, whioh ever. now .continues, is accountable for 
that large group of surnames known as plaoe names. That suffix 
ton is, of course, an abbreviation of town, as the suffix Bl 
Irabbreviated from tye, itself a short form of "borough." Thus 
the ~altona, and Hil ons, Arringtons and ~ilbys oame from the 
"walled town," the "hill town," the "town of the 1arings," and 
the borough or bye of the Wills. The suffix ham means simply 
home, and was applied equally to towns and townsmen, as in Dun
ham, Burnham, and Jareham, the homes of the Dunne Burne and 
Wares. ' ' 

Names of animals and birds frequently occur as surnames. 
This is most easily accounted for by the old English custom 
of designating public houses or taverns by gaudily ~ainted 
pictures above the door. The picture gave its name to the 
house and the house to the occupants h th . • T us e Hare, the Xid, 
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the Stage, the Roebuck, an.d the Bull.ock were the taverns. marked 
by these signs. The words beoame place names whioh attached 
themselves to the dwellers after the manner of other place 
names • The name Horn is an ancient personal name, but it may 
also have been apP'!I'6d to the tavern at the s icn of the Horn 
and. thus to its keeper • Gowdie is merely the Sootch for Gold
finch, whose striking oolors would make an effective sigr.. 

' . 
Important among place names are the numerous surnames sug

gesting topography and designation their original bearers as 
dwellers on or by this or that feature of the landsoape. It is 
this class of names Which concerns us on the preser.t occasion. 
The list of such surnames is long and includes almost all· 
topographical. features of land and water, mountain and plain, 
hill and valley, river, lake ar.d seacoast, waste land, and 
farms. Involuntarily the man who lived in the field was hailed 
as Field, the man who lived on the hill as Hill. Banlm was the 
man who lived by the bank. Lakes and Marsh and Meadows ard 
Forest at once suggest.themselvee. 

We may as well me~tion at one time as another the·fact 
that most of these derivations are so plain as to need no ver
ification, and that some of the others have not been subjected 
to that critical research which so often mars the forms ar.d finish 
of a literary paper. A few, therefore, are probable rather 
than proved. The derivation of words is kno~n to be treacherous 
ground, full of slippery places. Some of the most beautiful ex
amples of derivation prove false when their structure is examined 
ur.der the microscope. Attempts at verification have brought some 
disappointments and eve~ some resentment. Students of derivations 
are sometimes so lacking in imagination. The origins of nine
tenths of those here given are either self-evident or have been 
verified, but some of the best may be in the other tenth; hence 
this precaution. . 

. The great number of English surnames taken from the land
scape makes .it necessary that some kind of classification be 
adopted in their treatment. For convenience let us berrin on the 
mountain top, follow the drainage to the sea, and then retur:r. to 
the land for odds and ends. 

At the very top is the peak, ana more than one manthat 
lived "by the peak" now bears its name, sometimes spelled wi.th a 
final e, sometimes shortened to Peok. In. the Alps the war! 
Horn is used, and the Kattenhorn, at least, gave.its name to 
the dw.ellers. The name Craig, of course, is only Crag with a 
Scotch twang. A word little used in America is fells, signify
ing rooky uplands. Eastern Massachusetts at leaet has its 
Middles ex Fells. Such a place gave its name to the famous Doctor 
Fell, and the man who lived on the "green fell" became Grenfell. 

The ridge is ·a convenient designation of locality; so not 
.only were occupants named Ridge, but by the names of special 
ridges, such as Shortridge and Bracke~ridge (probably the ridge 
covered with bracken). The ledge is also a feature which at
tracks stte-r.tion. !!r. Coolidge no doubt took his name from· the 
"cool ledge," as. Mr. Rutledge did from the "root ledge," tho : 
by a roundabout way• The cliff gave name not only to the Cliff 
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family but to Northcliffe, Radcliff t Undercliff, Wycliffe 
(perhaps the cliffs of the river wyeJ, and others. 

Among hills rather than mountains we find the name Hill and 
Underhill ard Rockhill a~d Churchill and 1oodhill, commonly cor
rupted to 7Toodhull. The name Mound also· appears in surname, 
also Knoll a!'d Tuffts, tuft being an old English equivalent for 
lrnoll. The ~glish wold is an uplanii, generally hilly and often 
equivalent t0 downs, both being generally unforested. The word 
wold apnears in the surname :ioloott, the "cottage on the wold •" 
Wallcott may well be the cottage near the wall or within the 
wall· Downs a':ii Downing are familiar names taken from the up
lands. 1.'lold is etymologically the same as weald, which is al
way~ understood to designate a forested landscape. As a sur
name it is shortened to weld. 

Dunes, that is, hills of blown sand, are less known in 
our country than in the British Isles, where the nearby sea 

· coast furnishes lare;e quanti ties of sand. Dune appears to be 
an Irish word, as are also its derivative surnames Muldoon 
and Dunn. Link, also used as a surname, is the Scotch word 
for dunes which hove become grassed over and have therefore 
stopped drifting. The word appears in a Scotch eame known as 
Golf, much played by elderly men. As used in that connection, 
it has no relation to a chain. In ~gland the term link is 
almost synonymous with health. 

Descending to the valley, the name Vale or Vaile is the 
first to suggest itself: but Glenn and Dell and ~ala and Dall 
are not far behind. Teasdale and Truesdale are only ~articular 
dales• Howe is a Scotch word of liberal usage, sometimes ap
plied to a valley, sometimes to a low hill or cliff, The Howard 
was not necessarily a dweller in the Howe but more likelv the 
"hay ward," if not t~e child of Hereward.' Comb ·or Coomb is also 
Scotch, and means a sheltered valley much like what in America 
is. oalled a cove. Naturally it has given us numerous names, 
Coombs, Newcomb, Titcomb, a~d 1hitoomb (white comb) among 
others. ' 

The importance of streams to human life is attested by the 
~arltn~mes which signify that the man to whom they were given 

we Y creeks and rivers. In this respect the smaller'atr~ams 
are muoh more significant. than the larger. A few men bear the 
~ames Rivers and ~loo1, but many more are called Brooke and 
urns • It is plain that the dwellers by any one river would 

~ot numerous tha~ the name Rivers would not be disti.~ctive th~e 
appears spar1ngly. ·- · ' 

Brooke and its plural Brooks appear in rna~~ 
.bsuchkas( Millbrook (the brook which turned the m1·l~)m~~~n~st, 

roo the East brook) Burn as a er-

~~: ~!~~~!fi;~am~~"~{st~~ms~~!~~ :q~~~~~:~t ~~n~~~~~Yo~8 ~!e!~; 
Millburn a-:d Washburn. MrPe Burns~~e eviden~, !lryburn, Woodburn, 
to shave the side of his fac e was no the man who failed 
burn. Burnsides of whisker :~t b~~ei~e man. ~ho lived beside the 
instead of givine it to him Th nlame rom.Mr. Burnside 

, • - e p.opu ar way of taking snap 
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judgmer.t on etymologies is exemplified in the vulgar inversion 
by which such whiskers are often called sideburns. 

The Yorkshire word sylte also indicates a small stream 
generally one ·flowing from a bog. As a surname it is plur~l
ized to Sykes • .Beak is merely the ~glish form of the German 
word bach. It appears in many compounds, the ""hi tbeck (or 
White beck), Lobec1t, lirossbeck, Hornbeck, and others, some of 
which may as well have come from the German or Dutch •. 

· Looking more closely at the stream and beginning at the 
head, we find men bearing the name of Spring and Springer, the 
latter having also another possible origin• Fountain in ~glish 
does not designate a natural feature, but it does in ~rench a~d 
has given us the surname Fontaine. 

Descending the stream, we come to Falla, by one of which 
lived the ancestor of a certain secretary of .the Interior. The 
dwellers by the rrrestfall survived a,..,d bear its name; what .hap
pened to those by the 3astfall, no one knows. Bar.ks·, of course, 
are everywhere, and the word does not always indicate the edge 

of a stream. So many people .lived on banks that the name was 
not disti:!lctive and was not largely used as a surname. But 
when it comes to particular banks which attracted attention, 
like the Fairbanks, the case is different. The significance 
of Burbank may be guessed at. The origin of Euban1ta is clear 
when the first syllable is spelled Yew. 

The best known place along a ri.ver is w1 thout doubt the 
plaoe where it is crossed. The man who lived at the ford, 
bridge, or ferry was inevitably we~l known and almost as cer
tainly distinguished by the name of the spot with which he was 
associated. One w.ould thinlt: from this line of reasoninr: that 
England .in the time of the early Henrys made much less use of 
ferries thanof bridges and much more use of fo·rde than of all 
other crossings combined. The surname Ferry is but moderately 
cormnon. Bridge a-r: d Bridges a:r. d Briggs are more so, and par
ticular bridges like Trowbridge (the bridge over the trow or 
trough), 1Joodbri dge, etc., .are well represented. 

There a·re good reasons why the ford was better known and 
more spoken of. It was not only a crossing place, but often a 
stoppi~g place. When the stream was high it might be necessary 
to s-pend some days i:n waiting, -perhaps stopping with the man at 
the ford, or at a public house which came naturally to bear 
that name. Clifford is of course the ford cliff: Sanford, 
th.e sand ford, despite the dictionaries; Safford, the safe ford: 
The Rumford was no doubt a rum, or very bad ford. The derivations 
o.f most compounds of ford may be guessed at wi tb more or less 
risk; the Hayford, the Woodford, the Orawfod (crow ford?), the 
Stafford, the Tel foro, the Garfo.rd, etc. , 

Following the stream to the sea, we oome to its m~uth, often 
a harbour. The word mouth does not appear uncombined in surname, 
tho it would be highly appropriate in some cases. Compounded 
with the name of ~he atream it appears in Plymouth and many 
others, some of which, like ~eymouth, have become surnames• The 
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i leo the bar and its word harbor is r.ot so ·used, but Haven s: a 
compounds, like ~nbar (probably dune bar), eto. 

The man who 11 ved on the beach may have been oai~ed ~~ its 
name; tho the name is also a misspelling of beach· t~eovar-
English word bourne is little used now in prose, but suoh 
ious ki~ds of bournes or shores, survive in proper names . 
as Sanb~rn (the ae~d bourne) Shelbourne, ar.n Claybourne, be~~des 
~elbourne .whose meanir.g is not so apparent. It should be -
marked th~t this use of the term bourne. seems unknown to s orne 
students of surnames, who have treated 1t simply as the equiva
lent of burn 8 creak. Sand and sands certainly mean just .what 
they say, ev~n if sanders, saunders, ar.d Sanderson are oorrup
tiona of Alexander as is the familiar Sootoh Sandie. 

For the bolder features of the short, the term head in 
English end ness in scotch ere much.used. The former ~ives us 
·such names as Head, Moorhead, W0odhead, and Birkehe~d lbiroh 
head), whose origins are too plain to need translat1on, beside 
Whitehead ann Redhead, which might also have come from personal 
peculiarities. Certain compounds of ness, like ~rnees and 
Dearness, are familiar in our oity. 

. Returning inland a"'d coYJS idering the various aspects o:f 
the plain, we find the ~arne Field in numerous compounds, many 
of them self-explanatory, 0reenfield, Fairfield, ~itfiald, 
(the white field), Redfield, ~Torthfield, Mar field (no doubt 
the march field), Mansfield,Penfield., Inglefield;- and ~in., 
field (wing field), a-r.d others less evide'l"t, like Stansfield 
and (}arfield. 

tea, t11e 'NOrd signifying a grassy plain, is used alone ae 
a surname and also incombination with the spelling changed, as 
in ~reenlee, :Jrownlee, Bottomley, Morley (the moor lea), and 
perhaps Satterlee. The other word lee, signifying the direction 
toward which the wind blows, has the sacondary meaning of a 
sheltered or prot eo ted place. In a windswept country, homes 
would seek such places, and it was only to be !xpected that it 
would attach i ts.elf to many families •.. 

Meadows and Heath and Acres are familiar names. The man who 
lived on the Chase would scarcely escape bearing .its name. The 
Thwaite (generally pluralized) was a cleared area and gave its 
name not only to the Twaites but to the Goldthwaites and the 
Cowperthwaites (the coopers' thwaite). 

O.f perk-like areas , the green has alrea(\y beer. me~tior.ed. 
The names Park and Parker show their origins. Parkhurst is 
equally clear when it is remembered that the hurst was a grove. 
The wr.iter guessed that Seward was only an elongated form of 
sward~ but it turns out ~hat Mr. Seward's ancestor was a "sow· 
herd, illustrating once more the truth that illustrious 
families should know where to stop when they are loolting up 
ancestors. ' 

It would seem that in oln 1ngland and also on the continent 
the man who undertoolt to reclaim and occupy waste land, partio- ' 
ularly swamps, ran the risk of being dubbed accordingly, Marsh 
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is a well-known name, and all the Marshes. know where their 
ancestors came from. The carr differed from the marsh only in 
having trees instead of grasB: The moor is generally a stony 
treeless landscape, often with scattered hills and intervening 
swamps. Thence came all the Moores and Moras, the Morelands, 
the Moormans, the Morleys already mentioned, the Lamm~rmors, 
Blackmores, Wetmores, Skidmores, Fillmores, Barrymores, and 
Dinsmores, Many of these names are mere descriptions of the 
particular landscape. 

Fenn is a term for a grassy marsh, used in England, 
Holland and the borders of Germany. From such lands came 
the Fanns, the Fentons, the Fennemans, and Fenwicks, but not 
the Fanners and the Fennimores. These last names are deceptive. 
The name Boggs is familiar and Baggers is not unknown. No doubt 
the Boggess was the wife of the man who settled in the bog. The 
names Dike and Dyke should be expected to attach themselves to 
men who lived by or on such landmarks; and we have also certain 
particular dikes, (Thorndike, Updike, and Nordyke ( nort.h dike). 
The Wilders came from the wilder or wildern or wilderness, but 
it is said that Oscar Wilde's forbears were actually wild. 

The man who lived by the lake w~s easily designated there~ 
by, either as living by some particular one, the Eastlake, the 
Westlake, the Timberlake, or simply as plain Mr. Lakes, plural
ized as usual. If the lake was small he became Mr. Pond, or Pool, 
or Claypool, or some other kind of pool or puddle, The Scotch 
Look or lough is evan more important than the English lake. 
Probably it gives us most of the Lockes despite the spelling, 
and of course the Whitlocks (white lochs), Sherlooks, and Whae
lo.oks (wee lo.chs), The "laugh" is also a fiord in Scotland, 
that is, a long deep arm of the sea, at the head of which dwelt 
the Loughead family. They were not necessarily people who had 
good heads for law. Weather elements can scarcely be classed 
with the landscape, but the Raines, the Storm and the Breeze 
or Breese ought to be mentioned along with those other mete
orological phenomena which may at t.imes be important elements 
in the landscape, the Frost, the Snow, and the Fog, all of which 
have given names to families. (It is. disappointing to find 
that students of surnames insist on making Breese the son of 
Rees, just as Bowen is the son of Owen and a lot of other B's 
in Welch are the sons of men without B's, The Vfelch are funny 
anyway.) 

Among the features of the landscape aside from topograpy, 
vegetation holds first place. The name Tree is borne at least 
by Sir Beerbohm. The dwellers in dwellers in the Forest, Wood, 
and Grove, at the time surnames were baing made, seem to have 
been numerous. The Woods are distinguished as Greenwood, Rook
wood, Blackwood, Linwood, Underwood, Wildwood and Stanwood. 
Woodward is, of course, the Wood ward, as Woodruff is the 
Wood Reave, and possibly Woodrow is the same. It would please 
some of us to know that the ancestors of our late president 
were officers and not a row of trees. Hurst, meaning grove, 
has already been ~ntioned. It enters into many compounds 
and may have been corrupted (what awful corruption) to 
Hearst. Trees of partic.ular species have also gi van names to 
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families. Ash, Oak (plural); Maple, Pine, Linden ~or Lynn), 
Cherry, Apple, Peach, etc., are fairly well known 1n surnames. 

Buildings roads and fences, or other boundary ~arks, 
ser.ved to locaiize dw~llings and to designa~e the dwellers; 
the .Lodge, the Hall, the Church, the Cross, the House,, all were 
important landmarks. The man who lived by.the rabbit Warren 
either bore its name or was known as the Wa.rrener. The well 
was an important feature when there were more public wells 
than now. The man who dwelt by it might be plain Mr. ifle lls, 

.·or bear a more specific name like Caldwell (the cold well), 
Rockw9ll, Hartwell, Blackwell, or Stillwell •. 

The man who lived by the road may not therefore have been 
called i~hodes, but the dweller in the Lane bears its name, and 
also the dweller on the Trail. Path does not appear alone, but 
the Riding path or Ridpath gave its name to a family. Way is 
used not only singly but in Ridgeway, Conway, Ordway (the road 
to Orde), and Hemenway (the road to Heming's house). A word 
which might as well be lane is greave, the aisle cut thru the 
forest. The man who lived on the greave became either Mr. 
Greave or !.:r. Graves, a most appropriate name for the Chief of 
the United States Bureau of Forestry. Mr. Graves did not live 
in the cemetery, as it is sometimes supposed. That was Mr. 
Tombs. 

Land boundaries have left their names in Hedge and Hedges 
and Hedger. The Rand (now obsolete in English) might have been 
credited with Randall if some one had not found out that Randall 
is a corruption of Randolph. Anyway Farrand is the far rand 
that is, the boundary on the other side. Mr. Wall of cours~ 
carne by his name honestly by living "at the wall."' ' 

As stated at the outset, some of these have not been veri
fied, but they are all the more impressive. Some words repre
sent derivations that they ought to have had better than those 
that they did ~ave. Suppose, for example, that some busybody 
looks up the h1story of the name Wall and finds that it is a 
corruption of "!ales or Walter or Washington. He simply takas 
away from the impressiveness of my demonstration that the 
English landscape with all its varied features is p~asterad all 
over with surnames. It is more important that that truth be 
made clear than that any one illustration shall check up with 
th~ facts. ~fall ~Y illustrations turned out wrong, the only 
th1ng to do 1s to f1nd others which are right. 

P .• s. r. have just looked up the derivation of the name VIall and 
find that my first assumption is right· so presumably the rest 
of my illustrations are right too. ' 

NEVIN M. FENNEMAN 

REFORMING THE CALENDAR 

OCT.· 20, 1923 NEVIN M. FENNEMAN 

This is the easiest kind of paper to write. It is just . 
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a case of read-up and write-up. Most of the faote will be 
found in the va.rious cyclopedias and the files of several 
scientific magazines during the decade preceding the Great War, 
when the subject was much discussed. Style wouid be out of 
place in such a paner, and humor too. If any of the latter 
creeps in, it is inherent in the facts thems$lves. Reformers 
are always amusing when they think they're going to get the 
world to adopt something just because it's sensible· Nothir.g 
is funnier than an old man who falls in lOve with a new cal

endar and tries to ·get her introd~ced into society. The sub
ject is just now fresh in mind because of agitation in certain 
commercial circles which has reached the stage of introducjng 
a bill into Congress and mailing broadcast certain speeches , 
from the Congressional Record. More of that bill later. 

· It is not to be expected that America should lead in a 
movement for a better mode of reckoning time. To be sure we 
have months of four different lengths and quarters of thr~e 
lengths. That most important unit, the week, is not contained 
evenly in either the month, the year, or the quarter. Plans 
that depend on the month run afoul of the week-er.ds and plans 
that go by the week must be changed beoause some particular 
week unexpectedly overlaps two months. No one knows on what 
day Christmas comes two or three years hence or on what date 
Election falls. But we grow used to these trifles as we do to 

.our wicked spelling. 

This is largely because Americans live and do business at 
home. No other civilized people come so little in contact with 
.nations outside their own. Things look different to an Bmglish
man doing business in, say, Egypt. There his Moslem clients 
will be counting their time.and doing their business by their 
own ca.lendar. In dealing with them he must adopt their mode 
of reokoning time for contracts and collections. His Coptic 
friends ar.d customers reokon time by a different calendar, his 
Hebrew customers .by still another •. There will also be men in 
business from Russia where the Julian calendar is just now 
being displaced by the Gregorian, but will no doubt continue 
to give trouble for some years. Each of these modes of reckon
ing time must be converted into the Englishman's mode or into 

any one or all of the others as occasion may require. 

Nature has provided certain recurrent events which force 
themselves upon us as the natural unite of time. The most ob
vious is the succession of day and.night, and next to that the 
year with its seasons, and the moon with its changing phases. 
A.t first sight nothing is simpler. Trouble begins when we try 
to determine how many days make a lunar month and we find the 
number of days not exact, but ending with a most unmanageable 
fraction. It is no better when we try to ascertain the number 
of. days in a year, and as for the number of lunar months in a 
year it is even worse. It is not even ~ossible to assien such 
an arbitrary length to the month as shall provide for months 
of equal length and an integral number of months in the year. 

The problem 18 made more difficult by the introduction of 
a seven-day period to which religious sanction is attac~ed· The 
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d ~ pt among the Hebrews and 
month has been far from sac~e e.cc~ d in length from twenty-two 
Mohammedans. ~lsewhere it uas varle 
to more than forty days. 
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It would seem that if .any time unit is t~u~e t~!~a~~:~nas 
God's work ar.d sacred, it would fbe t~em!~~~~m of 535 ... days to a 
varies in the Hebrew calendar, rom t blished by 
minimum of 385 days. ~he first Roman year, es a d in a 

1 304 d ys so tt:at six such years passe 
Romulus, had on Y a,~' 11 d a "l~strum." Probably the 
period of five sol44ar5 ~:ya~ ... ~~ateic the last "year of confusion" 
longest year was • ,. ' a· 1 a 'l1he week 
just-before the inauguration of the Julian aien a:·. -t d . 
is no doubt suggested by the moon's phases· t or1g1na e ln 
arid o'r . semi-arid lands where people led a pastoral,., l~fe ~~d 
8 

ant much time out-of-doors at night· It was founll n a 
l~nds of southwestern Asia ann on the south. shore of the Med
iterranean, but not on the north shore. ~Je1ther the Greeks nor 
the Romans used a seven-day period. 

• 
The earth moves rounn the sun once in 365 days, 5 hours, 

48 minutes, and 46 seconns, a little less than 3?5-1/4 days. 
"71th out going into the subject of the highly var1ed a~d cm·~~us ed 
reckoning of time in the Roman republic and older nat1o~f, 1t 
may be recalled t'hl:lt Julius Caesar "by and with the adv1ce and 
consent of the Senate" (?) established a calendar wtth years 
of 365 days each, except for one out of four wpich had 366 days. 
As the average year thus fixed was a few minutes too long, the 
years of this Julian calendar have lagged a little be~ind the 
true astronomical years so that a~y one date in countries where 
the Julia~ Calendar is still use~, as in Russia until this year, 
now comes thirteen days later tha~ the corresponding date as 
fixed by our more correct reckoning. 

I 

It is a matter of common knowledge that this defect was cor
rected by Pope gregory XIII by an edict issued in 1582. The 
so-called Gregorian Caler.dar, which we now use, omits the extra 
day of what would otherwise be a leap year three times in 400 
years. Thus the year is fairly well defined in terms of days. 
This is the one aspect of our calendar in which it is about as 
perfect as it oan be made. We still have four different lengths 
tor months.and three different lengths for quarters. The weeks 
bear no relation to the month, year, or quarter• The same 
date in successive years wanders throuBh the week and its in
cident in future years can only be known by aslt:ing some one who 
hoe painfully figured it out. 

The followir.g are among the aims of calendar reform though 
no one proposed form embodies them all: (1) to equalize the 
months; (2) to begin all months on the.same day of the week, so 
that the same date in each month shall fall on the same day of 
the weelt; ( 3) to make the s arne tlate in all years fall on the 
same day of the week; (4) to make the four quarters of the same 
length. The calendar reformer would like to know on what day 
of· the week the Fourth of July will fall in 1930 and what day 
Christmas will come on in 1950 or 2950; also what will be the 
date ~f the first Tuesday after the first Uonday in ~ovember 
in 19,::A, or the last Thursday of 'November in any future year. 
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He wa~ts the 21st of March to fall on tho same day of the week 
every year and if possible the 21st of every other month to 
come on the same day of the week. 

The first thing a calendar reformer finds out is that 365 
is divisible by ncth ing exce·pt 5 and 73, both prime numbers 
and both useless in dividing up the year. Then he finds· that by 
drop·ping one day he gets a year of exactly 52 weeks. A 364-day 
year would always begin on the same day of the week. Such a 
year is also divisible into four equal quarters of exactly thir
teen weeks each, and each quarter would begin o:n the same day 
of the week. The quarter is almost as ~ecessary to modern 
business as the month. 

There is a strong temptation to adopt a 364-day year and 
throw away the 365 day; to quit counting when the 364th day 
is past and not begin again until the odd day is over; to take 
time out, as it were, and stop the game a11d just wait until the 
earth reaohee the right plaoe in its orbit to begin playing 
again. This is the device of the dies non, a feature whioh 
appears in almost all proposed calendar-riforms. The odd day, 
which it is commonly.proposed to place between the end of one. 
year and the beginning of the next and to call ~ew Year's Day, 
is to be made a holiday belonging to no month or at least to 
no week. In the Roman Empire the extra day of leap year was 
legally a part of the preceding day. This device is an old one 
and was used" in many calendars before the time of Julius Caesar. 
The plan was not always limited to a single day. The calendar 
of the first French republic had twelve months of thirty days 
each or a year of 360 days requirin~ five dies non with six in 
leap years. - -

While a 364-day year is divisible intofour equal quarters, 
it is not divisible into twelve equal months. If each quarter 
is to contain three months, one of these may have thirty days 

. each and the third thirty-one da~rs. The l.ong month, however, 
·· has five ~undays so that every month of the year has exactly 

twenty-six working days •. The extra day of leap year is, of 
course, another dies non. By this plan a calendar for any one 
quarter becomes ~calendar for all quarters in all years. 

Another plan for dividiniT the 364-day year proposed thir
teen months of exactly four weelm each. Thus every month begins 
on the same day of the week and a oalen dar for one month be
comes a calendar for all months anrl for all time. The quarters 
of course do not terminate with the months. This was essential 
ly the calendar of August Comte who is cradi ted with much of the 
interest in this subject in the XI! century. These two plans 
are the chief ones co~siaered· Each is susceptable of minor 
variations which need not be described here. Most reformers 
favor one or the other according as they are more impressed with 
the desirability of equal months which exactly fit the weeks, or 
with quarters ending with the months. A comprom1e e 0r hybrid 
for provides for four quarters of three months each, the 
months of any one quarter containing respectively four weeks, 
four weeks, and five weeks; thus beginning all months on the 
same day of the week but sacrificing the equalit;sr of the months. 
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All this effort to divide the year into exactly equal parts 

and to brin~ the week, month, quarter, and year into ~uch a rela
tion that the calendar for o~e.month or one quarter Wll~ be ~he f 
calendar for all months or all quarters, is based on t~e. nee s 

0 

the business man, the statistician, ani the public adm1n1strator. 
A different ohase of the whole matter concerns the church ~ri
marily. Even tho Catholic Church ar.d the Church of England have 
come to the. point where the ass ignmeYJt of ~as ~er 8"' d other TJmov
able feasts. to fixed dates can be discussed w1thout sin· ~aster, 
of course, comes nominally on the first Sunday after the first 
full. moon after the vernal equinox. It woul.r1 seem therefore 
that an astronomer ahoul1 be able to forces t the coming of 
Easter in any year; but not so. He is quite as helpless as !he 
rest of us, because the vernal equinox is r1etermined not by .. he 
sun, but by the church in acoorda~ce with an obsolete calendar. 
Moreover the "Tee tern church has a "moon" of its own, determined 
by the Council 0f ~Ticea, a·r:d this moon is "spiritually dis
cerned" so that it may be full whe~ t11e carnal man sees only a 
crescent. As this full moon ma:r come one day or fifteen days 
after the ecclesiastical equinox, and Sunday may come one day 
or seven days after that, it will be seen that ~aster has a 
long tether even if t,e equinoY. held still. ~en popes have 
come to see the adva~tage of tying ~aster up shorter• Any 
pla~ to do this opens up the whole question of the calendar. 
Seeing thie, the late pope, Benedict XV, called a world.con
ference or. the subject, to be held in Rome in April 1922· 

. (This paper was wri tter. before that time.) .. 

As between the Roman College af Cardinals, the British 
House of' Lords, a~d the Cincinnati Charn,ber of Commerce, it would 
have beer. hard to guess which would be the last to depart so far 
from orthodoxy as to monkey with the calendar. As it turned out, 
the Chamber of Commerce was !!, for not only is Rome sitting up 
to take notice but three reform bills have alread:l been intro
duced in the British Parliame~t, the first in 1908, the second 
several years later, and the.third in 1914. In all ;these billa, 
New Year's Day ar.d Leap Dny are counted as time out, and all pro
vide for four quarters of equal length, 91 days or 13 we eke. · 

In the first and third bills the quarter is divided into 
three months having respectively 30, 30, and 31 days: or 3i, 30, 
and. 30 days, according as the months ann weeks are made to begin 
on donday or Sunday. In .this second bill the three months have 
respectively 28, 28, a~d 35 days; or exactly 4 4 and 5 wee1m 
In all of them the days of the week arrange th;ms~lves in on~ • 
quarter exactly the same as in all other quarters for all time. 

The uniform quarter of 30, 30, and 31 Rays is the essential 
feature of theLso-called Swiss calendar. Switzerland seems. to 
h~ve beoome in~.erested. in this subject and announced her inten
~lon in 1911 of calling an international conference on the sub 
Jeot • Meantime it was being considered by the Internat.ional -
Congress. of Chambers of Comr.leroe, -particularly at its fourth 
session in tendon in 1910. 

~o~ourrently with these movements in ~rope the scientific 
.men o me rica were dis cussing the subject in the columns of 
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Soienoe, where all possible (and some impossible) schemes ap~ear 
to .have been mentioned. The business me'r arrived on a somewhat 
later train but whe~ they did arrive they pulled in with the 
whistle blowing and the bell ringing. 

The idea of a 13-month year of exactly 4 weeks each seems to 
have been born again in Minneapolis in the year 1917. This was 
only the last of a long series of reincarnations but it seems 
to have been a genuine rebirth. Mu9h of the. enthusiasm of this 
new cult, as expressed in its somewhat boastful literature seems 
to have ari~en from the fact that its members wer;e wholly ignorant 
of what had been going on in the world before them. To the beet 
of their knowledge and belief they were the first men who ever 
thought of dividing the year rationally. How the calendar ever 
re~ched its present state they never .thought to ask. Presum
ably it just grew· or always had been in its present form. 

'ith the fine enthusiams of Americans ignorant of history, 
they organized, incorporated and began to advertise. By 1918 
the infant was old enough to be baptized the Liberty Calendar. 
Meantime he howled lustily and in 1920 a bill was introduced 
into Congress asking his Uncle Samuel to adopt him. The· 
speeoh in Congress February 26, 1921, by the Honorable Thomas 
n. Sohall who int~oduced the bill, is most inspiring. Of all 
the speeches ever sent to me from the Congressional Record, few 
have been so well worth the postage. 

As stated above, this is distinctly a business man's, not 
a scholar's, movement. The point of view is "practical." As 
state~, the year has 13 months. It is only necessary todivide 
13 by 4 and you have the length of the quarter, three and one 
four months· The first quarter begins with the first month 
and runs. 1 week deep into the 4th month. The second quarter 
ends in the middle of June (the seventh month) ann the third 
quf)rter closes 1 wee1t before October begins. All the disad
vantages incident to closing the quarter at the end of a month 
are thus obviated· In the muggy atmosphere of the east and south 
the beauty of this arrangement may not stand out, but in the 
clear bracing air of Minnesota there is nothing to obscure its 
comely form. The healthy nervous systems of the champions of 
the bill actually enable them to call attention to this feature 
as conferring an advantage by relieving congestion at the end 
of the month. My idea of an optimist is a man who can make out 
his quarterly statements fromthirteen monthly balances and re
joice over the faot that the quarters and the months do not 
oome out even. 

It was foreseen, of course, that some supefstitious people 
would object to the numper 13· This is properly poohpoohed. 
No Americanis afraid of his flag because it has 13 stripes. 
But the champion of 13 months and the pooh-pooher of supersti
tion still finds satisfaction in the faot that in his calendar 
there oan be no "Friday the thirteenth." 

. It is not customary to introduce humor into bills in Con
gress but this one solemnly recites (H.B. 13, 574, Sec. 7, 68th 
Congress, first s ~s s ion) that "the first 13 weeks of each year 
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t . the second 13 weeks shall 

shall cors ti tute the first quar er' third· 13 weeks shall con-
constitute the second quarterd i~e fourth 13 weeks shall con-
stitute the third quarter • a~ e + · ti ularly 
s ti tut~ the fourth quarter·.; , T~~r~h!s b~~lh~~~vi~~d ~hat the 
object1onable about this· _oN t th t the 
first 13 weeks should constitute the seco~d qua~ er,th ath'rd 
second 13 weeks should constitute the las~ quar ~~' t ~ s~ 
13 weeks the first quarter, a~d so on, there m g a ~a :f 
have beer room for argument. As it sta~ds, t~e op~oner. s 0 

House Bill 13,574 might well offer to comprom1se by striking 
out its other provisions and allowing this to stand. 

It should perhaps be explained that this Liberty Calendar 
takes its name from the· new month which come~ third in the year, 
th; or'der being January, :9'ebruary, Liberty, ~~1arch, and SO On• 
It should also be me~tior.ed that it begins all months, and hence 
also all weeks, on Mon~ay, making Sunday the seventh day. On 
notinr this I was forcibly reminded of the senator from Ka~s:s 
who e~olaimed, "Ha, I smell a rat i I will nip it in the bud. 
l decided e:r.Y'vay to tell Henry Ford and have the country duly 
warned of this ~ew scheme to make us worshi' on the seventh day 
instead of the first. 

It is·perhaps worth noting that a distinguished physician 
of Philadelrhia by the r.ame of Cohen (his Christian name is 
Solomon Solie), commenting on this feature of~various proposed 
calendars, suggests that if the Pagan names were dropped from 
the days of the week, it mif!:ht still be possible for Christiane, 
Jews, and Mohammedans to get together on a workable:plan to 
worship on the seventh day. Speaking as a Christiar., I think 
he overestimates our reasonableness. 

Advocates of this bill call attention to the fact, perhaps 
unwisely, that it would make unnecessary every year, forty 
million dollars' worth of printed and lithographed calendars. 
This is a doubtful argume'~t in a city like Cincinnati where 
printing and 11 tho graphing are of such great importance. And. 
what could the insurance oompa'l"ies send you with their comple
ments. And what excuse wouli the young lady learning to paint 
have for s erding her efforts to the young man who maltes dates 
if she oould not attach to one corner a tiny calendar too small 
to read? 

The pathetic aide of all these efforts is that men who 
think much on better thir.gs and who actually evolve something 
sensible are ofien misled into thinking that there is some faint 
possibility of puttin2 their plar.s across. The ordinary man is 
not. an idealist· His visions anddreams are made up of what is, 
and not of what might be or ought to be· Long time inconveniences 
he takes fo~ granted, as the ~glishman takes his barbarous money 
or the Amer1can his primitive weights ard measures. It is hard 
ever. to get atte,:tion to so sensible a thing as more comfortable 
dress in sum!!ler. If it were customary for the business man to 
w~ar a b~l~ and ~bain it wouln be hard to get up sentiment for 
i~,s abol1t1on. 1Jen who favored it woul.J. be called racliaale. 
Chambers·of Commeroe would adopt resolutions protesting that· 
the char.gt? would ruin the hardware business; and womer would 
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laugh to think how funny a business man would look without 8 
ball ard chain. Professors who favored the innovation would be 
called ·"theorists n and contrasted unfavorably w.i th the "practical 
men" who had dragged balls all their lives a"'d krew whBt they 
were about. This supposition is not intended as humor· It is 
little if ar.y more absurd tha..., the pres er.t situation with re
gard to ~glish currency, weights, and measures. A puzzled 
.friend of mine once asked an ~glishma-r. why his countrymen 
continued to count in pounds, shillings and per.ce instead of 
using a dec:1mal system. The ~glishman 's look betrayed a 
little surprise but no anger. He answered instantly convinc
ingly, conc~usively, "It's easier." He was uproariously f~nny 
but he didn t know it. So are we all when we cling to some 
dear ol.d nonse~s e • ':Vas anything ever crazier than the Roman 
way of counting time backward instead of forward ar.d designat
ing a date as so many days until soEe other day within the 
current month or in the next month? And this too, after Greece 
had used a normal and convenient method. To be sure it was 
the greatest of. all the Romar.s.who finally ran his sword through 
the knot, but he "got his" in twenty-three different places. 
Those who think that 3ngland and America will never accept a 
decimal system should be reminded that British bull-headedness 
staved off the Gregorian Calendar for nearly two hundred years. 
Russia in adopting at this time the calendar of civilized 
countries, is exactly as far behind England as the latter was 
behind other ~ropean countries. It is therefore too early to 
say that a barbarian system of money and measures is· safely 
entrenched, even in ~gland. 

But still more serious tha..., the blindness of custom, would 
be the mistaken co~science of a ceremonialized church· In all 
the schemes above described, the dies ~at the end of every 
year, as well as leap day every four years, belon~s to no week. 
It is time out. To the simple Baptist whose mind could not 
grasp the fact that this day is really not a day at all, it 
would a·eem that the last week in the year was eight days long. 
Of course that would not be true, but a man with a conscience 
is a hard mar. to explain to. In order to preserve one-seventh 
of all days for worsh1p it is proposed that every seventh New 
Year's Day be made a sabbath, but your orthodox man is not so 
easily fooled. 1That he wa.,..,ts to know, or at least to think, 
when he goes to Church, is that the exact number of da~rs since 
the Creator laid down his tools is divisible by seven. iithout 
this mathematical relation the day could not be blessed· Both 
Jew and Christian have risen to the oonception that sacred 
places, spots, and buildings are made so by being consecrated. 
New churches and synagogues are constantly bei~g dedicated·and 
old ones abandoned• But not so with sacred days, except in the 
single instance of Christians substituting the first day of the 
week for the seventh· As for the ~est, there can be no trading 
or.substitutions of days. Even if the Sunday which closed or 
opened the year were made two days long, it woulR still be to 
him a violation of the co~r.andment. This blind devotion to 
ceremony may tax the patience. of men whose religion consists of 

-·essentials instead of forms, but this does not alter the fact • 
Any calendar Which would interfere with the regular seven day 
succession would call into being so large a body of non-conform-
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1 ~uld recult• To me it is 

ists that only confusion anad fai ~~~m:;s whether scientists 
i he,., 8 ible that cal en ar re ' t ncompre " rarely taken this into accoun • 
or business men, have so 

t mountains to be removed, the 
In view of these two gre~ li ed w~~ld and the unquestioning 

gigantic inertia of a commero 8 zals there is an element of 
devotion of the· ort~odox ;~ e~te~n of the Tdberty Calendar cult. 
pathos in the yo~th_ul ~~-us~~ rubbin of ha~ds that their 
They anrounce WiLh chucKling a .d . C g resc ~ ~he word "al-
"b1-ll has already been intro du~~ tlfhe o~~m·e i~ at-hand' and 
ready" i~ big with suggestion a - ar or two ahead should be 
that no enga~err.e~ts for ~0~~ t~ar.~~ 8~

0 a~d with still rreater 
made by ttheth,r~go~ia~ ~~ ~~~~at there is no 9pposition. Those 
glee tha e es 0 li it f thos If a bill 
words "no opposition'' go to the re .. 

8 ~itt:d "A.Bill to provide 
were introduced in Congress tomorro1I en . d f the 
for the shorter.in of the ,ear b i~creasin. th~ spee o 
ear n s orblt so tna one com e e revolu 10n shall be_t 
accomp s e in exactly 364 ays 6 s .no . o_once va .e a 
there would be any opposition.r if a law were proposed re
ouirin·'" the Moon to turr. around a'1d show us her perfect back, 
its 8 a~~oca tes mh·ht well rejoice over "no opposition •" Why 
oppose such bill~· To us it scorns that the calm weather which 
the Liberty Calendar Bill has enjoyed thus far on its voyage 
is very much of the same kind. 

But I'm something of a reformer myself, as you may have 
begun to suspect from my attitude towarrl those ":h~ do not want 
to be reformed. In revie~uing the dreams and efforts of calen
dar reformers, I was ~uoh impressed by their unselfish desires 
to make the world better and by their calm faith that mountains 
could be removed. But I foresaw engineering difficulties with 
some of these mountains, particularly with Mount Sinai from 
which a voice cant inues to reverberate, "Six nays shalt thou 
labor and do all thy vror,{, but the seventh is the Sabbath of 
the Lord thy lied." So I set sbout to ~evise a calendar which 
shoul1 have the adva.,.,tages of all t!le others and which 'Nould 
at the same time please the churches, bei~g without any dies !12!1• 

Like all other ~ood plans, mine berrins with a 364-day 
yaar, a good honest 52 week year with four equal quarters, a 
calendar for any one of which would serve for all time. But 
my year is an ho,est or.e and asks for no time out. Then one 
year is.done ar.ot!1er begins. Of course the year is a trifle 
short, almost a day and-a quarter. ~his difficulty is easily 
met by letting the shortage accumulate until it amounts to a 
week· One year in five waul~ be lea~ year, but instead of an 
extra day, I put in an extra week. Tcrice in 100 years it would 
b~ necessary to om~t the extra week! and in every fourth century 
t'here mu~t be three such omisn ions 1nstead of two. Thus leap 
year would differ from common years by less than tno percent. 
Our quarters now differ more tha~ that, and our months now differ 
by more than ten per cent,and of two consecutive months one may 
have 27 work days a~d the ~ext 24, a difference of twelve and one
h~lf per cent. Out of twe~ty quarters in succession in the pro
posed plan, nineteen would be identical; the twentieth would 

.. have exactly fourteen weeks instead of exactly thirteen. Of 

sixty months in succession, fifty-nine would have exactly 26 
working days each, the sixtieth having 32· The only serious 
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--objection to an oc?as ional long year, month, or quarter is the 
necessity of reduc1ng all lengths to equality in the compari
son of ~tatistics. Our present practice is to ignore the dif
fere~ce. We pay no attention to leap years and equate two 
quarters differing by more than two per cent, and often two 
months differing by more than ten per cant. Common s e-r~s e would 
dictate that units of like name be made absolutely equal for 
a long period of time, until the necessary correction becomes 
large er.ough to take account of, and then look it in the face 
instead of hiding our heads in the sand· The bank clearings 
of a 53 week year should be reduced by nearly two per cent. 
before oomparing them with the clearings of a 52-week year. I 

- say should, but we don't do it now in comparing quarters that 
differ more than two per cent• The advantage in making the 
unequal length only once in five years is that we probably 
would make the reduction for statistical comparisons• If we 
chose to ignore it we would be just where we are now·so far as 
statistics are concerned. 

I did not intend at the start to go into the calendar 
business, but here was a child of my own, and such a nice child, 
too, so unlike other people's children that are always maki~g 
trouble. As the old proverb says, "It's a different thing when 
you've got one of your own." 

I remember one time I got interested in planni~g a house. 
At least I succeeded in·making a plan so beautiful, so simple, 
so conve:n ient, so obviously natural, that I wondered why the 
world had not found it before· Li!{e. the man who found the 
treasure in the field I Bid it from the world. I could not 
build just then and I didn't want every Tom, Dick, an~ Harry 
building my house• One day the plan was civen away,--never 
mind how, but a sense of desolation came over me at the thou8·ht 

.that my plan was now common property and would appear in hal~ 
the· houses of the future. It had.- been my wont to go in ard 
examine all·houses which I saw in course of erection. For a 
time I shrunk from doing this. The~ I began timidly to resume 
the practice, dreading always to see my own plan inunholy hands. 
Eut for twenty years, neither holy nor unholy hands seem to 
have touched it. ~ide~tly it was too good, too perfect for 
this imperfect world. Mankind has not yet advanced so far. 

I felt much the same way toward my calendar. The perfection 
of it was such that it would be unreasonable to doubt its im
mediate adoption if offered to the world. A se"r;se of responsi
bility oppressed me• If I kept it to myself what miseries and 
financial loss would continue to burden this sad world! And for 
all these I would be responsible. If I divulged the plan I 
should be undoing in a measure the work of Julius Caesar• I 
always liked Julius· Then there was the great Gregory· The 
civilized calendar. is called by his name. Han it not been for 
me, his name would have been thus commemorated for·all time. 
now if I put forth this plan, the calendar for all time will be 

··oalled after me, ar:d if Julius Caesar and Gregory are forgotten 
I shall be to blame. These were sobering thoughts. 
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ti ~a prayer I turned to a 
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"Thi1e thus engarr,ed in~ fas :'1g n a the 1911 :volume of ~Tature • 
brief comment on Calendar .. eform i cts and suggesting the diffi
After reviewing the differ~~t pr~~e the .suthor remarked in 
oulties in the way of the ~at n~ one seems. to have considered 
closing that it was strange t 52 week year with an 
the perfectly natural pl~n of a~h:~acro~eeded unblush~ngly to 
extra weelt when neoess ary .1 He" hi h t have just des crl bed as 
set forth as his own the P an '1 0 

c i ous to steal my idea 
mine. ;'Thy should i ~; ~~r~~u~~:~ ~:~·' Y~:r~ after? T~ ma~e matters 
~~~~~~aisf~~~~r:n.American writing a few.we~~c~a~~!e!t~~e it 
Soienc* andhoffe~l~g n ~~e ~~~e ~~g,~~:i~~~ both ali1te stole it 
from. t e ot er, o ' ~l was cast before the world 
from. me • In any oase • this pea~nrJ.er f·;ot• A wicked and adul ter-
~~~ Y:~~~a~~~na~~i~:~ i~~~1!~re hig~ly than they did my house lan:. But as Jeff often says when ..:lutt hits him. in the head 
~i th 8 brick on account of some jolte, "I still th1n1c that was 
a good one." 

Jn Memoriam 

1ILT:Im RARDIA ~~~Ac•my 

1839--1923· 

William Hardie Mackay, a member of the Literary Club since 
1887, its President in 1901-2, and for several years past an 
Honorary Member, died Se~tember 14, 1923. 

The Mackoys were Scottish Highlanders, a war-like clan. 
The emigrant ancestor to the American Colonies was James Hackoy, 
who oame to tidewater Virginia after the unsuccessful insur
rection of.the ~arl of Mar, some time prior to 1718· James 
Mackoy settled in :ane William County, where he became a planter 

.ar.d married Sarah Gresham of the adjacent county of King and 
Queen. 

. John Mackay, son of James the Highlander and Sarah Gresham 
his wife, apent much of his life in Virginia, but died in 
Georgia in 1774, hi! widow with her family returning to the Old 
Dominion. 
.. 

John Mackey the Second, adventured further West, first to 
the Kanawha ar.d then to the Ohio Valley, where he lived for 
many years upon his farm, on the banks of the Ohio River, below 
the town of Greenup, :{entuoky. · 

I \ ,, 7 
. ' . (I.' (/ 

John Maokoy the Third, born in Greenup County, oame in 1830 
to Covington, where he beoame a man of prominence, interested in 
~any ways in the development of Kentuclcy, one of the promoters 
of the Lexington and Covington Turnpike, for many years a Direc-
tor of the ~ortharnBank of Kentucky, and a.Deputy Clerk in the 
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Cirouit and county Courts. For more than thirty years he was 
an Elder in the First Presbyterian Church of Covington. 

. This .John ~!aokoy III married nizabeth Gravi t Hardia, who 
beoame the mother of seve~ ohildre~ of whom the eldest was our 
late fellow member !illiam Hardia Mackay, born in Covington 
November 20, 1839. . 

Through their marriages in Old Virginia a~d Kentucl0J, suc
cessive generations of the Mackey Family became allied to some 
of the beet blood in Virginia--the French Hugenot Family of 
Fuqua, the Greehams, Townleys, Roberts, Woodsons and Timber
lakes, and the Brents o~ the "Northern 1Teck." This rich in
heritance of ancestry left ±ts impress in the fearlessness, 
good breeding and courtesy of our late fellow member. 

. When William Hardie Mackay was born in 1839, Covington was 
a somewhat straggling town, stre~ohed out upon the water fronts 
of the Ohio and Licking Rivers. . 

At this time his father, John Maokoy, was a Dry Goods mer
chant whose business house was on Market Square in Covington, 
his residence was a house on the we~t side of Garrard Street 
between Second and Third, now demolished by the march of 

i-mprovements. 

Soon after the birth of their son William his parents 
moved into the old Hardia homestead o~ the south-west corner 
of Madison and Ninth Streets. This house had been built by 
William Hardie .of ~rederickeburg, Virginia, and later of Cov
ington, and given to h!s daughter ~lizabeth when she became 
the brid~ of John Uackoy. This is still in the family; it is 
the typical spacious and comfortable home of a Kentucky City, 
with large rooms and lofty ceilings. Here. our late fellow 
member s~ent his boyhood days, enjoying his boyish pastimes and 
being prepared for the more serious duties of life. 

. 
Beginning at the age of nine and one half years, the ~oy 

~illiam attended a series of private schools and seminaries 
which fitted him to enter the University of Virginia in the 
Fall of 1857; he was .then lees than eighteen years of age. 
His first teachers in Covington were Professors Drury and Ball 
at the Western Baptist Theological Seminary: after them came 
other schoolmasters, Dodd, Je~nings, 7hite and perhaps Qthers; 
all names now remembered only by the very old, whose souvenirs 
of school life come back like the fragrance of some well nigh 
forgotten flower • 

Life on the Campus of the old Virginia University opened 
new fields of thought and new ties of friendship .to the young 
man from Kentucky now returned to the land of his Fathers. 
That he fully availed himself of the advantages offered by his 
proud old Alma Mater, is evidenced by his graduation with the 
.degree of Master of Arts •: His College Fraternity was the 
Kappa Alpha. (1!~--vftM-n- ) · ' _, 

After oollege days came travel and study; for a time he was 
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the City of U ew York; and one year he spent as a 
located in 1 
teacher in the covi~gton HiGh Schoo • 

1 i the office of l~r. M. M .... 
11r • Uackoy first studied d ~~t ~ to the Bar in 1866 • Fifty 

Benton of Covington and was a m~ h~norable career in the Courts 
seven years a lawy~r--a long anlt of which he.v1as chosen the 
of Kentucky a~a Ohlo, as s resu e Ear ~ssociation on its 
first President of the Kent~oky Sta!ber of. the Hamilton County 

~~~m~!!~~i!~ 1~~0!~ah~h:a~m!r~~a~ ~:r Association. 

ti ne of .the ~{e1'tucky Con-
He was a member, a~d an 80 ve 0 

' · rvin on the Committee· 
s t i tuti'onal Convent ion in 1891°t~~d ~~ 9~~r~~rati~ns a~d Municipai-· 
and draftinr the articles re a 1-g 
ities. 

·~r 11f.ackoy was not one who held his citizenship b chea¥l~he 
. '!!' s tx. ~ere: --from 1883 to 1889' he ·Served as a m~m er o 
C~~ingto~ City Council, ann he was ever ready to g1ve ~r~~~~ 
of hi~ time for the public good· He was more concerne i -
su ortin~ the just ano true pri~ciples of political econow; 
th~~ the gaining of some merely temporary advantage through the 
promotion of false doctrine. 

In 1896 ~r. Mackey was a delegate to the Sound Money Demo
cratic convention at Indianapolis which nominated Palmer and 
Buckner respectively as President and Vice President. In 1899 
he was 8 delegate to the Independent Democratic ~tate Convention 
which was held at Lexington, Kentuo~zy, a·~·d nominated ex-Governor 
John Young Brown in oppoe i tion to :illiam Goebel. Mr • Maoltoy 
was a life long Democrat, but he was fearless in q>pos ing .the 
fallacy of Free Silver and its attendant evils. His independence 
and uprightness of character were eo widely k:no~m a~d appreciated 
that Governor 1illson, a Republican, ap-poi:r.ted .~.dr. 1~ac1toy, a 
Democrat, one of the members of the Tax Commission to consider 
the Revenue 1aws of Kentuc~J ann suggest amendments to the laws 
and the state Constitution. He served on this Oommission in 
1909, and a bill for submitting the proposed amendment of the 
state Constitution is now pending in the Kentucky Legislature. 

But what has thus far been said of Iar. Mackey's activities 
bear more or less directly upon his public life; there is an
other side of life which is usually known only to a man 'a in
timates. 

:\!r. Mackoy was an lilder in the :;ilirst Presbyterian Church 
in Covington, ~entucky. 

His chief ir.terest in literature lay along political and 
economic lines. ~hile waging war against Free Silver, he studied 
the monetary principles of the world. In the same manner he 
followed the progrese of the :orlc. ':'Tar so lately ended and ex
amined closely the 'Plan of the League of ]ations to which. he 
was strongly opposed. He enjoyed reading history and biography, 
but preferred the latter, since in this way he could better 
form an independent O'Pinion of men and events. But he also had 
a love for poetry a~d could freely quote his favorite poet 
Tennyson. 
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Mr. Mackoy was one of the early members of the .Ci~cin~ati 
Gymnasium, which he attended regularly several times a week 
for thirty years. He systematically kept up physical exercises. 
On his vacation he was fond of boating, and like many a thought
ful person he took great pleasure in that sport of the true 
philosopher--fishing. . 

Al-ways a great w.alker, of a Sunday afternoon he loved to 
take a long tramp through the hills of Kentucky, away from the 
cities and the towns• He loved the wildwood and was a member 
of the Na.tional Forestry Association. Of a workday he usually 

walked from his ~esidence to the Covington Court House, or from 
the Court House to h~s office in Cincin~ati. 

Mr. Mackoy became a member of the Literary Club in 1887, 
and greatly enjoyed the quiet well-ordered atmosphere so char
acteristic of our weekly meetings. He contributed his first 
paper to the Club on June 2,· 1888, its title being "My Neigh
bor." The title of this a~d subsequent papers wri~'te:n b~ ~.~r .• 
Mackoy indicate a wide range of literary interest, ~eeay, Bi
ography and. History. His last contribution to the Club's 
entertainment included the Budget for March 25, 1922. 

He was a member of the Filson Club of Louisville, Kentuclcy, 
an orga-r.iza:tion which has helped .to perpetuate much valuable . 
history of the Pioneer Days of Kentucky. 

On November 18·, 1868, s orne twa· years after his admission 
to the Bar, Jilliam Hardia Mackoy married Ill!argaret Chambers 
Brent of Paris, Kentucky, daughter of Hugh Innes Brent and 
Margaret Chambers his wife. The children of this marriage wer~: 
tewis Dixon Mackoy, deceased in 1897, Harry Brent Mackoy, a 
lawyer and recently President of this Club, a~d ~lizabeth Cary 
Mackoy now the wife of the Rev. ~dmund T. Jellison, Rector of ' 
St. Pfl~l 's Protestant ~iscopal Church of Newport, Kentucky.. c 

' ' ' [ ,' { 'I;.. ! ' f 
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Soon a'fter the marriage of Mr. and drs. William Hardie 
Mackoy, they purchased a home at 192 ~est Fourth Street, Cov
ington. · 

Mrs. Maokoy died Ja~uary 5·, 1899 •. 

In recent years Mr. Mackoy lived at the pleasant country 
place of his son Harry, fpr l~r. and it[rs. Harry (nee Ruth 
Simrall,daughter of Judge Simrall of Coyington) had founded 
a delightful new home, six miles out on the Lexington Pike, 
the thorou,qohfare which John il[ackoy had helped to build long 
years befo~e. ·Here in the loving companionship. of his !our. 
grandchildren: Harry ar.d Margaret and Ruth and lsobel, 1~ir • 
Maokoy passed the declining years of his life • 

But many of 1..rrr. Mackoy's friends will associate him 
closely wi:th !3 cheerful oftioe room having a wide o~1tlook to 
the southward where from his comfortable arm chair he looked 
abroad· acros~ the great river and two cities to the Kentuo~J 
hills ieyond· This vista was a review of life itself. 
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Jilliam Hardie Maokoy died September 14, 1923, in the 
eighty-fourth year of his life. 

OCT·. 27, 1923. 

"Life and Thought 
Here no longer dwell; 
But in a city glorious, 
A great and distant city--have bought 
A mansion incorruptible." 

(Tennyson) 

Committee -- ,illiam Harvey Anderson 
Shelly D. Rouse 
Robt. Ralston Jones 

AN!TI~RSARY 

TH~ PR3SID~T 

1. A Siamese Statesman - - - - - - - - - - - ~ldon R. James 

2. Fathers and Sons in the Club Harry :3. Mackoy 

3. ~he Railroads of Australia - -Neyin M. Fenneman 
... 

4. The Old Saf~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Lewis ~. Gatch 

1. A Siamese Statesman 
1 Somdetoh Krom Phya Devawongse Varoprakar, Minister for 

Foreign Affairs in the qovernme~t of His Majesty, the King of 
Siam, died in Bangkok on June 27th, 1923, at the age of 64. · 

If such a paragraph had appeared in an .4merican newspaper, 
I fear that the only interest, a very mild one at that, it 
might have aroused, would have been due to the queer looking 
name• Behind that name, however, queer as it seems, was a man, 
a personality, of power and distinction, who for thirty;..eight 
years, a longer continuous service than that of any other 
Foreign l.1inister in histor-J as far as I know, had guided the 
international destinies of his country. Ho light and easy taslt: 
it was, I oan assure you. He had seen his country humilitated 
in armed conflict with France, which though hardly amounting even 
to a small brush, had nevertheless, serious consequenoea for 
Siam. Notwithstar.ding that duri~g his time one third of Siam's 
area had passed under foreign control, Prince Devawongse had 
the supreme satisfaction of seeing Siam maintain her essential 
independence While all about her, empires and kingdoms were go-

1. Pronounce, Somdet !rom Pee-yah Tay-wah-wong Wah-ro-pra-kan. 
The first three words are a title; the last two, the name. 
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ing down before the greedy imperialism ~f the West. 

Sir Henry Norman in 1895 wrote of him as the most astute 
politician in the Far ~ast but whether this be true or not, he 
piloted his country over many difficult shoals and brouBht her 
to what seems, for the time at least, ~o be a safe harbor. To 
accomplish this he had sometimes to par form feats bas ides which 
those of the juggler who walks the tight wire and tosses flaming 
torches into the air seem pale and insignificant. No one; un
less it be those .who .have .worked at h~s side, can appreciate 
fully the diffiou~ties of his task or the skill, the tact, the 
finesse, and above all the single minded honesty with which his 
work was done• Dealing with nations much ·greater than his own 
.in military and economic strength, it was his fortune to succeed 
~here his neighbors failed· Cambodia is gone; Annam has dis
appeared; Eurma is in alien hands; but Siam, though shorn some
what of her ancient extent, still persists and this result is 
due in no small degree to ,the wise and statesmanlike vis ion 
and oapaoity of Pr~nce Devawongse. 

Prince Devawongse was born November 27th, 1858. Hie father 
was king ·!v!ongkut (Pron'Ounced Mong-ltoot) who after twenty-five 
years as a Buddist monk, was c.alled to the Siamese throne at the 
midqle of the last century. His mother, one of the many lesser 
wives of the King, was I have been told, of full Chinese blood. 

King Mongkut, during his priesthood, was in the closest 
touch with the missionaries from whom he acquired a very liberal 
education. He conceived the idea, a radical one for his time 
and people, but Siam could not survive unless she met the West 
at least half way •. So when he came to the throne and his family 
grew both in age and n~mber, (it is said that the king wrote 
for Dr. Bradley's Siam Repository an .account of his family in 
which he stated that he had a oertain number of olildren but 
"there will be three more in December"), he e~ployed an lnglish 
governess for.them. The foundations of the education of the 
future king, Chulalongkorn, and of his brothers were thus laid. 
One of the first acts of Mongkut's successor, after his accession 
in 1866, was to decree that all of his brothers must take an 
education~ They might choose either a Siamese education or an 
!nglish one, but an education they must have• Prince Devawongse 
and others who afterwards attained to .high position in the State, 
wisely chose the English education in preference to the Siamese. 
For those who made this choice, tutors were brought out from 
England an~ the policy, a mistaken one, I believe, afterwards 
adopted of sending young Siamese boys .to Europe for long periods 
during their formativ~ years, was not applied to Prince ~eva
wongse and the others of his day· The result was that Prince 
Devawongse received an exqellent Western education but never 
ceased to be a Siamese· He learned English, in which language 
he was an omnivorous reader of serious books and magazines 
.until his death· He aog~ired the fundamentals of science and, 
though never oeas i~g to profess the olass ic Buddhism of Siam, 
the philosophy. 'of life which he developed more nearly resembled 
that of a modern biologist than it did that of the great Teaoher. 

Ria library was extensive and included all sorts of books on 
history, politics and science. Inheriti~g his interest in the 
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d th was oaused by a oold con-
subject from·his father, whose ea · Prince Devawongse's ohief 
traoted while observing a solar eolip~e, A large telescope, 
soientific relasation was found i~ a~.~o~~~~;ry desk and was 
mounted on a tripod stood alwafysf hyi 1 alaoe during the olear 
carried out upon the flat roo o s P 
nights of the dry season. · 

His ~glis'h was olear but not always exaot • r-rhen he wished 
to be understood, there was not the slightest difficulty in 
catching his full meanin~. sometimes, how~ver, a quaintness of 
phrasing would recall th~ style of his father, who, in ~ngaging 
the ~glish governess wrote that he was employing her to d.o 
~glfsh education upo~ my royal children ~nd not Christian 
religion." If Prince Devawongse was asked an embarrassing ques
tion, he sometimes would pour out a torrent of language, which, 
though it bore some slight resemblance to ~glish, was certain
ly not Siamese and could not be understood by men or angels. 
The purpose of language as a means of concealing thought was, 
upon such oooasions, completely accomplished. 

After serving as private secretary to his brother, the 
kin~ Prinoe Devawongse was made Minister for Foreign Affairs 
in lB85· Before his time, there had been no Foreign Offioe in 
anything like the 3Uropean sense. ~here had been of course, 
Ministers for Foreign Affairs but these had done their work in 
their houses and the archives were scattered and not readily 
available. This was all changed • An orga::ization vvae es
tablished in the building in the compound of the Grand Palace 
still occupied for that purpose. All that ~ad survived of the 
old archives were collected a~d something like regularity 
brought into the business of foreign affaire. · 

In the course of time, the new ?Uniater made himself felt 
in other branoes of the Government and at hie death and for 
many years before, he was in fact, though not in name, the Chief 
Minister of the King, with something like a general but in
formal supervisory tr.fluence over the work of his colleagues. 
His careful, devoted ard patriotically unselfish labors brought 
their re~ard in the development of a trust and confide;;oe which 
was gel'eral throughout all olasses of Siamese society• 

· His methods, however, were not always appreciated by the 
·Legations for he 'Nas firmly rooted in the principle that what 
one doesn't do today, he may not have to do tomorrow and the 
astor.ishing thing is that it worked in so many oases. ~~en he 
wished to make a decision, it came like a flash but when he 
didn't, oxen oould not drag it out of him. Procrastination can 
be a powerful weapon for one who has neither fleet nor army and 
if the Prince sometimes overworked it, there can be no doubt 
that upon occasion it served his country well. 

His office hours, even to the end, began in the late after
noon and extended as far into the night as necessary~ This was 
the anoient oustom a~d he followed it religiously. No one 
could see him before five o'clook and from that time at least 
io ~~dnight, he was at work either in his house or at his office. 
n e years long ago, he sometimes, in the intervals of business, 
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played ohess with .his staff and at' one time he had the reputation 
of being the best chess player in the East, the home of chess. 

The only serio~s charge ever made against him was con
tained. in a report sent by the last Russian ;Hnister to the 
Foreign Office in st. Petersburg, which was published after the 
Revolution by the Soviet Oovernment. In this it was charged 
that the Prince drew a :British pens·ion. No one who knew Prince 
Devawongse believed for a second in the truth of this charge but 
nevertheless it hurt him to the guick· I remember one evening 
he called me to hie office a:nd, placing in my ha-r.ds a bundle 
of papers, told me of the charge that they contained. With 
considerable emotion, he said that he had heard that the Russian 
Minister, who at the time had left Bangkok, was about. to return 
and. if the report was true, he wished me to lay the documents 
before. the Russian Minister and demand an apology• If none was 
given, I was to let him know that under no circumstances would. 
he ever be received again at the Foreign Office. The Russian 
Minister never returned and I have not heard what his defense 
would have been. 

Pr~nce Dev~wongse followed the ancient custom not only as 
to office hours but as to family matters as well· He had seven 
wives none of whom ever went about with. him in general society 
in which his invariable companion was his eldest daughter who 
speaks English well and is the head-mistress of a large girls 
s·chool. This daughter is one of more than thirty surviving 
children·· The expense of such a family was, as one might im
agine, very great and the Prince was -r.ever able to acclmulate 
property and as he would never ask, ae others did, for doles 
from the king, he left little more at hie death than his life 
insurance and a large palace which had been given to him by the 
king upon his 60th birthday, four years ago. 

The 60th birthday is an important event in the life of a 
Siamese. It mar!~ the completion of the grand cycle of, five 
times twelve, the minor oyole.. If poes ible, the most elaborate 
ceremonies are held. in celebrating it, usually extending over 
three days or rather nights• ·I attended the first night of 
Prince Devawongae's celebration· In accorda-r.oe with the Siamese 
custom, no invitations had been sent out. If one was a friend, 
attendance followed as a matter of course •. The celebration was 
held at the Prince's new palace which had just been given him 
by the king• ·This consisted of a large central building, three 
stories high, with an interesting view out over the crowded 
river• In the compound. were seven other houses, one for each 
of the Prince's families. 

' 
~en I arrived. at eight o'cloc1t:, I found everything gaily 

decorated with flags and lanterns• There were tents everywhere, 
under which tables were set for a dinner. in the European style. 
In one corner of the grounds a large temporary theater had been 
erected in which a Siamese play, a portion of the Indian epic, 
the Ramayana, was to be performed after dinner. There must have 
been at least 500 guests. The arrar.gements for the last two 
nights were identical· The expense of all this to the host 
was very small for almost everything had. been sent in, even the 
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food, as presents from relatives and friends. 

Sixty is old age for e Siamese and !~~noeH~:v;~~~~:e~n~fter 
hil birthday, felt himself to be an old ther suddenly to look 
aoubtedly lessened repidhly and 1h:t~~~a~t~~esman would be at the 
much older• At a time w en a e · t show the effect· 
height of hie powers, Prine~ Devawo~~s~h~:g!~s ~ue not so much 
of ~i: ~e:rs a:r~ o hi~e l~~~~s tha~o~~I·ing his whole c~reer • he very 
to g ' t 1 holiday and never left the country except 
~~~~o~n er~~7 ~~!n a he spen.t. a few months in 'mrope and America. 

In appearance the Prince was short, not much over five feet 
in height, rather stout, with a round face, ~11 of good humor 
and fun. His face would light ~P with animat1on whe: something 
pleased him a~d he could play l1ke a child upon.occa~ion. I 
remember a dinner in his palace in which the oh1ef ornament of 
the table was an American electric fountain which had been sent 
him by a friend. He played with it the whole ~ime we were at 
the table, showing all the unrestrained enthus1asm of a.child 
of te~, and seemed to enjoy particularly the consternet1on 
among his guests when he turned on the water full force• But 
when he wanted. to he could pull down a mask of inscrutability 
over his face• H~wever, even ther. he found it difficult to 
keep his eyes from twinkling· It was not easy for him to deny 
a request for a personal favor and as a result, he was somewhat 
of a failure as a disciplinarian for hs. could never bring him
self to hurt the feelings of those who apnlied to him· Con
sequently his good nature was often abused. 

One thing which rather distinguished him from others of 
his rank, was that he always drove his own car, a Studebaker 
two-seater of somewhat ancient viY!tage. He was an excellent 
driver and the crowded streets of 3angkok affora.ed him many 
opportunities for the exercise of his skill· Invariably, when 
driving, he held a cigar between his teeth, up-til ted in the 
very best Uncle Joe Cannon manner~ 

Notwithstanding the informality of his usual manner, the 
prince felt the dignity of his ra~k and position very keenly 
and rather reserted attempts to treat him upon a basis of 
intimate familiarity. I have seen him stiffen and assume an 
air of greet reserve and dignity when an over-hearty American 
minister slapped him on the back a~d he has sat silent through . 
a long din""er rather than talk to a British consul·, whom he 
disliked, but who happened to be seated next to him. 

One oould not help being fond of him, though, of course 
there were a few who disliked him intensely, but they were not 
infrequently those who had found the Prince's tactics particular
ly his procrastination, too much for them, He had hi~ own pre
judices and dislikes but, on the whole, he was one of the most 
open-minded and generous men I have ever met, and notwithstand
ing the many disillusionments of his long career, one of the 
most gentle spirited and charitable. 

The death of a royal Siamese is followed by a series of 
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elaborate ceremonies which extend over a period of months, cul
minating in a magnificent cremation. The first of these, which 
takes place usually within a few hours of death, is the bathing 
ceremony. The body is ~laced on a low bed, never before used, 
a~d the members of the Royal Family, from the king down, in 
strict precedence, pour .a few drops of scent upon the exposed 
hea4 and the right hand and foot. After this, in private, the 
knee joints are broken and the body, with a lotus flower between 
the hands, is doubled up, in which position it is firmly tied, 
wrapped in a cloth and placed in, a OJlindrical urn of gilded_ 
copper, there to remain until the en~ for this urn is placed 
directly upon the cremation pyre• The oopper urn is ther. en
closed in a large wooden one covered with gold leaf laid on 
lacquer• These outside urns are of different shapes and the 
shape used depends upon the rank of the person to Whose ~se it 
is devoted. The one assigned by the king for Prince Devawongse 
is that used for the very highest, just below the king himself. 
This wooden urn is fitted with a high cover in the form of the 
ancient spire-like Siam~se orown. _ 

Prince Devawongse's urn was carried from his bed-room to 
his drawing room where it was placed upon an elevated alter-like 

.. arrang~ment, upon tlie s tepa of which were put golden dishes con
taining the numerous decorations whtoh had been conferred upon 
him by almost every oountry in the world· Other dishes were 
filled with curious arrangements of flowers in the Siamese style, 
in the forms of pyramids and cones. Around the urn were fastened 
garlands of flowers, so closely woven that they look like ropes, 
and guarding it stood four of the ma~y-tiered umbrellas of state. 

There was a short religious service in connection with .the 
bathing ceremony but the first really large religious ceremony 
took place, as is the custom, upon the seve nth day after death • 
At this time, a large. chapter of priests attend who chant in nasal 
tones, lengthy pass ages from the scriptures. A s ernlf)n is preached 
and ye,llow robes distributed by the king• Just before the con
clusion of the service, a blessing o~ prayer, it is difficult 
to say which it is, is pronounced and ~n order that .its efficacy 
may reach the deceased, a strip of cloth of silver, one end of 
which is faster.ed to a ·cord which runs inside the urn, where it 
is attached to the wrappings of the body, is held by the priests 
during the chanting. · 

Siamese Buddhism is of the Southern or Ceylones.e type, a 
gentle, contemplative religion, with the utmost tolerar.ce for 
other types of Buddhism as well as for ot.her religions· The 
service whioh I have attempted to describe had followed the rit
ual of the Siamese Church but after that came a service, con
ducted by Annamit'e priests according to the Northern ritual in 
the Chinese style. This was a much more elab.orate affair with 
sacred syrnb'ols and offerings of food to the spirit of th,e dead 
Prince. · 

A Siamese· funeral service is not the me'lancholy affair th.at 
our funerals are· Tea is continually served and, .ef Prince 
Devawongse's, as there were present a large number of foreigners, 
including the whole Diplomatic and Consular corps, a~d the day 
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t the guests for their 
was hot, ice oream was handed abou amo~gever here in silver 
refreshment. Cigars and cigarettes wer t ~11 liberty to do 
dishes and those ~hot~!s~~~e;~a~~o~~ :~~~t~ng, even the priests 

~!g~! ~~:~!:~:i!~~!~ga!:~o~rt~u!!~gp;~;~~t: 1:~~~e~~~~:;~!!:1~ns 
to those who have honored the service with their a en anoe. 
"~?.ven at weddings, it is the. host who offers presents t~ the guests 
~ttd not the guests who bring them· At funeral oeremon1es it is 
now the praotioe to give books, they may be of history, religion, 
poetry drama or what not the manuscripts of which being usually 
obtair.;d from' the National

1

Library, which is thus enabled to eke 
out ·its rather meager printing allowance and thus to seoure the 
printing of rare palm-leaf or black paper texts at no expense to 
itself. 

~eligious ceremonies in Pri~ce Devawo~gae'e case will be· held 
every day for at least three months, but, aside from the seventh 
day ceremony, to which they are similar, those held on the 
fiftieth and hundredth days after death are the most important. 

The culminating ceremony is, of course, the cremation, which 
in the case of a prince is conducted with great splendor• Some
times the body is kept for years and it is never regarded as 
respectful to the dead to have the cremation until after the lapse 
of at least a hundred days. I understand that Prince Devawo-r.gs. e 's 
cremation will take place in·Deoember, the Whole of which month 
.is to be devoted to the cremation of eight or --ten members of the 

. Royal Family. I shall not see it but as it will be very much the 
same as that for the late Supreme Patriarch which I saw a year 
ago, I feel that I know almost exactly what it will be· A 
special building will be ereoted upon the

3
great Plaza in front 

of the Grand Palaoe, called the Phra Meru ground from Mount 
Meru, the center of the Buddhist oosmogyny, which the cremation 
building is supr')osed to represent. Aroun.d this building will 
be pavilions for the guests, the central' one for the king. At 
about four in the afternoon, the process ion escorting the body 
will arrive. The guests, sitting in the shadow with their 
backs to the sun, are so :plaoed that they get the full effect 
of the brilliant sight. The golden urn is carried upon a high 
boatshaped oar, in the ·Oenter of which, under a canopy, stands 
the great urn • ~verything· about the oar and: the urn is of gold 
and the sunlight makes them glitter as though they were made of 
living fire• The oar is drawn by a hundred men dressed in white 
and escorted by regiments of the Royal Guards in blue and soar
let with white helmets. The funeral music, though there are 
military bands as well, is made by a band drummers and trump
eters, blowing oonoh shell and silver trumpets, who accompany 
a solitary player of a reed instrument much like the oboe of 
our own orchestras. This player never stops playing, even to 
breathe, for as he blows he inhales through his nostrils and 

3. Pron • Prah Main • The word is Sanscri t or Pali but ·in Siamese 
the final vowel is silent and "r" as a final consonant is alwam~ 
pronounced "n."· ., ... 
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thus keeps up a stream of wailing, sobbing sound which for 
mournfUlness, eve~ if not for beauty, has not been surpassed by 
!eethoven or Ohopin. . 

The great urn is· lowered from the oar upon a ~ov~ble elevator 
.and is .then plaoad upon a palanquin and carried three times 
around the cremation building, followed by a long procession 
of the mourning family and depende~ts, headed by the king, 
those younger than the deceased dressed in white a~d those 
older in black· In this procession will be a yellow-robed 
priest oarried in a palanquin, reading the scriptures, apparent
ly oblivious to his surroundings· The decorations and the var
ious insignia of the rank of the late Prinoe, the golden sword, 
t~e broad-brimmed felt hat, with steeple crown a·.,d golden band, 
the _golden betel dishes and vases, will b.e displayed •. 

After making the three-fold saored round, the urn will be 
taken into the cremation building, the outer casing removed and 
the inner copi1er urn placed directly upon the pyre. As the act
ual cremation does not take place until late at night, the pyre 
is· only figurative and symbolic thing of a few stioks of sandal 
wood laid upon the top of a white stand. 

The procession then returns to the pavilions, the music 
stops and a religious service begins· .Again the priests hold in 
their hands a cord faster.ed to the cloth wrappings of the body 
so that along it may pass the blessing and the prayer. A ser
mon is preached; books and fans are distributed; tea and bottled 
waters are drunk; cigars and cigarettes are consumed, and robes 
.given to priests. Then the king prooeeds to li'ght the fire • 
On his knees before the urn, he bows three times until his head 
touches the floor and lights with a candle a few shavings of 
sandal wood arranged in the form of a wreath of flowers. Then 
the reat, the Royal Family first, go up to throw candles and 
sa~dal wood shavings into the flames, which, when they become 
too vigorous, are put out by the attendants, in order that the 
cremation may not be started prematurely. The king. leaves and 
the other guests follow in the light of a sunset Which touches 
with golden fingers, the pagodas of the Temple of the Emerald 
Buddha in the adjoining Palace compound· At the time cremations 
are held, there is always a beautiful sunset with the sky in 
gorgeous colors, gold blue and rose, thus providing a fitting 
conclusion to a ceremony which for color, brillia~oe and 
antique splendor are not its like in the modern world. 
Bangkok, Siam, August 5, 1923. 

~don R. James 

Fathers and Sons in the Olub 

This evening the Literary Club enters upon the seventy
fifth year of its existence• More tha'l'l two generations, as 
time is usually reckoned, have passed since those twelve young 
men of early Ci~cin~ati met to adopt the report of the committee 
appointed to a preliminary meeting to draft a constitution and 
by-laws for the new society. And now as the old order is pass-
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in 'there are those among us, doubtless, ~ho ~ill live to 
ro~nd out the third generation of the Club s h1story. 

It has been the privilege of the writer to occupy the 
081 

tion of a oonr.ecting link between the members who made this 
~rgar.ization what it is ana those who control its destiny today. 
He w~a honored by an election to its ranks shortly after his 
graduation from college, being only a l:l.ttle more than twenty 
years old· He knew personally some of the men who joined the 
Club during its first year• He even met one of the founders. 
He was present at the fiftieth an~iversary and hopes to par
ticipate in the celebration of its one hundredth birthday. 
Today the names of just eighteen members, six of whom sre 
honorary, stand above his upon the roster• · It is but natural, 
therefore, . that his thoughts turn to the future of the Club, 
and what will be its compos it ion at the end of the century • 

There used to be a saying that it takes three generations 
to make a gentleman· .~nother was that betwee-n, shirt sleeve and 
shirt sleeve are three ge~erations• Like all ge~eralizations 
these have been strikingly disproved in numerous instances -
particularly in our own .country, where such families as those 
of Adams and 3lliot in New Sngland, the Bayards in Delaware,. 
the Harrisona and Lees of Virginia, have mai~tained their viril
ity for hundred of years. Many of the representatives of such 
families have been made famous by their ancestors; others have 
made their a~cestors famous. 

In a l,i terary way, it s earns that, judgi~g from the experience 
of this Club, two generations of members are all that we can ex
pect from a family· ~y this is true, may be explained in part 
by the attitude of the modern youth, who constantly reminds his 
parents .that "times have changed." Or it may be that the naive 
remark of one of the speakers at our anniversary in 1922 has a 
true foundation • ":.zy father and grandfather both belonged to 
your organization," he said, "and I should like to,. but I haven't 
got the time." The demands of our business and social life are 
such ar. d competition is so keen in all lines of human endeavor 
that few seem to have the necessary leisure to devote to liter
ature. 

Looking over the catalogue of its past and present membership, 
it will be seen that a number of families have been represented 
by at least one a~a sometimes two or more in the second generation. 
Those whose names occur to the writer are set forth below tn 
alphabetical order. There may be others, and if so, it will 
be interesting to complete the record. 

FATH~RS 

Robert 1. Carroll 
John F. Follett -
Lewis N. Gatch - - -

James Albert Green - -
John W. Herron - - -
Thornton M. Hinkle - -

SONS 

- - - - - - - Robert DeV. Carroll 
- - - - - - -John Dawson Follett 

-(tor en G. Gatoh 
(John lT. Gatch 

- - - - - - Robert M. Green 
- William c. Herron 

Frederick W. Hinkle 

Fathers ·ar.d s·ons in the Club 

FATHERS SONS 

George Hoadly, ·sr. - - - - - - - - - George Hoadly, Jr. 
William H. Maokoy - - - -Harry E. ~.~aokoy 
Patriok Mallon - - - - - - - - - - Guy W •. Mallon · 
Hiram D. Peck - - - - - - - - - - - John w. Peok 
Dudley Ward Rhodes - - - - - ~ - - - Goodrioh B. Rhodes 
Bellamy Storer, Sr. - - - - Bellamy Storer, Jr. 
Alphonso Taft- - - - -·---- (Charles P. Taft 

(Peter R. Taft 
(Horace. D. Taft 
(William H. Taft 

William H. Venable - - - - - - - - -(Bryant Venable 
('1nerson Venable 

John w. Warrington ----- George.H. Warrington 
Moses F. Wilson - - - - - - - - - - (Daniel F. Wilson 

(Russell Wilson 
D. Thew Wright - - - - - - - - - - -(Daniel T. Wright 

(Rogers 1r ight 
He~ry c. Yergason - -.- - - - - - - Henry E.B. Yergason 
Isaac c. Collins - - - - - - • - - - Clinton Collins 

. ' . 
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It will be noted that of those mentioned there are two 
families, those of Mr. James .Ubert Green and Mr. Lewis N. 
Gatoh, where both generations still belong to the Club. In 
eight .other families the second generation is now alone repre
sented· Despite the faot, however, that in at least two 
ins tanoes there are representatives of the third generation 
living. in Ci~cinnati old enough a-r.d capable eno·ugh to make 
exoellent members, the Club thus far has never been fortunate 
enough to have one of them on its rolls. 

Harry :B. Mackey 

The Railroads of Australia 

The Railroads of Australia deserve to be embalmed in liter
ature. If left to me it must needs be done in prose, but verse 
would be more fitting. We entertain the pious hope that a 
future Shakespeare skilled alike in tragedy and comedy will see 
and gl'asp the opportunity. 

The. fact for which these marvels of 'sagacity are most widely 
known is that three different gauges are in general use, or five, 
if one counts all railroads operating passenger cars. There are 
in all 25,000 miles of line, 1000 of which are owned by companies, 
2000 by the federal .government, and the remaining 22,000 by the 
several states. ~ach state determi~es its own gauge. This, of 
course, is a orime, ar.d it might well be supposed that in a 
country whose ohief industry for some decades was the punishment 
of orime, the perpetrator of ·this one would at least be flogged, 
if not hanged. But there is no record of such punishment. Ap
parently they belonged to that other band of villains who on 
behalf of the state admi~istered suffering, and not to those who 
endured it. 
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The enduring is still going on, and for aught that can be 
seen will continue a long time. Sydney on the east coast, the 
capital of New south ':Vales, and Melbourne on the south ooast, the 
capital of Victoria, are cities of nearly a mi;lion each and 
17 hours apart by rail· To go from Sydney to .. ~elbourne you get 
into a sleeper at 7:00 or 8:00 in the evening. You ought to get 
out at tlelbourne at noon or 1:00 o'olook next day. What you . 
actually.do is to get off at Alb!DY at 6:00 ~r 7:00 next morning 
and change to a train of day coaches• This 1s because you have 
come to the end of New south ~ales with its standard gauge of 
4 feet, 8-1/2 inches, and are about to enter Victoria with its 
broad gauge of 5 feet 3 inches. It would often be desirable to 
leave Sydney at noon or 1:00 o'clock in order to reach Melbourne 
in the morning, but this would require two sleepers and a change 
at 1 :oo or 2 :00 a.m., which even an ~glishman would not do 
willingly unless some crazy old king had done it by mistake five 
hundred years ago •. The~,of course,he would do it on the ground 
that it always had been done, and the matter would not be open.to 
discussion• But this seems not to have happened, so no trains 
from Sydney reach Melbourne in the morning. 

Coming back you leave Melbourne at 4:00 or 5:00p.m., eo 
that you may get your sleeper at Albany by 11:00 or 12:30 and 
reach Sydney in.the middle of the forenoon. You oannot.leave 
Melbourna.at ~ight for the same reason that you cannot arrive 
there in the morning. 

One advantage of this is that everyone knows what state 
he is in. It's not like the Uni tod States, where a man crossing 
Ohio can loo!{ up from his card game and ask whether we've come 
to Mil souri yet. But even this advantage is moderated by some
times makine: the cha"'ge of gauge at other points than on the 
state boundary. Thus, the broad gauge goes from :,1elbourne 
west all the wa~r to Adelaide, the capital of South Australia 
and then north to ~erowie. There you take the narrow gauge 
(3 feet, 6 inches) to go-~the Lord knows where--but generally 
you don't go quite there before changing to a still narrower 
gauge or going back to standard again· In the trans-continental 
journey of more than 3,000 miles from Brisbane on the east .coast 
to Perth on the west, you change gauge five times. I was of
fered that trip free of charge, but I hesitated on the five 
changes • If there had been but four I might have tried it. 

Freight is necessarily unloaded and reloaded wherever the 
gauge char.ged· This, of course, is absurdly expensive and hard 
on the "goods," especially wher the "goods" is coal. It· also 
gives the labor union an extra inning in the game ana makes it 
easier to tie up traffic in case of a strike. 

No i · · one ever nter.ded that such a muddle should exist· Thi 
;.hay p~rtly explain why no one was ever hanged for the crime 

8 

ere s no law against being a fool 1Vi th 11 th • 
that Australia has, why have they n~t thoug~t of ~h~;~er B la~~ 
enaated that on and after this date it shall be unlawful ~ 
man to be a fool, or to behave as such or in a~1 or a 
abet, eto. etc. 9 Such 8 law might h • t ·Y way to aid and 
New South ~ales .either in 1852 when :~~ s opptedllthe state of er ac ua y beginning 
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construction on .standard gauge she changed by law to broad gauge 
or in 1855. when she cha1:ged back to standard gauge after V:i:ctori~ 
and South Australia had yielded to her 'example and begun build
ing broad 9aug~· By the irony of fate, the state that caused 
this muss 1s now given credit by the unenquiring for ite good 
sense in maintaining the standard gauge• Worse still, the in-
evitable expense of finally clearing up the mess will necessarily 
fall mainly on the states which in the fifties tried in vain to 
o~nform towhat New South ~ales thought she wanted· In her 
vasoillating policy that state first followed the advice of Glad
stone, who in his younger Tory days, as Colonial Secretary in 
1846, strongly urged the standard gauge. Then they took as chief 
engineer an Irishman who managed to impose on them the gauge he 
had known in the Emerald Isle. • His success or was a Scotchman 
who turned Heaven and Earth and the legislature to get back to 
a plan which the sister colonies had been induced to abandon for 
the sake of unifo~mity. Little wonder that these other colonies 
gave up trying to put their finger on such a flea. 

. The cars used on these several gauges differ less than might 
be expected • All the rolling s took has a ~rope an loolt. The 
freight oars, or "go.ods cars" are delicate little things on four 
diaphanous wheels with a capacity of ~erhaps 6 or 7 tons• This 
is not mere primitiveness; it has its advantages. The larger 
the car the greater is the difficulty with less-than.-carload 
lots. !e might even do well to use some of these tiny wagons 
in America were it not for the risk of crushing them when coupled 
in with our heavier cars. · . 

Passenger coaches have the usual :!rurop.ean compartments 
entered from the station platform. They are first and second 
cl_ass, but there is no third, probably because the seconn is bad 
enough• This is put in to be funny, not because the second is 
really bad· All have cushions, but I believe there is not law 
defining when a cushion ceases to be a cushion. Of course, 
there is no heating in cars of any class, but in the first class 
(at least) there are always, in winter, water-filled foot rests 
which retain heat a long time when well covered with large 
American feet. It is said that· sugar or something is dissolved 
in the water to make it viscous like syrup and thus avoid cool
ing by convection. Then, too, the respectable Australian travel
er always carries a rug. A well filled compartment contains, 
8 men, 8 rugs , 8 pipes, ana 16 feet •. Under such oondi tiona, the 
foot rests are fairly safe from freezing. 

The sleeping oar~ (except a few) are also European; a· cor
ridor at one· side and compartments for two or sometimes four. 
The berths lie transverse to the line of the oar and each com
partment oo~tains a wash stand· You would not expect a colored 
porter, and there is none. The so-called "conductor" makes and 
unmakes your bed, brings a can of hot water for shaving, handles 
your luggage, takes up your ticket, ana receives your shilling 
or ivhatever else your state ofmind.may dictate. Criticism by 
an Amerioan·would have no value--it would simply mean that he 
was accustomed to something else and liked or disliked the 
novelty. 

But there is no sleeping car in the Commonwealth that needs 
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it b 1 6 to no class• If it ever had 
· separate ntention bee~~~ Th:r~n~s ., 0 mate and there will be no 

relations they have · e • d down Tasmania like a roaring 
descendants. It still goes up an it 1 d prowls up 
lion• ~very night it leaves Hobart, t~e ~apl a Noa~oubt it was 
to Launoes ton B"' a the next day it s tea 8 ac c. i Am i 
tr.e first ·sleeping car made, but committed some offense n er oa 
a~d was shipped out to Tasmania as our contribution to that con-
vict colony. 

Its Amer~can traits are the central aisle and certain shelves 
on each side •. L ~aoh shelf will hold one rna~ if he is sufficiently 
exhausted not to resist.- If you could take a spade and dig out 
a hole for your hips these shelves would be as comfortable as 
the ground but that'oan't be don6• I tried it• The trouble 
be~ins whe~ you try to ·undress. Perhaps u~dressing in a sleeper 
is en Americanism which should not be encouraged, but at lea~t 
the Tasmanian wants to take off his shoes, or, as he says, h1s 
"boots." For ·this purpose it becomes desirable to sit on the. 
edge of the berth· He finds this defended by a board with klnfe 
edge rising some 6 inches above the bed to prevent rolling out. 
Later in the nigh.t I was glad for that board, but at undressing 
time it was like roosting on a picket fence• There is absolute
ly no place to put clothes when shed, as the berth is little 
more than 2 feet wide and there is no hammock, ledge, or hook 
of any kind· My valuable wardrobe was deposited on the upper 
shelf which fortunately was vacant • This marvel of maladaptation 
apparently cor.tains no provision for cor.version into day time 

·use· To use it for any other purpose than storing human bodies 
at night would no doubt have interfered with making its inoon-
ven ier.ces so perfect. .. -

Taking nourishment while on the move is always a problem. 
A dining· car on the Sydney-Melbourne route does a big bus·inees. 
~en you step off the ~ew South 1ales train at the interstate 
boundary in the early marring the proper thing is to entrust 
your hand luggaee to the porter and make a break for the diner 
on the Victoria train. You should not be in such a hurry as 
to discard a~y overcoat, sweater, or rugs, for you will need 
them all when you get into that dining car. I don·•t see yet 
why it was eo much colder than the out-doors· But they will 
bring you a goon breakfast and all you want for "two and six" 
(two shillings and six pence). So much for the man who gets it. 
Not all can be first, and some may have to wait several hours 
for a meal or eat at the station restaurant while thP train 
waits. y 

· Most eating en route in Australia is not done in dining 
cars but in railroad restaurants. These are very numerous. In 
the first place, the Australian likes to eat seventimes a day 
instead of three. This includes forenoon a~d afternoon tea 
early morning tea, and "something to go to bed on." In the' 
second place, railroad restaurants are licensed to sell wine 
beer, ard spirituous liquors. So it turns out that a railro;a 
:e:~aurant not at a regular meal .stop may do 8 flourishing · 
u~1ness. A look-in either at the tea room or at the b 

an 8 minute stop i~ a sight worth while. Often the bar:~i~u~!ng 
a girl, but there 1s something in the art of "slinging rum" as 
in other fine arts that demands the masculine touch for the 

--------------------- -----
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highest excellence. 

Serving a meal in 20 minutes is bad enough at best. It's 
worse when you try to break out for a quick dash and finn your
self looked in and have to wait. for the "guard" to come and let 
you out. This occurs sometimes• I don't know why it's not done 
always, for it's the best way yet found of converting a one-time 
sensible man into a raving lunatic· It ought to be said for the 
British that they retain their sanity under such tests better 
than any one else exoept the Chinese. 

Usually your soup is waiting for you v1hen you reach the 
dining· room. This is such a promise of promptness that you gulp 
it quickly to be ready for the next course·· Then you look around 
for a girl· The girl is busy, a~d you wish you hadn't been so 
hasty, with your soup. What she is really doing is talring orders, 
taking them just the same way as·she would at a formal hotel 
dinner• She is carrying a menu card a'~"d holding it uncler some 
extra oopies to be studied before ordering. Moreoever, it is 
written, not printed, and all the irrelevant thines that will 
come a~yway without ordering are put in without perspective· So 
it 'a like reading a letter from a child to finn out what you might 
have if your train would only wait • Meantime the other seven 
men wait. Shades of Fred Harvey and the Santa Fe System! Is 
it ar:y wonder that Americans traveling in Australia need "guards?" 
For unimaginative stupidity the man who writes out mer.u cards 
for a railroad restaurant, especially when one card is to be 
carried round a~d shoved under the noses of eight men certainly 
wins the rubber. · 

In aotual praet ioe it is not quite so bad as it sounds • By 
gulping some things .and ommitting others and filling up on bread 
and stuffing the fruit into your pocket you d.o get away feeling 
something like Little Tillie after raiding the jam. And some
times the waiters are "real nice" and feed you promptly, and 

.sometimes you can tell the tea from the ooffee arn the beef 
from the mutton, and then you light your pipe ann say "My word, 
just think of that meal for two bob." A price of two shillings 
for meals at railroad restaurants is fixed by the law of New 
South iales• There had been a te~denoy to charge what the traf
fic.would bear, and with so hungry a people as the Australians, 
and so oomplaoent as to expense~,it would seem that the traf
fio might bear a good deal. But the opposition became vigorous 
and the law was .passed. It does not follow that the present 
price is just, or the old prices extortionate• It is a govern
ment affair and losses are paid from the public treasury. It 
is not likely tho, that the government knows much about Whether 
it ie winning or losing• Observers are generally agreed on two 

·things-·first that the financial condition of New South ?lales 
is sound, and second, that small account is taken of profit 
or loss on any one thing so long as the state has money in its 
pooket. 

To charge wither ·the merits or demerits of Australian rail• 
roads to state ownership would be a superficial view. 
Australians have a way of taking life cheerily and are great 
trusters in Providence, though their religious ideas as to what 
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p idence consists of may be vague• Criticism or acknowledgment 
0~0I11s 'is apt to end with-- "But it's a great country; it will 

:t 11 right " ~he first half of this conclusion is plain-
come ou a ~ • · h t h ly true; it is a greft country. We join them in t e earnes ope 
that it will come ou all right. 

Nevin M. Fenneman 

The Old Safe 

It is not easy to get i~to. To try is an adventure. The 
combination is weird. After a confusing series of right ard ·left 
turns, the key to the cipher directs you to "turn to left till 
dial stops." There is no limit to this a~d nothing to indicate 
what to do if she doesn't stop. But I was in luck, --my open 
sesame worked all right,--and the Club antiques lay before me! 
Did you ever spend a summer afternoon in the attic of an Old 
New England farmhouse untouched by the hand of the colleotor? 
~ell, thot was how I felt. ~hey fairly tumbled at me, those 
Club treasures, a~d it was hard to keep from trying to look at 
all of them at once. But after the excitement quieted down, I 
starte~ on an exploring expedition, and took thinrss as. they came, 
regardless of chronological or a~y other order. There was a big 
book turned side on, clinging to the edge with a bare toe hold, 
marked in gilt letters 11 Visitors Register, Literary Club." 
It waf: full of fragmentary but inte~s e interest • The first entry 
was June 21, 1877, and noted the fact wj, th the fewest peas i ble 
words, that thEit night Howard c. Hollister residence Mt. Auburn 
visited the Club as the guest of Wrn. H. Taft. Running down the 
pages of this wonderful old autograph album, (in each case the 
visitor's autograph is given and that of the member who brought 
him), it almost seemed li~e an index of mellow evenings. In 
1880 Mo"Qoure n. Conway came back from London to via it the group 
to whioh he belonged a quarter of a century before• January 3d 
~885, .~eorge ~. Cable and ~ark Twain came together. The minute~ 
of th1s mee~ing record their presence, a~d note 11Something was 
the matter Nith the gas meter at the Club rooms, an~ it was 
necessary to find other illumination toward the tail-end of 
the evening. This was furnished by frequent flashes of wit 
and candles stuck. into the neo~s of empty bottles." 11've11 ing~ 
were spent with Justin McCarthy, Archibald Jorbes and Kenyon 
Cox. A special meeting was held Sunday eve~ing, December 19 
l852rj to meet Ra~-ph 'l!aldo !mlers on. Charles Dudley ~:7arn er ca~e 
~ne -~~oh night 1n 1888, about ~he time we were enjoying hie 

0 
a~k R op: Studies • In the ninehes came Israel Zangwill and 

t~ et J ead ,hanJdf~f~hile I did not come across his autogranh I knew 
a asap e erson used to tlrop in f< I b · 

ing him give the Club a delightful taik ~~ ea~~me~a~~s~~~e hear-

btheatritc~liproperties, in which he told about a~ elaborat! stage 
an que •Vh ch was somewhat marr d · f 

over and setting fir~ to the io: c~~a~~e 8net;~g~~n~~~~ttipping 
~~a~~a~g~e!~l~~t n~~~a~~:t b~~ug~t ·1a1 ter H. Par;e .' The 

1

~1~~~ea 
ident for a fe~ remarks, and' re:g~n~=~ ~~~~e~ ~R~~m~~g t~=m~~:s-
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over the general subject of the "Craft of the Magaz.ine Malcer " 
The old "v;s 1 tors Reg~s ter" is full of human interest, and I· 
hope that 1ts use, wh1ch has been discontinued during the last 
two years, may be resumed and continue in aeternum. 

Held in place, albeit somewhat preoariously, by the guest 
reoord, was a specially -prepared Leather Bound Boo!-t, in which our 
annual programmes are preserved from 1870. A fairly complete 
his tory of the Club coul:'i be written from this book. It marks 
the charges of time with Geological certitude· Of the sixty-five 
members noted ~n the programme of 1870, I think only one is 
li vi~g. ~his 1s in sad contrast with a statement made in res
olut1ons as late as December 31, 1887, on death of Robert F. 
Leaman, ths t "this is the seventh time in ita his tory the Club 
has lost a member by death." Shoulder to shoulder 'iVi th the 
Programme Book is a beautifully tooled leather bound boo1c-
"Boll of Members -·Literary Club," with inset 1849-1879. This 
gives an historical resume prepared in 1879 by Thornton u. 
Hinkle, Smithson ~. Wright and Charles B. Wilby, ann covering 
the first thirty years of the Club. It was organizod October 
29, 1849, and i~corporated in 1852. I searched the records of 
the Court Houa e for record o:f the incorporation, and after al
most despairing of finding it at all, came acrose it in Book 1 
of the "Church Records" of Hamil ton County. The cathedral at
mosphere of the Club is accounted for and perhaps the occasional 
somnole~ce of members. 

Someway it seems to me that the next jewel casket which the 
old safe handed out, was the best. Four bound volumes of in
valuable material, with the simple memorial in each-"P.resented 
to the Literary Club by Thornton M. Hinkle--1866-1916." Thqs e 
boo1m contained much that would otherwise be lost, of perhaps 
twenty-five years of Club material from the time JYir. Hinkle 
beoame a member in 1866 to about 1893. They are veritable 
source books, not only of Club History, but of general history 
of the last half of the 19th Century. They represent years of 
systematic accumulation of printed Club papers, and accounts 
of Club activities, preserved in stoutly bound scrap bo~ks, in 
the most orderly array I have ever seen given to hi~torical and 
11 terary data • January· 13, 1872, Judge Force read a paper on 
"'Darwinism and Deity" in the final -paragraph of which he struck 
the truth upon which modern scientists a~d modern theologians 
are now apt to come together. He said,, "And, in fine, if the 
law of selection be a true ·law of nature, yet it and all the laws 
of nature are only formulas, expressing human apprehensions of 
the way in which the Creator carries on the universe." 

It is of particular interest in view of Mr. C .P. Taft's 
reo,ent splendid generosity to the Univere i ty of Cincinnati, to 
find tha.t .fifty two years ago in 1871 he expressed these senti
ments: "The friends of liberal education throughout the country 
are interested in t.he establishment of a University in Cincinnati. 
A Board of Trust~es has been elected by the Common Council. It 
has met and organized. Upon the aotion of this board rests the 
future of the institution. As its foundation shall be broad 
and liberal, o~ narrow and superficial, will it beoome a uni
versity in the true meaning of the term, or in name merely. 
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Tho e intrusted with the responsibility of its establishment 
wili look to it that 1 t does r~ot dwindle to the i~fer.;or hpr~~or
tions o~ the numerous prete~ders to that appel~at1on ,~ic" e~p 
the war~ of pfomise to our ear, a~d break it to our hope. 

The tender.oy of the Club noted by the Secretary in his an-_ 
nual report to follow the example of Silas Jegg ar.d occasional 
ly drop int~ poetry, i~ no new thing• During the years that 
nr. wm. n. V~nable was a member, we were favored from time to 
time by vera e from him. I think it was a'· the 36th Anniversary 
thf1t one of his poems was read, whioh had such a brown October 
flavor that you will be glad to hear a few lines of it: 

"October blushes through-her misty veil, 
The latest bride of the inconstant sun; 

Along the world her gorgeous garments trail, 
The 'summit of imperial pri0.e is won.u 

Professor Venable's reverential attitude towards the muse 
was not always s~ared by all the members. January 31, 1852, 
the minutes state: 

11 The board was spread 
11th butter and bread 

And all that heart could wish; 
The ale was new 

The oysters few -
Say two for every dish." 

-· In connection with the founding of the Zoo, F.W. Clarke 
produced this: 

~Oh! have you been to see the show 
They call the Zoological? 

A lot of creatures of four legs, 
11th some ornithological. 

They're a~l the real, authentic kinq, 
nith nothing mythological, 

And every day they are at home 
And never try to dodge a oall." 

A wonderful poem called "A .Ride for Life" was .contributed 
to the Club half a century ago. This is a sample: 

"I s.aid to my wife, 'you must ride for your life; ' 
And she said, 'So I will so', said she 

The fire fast on came, 'Twas a dread sheet of flame 
We saw it, my brown wife and me." • 

I do ~o~ want to leave the subject of Club poetry without 
repeating one a tar. ze of an Anniversary Ode written ·about 1878 
b~.t which fits all Anniversaries. It is initialled "T.M • .A." • 

"Another year, 113 fle~t oare•l', 
Has hurried by on pinions light, 
Sinoe last we met to oeleb~ate 
Our ever honored festal night. 

Th'e 01a· Safe 

Around us here, from far and near 
Have come the witty, wia e and· gay: 
Intent to greet, in mannet meet, 
Our ever honor~d festal day." 

At the Club's thirty-five Anniversary' Judge Mallon read 
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a paper of remin'iscenses. in which he referred to the side of 
the Club which from the beginning had made it a· live ~ulsat
ing personality. H~ said "Looking back sirce, I hav~ wordered 
how we oonti~ued the existe~oe of the Club. There is i~ the 
organization somewhere a strong vital element that ali1te binds 
old and young. I have thought it was the social feature--per
haps the combination in proper proportions of the literary and 
social. ~atever it may be, it will oo~tinue thrifty as long 
as kindly, good fellowship is appreciated." 

A warm picture is given of the 40th anniversary: "The 
very intelligent--looking gentlemen grouped about the little 
lunoh tables, smoking and laughing and chatting, formed a scene 
which will linger in the memories of the guests as one of rare 
plJasure." These intelligent looking gentlemen were the ousto
~ians of the Club spirit and the successors of other like ap~ear
ing founders and pioneers who gave that spirit its disti.,ction·. 

In an anniversary paper, written I think for 1879, there 
is' this compact refere~ce to the worthy group of Club members 
of. old: 

. "It was not an i~significant coterie by any means that used 
to assemble for debate a~a interco~rse in the Club rooms in the 
easy gOing days before the war,---Here they met ~pon a level. 
Murat Halstead, Editor of the Commercial, was a local reporter. 
-.--Edward F. Noyes a budoing barrister, had aspirations some
what less lofty than to be Governor of Ohio and Minister to 
Franoe, by the grace of his chum, Hayes· Salmon o. Chase, even 
then a grand and gloomy genius, condescending at odd times and 
evidently at strong protest of his oor.science, to say something 
warm and frier.dly to somebody.---Tom Corwin, the most genial 
of men, would state the Club with his brillian axioms or con
vulse them with his cutting repartees. Buchanan Read,---would 
dash off sentiments worthy enough to be embalmed for felicity of 
expression• Stanley Matthews would talk religion ar.d politios.
but never dreamed he was one day to draft a famous proctocol by 
the terms of which his unassuming friend, Hayes, was to enter the 
White House •. Alphonso Taft would look solemn and Websterian ar.d 
would no doubt, have been willing enough to discount at Shylock 
rates, his prospects for holding a Cabinet seat and dispensing 
justice for the United States. Spofford was working along in the 
book trade with Truma~, a'r'd gradually growing into the Biblio
maniac he now'is· Warner H. Batema~. late District Attorney of 
Cincinnati, was also somewhat opposed to slavery and other Dem
ocratic luxuries. Mal'l~ing 31· Force was about the same that he is 
now, quiet, honorable, scholarly.---There were others, not 
fore-ordained to be nationally famous, whose preser.ce was almost 
indispensable to a first class meeting." 

At the time the Club moved into its new quarters (now 
ripened into the flavor which comes from many years of well spent 
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life) Charles T· Greve presented a·comprehensiv~ histor!cal 
sketch of the Club, from which I borrow a descr1ption o_ a meet-
ing somewhat ·out _of the usual. 

"On November 26, 1881, John James Piatt read a budget containing 
contributions especially contributed by Henry I. Longfellow, 
John G. V1hi ttier, 3dmund Clarence Stedman, Thomas Baily .~ldrich, 
'Ull Carleton, Mark Twain, Sarah :.I. 13 • Piatt, rVillia~ :9(ean 
Howells and an unpublished poem by Sdgar Allen Poe. I 
wonder,'in passing, if that poem ascribed to Poe was not the 
one which a couple of irreverent !unericar Authors fooled the 
literary worU with, almost to the point of a riot whe~ the hoax 
was discovered.) 

· There is a complete scrap book made up. of events connected 
with the memorable meeting heln at the Fiftieth Anniversary of the 
Club, at v:h ich time it is tersely stated that "8peeohes were 
made and an elegant Banquet servea." The scrap book itself for 
tunately is not terse, having some seventy-five pages, some of 
them with adder.da that make them several pages long, and the 
material preserved in this very excellent form will be of con
stant interest to the Club always. 

Scattered through the Safe wherever a corner oan be found 
for them, are the records of Club meetings from the beginning. 
Vol. 1 rune from 1849 to 1852· The original preamble to the oon
atitution wae fuller than later editions, and after aetting out 
the purposes of the Club, contained the following language which 
was afterwards omitted: "And for the practical attainment of 
these objects, with a firm faith in intellectual progress, we· 
hereby pledge each other our hearts and hands, and to draw 
closer together this brotherhood of mind, we do hereby establish 
the followi~g constitution." It must have been a brave committee 
who out that out. 

February 7, 1852, it is noted that the Club met at the door 
of the Law School, but being unable to get in, repaired to the 
office of Taft ar.d Mallon"respeotable attorneys on Third Street." 

February 28, 1852, must have been a good meeting, for the 
Secretary recorded at the close of the minutes: "In fine ·we 
had a regular great time, everybody was pleased with ~verybo~y 
and tickled with himself and there was a fine exhibition of that 
good fellowship, mutual kindness and good will which is the 
crowning laurel that dis tir.guishes the Literary Club~" 

, ?;'ith occasional frivolity, it was a serious minded group 
of young men who met in those old days, while problems of great 
moment. to our :Republic loomed large on t1'1e horizon. It is in
terestlng ,t? note the historical significance of some of the 
subjects ~h1ch were selected for debate. Aprjl ~ 1852 th 
subject was "Resolved, That the Legislatur~ ·of Obio sh~~ld :ake 
an annual appropriation in Aid of African Colonization." This 
~uestion was afterwards enlarged to formidable dime~sions· 
~esolved, That th~ only true and expedient mode of. obviatin 

~le danger to the U~ion from slavery agitation of avoidi ~h 
errors of amalgamation, ar.n of securi~g a State of i~dep~~den~e 
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and freedom to the black race, is for the general a~d state 
_governments to aid in colonizing them." Other subjects about 
that time were: 
"Ought the Compromise of 1850 be Considered a Finality?" 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"- for general discussion. . 
"Are .National ~ars, ~cept to ?.epel Actual Invasion of 
Terri tory, 1Ver Justifiable?" 
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Relaxation was occasionally sought in more academic discussions. 
May 30, 1857, the question arose as. to whether George Washi~gton 
was borr on the 4th of July, which after a lengthy debate was 
decided in the affirmative, yeas 6, nays 5. 

The closer th~ Club approached wartime, the more the questions 
that were discussed reflected the ter.seness of the nation's nerves. 
In February, 1860, the subject ·"Has a State the right in any case 
to nullify an Aot of Congress?" was discussed in speeches of 
great ability by Mr. Hayes, Judge James and others," and after two 
evenings of discussion was decided in the negative by vote of 13 
to 6. 

December 1, 1860, "Should the Seoes~ion of a State from the 
Union be prevented by the coercive power of the Federal Govern
ment?" After discussion several evenings, during which the at
mosphere was heavily charged, the question was decided in the 
affirmative by vote of 11 to 1, but as a matter of privilege, 
several members explair.ed their votes. 

April 17, 1861, the Club took firm stand on the highest 
level of. patriotism. Fort Sumter had been fired on five days 
before• The minutes show no reference to that .fact, no ex
planatory speeches, r.o uncertainty of conc~usion, but with mili
tary directness it was resolved to "form a military company at 

·once," roll wee called, and apparently the entire membership 
joined, a~a drill was begun immediately. At the beginning of 
the war the Club furnished two Colonels, four Lieutenant Colo
nels, thirteen Majors, sixteen Captains, four First Lieutenants, 
five Second Lieutenants end seven Privates. At the close of 
the war, there were of Club members, one Major General, ftve 
Brigadier Generals, eight Colonels, four Lieutenant Colonels, 
eleva~ ilia jors, fourteen Captains, five First Lieutenants and 
two Se6ond Lieutenants. 

During the war years, the minutes were sketchy, both in 
cor.tent and in form, being illustrated by clever pencil sketches. 

The minutes of '!ifovember 2, 1861, are typical of those of 
many meetings. "Miscellaneous. war talk - battles fought
victory prayed for - Jashington safe," etc. etc. 

October Si, 1862, the Club suspended, to be resurrected by 
Ste-phenson, sole Executor, "when in his judgment it shall be fit." 
The minutes close "Not dead but eleepeth." 

February 19, 1864, a year and a half later, activities were 
resumed, but with veterans in place of the civilian member~hip 
of the early days. 
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M 2
7 1865 seemed to be a low evening. The minutes recite 

ay • ' ' · f th t · very dull "Paper middling a~d the general spirit o. e mee 1ng " • 
zveryone co~versed in a~ undertone a~d w1th a melancholy air. 

April 22, 1882 - Mr. 11. H. Taft read a paper upon t~e re
lation of orime and education• The m1.nutes reoite that !,~r. Taft 
"having throurrh his position of assistant prosecuting attorney 
of this County, peculiar advantages in the stu~y of this subject 
and especial reason therefor, , he was a1Jle to g1 ve facts ana 
statistics. n 

April 29 1882 - the minutes note, "~rrr. \Vilby 's paper was 
apparently su~gested by the paper read by Ur. Taft a week ago, 
teking a somewhat different view." 

March 29, 1884 - "A few minutes before 11 o 'cloclt, it was 
announced in ·the Club that the court house had be en set on fire 
by a mob ard was the~ burning• The Club immediately adjournea." 

In 1884 there was a. famous joust between the dentis.ts and 
the lawyers of the Club. It was be8un June 28 by Frank n. Copnook 
reading a paper on the subject "Can a Dentist be saved." The 
general intent of the paper will appear from this query, after 
gruesome detail of the ingenious instrume~ts of torture invented 
by ~entists and the use of which gives them "endless pleasure:" 
"Can any one yet hope for the final salvation of a man who can 
hbve the heart to employ such age~cies as these upon his fellow 
men." 

December 13, Dr. Fra~k A.. Hunter moved .. on Mr. Coppock's 
works with a paper e~t it led "Twent~r ~Unutes in Hell." He found 
only one de~tist there, and that one was there of his own choioe, 
having gone at first only to spend the winter but fi'r.ding busi
ness so good by reason o.f the characteristic habit of gnashing 
their teeth which the regular borders have, he staid as a matter 
of philanthropy. On the other hand, Hell was so full of lawyers 
it was hard to find employment for them and specia 1 enterprises 
had to be started for their benefit - for example steel works 
and lye factories ar.d other slanderous lines. However the main 
question was not put to vote ard is still undecided. ' 

I have told in desultory and rambling manner about a few 
of the treasures over which our cus to di on has kept watch and 

.ward for decades. I have not tried to give more th ' 
sketch' a-rd have spoken very little of the aooumula~~o~ ~~sual 
cent material - anything ~ating this side of forty re-
~~:m~f ~ardly ripfe enough to pick. I will say howe~:~r~h:~o 

u napers rom about 1885 hElVe been t il ' 
many volumes. containing them would give a a!f~~~~f~~a han~ithe 
ground for blg literar7 game· but that field I ,1 un ng ~ ' - eave untouchea. 

The Old Safe has served th Cl b f I fear that 1 t is '"t ~ e u ai thfully and well but 
ou grown and must soon g· t ' 

larger and more modern. but ~ 0 diff 1 ve way o a successor 
1 S t it 1 

' · · eren ce how lonrr the f 
a s' wi 1 never have a~ythin. t h ld t~ new sa e 

than the family papers and iitl ·CdO d 0
" closer to our hearts 

. . e ee s OI our dear Old Club 
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which the old safe has held in trust so lon~ and so well. 
Truly and reverently the Old Safe may be like~ed in the af
fections of the Club, to the Ark of the ·Covenant "vvherein ·was 
the golden pot that haa manna, and Aaron's red thnt budded, 
and the tables of the C.ovenant." 

Lewis r.. Gatoh 

A 

MAB~OUS STOBY BY CH!mt!Y EI!Jt SMITH 

NOV. 3, 1923 
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The previous Saturday evening, the circle about the String-
. town Grocery stove had been enraptured by a ghost story which, 

together with the discus8ion regarding same, had taken the entire 
evening. But it seemed that the debate was ·not altogether con
vincing, because Judge ~lford, who had not taken part on that 
occas·ion, this evening continued, or rather ended the arguments,· 
with a statement somewhat as follows;-

"I noticed that last Saturday evening the speakers seemed 
to co:r.fuse three words that should be olearly defined. In my 
opinion, a ghost story is always based on either entrenched 
superstition in the mind of the party telling it, or on an in
herited desire for the marvelous. The three words thus promiscu
ously used were supernatural, superhuman and superstitious. 
According to my method of reasoning,· whatever is, is aooording 
to natural law. All that is is na-tural, including the law. But 
in many directions we do not lrnow the law that governs phenomena 
that we observe. Consequently we are inclined to accept that 
whatever is unexplainable by us, is due to supernatural entities, 
or influences lying on the outside, beyond possibility of human 
investigation. 

"Now as I am o·f the opinion that whatever is,' is according to 
laws understood, or laws as yet unknown; consequently the word 
supernatural should not be used by any one. A spirit·,. or the 
evanes oent something that is now called a "ghost," if such exists, 
or a visualized foroe expression as yet uncomprahended, may be 
entirely rational as an existing form of matter, attenuated 
before human· experiences, not yet ee tablished i:n our philosophy • 

"The term or word superhuman thus ap11liea to all phases of 
phenomena misunderstood or unexp!ainable at the time of the oc
currence· But the superhuman of today, may be oommonplaoe to
morrow. Let me prooeed with this argument. As an illustration, 
-,.----" 

. Just then Chimney. Bill Smith, the marvelous story teller of 
Stringtown, rose from the nail keg on which he sat. His long white 
whiskers, reaching down nearly to his knees, spread like a feathery 
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cheat. His shaggy, drooping eye-brows nearly oover
shee~ qv~r ~s and his pug noaa, piercing through the hairy growth 
!~i~hs ~o~: a~d· floVTing, reached from lower· eyelids until 1 t 
corrnni~ ·led with the whiskers beneath, made him grot as que in the 
extre·mt Raising the eye brows ~fth his fingers so that the b:aok 
eyes peered through the mass of hair, Chi~ney spoke as follows.-

"Jedg~ yet needn't make that 'lustration. Yer friend 
Chinney'li ;elieve yet of the 'sponsibilit~ ef ther aint no in
terruptions. The faot is, Jedge, at's pow ful hard tar keep traok 
of incidents in setoh histories as I tells, ef any one brakes 
inter the subject. Yah know, Jedge, ef you attempted ter enlighten 
these yer people, yah might gi t inter a dis quia ass ~on too deep 
fer the minds of most of the fallers rounc1 bout th1s stove, whioh 
would be painful to both yerself, PerfeBseh Drake an' yer friend 
Chinney fer we three he~ sensibilities as· well as sensa. With 
yer pe~iss ion, Jedge, I' 11 prove ter s etch of ouah felle,r o.i t
izens es kin think fer enough an' deep enough, ef any setch thar 
be heah this avenin', that all yeh said is true, an' that them 
-three soups are adzaotly as yah said they wah. But first, Jedge, 
pe'rmit me to say to _our friends 'bout the stove, who don't lmow 
nothin' 'bout soups, outside bean an' beef, that 'cordin' ter 
the dictionary, ther is many othah kinds of soups." 

"Chinney," interrupted .Professor 'Drake, "The Juclge was not 
speaking about soups." 

"Gues.s I hev 'em wrote down. I toiJk 'em as he talked," 
replied Chin~ey, "Sulernatural, SU!lerhuman, an' superstitious. 
Them big words air d ctionery names for common soups. 'Cardin' 
ter Hoyle, all othah soups kin .be named in the same way by the 
highap ordah o.f intellects. Bler ex,ample, the teachah wouldn't 
say bean-soup ner beef-soup,, but superbenum an' souperbaefum, 
Now f.ew the story I hev pegun, which proves thet .thar ain't 
no ghosts ner hants, ner nothin not natural, ef we sarches tar 
the end. 

' "Yeh see, Jedge, yer friend Chin nay has the powah of speakin' 
direokt an' ter the pint. He allers tells the tru.th, an' nevah 
prevaricates. ~f none of the fallers 'round this stove don't 
interrupt him,. he'll tell how Cap'n Sam Hill, up in Knowlton 
County, Kaintuok, proved. thet ef a feller who sees a ghost er 
any othah super-sometpin' waits fer ther endin' of the incident 
he'll find that thar ain't nuthin' unnateral ner no ghost, nowh~r." 

Chinhey hes~tated. To his evident disappointment, for he 
~h~l~enged the story teller of the prev~ous evening, ann hie 
fr1e .. ds, no one spoke. Then he continued:-

i.ll "Jedge, thar ain't no answer, becase at takes time fer some 
e.. ers ter gi t a think tp.rough their sleepy minds, B:!i'". et takes 

~ longah time ter unlimber their ghost-akeered tongues. ~f we 
~~uld set heah t~ll tomorrow mornin', maybe some one waul~ 68 _ 

IJO on, Chi~ney; which is 'bout es fur es mought be expeotedy' 
es none of em ceptin' Perfes!;l ah Drake, yers elf an' m self ' 
could git their think ter mavin' befoah daylight. so Yith ' 
permission, Jedge, I'll go on." .;) w yer 
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~e knew from the introduction made by Chinney that the 
coming story would occupy the entire eve~ine, a~a we felt that 
even ·though it was lengthened somewhat beyond the usual limit, 
there would be no home-going~ or other serious interruptions. 
Then he continued. · 

"Oap'n Sam Hill, as yeh all know, wah the erel1test huntah 
'oaptin' Dan '1 Boone an' Simon ~~en ton, thet ~ai~tuok evah rais~d. 

He oould finn foxes in a country whah thar weren't no foxes. He 
oould tree bars in holler logs that no othah fallers would evah 
think a .bar could s guee ze inter. An' et couldn't. Coons an' 
possums an' all s etch varmints hed no show with Oap 'n Sam. He 
wah pow'ful strong, an' could shake loose a possum hangin' by 
ets. tail in the top of a two-foot oak tree. Thet oak tree would 
move like a sap lin'· in a harryoane 'til the possum would fly 
inter the next. oounty. When Cap 'n Sam went hunt in', every var
mint in the mountains stahted ter hide. But et warn't no use. 
Big critters, setah as bars an' catamounts he would ketch with 
.his hands, an' most times would skin 'em ali''le, fer he said 
thet the carcasses would run off inter th& woods an' like craw 
fish grow anothah hide, which some othah feller oould skin off 
next year. 

"One day, Cap 'n Sam went to -the niggah cabin an' said to 
Aunt Patsy, who sat at her loom, 'Weave me a suit of Jeane 
olothes strong 'nuff tar last fer five years. ~aka at in stripes, 
blue wool an' grey wool side by side, runnin' lengthwise the 
laigs." Aunt Pats~ sat fer one month at the loom, a weavin' 
thet cloth. Et wah strongah then biler iron• Then she cut et 
out with the meat cleavah, an' Sam tuk at tar the shoemalcah an' 
ordahed et made inter trousahs an'· coat. The shoemaltah hen tar 
use ooppah-tipped steel wiah instead of wax-end thread. Ef 
fitted the Cap'n tar a dot. He put on that suit an·' said ter 
the folks that he wah goin' ter leave fer a two-weeks huntin' 
trip in the mountains. Then he thunk that the burrs an' thistles, 
beggah lioe an' Spanish needles would stick tar them Jeans clothes 
'til he waul~ just be plastahed a ninoh thiok with 'em. He didn't 
want tar apile the gloss on them new breeohes. So he rode ovah 
tar Jim Perkins gen'al stoah, six miles away, an' havin' taken 
four or five drinks with his friends 'bout the stoah, he bought 
a suit of corderoy stuff· that burrs won't stiok ter. He ohanged 
his clothes in the baok room an' had Jim ter wrop the Jeans suit, 
whioh he put onter the saddle, an' stahted fer home·ter git the 
dogs. · 

"~t wah 'bout ter. o'clook at night es Sam rode 'long by 
the old mill. Et wah a pow'ful good night fer ghosteses an' 
hants, the leaves a fallin' and the moonehina·a fliokerin'. But 
Oap'n Sam didn't keer nothin' fer setoh signs. Them mountain war 
full.of dead injuns their ghostes wah everywhere, but none of em 
could skeer Cap'n Sam. He wah suah a brave man. He looked at 
where the mill pond wah, an' the pond wah lone. Instead, a 
million stahs wah a.twinklin' an' a-twinkl n down whar that pond 
should hev been. 

"Suah the 'hants' an' ghostesses had got pusseesion of the 
pond, .an' wah havin' a ghost danoel Sam wah a brave man, but 
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kindah trembled a bitf
1
at them t~~n~;in~o~~~~;a~o:~e:t w~:rj~~! 

sat on his horse es. rm es cou ' i ·, b t hosteses. 
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M~~~ 
mer. would hev run an' told a skeery ghost stoty nex a~, 
sa~ ot off the horse with the courage of a man who don t git 
k g ·a at nothi~ ~ He bravely walked down tar whar thet pond 

~e~e~:en, an' wh;;. he got 'tar the edge, what do yeh think he 
fou~d, Jedge? Yeh couldn't nevah guess, in a hundred years • 

"Thet pond had been drained that day by tho millah, the 
watah had jest gone out of et, an' the bottom wah soft mud. 
In that mud thar wah a million eels a squirmin'. Th~ moon wah 
a shinin' bright an' every time them eels tuhned an kinked, 
they threw a daz;lin' light up inter the s~, an' et made the 
whole mud bank look like thar wah a million stahs. Thet es 
jest 'bout what most of these ghost story people would find, 
ef they would drain the mud out of thar mbds •" Chinney loolted 
at the man who told tho ghost story the previous Saturday night. 
There was no response. Then he continued. 

"Sam wah pow'ful fond of eels, he didn't lH::e ter. see 
them eels wasted, but he didn't hev nothin' ter put 'em in. 
Then he thought a bright thunk. Them trousahs Aunt Patsy hed 
made, could be used as a sack! 

"Back he went ter his horse, an' took them Jeane trousahe, 
an' tieo each bottom o:f thP- laigs with a rope. Then he waded 
inter the mud, an' begun ter ketch the eels en' stuff em' tnter 
the trousahs. ~ala are pow'ful slippery, but~aftah a .time them 
trousahs laigs wah tight. full· Jest then Sam heard a noise 
lilte a staam boat plowing through mud, an' next he saw the head 
of a big eel, biggah'n any mountain rattle snake. Thet eel wah 
spittin 'with ,hie tongue, his tail deep down in the muck, his 
haid s tiokin up 1 ike a big crookodile, a mavin' towards Sam 
steady es an earth quake. 

"Sam knew thet there is no critter that lives in the watah 
moah dangerous then a mad eel, an' thar's no creature thet lives 
on the earth moah danGerous then a mad rabbit. Sam knowed them 
facts, fer h~ knowed everything nateral. That eel kep' comin 1 · 

. towahds him, an' Sam oreeped baok, step by step, 'til he got 
ter the bank, the eel defyin' him to come again inter the mud. 

. N~w Cap'n Sam Hill wah not given ter takin' a dare fro~ 
nothin ner nodody, but he knowed thet eel would squeeze his 
life out in a fair fight. Jedge, the bravah a mar is, the 
less risks he runs • Jest heah the Cap 'n thur1k anothah bri"'ht 
think. Slipping to the stable behind the old mill he got 0 a 
pair of curry combs an' put one in each outs ide co~t pocket. 
Then he got a c~ow bar, thet they used ter.move the big buhr
mill s~ones, an when he,come back, thet.old eel wah still 
waitin f~r him, flashin fiah from ets eyes. Sam~ said tar 
hisself, Suah es Ham, Sham an' Abiahnagag walke~ through the 
firey furnace, es told 'bout in Felix Moses' Bible ef I don't 
be~t thet eel, et will sweller me.' He stepped quietl down 
an ea 4e did so the eel lifted his haid highah an' hi~hah •. ' 
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When the chance come, Sam brought that crow bar down on the 
haid of thet e~l, with the force of Sampson who tied the tails 
of forty foxes togethah an' nevah got sorathed. Ther. he quick 
took them combs, one in each hand, an' grabbed thet eel between 
em' while et wah shiverin', stunned by that turrible blow. 
Next he stuffed that eel into the waist of them troueahs· 
Quicker 'n nothin' he toolt off his leathah belt, an' buckled et 
'round the top of the waist, tightah then the tiah the blaolt
smith shrinks on a· new wagon wheel •. Next he straddled the 
trousahe across the neck of his horse, an' rode fer home. 

"When he reached the front poach, he got down an' laid 
them trousahs tight filled with eels on the poach floah, es 

. quiet es could be. He didn't wake up nobody, jest got back 
on the hoes, whistled fer the dogs, an'· the entiah pack of 
'bout twenty houn's folloered him es he tuhned an' rode off 
inter the mountains. 

·~ext mornin, befoah breakfast, a little niggah mavin' 
round the house saw them trousahs lyin' on the poach floah. 
EB he watched 'em, the eels commenced ter squirm an' flirt the 
troueah.laigs about, terrible skeery. The little niggah began 
tar scream es he run back ter Aunt Patsy, who sat at her loom 
a-weavin '. 

"'What 'a the matter wid yo, yo 11 ttle fool?' a ay Aunt 
Patsy. 

"'Somebody done kiled Marse Sam, an' half of him's ly~n' 
on the front poach." 

"'Shet yo' mouf,' say Aunt Patsy, an.' she got up an' waddled 
'round the house, an' es she tuhned the oornah, thar suah nuff, 
she saw the lowah half of Sam on the poach. She knowed et wah 
Sam, becase tharwarn't no othah trousahs like 'em. '71th a 
yell she waddled back, grabbed the rope on the dinnah-bell pole, 
an' commenced ter ring et with all her might. '!:he niggahs come 
a-runnin' out from everywhar, an' Aunt Patsy pinted tar the 
front poach. 'Marse Sam's killed, an' his lowah half es o~ , 
the floah of the front poaoli,' sho say, an' kept on moanin an 
ringin' the bell· People oome run~in' from every direction, an' 
et warn't no time tell all Knowlton 'oeptin' the coffin makah, 
were thar. 

"Not a sound did they make es they collected 'round that 
poach, half skeered ter·death, fer thar laid the hip down half 
of their beloved companion. 

"'He's suah dead, ' one of 'em whispered. "What cut him in 
two?' anothah one say. 'Don't tech him tell the coronah's sot, 
on him ' say the Mayor of Knowlton. Then, with teahs trioldin 
down their cheeks an' whisperin' tar one annothah, an' a moanin' 
like, they waited.fer the ooronah. 

"Es soon es he stepped on the poach he saw that Sam wah 
chopped in two. 'Send fer the dootah,' he say, 'Beoase the 
fact of his .bein' daid must be 'stablished legally.' The 
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1 the ~entry but he had heern 
dooteh war 'bout t~e~ty mile out n a-;ailopin'' an' got thar 
thet bell a-ringin , and he ~orne ~o~:lki~'. He stood ovah the 
'bout the time tha coronah ~opied down an' rais~d one ankle, 
body fer a minute, the~ he e~ e 
a-sl}eltin' his head in perplixi tui ty • 
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"'?!hat air y(J' doin', Doc?' salted the ooronah· 

.. "'!'eelin' fer his pulse,.' wah the answah· 

"'Doc ' say the ooronah, 'thar oaint be no pulse, fer the 
heart 88 1~ sam's uppah half." 

lf d h the dootah 's fingahs , 
"Jest then an eel kinked hisse un 8 

onoe, twioe, three times. 
" w red the dootah 'cap 'n Sam wah a perfect man, an' the 

nearahA:sm:n oomaa to perfection in the course of human e~u~lition, 
the moah he has of two anythings. Man oomed up from a wa a 
orittar that swims with ets tail· Now he has two thumbs, two 
eahs, two eyes, two laigs, two ahms, two seta of fingahs, two 
lun • sam hed all them, an' es shown bythis lowah half, he had 
two~earts, one above en' one below the belt• Pity he !ah killed, 
fer be wah bound to ebullate a two-hearted race of men. 

"Then the eel kinked agin, an' threw the doctah 's fingahe 
off the laig. 

"Say the dootah, 'That's the most pernounced pulse I ev~ 
felt.' sueh ets pow'ful strong, but et don't.beat very regl ar. 
Then he raisea the laig highah, an' et kinked half-way between 
the ankle an' the knee. 

"The dootah look. up an' say, 'Whoevah murdahed Sam, broke 
his shin bone.' Ther. he raised the laig highah, an' et bent 
the wrong way at the knee. The doctah look up: 

"'Whoevah murdahed Sam, shattered his knee cap,' he say, 
'else that laig couldn't bend !orrard.' 

"Then he raised the laig highah· From the ankle ter the 
thigh, et bent the shape of a s~ythe· 

"The dootah look up an' he say, ''1hoevah murdahed Sam suah 
pulled out his leg an' thigh bones!' Then he rized up an' said, 
solum like, 'The onexpeoted hes happened· Let at be reoorded 
fer the benefit of science.' Then he tuk out his note book and 
writ them faoks down. Next he reached inter his ovahcoat pocket, 
tuk out a pair of b~lliwhacks an' put the funnel end agin' whar 

. 8em' s lowah heart should be, en' the ice pi ole parts inter his 
ears. 

"Hold on, Chinney," interrupted the Judge. "Was that the 
same implement used in the lamentable case of Aunt Patsy ·as 
related by yob some time ago?" 

"Adzaokly the same instrument," replied Chinney. 

THE ~UAK'!IDS 03' CAP 'N SAM HIU. 

"If I mistake not.," said the Judge, "You called that 
instrument a gallinipper. Am I right?" 
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"J.dzackly, Jedge, it wah the same instrument·, but a new 
name. Yeh see, Jedge, the doctah an' a party uf lawyers (I 
don't mean no ~isrespeck ter yo', Jedge), wah sittin' togethah 
in convention, an' the doctah happened ter mer.tion that imple-

. ment, whut he hed used thet day. Them lawyers looked at him 
with asquew glanoes, an' they say, that gallinipper ain't no 
name fer no scientific instrument. Langwidge is exbulatin' 
an' we free American citizens must take a vote to see whut' 
thet name should be. Then one lawyah say it must be in accord 
with law an' jestice, on which the. Fathahs constituted the 
Constitution, an' thet the most befittin' an' sensible law~ 
name thet he could recolleck .wah balliwhack. They tuk a vote 
on the subjeck, an' uv cose they wah three ter one, an' the 
name wah changed from gallinippah to balliwhack. Thet 'a why 
I used et." · · 

"~ough, Chinney," replied the Judge. ·"Go on with ~-our 
story. We accept the argument." 

"'Bout this time . thet big. eel got his haid under' thet 
balliwhack funnel, ~n' wah snortin', spittin' an' grittin' 
eta teeth ~ogethah;' suah he wah fightin' mad. The doctah . 
listened fer a bit, then he say, "A powahful oommotion,es takin' 
place in Sam's verticles. Guess the Cap'n must hev awallered a 
young snappin' turtle .yeahs ago. ' He wri tea the facks in his 
book and rized up. '1Vondahful, wondahful, ., say he. · 

" 1Whu~'s wondahful?' asked lawyer Haggerty. 

' "'How thet turtle could hev lived so long on whisky,' say 
the doctah. 

"With his fingah an' thumb the doctah next probed inter 
Sam' a thi·gh, s earohin' fer the bones an' sinews. But thar warn 't 
no bones. He reached down ar.d felt·whar the hip bone should uv 
been. Thar warn't no bone thar. 

'"He grabbed the laig with both ha~ds· ~very bone wah ~one. 
Then he rized up an' he say, ''7Thut could Sam hev been eat in 

1 

thet dissolved all th~m bones?' Nothin' is left but.distioulated 
muscles.' 

'"Prep's et es the effect of whis~;,' spoke the coronah. 

"'Whisky nuthin,' say one of the preachers. 'Whisky cain't 
dissolve bone else every man in Kentuck would be strained through 
bags ard jellied in tumblers.' 

"Jest then them eels begun sguirmin'. Some of 'ern knotted 
up, othahs uv 'em straightened out• The moah the doctah tried 
to squeeze 'em still, the lees he could hold the slippery things. 

"He rized up an' he say, kindah talkin' ter hisself, 'Them 
.muscles air all loose! Thar ain't no bones fer em ter hang on 
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th ' He took out his 
ter, an' they hev got scirtaib~l~~ i~~g~ac~~·fer the benefit of 
note book and made a wr n 
the perfess ion • 

"Then he tuhned ter the ooronah: 'Back up t~et spring· 
wagon an' take this cadavah ter the coffin makah· 

"The coronah he say, 'This half of Sa~ es alive an squirmin. 
Et ain't no cadavah· Bettah wait a while• 

"I said· take et ter the c~ffin makah!' spoke back the dootah, 
an' ~e all knows wher. et comes sendin a feller ter the coffin 
makah, a docteh's worn as law. · 

·;'TheY brought a. ahuttah an 1 carefully sli'pped et undah 
sam's wrigglin' an' squirmin' lowah half, shoved et ~nter the 
spring wagon, an.' the people, s olem-like, walked beh1n~ et ter 
the coffin mekah, all 1 ceptin' Aunt 1 Pat~y, who rolled· long like 
a bar'l. She wah so fat she couldn t walk. 

"The coffin makah come out of his shop, with his tare line 
oveh his neck an' measured the len'th of them remains. Then he 

· measured 'round 'em, an 1 he said, said he, 'No g~eket evah made 
by no first class coffin makah would fit. A man a gasket is too 
long, an' a child's.gasket ain't big 'nough 'round· Coffin 
makahs' ethics wont let me tech at. Raul et away frum in front 
of my shop.' 

"'\Thut's. this yo' say 'bout ethios of ooffin makahs'?' asks 
the Mayor. 

"'Ther air four perfessions thet lives on ethics,' wah the 
answah; .' doctahs, lawyahs, preachahs an coffin makahe • Dootahs 
s tahts people go in', lawyahs swipes 'em as they pass 'long, 
preahahs uahahe 'em inter the hereaftah, and coffin makahs end 
the peroession.' 

"'What 'bout druggists?' wah asked. 

·· "'Druggists, nuth in'. They forages on the whole bunoh, an' 
ther ain't nothin' ner·tothah. 

"Go on, Ohinney, go on with the story," chimed several 
voioeli. 

· "Wall," said Ohinney, "the ooronah, the dOctah an' the Mayah 
next held a consultation, an' at last the coffin makah agreed 
thet they mought.put the remains in his show winder whar they 
couldn't do no hahm, while waitin 1 fer them muscles ter atop 
wigglin'. 

"Fer a hull week thet lowah half of Sam laid ins ide the 
front windah, the whole people of the kentry comin' tar see the 

. ourious ty. some wah mourn in', a ome wah laffin'. some 0 os ed 
tar strong drink said et sarved Sam right fer drinkin' t~~t 
~inful ~tuff, Othah~ said at wah a glass of watah that he took 

· Y mistake, thet had solved the bones an shuk them muscles loose. 
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"But all this time the eels wiggled, knotted 'an moved up 
an' down. An' once in a while, when that big eel tuhned, Sam's 
whole lowah half flopped ovah on the shuttah. 

"A high boahd fence wah built 'round the front of.the shop 
winder, a dime wah chahged fer admittance, en' Znowlton wah suah 
gettin rich, when the i~ayah said thar warn 't no law fer a etch a 
show, an' he pinted out thet befoah brakin' the Oor.stitution, 
which wah a sin, they'd bettah take Sam tar the Town Hall, and 
decide whut ter do ~rvith the aminated remains. 

"Everybody wah thar. Three ·preaohahs sat on the front pew, 
the one in the middle a Metherdist, him at eaoh end a Baptist 
and a Presbyterian. Alexandah ·Camel hadn't come down the pike 
yit, so thar wah no Oamelite preachah thar. They all 'peared 
not tar notice no one, but faots are, the end men cast cat-eye 
glances undah thar eye-lids, shy-like, at the two othahs. The 
middle man would hev lied trouble lowerin,. et the end ones·, but 
fer the fack that he wah cross-eyed, and didn't hev ter tuhn 
his haid tar keep an eye on both of 'em. 

"The 'Mayor rose •. Everybody wah solem .an' still. The :.rayah 
he wiped a t eah away, and then, with that lowah half of Sam lyin' 
on .the shuttah in front of him he ·sa;y:, · 

"Feller citizens, we hev met tergethah on this perpitious, 
'casion tar sew the last sad rights ovah ouah beloved fr.end 
whose lowah half lies wigglin' befoah us. Dead he is, or not 
dead, that's the qu.as t ion? ,Who !-mows which er tothah?' 

"Rises up the sguirh, an' he s·aya·, says he, 'The question 
is no.t whethah Sam is dead er not dead~ Befoah we interns one 
half, we'd bettah ask whut 's become of 'toth-ah half. Prap 'a, 
ef found., they might grow tergethah a gin. '. 

"~t wah a momentous 'oasion. Fer the fust time, the question 
had risen es ter thet missin' upper half of Sam. ~erybody wah 
quiet, foh everybody wah think', deep. Es the eood book says, 
'Sliense, with most people, is always sublime.' 

"Then the teaohah stood up, he who knowed everything 'bout 
everything, an' he say, say he, 'Ets easy tar explain what's 
become of that uppah half. When Sam oome home that night, he 
got off his hoes, stepped on the po'ch, an' es he did so, he 
drew that leathah belt tight 'roun' his waist. He wah a pow'ful 
man, an' the grip cut him in two. Every philoaophah knows that 

.wahm air as lightah then oold air, an' jest as·he.cut~the belt 
through, the uppah half took a deep breath inter them wahm lungs, 
rised up an' floated off inter the skies, whilst the hip down 
paht settled on the po'ch floah.' 

~hen an old farmah stepped foward an' say, say he, 'That 
'splaina what I see yisterday a sailin' 'round with the buzzards • 
A.atrange buz.zahd with a long tail, an' wings that seemed nearly 
oleah of feathahs, soahin' up an' down an• 'round an''round.' 

"Riah~d up the sheriff an' he say, 'Sam's mouth-half ain't 
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• t's an insult ter say that the 

heah ter perteot ~i~~et;· 0~~pa~ionin' with buzzahda, fust 
head h~lf of Sam k hi h up an, ne'xt 8 i ttin' on a fenoe 
soar in' inter the 6 Y' g . ' • ~ · as er draw 
rail wai tin' fer a lamb ter dle. :~at them wor .. ' 
yer gun.' 

"Trouble wah in the air, when ar.othah farmah ria ed up an 
sa sa he ·~t wah a mistake tar say thet the uppah hal~ 
ofYSam ~ah ;so~iatin' with buzzahds, ~er this v~ry mornin 
I saw ·thet same long-tailed bird sailin' way up in the sky , 
with the eagles. • Said he, 'Sam's uppah half es ~ompanionin 
with e~gles, not with buzzahds, Nothin' could ma~e a free 
'American citizen :praudah then tar company. in the ambure sky 
with the glorious American eagle •' 

_"This paoerfied the people, an' the Mayah took up the 
subjec~ of what ter do with what wah left of their beloved 
ftiena.. 'He lies now a corpus befoah us, ' he say • 

" 1 A what?' asked the teachah. 

"'I said corpus,' replied the 1ayah. 

"'An' I says thet at ain't no oorpus. A corpus es daid. 
This lowah half of Sam ain't daid. 1 

"The Mayah took thet kindly, fer he knew the teachah hed 
the dictio.nery on him, .an 1 the eels were s q.uirmin' befoah him. 
'I should hev used the word oaroass, ' a ay he. 

"Spoke the ,teachah, .'Mr. Mayah, I trembles fer yer health 
when these friends of Sam look up the meanin' of that word. 
The fackS are these. :Bafoah yo' eyes repoe ea a some thin' n.ew, 
the·t no wri tahs, no l.aoturahs, no dootahs, no preaohahs, nF 
no dictionary writahs, no mattah how much they fergits, er how 
little they knows about faoks, have been described. Fer the 
oredi t of ~rnowl t.on, 'n fer the good of all ~r.aintuck, a name 
must be give ter this shiverin 1 half of our friend who, as 
th~ good book says is a dead liver. 

"Th~n the Jedge asked, 'Kin. yeh think of a name ter 'ply 
on this oas ion, that will stand high with the perf ass ions of 
medicine, school teach in 1 and law?' The teachah thought fer 
a minute 'n then answahed:~ 

'" Et 'a a qui verin I 'n a shi verin I 'n a ~ua~i~t' thing we 
hev got befoah us. Suah et ought ter be dea u ·at peers 
ter be 11 vin' • 1 ' 

"The Jedge arswahed, 'Them othah names air soientifio, this 
name,must be 'oordin' tar Hoyle er Webstah, too, else et oain't 
stan the attacks of crickets, nowhah.' 

, "Spoke up the doctah, 'Its our right ter name a discove....,. 
S pose we names et Cap'n Sam Hill~Quakeus?' ... ., 

"'Adzaotly,' say the.Jedge. 'Et ain't a oaroass, an' et 

·ain't a oorp:us, but et es suahly a-_guakin. 3t 's a Quakeus, 
tlle fust the world eval1 saw, tar the honah of the donator 'n 
glory of the old commonwealth.' 
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"Rised up the Mayah then. .'This qualteus name es all right, 
but undah rules 'n regulations of high civilization, setch as, 
thanks ter a cherishing Constitution that gives us our food and 
gives us liberty ter stand befoah the bar an' drink ouah whisky 
straight as ouah fathahs did, an' setoh othah liberties as we 
Knowlton people air bohn inter and don't talk about, et are a 
shame that the quakeus of ouah belove.d friend should lie on a 
shuttah quiverin' 'n a quakin' befoah the gaze of all these 

. common people· Then he swored a little, fer the 'oasion fitted 
swearin.' 

"'Et's a damn shame,' said he, 'thet that ooffin ma1cah, fer 
fear of breakin' his perfess.ional rules an' be in' laffed at or 
exoomrnunicatydidid by othah coffin makahs, would'no build a gasket 
t.er hold this quakeus. A green shuttah es all right fer a winder, 
but not dignified 'nough fer the last rest in' place of the quakeus 
of Cap 'n Sam.' 

. 
"1]t wah, suah, a momentous dilamrna • 

"Spoke up Squiah Squeezum, 'In the barbeque given in honah 
of Kunnel Dan' 1 Boone, the biggest buokeye tree on the mountain 
wah out down. tar make a bread bowl. Et took a dozen niggahs an' 
six carpentahs a week ter buhn out an' hew out that bowl. A 
bar'l of flouah wah mixed in et, et one time• That bowl is in 

the loft of my terbaooer bahn,. an' kin be used, ef it's suitable 
fer the 'casion.' 

"'Bring on. the bread bowl,' say the Mayah, 'Nuthin', lessen 
et be a whisky bar'l, as moah 'propriate ter the Cap'n• 1 

"~t wah brought, sot on the table in front of the !'Iayah, an' 
the quakeus wah slipped from the shuttah inter et. ~t wah a 
beautiful fit, jest the right size. 

. "Then a lady, I fergit her name, rised up an 1 say et wah a 
pity thet so honahed a oitizen as Cap'n Sam should not hev some 
beokorations 'round 'bout, fer the artistic effeck. No first 
class funeral evah went without ornaments • Ef et would be in 
ordah, she say, the ladies of Knowlton, durin' the dinnah hour, 
would gathah· flowahs an' bedeck the quakeus. The dinnah bell at 
the tavahn rung es the Mayah thanked her fer·her kindness, an' 
put the 'sponsibility inter the hands of the ladies. As the 
men struck fer the bar-room at the hotel, the ladies struck fer 
the flowah beds. 

"!hen the dinnah wah ovah, the men oome stragglin' back• 
Most of 'em wobbled a little on their feet, but a few of em, moah 
experienced, could stand up nearly straight• But they wah all 
active in their minds. 

"To .the sorrer of their hearts, them ladies couldn't find 
no flowahs, but thar wah a power of 'sparrergrass with red 
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berries growin' fn eve·ry o:arden. They gathered em, an, en 
want ter the woods huntin1 fer wild flowahs· Thar warn t none, 
but they found a lot of mushrooms,- wh~r the ol~ saw mill stood. 
When the mer. oome back that quakeus wah beaut1fully gahnished 
with mushrooms 'n 'spa~rergrass·. An' all 'round the inside 
edge of the bowl, a row of empty whisk'J bottles, neok down, wah 
oorniced· The 1~ayah wiped avvay a teah as he say et wah pow'ful 
'propriate, fer sam in life wah fond of 'sparrergrass, an' doted 
on mushrooms, an' he suah would hev beer. proud of them ladies' 
thoughtfulness 'bout the bottles· He .say, too, thet et would 
be bettah fer othah people, ef their gaskets wah gahnished 
with somethin' sensible, 'stead of bein' smothahed ovah by 
flowaha thet they didn't navah give no 'tenshun te~, when livin'•' 

· Tuhnin' ter them preaohahs in the front pew, the ?!ayah bowed 
pow'ful perlite, an' asked the Baptist would he preach the ser
mon ovah the quakeus, in his chu'ch· ·Rised Ul) thet Baptist an' 
said, said he, "Sam nevah wah baptized, 'n I can't preach no 
sat is fyin' sarmon on the quakeus of no one boun' ter be dammed.~' 
Thet settled thet. 

The Mayah tuhned to the Presbyterian. U-p he got~· Blood 
wah in his eye. 

"'~f ye'd asked me fust,' said he, 'Ye'd hev buried that 
qualceus frum my chu 'ch. '1e Presbyterians don't send no one 
ter hell becase he hain't been soused head an' eahs, but we don't 
play no second fiddle ter no Baptist. Take yer leavina' ovah 
ter th't feller,' an' he pinted ter the Methodist preaohah 
settin in the middle of the new.' ... .. 

"Up he got • "Methodists don't take no double leavins of 
Baptists an' Presbyterians. I shouts thet aloud ' say he, and 
from all oveh the room came "Amen, AmeYJ," from the brethren. 

i 7 
"~1ttwah a terrible rlelhemma, fer. thar wan' t no othah ohu 'oh 

n .• now on. 

1 
"Jest then oame through the back doah of the hall th t 

ong-haired wanderin' c irous rid· ' ' 
9 

The :~rayah held un his hand the ln p~e~chtah from the mountains. 
the 11ayah axed hi _' preac a s epped fo 'ahd, an' 
Cap 'n Sam Hill ~' perlite' ef he would bury the lowah half of 
of the 'cas ion: ~a~~ \~~~:~k~~m qua~~u~' with all the solemnity 
quakeus, ar.d he looked 'round th e pre~chah looked et thet 
wah ter be preached. 9 room, an axed whar the sarmon 

"The Mayah tuhned ter th B t' 
yeh oreed won't permit yo' te~ ~~i ~s~ pre~chah ~n' said, 'Ef 
oircus ridah hev the use of ' c.a e, Wlll yo. let this 
which the Baptist preachah 

6
yo pu~~~t fer ~he 'casion?' To 

wohked up by the way thet Pr aid ye.:! fer he d been pow' fully 
acted, an' he WJuldn 't give ~sbyterlan an' Methodist preachah 

. e~ a chance ter talk back agin. 

"The bowl holdi~' the quakeus w 
six mer. thet in slow step walked ter a~hpu~ on. the sh~uldahs of 
sot et softly ao·::n on the t bl . e apt1st chu ch, an' . a e ln front of the pulpit. Yeh 

see, they didn't want ter jar them bottles on ter the floah. 
Every citizen of Knowlton an' the deestrick 'round, black an' 
white, foll9red, ste~ by step, moahnin' fer their departed 
friend. · 
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"A gallon pitchah of ice watah set on "the right hand side 
of the pulpit. The great Bible an' a prayer book rested in the 
midd;e· Stood up thet long-haired preachah. 'Bretheren,' said 
he, We hev befoah us the lowah half remains of our lamented 
friend, Cap 'n Sam Hill· He wah a powah in his lifetime fer 
good an' fer evil.' ' 

"The biz eel had wedged ets tail inter the richt laig of 
Sam's~rousahs, an' es thet pr·eachah said 'evil,' he straighter.ed 
out an rised the laig upright. 3t swung '·roun' and 'roun' 'n 
all of a sudden the ankle drew back an' hit the preachah sq~ah 
~n the side of the head, knockin' him ovah agin the wall of t:he 
chu.' ch • Everyone wah in teres ted, fer no one knew what wah co~in' 
next• Nothin' unexpected ~appened, :fer aftah a bit the laig · 
settled .dow-n an' the preachah came back· But he kept eyen' thet 
laig ter the finish of his sarmon. He wah a mountain man, an' 
no ooward, so befoah he bugun he shet the Bible up an' moved 
et ter the left side of the pulpit, an put in at's place thet 
hea~;, leathah-kivered prayer book, big 'nuff ter kill an ox. 
Kindness wah in his heart, but war wah in his eye. Then he went 
on. 'This lowah half----' 

'"Pahdon, preaohah,' say the ~aayah, 'thet lowah half of 
Cap'n Sam is a iuakeus. Use that name, an' pay propah respeck 
ter our departe friend.' · 

"The preaohah continued. 'In life, ouah friend wah allers 
ready ter give bread an' drink· ter them that needed et an' 
pow' ful 'propriate is et, that in the ending of hie days he 
should l~e in a bread bowl gahnished with 'sparrergrafTs, mush
rooms an whisky bottles• The Soriptures say thet a loaf of 
bread es the staff of life, an' I says thet applies now, fer 
this Q.uakeus loafed all eta life. Et would be pow' ful bettah 
ef every feller could hev es his last restin' plaoe somethin' 
tar 'mom'rate his life servioes• Some people,' say he, 'drinks 
their whisky open befoah the bar, an' is 13lad tar git et. 
Othahs who preaches the evil of strong drink, slips inter a dark 
closet, an' buries the empty bottle in the cellah.' He looked 
ovah the room, every man's eyes wah cast down. No one could 
tell which frum 'tothah. Them men wah alr-Drave 'nuff ter look 
a pistol in the mouth, but they dropped thar eyes ovah setch a 
funereal prospect. 

"The preaohah eyed fust one an' then 'nothah; an' at last 
looked squah at the Jedge. 'Fer example,,' said he, 'take the 
Jedge --~--' 

"Risin' up, quick, the Jedge lo·oked back at him, an' re
mahked, '!f yeh please, pahson, yeh needn't "fer example" me, 
an' yeh don't.hev tar go inter details ovah the lives of nO:ne 
of these people befoah yah; else yah may git inter deepah trouble 
then when .thet Quakeus rieed eta right laig ovah thet word evil'· -
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Jest then the preachah stepped back an' grabbed the prayer 

book, fer thet right lai9 waih ~l~w~~o~!~i~~.a~;~~nd~t ~~=~e~he 
backvlard an' fo 'erda ' an c rc e · 1 h d t down 
una ected happened, fer the haid of thet big ee, e go 
ter~he ankel of Sam's trousahs, bit a hole thru the~ Jeane, 
an' 
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the leg stood straight up, slipped ets haid an neck out, 

glarin' et the preachah, who stoo~ \;i th ~is , bacl~ 'ga~n~t the 
wall. Thet haid weaved 'round an .:ouna, rounc1 an. ro.~nd' 
then t~e critter saw thet piohah of watah, sous~d ha1d an 
neck ir.ter et, an' drunk et all without stoppin • 

"'Almighty Jehoehbphat,' spolm up Sam's n~arest f::ie:r.d, 
'one mus ole of that Quake us drinks moali wntah 1n a min1 t, then 
Sam evah drank in his whole life time • 

"3t wah suah a sol em 'cas ion• Yeh oould hev heered a pin 
drop• Every feller in the room breathed quick, in h~lf breaths. 
setoh a 'ninoident hedn 't nevah befoah been seen in Knowlton. 

"The Mayah leaned ovah an' whis~ahed ter the J edge, 'Talk 
'bout a whisky-drinkin' feller havin snakes, I nevah believed 
thet s tor:/ tell now. I believes the hoss haih snake story, too. ' 

"Quick the Jedtje whispah.ed back, 'Thet ain't no snal{e, et's 
one of Sam's muscles.' 

"All this time, the people sot still, a lookin' an' a thin kin'. 
The preachah, lean in' back agin the wall, a vronderin' what ter Cio 
next, nobody knowin' what would happen. . 

The winder back of the pulpit wah wide open, the baptis in' 
'POnd lay jest undah that winder. The breath of the pond wah 
wafted thru, an' inter the chu 'ch. Thet eel, weavin' 'round an' 
'round, smelled the watah, the-r. et sli1Yped out of the trousah 
leg, 'cr9SS the top Of the vulpit, thru' the Winder plump inter 
the pond. Quicker'n nothin , a nothah eel stuck his haid out 
of that hole i~ them trousahs, weaved.ets neck 'round, lookin' 
fus t one way ther. 'nothah, got the breath of thet pond 'n 
follere d the fus t, plump inter the watah. 'n a third eel 
foller~d the s econ~ out of them trousahs, an' then one ael 
after nothah slipped across the 'Pulpit ter the winder an' inter 
the pond. 

n 'Fer Go d.'s Sfike,' say the I.;Iayah, 'Sam suah did hev snakes.' 

"' Answahed t~e doctah, 'Thet story ibout seein' snakes that 
no,one believes, 7s suah true, es every one heah kin witness,' 
an he took out h1s note book an' writed thet scientific fack in 
that note book. 

"By an' by, every ~~1 hed slipped,o t ' h 

h
jeadnbs troustahs laid in the bread bowl esufl:~ e:aa ~~~~~k:nt~~~m 
e . een s epped on by a nelephunt. 
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'em up b.efoah all them people. 'Bretheren,' he began --.----. 

":J~s t then a niggah in the back paht of the room give a 
howl an jumped thru' the winder. Svery feller tuhned his haid 
baok ter see what wah the trouble. · 

"Thar in the doah stood Cap'n. Sam Hill. He had got back from 
the huntin' trip, an' seein' all the hos~es tied 'round the chu'ch 
doah hed stepped in ter 'vestigate the reason of the 'casion. 

"3very niggah made fer the w indere. "the han' t of Cap 'n 
Sam, the han't of Cap'n Sam,' they cried, skeered half ter death. 
The preachah he stood thar still holdin' them trousahs up befoah 
the people! an' Sam knowed the minute his eyes lair1 on. 'em thet 
they wah h1s new jean t~ousahs• Blood wah in his eye· Down the 
aisle he come, a walkin so heavy thet the chu~oh shook so the 
bell in the ~teeple rung• Facin' thet preachah, who grabbed thet 
big Bible an prepared fer ter fite, ghost er no ghost. 

"Jest then the onexpected happer.ed ----

Chinney stopped, by reason of an interruption made by Judge 
~lford. Mr. Smith, if you will excuse a question that I am going 
to ask, very important it is in a legal sense, were there any 
witnesses other the-n the ghost believing Knowlton follts to 
corroborate the story you haYe justtold?" 

Chinney looked at the Judge~ "Jedge, I hain 't told no 
story yit~ I only commenced the story, and hed just got et ter 
the excit1ng paht·~ I mourns oveh the interruption• Jedge, yo' 
hev made a ref7ection on yer friend Chinney, by askin' befoah 
tpe end c~me,. bout whethah thah wah any witnesfes. Facks air 
faok~, an the word of Chinney Bill Smith don't need no witnesses." 

T~en spoke our beloved· Stringtown frienc1, Felix Moe es, . the 
jew, h1s eyes twinkling, his pleasant faoe beaming with its ever 
present smile. 

"Chinney, .do you think that big bread bowl can be found? I 
can_sell it to the Yankee that runs that Sycamore Street Museum, 
in Cir:cin'Ylati." 

. Taking me by the hand, Chinney turned to the door. "Come, 
Johnny," said he, "these pervaricatin' people round this stove 
lis tens to and believes fool ghost stories, but they hain 't no 
reg~rd fer facks as related by ,yer truthful friend, Chinney." 
We stepped out into the moonlight, anc1 passed along the flat 
stone sidewalk· As we reached my Stringtown home Chinney re
m~rked, as he leane a over the gate, 

"A~' ter think thet et wah the Jedge whut axed that re
fleotin ques.tion: An' who 'Nould hev 'spiciouned that Felix 
Moses would hev jined him?" Meditatingly he added, "Infernal 
regions in the attio, stuffed monkeys in the middle story, an' 
old lady Jarvis' wax figgers in the basement. That's the 
Sycamore Street Museum, an' et ain't no company fer the bread 
bowl of Cap 'n Sam 'Hill's QU.AK'WS. 

JOHN UBI !J.lJYD 
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TH~ BIEL3 THAT 1AS LOST AND IS FOUND 

nov. 10, -1923 
CHAR~1S G • M3RREL!J 

i ~ of the oldest books in the literature 
of th!h:o~~~~e I~ ~~: had the widest circulation, a~d has been 
more ger.erally read than a~y other book extant, or that has 
ever be~n written; and yet toda~, a~ in the ~ark,Ages, it is 
read by a decreasing minority, 1n tne Chris~1an wor~d as well 
as in the Jewish Church. A± the same time 1ts publ1cation 
continues in large ~ditions, one translation follow~ a~other, 
in every living tor.gue, and in one, form ~r an?.ther 1t 1s the 
subject of continual discussion. ~.1ear~hlle iL-~_.readers.~mong 
the gentile nations increase, so that 1t may SL.lll be, 1f one 
could eet the exact figures, the most wide~y rea~ ~ook in all 
the world· Today there are mm:y who read 1t, an:1 v1ith all its 
critical difficulties, still fin1 the Bible about the m~st 
interesting book in the library, altho~gh to such the.B~ble is 
regarded as possessing no higher sanct1o~ thor ~he wr1t1ngs of 

'Marcus Aureliue, or of Con fus ious, exce-ot th~1t 1 t s regarded 
as teaching perhaps a loftier and more comvrehensive system 
of morals· There must be something in or about the Bible 
that unconsciously to most men, differentiates it in some 
unaccountable way, from, let us say, the writings of Bacon or 
Shakespeare, althoush I am perfectly well aware that· there are 
many in the present age who see ~o difference between the Bible 
and any other literature· ~enerally spea~ing, however, I think 
it is fair to say thot the Eible ha~ a holrl 0n the thouc;hts, if 
not the lives, of mer. that no other book car. claim. 

A generation or two ago it was rather the rule that the 
young man grevv un in the a'le:rar.;e fomil~1 circle· somewhat ac
quainted with at least, the leadi~g stories of the Bible, and 
innoculated by his parer.ts or in the SundaJ-Sc:hool, with a cer
tain referer.ce for the Book and the narratives it contained, 
and some regard for the precepts of the decalogue and the Golden 
Bule. These had a preceptible influence, at least upon the out-. 
ward life and conduct of the young man as he entered into the 
life of the world· Then as the years go by he came in oontaat 
with the writin~ of Paine, Ingersoll ana others, or with com
panions who had be_en in.fluenced by these wri tinge. He begins 
to doubt the authenticity of the Scriptures, a:'d as his know
ledge of science increases, he is unable to square·the facts of 
geology with the Story of Creation, and he discerns what looks 
to him like inconsistencies a~d improbabilities in its pages. 
:Bad logic and s ectari~tn e ophiems in the pulpit have a ten de no 
to •noourage the propensity to question the truth of everythi;g 
that .comes from the same fountain, and .besides, young men al
ways experience more or less satisfaction in doubting what 
they suppose to be the errors of those who aspire ·to be wiser 
or better than themselves. So between vanity and honest doubt 
John Bigelow writes, "I fear I had been spending more time in ' 
looking up what I considered inconsistencies in.the Word than 
what might have been ·useful in forming my character. n 

Th.ere is a kind of spiritual force comparable with th 
natural force of gravitation, which te-r.ds to draw men ¥awa a from 
~~at is

1
spiritual or heave~ly towarcr what is external andyof 

e wor d. It is diffioul t to hold the mind in keen contemplation 
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of things divine, because it seeks as if by t~e very weight of 
its natural loves to fall baak into the enjoyments of the 
sensations which come from the outer world of nature. It ie 
diffiault to maintain a spirit of exalted ideals, of unselfish 
resolves, b'eaause of the constant tendency to act for the sake 
of self• The youth stands on the threshold of life with high 
resolves, with the roseate dreams ot heroic deeds, but all too 
often when the appointed hour strikes a~d he is called upon to 
~hoose between the standard he has set for himself and what 
seems to be essential to suoaess, in the eyes of other men, he 
will gradually and step by step give way before the impact of 
this downward pressure. :Little by li tte, perhaps without his 
even knowing it himself, or at least without his aclmowledging 
that it is so, he will compromise his early faith, revise hie 
youthful ideals, and fit them into what seems to him ~he more 
practical scheme of life, and the proaess sweepingly 1nvolves 
the tearing away of anything that interferes with the satisfaction 
of the grosser man. So does a potential hero beoome a wealt: and 
medioore man, and so do we have a brief review of a Paradise 
Lo~t. But Paradise can be regained, and in John Bi~elow's book, 
the' title of which I have borrowed for this evening's paper, we 
are told of the spiritual dealaine and revivification of this 
American ~uthor, journalist, diplomat and statesman. 

John Bigelow was borne in 1817 at .z,aalden, New York, of 
devout ~resbyterian parents. In hie eleventh year he was sent 
to boarding school, a~d never after was it hi~ privilege to 
live at home with his parents, except during school and pro
fessional vacations• He graduated at Vnion College and was 
admitted to the bar. During this period Bigelow tells of a 
dis integration of his boyhood faith inherited, anc1 we. may pre
sume nurtured by his pare~ts, an experience such as I have at
tempied to previously outline. In 1849 he was associated with 
'iVilliam Cullen Bryant, as part owner of the New Yorl~ Evening 
Post. He managed that paper until 1861, wh~n he was sent to 
Paris as consul, and later as u. s. 1Unister to Frar.ce· In 
1867 he was ·elected Secretary of the State of New York. He 
wrote bio~raphies of ~remont, Bryant, Tilden and edited ~ranklin's 
autobioo-r~phy. !ho book of which this is in part a review was 
originally written and privately printed for his children and 
a few friends. Later a revised ediction.was publishe~, because 
as he sain, "It is not impossible, not even improbabl;~ that 
there ere many who may find deliverance from baleful doubts, or 
pernicious illusions, and have an impaired faith in the Bible 
·stre-r.gthened by the prooess to which I feel .myself to be 
supremely indebi ted, and ~vhich I have attempted to des oribe in 
these .Qages." In 1854 Mr. Bigelow left his horne in Gramero;>r 
Park New York, partly for a little recreation, but with .a 
defi~ite purpose in mind ·to visit Haiti, and see what sort of 
work Africans born in slavery were making of self government, a 
question about which public .sentiment in the United States was 
at that time seriously divided, and in which as a journalist he 
was aspeoially interested. That there is a Providence that 
shapes our ends seemed manifest to John Bigelow at the and of a 
trip that firially carried hi~ to the Island of St. Thomas, New 
Orlea·ns and Cincinnati on his way back to Uew York. Port-An
Prince, where he had his hea~quarters in Haiti, was visited by 
yellow fever, so that of the entire crew of the bark that brought 
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t ,, re buried vli thin four days 

him from New York, all but ~o tie homas in houe of finding a 
after arrival. Cross ~~g io ~ !; ior:{ he fonn !9 the one steamer 
vessel theTa to take m 0

_- ~ed on'her last homewaTd voyage. 
on -w that line w!~s r~~o~~~{. d~~~'-'while d'is charging her carg?, 
A _ranch ship_ k .t ~~·liteTally decimated the populBtlon of 
~~~~~~~~~a b~o~~n~~'sa~ojour~ at the one hotel on the Island, 
br~u 11 t hi~ i~ ~ontaot 'Nith a nanisf: lawyer, vrho had practiced 
his ~rofescio~ on the Islanrl for msny years, butf wh~hwa; ~~mxo
rarily sto~ping at the hotel expeoti·~e to sa,il or e, Til e 
states to look after some interests ·.here· Jr • Bigelow. was 
naturally a gret1t reader, ar.c1 having exhausted all the wor~h 
while books obtainable at st. Thomas had resorted to the B1ble, 
and of this he writes, "I reg1;rded It, or at least I thought I 

. regarded It, pretty much as Cobden one~ told rna he rega~ded It, 
as a Book written for the Jews only, but n~t for us, st1ll I 
found it the most interesting Book in my l1brary, nor had I 
any other Book to which I so frequently turned for entertainment, 
even after I had ceased to turn to it for any better purpose." 

. As Herod feared John, and knovring that he was just and holy, 
and heard him gladly, so I must l;ave feared the 1o:rd knowing 
that it was just and so far holy and despite all my Eyrronism, 
I read it though perhaps with only a pagan's interest • In the 
dining hall of the hotel at St. Thomas, Bigelow was reading 
the 12th Chapter of Genes is, which gives an account of Abram 
driven by famine into ~gypt, and he remar!{ed to his companion, 
the 1)an ish lawyer, "Is H not extraorrlinary that this Eoolt 
should be accepted by the most highly civilized nations of the 
world as the ~ord of God. Just listen," and he read the versa 
with which the Chapter cone ludes, i:.1 whiQh the patriarch passes 
off Sarah, his wife, for his sister," And this !bram is the man 
whom it is pretended our Father in Heaven had selected from all 
the people of the earth as most deserving of his favor, had 
promised to ma~e of him a great nation, to bless him, to bless 
them that bless him, to· curse them that curse him, and t?'lat in 
him all the families of the earth shoula be blessed, and yet 
almost the first thing we hear Jf him, is his commanc1ing his 
wife to tell s falsehood, which inevitably exposed her to in-
sult and degradation appare~tly for the sole purpose of saving 
himself from apprehended, but as event proved, imaginary dangers." 
nnoes not the ~~yptian," he asked, "whom the Bible represents 
as the oppressor of ~ad's people, ap~ear according to our 
standards at least, to have been the better rna~ of the two " 
"Well, yes," replied his companion 11 it does ap·)ear so at f•irst·" 
"b t " i d "D • 1 ' ' . u , sa Dlge ow, "Does it not appear so all the time." I 
w1ll not follow the detailed answer of the Danish lawyer nor 
the exact line of reasoning which finally develaped·in Bigelow 
a new and deeper interest in the Bible, which remained with him 
thruout his busy public life. 

In the sho~test space possible, I will brine together some 
observations wh1ch rna~ be of interest in connection with this 
subject. , Any diaonss1on of the Bible as anything more than e.n 
othe~ boo~, presupposes an Infinite Divine Creator a~d the Bi~la 
as H 8 message' or the Jor~ of 'iod, to the childre~ o.f men, for 
such 7 t claims to be. It 1s only this claim of the Bibl · t lf 
~~aih:e s~~j!~t h!~~ 1 ~il~e t

1
o discuss, for ~ny further elab~·r~t~~n 

lnvo ve not an evenlng's paper, but the 
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publication of a book. If then the Author of the Bible is, as 
predicated, The Infinite Creator of the Universe, the message 
that it contains must -be spiritual, not natural. The Book, 
therefore, cannot be judged on the basis of the natural history 
stories of narratives which it co":tains, but solely on the 
.spiritual message, which somewhere, somehow, is ernbosomed i:n its 
contents. ~at possible value can there be in the stories of 
Abram, Isaach and Jacob, in the history of the Jewish nation, 
to ·the spiritual life of the church or the me~ of the church. 
Je must lay down the proposition that the Bible is thruout a 
Spiritual Book, and it is upon this principle it must stand or 
fall· If it is not, it is unworthy of its alleged Author; if 
.it is, it is the product .of the Divine Mind, co~sistent, har-
monious, a"~"d in all its [)arts instinct with the life ann light 
of heaven· It is as impossible to understann ·the Bi_ble merely 
from its literal se~se, as it is to understand the calculus 
without a fundamental appreciation of the basic principles of 
mathematics. The Apostle Paul evidently had this in mind, when 
he said, "The natural man recei veth not the things of the Spirit 
of God for they are foolishnese unto him, neither can he know 
those things that are spiritually discerned." In that statement 
he answered every argume~t of Thomas Paine and all his imitators 
with one stroke of the pen. "This is the main wealmess of modern 
science," sa;>rs Bigelow, "that its studer.ts do mostly limit their 
investigations to phenomena, that is to facts cog~izable by the 
senses, never allowing themselves to look beyond the phenomena 
for the divine purpose of which they are the offspring. Instead 
of looking up from nature to nature's God, to ascertain the will 
or motive which may have preceded the phenomena, ar• d inhabits 
them, they limit their inquiries to the pur~ly phenomenal re
lations of nature." 

The secret of the Bible lies in its parabolic nature and 
the symbolic style of writing, which was characteristic of 
nearly all the early writings, and which especially lends itself 
to the teaching of spiritual truths in natural language adapted 
to all ages, from the infancy of the race up to our present time 
and beyond. A parable meant in the olden times, just what it 
means today. It was a narrative of outward events, either really 
historical, or else mythical, containing in it a liidden lesson. 
One reason, and perhaps the only reason, why poetry and poets 
have always enjoyed a larger measure of esteem than scientists 
of the same relative rank, may be fairly attributed to the fact 
that all genuine poetry depent~s largely for its charm upon its 
sense in divining the thought which lies concealed in nature, as 
the statue is concealed in the block of naked marble· The Fables 
of Aesop were all reproductions and imitations of a method of 
writing, whose richness is lost in the dim of antiquity• They are 
by no means of divine composition but they retain much of the 
ancient style and a fuller meaning may be drawn from them than 
the uninitiated have bean able to find there. The mythology of 
the Greeks, Romans ar.d Scandanavians are not the foolish out
bursts of mere superstitions, but parts of the same method of 
writing left over from prehistoric times. They became super
stitions in the har.ds of those nations and the people who in
herited them, who mingled much of their own imagination and 
tradition in their general makeup. It will be remarked by the 
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student of the earliest literature of the .ancient world, that 
the remotest records all describe the primeval people as having 
been introduced into a magnificent garden. The Greeks speak 
of their Paradise of the Hesperides having trees with golden 
apples. In the a!:cient ChiVJese books, they speak of a Garden 
on the summit of the mountain ':\ouanlun, near the gate of heaven. 
There is the fount a in of immortality which d i v~des it~ elf into 
four rivers· These four rivers are the founta1ns of ~ora .of 
the Spirit, !P'd there is also the ..,r~e of.Life. In the Persian 
sacred books we have also a place o1 del1chts spoken of as 
more beautif~l than the entire world besides, watered by a river 
which v1as, however, destroyed by a great serpent which was .plaoed 
in _it, a't" d became the Mother of iinte:r. They speak also of Hom, 
the Tree of Life near the Fountain Arrlouisor, the juice of whioh 
gi vas immorta1i ty. The Hindoo books r.1eY1tion the holy ::1eroo,, a 
fair and stately mountain, a most exalted mass of glory. It is 

.not to be encompassed by sinful man• M~ny celestial medioinal 
plants adorn its sides, and it sta''OS piercing the heavens with 
its aspiring summit, a mighty hill, ina cess ible to the human 
mind. · The Rig Veda speaks of the sweet fruit of the tree, to 
which the spirits who love goodness come, and which is a mystery 
to them who do not understand the Father of the world· Even 
Northern :,iythology tells that "under the roots of the great 
ash-tree, whose boughs extend through the world ana. reach to 
heaven, is the well Mimis, in which wisdom is hidden." 

Every reflecting mind \'Jill readily perceive that these 
descriptions taken from the sacred books of the oldest nations 
of the earth are allegorical, not to be understood of natural 
production or scenes. There too is written the familiar story 
of the Garden of ~den. Now what is a Tree of Life? The Book 
of Proverbs aT'swers, "'~lis dom is the '::ree 2f Life," and may we 
not ask.the firmest ~dher~nt of the letter of the Scriptures 
only,.Dld you ever f1nd l1fe growing on any earthly tree? ,e 
now f1nd the same tree declared in the Book of Revelations to 
be in the midst of Heaven. ",o him that overcometh " it is 
said, "~ will give to eat of the Tree of Life that is in the 
midst of tte Paradise of God." But can any rational man suppose 
that an earthly tree has been transplanted to a snirdtual and 
h~avenlf world. Again, we find.the ~ree of Life ln the midst 
of the .Jev; Jerusale_'!l, 11 In the m1c1st of the street of it and on 
bot~ sides of the river, was there the Tree of Life, which bare 
twelve manrer of fruits, a~d yielded her fruit every month· 
and t~e leaves of the tree were for the healing o"' th t: " 
Ic thla at all tibl ~ e na lons. 

1~ ~ compa e with the idea of a literal tree? But 
w 1en on the other ha..,·a we reflect t·hat from th · f life the Lord t'h .. a' · e one so urea o 

. '. · I .• ere 8SC8nd tWO grand influenCeS !.,ove a 
Jisdom -.in the most intimate union, like the heat' and lia~t 
from the natural sun' and these two form the i t g 
lip.:ht an~ blessing to the regenerated soul of ~:~s i powers of 
~~cl:~~d~:~de~h~~ ~~e~~cognize the tree of two live~ ~n si~!e 

. The tree of knowleo"'e of .crood d ·'1 
dicative of a spiritual ;xiste~ce ~~t ~~1 ' i! equally in-
on what tree does kno'rvledn-e ' 8 na vural plant. For 
idle far~ cy that th t' o grow' save on the human mind'? The 

e ree was an apple tree, cannot be called a 
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thought, it is a fancy having no rational ground. Can 1rnowledge 
be aut from an apple, or squeezed from a fig? The principle 
here alluded to prevades the whole 1ord of God. ~he ancients 
well knew thds principle and they delighted to know it. The 
oldest writing known except the Bible says, "All things which 
are in the Heavens are also upon the earth but in an earthly 
manner, and all things .on the earth are also in the Heavens, 
but in a heavenly manner." Plato speaks of "all material thinr.:s 
being symbols of immaterial," anc1 "pictures of the J:)i vine :lind:" 
The Bible then is a divine allego:ry, neither a work of science 
embodying the principles of the Creation of the natural world 
not essentially or primarily a.history of the Jewish nation~ ' 
,nor a dissertation on wars. These are but the containant and 
covering with which the Divine mess age is olothe.d, so that ~ t 
may be adapted not only to the simple and to children, but to 
those who are versed in the knowledge of science, each taking 
from it according to his ability. Just as on another plane 
and i~ a different degree, The ~ables of Aesop are a delight 
to ch1ldren, and teach a lesson of importance to their parents. 
It may be asked here why this understanding of the spiritual 
nature of the Bible was not given before. The answer is that it . 
was not neoess ary, any more than it is necessary or desirable that '!i :.I'! 

the child shoul~ e:r. tar into the deeper philosophy of .~es op 's Fobles. ,:::;: 
Some of that ph1losophy may be unconsciously absorbed by the 1: ~, 
child, ar.d in a higher degree there has been perceived by devout 

1 

minds of all ages a spiritual quality in the Bible, though they 
may not have had the slightest idea as to how or where it was. 
There has always been enough of this spiritual quality showing 
through the letter, uncovered as it were, to ~uide :he well in
tentioned man .along his way. Just as the fac·e ar.d hanns of man 
are left uncovered by his clothing, so there are portions of the 
Bible in which the spiritual meanin~ shows through the letter so 
that it i$ unmistakable even to theLsimplest mind. 

This idea of the parabolic nature of the Bible is not an 
imaginary device to explain the difficulties of the letter of 
the text. Itis a simple statement of what the Bible itself 
makes plain. The 78th Psalm opens with these words, "Give ear, 
0 my people,, to my law: incline your ears to the wor.ds of my 
mouth• I will open my mouth in a parable: I will utter dark 
sayings of ol~, which we have heard and lrnown, arc1 our fathers 
have told us." Here follow the entire nrevious history of Israel 
and is declared to be a parable, and th~t declaration is made 
in its very recital. Can anyone imagine that this Psalm was 
given for the mere purpose of reoapi tulating a few dry husks of 
previous Jewish history, when that history had been written in 
a far more intere.s ting form 1)y Mas es and others. Be.ing a 
parable it was written for the sake of the inVIard less on of higher 
import which it conveyed. This idea of the Bible containing a 
hidden mear.ing is frequently given both in the Old and Hew Testa
ments. The .express ions, "I will take up a proverb," "I will . 
open my mouth in a parable," "I will utter dar1-:: sayings," "I 
have multiplied Jisions and used similitudes by the ministry of 
the prophets," directly refer to the fact of the hidden meanings 
of the Bible.. T;here is one remarkable declaration in the C-osp~l 
of raatthew which is worthy of close consideration. It is that 
which follows immediately after our Lord's utterance of the pa.r-
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. ld· "~ll these things spake Jesus 
able of the Tares ofi the ~blle s·a~d-with~ut .a parable, spake He 
unto the multitude n para e · 
not unto them." · 

It ~auld be interesting to give numerous examples of the 
divine symbolism throueh th

1
e Sbcripl~r~~~tb~~8 1 1~~~;am~~!:g!

0~8 
in the attempt. Let it on y e sa ~ th Bibl 

· a harmonious whole, although the external st~ry O.J. 
8 e 

a ears as a thing of shreds ar.n patches, wh1ch have divided the 
c~~rch into sects instead of uniting it in accepta~ce of the 
harmonious, beoutiful,divine message,. fo~ ':7hich alo~e a t~e ~~ble 
was .given and continues to exist • Th1s 1s i~lus tra e n e 
parting of the garments of the Lord at the t1me of the Crucifix
ion• It is said the soldiers parted his garments among them, 
but for his inner vesture, which was without seam, they cast 
lots· The outer garment, is the letter of the word and might 
be all sorts of disconnected phases of history ana p~re allegory. 
~he inner vesture, without seam, is the perfect spir1tual mes
sage of the divine Author. 

To· my friends who ·know the me11tal limitations of the 
writer, it will not be necessary to state that the position 
taken in this paper is not original with me, but to avpease a 
troublesome co~science from the charge of plagiarism, I must 
avow my indebtedness for this revelation to the eimient scientist, 
philosopher ar. d seer, lnanuel Swedenborg, who at his maturity 
was the most illustrious scientific mar living. In doing so, 
however, it is not my inter.tion in this rmper to promulgate the 
theological doctrines associated with his name. The subject is 
presented solely as one that might be of interest, and came to 
my mind as a result of some of my recent reading. 
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The theme of this paper was suggested one day in November 
1918, while I was walking in the company of numerous other 
Americans u-p the road from Nancy to Metz; it was later accentu
ated in Berlin and other German cities; it became concrete 
upon reading recent statistics published by M. Lewandowski in 
the Revue dee Deux Mendes. 

The road to Metz was divided, like Gaul, into three parts. 
From !Taney to Pont a Mouse on, about half way, it wa:r. de red 
through shattered villages, fields laid waste, and over bridges 
in ruins. The road its elf was pock•mar1ted with shell holes, 

. while the countryside around was a maze of trenches and barbed 
wire• The destruction culminated at the ruins of Pont a t~ouseon. 
On the east side of the Moselle, directly opposite the cer.ter of 
the. town, one passed the strip of ground that lay between the 
French and German trenches, and reached the second stage of the 
journey. From this point the devastation, for five kilometres, 
gradually diminished. There· were fewer trenches; e oon fields. 
appeared here and there where grain had been harvested;the 
barbed wire became lese noticeable, and it. was not long before a 
hamlet appeared where all the houses were standing on their 
foundations, had roofs on them, ar.d even displayed glass panes 
in the window frames. Leaving this middle' zone, one passed up 
the highway to Metz. Here were pro,perous farms ~na olean vil
lages, bright in the frosty sunlight; nothing had been t9uched; 
all remained as' it was in July, 1914· At last Metz was reached 
and the war·was forgotten· ~ery~hing was in perfect order• No 
houses showed the soars of newly patched walls, no schools stood 
with gaping facades, the victims of air raids, as at ~ancy. The 
o~ly destruction was the statues of the emperors, lying on their 
sides at the feet of their enormous pedestals, the mark for 
every Frenoh boot which passed. 

In this short journey one had passed from victorious 
France to conquered Germany. 

At Berlin, we wandered through.the oolossal Dom, with its 
portals enriched with the bronzes of leasing, through the Royal 
Palace with its seven hundred apartments, guard rooms, throne 
room, ball and receiption roqms ar.d.pioture gallery. In the Old 
and New Museums, the National and Fredrfok Museums we saw the 
glittering Hildersheim Silver Treasure, Greek marbles by 
Praxitiles, the La~t Judgment by Fra Angelico, and Virgin of 
Eottioelli canvasses of Raphael Santi, da Vinoi and Titian, and 
the finest'single oolleotion of Rembrandts in the world. The 
art of centuries was spread before our eyes in magnificent array. 
At Potsdam there were more Royal Palaces, =~ruseums, a:r.d Sans Souci 
glittered like a gem amid the surrounding atrocities of archi
tecture. In every ~erman city we saw vast municipal enterprises, 
enormous factories and had only to ride from Berlin to Cologne 
'to fedl the pula e · ~f an industrial giant· ~verything was in 
order. Nothing ha~ been destroyed. 

It seemed to me then that if Germany wanted to, she could 
pay reparations, and when I thought of the ten departments of 
northern France laid waste, the task seemed comparatively easy. 
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Lewandoski set my feet in the path, and I am indebted to 
him in the main for the statistics I shall present in pointing 
out how Germany knows the way to pay reparations. 

When Germany· occupied the Departme~t du Nord in France in 
september, 1914, she proposed to here~lf the converse of the 
reparations question. How could she make France pay in advanoe 
for the privilege of being i~vaded? She solved this question 
in a manner that must have beAn eminently satisfactory to her
self, but she left a splendid example for France in 1922· The 
experience of the city of Lilla will be sufficient to give the 
broad outlines of the German idea and will suggest the possibil
ities of such a plan in the collection of international debts. 

~ille was the principal city in the department in 1914. 
It had a population of about 200,000 and was the center of 

. important manufactures of cotton, woolen a·nd line:n cloth. The 
wealth of its population and municipal enterprises offered a 
temptation to an invading army which the Germans do not seem to 
have tried t0 resist. 

On September 11, 1914 the city was occupied by· the German 
army end the collection plate was at once presented to the Mayor. 
By November 1, the city had paid the German· authorities 1,300,000 
francs. For the month of ~ovember von Heinrich, the military 
governor demanded 8,000,000 francs, payable in gold, silver or 
notes of the Banque de France. 

·The city raised 2,600,000 francs by December 19. On that 
date, von Heinrich, becoming impatient, demanded that the oom
munes adjacent to T,ille take part in the contributions by form
ing a syndicate which would issue bonds, the proceeds of their 
sale to be applied to the debt of Lilla. Upon the communal 
~ayors representing that the wealth of the inhabitant~ had been 
estroyed by the bomardment of the oity and the destruction 

attendant upon the in vas ion, the governor, on January 23 1915 
made the follov1inr; reply: ' • 

"The inhabitants have, in general, deposits of 
. money in banks ' and it is the duty of the cit""~ to 
seize these funds. Also, in case there is a!!yab· 
solute lack of liquid money, there is nothing to 
prevent the sale of objects of art or paryers of 

Th val~e to apply to the contribution." t · 

a.communes next pointed out that the1 h d 
form suah a syndicate without the au thy i ~ nfo legal right. to 
ernment and that in the abe or Y o the French gov-
if issued, woul~ be worthle:~oe of such authority their bon de' . 
ing that the Prefect of the d;pa;~e g~vernor1replied by demand
pay by February 12. The Prefect d~~~ dc~m~e the communes to 
attitude end was removed to a ~erm ~at he communes in their 
did not raise the oontributionJa~aan ~r ress. The communes 
the governor ceased to deliver c~al 0~ - ~~ruary 12, in reprisal, 
fuel for the remainder of the winter. 0 em. They were without 

Von Heinrich again turned hi 
levied an additional tax of 1 50 s attention to the city and 
penalty of cutting off the cit ,o,ooo francs, per month under 

Y 8 coal supply.· One-third of 
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th~s amount was payable in specie and two-thirds in municipal 
bonds aooepted on the basis of the exchange value of the mark 
figured at its tben purchasing power. The effeot of the latter 
pro vis ion was to increase. the amoun~ of the bonds proportionately 
as the mark fell in value• By this system the Germans collected 
by March, 1915, 17,000,000 francs in currency and forced the 
city to issue 20,000,000 frsnos in com~ercial paper which the 
German authorities were rapidly putting into circulation in 
neutral countries and even in France itself. 

In June the mayor of Lilla wrote to the governor: 

"I have exhausted all the. means .in my power. The 
ohest is empty and it is impossible for me to replenish it." 

The governor was resourceful, however, .and replied on 
June 29: 

"It is for you to find the means to comply with my order in 
a manner most exact. In any oaee, one of the modes at your 
disposition is to procure specie through the German ad
ministration in the banks of neutral countries." 

· In July a new phase opened. By that time·the contributions, 
fines and penalties levied and unpaid amounted to 31,200,000 
france, Von Heinrich ordered that from that date the city and the 
communes would be oonsidered as a unit in paying the German ad
ministration, and, to insure the payment of existing and future 
demands, sequestered all the funds and valuables belonging to 
the civil authorities, as well as all those belonging to in
dividuals in private banks· At the same time he ordered the 
banks to sup1Jly lists; first, of all their banknotes that had 
bee~ is~ued; second, of all their foreign holdings, and bond 
ooupons uncolleoted ~P to Ootober 1, 1915. . 

This drastic measure forced the oity and.the communes to 
join in an issue of bonds to cover the amount they ware unable 
to pay in speoie• The issue amounted to 16,000,000 francs and 
eventually was subscribed by ~elgian Banks on September 19. 

No sooner had this eno·rmous task been completed. than a new 
order was issued inoreasing the monthly payment to 1,800,000 
.francs beginning Ootober 1, the suggestion being made that one 
method of raising a portion of this sum was to hand over the 
.theaters to the German anthorities, who would pay the French 
actors and apply the surplus to the amount due from the city. 

The German attitude at this time is shov~ in a reply sent 
by the German Bureau of Requisitions to ~rench merchants who had 
delivered oertain requisitions in kind· For some reaeon the 
officer felt called upon to justify the requisition, and did so 
in the .following terms: 

"No one denies that the bu~den,falls upon the individual 
merohant• However,, since we are engaged in .a war prepared 
for a ve~ long time by its enemies and imposed upon the 
German mmpire, these are measures for which Jrance is 
responsible. In addition, every sensible man knows that 
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~ lish a~d ~renoh both white and blaok, ;f t~u~h:~~m~:~~tif~l allies the Russians a..;d Japanes~d and 
other sa vase peoples'. had invaded Germany, there wou 
have beer. orga~ized requisitions~ 

~he absolute superiority of the German civilization ?Ver 
other states appears in this; that as in everything else, 
it has introduced order in the matter of requisitions. 

And should the.limits have been passed, which is not the 
case here, that is only one of the inevitable ~noidents of 
war• And s ir.ce this war is the result of noth1ng b~t the 
desire for vengenoe nursed for forty five years by the 
~renoh, the meroha~ts of the territories occu~ied by us 
have only to take thems el vef to those who have preoipi tated 
them into ru ir., instead of accusing the l}erman authori t ias • 

This said, the incident is closed." 

Hew oould the French fail to respond to such sweet reason? 

The im~ortar.ce of the sequestration of foreign bonds and 
their unpaid coupons s~on became evident. By 1916 the Germans 
had a vast quantity of ci t~r and· communal syndicate bonds which 
they had to liquidate in eome fashion. They now knew all of 
the holdings of foreign securities and proceeded to substitute 
therefor communal bonds, collection from neutrals the value of 
the coupons and matured foreign bonds. In this way they were 
able to transform important foreign holdings into gold and leave 
the Frerch with their ovvn bond~, which eventually they would 
have to pay to themselves. · · 

During 1917 the burden was increased.~ In April 24,000,000 
fra~cs were demanded with a.penalty of 400,000 francs for each 
day s delay in payment. In Aurust an a~ditional sum of 33,000,000 
francs was levied, payable in two man the with a 10% penalty for 
each day's de ley. 

. . 
.The Commandant, on January 1, 1918, notified the mayor that 

during the ensuine year Lilla and its adjacent com~unes would 
pay 92,000,000 francs. 

On March 28 of the same year the oi ty was notified that it 
would have to deliver to the German authorities the public 
statues and monuments of the .city for transportation to Germany. 
The valu~ of the metal found in the statues would be credited 
to the c1ty. 

Thus we have seen the financial burdens that were imposed 
upon Lille during t~e four years of the occupation. Durin the 
first year it paid ~s,oo~,ooo francs, $5,600,000, in the s~oond 
year 30,000,000 francs, ·;r6,000 000 for the third 60 000 000 
francs, $12,000,000, and for the l~st year 65 000 000 f ' 
$131000,000, a total of 183,000,000 francs fo; th~ enti~:nc:;iod 
or :,36,600,000. In addition to this sum, :Lilla paid fc 1~ ' 
oivil administration, in the hands of the Germans ana ~or s 
ger. eral supplies and relief of an extraordinary· n~ture for its 
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oitizens, 384,000,000 frar.cs, $76,800,000, for which it ±ssued 
bonds that were assumed by the French government after the war. 

~hus far I have dealt only with money payments to the 
Germans • These contributions and fines were pS'ralleled by a 
long ser~es of requisitions i~ ki~d t~at drained the city and 
surround1ng communes of every conoeivable.type of object· raw 
materials of every description, metals, textiles, leathe~, 
rubber, oils, machinery, horses, cattle,-all the myriad of sup
P+ies that a modern army uses. The list includes even dinner 
plates, ·knives, forks and spoons. Jherever payment was made 
for requisitions, it was in city and communal bor.de. A letter 
of the mayor to the comrnande~t informs us that durins the first 
year the ~equisitions amounted to between 2 ar.d 3,000,000 francs 
and it has since been estimated by tne Chamber of Commerce of ' 
Lille that for the entire occupation they amounted to 217 000 ooo 
franoa. ' ' 

~ ·The city was .also compelled to pay for the lodging of the 
·.1erman officers • This i tern alone amounted in four years to 
approximately 6,000,000 francs. · 

Not the least importa~t of the requisitions made during the 
occupation were in the form of humar. labor. This was largely for 
two purposes; man and women were compelled to manufacture saclw 
of earth for use in the German trenches, and they were deported 
to the interior of the ~pire to supDlY the farm labor lacking 
by reason of tne mobtlizetion of, the army. For these two pur
poses 10,000 men, wo~er, a~d children were deported from Lille 
~lone; This co~stitu~es a separate chapter in the tragedy of 
~ille s oocupat1on wh1ch I shall only note in passing. 

When one remembers the ciroums tances under which the city 
had to meet these burdens the situation beoomes almost un
believa~le. In 1914 Lilla had been practically d~stroyed by the 
German bombardment and the fires which raged for days in every 
quarter of the city. Almost every able-bodied man was serving 
in the Frency army. Germany had completely isolated the city 
industrially,and financially. Yet they dem~nded and received 
sums of.money, the payment of w~ich would s~em utterly impos
sible ·by any city of 200,000 inhabitants under normal conditions. 
The situation of the city is expressed by the mayor in touching 
language in one of his letters to the governor in 1917: . 

"If ~nly my personal seourity and that of several prominent 
citizens were in question, I would not hesitate to reply with 
a formal refusal to demar.ds which seem to me an abuse ·of 
force and a violation. of law. But we are dealing wit~ the 
destiny of a population weakened by three years of suffer
ing which I have no.t the courage to expose to new trials. 

I the~efor~ state, in the nama of.~he Municipal Council of 
which I am the interpreter, that the city, broken under 
oppression, isolated from the world, unable to appeal to 
any tribunal for arbitration, will pay the new .contribution 
on the dates indicated, but it will pay with the knife at 
its throat." 
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aotical methods of collecting 
Thus Germany developed her Pran in trying to determine how 

reparations• Why not stud~ her Ppay it~ The citizens of Lilla 
much she can pay and how s e oan unatio~ $398 per capita. 
pain in the fourl Y~~r~h~f ~he t 0~~e ·would' in the next four years 
Should Germany equ~ · s ea This is almost the amount 
pay approximatelyi ·1~\~000 • ~~~~~~0 ~greement of May 1921; but to 
named in the Rev se .epar • d d rs In other 
pay this sum Germany wae given one hun r~e y~: ita·re arations 
words' Germany has been requirefdito -pahe' c~1le~ted fr~m Lille 
almost equal to the per oar.i te nes 8 -· i Whi' h 
but she has been given twenty five times as many years n c 
to pay or· to ~ut it another way, ~erman~ required every 
citize~ of tille to pay her approximately ~100 per ¥~a6ofor 
four years, while her citizens are required to pay$ • per 
year for one hundred years. 

Can Germany pay this sum~ Let the pale ghost of Lille 
answer, or better, let some impertinent gamin from the 
Parisian boulevards, thumbin~ his nose at her, shout "What's 

i for the gander.'" sauce for the goose, s sauoe 

John n. Ellis 

2. Visi tore 

Being thoroughly·engrossed in and, at least, hopefully 
familiar each with his own particular work, perhaps we ·do not 
at all times realize that, lack of versatility in the human 
race (human ranee being a bromide of the optimist) need not 
be set down against it as utter stupidity. 

There are many perspectives in life~ some even throueh 
queer squints, and one may not look in all directions to his 
own point of sight. This has nothing to do with the man whose 
hind-sight is better than his foresight--and there be those 
w~o are more interested in their avocations than in their 
vacations• However, as a rule, we ·are specialists. We 
specialize in art, mart or tart. The man of art imows little 
of mart and vise-vers&:-though it is to be feared the alliter
ation has created a paradox, for either may be familiar with 
tart. 

There are oollosal brains combining the judicial, mathemat
ical, artistic. ~hese are exceptions to the one cylinder type 
rule, ar.d once in .a green moon (culled from primitive lore) we 
have an encyclopedia one which radio-like, broadcasts in every 
direction. To a mind of the latter type the one who narrates 
lays but half-hearted claim. Though to antagonize well founded 
judgment to the contrary, would be distasteful to his sense of 
fairness: and after all, where is there the man, who, at some 
time may not have misjudged his own qualities. 

ne are, therefore, aside from the few humans who are entire
ly self-contained, clever or simple (mostly simple) folk with 
one idea. ~e crave the interest and encouragement of our fellows, 

Visitors 

the visitors, ae it were, who come to us sympathetic, ourioue 
or casual. 

9'7 

The.sympathetic visitor brings a degree of understanding 
which establishes a spirit of' confiden.tial cordiality. Hie 
understanding may be the outcome of a diletantism in the field 
of the specialist and to the latter a contaot thus established 
is the means of opening the flood gates of his superior wisdom. 
We love our S1ll!P8thetio vis i tore; they help ue over our un
certain moments a~d reestablish our normal ego. 

The curious type of visitor is apt to bring an open and 
enquiring mind. Its ouriosity may be of the idle variety or of 
the sort intended to releae e ones secret· ass ete of mind. Quaint 
subterfuge often characterizes this class. The casual sort may 
be quickened or he may retain that distrait quality so conduoive 
to stupidities and dumb-bell sort of humor. . 

Sinoe those remote days when it was comme il faut to re
ceive ones visitors in the bra~ahes of a palm tree, me~ have 
huddled and have expaciated on the deftness they have acquired 
in the felling of a tree, the making of a bow, the fashioning 
of a pot or some other specialty. Bombastically innocent and 
crammed with wisdom, the forgoing shall be an introduction to 
a few reoolleotions of visitors to a maker of pots. 

Rookwood, probably, is seoond only to the Zoological Gardens 
in the number of visitors which it attracts• This disadvantage 
results no doubt, from its having fewer specimens and from the 
fact that while as a matter of pride, all visitors from afar 
make the pilgrimage to both places, the perce1"tage of local 
visitors who prefer peanuts to pots, tips the balance in favor 
of peanuts. 

Let no one speed to the cono~Usion th8t .the author is un
appreciative of the large quota of Cincinnatians who truly 
understand.and anpreciate how Mount Adams towers over what else 
may be termed "einoinnati." To relieve the conecier.ce of any 
(and this number also is large} who may have confided in him-
"l've never visited Roo1rnood," he vows the foregoing to be 
related only to apathy in general, and further, if by any ohanoe 
he reoalle some one in particular, who did ma1te such a confess ion, · ·. 
he promises to keep their secret. · 

. T.oday, .as I arrived at this staee in my attempt to create 
11 teratur.e, laboring in agony to bring forth (as it were) ·alas, 
what never may be aught but a deformed brain-child, I was inter
r.upted by a visitor from ~gland, who b~ his first words eased 
t4e anguish caused by my essaying 'to ignore that old truism about 
a shoemaker sticking to. his last. Mr. Copeland, head of the 
great and ancient pottery of tha:t name, had been shown through 
Rookwood previous to our meeting and had formulated his ~s
timate of 1 t as follows: . 
·"You here in Cincinnati have followed an ideal and have brought 
pottery to an advanced and high plane, such as has not been 
done in England." · 
Then, in response ·to my oarefully pride-represse.d - "Do you think 
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ti al methods of collecting 
Thus Germany developed her Pr:~ i~ trying to determine how 

reparations• Why not study her P it? The citizens of Lille 
·much she can pay and how she can pa~tio~ $398 per capita. 
paid in the fou~ y~ars of ~hetoc~upwould'i~ the next four years 
Should Germany equal this ea 8 e This is almost the amount 
pay approximately $24,000,000,000Acr ment of May 1921; but to 
named in the Revised Reparations oreed d In other 
pay this sum Germany was ·given one hun, re ye:r~ta·re arations 
wor~s, Germar.y has been requirefdito pa~ P~~l~e~ted fr~m Lilla, 
almost equal to the per carite nes 8 e i Whi h 
but she has been given twenty five times as many years n o 
to pay. or; to put it another way, ~erman~ required every 
citizen of Lille to pay her approximately '100 per iear0for 
four years, while her citizens are required to pay $4.0 per 
year f~r one hundred years. 

Can Germany pay this sum? Let the pale ghost of Lille 
answer, or better, let some impertinent gamin from th: , 
Parisian boulevards, thumbing his nose at her, shout What s 
sauce for the goose, is sauce for the gander!" 

John n. !llis 

2. Visi tore 

Eeing thoroughly·engrossed in and, at least, hopefully 
familiar each with his own particular work, perhaps we do not 
at all times realize that, lack of versatility in the human 
race (human ranee being a bromide of the optimist) need not 
be set down againEt it as utter stupidity. 

There are ma~y perspectives in life~ some even throush 
~ueer squints, and one may not look in all directions to his 
own point of sight. This has nothing to do with the man whose 
hind-sight is better tha11 his fares ight--ar. d there be those 
who are more interested in their avocations than in their 
vacations. However, as a rule, we ·are specialists. We 
specialize in art, mart or tart. The man of art lmows little 

· of mart and vise-vers&:-though it is to be feared the alliter
ation has oreated a paradox, for either may be familiar with 
tart. 

There are callosal brains combining the judicial, mathemat
ioal, artistio. ~hese are exceptions to the one cylinder type 
rule, a:n d once in .a green moon· (culled from primitive lore) we 
have en encyclopedia one which radio-like, broadcasts in every 
direction. To a mind of the latter type the one who narrates 
lays but half-hearted claim. Though to antagonize well founded 
~udgment to the contrary, would be distasteful to his sense of 
fairness; and after all, where is there the man, who, at some 
time may not have misjudged his own qualities. 

We are, therefore, aside from the few humans who are entire
ly self-contained, clever or simple (mostly simple) folk with 
one idea. ,e crave the interest and encouragement of our fellows, 

Visitors 

the visitors, ee it were, who oome to us sympathetic, curious 
or oasual. 

9'7 

The.sympathetio visitor brings a.degrea of understanding 
whioh establishes a spirit of oonfiden.tial cordiality. His 
understanding may be the outcome of a diletantism in the field 
of the specialist and to the latter a contact thus established 
is the means of opening the flood gates of his superior wisdom. 
Je love our sympathetic visitors; they help us over our un
certain moments a~d reestablish our normal ego. 

The curious type of visitor is apt to bring an open and 
enquiring mind. Its curiosity may be of the idle variety or of 
the sort intended to release ones secret· assets of mind. Quaint 
subterfuge often characterizes this class. The casual sort may 
be quickened or he may retain that distrait quality so conducive 
to stupidities and dumb-bell sort of humor. . 

Since those remote days when it was oomme il faut to re
ceive ones vie i tors in the bra~ohes of a palm tree, men haYe 
huddled and have expaoiated on the deftness they have acquired 
in the felling of a tree, the making of a bow, the fashioning 
of a pot or some other specialty. Bombastically innocent and 
crammed with wisdom, the forgoing shall be an introduction to 
a few recollections of visitors to a maker of pots. 

Rookwood, probably, is second only to the Zoological Gardens 
in the number of visitors which 1 t attracts • This disadvantage 
results no doubt, from its having fewer specimens and from the 
faot that while as a matter of pride, all visitors from afar 
make tha pilgrimage to both places, the percef'tage of local 
visitors who prefer peanuts to pots, tips the balance in favor 
of peanuts. 

Let no one speed to the co~clueion that .the author is un
appreciative of the large quota of Cincinnatians who truly 
understand.and a~~reciate how Mount Adams towers over what else 
may be termed "eincinnati." To relieve the oonacier.oe of any 
(and this ~umber also is large) who may have oo~fided in him-
"I've never visited Roo1twood," he vows the foregoing to be 
related only to apathy in general, and further, if by any chance 
he reoalls a ome one in· particular, who did ma1te such a confess ion, · · 
he promises to kee-p their secret. 

, T.oday, .as I arrived at this staee in my attempt to create 
literatur.e, laboring in agony to bring forth (as it were) ,alas, 
what never may be aught but a deformed brain-child, I was inter
r.u·pted by a visitor from 3ngland, who by his first words eased 
th.e anguish caused by my ass eying 'to ignore that old truism about 
a shoemaker sticking to. his last. Mr. Oopelanr1, head of the 
great and ancient pottery of tha:t name, had been shown through 
Rookwood p.revious to our meeting a:pd had formulated his ~s
timate of it as follows: . 
·"YOU here in C'incinnati have followed an ideal and have brought 
pottery to an advanced and high plane, such as has not been 
done in England." · · 
Then, in response ·to my carefully pride-represse.d - "Do you think 
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so?" _ and as though loyalty to ho~e should be maintained, he 
continued_ "Of course, you lrnow 3nglancl has splendid.old .. 
traditions in the potter's art, a~a long ago great t~ings were 
done there. Those things, 'however, were, 3nglish lLce, held to 
as standards, so that little freshness such as I note here, has 
followed. It is a revelation to see that each new period of 
your development finds you going forward." These are the words 
of a truly Eympathetio visitor. 

Two years ago when the head of the Rorstrand Pottery 
(Sweeden's great government-endowed institution) lard!d in New 
York, his first question to his agent was - "How far lS it to 
the Rockwood Pottery?" "Its far out in the i'.1iddle West" - was 
the reply of that self-sufficient New Yorker. That was no 
obstacle for the man who had orossed the Atlantic and the 
defu~ot German Ocean in his quest of pottery adventure. "I 
would like, if permitted, to buy typical pieoes of every type 
you create," was the keynote of his visit• That request being 
granted, he added in tl)inly veiled subterfuge, "You know, I want 
them for our .Museum" - but we remembered how at the Paris ~
position he had secured a specime~ of one of our advanced types, 
ard in three months time h1.1d returned to Paris with copies for 
sale- A curious sort of visitor. 

Now comes a group of casual visitors, house guests and 
their hostess. The latter having exhausted breakfasts, dinner 
and Mah Jongg jousts, sallies forth at the recollection of this 
quatrain - the inspiration, no doubt, of an Omar Cigarette: 

"As u:nner oover of rle'))arting day 
Slunk hunger-strfaken RamMan away, 

Once more within the potter's house alone 
I stood, surrounded by the Snapes of Clay." 

"This, larli.es, iP the liqnid ola;'l ann these the plaster 
molds in which cast nieces are made--~To, Madam, it is _not putty 
--CLAY. II • 

"Clay is formed by the disintegration of feldspathio rook 
of mountains. In pure form it is kaolin, the base of true 
porcelain, but ~s it is washed down the mountains in streams and 
rivers, it rece1ves an admixture of iron and other minerals 
which oolor it, and further chemicals and decayed ve etable 
matters which convert it into plastic ball clay ~s g di · t 
it settles in low areas and remains as beds of ~l~:"se"Omen a 
I. see, you get your kalsomine in balls." "As you ~ill, M~d~.~ 

"These are the plastic pieces as th f 
"Are they oooked yet?" "Didn, t j t ey come rom the molds." 
was suoh a virile yo~O' mar. " nbou . us love the Sheik?" "He 
pieces; Don't they lo~k·.j~;t l.ik; ~~~~~~s~~ok";~i!h~~e stunning 
pott6r a wheel on which clay vases are throw L k the 
they were in the most primitive times " "O nlby hand, just as 
he do that? Is it rubber~"-- · • • ook,--how does 
"Isn't (it too romantic fo~ an;~~i~~;~ t~;o:t:rn~ bromide 
meant or was it Shakespeare) h h. - ,e · ow what God 
potter's hands'." w en 9 said-- Lik~ clay in the 
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"These are olay pieces wh.ich were decorated while still 
plastic. They are ~ow in dried out olay condition ready for 
the first firing." "Have they been ba1ced?" "These are ·the kilns 
and thee e the s aggers, fire clay boxes in which the pi'eoes are 
enclosed that they may eso~e the fumes and direct flame of the 
fire • The door will be olo.s ed with brick and wet ola~r a:nd 
about forty hours will be consumed to bring the heat to the 
approximate 2,000 degrees re·quired. It will take four or five 
days to oool the kiln so it may b'e opened. The pieces w'ill 
come from the kiln like this one which is termed 'biscuit • 
after which they will be dipped in liquid glaze a:nd fired'a 
second time." "0, you mean they are baked in this oven. That 
reminds me I had my arm belted for rheumatism, but I don't' suppose 
that would be just like this." "These are s orne of the many 
typ.es of the finis.hed ware. Rockwood was named after the old 
home of its founder." "How interesting--Rookwood--what does it 
mean?--woods?--0 yes, Woodrook--what is that? A bi:rd?--1'1hy of 
oour~e--Diiokrook, how clever. I am going right back to Home
town· and write a paper on potte~J (you know I paint ohina) and 
read it before the Advance Club." "Dear me, I hope we are not 
too late for the matinee--Goodbye, Mr.---Rookham, I mean Hamwood. 
I thin~ your pottery is just too cute--Goodbye." 

Lillian Russell, by nature, and perhaps throurrh the assist
ance of man, possessed a liberal portion of beauty. It was of 
the soft engratiating blonde type. so often associated in the mind, 
with butterfly natu~es. I believe I was not at all alone in a 
belief that she possessed little beyond personal beauty. News
paper opinion did that for me. I have no way of knowing how 
muoh of her reputation she oredi~ed to the same source. 

During her last er.gagement in this city she visited Rockwood. 
Her intelligent estimate indicated a broad understanding of the 
nioeties of life; her simple ~anner demanded respeot. She was 
thoroughly oonvers ant with the sub jeot of old Chinese porcelains 
and for years had been a colleotor of them. On her visit she 
said-- "Tll;is has be en 9ne of the happiest days of my life." This 
account of a sympathetic visitor is in no way fla~nted for per
s?nal or business aggrandizement. 

Lord Duns any as a visitor could not be· included in the 
sympathetic, curious· or oasual classification. He was, as it 
were, dragged in and was remote and naive• He was in the care 
of some lo?al lion-tamers and a secretary from the Antipodes, 
who Duns any spolte of as "l!Iy shook absorber." · He was, as you 
will remember,· the subject of many shoc1ts while in America. 
These shooks were administered chiefly by a mad multitude which 
had not, but wanted to see and hear him, and from enother orowd 
which had, and did not want to again. Of his appearance that 
da~,--he was very tall and gaunt, his legs were incredibly long 
~nd when he sat down· (he sagged and lopped) he looked .like a 
.~:~!orris Qhair. His head and face were fine and his Irish-3nglish 
enchanting. He· carried a volume of. James ~lroy ~leoJcer 's Poems, 
fro~n which he read in great joy "The Gol~en Journey to Samarltand." 
As a hobby, he also carried about with him a small box in which 
were seal dies he had out, and tiny bits of sealing wax. Later 
at luncheon a~d in the most naive child-like manner, he demon-
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etrated with several of his dies. Of one, a little relief 
figure, he 6 aid-- "Mind you, he is not a god--he is just· a 
holy man." 

His principal interest at the pottery was to do somet?ing 
rather than see what was being done • In the clay shop he s~id-
"If you will give me a little clay, I '11 show you hov1 to malta 
a mask." It was done quickly, in absolute absorbtion, and as 
a ohild would do it. ·He ran back to add a wart ann adm~nished 
the writer to "be sure and put a little red on the masks lips 
and oheeks for," as he said, "it will makt~ him so rn?ch more 
human." 

It is evident that the inspiration for many authors is 
found in the impress ion made upon them by particular things • 
Oe oar ';'Tilde was forever seeing Ivory ~ewers· and 11.1hi te Peaooclta --
3oarlet Lips and Cool Silver• Old Persian and other orfental 
potteries have been the inspiration of others; while again, 
the work of some is all re.fleoti ve of silks and s orne depend 
upon the ideas summoned by mus itl, flowers, colors or by textures • 
DUnsany's inspiration might very well be derived from jewels an.d 
ancient idols, but pottery has no vital message for him. 

Joseph Jefferson invariably came to the pottery when he 
was in Cincinr•ati. He loved it and always expressed a desire 
to try his har.d at decorating. On one visit he aotu~lly did 
paint four or five large plaques in one day. The designs were 
landscapes, ard were set down with such disregard of the 
technique· require·d, that wher. finished they contai'f1ed little 
interest· beyond the signatures. 

George Arliss and John Galsworthy ware interested and 
thoughtful visitors, keen, modest, ~ngli8h gentlemen, full of 
~entle graciousness. Jith these there was no apparent thought 
of the need for shock absorbers. ·· 

Sir Frederic!r 1\enyon of the British !11useum was deferential 
and attentive· He expressed few opinions, but one comment in 
particular which he made left after it a sense of great .pride 
"I notice," he said, "that you have followed Oriental traditi~ns 
rather than any w~ ich obtain in ~urope." 

May ~~~orri-s, daughter of 'Villi am ~aorris, carried about with 
her a oertain aura of the Pre-Raphaeli te brotherhood. At the 
time of her visit the brotherhood was as it were on its last 
legs~ but in Arnerioa, at least, there was still; lingerin 
romantic interest in ever~7th ing pertaining to it. Mi~ 8 Mo~ris 
~as visibly irritated by everything she saw at Rookwood • Dear 
".1r. Taylor .twas at his wits· ends trying to find something which 
might interest the la1y a'f1d i!l·e;oing about, the narty came·to 
my studio; Sersing the situation, I too, tried ~s a laa~ resort 
~~ inter a" t her in some designs in 11Tors e spirit; bl1t she said-- ' 

ifh{h!fdw!;~ ~~t 1i !~;; =~~~"fee~l!e~;;la~!~~~~ ~o: why I did 
pretation and met with the reply--"Well d ,.t Y inter-
were rather willful?" · ' on you think you 

I had heard some story to the 
effect that Mrs. Pat Campbell 
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had pos.ed for figures in Berne Jones picture ev:titled "The Golden 
Stairs" and I asked Mies Morris if she knew who pose~ for this 
picture. Her reply was amus i11g. "!ell rather, I poe &d for 
'The Lady of the Lyre'"~-amus ing, because ~\~isf Borris as I saw 
her, was. very tall and very Un-Be.rne Jones-like; she was dark and 
had whiskers anr1 it e earned must have resembled her father rather 
than her beauty-famed mother. 

One evening as I was leavi~g the pottery, a short woman with 
a Queen Victoria figure and a companion, met me at the door. 
"In God's name, do let us have a peek at this place. I .have 
journeyed all the way here from Boston and it is a tragedy that 
I am so late." I reluctantly admitted that I would be glad to 
show them all that was to be seen at that late hour. As we 
went through the plant I realized that the large lany with the 
queer last-year's--bird'e-neat sort of a hat, was some one quite 
unneedful of trick clothes. Her comments were forceful--almost 
too forceful--lteen, scintillating, in fact, quite beyond my poor 
ability to keep up with. There was talk of "I must do something, 
bringing in this heavenly blue. · Isn't it like my lar1~purs, my 
lupine, my aconite, my pansies and for-get-me-note. What in
spiration!" · 

"Pots and bowls, you are to me like Camelias and Paeonies. 
You hurt me with your colors, your reds and yellows lance me 
like flames." 

I have never met a more enthusiastic visitor. She devoured 
everything, as it were, with her· mind and eyes.· She :!bought things 
and to the saleswoman she gave her name ann address - MisP ·Amy 
Lowell,, Brookline. The sales woman responded - "Brooklyn." 
"My God, no woman, not Brooklyn - · B R 0 0 T\ L I N ~." _4.s she 
departed she spttke another forceful and classic mouthful to the 
effect that life devoid of such an experience as the last hour 
had ~rought to her would be tragic to contemplate· Autographed 
copies of "Oan Grandes Castle" and other works by this artist 
followed, as appre~iation of her visit. 

The ~Ira. !·.~alaprops are with us always as a recent visit 
from one of the Rebeccas, who was atte:r1c1ing the Odd Fellows 
Convention, will prove• · She was adequately interested and 
gla~cing around at the display of vases, with a great sigh, she 
remarlted-- "Dear me, how wonderful-.:.how much you have accomplished, 
for after all, life is very short. You see there ia only youth 
ana adultery ann old age·." 

Wu Ting. Fang wore a mas~c to hide a knowledge of oel"amice 
which practically all Chinese possess. He jumped rapidly from 
one question to another,. leaving no time for one to analyze his 
possible interest. Of the pottery he aslted ''What is it made 
of?"~-of the chemist-- "How muoh do you get?" "All they think I 
am worth and half what I think I am· worth".--an answer worthy of 
an oriental. 

A group of Japanese doctors, one of which was the physkJian 
to the Emperor, made up a party of visitors, bot~ sympathetic 
and ourious. In the number were some Doctors of Chemistry. All 
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. i s as purely as thetio • Great 
professed their interest in oe:amR~okW~od'e now famous ~iger 
interest was evidenced by one 1~r· -pieces for each of the. Dootors 
~ye Glaze. Afte~ m~king sou:~n laze they ·desired on their 
and askine them wh~t color a.:a g"I would like a brown glaze like 
~~r~~~a~o~i~~e~f ~~~~"~~(p~~~tt~g to a fine ~iger ~Je pi~oe) " 
"only vii th just -plain glaze without. the transmutat1on1 gu~1i ~y 1-
Ah' Ha' I thought foxy doctor--for his use of a pure Y eon 
cai wo;d jn the p~rlance of the chemistry of pottery, told me 
at onoe that he wanted that particular glaze in order that he 
might study .it. His vase was made as he asked ~n. brown. glaze-
but he will never discover the secret of Tiger ~ye from the 
particular brown glaze made for him. 

The visit which ~lizabeth of Belgium made to Rockwood was 
ncitsble• There were many circumstances connected with that 
vis it which lent interest and humor to the event • A party of 
distinguished foreigners were of her suite a~d a large number 
of representative oi tizens completed the. group. The Queen was 

· both interested ard interesting. She had very remarkable P.ower 
of .conoentrat.ion, and was able, apparer.tly, to detach her.self 
from the confusion resulting from so large a party· H.er de
termination to snend a lor.~er period at the pottery than had 
bten allotted to' it in the day's very crowded itinerary, was 
the innocent oause of ereat social anguish. She had telegraphed 
before reaching Cincin!!ati, that she wanted to visit. the Rook-
wood Pottery. Her keen interest in the contemporary arts · 
being well known, it was not strange that she wished to devote 
her time to an art institution which she acknowledged wae to 
her--"The most interesting industry I have seen in America." 
She oon.fided to the writer, that, it was alway~ the same,, 
wherever she. went--8he was hurried from one thing to ano~her 
and wes.rever allowed to do the things she most desired to do. 
She was so much impressed by the work being done at Rockwood 

.and was EO anxious to see more, that she had all details ar
ranged for another visit during the afternoon, when the ~ing 
was to accompany her. Ot.her er.gagem~nts again overlapped and· 
at a late hour she sert word regrettinr the impossibili~y of 
making the proposed visit. She inscribed her name on a vase 
which was afterward sent to her, and later a very gracious 
letter of tha,.,ks came from the Palace at :Brussels --from which 
we guote--
"You remind the "ueen of !ler vis it to the Roo1cwood Pot.tery it 
is one o1 the most interesting. souvenirs which He~ Majesty'has 
kept of her voyage in the United States. The Queen has been 
able to judge and appreciate your works· and the skillful art 
whioh guides you in their execution." 

Summing Up •. 

Tl1e mef?sage of your pottery is like nei th.er that of 
Dr. MUnyon nor Lydia Pinkham, but rather one meant for all-
men, women and children. 

Its friends, and they are legion, have told it to the 
worl~ until from "Ma:In Street" to dis tar.t South Sea leland, 
Oinc1pnati has become synonomous with Rookwood. If this be 
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over-weaning pride on the part of one who to tha·i; institution is 
as it were, but the spare tire 0n the machine--commercially ' 
colored fustian--then for international distinction, let us hold 
to those earlier titles ·of "Beersburg" and "Porltopolis." 

To that hidebound critter, the antiquarian, who responds 
largely to the romantic and historic part in art, any con
temporary expression is met with anathema if not, indeen, with 
execration. · The Mings are s:ome hundreds of years restir:g in 
their tombs on the quiet plains , end lone not for the flowers 
they should have but did not, receive. 

A people is as great and no greater than its art; it is a 
case of hand in hand, we make or we break; thine is mine and 
mine is thine and together, grar.ting we have faith a~d love, we 
may fashion things Which will be a pure joy t;dsy and Which in 
.the aeons to oome, the antiquary (I haven't the faith to think 
he will not be there, belittling his contemporary) will find 
romantically remote and beautiful. 

John :0. Wareham 

3. The ~arly Life of Tommy Atkins 

This ie not a war story. Our hero has never heard a gun, 
or suffered for a king. I ·am sure howeve:r, that act ·one of 
those British Soldiers, whom I learned to know and love so well, 
would feel that his classic name had been robbed of any of its 
glory by the bestowal of it upon the Tommy of this tale. This 
Mr. Atkins is a dog; the most w1nderful dog that ever lived or 
ever will live; in short,my dog. His breed, for he is well 
bred, is a Wire-haired Fox Terrier. 

Tommy first saw the light of day in the little village of 
Osterville,· Barnstable County, Massachusetts, on the four hun
dred a.nd forty sixth anniversary of the birth of Miohael Angelo. 
His early home·was a most palatial and sanitarykennel, where 
he knew no want, and where he spent his days playing with his. 
friends a'~"'d relatives, of which he had· many, for he was one of 
a large family. Young Atkins was left to shift for himself at 
a very early age, and his education was· meager, for his parents 
were interested ohiefly in production, not up keep. But from 
the day he first c0uld walk he showed a marked sense of gentle
ness ar.d loyalty, which has so r~pened as the years have sped, 
that he is now the worthy hero of a Budget paper. 

. At the age of six months he was so engaging that a lovely 
lady purchased him and had him sent t0 this distant city, where 
he became my dog; my one wedning present, the gift of the bride. 
H~ did not arrive in time to be· on display with the silver, glass
ware,·book ends and odd pieces of Rockwood, but his association 
with the presents began as soon as we were settled in our apart
ment. My bride· said that dogs ate from garbage cans and dranlt. 
from the gutter, because they had no better plaoe from which to 
eat and drink; and that no dog, at least no well bred dog would 
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touch dirty food or water if he had plenty in olean dishes. So 
one of the odd Rookwoods was kept on the hearth permanently 
filled with fresh pure water, and his dinner was served in a 
Wedgewo 1d bowl, which was scalded daily • I wanted ~o get some 
sani tar~r ·paper dishes, but my bride thought they might dull 
Tommy's sense of beauty. 

However, the official end of the honeymoon (as indicated 
by the."At Homes") had barely passed, when the dear, .deaf old 
lady, friend of my bride's grandmother, and donar of the odd 
Rockwood, oame to call. ~he saw. She could not understand, she 
grew totally deaf, and :nothing could be said. Tommy got a Pyrex 
for his water and the :ledgewood was scalded for the last time, 
and put back on the ps~try shelf where it has gathered dust 
ever s inoe. And Tommy began dining off yesterdays newspaper 
just as he did anyhow, without the trouble of first fishing the 
meaty pieces out of the bowl. 

Other sides of the life ~:n the apartme.,..t were not so easily 
arranged, although the friendship of deaf old ladies was not 
again in jeopa~dy. Tommy Y:as loyal. For six months he had per
formed all the functions of life in his kennel, a~d now that the 
apartment was his home, he continued in the way of his youth. 
:Besides, was n·)t the apartment 0urs, ar.d through his sense of 
loyalty was it strange that he kept it all for us? We had no 
yard, and by no method oauld I induoe him to leave his treasures 
in our neighbor's garden. No, To!II!!ly's all was ours, not even 
ours, mine • :Tor it was under my bed, and on -.the oorner of my 
dresser he performed when daily whippings· and nose rubbings 
had taught him to give up first one place and· then another. 
Then we _remembered how well he took tq newspapers for dining 
purposes. So we teathered him to the banister at night and 
spread papers so far as his leeeh would reach. We ordered two 
more papers daily, two more t):lan we could afford, but it saved 
the floors and Tommy escaped many whippipgs. He liked it too, 
and got to know the different papers so well that he refused 
to retire until the bed time story. was in plain view. The· 
~ditoriale were frequer.tly flav0red as well as any Democrat 
"oul~ wish, and the funny page was bathed many times. Nightly 
Tommy annointed every morning I cleaned up. One day I was 
sent to the hospital, ill. T_omrny was discJnsolate and abso
lutely refused to .rest on his newspaper, but insisted u on 
sleeping on my empty bed. My wife let him stay for com Pan . 
and Tomm~ ros.e t-J the oooa~sion. Fr')m that night forthphey~as 
cured • ith nothing to read he contained himself • 

Tommy.,had plenty 0f good food, but if left' to his 
tas tea he \~oulil have made a 8 orry mess of his i id oHwn 
nearly died from eating a small bundl . ns es • e 
e l!ozen sharp ends but it ; 1 

9 of ohio ken wire, with 
arm of the daven a't Nas no esson to him. He ate one 
of the storm our~arn~ ~~oi~:r weddi~g present, ana he ate most 
and a a ewing oas e, ~eedles an~a~il e ~t~hone corner of a rug, 
It was a neVI shoe m h ' an en he ate a shoe. 
and the day was we't Y si oe, the only waterproof pair I had 

• swore and ori d " · him soundly. -:Jy wife for e enough": and whipped 
strike him in anger boughtaap!omiseithat never again would I 

' toew pa r of shoes ju~t like the 
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old ones. Tommy ate one at onoe. Of the first pair he had 
eaten the left, of the second pair he aleQ ate the left, and 
although in my job I have frequently to cut off the leg of a 
fellow man, my cases since that episode have all been right 
amputations. 
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These events and many others in his early education happened 
many months ago, and now ~ommy neither so~ls nor destroys. Hie 
spirit is still there and.he gets himself into trouble continual
ly, but it is always I who am involved. And it is upon me he 
lavishes affection too. deep t~ descri)e. He rides with me in 
my car daily, and sleeps under my desk during offioe hours. In 
the streets we frequent often, we are, the Doctor, Dodge and 
D0g. Twice he was nearly killed by motor oars, but I taught 
him traffic ordinances, and now he does not run into the street. 
As a dirty urchin once oried, when he safely orossed at a busy 
corner at my signal, carefully given just as the offioer's 
whistle sounded, "He knows the law better· an the oop." J3ut 
he will park before fire plugs. - . 

4. 

Wm .• Harvey Anderson 

To Chinney J3ill Smith 

There was an old chap named Chinney Bill Smith, 
A philosopher in his way, 
Who would spin you a tale as quaint as a myth 
From the fer-off lacteal way. 
With the.wag of a ohin 
And the grin Of sin 
Envied by many a saint, 
He would spin you a story as strange and weird 
As he very own sould that queerly peered 
From the deep abyss of his shaggy beard, 
·In dialect guaint. . 
He would.tell you of spooks and haunts and ghosts. 
That would silenoe the most agnostic boasts 
Or curdle the blood of bis credulous hosts--
In ye "Olden days of Stringtown on the ~ike" 
In ye Golden days of ne'er to see the like. 
And Ohinney Bill Smith would ramble on 
From truth to lies, andfrom lies I'll swan 
To things eo true they seemed like lies, 
3xoept for the look in Ohinney J3ill's eyes. 
I often wondered if folks could s&e 
Through guise of humorosity 
The truth that lies in plantasy, 
Or lies from truth's maternity? 
He'd make a fakus of.a ouakus, 
·~mbalmed in sheer pomposity--
Enshrined in rioh verbosity. 
His fun was like a marksman's rifle 
I ·don't mean bored, but ·every trifle 
From which he spun a marvelous tale 
~as aimed at fallacy without fail. 
Hie mass of words concealed the trail 
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Of a bullet wit 
.That always hit. 

For back of all there was a mind 
As kind as wise, as wise as ltind • 
Beholding the world's queer spinning wheels 
As intelleo·t both thinks and feels-
Profoundly sorry, though not sad-
Verdantly merry, though not glad. 
Unbeaten paths his soul has trod 
sure-footed, and for guide--His God. 

Ah, Chinney Bill has gone his wayl 
I never knew him in his day, 
And only now I faintiy see 

· The vein of his philosophy. 
His tombstone legend must comprise 
Conventionally---"Here L I E S . 

Cinney :Bill Smith 

5. A Touch of High Life 

The ambrosia was sour that morning. The younger gods 
had started on an excursion early on the previous day, and 
Ganymede had gathered Jove's breakfast ambrosia a little too 
early. Naturally, Jove was annoyed·. It was a delightful 
morning, up there in the sunspine, among the soft, beautifully 
illuminated clouds • The vast panorama of cloudl.9nd was spread 
out in all 1 ts majesty at the feet of Jove, but ita beauty 
was an old story to him. And after all, what can compensate 
for~ breakfast of sour ambrosia? · 

There is some doubt among m·.1rtala, as to whether· ambrosia 
oan be eM ten, or must be quaffed. Even the poets who seem 
to be best ir.formed regarding the doings of the g~ds·, are not 
unanimous on this subject. An~Nay, it must be very annoying 
when Y·JU think you are ab:mt t') quaff anything so delightful' 
as ambrosia is said to be, tr, find an instant later th t 
you are quaffing something very sour and disagreeabie. aNot 
even a poet oan do justice t·:J a mixture of buttermilk an,~ 
vinegar. ll 

Jove frowned heavily. "In th a ld d 
centuries ago," he thought "I wo~l~o~ · 0 

1 aye • only a few 
Ganymede a job tali i ave g ven that kid 
have tur~ed him in~on~na~~~esa~~al ~romhdr~gone, or I might 
walk over him, or somethi~g,like t~ata jert ~f telephants 
little lesson. But wh t · • us o each him a 
us ad to be in the old ~a ~a~ny~u do now? Life is not what it 
I wonder! "Ganymede"! ~e aalllrpua • '!'lhere iii that youngster, 
response. Finally Mercury oameei •• R:~ated calls brought no 
Ganymede?" he aslted. n truat do you want with 

-·----·-··--~~---- ---- ---···-----

A 'touoh of High tife 10'7 

"I want to know .why the ambrosia was sour this morning." 

"Was it sour? The gang went away on a pionio yesterday 
afternoon, so Geny collected your brose early • He didn't want 
to do it, but the rest of the gang were sure it would be all 
right." 

"'Vall, I'm going to .teach him a lesson he won't forget. 
Find. him and send him baok here." . 

"Why, he and Hebe are over around !fur ope somewhere, 
rest of the gang, watching the row •. " 

"Good night! The eternal s quab.bling of those fool mort ale 
ought to beoome monotonous in a few thousand years. Didn't the 
racket there drive us ov.er here t·'J Arne rio a? And now it s earns 
you oan 't stay away. You go and tell them all to come ·back here 
at once and look after things properly, or I'll start something. 
And don't .you waste an.y time about it." 

"All right, Jove. I'll send them baok just as soon as I 
find them. I know Gany didn't mean to negleot you in any way." 
And away went Meroury hoping that Jove would be in better humor 
when the family returned.· 

dOVe continued to frown, and rubbed his s tomaoh regretfully. ,:, 
It was bad enough to be forgotten by all humanity, exoept .an 
oooaeional half baked poet• But when his own family began to 
negleot him, it was time something happen·ed. I.t did not give 
Jove muoh satisfaction, in loo1dng bao1t over nearly three thous
and years, to see his powe.r over the hearts of men grow, until 
the leaders of human thought ereoted imposing temples in his 
honor, and later to see his power disappear so completely that 
these temples had beoome nameless ruins• New gods had come and 
gone• . New faiths had dominated the hearts of men, and then had 
lost their power, or had changed to meet the ·evarohanging 
spiritual viewpoint. And t'hr0ugh all this complex piling up of 
cr&eds and oodes of ethics, he had seen th.e same old human nature 
e tumbling blindly through the centuries,. ignorinc its own lofty. 
ideals, and. C'Jnjuring up futile expedi.ents to meet situations 
which O'Juld be properly met ~nly by adhere-roe to principles 
which he had brought to its attention• The ambrosia oould be 
easily ignored, but fQr the ever-present oonviotion that his 
eff0rts had been futile and forgotten • Jove leaned baclt into 
a more comfortable P''sition, to think things o.ver again, but the 
thoughts themselves made him uncomfortable. 

· Just then something oame hurtling through the clouds. from 
ben.eath,, and gave him a sharp bump on the. elbow• Now there is 
probably nothing more exasp·erating than a sharp bump .on the el
bow, espeoially whar. you are both physically and mentally un
oomf.jrtable. ~asides, the thing that hit him went 'zooming' 
away, like a huge mosquito• It was a monoplane, traveling in 
an upward spiral. Jove watched it, as yQu would watch a 
mosquito whioh was buzzing around you· When it oame around with
in reach, he made a grab at it, and caugh.t it by the fuselage. 
just behind the plana• In oatching it he twisted the connecting 
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Of a bullet wit 
.That always hit. 

For back of all there was a mind 
As kind as wise, as wise as kind. 
Beholding the world's queer spinning wheels 
As intelleo·t both thinks and feels-
Profoundly sorry, though not sad-
Verdantly merry, though not glad. 
Unbeaten paths his soul has trod 
sure-footed, and for guide--His God. 

Ah, Chinney Bill has gone his way! 
I never knew him in hie day, 
And only now I fainay see 

· The vein of his philosophy. 
Hie tombstone legend must oomprise 
Conventionally--- "Here L I E S . 

Cinney :Bill Smith 
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5. A Touoh of High Life 

The ambrosia was sour that morning• !he younger gods 
had started on an exoursion early on the previous day, and 
Ganymede had gathered Jove's breakfast ambrosia a little too 
early. Naturally, Jove was annoyed·. It was a delightful 
morning, up there in tha sunspine, among the soft, beautifully 
illuminated olouds. The vast panorama of oloudland was spread 
out in all its majesty at the feet of Jove, but its beauty 
was an old story to him. And after all, what oan oompensate 
for~ breakfast of sour ambrosia? · · 

There is some doubt among m:->rtala, as to whether;ambrosia 
oan be aiten, or must be quaffed. ~ven the poets, who seem 
to be best informed regarding the doings of the gods, are not 
unanimous on this subject. Anyvvay, it must be very annoying 
when Y·JU think you are ab:mt t0 quaff anything so delightful' 
as ambrosia is said to be, tr1 find an instant later that 
you are quaffing something very sour and disagreeabie. Not 
even a poet can do jus tioe t·1 a mixture of buttermilk and 
vinegar. . 

Jove frowned heavily. "In the good old days' only a few 
oenturies ago," he thought "I would have i t 
Ganymede a job taki i g ven hat kid, 
have tur~ed him inton~ ap~~es away from dragons, or I might 
walk over him n eoot and let 8 herd of elephants 
little lesson: 

0~u~ 0:~!~1~~nlike ~hat, ~ust to teach him a 
used to be in the old da 

8 
Y':}U 0 now Life is not what it 

I wonder: "Ganymede"! ~e ~~1~lrpus • 'Vhere is that youngster, 
response. Finally Mercury came 9 i •. R~~ated calls brought no 
Ganymede?" he salted. n "uat do you want with 

A 'touch of High tife 10'1 

"I want to know .why the ambrosia was sour this morning." 

"Was it sour? The gang went away on a pionic yesterday 
afternoon, so. Gany colleoted your brose ,early· He didn't want 
to do it, but the rest of the gang were sure it would be all 
right." 

"~ell, I'm going to .teach him a lesson he won't forget. 
Find him and send him baok here." . 

"Why, he and Hebe ·are over around !rurope somewhere, 
rest of the gang, watching the row •. " 

. "Good night! The eternal squabbling of those fool mortals 
ought to beoome monotonous in a few thousand years. Didn't the 
racket there drive us ov.er here t0 Amerioa? And now it seems 
you oan 't stay away. You go and tell them all to oome· ·bac1t here 
at onoe and look after things properly, or I'll start something. 
And (\on't .you waste an.y time about it." 

"All right, Jove. I'll send them back just as soon as I 
find them. I know Gany didn't mean to neglect you in any way." 
And away·went 114eroury hoping that Jove would be in better humor 
when the family returned.· 

~ove oontinued to frown, and rubbed his stomach regretfully. 
It was bad enough to be forgotten by all humanity, exoept .an 
ocoasional half baked poet• But when his own family began to 
negleot him, it was time something happen·ed. l.t did not give 
Jove much satisfaotion, in loolting bac1t over nearly three thous
and years, to see his powe.r over the hearts of men grow, until 
the leaders of human thought erected imposing temples in his 
honor, and later to see his power disappear so oompletely that 
these temples had become nameless ruins• New gods had come and 
gone• . Jew faiths had dominated the hearts of men, and then had 
lost their power, or had changed to meet the ·everohanging 
spiritual viewpoint. And thr0ugh all this complex piling up of 
cr&eds and oodes of ethics, he had seen th.e same old human nature 
stumbling blindly through the centuries,. ignorint; its own lofty. 
ideals, and C')njuring up futile expedi-ents to meet situations 
which o·mld be properly met -pnly by adhere-r.ce to principles 
which he had brought to its attention• The ambrosia oould be 
easily ignored, but f~r the ever-present conviotion that his 
efforts had been futile and forgotten • Jove leaned baclt into 
a more comfortable poe i tion, to 'think things o.ver again, but the 
thoughts themselves made him uncomfortable. 

· Just then something came hurtling through the olouds: from 
ben.eath,, and gave him a sharp bump o:n the. elbow• Now there is 
probably nothing more exasperating than a sharp bump .on the el
bow, espeoially whe~ you are both physioally and mentally un
comfortable. !asides, the thing that hit him went •zooming' 
away, like a huge mosquito• It was a monoplane, traveling in 
an upward spiral. Jove watohed it, as Y'JU would watch a 
mosquito which was buzzing around you• When it oame around with
in reach, he made a grab at it, and oaugh.t it by the fuselage. 
just behind the plane• In catching it he twisted the connecting 
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A Touoh of High Life 

tube between the tank and the carburetor. This caused the 
engi~e to stop in a few seconds • 

'light lieutenant 1ill1am Montmorency Grady, oommonly f 
oalled Bill by his fri~nds, l~oked 1~~~~~a t~~ ~~:n;~a t~a~~~e 

0 
a 

such ar unusual experieno~· ho~edisturbed him and Bill found 
good look at the thing wh1oh a 't h th ht 
hi me elf lookinP-" into the face of Jove • At firs a , aug . 
he was lookinguint 1 a cloud, but e1on he perceived the face of 
the god and the,., realized that his machine was being held up 
for inspection. "~he express ion on Jove's face did no.t indicate 
a friendly disposition. so,. Bill, adapti'11g himself instantly 
t

0 
the new situation, as all g0od aviators sh1uld, decided to 

dispense a little flattery, and be as pleasant as possible. 

"I beg your pardon, your highness," he said, Not being 
sure whom he had the honor to address, he th·Jught he would play 

. safe. Anyway, 'your highness' was appropriate under the oir~ 
oums tancee. "I hope I did.n 't disturb you • Of course, I hadn t 
the least idea you were here." 

"H~w dare you bump the elb')W of Javel" said the. old god 
severely. "Uany mortals have suffere·a more than you oan im
agine for much less. l'hat shall I do .with you?" 

Bill's face lit up with well simulated surprise and plea
sure. "Are you the great Jove I used to rea~ about when I was 
a boy? I have oftened wondered wher~ you had gone• It must 
be a great life, to. live up here anq watch ue funny. little 
mortals playing with our funny little toys, and trying to 
learn things that you kno1.1V all about • The fellows down below 
will certainly envy me when they learn that I have sean the 
Olumpian Jove right up here over McCook Field. Thoe e old. 
Greeks must have bee:n great sports. I suppose that was why 
you t~ok such a keen interest in them. We try to do the best 
we oan, but I d·Jn 't eupv1s e we can interee t Y'JU the way the 
ol~ Greeks did. I didn t have the slightest hunoh that you 
were here. If I had, I oertai1;ly w·1uld have been very care
ful not to disturb y'JU· I can't regret it, because I've 
always wanted to see you. 7.7')uld you mind letting me see some 
of the ather gods end goddesses I have read about?" 

"Nortal," said Jove, "what is your name?" 

"B.ill Grae!y. 11 14 
~~ 

~1·.; "Bill Grady! 'That a name for a youth 0f such colossal 
~ nerve! I don't know how much of a fighter you are. Eut for 
~~ nterve y•)Uk hayve Heotor, Achilles and Ulysses~. all three,. lashed 
~!~~ · o a roo • ou would have kid. dad Circe and all the sir.ens, 
,, and walked off with their jewelry. That shall I do with y~u? 
lj: It is something that I am not forgotten by all real men." 

;; Thelast remark gave Bill a little hope. But for the 
ft - moment he was at a loss how t0 get away gracefully. Afte·r 8 
~·1 pause, Jove continued. 
~:i 
rf ~· 
~ 
~l~ 
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·~our fair oomplexion and blue eyes indicate that you be
long to that branoh of the white race which was always my 
favorite. It was the east that destroyed my influence. ~he 
east has always killed the freedom .of life and boldness of 
thought which I fostered· My phi los ophiee developed strong men. 
Have mortals been ll_appier or kinder since they foreoo1t me?" 

Eill felt that he was metaphorically as well as literally 
up in the air. Hie reading had not carried him· into the reaims 
of the e.thios or phi los Jphy of the Grea1ts. His philosopliy of 
life. was simple to the point of crudeness. His code of ethics 
was simple but for,oeful, bei:ng expr.ess ed conoie ely in a motto 
on the w.all of hie room which ran as follows: 

"Live every day so that you can loolt any man 
in the face, and tell him to go to hell." 

The whimsical thought passed through his mind that he might try 
this treatment on the gods. 

Just then Mercury came dashing up, foll~wed at a distance 
by the group he had been sent to bring home. . 

"Here they all are Jove," he s~id,"I met the~ on the way 
back. I told Gany what he had done, and we are all g0ing to see 
that you aren't neglected again. ~at's this.?" 

"This is a morts 1 named. Bill Grady, who nearly 1mooked me 
off my oloud. He says that mortals have not all. forg0tten us. 
What shall I do with him?" · 

~he other gods came up·. At first there was an animated 
discussion of the domestic situation. This gave Bill a chance 
to learn something about the situation and to take a good look 
at some members of the family. He found Venus and Diana very 
easy· to look at, and rather neglected the •1thers. Finally the 
attention of the entire family was concentrated on him· Venus 
and Diana wanted him for a pet, but Jove vetoed that proposition 
~t once. After some discussion, Jove turned to Bill and said, 
Bill, why are there eo many of these things in the air around 

here? '!!'re would like to remain near the mortals whom we have 
always favored, even thought they have forsaken us. But this 
thing of being bumped in moet·unexpeoted plaoes, without warn-
ing, will never do." , 

· Eill answered, "I hope you won't leave this place now that 
I have seen you. The other fellows will be crazy t1 see you t0o. 
But if you don't li!:te to be disturbed, Y·:JU w·mld probably be 
more comfortable in the region of the R0clcy Mountains '¥here 
flying is difficult for us. 11 

"That settles it " said J,ve. "We start for the Rooky 
Mountains at once .1' ' 

Here M~roury br·:>ke in, "Bef1re you decide what to da with 
Bill, let,me try a little race with him· I've been watching his 
machine lately. It is supposed ta be pretty fast, but I think 
I can show Bill what speed is." 
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Bill saw his chance. 

"Just let me ·fix this t~be where you have twisted: it a 
little, ar.d I'll do my bast. . 

, i he had his machine in as good 
!fter a little tiibnferu~~er the circumstances. condition as was pass a 

t me one to give thos a blades a 
"I wonder if I oould gie 6 ~arted'" he asked Jove. 

11 ttle spin to get th~ eng ne 8 · 

· t b rly young god who came over 
Jove oalled to a grea ' u started the engine. Then 

and gave the propeller 81t~ist t~~~ he started in the direction 
Bill waved to J0v~, who eh f0past him· Just as Bill entered 
of a big oloud. :e~o~~vn~a~d and opened the throttle· When 
the cloud, he hea e 0 

· ' j t 1 arly he flew hori-
he o 1uld dis ti!1guish mu~da~e 0~8~ 0 a~o~e e him he thought he could 
zontally eo as kto liookhimac~;oK: but he headed downward again see Mercury beo 0n ng • 
and lanned safely. 

He was dizzy when he climbed out If the machine. The 
major came up. "tieutenaY!t, do you 1rnCJw hlw high you were?" 
he inquired. 

Bill saluted. "Yes Sir. I have just called upon the gods 
of old Olympus. Jove pinched the gas tube, and was going to 
throw me out !or bumping his elbow. But he'e a pretty good 
scout, at that." 

Some ;f Bill's fellow aviators, who. had come over to the 
machine, smiled. The major looked. at the meclica.l officer • 
They whispered together for a few moments. Then the major 
turned to Bill. 

"Lieutenants Smith and Williams will ta1te you over to the " 
hospi tal• ihen Y')U have rec'Jvere a, I will receive your rep0rt, 
he directed. 

A little later, in the haspital, Bill 1verheard the 
major and the medical officer discussing his .case. 

- "S1 far as. I oar. see, there is nathing the matter with 
him,'' observed the latter. "And his altimeter indicates that 
he didn't get higher than seven th0usa~d feet." 

"Well, oaptain, I would hate to lase Grady •. But if he 
goes off his heed 111te this again, I shall be obliged to 
recommend his transfer to gr0und service." 

As a result of these few remarks, Bill decided not to 
cliscuss his tauch of high life. But some time later, he told 
this story, very confidentially, to some classical friends of 
his. They were old college frier.de and had met at a reunion. 
After a number af drinks ;f unfermented grape juice, there was 
en animated discusEian 0f ancient mythology; a~d Bill, after 
swearing them all solemnly to secrecy, told this story. 

A.M. Wilson 
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Among my aoq~ain·tar.ces is a venerable lady living in' 
Clifton whose life personi~ies the great movement in popula
tion in Cincinnati in the last half century and more. She was 
born on Water Street, west of Vine. That was 90 years ago. 
Her father was a man of means and his plaoe of business ·was in 
the Bottoms. Of c1urse, it is superfluous to say this, for 90 
years ago there was no business in Cincinnati that was not con
ducted in the Bottoms. His residence and its grounds on 1ater 
Street occupied nearly half a block• My venerable. friend has 
no recollection of this place, but her mother told her it was 
surrounded by a lawn, that Water Street was beautiful with 
shade trees and that the yard of the house ran to the river 
bank on whioh was a fine grove of orchard trees· 'Vhen my friend 
was two or three years old the family removed to a new house 
which they had built on Fourth Street, west ~f Elm. There they 
had a large garden,. a stable ~h~re they kept the carriage hJrsee 
and two cows, which. in the summer. time were .driven daily to a 
pasture lot beyond what is now ,Central Avenue. But the oity was 
growing rapidly and Fourth Street, near Elm, soon ceased to be 
desirable for residences and my friend's father having prJspered 
mightily bought a large lot on Clifton Avenue and built one of 
those ~ine old suburban houses whioh were and still are the 
glory of the hill tops • Th.a.t· was the las.t migration of that 
family •. 

This very br.i"efly is a su_rmnary of. what has happened to the 
ora- American stack in Oi-rcinnati. r:J'e have had in our city one 
of the most complete and remarkable urban migrations in history. 

Of the families that first built the Bottoms an~ then the ~est 
End I venture the assertion there is not one left in any of the 
old homesteads. The movement for a century has always been away 
from the river to high levels. i.hen you go exploring the ~est 
End in these days yau find no familiar faoe. It is a~ th0ugh 
you were not in your own city--and were it not for the street 
names· which yau hay~ known so long you might well oftentimes 
imagine yourself in a fo~eign land· ~reguently on pleasnt 
afternoons when I stay down for dinner at the Club I walk . 
through the ~est ~d a~d never on any of these excursions have 
I met a man or a woman I know, though I olaim a large acquaint
ance• My own memory as to Oincinnati is perfectly olear for 
more than fifty years. I recollect the oity well as it ap
peared in 1871--when my pare~ts came here from the North. There 
was, of oours e, no rapid transit.! In its march from the River; 
business had moved up to Third Street, though lower Vine and the 
Publio landing were still favorite locations for offices. The 
C. & o., the· Cinci:pnati Southern, the N. & W. --that part 1f the 
t. & N. which we used to call the Louisville Short Line, had 
not been built. The River front was fairly fenoed in by steam 
boats. The Suspensi·Jn Bridge had just b~en completed and 
Cincinnatians fondly called it the ~ighth wonder of the world. 
There were no other bridges. Fountain Square was being.ocn
~truoted. The Burnet House was t~e most fashionable hotel. 
And I remember the beauty of Thir~ Street below CentralAvenue. 
It was not lined' with palaces as was Fourth and Jest Sixth 
Street--but it was such a pleasant and attractive street. . . 
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toea somewhat baclt from the side-

On the N0rth side the houses 9 feet back and were on a 
walk, I eh0uld say they were f~r!~reet levei: All had grassy 
terrace 10 0r 12 feet abo~e ih~rees• One of my boyhood friends 
lawns ana there were tabu~ ~n frequently visited him and the 
lived on Third S tree an . hood is as fresh before my 
picture of that charming neigh~oresterday. I often walk down 
eyes as though I had visii ted t i a ~race left of the houses that 
Third street but there s no It is now a street 
·I remember sotvii videly haf~il:n c~;;~rl t~g~·;rmer high. estate when 
of dismal dir ness • 60 it id ts that it the late Gov. George Hoadly, was one of s res en 
seems impossible that it ever was· aught save *Vhat it now is. 

At that time there were two Catholic Churches of great 
impo;tanoe on Third street--one, the fashionable Church of 
the Atonement which stood next to the Third Street entranoe 
of the Grand· Hotel--a beautiful st1ne edifice--and low~r down 
near Baymiller was the popular ~t. Patricks,· which housed as 
its name indicates--a congregation of Irish· It was very large 
and had a tremendous membershiP· Both of these churches have 
dis appeared. For the most pa·rt factories and railroad traoks 
or railroad stations an~ warehouses ocoupy the ground where 
onoe st'ooa the houses of the people who worshipped in them. 

And the mast ~d--think of it--of S~venth ar.d Betts and 
Clark and Hopkins streets. There remain to tell us of its 
past glories nayton street and ~esley Avenue--the latter with 
a flavor of Boston or of London--! mean in its architeoture-
and I think ~eslJY Avenue is as fine a residen~e street as 
any oity in America o~uld show in 1870. Furthermore it is 
still beautiful· All the !est ~d remains • The railroads and 
the factories and the demen~e of modern li·fe have touohed 1 t 
but little. As it was built, so it stands• Walk through it 
and study its fine houses, many of them all that a city house 
should be. The men Who built them f0ndly imagined that they 
ahould live an~ die in them and·their children after them--but 
of the orieinal proprietors not one remains--they have been 
driven out by an invasion, not warli1te, but as compelling as 
the in vas ions of the old Goths wh ') f')roed the inhab'i tants of 
the lands they ir.vadedferther ana farther on. One of my 
friends when he was a boy during the oivil war remembre the 
funerals of General Cr1ok and Lytle. He lived on ~reeman Av~. 
and the stately and solemn Military processions on their way 
to Spring Grove went out that Avenue. H~w many years ago is 
it that a funeral of a well-to•do man has gone through the · 
~est ~d ana out the Mill·Creek Valley to the cemetery? In 
those old days a funeral was nearly an all day affair. It 
took hours for the·mourners to go and return• Compare that 
with the automobile funerals of these days that go over the 
newer streets to the oemetery, so that a funeral·is a matter 
of only an hour or two. 

Mr. Halstead paid in the year 1870 $3~,000 for hie house 
on Fourth street. He put $20,000 of improvements and additions 
on it at the time of purchase. 

This year his heirs sold the property to·r $8,500. 
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About the same time Mr. Aokerland bought the property 
opposite Mr. Halstead's, another magnificent st1ne f~ont 
dwelling, end paid $70, ~')00 for it • The Ao1terland family sub
sequently moved to Avondale--and the house was sold f0r barely 
one tenth of its origi~al purchase prioe. 

At the lower end. of Fourth Street stands the Shoemaker 
mansi·:>n--a noble a·nd pretentious h0use that would were it in the 
fine seotions of London, Paris, Berlin or Rome be a joy forever. 
But around it are negro tenements, baak of it are freight yards 
with noise and smoke beyond words, and as a residence it is 
imp·:>ssible. It represents an expenditure of n')t lees than 
150,001--all of which is gone--vanished, dissipated, made worth
lese by th~, decadenae of the v.ioini ty. 

West Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Streets from Mound to the 
B. & O. is solid African. The palaaea on Jest Sixth are negro 
tenements· There is only lordly house on that street ')f which I 
have knowledge that O')st $60,000 to build and that was e-:1lCi for 
$6,000. Ana the present Hotel Sterling, that was onoe the lordly 
H0tel St. Clair built by the Carlieles--and for a time it shared 
with the St. Nicholas the fashi'Jnable patronage ;f the day •. It 
is now pure black--a h'1tel f;r colored people. I had an 'Aunt . 
and Uncle who lived there in the days of i te ·splendor and the 
excellence of its table and ita fine appointments linear in my 
memory. 

The ~est ~d negroes are for the most part very reaent ar
rivals. To the .carolina, Ge:>rgia, Alabama and Louisiana negroes 
the North is the land of Promise and they have been leaving the 
South by thousands--attracted first by the· higher wages which 
prev:ail here and sec·.;nd by the kn•Jwledge that beyond the Ohio 
River the negro can vote• It is estimated that 250,000 negr,Jee 
have left South Carolina this year. ~en Henry Ford some years 
ag'·J widely advertised· that he paid ·labor a minimum wage of $5.00 
a day and that he was D') respecter of ool:)r there was an influx 
of 40,000 colored men into Detr0it in a single Season. -~here 
were nqt enough houses for them there--they aame in a tidal wave 
as it were and overwhelmed Detroit which had f;r a time an acute 
raae pr:>blem. But I. am not discussing Detroit-;".-Oinoinni·ti is 
my theme. lTaotiaally all of these blaok·emigrants passed 
through our city. Only the other day when I went 'to take the 
fast train on the Pennsylvania for New Y'lrk I n~,tioed that the 
train seemed to be unusually long• Inves tigati,:>n showed on the 
rear three ooaches jammed with oolored men who had been st'llen 
from the iron. works at Birmingham and were going to Pittsburgh 
t J -find work in the mille there. The S 1JUth ia dependent in a 
gr&a~. degree on oolored labor for its industries and wholly eo 
f1r ita ·agrioulture--and this wh6lesale m1vement away from its 
fact.:>ries and fields has· oaus ad the gravest eoonomic distress. 
But many of thee e oolored people have not gone· to !Jetroi t or ttJ 
'l?ittsburgh,--they have been oontent to orJss· the Ohio and re
main here. I was asJting my colored boot•blac!-c, Charles Dabney, 
about tpem. He was b~1rn in Virginia, his pe ')ple belonging be
fore the war to that distinguished family of which the late 
President :)f the .University of Cinoinnati was a member. But he 
has been here for forty years and counts himself as a native. 
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i tty ~o~d but most of them are 
He a aid "Some of t~em 8 lr:nooag~d in s ooial res earah but from 
terrible rough." am no o in the ~est ~a I taki it that 
the nenspaper hs;ories 0 f1~r~~:oript1on• But there is the other 
"terrible roug 8 8 m · t the Bank where I am a 
side t1 the picture--not long ago 8 for a loan t1 be applied 
Direct'1r a col0red minister apftli,ed . t kn)wn t'J the Bank 
t 1 the purchase of a ohurch. e was no t i th 
Offi 1 ls And the name of his C'Jngregation was no n e 

·i!!!oi~!~~!o;~~r ~de~h!~i~:ah!ia~r~:g~~dh~=e~l;~k0i~~il;a!!a 
entire with him. His story proved to be absolutely true. 
He had oome here ann some 20, members of his former aongre
gation in Alabama had foll1wed him· He seemed as far as we. 
·aould judP:e ·to be an earn as t and devJ ted man who was lab Jring. 
well and faithfully in hie little corner of the Lor~'s Vine
yard. 1hat a striking parallel there is here to the c Jn
gregati Jns that oame ·.vi th their minis tars aoross the s t·)rmy 
Atlantic and whom we revere as the Pilgrims and the Purita~e, 
th·.1s e heroic men who left their olq homes, the dear and famili·ar 
surroundings of their childhood to carve ·"Jut for themselves a 
new and larger and happier destiny in a land of larger.and 
free~ opportunities. There are those who would regard a oom
parison of this kind as profane. I know my S·1uthern friends 
would not appreciate it. And I am free to acknowledge that 
perhaps not one colored man in a hundred has oome North with 
any idea in his head more than that the dollars are m')re .plenti
ful and easier to obtain here than in the S·1uth. 

7e white men know very little ·1f the negro. Harriet 
Beecher St'JWe put him in fiction and Uncle Tom Cabin ·was not 
only the most effective piece of propaganda ever written--it 
was as far as tho negro is crJncerned a pure work of t!iotion, a 
glori~us effnt of an untrammelled imagination• There is not · 
one of us but comes in daily contact with colored people--most 
of us have them in 'JUr homes--but we do not oompany. with them. 
They speak our speech and imitate us t1 the last detail. That 
we kn·Jw--but my belief is that they are aliena and strangers 
t~ ue. ~hey live in a wor:ld of their own. ~hey do not and 
oan not thinlt as we think. Yet it is evident that they are 
not wholly undesi~able. In this community they ha~e made 
remarkable progress and the better and more advanoed am·1ng them 
are, to the dismay of '7alnut Hills, doing just .what the white 
people did bef')re them--they are migrating from the nreet End 
to the Hill top. In 1865 tane Seminary aff;rded refuge to a 
few ool!red families on land which it considered of little value 
on the North aide ;f the Campus. That was the beginning and 
this little colored settlement which at :first was weloome b·e
cauee handy men and wash women were needed, has become a dis• 
tinct pr'Jblem. There are now whale streets .in that vicini t1 
wh.ich have been taken over by the negJro. They have bout?ht 
and, what is mJre, paid for the handsome suburban house~ whioh 
the._ white man built. Get but a block bey,Jnd the stat ely Hotel 
A.lms ard you come. to the col:Jred district and this ye.a:r by 
yaar is expanding. The col~red man in this respeat is an 
irresistable force. The white man flees from his approaoh and 
actually .and literally abandons the field to him· At this 
very moment the pr:Jgress 0f the black tide in ~alnut Hills 
is invading several streete lined with h d 

· an s ')me houses, 
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houses that when built were occupied by our best peJple and who 
considered their neighborhood as--t0 use a word that is ,des
criptive however false--aristocratic. The end is certain. The 
blaek man will take possession. In the midst af this neighblr
hood is one of the mrJst striking of <JUr new school buildings, 
the :Lincoln School for oolored children. .md we have there a 
brsnoh of the Publio Library--the boolts in that Branoh are ex
clue ively for the colored people. In the ''rest 1nd the Sohaol 
Board this year opened the new Million-Dollar Stowe School, 
exclusively .for colored children. It has swimming po~ls- a 
gymnasium, work shops, and a great auditorium with a i5o,ooo 
organ--the gift ~r the woman Prinoipal of the school--she is 
colored, the daughter of an exceedingly well-to-do oolored man 
Who was long a resident of Cincinnati. I went over this school 
rtoently and I am sure that forty years ago there was not a 
college building in America that would have aompared with it. In 

the West !nd the aolored people have their own Y .M.c._,. which 
seems to me to be a highly creditable institution. As far as I 
aan make out the negroes who come to Cincinnati are satisfied and 
stay here. Certain it is that they have eo orowded their part 
of the West End that the rent of rooms has gone up from $2.00 
to --$6.00 a week--room for lodgers. Farther North they are not 
so sure to remain--as for example, the Steel Mill at Middletown 
weloomes these oolored men• It has built for their accommodation 
a large permanent camp on the autsk1rta of the oity. But they 
come and go, few of them remaining any considerable length of 
time. By the way, the Steel workers distinguish betweer. a 
Southern and a resident negrJ by the fact that the former ohewe 
plug tobacco while the latter ha~ lear~ed to chew sorap. 

As an evidence- ~')f substantial quality of many rJf the 
Cinoin·-:ati neg:r.'Jes when "Shuffle Along," a musical comedy written 
by a colored man and the cast- of which was made up entirely of 
colored people, was here recently at the Cox Theater, a portion 
of-the house was set aside exclusively for them. And for the 
first time i:ri Cincinnati when you teleph·;ned for ticket reserva
tions the box agent asked "what oolor, please." It does not 
seem ·likely but it is· not at all impossible that in the future 
at our great ~!ay Festivals there will be a bloclt: of seats re
served for people of color. I am not advocating this--but 
they are a part of the community. and why not? Upper Central 
Avenue and the region west is filled by new Jews, principally 
from Poland and Russia. On Jesley Avenue where formerly the 
wealth and aulture of Ci~cinnati dwelt there is not a single 
Christian ')n the street. It is all Russian Jew and the signs 
of· the stores in the vicinity are for the main part in Jewish 
characters. The Methodists still own the old ~esleyan -~cademy 
on ~esley Avenue and they.hold t~ it as a drowning man might 
grasp a straw. But it is no longer an Academy. It is used by 
them now as an outpost of AmericanizatiJn--in other words, 
they have a school for children where they teach them to speak 
English. Not far away on Clark Street is a Catholic Convent, 
a fine antioue building immaculately kept with its old fashioned 
brass ornaments on the front-door polished to perfeoti~n--and 
the Catholios- are bzoavely doing the same work. 

. . 
The new Je\fS. are thrifty to a degree that is almost beyond 

'I 
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h nsion ~hey seem to me to have a land hunger 
our compre e • - :f th A 1 Saxon At be on d the traditional land hunger o e ng ~- • 
thy Bank whioh I mentioned we have had many dealings with 
-th:m--they do not hunger after land on which to grow orops-
their desire is to posseas houses--and they are slowly buying 
up most of the ~est ~d· The prooess seems to be the same in 
all oases--at least the story is often repeated at the Bank. 
The new oomer saves--penny by penny and often I take it at the 
oJst of man;r privations--enough money to make the first. pay
ment on one of the old houses in the JVest ~d • For example, 
he finds he oan buy the house he covets for $6000--he has 
$2000. This he pays down~and gives the Bank a mortgage.on the 
house for the remaining '11'4001). Then he and his family will·· 
move into the bouse and oocupy the least desirable part of it, 
the basement or the attic, renting out the rest of the house. 
Of oourse, he and his family keep on saving,, and the rents 
from the lodgers keep on mounting up and up until finally 
the mortgage is lifted and the man owns the house free of all 
encumbrances• ~e have known at the Bank many suoh oases. And 
we have also known instances where a man has repeated this 
prJoes s until he is the owner of half a dozen houses. And 
to the credit ~f these people I record the feat that our.ex
perience at the Bank is entirely in their favor. They are 
mighty safe people to whom to make a loan. From my own ob-
s ervatione they pay for these old res i dances from a sixth to 
a fourth of their original cost--and it is to be remembered 
they were built from thirty to sixty or more years ago when 
building oosts as compared to the present were low. And while 
I am speaking of the new Jews it is well to speak of the Migration 
of the old Jews--those who lived a"'d flourished in the 11!fest. 
~d a generation sinoe are no longer there--they are migrated 
bodily to Av;ndale. ~heir beautiful synagogues--the Plum and 
Mound Street ~emples still stand but their people ·have left them. 

The !ooial Research worker would not mention the super
ficial and visible things to which I have called y~mr attention. 
She--f1r I believe it is .always a she--would dwell on the dark 
and doleful story of the overcrowding in the ~est lnd where 
once the older generations of Cincinnatians lived in oomfort. 
In the h-+uses built t:J shelter a single family y•)U now find as 
many as half a dozen families. In fact fifteen people have 
often been cr1wded into a single room. Congestion means dirt, 
evil misery and sometimes vice. It is a great pr1blem thurst. 
upon Cincinnati. Many of these strangers from abroad have 
been here for so short a time that they do not feel themselves 
a part of us--or it may be as I am sure in some oases is the 
fact they cherish the sense of their o~m separaten~ss--the 
apartness from the people about them. One of my friends 
infquiring in a !est ~d terement for a family he .was desirous 
o finding was asked -if they were Americana ~ i 1 dently being natives. • .mer oans ev -

Of the score a~d more of . · 
that once existed i~ the mest ~~~~:i~u:rChristian churches 
or two missions supported by the hilltopseb~~n~. ~~ere a~e one 
part the old churches have become synagogues, 0~rareeu:~~ for 
garages, or for other secular purposes. Mixed in with the 
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others in the ~est· ~d are· Italian and Greek Colonies and a 
scattering of other foreigners who have not been here long 
enough to learn anything of moment about America, except the 
Almighty Dollar. There· is such a segregation of :foreign elements 
in our Wast ~d that it seems almost hopeless. How, you ask 
yourself, are these people ever to be lifted out of their old 
world prejudices--their o~d w0rld habits and languages'? Yet 

·there is an answer when yau see the milli )n dollar school h::>use 
on Seventh· Street built for the ool1red children and the other 
schaols for the white Y·:Jungsters. And you aslt yourself where 
are the people who built the ~est ~d'? The marvel0us growth 
of 0ur suburbs answers that inquiry. They have m1ved .b0dily t0 
the hills· Fifty years ago Mt. Auburn was well built up, · 
Walnut Hills had a start and Clifton o·Jntained s orne 500 or 600 
people--the very rich who lived on baronial estates. Avondale 
did n~t exist--lorwtJod, Hyde Park and the teeming !llill Creek 
Valley as we know it today were unknovm· Grandin R0ad,'C0llege 
Hill, Westwood, Glendale, W,Voming and Madisonville were on the 
map, but were shadows as oompare~ with their present modern 
substance • There was a fringe of settlement on the brow of 
Price Hill but the tremendous population:now there was then 
not even a dream. · 

Our Literary Club organized 75 years ago began on Third 
Street. In 1849 between Broadway and the Burnet House Third 
Street was the home of the Banks, the Insuranoe Cmnpanies -~ 
and was the real financial center of the city. BuS"iness had 
slowly advanced·frJm the-Public Landing and our forefathers 
when they built .those remarkable st0ne structures on Third Street 
never doubted that it was forever to C·1ntinue the business heart 
of Cincinnati. Even in the late eighties such farseeing ana 
astute men as t. B. Harrison and Briggs Cunningham ereoted very 
splendid new structures on Third street for the national Banks 
of which they were the Presidents, the First and Citizens. It 
was suggested to bothof them that the trend o:f trade was away 
from the River but they believed that the financial weight and 
importanoe of their institutions w~mld be suff.ioient t0 'maintain 
the ancient glories of the street as it was familiarly called. 
It is ~nteresting to recall the experiences of the Pioneer in 
the-movement uptown of business. I refer to John Shillito, 
father of Stewart Shillito, now at the head o:f the great de
partment store of'that name. He began in 1830 in the Bottoms 
at Sec:;nd and Main, only Sac·:md was then oalled Columbia--pros
pered and moved to Fourth Street between ~lain and Sycamore. 
Then he built and for many years occupied the handsome and massive 
building on Fourth street which new houses the ,,~oAlpin Store. In 

1878 he decided that Fourth Street was not to be the retail center 
of the city and built the present' Shilli to· Store at Seventh and 
Ra_ce. .At that time J~hn Shilli t0 was regarded as foolish--it 
seemed perfectly absurd to move away from such a splendid building 
and such an admirable location on Fourth Street to a :far off and 
untried looation on Raoe Street. It was then a purely residential 
neishborhood--Race Street as I rec,Jllect it in those days loolted 
prett1 much as far as the houses were c~ncerned, as Garfield 
Place between ~ace and ~m looks n0w. But the elder ShillitJ 
did not regard that move as final for he deolared that when it 
was neoessary :for the store to be moved again the final migration 
would be to within· a stone's throw of·tbe crossing of Reading 
Road and McMillin Street which ·he predicated W'JUld be the center 
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of the oity in far off future years. The Y .;,a.c.A. began in 
1848--i ts headquarters beir.g at Vine and Fr·)nt Streets • It 
has had many hames as in seventy five years it has moved step 
by step up toWn to ~lm and the Par1cway. 

But tb retu~n to the organization of the Literary Club 
in a law office on Third street· To the y~ung men of the Club 
who knJW Third street as it is today--forsaken, forlorn, dingy, 
bedraggled, given over tJ every ldnd of cheap J'ohn--thie may 
seem t1 have been a mean beginning· But as a ~attar of faot 
the Club was b1rn in the purple, and it goes w1thout saying 
that its founders were the oh0ice end master spirits of their 
age. TI~xt door t0 the Club's b~rth place stood the 9ld Henry 
Hous e.:.-a h·Jtel of great importance. It was there that Jm. 
Henry Harrison oame fr?m NJrth Bend to lodge the night gefore 
he left to· take the oath of Jffice as President_ 9f the United 
States. There he held a great reception ahd Third Street was 
filled by the enthusiastic friends and neighbors who oame_ to 
do him honJr. ~~nd on the next m~)rning the Street rang to the 
bl.ure of bugles and aohoed to' the deep tones of the ~rums as 
a great prJoassi~n f1rmed to conduct the President aleot from 
the Hotel t; the Public tanding. It must hav~ been a tremend
ous speotaole. All that Cir.cinr.atihad to offer in the way of 
oivic display marched in that parade. On the landing cannons 
bloomed in welcama an~ in farewell· And Qeneral HarrisQn was 
last seen by Cincinnati as he st0od on the deck 0f the steamer 
waving his tall hat in salute· as his bJat slowly made its way 
fallowe~ bi every craft in the harbor, a greater river pro
cession than perhaps the city has ever kn'HV!l• The Steamers 
swept down past the city t1 the west and then the long pro
cession turned and oame upstream escorting tho General for 
many miles. "That a waving there must have oeo:o 0f flags and 
what a blowing 0f -'hiR tles., Anr1 h'Wv the heart of Cincinnati 
swel~ed with pride as its forem·JS t ci ti.zen went to beo·Jme the 
first of the long line of 1hiJ Piesidents. H1w times have 
ohanged. Tvr: years ag0 another President of the United. States 
cam~ here, ~resident Harding,when he unveiled the Monument 
to ·,eneral Jrant at PJint Pleasant, and he was escorted to 
the Landing and was taken t1 his destination by River. But 
it was impossible, so far have the glories )f the river·de
parted, t1 make even a decent display,--the President's party 
being accommodated on a government snary boat. I am however 

__ departing some';7hat from my text--what I started tJ ~ay was ' 
tha~ our beloved Club began on Third Street~-moved. to Fourth-
was for a time on Fifth and following the ryeneral movement 
ie now on ~ighth Street--with the rest of Cincinnati it has 
llad 1 ts migration~. Then it started 1 ts members , exoe t the 
fe: who lived on ~~t. Auburn, all dwelt within easy walkin 
di ... t~r.ce of its place of meeting· James Wilson Bullocl~ t;ld 
~~ t e t he had made a oareful survey of the living plaoes ·of 

e p~es~nt mem~ers an~ that if the Club were located. on Oak 
Street, ~alnut ~--ills,. near the ·rroman 's Club 1 t wo ld. b i -
6~~b o:~~~~e~f t~ur h Cl;b population' so t'J sp~ak· ~~n th: n 

e oro e car had not been invented and a o for 
trolley cars and automabi~es they were undreamed ~f i th 
womb of time• Horses wh~ ch h d . n e 
Julius Caesar and Gear .~. 'V s a served Iing Sol·)man and 
ment on city streets a~~ a~fhington were means of quick move-

h • 0 course, that there could ~ver be 
a o ange was beyond imagination. If Cl · a ub were to be a 
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succe~s it had to be where the people lived. 1 do not doubt 
that Robert Green and I:arston Allen livina in Glendale d 

P . d t ,, t ' o ' an 
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our res1 en , l'.!T. Ga ch and his sons living in 11errace Park 
reach the Club in less time now than did the Lit. Auburn men in 
the old d~ys. And in the Seventies when John Newton moved to 
College ~111 he wa~ obliged to re~ign from the Club because the 
last tra1n on the liarrow GE;tuge wh1ch then served College Hill 
left at 6 P.M.--and that was in historic times--a period which 
moot of us can remember. 

. Vlliat the future may bring I do not know. That the city is 
st1ll in a period of flux and flow is evident. '.·re love this 
b~autiful Club ~ouse. It becomes more and more endeared to us 
w1th every pass1ng year. Yet that the Club will be here on this 
ve~y spot in the year 2000 is much to be doubted. It is no new 
th1ng to compare the present with the past or to call attention 
to the changes which time has wrought. Let me read you an 
extract from a letter ~hich Salmon P. Chase wrote in the year 
~835, w~en he was a young and ardent beginner at the bar here 
1n Ci~c1nnati. Later he was to have the honor and dignity of 
becoming a member of the Club. 

"Thirty-five years ago our city was, as Daniel Webster 
said it was, a little opening in the midst of a vast 
uhbroken forest. And what is it now? Let us look • 
around us. Let us walk around Cincinnati and take 
note of what we see. First, there is the great land
ing, sloping dom1 from Front Street to the water's 
edge, a declivity of between sixty and seventy feet 
i~ perpendicular elevation, and reaching along the 
r1ver more than two whole souares. The noble stream 
is up now, and a part of this immense work is hidden 
from view. Yet enough is visible to show that it would 
be ~ difficult m~tter to find a structure like it any
where. ~f the r1se of water hides the landing it shows 
t.he steamboats for the use of which the landing was 
made. There they are, of a stately structure fitting 
the river on whose booo m they rush along and the mighty 
territory whose productions they carry to a distant 
market. As if Providence had designed this spot for 
their use, the Hiver, generally careeriiJg on with a 
rapid current, here sweeps round an eddy, and thus 
forms a natural harbor, as it were, for them. They 
are discharging and receiving their cargoes--tomorrow 
almost every one of them will be gone and their places 
will be filled with others. 

As we proceed eastward, comir~ up into the city 
a little, our ears are greeted with the sound of busy 
.occup~tionat and our eyes with the sight of the 
numerous factories. There are the steam mill, and 
the cotton factoties, and the saw mill factories, and 
the eng·ine factories, and others that we have not room 
to enumerate. Here is the principal suurce of the 

. wealth and prosperity of our city. 

It is labor that gives value to everything. The 
,raw material is worthless till it is wrought. What 
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purpose serves the iron on earth • '.!hat good does the 
cotton ere it.be gathered? Labor must be applied before 
value can be created. 

wa pass on eastward until we come t~ th~ water
works, and then climb up the hill ~hat l1es J~St 
dovm upon the river, until we atta 1na command1ng posi
tion for a panoramic view of' the valley. We do see all 
the symptoms of vigorous growth. There a:e factories, 
mora than we saw when in the valley, and 1n e~ary part 
of the city. 1'here are many churches~ s ?me of. them . 
grand in their proportions and splend1d 1n the1r arch~
tecture. There are the residences of some of our 
private citizens that show like palaces. There are 
extending streets and multiplying erections of every 
description, on the two levels that, with the connect
ing declivity between them, form the area of this vast 
amphitheater.' There are the markets, not quite so 
neat fabrics as they might be, but filled to the over-· 
flowing with the abundance of the surrounding country, 
and crowded by the great multitude who live to eat, or 
eat to live. 

Having now cast a general and rapid glance over 
the scene before us, we descent the hill, and we 
meet with men not yet past the prime of life, who tell 
us that when they were boys they used to gather grapes 
and hunt squirrels and wild turkeys over the very spot 
where these thick-crowding edif'iCEtS now stand." 

When I first came upon this in reading a life of Chase 
I was greatly struck--I read and reread the passage. It is 
an exceedingly beautiful and perfectly truthful picture 
of Cincinnati in the charm of its early youth. Were Mr. 
Chase to return now what a difference he wouJ.d see. Thera 
is still the Public Landing no longer with a paving of 
cobble stones which he thought so remarkable but much better 
paved with granite blocks. Yet it is a mere ghost of bygone 
years. The water-works--by the way they then used hollow 
logs for pipes--have dissappeared. 

They are now beyond the mouth of the Little Miami. The 
region along the river just east of Broadvray where at that 
time were th~ ~rincipal industries of the city is mainly 
gi~en up to ~a1lro~ds. And probably the railroads and the 
br1dges over the r1ver--of' course hlr. Chase had never seen 
az;tything but a stone or wooden bridge--would have filled him 
vnt~ questioni~g amazement. The sides of the hills that 
enc1rcle the c1ty were covered with forts· and to see the 
whole val~ey.as far as the eye can reach filled with houses, 
houses ~l1mb1ng the hill sides and crowning their tops to 
see the sky scrapers ris.i ng like stately towers to be' told 
of the far flung suburbs and of the gigantic fa~toriea--
what would he have said. Perhaps it is given the departed to 
return. And.i~ so a hundred years hence I hope I may come 
back and rev1s1t the places of my earthly pilgrimage. The 
hills and the valleys and the river will remain but I have 
no doubt that in that century there will be greater changes, 
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mora astounding manifestations of man's genius--more material 
pr'Jgrese and more uplifting of· the race than in the time that 
has elapsed since Mr. Chase drew this fair picture of our city. 

It was seven years after Mr. Chaee described Cincinrati 
that another y:)ung and ardent man wrote ab0ut it, Charles 
Dickens, who eaid--

"It is a beautiful city, cheerful, thriving and animated-
I·have not often seen a place that commends itself so 
favorably and pleasantly to a stranger at the first 
glance as this does.; with its clean houses of red and 
white, its well paved roads and footways of bright tile. 
The private residences are remarkable f0r their neatness 
a~d elegance" ---

and he goes ern to speak of the pleasing variety of the archi tec
ture of the houses ana· of the well kept gardens a~ d lawns in 
front of them as "inexpressibly refreshing and ag-reeable"--the 
houses which he saw and which pleased him s1 much were, of 
c·)urse, below "'Tinth Street--and of them all -'mly one remains to 
tell of what they ware--the residence of our fellow member, 
Charles P. Taft.· Business and industry dr'lve the people out 
of the first houses they built and forced them into the "7est 
3nd a-rd the migration from the "'est ~d was as I have said n1t 
the first.migration of our people. 

.I l~ve to dwell on-the Cincinnati• of the past. With the 
exception of .Madame Trollope I kn•1w of no one who wrote about 
it prior to 1850 wijp did n0t admire it· I suspect X~dame 
Trollope was altogether unfitted by temperament to see anything 
in America as it really was--her values were Wholly false. 
But it is not ne·oess ary to rely wholly on the !l:mag~nation in 
recalling Ear~y Cincinnati for there· are towns on the Ohio · 
River that perfectly embalm the past. I have in mind the 

- tovvn of Ripley • ':.'hen the a teamboats on the River were orowd.ed 
out by the railroads Ripley ceased to grow, the town became 
stationery--as it was seventy years ago so it is now.· .~nd in 

· many ways it must be--on a smaller scale of c·1urs e--what 
Cincinnati was in the days of ~ur very great grandfathers. 

Eden Park was acquired in 1865 against the vigorous pro
tests of a large part of the ~est ~ders. Burnet Joods was 
leased from the owners in 1872 a~d finally purchased in 1882. 
Gilbert Avenue was began in 1869 and completed in 1874• Before 
that time all the ~alnut Hills traffic moved by the old Mlntgom
ery n"lad which we now call B'lorence Avenue. .And eo rapid has 
been the develOpment of late ~alnut Hills and the region beyond 
it that it is imperative that another great Avenue similar to 
Gilbert Avenue be c~nstructed. 

We have in the complete total and unamimous abandonment 
of the oity below the hills by its original inhabita~ts a 
mJst remarkable m·1vement of p1pula.tion. And it iP needless to 
say that the sacrifide of real estate values has mounted into 
the millions. 
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t i, in~ and still visibile evider.oe 

Perhaps thamost 8 r K: aoin tne Spencer House on Broadway 
of lost values is ~~ be f~~~t was ~ really magnificent s truoture • 
. and the Public Lend ~~fth it W')Uld even today be regarned as a 
':'!ere it on Vine an - "" t was built in the last days of 
fine hotel building· '1-le .• i 'till a splendid thoroughfare--
the river lower Broadway was 6 wa, to ·the city. The 
lir.ed v;i th g-o0d hotels and a wortthhy gat~-1~ has fallen to the 
Spercer House t1day is a tenemer. )USe d 
1 t state of utter degreaation· And yet so short sighte 
w:~e investors that Charl~tte Cushman, the great actress, 
bought the Spencer House f·Jr an investment about the year 1861. 
It seemed then that its value was as fixed as the 1~~ of the 
Me des and the Persians. -~n Unole of mine came to C1, .cinnati 
in· 1862 and he chose Baymiller near Ninth Street as his plaoe 
of res idenoe felling that neighborhood was. going to be beyond 
the shadow of a d :-Jubt the s 0oial center of the oi ty • Of oours e. 
there is another way to view these l~sses of values in the 
Bottoms and in the 7est ~d. What the Railroads appropriated 
they paid for--but there have been in reality no losses as a 
whole--there has been a shifting 6f values as suburban real 
estate has risen enormously. And land adjaoent to railr~ads 
where there are g')od switching facilities for faot~1ries is 
worth more than river frontages ever oommanded •. In the m0ve
ment away from the old oity I have n0t mentioned the faot that 
many of our major industries have either led the way or followed 
the general trend as for example--Pr0oter and Gamble, the 
Globe S0ap, Globe' ~ern eke, the Cincinnati :1.illing Machine O·Jm
pany and the. other faot')ries at !akley--Hughes High Soh0ol, 
for years the pride 0f the !est ~a. is now on the HillS• The 
catholic Arohbish'1p wh1 fr0m the establishment Jf the See lived 
on ~ighth and Central Avenue has moved to Norwood and the 
Cathedral Church of the Diocese eventu~lly will be ereoted there. 
7lhat is the oaus e of this Great Migration? '1as it the dirt of 
Cincinnati? Partly. ~as it rapid transit that all0wed people 
to move to places where there was rn0re sunshine? Partly. 
Cir.oin1:ati in the forties began and c0ntinued to. be a manufactur
ing oity. That made the city proper unde!irable as a plaoe of 
re~:idenc e.. But the greatest reason is f1und in the-. geographical 
features 1f Ci~cin~ati, the restricted space below the hills. 
And w~en the Bottoms and the West End and ~ast End filled up and 
yet more people andstill more people came the downtown portion 
of the city became too crowded. There was not longer oomfort 
in the old city. The ~harm it possessed before the war de
parted· Henoe it was that the old c incinnatians migrated in a 
body and built for themselves m1re spacious and more modern 
h0us ee in the suburbs, h0us es where there was fresh air, ·where 
there were sunshine and trees and flowers and gracious lawns. 
They followed the example )f the Chambered Nautilus and made 
eaoh new Mansion nobler than the last. But 'JUr sons shall see, 
I have no doubt, evengreater ohanges. The automobile has 
annihilated distance so that the once remote plaoe is brought 
near. And the Airplane--what immeasurable possibilities. There 
is an immense and compelling urge away from the heart of the 
oity and seventy seven years henoe when some member of the 
Club digs out this paper ·Jf mine fr')m the safe and wri tee of 
Cincinnati in the year 2000, he will have a story to tell of 
orowded new centers of population where now are smiling farms;-
where now, in the w0rds of the greatest of our orators the 

rank thistle nods in the wind and the wild f':lx digs his. h·)le 
unsoared-- ·· . . 

"Walk about Zion and go r1und ab0ut her-
Tell the Towers thereof--

Marlt ye well her Bulwar1ts, 
Consider her Palaoes . 

That y-e may tell 1 t to the generations f·Jllowing." 
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The G'1s pel of Hate 
. . 

It was my privilege to spend last summer in France. On 
the steamer going over, I was t11a by a German woman that she 
had had thirty-tw1 relatives killed in the World ~ar. .An 
American sohool principal, with tears in his eyes, informed me 
that he had lost his only son during the war in the .,viation 
Service• An Englishman said there was hardly a family in 
hgland that did not mourn one or more of its members.. Similar 
statements, of oourse, oould be made oonoerning Italy, Franoe 
Austria, Russia, Greece, Serbia and all the other nations par
tioip~ting in the war. 

Here was surely food f·Jr thought. 

During the time I was abroad, I learned that the Italians 
had begun t:J hate the Frenoh· The relations between :Pranoe and 
~gland had oaused a rising volume of hate in ~ranee against 
England. In ~gland, of course, there was great hatred aGainst 
Germany. In Germany, hatred was intense agaf"r~st P~Jland and 
Franoe •. Y au oan oomplete the list yours elf, eaoh nati:r1g hating 
some other n~tion or nations. 

I am sorry to state that the u.s.A. was also the objeot 
of bitter. hatred in many places. 

Here '~as more food for thought. 

-I wish I oould stand bef0re this olub. tonight and say that 
I had brought baok with me a cure for the 1uropean malady· Alas, 
I cannot do so. One thing, however, I have learned· lli 
Situation In !urope will never ]! improved ~ prppagating the 
Gospel .Q1 trite. -

The ohief aotors in the World Jar were the so-oalled 
Christian nations. 'Nould it not be well ·for them t' remember 
that the f'JUnder of the Christian religion, on one oocassion 
said, . 

"A new commandment I give unto yau; 'That ye love one 
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Perhaps thamost s rl[ duin the Spencer House on Broadway 

of lost values £s ~~nb~ f~~~t was ~really magnificent structure. 
and the Pub~ic ana w~fth-it w0uld even today be regarned as a 
~ere it on {ine an ·· b ilt in the last days of 
fine hotel building· ~e~ it ~~~1 ~ splendid thoroughfare---
the river lower Broadway was s t 1 t 'Tih 
li~ed ~ith goad hotels and a wortthhy gat~~~{ ~~s ~:l~enyio ih: 
Spercer House t~day is a tenemer Juse 
last 8 tate of utter d~gregation •. And yet so short sighted 

·~ere investors that Charlotte cushman, the great actress, 
bought the Spencer Hems e f·)r an i11vestmen t ab0ut the year 1861 • 
It seemed then that its value was as fixed as the l~ws ·Jf the 
Medes and the Persians• An Uncle of mine came to C1~cinnati 
in.l862 and he ch0se Baymiller near Ninth Street as his place 
of residence felling that neighborhood was. going to be beyond 
the shadow of a daubt the s0cial center of the city. Of course, 
there is another way t'J view these l~ss es of values in the 
B1ttoms end in the lest !nd. What the Railroads appropriated 
they paid for--but there have been in reality no losses as a 
whole--there has been a shifting of values as suburban real 
estate has risen enormously. And land adjacent to railrpads 
where there are g0od swi tohing facilities for faot:1ries is 
worth more than river frontages ever commanded· In the m0ve
ment away fr0m the old city I have n0t mentioned the fact that 
many of our major industries have either led the way or followed 
the general trend, as for example--Pr0oter and Gamble, the 
Globe S1ap, Globe ~erneke, the Cincinnati ~illing Machine Cam
pany and the. other faot0ries at ~akley--Hughes High SchJol, 
for years the pride 1f the !est ~d, is now on the Hills• The 
catholic Arohbish0p wh1 fr1m the establishment 1f the See lived 
on ~ighth and Central Avenue has moved to Norwood and the 
Cathedral Church of the Diocese eventu~lly will be erected there. 
7/hat is the oaus e of this Great Migration? '1as 1 t the dirt of 
Cincinnati? Partly. ~as it rapid transit that all0wed people 
to move to places where there was m0re sunshine? Partly. 
Cir.cinr.ati in the forties began and c;ntinued to. be a manufactur
ing city. That made the city proper unde!irable as a place of 
residence •. But the greatest reason is f·mnd in the .. geographical 
features 1f Ci~cin~ati, the restricted space below the hills. 
And w~en the Bottoms and the West ~d and ~ast End filled up and 
yet more people andstill more people came the downtown portion 
of the city became too crowded. There was not longer comfort 
in the old city. The 9harm it possessed before the war de
pa;-ted. Hence it was that the old Cincinnatians migrated in a 
body and built for themselves m')re spacious and more modern 
h8us es in the suburbs, hr;uses where there was fresh air, where 
there were sunshine and trees and flowers and gracious lawns. 
They followed the example )f the Chambered Nautilus and made 
each new Mansion nobler than the last. But 'JUr sons shall see, 
I have no doubt, eveng.reater ohanges. The automobile has 
annihilated distance so that the once remote place is brought 
near. And the Airplane--what immeasurable possibilities. There 
is an immense and o0mpelling urge away from the heart of the 
city and seventy seven years hence when some member of the 
Club digs out this paper ·Jf mine fr1m the safe and wri tea of 
Cincinnati in the year 2000, he will have a story to tell of 
o:rowded new centers of populati')n where now are smiling farms;-
where now, in the w0rds 0f the greatest of our orators the 

rank thistle n0ds in the wind and the wild f·)x digs his. h,1le 
unscared--

"Wal1t about Zi0n and go r·mnd abrmt her-
Tell the Towers thereof--

Marlt ye well her Bulwarks , 
Consider her Palaces . 

That y·e may tell it to the generati·:ms f·)llowing." 
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The G'Jspel of Hate 

It was my privilege to spend last summer in France. On 
the steamer going over, I was t;ld by a German woman that she 
had had thirty-tw1 relatives ltilled in the :Vorld '1ar. An 
American school prineipal, with tears in hie eyes, informed me 
that he had lost his only son during the war in the Aviation 
Service • An Englishman said there was hardly a family in 
~gland that did not mourn one or more of its members.. Similar 
statements, of course, could be made O'.moerning Italy, France 
Austria, Russia, Greece, Serbia and all the other nations par
tioip~ting in the war. 

Here was surely food f·n thought. 

During the time I was abr0ad, I learned that the Italians 
had begun tJ hate the French· The relations between 3Tanoe and 
~gland had caused a rising volume of hate in ~ranee against 
England. In 3ngland, of course, there was great hatred against 
l}ermany. In IJermany, hatred was intense agai,..st P'Jlend and 
France.. You can complete the list y'Jurs elf, each nati:-1g hating 
some 0ther nation or nations. 

I am s0rry to state that the u.s.A. was also the object 
of bitte~ hatred in many places. 

Hera \~ae more food for thought. 

-I wish I o'Juld stand bef0re this club. tonight and say that 
I had brought back with me a cure for the 1Uropean malady· Alas, 
I cannot do so. One thing, however, I have learned. The 
Situation In !urope will never ~ improved ~ prppagating !Q! 
~ospel £!Irate. 

The chief aotors in the World 1far were the eo-called 
Christian nations• 7lould it not be well for them t') remember 
that the f')Under of the Christian religion, on one occassion 
eaid, 

"A new commandment I give unto you; 'That ye love one 
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8 to another , ( J0hn 13, 34-35) and. again 
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it is wr en • 9 :l · H th t 1 th hi b th r is in darkness even until n·JW• e a ~ve 
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tumblinP' in him. But he that hateth his brother is in 

d
o 1 °d wal,,.eth in darkness and knoweth nrJt whither he 
ar!t11ess, an ..... - • '" 

goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes. 
( 1 John 2, 9-11) 

Man Overboard 

Ocean travel is c~nducive to a good appetite• Bef0re the 
day of VrJls tead, a little wine with one's dinY1er, f;llowed by 
a cigar and caffee in the smoking ·room, put one in a frame of 

· mind at .peace with all the world. 

I was in such a frame of mind one evening ~n a return 
~oyage to America. It1S t in a dreamy reverie, I gradually 
awoke to the c1nsciousness that there appeared to be some ex
citement on the deck )Utside. Persons were running to the 
rail and l1oking over· Ma!ring a mighty eff0rt to overoome my 
le thar8'Y, I joined a group al ;ng the rail· In answ~r to an 
inquiry, I was inf0rmed that a man was overboard • ~·.~y lethargy 
vanished instantly a~d every fibre of my person became ti~gling 
with lif&• It was already dusk but not dark a~d objects on the 
water c0uld still be seen. '1lancing bac1twards over .our O')Urs e, 
I- saw that a life-buoy had been thrown ·1ut and the light attached 
to it had ignited end was burning on the water. An:1ther and 
an·1ther were thrown over ann soon five or six lights shown on 
the water and i-r;dicated the plaoe where the man had fallen "JVer
board. And now the mighty vessel swung slowly around and soon 
we were passing the light nearest to .where the man ought to be. 
~very eye on board. was strained to. discover him. 

A boat had been lowered and seamen were ready to aast off 
at ~moe up)n his being seen. Out bey'Jnd the light the .vessel 
shot and then slowly, in a mighty ourve, we oame ar·mnd •. Again 
every one on board searched the water for the missing man but in 
vain • Once more the vessel steered ar ·1und and )nce m•)re at 
the last light, we str1ve t~ catch sight of the man overboard. 
Ther. f)r the last time, the ship turned on its oours e ran 
past. the. last light and resumed its voyage to America: l!'·:)r a 
long time, I stood and watched the lights gr·Jwing dimmer and 
dimmer and tried to imagine the th'mghts of the man overboard, 
if he still survived, as he saw the lights of our ship dis
appearing and leaving him alone in the mighty ooean. 

The next day I heard the st0ry of the man overboard. 

In Almeria, Spain, where we had s t ;pped to .take on a cargo 
of Malaga Grapes, there had lived a buxom Spanish lass who had 
impressed the suroeptible heart of her fellow townsman Jose 
They became engaged .ana, when she had left for the Arg;ntine• 
Republic, it was with the understand 1 -.:g that J'·)S 9 was to follow 
and the~ were. to be waa. At lest the time came when Jose oould 
sail fr .JTn Spa1n to join his lady love and he had embarked in 
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the steerage on our vessel. 

After we had passed Gilbral tar, Jose, who had been sea-s 1c1t: 
oame on deck and ran across a Y')Ung fellow whom he had known - ' 
in Atmeria. They engaged in conversation. In resp1nse to 
Jose s inquiry, as to his destinatiJn~ the other replied that 
he was bound for the Argentine whither he was going to marry 
the same girl who was Jose's intended. Jose was thunder struok 
and refused to believe him. The other went below and soon re
turned with a bundle of letters that he handed to Jose• Jose 
read the letters from his fickle sweetheart and realized that 
he had been duped. Suddenly, with a loud cry he ran to the 
rail and leaped over board. ' 

SomeWhere in the Argentine, perhaps a woman sits and 
thinks of the man she drove ~o a watery grave. 

Vladikavltas 

In 1912, my wife and I plunged into darkest Russia. ,either 
of ue spoke Russ ian. Indeed, besides ~glish, neither of us 
spoke anything exoept a limited vocabulary of French and German. 
~e had no guide, no oourier, and yet we ma~aged to travel from 
St. Petersburg to Rostov-on-the Don, to crJss the Caucasus 
Mountains to Tiflis, thenoe to Batum where we toolt a steamer 
on the Black Sea for Odessa, stopping at various cities en route. 

The highway over the Caucasus Mountains begins, on the 
northern side, at the town of Vladikav!tas. It is curiJus h;w 
things W·Jrk out when Y'JU are traveling • -~t Kharkov, we had ar
ranged at our hotel f:lr reserved seata on the train for Rostov. 
We reached the station aooompanied by the hotel p·Jrter and stood 
on the platform while he boarded the train· with our hand satchels. 
Suddently he reappeared and spoke to us in Russ ian in a manner 
that indioated great excitement. Any Russian would have been 
incomprehensible to us, an excited Russian was even more s'J. A 
gentleman, standing near, approach'ed and in perfect '!mglish, 
asked if he oould be of assistance to us. I told him the p·;rter 
seemed to be having a very choice kind of Muscovite fit and W'Juld 
he kindly ascertain the nature of his complaint. It seemed that 
the seats for whioh we held tickets were already occupied but 
the porter ran to the tioket ')ffioe and pr')OUred us others. Our 
benefactor pr)ved to be an 1nglishman residing in Russia and we 
had a pleasant conversation with him after the train started. 
~en I told him our•itinerary, whioh fnoluded Vladfk:avkas, he 
insisted that I sh0uld .hunt up his ~glish friend, .r.~r. 1Vinter, 
who lived in Vladi"~·t:avkas and ·I pr"Jmised to do S')• · 

When we finally reached Vladikavkas, we found our lack of 
Russian words a p·1Sitive defect, full of embarrassment. We 
found no one ·who aould understand that we wanted to go to a 
hotel. At least we ·prJoured a carriage and started up town. 
I saw·a hotel and had the driver st0p. In the hotel I became 
conviroed that all the rooms were taken and re-entered the 
oa:triage. An·Jther h0tel was discovered ar.d here we found a 
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h him we secured a room and then 
youth who spoke German• Thro~g~i~ter• He did and I asked him 
I , d if he knew a man name . .. 

as .te if he ran across him. to send him to me . 
· in the stains of travel when 

1e had hardly f+nishe a Ir~:~x h~ waited for no ann~mnoement 
Mr. iVinter was ann·)unoed.· n You never saw a person eo glad 
but came right up to our roomi as he was. rre was a Sootohman, 
to meet ~glish speaking.pea~nea temp)rary business trip. 
had oome to ~ussia at fir~t h d sett'l ed down in Vlad.iltavkas had 
Afterwa~ds he had rerurnet,bl~shed• -He stayed all afternoon 
married and was fir~1Y as i ~h us. He accepted the invi tati~n 
and I asked him ~o new su~ ested we attend..a mov
and after the repast was 0ve~,t~: sug~estion a~d he and I were 
ing pictured sihowth• Ithae~~~~vewhere I eagerly anticipated a 
soon seate n e • ' 

.Russian treat. 
'!'he first p~oture began shortly and I was highly edified . 

f t'h "Ti tanio" repeated on the screen, 
t0 have the sinking 0 e i mhe following picture 
with olo~~;~i~i~~ ~~~=~~;sA~~rT~~~~·and .. the final one was 
~:~o~~~ to the w~es of the sweated workers on the _1as t Side 
of New York. Then the show was over• I had traveled four 
thousand miles and at a moving picture show, I had seen nothing 
but American scenes. 

Vladikavkas will always lin~er in my mind as the plaoe 
where I saw the greatest number of races in one plaoe• Opposite 
our hOtel was a promenade and to look from our hotel window was 
t0 witness an ethnol)gical parade. 

... 
'.Vhen the revolution oocurred in ~ussia· I thought of Mr. 

Winter. !'/hat had become of him and his family? I wrote him 
a letter but have had no reply. 

Mr. Tate of Eombay 

As I glance casually over.the illu~trated supplement to 
the sunday newspaper, my eye is attracted by the picture of a 
Y')Ung woman dressed in the ~as t Indian manner • Below the 
picture I read--":.~iss ·Tate, the first Hindu woman to be oalled 
to the bar and a leader of the feminist movement in India." 
I lean bac·k in 'my chair, close my eyes and memory weaves the 
following picture. 

~e are two days out from Trieste, bound for Bombay, a 
voyage of seventeen days. Sitting near me, on the ~eok of the 
"Imperat~ix," is a man of probably thirty-five years. ·Hie face 
is swarthy, darker than a Spaniard's. In the free and easy 
way 0n shipboard, we are s 1on c0nvers ing and I learn that he 
is a Parsee Indian. 1 do not mind confessing that at t!:lat 
time th~ exact difference between a Parsee Indian and· a Choote.w 
Indian was not very clear and definite in my mind· I learned 
th~t his name was 1ata and his home Bombay. Subsequently he 
intr1duced me to his cousin, a man about sixty years old. 
Now began one of the prized experiences of my life· The elder 
Tata was certainly one Jf the m~st cultured and educated men 
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I have ever met. He was a graduate of an lnglish University and 
had traveled every where. He. was a man of immense wealth and 
had recently given one million dollars to be used for the ben
efit of the people if India. In the United States, which he had 
just visited, he had conferred with President Roose.velt and with 
the head of the United. States Steel Trust with a view to es
tablishing the steel industry in India. So prominent was he in 
India that the last edition of the ~cyclopedia Britannica has 
quite a long aooount of hie life. 

It was my rare privilege to sit on deo1t with the elder Tata, 
day after day, during the long voyage ta India ann hear him talk 
of Persia and Zoroaster, of India and the Parsees and the Hindus 
and. the Mohammedans , of Japan ana the Japanese, of China.. and the 
Chinese. :!furopean and American Literature,. science and art were 
all familiar to him and I had to confess a lamentable state of 
ignorance when he began to question me ·about the forest trees 
of Ohio. 

However~ the elder Tata is not the subject of this sketch 
but the younger Tate. They were associated in busir.ess with 
headqu~rters at Bomhay and branches everywhere, in China, Japan, 
the United States and 3\lrope.• The younger Tat a travelled on 
business to the various branches. While in Paris he had met 
a yo:ung French woman whom he had married and whom pe was taking 
to Eombay on their honeymoon trip· I met the wife but. as she 
spoke no English my communication with her was very limited. 
My wife, however, struck up an intimacy with her and one day 
Mrs. Tats took my wife to her stateroom and dressed up in the 
clothes she wtruld wear as a Pars ee 's wife. As I have b.efore 
remarked my ideas. as to Parsee Indians were rather limited at 
that time but, nevertheless, the thought ooourred to me that 
Mr. Tata was making an experiment in ta1dng a French wife to 
India the outcome of which must be more or less doubtful. 

This doubt was only deepened when a few days after our 
arrival in Bombay,- we were invited by the elder Tats to a re-

. caption at his houe e in honor of the Mahara.je.h of ~~ys ore • . I 
would like to tell y0u about th~ ~~aharajah, but, as Kipling 
says, that .is another story• rvhat is more to our present pur
p0se is that, at the re~eption, we saw the bride of the y0unger 
Tate.. There she was, sitting with a lot of Parsee women and 
dressed so like them that I did not recognize her. It seems 
that in Parsee eocie:tY, the men and women do not mingle at 
receptions. Think .of a Frenoh woman not being allowed to speak 
to a man at a reoeption! I sh0ok my he.ad and felt more dubious 
than ever about the outcome of Tate's marriage. How long will 
it be,· I thought, before she is back in Paris ard he. has the 
alternative· of living there with her or being divorced? 

During a later period ·Jf our tour of the wor.ld, we met the 
younger Tata in Hong Kong. He informed me that his French wife 
was in that oondi tion that _all women like to be in who love 
their Lord. ~ 

I op.en my eyes and again look at the newspaper pioture of 
Miss Tate. In this the daughter of the oo·uple who were on 
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b «? I note that she is a leader 
their honeymoon trip tot :B~m ~~dia• Is. she trying to bring 
of the feminist movemen n · women ma talk with 
about a state of affairs?wh~r~ei~~~:ei will wrlte to Mr. Tats 
!~~s::km~~m~t ~e~~i{i~~~· the Literary Club share the inform-
tion I receive. 

Wuchow 

suppose you had left Manila and had arrived at Hong-itong 
the next morning? suppose you had found the hotels all full? 
s~ppose you had learned that a steamer left Hong Xong the 
same afternoon for canton and thence up the ~est River for 
wuchow--what would yau have done? Well, that's what we did. 
We took the steamer. 

You have read how large members of Chinese spend their 
entire lives on houseboats. ~hey are born on them, grow up, 
marry, die and are buried from them. 

That night we imitated the Chinese an~ slept aboard our 
, steamer which was tied to a dock at Cant0n • The night was 
hot and we left our port hole open· On all sides of our 
steamer lay the Chinese houseboats. Such a dense, prevading, 
all powerful, overcoming stench I never before experienced. 
By taste, I identified at least twenty different kinds of 
bacteria. I spend the entire night in resolving that I 
would olos e the port ·and die ')f asphyxiation rather than 
by stifled by the unbearable stench• I,w1uld then change 
my mind, open the p:1rt and endure the s te,.,ch until I wcmld 
veer around again in my judgment and close it. 

' 

The next morning we backed away from the wharf and 
were soon steaming up the 7fest River toward the interior of 
Chine. There were five first class passe,.,gers on the upper 
deck. A y~ung American man, a young ~glishman, a rich 
Chinaman whom the other two were accompanying on a business 
trip, my wife and I. Tw~ unusual sights attracted my attention. 
The first was that a heavy iron grating fitted down on the 
s taps leading from the deok below and was padlocked. The . 
other was a stand 0f Winchester rifles in the dining room. 
The captain, an mnglishman, informed me that these were 
necessary pre~autions on acc~unt ~f Chinese pirates on the 
West River. It seemed that a favorite scheme was for Chinese 
to take passage on a steamer, say at Canton. At an agreed 
upon place in the river, their confeder£tes would be waiting 
in boats. The Chinese pass.engers would then rush to the 
upper deck, overpower the captain and orew and mal';:e off w.ith 
their booty in the boats named by their confederates. I 
oompreher. dad the utility of a padlocked iron gra.t ing and a 
stan a of arms. 

When the captain learned I was from the United states 
he said that a man from my country was in the Chi~es~ 
revenue service and would come aboard at a stopping place 
up the river. He did so and I was intr0duced to a :~~r. Rule. 
~en I asked him where he lived when he was at home, he 
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said Cincinnati. I then learned that he was a son of our 
late fellow townsman, Mr. John A. Rule. 
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The terminus of our trip up the West River was the. town 
of WUchow. As we drew near this place, the lnglishman and 
American persuaded the rich Chinaman that he ought to give us 
a din~er in the Chinese style on a flower boat at ~chow. 

-Accordingly about nine o'clock on the night of our arrival we 
left the steamer ann proceeded on foot through WUchow to the 
flower boats stationed along the river. The Chinaman I take 
it, provided a dinner in the best Chinese style. Our'friends 
assured us of this fact. In addition to the food each of us 
was supplied with a girl attendant~ · 

We began with bird's nest soup. The more solid viands 
were served in a bowl placed in the center of the table. ~ach 
of us had a smaller bowl with chop sticks. Our host w0uld offer 
each course t~ my wife first. If lie did not think that she had 
helped herself to a particularly nice portion, he would select 
one for her. With each. oourse we had about a thimble full of 
rice. wine. After each. course the Chinamen ourled up on a sort 
of divan and smoked a little opium. He courteously offered us 
his pipe but we had to draw the line there. In fact we would 
l~ked to have drawn the line at each'course of the m;al. It 
was well for us that we had taken a regular dinner on board the 
steamer. · 

I may be finicky i~ my tastes. but, some how or other, the 
leather connecting the toes of a duck did not appeal to me very 
strongly as food. 

The dinner began between o and 10 o'clock and was over about 
two in the morning• At three o'cloclt, five shadowy forms might 
have been seen flitting through the dark village of ~uchow. 
The leader carried a lantern to guide our foot-steps. I remember 
we crossed an insecure foot-bridge ov~r a deep ravine and I .. 
wondered whether I would safely negotiate the passage. rr:re reached , :. · 

· the steamer in safety, however, and next morning began our return . ·· 
trip down the meet River and without mishaps from pirates or 
otherwise reached Canton. 

Have you noticed in the newepapers recently that, during 
the late troubles inChina, pirates have been attacking steamers 
on the 'est River? Have y6u also noticed that a pitched battle 
was fought near WUohow betweenthe soldiers of the Canton 
Governl!ler.t and those of the Pekin Government? 

Maybe you have not, but I have. 

How'll You Have Your ~ggs? 

When you visit Alaska, be sure to take the side trip to the 
Atlin Lakes. After that wonderful railroad ride up the mr)untain 
from Skagway, the train stops at Caribou Station• Instead of 
c9ntinuing on the trip to 'i'lhitehorsa Falls and thence down the 
Yukon, you should alight at Caribou. The trip to Atlin'is made 
mostly by steamer. Of course the steamer is so small that when 
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r berth in your stateroom at night, 
you have climbed into the uppe t throu~h the window~ This is 
your feet must necessarily projeo to ~hich no real traveller 
one of those small matters, however, 
objects. 

· tt tion on our trip to the Atlin 
One bright, particular a r:cittraction was in the shape of 

Lakes you will never enjoyb T~;d judges :Jf feminine attractive
a young woman• There ma~ t~ gLiterary Olub· I have no doubt 
ness among the ~e~b~r:moprep:rad to maintain the superiority 
that there are u h t may have seen• She was 
of this young fw~ma~t~ve~b~~~ iw:!lt;~~wo years old and abounding 
the picture o ea • t t eal to the censorious 
in vivacity· H~rtcl~th~~~ ~;g~ 8~~at:~por something like that 
~~es~~haaw~~~~eo~e ~u: that it satisfied my masculine tast 
perfectly. 

on auoh a small boat, with so· few passengers, it naturally 
happened that an opportunity soon ooaurred for my engagin~ her 
in conversation• In the oourse of this, it developed tha she 
was a s ohool teacher in Portland, )reg on • This, naturally, 
suggested literary and artistic themes and we discussed the 
latest books and the opera, of whioh she was very fond but she 
regretted the few opportunities she had of hearing it in Port-
lanc1. 

Before we reached Atlin, she was a prime favorite with 
every body on board, both young and old. 

At Atlin, she ~anced and walked and took excursions and 
seemed to enj0y every minute of the time. In a few days we 
made the return trip to Caribou, with the young woman as our 
fellow traveller. ' 

]e were delayed en route and did notreach Caribou until 
about midnight and I retired at once, being tired out with 
the journey. 

A sound sleep furnished me with an appetite for breakfast. 

About nine o'olook I was seated in the dining room study
ing the breakfast bill-of-fare. A woman's voice behind my · 
ohair said. 

"How'll you have your eggs?" 

"Please let me have them soft-boiler," I said, "about 
four minutes" and I glanoed·up at the waitress. My surprise 
was eo great that I alm1st fell off the ohair· There stood 
my oharming fell~w traveller of the last few days. Gone was 
the sweater of the gorgeous hue and instead she wore a dress 
of sober blaok. Oontr~lling any evidences of my ast0niehment, 
I calmly imparten t0 her my preference as between ham ana a 
lamb chop and as to whether I w::lUld top off with batter oa1tes 
or not. I never once mentioned the latest opera. 

You may well imagine that my curiosity wss too muoh 
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piqued to let suoh a mystery remain unsolved. A little dis
creed question disolosed the whole story. 

Miss A - was born in Philadelphia of well-to-do parents. 
She grew up sturdy and strong, with well developed tastes for 
the better things of life. Gradually she began to show decided 
evider.ces of originality and independence• The restraints of 
home became irksome • · She had no complaint to malta against her 
parents but she felt the desire to leave the home nest and try 
her own wings • 

A poe i tion as teacher in Portland was offered which she 
aooepted. As the close of the sch0al year began to draw near, 
she heard of the great demand for women help in Alaska. A 
little inveetigatiqn ?onvinced her that she could go there, 
take a position as wa1trees aT'd with the money she earned could 
pay for her passage there and back Snd for side trips such as 
that to the Atlin Lakes. 

As the season was drawing to a close she had the satis
faotion of knowing that her calculations had bean oorrect and 
that she would return to her school room in Portland after hav
ing a very satisfactory summer in .Alas1ta. 

I feel that I must again give y•JU a warning. If you should 
ever stop off at Oaribou Station, do not look up and expect to 
see the Portl_and teacher when the waitress as1ts "How'll you 
have your eggs?" 

The Purser •.s Story. 

It was on the good ship "flanchuria," plowing eastwardly 
over the waves of the broad Atlantic· Oaptain Jones, the 
pure er, had come up on deck and was chatting with a few of the 
pass angers. The captain· was a native of "Vales and his blue 
eyes were as blue as the cloudless sky or the water of the 'Joean. 
On the left of his coat were pinned two or three dec:1rations 
which, in response to an inquiry, led him to say. 

"Yes, sir I fought in the war. Fought all thr·;ugh the war. 
~as wounded, mended and sent back again• In spite of all its 
horrors, though, there were s orne funr.y things happened." Here 
the Oapta in's blue ey.es twfnkle d and he continued. 

·· "1ne time my O')mpany was stationed in a .village in north
wee t France. It was a very small village, only a few h')US es, and 
I was billeted on a widow. She was a good sort, old enough to 
be my mother and she took ·a mighty interest in me• Well, sir, 
do you know. while we were there I fell sick, had to stay in 
bed, to·Jk a fever or s orne thing 0f that s crt. The. old woman took 
care of me, nursed me as if I were her own son and finally 
brought me arJu:rld all right. Y·)u can bet I fel mighty. grateful 
to her. At la.st the time came .for us ta be ;rdered away and 
·one morning _early, I had my company all drawn up in marohing 
array. The old woman. had stood outs ide her house, watching our 
preparations, and nothing remain~d now except the order to 
march. Before giving the order 1 went to tell her goodbye. 
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d thrown her arms about my neok and had 
Before I knew ii sh~ h~ in the ~renoh fashion. ~ieentangling 
kissed m~ ~~o~~e~ 78~~~~der a~ms~ forward, march,' and the 
mhself, seed- down the dusty highway and out into -the open 
~~~~~Y:a we had been marching perhaps half an hour, when one 
of my men, away toward the rear, began to sing. 

'The Captain's got a sweetheart. 
The Captain's got a sweetheart. 
The Captain's got a sweetheart. 

Oh, you dirty dog! 
Wow, ?tow~ Wow! 1 

After a .few minutes, be began the same song again and a few of 
the men joined in. :By about the fi.fth time··, ":he entire oompany 
was lustily informing that part of !l'rance that 

'The Captain's got a sweetheart' 
At intervals nuring the whole day, some one of the men woulCl 
begin to sing. , . . 

·- 'The Captain's got a sweetheart and all of them 
would add their voices to his." 

"And," said the pure er, in an apologetic tone, "It wasn •t 
my fault. I did-r.'t know the old woman was going to kiss me!" 

We ~ant Taft 

About the first thing that attracted my attention, after 
our arrival in ~a-r.ila, were plaoards with the legend printed 
thereon "We wa-r.t Taft."· As Mr. Taft <Was G')vernor General of the 
.Philippine Is la~ds, 1 thought that they already had him• Later 
the matter was explai":e.d to me. 

It seems that Preside~t Roosevelt had offered Mr. Taft a 
seat upon the Supreme Court of the u.s.A. The news .of the offer 
bad reached : .. !anile. Thereupon a procession was organized and 
prooeeded to Mr. Taft's reside~oe where native orators pleaded 
with him to refuse the offer and to remain in Manila· At .the 
s arne time the oi ty was covered with placards reading "We want 

. Taft!ff . 

Among the soldiers who remained in :·.~anila after the 
Spanish war W8s an Irishman named O'Brien. At the time of our 
visit, Mr. O'Brien was publishing a weekly sheet called "The 
Manila Sunday Sun." The Sunday following our arrival I pur
chased a copy and among other i terns I ran across the following. 

, ".The procession out to Mr. Taft's residence and the 
plaoards all 0ver the aity announcing "We want Taft!" remind 
us of a story. Once upon a time, in a little town in the United 
States, a small boy was playing in the side yard attached to 
his home • All :)f a sudden, his mother put her he a a out of the 
front window and callen "Johnny." The small boy, around· the 
side of the house and not within his mother's. view kept on 
playing, without paying any attention to her. A~ain the mother 
oalled sharply "Johnny." The small boy orJntinued his play 
utter~y ignoring his mother. For the third time, the woms~ in 
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a very emphatio manner oalled "Johnny." At this the small 
boy put hie head around the corner of the hDuse and said "Say 
Ma, do you really want me or are you just hollering?" ' 

DAVID S. Oti-rnR 

BONNER ON EINSTEIN 

n~c~.m~ 15, 1923 JOIDl lT. GATCH 

-- As a e tudent, my fr.iend Bonner's mind dwelt frequently on 
unusu~l and peculiar topics• His Cliscuesions beoame widely 
known as Bonner's Problema .• 

One of his prob.lems was that of a general commanding two 
regiments of inexperienced soldiers·, destined shortly to meet 
the enemy• The general knows his los.ses will be heavy when 
his men go int~) their first engagement • It suddenly oocurs to 
him that he ·can give his traops the best training in the short
est time by holding a carefully oonducted practice battle be
tween his two regiments, firing real bullets. He kn0ws they 
W'JUld b.e much better trained to meet the enemy, having be.en 
under fire, and that their total losses in both battles would 
be less than if they should not have the preliminary. 

Feeling oonvinced of this, is th~ ger.eral justified in 
doing it? Can he be justified in not doing it? Sh0uld he 
sacrifice a large number of lives unnecessarily, because he 
is too oh-ioken hearted to kill off a few to begin \'4th? That 
was Bonner's problem, and he sai~ by all means have them fight 
eaoh other first. 

Bonner beoame a second Lieutenant ~~ing the late so
oalled emergency· unfortunately he was·lP~rmitted to trythie 
plan on his platoon· For a time he was~placed in charge of five 
hundred German prisoners of war, but even then his superiors 
refused to let him use this obvious opportunity to test his 
theory. 

Another of his problems was the question of a hunter. chasir.g 
a squirrel ar·Jund a tree, the a quirrel always keeping on the 
opposite side· When the hunter has gone all the way around the 
tre~, has he gone around the squirrel? ~ny of the problems 
had ·no answer and this one like others led to bitter arguments. 

Bonner was deeply interested in infinity--also in omnipotence. 
He kept probing at them, and was always trying to think of things 
omnipotence· cannot do· For instanoe, ohange a past faot• lven 
the Almighty oannot lure baok the moving finger to change the 
reoord that has onoe bean written. 1t'lben he discovered in the 
la~ of agency that if a man sots in the name of another without 
authority the ·)ther oan later ratify the aot, and by ratification 
change the past deed from an unauthorized one to an authorized 

· one. Bonner was elated· He.re was something beyond the pawer 
of Heaven, yet within the power of man. 
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11 i . concider an automobile mov-

He propounded the fo. ow n~der th; spot on one tire next 
ing thirty miles an hou~·i C~~:t spot moving? The tire is not 
to the ground· HJw fes 9 Jurse stationary. It took only a 
skidding, the ground is of CX' lize that the spot is stationary, 
little th0ught to mskeiubslre:pace ~f time• This seems more 
for a short but appreo a Y 
clear when the tire is slightly flat • 

N h tire the same condition exists. Thus there 
are fo~; ~~i~~~ on the autom~bile which are perfectly ~otion
less. Then how can the automobile itself be in motion. 

fl1his gave rise to much discussion, ranging from consider
ation~ of the caterpillar tractor laying its own traoks ahead 
of its elf and picking them up behind, where at all times a · 
considersble length af track is stationary, to consideration 
of a billiard ball which is not flattened at all yet which, just 
the same, has always one point stationary agai~st the. table 
surface as it ralls along. 

. The motion of t'he different parts of the rolling wheel 
was very puzzling to amateur thinkers • 'Ve know that all points 
on the circumference were going arOund the hub at the same 
speed yet the one point next the ground was stationary. We 
ale o l~ew the hub was m·)ving past the ground at thirty miles 
an hour· .'7e concluded in due course, that the highest point 
on the wheel must be m')Ving faster than the hub, though how 
muoh faster was uncertain, possibly twice as fast. 

We four.d ·ourselves forced to speak of the motion of the 
various parts with reference always to something else• We 
deeori bed the motion of the spot next 'the ground by saying 
it was motionless with reference to the gr0und, but in motion 
with reference to the hub. The hub was in motion with refer
ence to the grJund. The highest ~~int on the wheel had the 
greatest speed with reference t0 the gr1und but with reference 
to the bub was Jnly moving as fast as all other points on the 
Tim. 

The motions could only be described by relating them 
to something else· Je f'mnd ourselves using the words rela
tively of motion· This was deep for non soientifio minds but 
Bonner was in his element when relativity was mentioned. 

He showed us if there were in the universe two spheres, 
A stationary and B moving toward A, if everything else were 
snatched out of existence, a man standing an the stationary 
one would think the other was approaching him (which we know 
is correct) but a man standing on the moving one, B, seeing A 
getting larger and larger and not !mowing how things started, 
would think A was approaching B. Bon~er said the man on B 
having no refere~ce point but B would be perfectly correct in 
this thought· Ir. scientific truth A would be approaching B. 

It made us slightly dizzy but after a little w& were 
ready to take any spot on the earth as a reference point and 
maintain against all comers that the earth is stationary and 
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the sun moves around it every twenty four hours. It is only an 
arbitrary dictum of man which makes the sun our reference point 
for the motion of the solar system• It is perhaps e.asier to 
calculate the paths of the planets by accepting this but truth 
is n·ot bound by convenience• Any free spirit Who insists on 
naming his own refere~oe point and says the aun, moon and stars 
revolve around him, has absolute right on his side, though he 
ends in the asylum.· 

Relativity made Bonnar's eye sparkle• He was not content 
with saying there is no such thing as absolute motion, that all 
motion is relative• He said this matter of relativity meets 
us at every angle of our lives. ~&all know of the man who was 
a rake among scholars and a soholar among rakes• The man who 
s~id the more he saw of people, the better he liked his dog was 
spea·king the truth• 'lle do love our dog with real affection when 
we compar·e him with s o'me people. 

Such applications at the principle are not uncommon, but it 
is doubtful it if has ever before been given more sweeping scope 

.. than Bonner gives it • He says· dogmatically that everything is 
relative • No statement of absolute truth can be made, exc·ept 
the one statement that nothing is absolute. 

A person whose ears had never been beyond the thunder of 
Niagara Falls, would consider himself and would be, in perfect 
s ilenoe as long as he stayed there • What we ourselves 00ns ider 
silence may be a veritable uproar to the finely attuned ear of 
some insect• Silen·ce oan only be considered with reference to 
some lese profound silence or some louder noise· ~e cannnt 
have it without first having n0ise• In other woras, there is no 
such thin.g as s ilenoe in and by its elf. 

The fair theory of the poet that beauty is truth and truth 
beauty was nonsense to Bonner. There is no such thing as beauty 
by itself· It is strictly a relative matter. Suppose all the 
beautiful women, or all th1se ab0ve the present average were 
snatched out of existence an~ out of our memory• The average 
of beauty would at once seek a new level and the woman who was 
formerly only fair would now be the fairest of the fair• A 
bathing beach beauty contest under the new conditions would be 
perfectly sa tis factory to the next gene rat ion who would never 
know our standard. 

It has even been stated by artists that the woman of t0day 
are not as beautiful as those of the past• Uncomplimentary this 
may ·be, yet it -is barely possible that the girls of the Ziegfield 
Follies would not rank so high with the Greek Chorus of the golden 
age. But Bonner says no one should be concerned about this• He 
says it does not make the slightest difference • ~eryone inevi
tably has a standard which is the average beauty of all the 
woman he has seen, and he is just as pleased with the prettiest 
he knows as was Pericles with his Miss Athenia. If a man only 
knew of two women one would be his highest conception of beauty, 
the other would be the ugliest woman on earth· 

Adam never had any· thoughts on this subject, having no 
standard with which to compare ~ve--she was just ~ve. If he 

· dia have a former wife, Lilith, as rumor hath it, when 1ve 
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ei ther delightfully surprised or horribly appeared Adam ~as 
shocked. 

1 of the relativity of size is 
The time honored examp e 0Untr, Gulliver was a giant. 

Gulli ver• In the Lilliputian c a ·mldget. Before Gulliver 
Among the Brobdinh~~i~n~t~:n:a!ere not small; neither were 
visited them the ~ P he came. If all men were 
the Brobingnagians giants befo;: would have no such words 
of the same size and ~tre~gthln the final analysis what was 
as giant or pigmy or war • r small or just medium? Bonner 
Gulliver .really, was h1e lar~~ e~e is nothing that can be said 
would say that, take-r. a one ·1 

about him in regard t0 size. 

· .. lth as O')Uld be expected• He scoffed 
at th!1:u!~!~~1~! ~~88 Pe;~~~tly healthy physical sp~~im~~~08It n" onl the healthiest man o.f which we have reo or 
~~:t ... 6 amey mar. in a country where every one else had ad better 
digestion that his, steadier nerves, a clearer eye ank a~ 

b d d our hero would be a physical wrec • · 
:I~o~~e~ns~a~~ea~f fatigue on his part would mark him as a weak
lin~. A single twitching of his lim~s in sleep w0u~d malta him_ 
an ~pileptic· noctors would study h1s case in clin1cs and con 
sul tations. 

But suppose a feeble paralytic were luckily dropped in a 
region where none could move their bodies even as well as he • 
What a samson he would be· People would come for miles to see 
him lift his foot. nootors would study him· 1lewsp.apers would 
picture his perfect muscular development and marvel at the 
wonderful oo-ordi,.,ation between hand abd brain • . 

If all the big league ball player~ had batting averages 
of six hundred or more a~d home run records of one hundred and 
fifty per season, Babe ~uth would. ~ot be where he is today. 
Not for him the cheers of the fans but the same of failure. 

~en failure is only relative· Bonner says we can not 
draw a bright red line and say all on this side are sheep and 
all on ~hat are goats• By adding a particularly bad specimen 
to the goats we make several who were thought to be goats look 
like pretty good sheep after all. 

· Je have heard the statement made that there is no such 
thing as bad whiskey, but s orne whis1tey is better than o there. 
On the other hand s orne say there is no longer such a thing as 
g~od whiskey and some is much worse than others. It is al
together a relative matter, depending on how one looks at it 
and. what one is used to. There is no doubt that what was 

.. formerly poor stuff now ranks well abovethe aJerage. 

All this bears out Bon,.,er perfectly. H~ holds that in a 
bone dry country. where death resulted in twenty four hours from 

. the very best moonshine, ours which causes only blindness the 
first day and all~ws the consumer to linger alive for a week, 
would be considered very high grade stock. 

?le cap have no conscious knowledge of anything except as 
it is contrasted with something else. An object must be dif-
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terent from its surrounding in order to be comprehended. If a 
picture of a tree should be painted entirely in graE:r. upon 8 
green back ground, there would be. no picture at all. Unless 
there is some difference there is no tree. If all objects in 
the world were red we would not call them red• There would be 
no such thing as color. Ve would have no more conception of 
color than we now have of pressure. Constantly since our birth 
we have bee~ under a pressure of fifteen pounds to the square 
inoh, yet because we have never felt. any other oondi tion we 
haye no conception of if. It is only when we climb to the rare 
atmosphere of a high mountain where the pressure is less, that 
we notice the condition• Scientists themselves could never 
have discovered this pressure except by discovering a different 
pressure • This is a fundamental truth, that s orne difference is 
essential before ~ve can have any lmowledge. If we always had 
sugar in our mouths we would not experience any taste of sweet
ness. Not only must we talte the bitter with the sweet, but we 
must have the bitter or we could not have tha sweet. 

Bonner was not even afraid to assail the absoluteness of 
mathematics. He could conceive of a straight line not baing 
the shortest distance betweQn two points and of conditione 
und~r whioh two and two would not make four• He challenged any 
positive statement of fact • He was delighted b:ut not surprised 
when 3inetein wor~ing along similar lines overthrew the hitherto 
well aooepted laws of gravity. Who .know What other law of 
nature may not fail next, said Bonner. 

Let us with him apply the principle of relativity in the 
field of human characteristics. Suppose two hostile warriors 
met unexpectedly and alone· If both turned and ran, the one 
who stopped first would be the brave one. If he looked around 
a~d discovered the facts, the field would be his, the spoils of 
victory and the hero's reward. And rightly, for he was braver 
than the other fellow and that is all it requires to be brave. 

The good man is loo1ted upon with favor by his neighbors. 
He is looked up to in the community. He pays his debts and goes 
t~ chur~h on Sunday. He does not tell lies nor rob the bank. 
He gives to ohari ty, is kind to his family and noes not starve 

· his dog. · 

Would he be so highly regarded if there were no l~w . 
breakers at all, if ever~one paid his ~ebts and no one ever told 
a lie? ~o. He would be but an ordinary man and receive no 
or~di t for doing what all others do. If every one else went 
to ohuroh twice on Sunday and every Wednesday night besides, our 
man would be a mis arable sinner with his s ing:Le weekly attend
ance • 

In Puritan times those who at.tended all sass ions of the 
church were not looked on as deserving particular cr~dit. It 
~as hard to get a reputation for goodness in those days. It 
require~ eitra virtue to shine above the rest. 

Suppose our good man' who always pays his debts on or 
before the tenth of the next month live.d in a community where 
all others paid cash or on the first of the month. Our friend 
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ut ann the eleotrioity out off. 
would have his telephone thake~a~er a~d be rated by the Credit 
He would be a suspicious o ar 
Mens' Association as poor pay. 

· i d . y have a fortune of a million 
Our supposititious fr en mait is a·million mar1re he is 

dollars. He is weal thY· , :au; iff 1 t is 8 million rubles he 
not worth a postage stamp, 8 dRis wealth depends entirely on 
might as well throw 1 t away• f no one ~ls e had more than 
what the otherhpeopl~dh~;e; c~lossus of fortune with one hun-
fifty doll.ars e wou (]' is richer than his neighbor who 
dred· if h~ h~sb~othi~o~ ~~mmunity of insolvent brokers those 
~~a~e~!y ~utntw:~t;-five oe~ts on the dollar are finan~ially 
sound compared to th~se that may pay only ten. 

If our hypothetical man ann his wi.fe a~e the parents of 
· a oun"' child they can only regard other ch 1ldren by compa:tis on • 
Ha~py ~re they tf their offspring happens to be intelligent 
and· of good appearance. They perambulate abroad without fear 
from a meeting •.vith the Jones baby· It is no brighter nor 
better looking than t'heirs. ~i th complacency they_ view the 
lees prom is i'r.g infant of the .':lmiths • If in the same family 
the first born is btilliar.t, how unlucky for those that fol
low. ~'lhat constant comparisons. A large family is much 
happier if the oldest sets a comfortably low standard· The 
bachelor gets no such ideas· He has no reason to compare 
them and to him babies are babies, nothing more. 

To return to our good man, the question is sometimes put; 
why should he receive any credit ·for being good, for ·doing 
only his duty• The answer is--because some one else does 
less. There is a man in Ci1'~cinnati whose name will not be 
mentioned, who telles the most astounding falsehoods every day. 
He cannot engage in oonvers at ion wi th·out expanding into 
marvelous untruths, chiefly concerning himself and his achieve
ments. It is such a habit with him that it is now no~mal. 
If the topic is fights he has seen and been in fiecer fights 
than a~y one present. If it is winning or losing money, he 
has lost and won more at one time than any other sum mentioned. 
They never do any harm. If they concern another they magnify 
him and never belittle him. 

Compare this prevaricator to the man who spreads malicious 
lies about his neighbor, or tells half-truths of his fellow 
men, or perjures himself to injure another. CorniJared with 
him the cheerful liar first mentioned is an honest and enter
taining companion. 

It was the writers recent experience to iJ'1terview a m!m 
indicted for a certain crime. 'Then asked if he had a police 

reco:fd wh1ch might be used agai,.,st him if he too1t the witness 
stand, he replied that he had one but it was not bad. "I've 
been tried for murder twide but acquitted both times," he said. 
"Another time I wasn't acquitted but I should have been. I 
got a pardon after twenty-eight months." He of course knew 
of other records so much worse than his that he honestly 
regarded his own as good. 
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:Bonner~s train of thought when applied to happiness may 
seem n~t qu1te so acceptable. He reasoned that the sum of a 
person s existence is made up of happy experiences and unhappy 
ones, and others more or less near the average line, above it 
or below~ When an unusually happy experience comes along the 
average line is raised and some formerly pleasant experiences 
are thereby placed among the unpleasant ones below the lihe. 
After luxuriating for years in an old fashioned bath tub, the 
new and delightful experience of a shower bath gives its re
cipient an entirely new standard. He looks on his past ablutions 
with contempt and regret, a~d thereafter a tub is a hardship. 

Bonner says he is no happier as a result of this. He can 
struggle ever eo hard to give himself a good time and only suc
ceed in dragging up his average a little, being no better off 
when it i~ done. For in the end half his life, either in time 
or intensity, will be above the li~e and half below• · The con
stantly shifting line will never be fixed until the record is 
closed. In the meantime it will follow the average up and down. 

'e tried to shake Bonner in this position. Seeing or hear
ing of a·happier man might make even him discontented with his 
lot. He had to admit that human natu~e does not seem to bear 
him out in its actions• Men seem always striving for more 
happiness for·themselves or others, by indulgence or sacrifice, 
work or play. But he says in a sense t~ey are chasing rainbows. 
Their efforts are fruitless even when successful· The best 
they can do is to raise the standard, but they cannot make the 
happiness overbalance the unhappiness in t~eir lives. If people 
would reason this out, he says, each would be more co~tented 
with his lot. 

There is consolation in time of trouble in the thought 
that things could always be worse. Doubtless this has helped 
maYry a grim soul through torture. It may be overworked· The 
nurse of the discontented and petulant little rich girl, told 
her to look out of the window at the starving beggar child 
freezing in the streets, a~ a this would malre her happy and 
cor: tented. 

It has often occurred to people to wonder why the Lord 
made liars at all or permitted sin or suffering to exist in any 
form. If He is omnipotent why did He create a world in Which 
there is sin. This is by.no means a new question in religious 
thought and has been variously answered. John Fislce wrote a 
chapter which he entitled the ~ystery of ~il· His answer was 
that evil exists so that we can conoeive of good. Knowledge of 
the sinful hosts of Satan is necessary to make us realize the 
goodness of the angels of heaven• ~e could not apprehend it 
·otherwis a. '!!Te could not en joy heaven if we did riot 1rnow a 
little about hell· The worse we oan paint hellthe better off 
we will be in heaven. Fiske did not say what Bonner would 
surely have said, that hell would not be so bad if it wasn't 
for heaver.. 

, Regardless of the purpose of evil, Bonner agrees with 
Fiske that the·result of evil is the existence of good. Certain-
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ly it makes life more enjoyable t ar. 
at least for the good people· 

f knowledge of good and evil 
The ap~le from the tre~ ~hat man in his vicarious .course 

predicated the fact of both, f each• Bonr.er says we are bound 
was tiound to encounter so~e o h• The more bad we experience, 
to meet an equal amount o eec d and in the end they will 
the better by contrast is the go~ 'of balan-ce • He says the 
be equal by an inevitable ecc~~ao~ various human beings' with
Almighty caul d not make a_ wor orld of 00a and evil· This 
out ma1c1ng at the sa~~ ti!Yle t 8 o:nipotenc~. ~his was his answer 
was another of his f ngh; 8 il was created. It simply couldn't 
to the question as to w Y ev 
be avoided • 

After Fie ke !Ia ~ des orne~/~~ 0~ 80 ~~a!~; ~ ~m:~~!/~ eih~aok 
universe, in order 0 ~.erm tao-; of crime and sin he . 
upon being askeddfju18 }0;h~~ap:~~:~ equilibrium of the uni~erse, 
regarded as nee u to commit him-·and how much of the wickedness did he propose 
self and what share would be advise others to t~ak!• ~hes:e 
-questions would not have disturbed Eon~er in e eas • 
expects to be bad exactly half his life. 

Fiske's belief was that man has not only his .own exper
ience of evil but also the memory of t~e evil of the past 
·impressed upon his soul• Pain and sorrow is necessary in a 
world where happiness is to exist, but it is not necessary for 
the pain and sorrow to continue in order for the hapl,)iness to 

.... 
continue. 

If knowledge of the evil, the pain and sorrow is indelibly 
fixed on the oonseiousness the~ the sdul in its present relations 
can have an overbalance of goodness and happiness• It may con
ceivably be all good and can enter a felicitous state of com
plete job· ~ith the memory of the darkness of the past as a 
background 1 t will be ·equipped for unmitigated glory in the 
present. 

we are a long way from such a condition, but it is Fiske's 
faith that we can add to the good little by little and by a 
long and weary struggle through the ages, ul timataly leave 
behind all evil except the memory thereof· At that time the 
memory of evil will be very essential, to take the ,place of the 
axiste~ce of evil, as a.referenoe point. 

It would be calamitous indeed if the human race should 
reach the stage where evil was but a memory, ana then lose the 
memory. mhe whole process would have to be started over again· 
Unless we expect manldnd t11en to acquire something of .omni
science, some inherent knowledge of evil, we must be careful 
to keep a historical record particularly of its crimes, and 
affliotions, its troubles and sorrows. 

Eonner's idea would be that no matter how high a stage 
we reach, as long as men are different and 'distinguishable 
from each other some will be worse than the best. The better 
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will be called good and the worse will be called bad. The 
worse may then with Fiske have consolation from· a knowledge of 
the immense depravity of the past. The good ones with Bo 
will have the added pleasure of looking down on their immn~~rt 
inferiors in the pres ant. · 6 a a 

However .these things may be, we know humans on the whole 
have aspirat1ons towards the batter side· Good is mora appeal
ing than evil· When the apple gave us knowledge of good and 
evil it gave us a leaning towards the good· ~ith a knowledge 
of better things nothing can prevent us from reaching for them. 

Good a~d evil ara·in truth relative terms each depending 
on the other, but as soon as the two· can be distinguished man 
is so constituted that he chooses, if possible, what he con
ceives to be the good. 

When''!l!instein announced that there wera probably.not·more 
than twelve men living who could understand his book on rel
ativity, Bonner wrote me a latter. He said he wondered who the 
other eleven were. 

1. Clearing Away the Rubbish 

2. I Want My Fiction Straight - -

3.·ona Hundred'Per Cant Americans 

4. From .. 4 Radical Reactionary -
• 

JOHN !T. GATCH 

~rederick 7. Hinkle 

1alter A. Draper 

- Harry B. Mackoy 

- Chas. T.'Greve 

5. Aunt Charlotte's Cake Racine ------- Caswell A. ~~ayo 
" 

6. My Radicalism and ~alnut Hills 
Sixty Years Ago - - - - - - - - - Charles B. Wilby 

1. Clearing Away the ~bbish 

You have taken quite a burden upon your shoulders: You 
·have asked me to write for your informal, a paper upon some 
subject upon which I have thought"seriously." You have gone 
farther• You have told me that my paper should be ''radical," 
as "radical" as I oared to make it--and that ~ou would stand 
b~twaen .me and the wrath to come. 

. Now I have written few "serious papers for tne Club, pre
ferring rather the lighter v~in, and a~-for the "radical," 
well, the reformers, whom we have always with us, have hereto-
fore enjoyed my share of that. I am rath~r a "re-actionary" I 
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b st mended by working at them 
fear and believe that ills ~re t~~m in anathemas and mustard 
from'the inside, not by juril~gon ihis oecasion be "serious" 
plasters • !Tevert~eled~s 1 ~ let eome what may. 
and some may say ra ea ' 

with· its memories of days 
This is the Christmas se~s~~ us would gladly recall· The 

long sinoe gone but ~hi;h ea~ittle children, the tree, the toys 
Christmas time when ~.e Jere a his stealthy progress down the 
the mystery of Santa Claus an rtainment with its. jingling 
chimney' the Sunday ~ohool en~e ito play in ·which possibly we 
visit of the jovial sai~tilan hil~ish vision should have to 
took part. Too bad tha . 16 opchisticated, old and dreary. 
fade so soon, as we became s 
Nothing oan take its place. 

t t ? A time of happy family. 
· !!ow Christmas me~ns ~~a 0~ ~1fts·, of a revival of ltindly 

re-unions pos~?ibly' 0 m~·-1 n~ing of religious feeling• A 
thoughts--and maybe a qu C{e 
time. of memories. 

i o ~ ind fixes upon the central 
Ponderint these th ng~' my m . ·f th~ birth of a 

idea of Christmas--thi~ i~ the h~~~~~Xa;e~rs ago. A child that 
c~!~d t~f m~~~~~d ~~~e a~t~~ ~~~ee years. of teaching died on the 
~rose--a death which meant shame as ?iell as death. 

Wh~ was he killed--venomous jealou::y' fear' hatred" of the, 
rieeth~od--of the theologians, inspired the sbouts of Crucify 

him " when the Roman seemed. to be wavering towards mercy • 
What did he teach--mercy, justice, love.of Go~ and fellow ~an, 
direct communion between God ar.d Man--s1~plic1ty of faii~ n . 
a God of love--not of wrath and vengeance• Even the wr ere 
who years after his death attempted to piece together the 
meager annals of his life, ,have been unable to obs?ure the 
simplicity of his teaching,. Read your testament, !.qr. Editor, 
and tell me whether you find anything in the reported sayings 
of Jesus, but--(to sum it up in the words of the prophet"Micah, 
which shoula·be inscribed on the door of every church)-- 1hat 
doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love . 
mercy, end to walk humbly with thy God?" The simpliest and 
most perfect creed ever written. 

Christ was a Jew, learned in the Jewish law, and observed 
we are told many of its forms and fee ti vale • 'Vhether we be
lieve in his divinity or no, whether we believe all that is 
written of him in the New Testament or no, yet do we not all . 
agree that, based on the pure monotheism of the Jewish faith, 
he himself, as far as we know his personal teaching, built 
up a simple code of ethios ana morals, to-which no just men 
can take exce~tion? 

~hen he died, and the storm began, the storm that for nine
teen hundred years has set brother against brother, deluged the 
world with blood, caused more sorrow, suffering, crime and in
justice than all oauses that have affected our era. The theo
logians began their work, and onthe sim~le faith of the founder 
of Christianity they built a super-structure of creeds, dogmas, 
doctrines, articles of faith, fundamentals, interpretations, 
and more interpretations, until, as the centuries passed, the 
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world became a welter of warring sects, all calling themselves 
Christians. The !ew Testamer.t itself shows the beginning of 
this,. in a controversy that arose between Pater and Paul. 

As power increased, the Church, which had been persecuted, 
became the persecutor, and woe to the non-believer who met the 
militant follower of the cross • Conversion· or death was the 
simple alternative in many a gruesome instance. It was declared 
to be meritorious, a sure road to Heaven to war against the 
heathen, and whole peoples, both in ~rope and in.the two 
Americas were ravaged, robbed, tortured to.death, burnt alive 
for the glory of Goa. 

The theologians began to war.among themselves and there 
were so-called heresies, false.doctrines, clashing interpre
tations, enforced reoa~tations, suppressions, and all the 

. phenomena of theological intolerance and bigotry. We find the 
church suffering one_of its mightiest schisms on the entirely 
unimportant question as to whether the Holy Spirit proceeds 
from the Father and Son or from the Father only· ~e find or
iginal" investigation into the truth, suppressed and the in
vestigators anathematized, because some theological dictum was 
imperilled. 

. . In the midst of it all came t~e period of the Protestant 
Reformation, and the storm became a hurricane• 1here the 
Roman-Church was strong, the fires were lighted, thumbscrews, 
~acks and all the other devilish instruments of torture brought 
forth, and schism perished •. Where some civil ruler vvas stronr 
enough to protect himself and his pegple from the church and its 
kingly'~efer.ders of the Faith," schism flourished, waxed strong 
and presently in support of its own peculiar li ~:tle theologies, 
lighted its fires, and brought forth its racks and thumbscrews. 
Theologians excommunicated and anathematized each other; dogmas 
and counter-dogmas were launched like thunderbolts; nations, 
stirred up and blessed by men who .called themselves bishops 
and priests of Christ, went to war to foroe down each other's 
throats such wondrous, soul-saving doctrines as Fore-ordir.ation, 
Trans-substantiation, Infant Damnation, Original Sin, Apostolic 

·Succession, and all the other clap-trap of the doctors of 
theology. The Inquis 1 tion began its devilish worJc .in Spain, 
the fires of Smithfield roared, the hangman and the axeman were 
never idle. Protestant and Catholic, Jew, Quaker and Huguenot, 
hunted like wild beasts and more fiendishly tortured thar. man 
has ever tortured the beasts of the field, perished by the 
hundred thousands. 

Now and then there was respite for the hunted, as When the 
Edict of-Nantes gave freedom of worship in France to the 
Hugu~nots. But this was not for long. Louis Fourteenth, styl
ing nimself "Most Christian King," and grown old in immorality 
and all wickedness, began to fear death, so, less than an 
hundred years before our Revolution he revoked the ~diot, drove 
a million and a haif of the best people from France, and tor
tured and intimidated hundred of thousands of others into 
recanting. And why? To e.ase his conscience b offerin a 
fitting penance for a life o or me-- o s o • ou s was a 
sweet type of Christian. Anything like heresy was anathema 

:• 
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int a certain man as ambassador 
to him. Thus he refused tob:p~oJansenist, in other words a ' 
because he was reported d to oriO'inal theological dogmas • · . 
catholic who entertaine some on the contrary an Atheist, he 
When informed that the mar. was " 
promptly appointed him. 

1 t of "Defenders of the Faith" 
Under what ~ glor~ou~"'E ~t r.atholic ~{ings" and other nour-

WMost Christianlii~S~hristi~n theology, t~ese nineteen ce~turies 
ishers of so ~a e . tion of God they have wished to 
have suffer~~· 1h~~, 8 ~o~~elnolined to agree with the remark 
foroe upon e wor • f th's ~lub that if one is look-
of a distinguished mereber 0 -

1 aJ k no further than the 
ing for the typical devil, he nee see of the 
God of the average theologian· {hat then has become 
teachinc.· of the simple ~iazarene--justice, mercy and humility 
before Xod? As I write there faces me.o~ my boo~ shelf a 
helmet of the ex-Crown Prince of Pruss 1_a s !'eath s Read Russ ars • 

·It bear(! above a O'rinninr.: skull and cross-bones, the appro
priate l~gend 0 f the devil-worR'hipper, "Mit Gott fur ~oenig1 
and vaterland." Henry 1ighth and Louis Fourteenth must looK 
to their laurels! 

Now, ]r. Editor, for fear some one may arise and, breath
ing fire and brimstone, denounce me as a traducer of religion, 
let me accent the dis tinction between religion and theolof • 
Religion is personal, from within, that instinctive-belie 
in .God, which all men entertain, and which impels them to
wards risht living. Theology' is that web of dpgmas, doctrines, 
oreeds, tweedle-de-dums and tweedle-de-dees, woven by man; 
theologians, medicine-man--what not--about a religion an~ 
which sooner or later destroys it. Read Andrew D· White s 
'!History of the '7arfare between Science a~d Theology"---
Cnot science a~d Religion you will notel;the distinction is 
there clearly drawn• Would that many of our modern theo
logians could grasp it--would that that ~reat and glorious 
modern "Defender of the Faith," William ennings Bryan could 
catch but an inkling of it--and subsidel 

But there is no hope, for to them creeds, dogmas and··· 
doctrines are the very heart and life of religious belief. 
;Ti thout them--though otherwise he were as pure as the driven 
snow--yet is poor man "hair hung and wind shaken" over the 
abyss. 

There must be a radical departure from all ·this or the · 
religion of the Child of 3ethlehem will go the way of all 
the ancient religions now dead and fprg.otten. ~en the 
learned, the thoughtful, the reasoning people of ~raeoe, Rome 
and lgypt realized that the mouthings and mummeries of their 
priests meant nothing to them, their religions were doomed. 
And that is what is happening throughout Christendom today. 
EVerywhere there is unrest and growing disbelief, not in the 
religion of Christ as he lived and taught it,' but in the 
so-called fundamentals, in all the man-made theories, with 
which throughout nineteen hundred years the theologians have 
obscured the essence of that religion. 

In every church, men particularly are breaking away 
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from the old doqtrines, denying the right of their ministers 
and priestp to dictate to them, yet in sharp distinction, sup
porting the Church in its activities of c!mrity ~mel mercy. 
Spme of the theolos-ians recognize this d.evelo:Dment, bow to its 
behests, and they are holding their own. Others, and unfor
tunately the;rl seem to be i,n the great majority, are either 
heresy-hunting, or, not having the common decency toretire 
quietly, from a church whose creed they no lopger believe, are 
shouting their disbelief from their pulpits anc"l offering themO 
selves as the hunted. The daily papers and magazines are full, 
ao.d. nauseam, of the fulminations of these gentry. Bryan con
tinues to convince the wor~d of his not too remote simian 
ancestry. By denoui1cipg even the theorizing on Evolution, as 
an insult to his God. What a satisfactory time he could have 
had with thumbscrew ?-nd rack in the good old daysl 

Last but not least comes our old friend Gutilrie, some
time a member of this club, and avowing that Christianity needs 
a touch of the Saturnalia, puts the naked thigh into theology, 
and is spanked by his bishop for it 1 

The whole thing would be laughable, were it not so serious. 
Through ninete~n centuries the world has struggled slowly, 
painfully upward toward a realization of the real reli~·ion of 
Christ, "Justice and mercy.'' ·:rheological intolerance, the 
idea that might makes right in eccles~astical matters! ~as been 
nearly strangled in the last hundred years or so by c1v1l law 
founded on the teachings of Christ. Now, as men are thinking 
more and. more for themsel vas, ~hey are realizing wh~t a fantastic, 
unbelievable structure the theologians have erected upon that 
foundation, and they are tempted to abandon both structure and 
foundation. Confidence whether in child or man, wh~:n once 
vitally abused, is rarely if ever restored. The foundation itself 
must anc ca.~ be saved, but. it must be saved by the theologians 
themselves. They must abandon their fine-spun creeds and return 
to t.he ~reli:?.:ion of the, .Sermon on the trount, to tr:e two :-;rent 
laws laid dovm by Chris't as the sum of all the la~JS and the 
prophets---to the creed of Eicah---"Who.t doth .the IJor~ require of 
thee, but to do jus~ly, and to love mercy, and to vmlk humbly 
with thy God. 11 

Frederick \-'[. Hinlcle 

2. I Want My Fiction Straight 

Two volumes of Jensen's "The Long Journey" _have been pub
lished. The first is issued with the title of "Fire and Ice" 
and the second "The Cimbrians ." Tile volume rema;ining to be 

·put out will be "Christ·opher Columbus. 11 The title tell~~ 
story inthemsel ves. · r.rhe 'whole vvork i's called by one cr1 t1c 
"monumental." It is, at least, as we sometimes s~y of a work, 
ambitious, covering in a narrative fo·cm tt;e long Journ~y ~ro~ 
the c1a<rs when man's arms or front legs st1ll reached tne orotmd 
up tot he da}s of widening vision wh.en civilized T?an extencled 
hiq perspective even to include his remote relat1ves who had 
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, , mon parent age t·o a land, so distant as 
drifted away from tne comt. . th the o-r L;inal I10me • 
to have broken all connec lOn Wl -

, _ . ,., ver appeased desire to gobs-
To many of us tne re l s '-• n:s us from the remote struggle 

hind the blaclnleBs th,·.t s~p~~~\;east, a desire to know ~nd not 
of the race to emerge from v of men or. near men tney were. 

t late on what marmer f' " merely o specu ld ,,·t'1 truth say nall o us. 
I said· ''many of us.n I ~o~. ;'1 ;I"' of some early man is carried, 
Reports of t[le finding of tne ., o?Le~oa·per~· ·,Museums are filled 

t , f ort oaO'e of ::;o.te - .,. f h . as news on ne r i " o · . ':. t',~:~t cri ve evidence o av1ng 
with the things that are d~.g upta-~ui L-~rh~re is something en-
been used in some forwer chsta~ ei\a~±· tl,~ ~ld stone age •" Men 
t . . l t the ver·· nhrase-- m . t . d lCmg a)ou . .;,_ .. -d. t'· , acko-rolmd for many s orleS an 
of science have sl:etCile ne o "'•.J • 
tales that men o:f:' ima;jim,.tion have wrltten. 

'!/hen Jensen narrates tht~ story of the emergence of an in
di-vidual--tvTo individuals--from the herd and fallows them t a-

t , '. th thei·r. offsprinr.,. throu.-~h the unfold.ing, experiences 
ge ner \11 , · . ~ :::> n<:' • t · n lan!J'UaP-:e tnat most 
that the-r must nave i;ad m"d o.o:J"' 1., 1 , ') o_ . ,. • • d t 
b~autifully or more t~r-cibly cl~~c;1oes ~,oe d~ce~~~ t-L~~el~~~l~~s s 

. of their pri:dtive exlstel:lC?' lt 18 ~o "~_on ."~f thqt ancient day 
the narration as though l1Vll18 over 111 one~e ~ 
when fire was f o1md ancl when th·l creeping 1ce se1:t ~arl Y man 
i 1- of' ~iction introducina incident.after. 1nc1dent; 
n a wor ·.. J. · · o • ., ~ f' Borne and employ-

character after character, dovm to ~he d.a:rs ? ~ ~ _ ,.... . 
iro- na.rrat ion am1 desc·ciption tho.t nolds one s ~nter~ot 1n 
8~'ft(1 of the fact that· in all the two volumer:l tnere lS no 
q~oted word, no direct discourse. 

.... 

But in rea.o.'ing the book there was for me .a di st~rbing in
congruity. 1.'!hen I read it I read on and on, for~ett1ng th~t 
it was fiction feeling that it was a true narrat1ve, t~at 1t 
must have all happened just that wa,y, until suddenly 1n the 
second volume tht..)re is int-r.·oG.uced the myth of Norna Gest, a 
sort of a Danish Vlandel·ing Jew, who lives a couple of thous-
and years and as far as the tale !1as been pu~lishe~ isn't. dead 
yet. Now, I have, as I said, always hao. an 1mpell1ng des1re to 
know about early man, not to imagine merely, and Jensen's books, 
ati'east the first, set my imagination going until I was my
self living in the forests and paddling a dug out in the waters 
of the streams of the dawn of time. But w!1en that old fellow 
who could not die comes into the scene, he presents an im-
poss ib ili ty tha.t spoils it all. 

In conseouence of this I have bt3en set on a trainof 
thou.s·ht. Vfhy- is this? The whole thing is fiction and I know 
it all the time. And :J(3t merely because of physical impos
sibility is introduceO. into the fiction the tale for me at any 
rate is spoiled. Is this experience of mine shared by others? 
Have you occasionally picked up a book, and, starting toread, 
had the pleasure of feelin~ that here is a back that starts 
out ju;.;t as you would ho.ve it start and proceeds just as you 
would have it proceed to m}:e it a book just written f.or you? 
Have you become ouite absorbed in it and. felt that it is so 
true, so real, so convincing, thu.t all it tells must have 
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happened just that way? Then have you suddenly come uuon some
thing that could not have halJpened r.ny more thc.n a fai~·y tale 
could be true? What v1ere your feelings, particularly if the 
tale proceeds in its realistic way and res,1mes the narrative 
just as thou;h the impossible thing hacl never been related.? 
Are you not disappointed and disturbed? Do you not feel some
how that now that the. author has betrayed you, deceived you, 
misled you? You have given him your confidence, you·r. full 
sympathy, you have believed his story and alm03 t lived in the 
scenes he describes and then he rudely thrusts before you a sham 
a lie, a fraud. You have.to try to reconstruct your whole at- ' 
titude and it is hard, if not impossible to do. 

Now, this fee ling I do not have in. read.ing a book th~.t is 
fancy--all impossible. I can enjoy a storJ that is 11 on~ gr·ao.t 
impossibility, I mean physical impossibility, just as much as a 
tale that is moot realistic. Baron L~unchausen and Gulliver are 
old friend~. I would consider myf;?elf a barbarian not to love 
Und.ine. I can travel v:ith my author g·uide on a trip tD ~.:ars 
aD.d not be offended. Surely kesop presents the physically im
possible and yet I enjoy those ancient fables. But they a-ce all· 
honest vlith me. 1'hey don't first pose as relations of fact, then ..• ,• 
insult my intelligence with a fairy story incident m1d afterward 
~;o in a matter of fact wey that again invites your belief. 

Further, it is necessary to st&te thut there is no such a 
t;·rning ag,_J.inst a story however plausible and believa'ole that 
intr educes tne improbable. Just so lenS" as the incident is one 
that c auld happen, whethr.r it is apt to happen or not , my sense 
o:f tl~ e prope-r is not offended. I read and have rereo..o_ "·Thaddeus 
of Warsaw" and. enjoy it in spite of tho most improbable incidents, 
and surprising meetings and the constt!-nt ~urning· up of' thehero, 
at the right place and. the right time. All t!1ose things could 
physically have happened. But if rrhaddeus walking the streets of 
London, cold and hungry, instead of nieet ing among the !mnd.reds of 
thousands the man he had lett on the field of battle for dead, 
had seen his ghost, I would have thrown the book down ,with ill 
humor. 

Looking at the thing from anoth~:r angle it ma;y be thought 
peculiar that I like "The 1Ntmdering Jew" immensely. A whole 
bookf'ul of the thing that in "The Long Journey" offerrl s ine is 
all right. And why?_ BecatlS e Sue is telling a stor;y ~hut ~~ just 
what it purpo·r.ts to be --a story of a man who cr::m not dl:3, w rn le 
J·:1nsen is telling a story thi.:t impresses one as a narrative of 
fact and actuill. experience into which .he int·r oduces qne thing 
that is not ·a fact and that could not have been .experienced. 
The one is myth--all myth. Tile other is a semblance of actuality 
with mvth introduced as an extraneous matter. 

fl , I 

Do I like "A Christmas Carol?" Of cov:.c se I do. If I 
could remember V\h en I first. read it I probably would remember 
t!1a t in reading the fi -est few pages I wr;,s prepared to believe 
it as we let ourselves believe any realism. But when the story 
unfolds ancl instead of a plausible narrative it develops into 
a most delio-htful fanta81J we enjoy it ancl love it beca~se it 
stays thL: t ~a~r. We go along with it in e. delicious enJ oyrnent 
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f
. t' tiMe beJieve in spirits and ghosts as 

tha. t ·na.}:e s 11 s 0 (' r~e .l. • 

. l.····t- as. l·n kl'r·o.· 'rlu[:.rts ano. !iaro. ones. 
lffiP lC l .Y • • ·· 

. dr· ··· haq 'Yl. ven me as much , d 111 w·,r•liJ a c.:.'/ ... 0 
Nothing I nave rea u.c:.l.:orley' 3 "Where the Blue Begins

11 

Of. a chock as did Christopher do~ I confess 
. c t th nact that Gissing was a 6• 

when I plumped on . o . -~ ~ . 'ust myself, but when I did I 
it t 00~ ~e .. ~ fer:. l.!llD~te~ ,. 1~h:~~J.n (}is sing nOW d.oes things 
went OI1l;y \11th tn __ t i:ltor.y. . t' . a-c t'. t only a man can do 
that only a dog co.n ~~ ~nc. no\lm··n~~~~e ~; propriety. Why? 
without any offense ~.t ~ 11 to :' l' · he dicln' t start 
Because I'orl(,~v doesn't try to fool me. rue, d " 
off his ~to;y" b:f s&y ing a's he might' "Now' ?iss in~ v~atsta tog • 

h 
, e has let ·ne into t~~e secre.t ~18 doeun ry o 

No but 0.:1 l3n n , ' ·· I f' t ' ·t, ··n I amsuprised when am ·lrS 
make me for!~et l J.?a1 • . , f 1 d ani hoodwinked. The 
told' but I am not oetra~fed auo .. ee ~. . , . . . ::l' , h 
style is such as to prepare my mlno. 101 ~l~to.lnt;' and. Wr-~n 
I know there is no chan~ing to the pra~~1cal, ~o. the pla1n 
every da.Y pla11 siblo narrative, I am ou1te reconc1led. 

l
.r , I. dare (H)'/ 1· t i·~· ver'f imiwoper for me to acknowledge 
I 0\/ i:lc.., u < " • It d • 

that I have alwa.:s re?;t'l~tted that .:.itevenson o.1dr: . ev1s~ 
believable wav for Dr. Jekyl to appear as Ln~. Hyo.e 111-

:~::d oi makin~ e ~agic draught shrink him into the bas~r man. 
T'ne stor 7 i::; so ·'2:rippin~, the scenes so actual to our m1n~s, 
so poss"i1)le ei:cept for thut. Aged n is it tresson for we to 
a·.:-; thnt m~, en 'o·rment of Hamlet is not complete because I 
0 '"•1 "- " u J ' f t' tb· t th can't find some ws.J to proYe to my 0\''fll sat1s _ac.1on ~a e 
ghost was some re:.;ll~J possible mani:festationrr res,, I know 
you vtill sa.::i that the plan without thfl ,shost wou~d o e. almost 
as bad as the play v:ithout [·Iamlet ana. tc:at the gnost 1s al
most aswuch in tr1e plL:y as the Jew is in '"l'he Wano.ering Jew.n 
But I will sr<! to ;;rou, no, that the play is so vivid a por
trayal £tnd so deserving to he true in every other wa,y that 
to introduce a .:;host into it spoils it. .And then if you 
argue furthor (will -cemino. you that I am not putting forth · 
a .rule of tine v:ritilli5• I arn simply telling hovi these things 
strike me. I am aware that Shakespeare knew oerfectly well 
how to do it, but I still have my own vm~T of enjoyins t11ings 
and if trwt .:;host could be explained on reaEJonalJle grounds 
I'd be better 9leased. I like to pretend that the ghost 
was one of thn old Y.ing's faithful fri:nds who took that 
wa.y to impreG0 on d mlet the things t!1a t he wcmted him to 
know, and so I can thue enjoy iltunlet. 

"A I.rids1n:m1er 1\i:;ht' s :Uream" is full of V:ings as impossible 
as a ghost, but the~r all o.re in Bottom's dream ano. that makes 
it all possible. L l!lan c auld. cirec.m sucn t hirl. :~s. I 1 ve dreams d 
things almost as strange though of course not ·so c anne ctedly. 
I enj o~{ ''A Comrnedy ·Of' t:-crors," too, as full as it is of im
probable incio.ents, because at laast tr·1ey are not supernatural 
things introduced into a plausible tale. And 11 The r.rempest" 
is ju~~t about what it purports to be. The stux~rnaturcl is 
characteristic of ti1e \':hole in~:;tead of being introduced. into 
a fabric of a O.i fferent textu·ce. 

"The Liarble Faun" I fiTst read. v.rr.en quite young and Miriam 
and Donatello and Hilda and [enyon were almost as r~al tome 
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as my boy and girl associates in school. There vms alvm,,rs 
howe~er, a fly in this ointment, too, in that I could no't l~elp 
f(~el111g that the stor~;r was fiction because Hawthorne implies 
th:;~t Donatello's ears were real faun's ears. If his e[l.rs had 
merely resembleo. faun's ears I. would have knovm the stor'r was 
true, ana. my enjoyment even now would be keener am1 i'ull~r. 

Seldom have I been more off'eno.ed than by Farion Crmvforcl' s 
"1'!ith the Immortals." If Crawford wanted to brino· Caesar and 
Chopin and Dr. Johnson back to earth why did he m~ka their 
ghosts appear to a prosaic American frn1ily introduced in a 
matter of fact way and described as fai thf'ully, as minntel;y and 
as unromatically as if he were writing a newspaper story? 'rrrhe 
House Boat on the Styx" d.oesn't offend thc~t ,way. One doeBn't 
have to readjust or to try to read just oneself and fail in 
reading that. Take Uncle 3emus--there's no delusion there. There 
is an introduction that merely sets the stage and tilen Brer r-:ab
bi t and Brer Fox and Brer Bear and Mr. Han come on the bo:J.rds 
perfectly real ine.ll their unreality. The "Jungle Book" too. 
I am not asking fo-e the cold realistic facts. rrhere impossibil
ities are c1elicious because they are mixed, unadulteratecl. su·o-
pose for a moment that Brer nabbi t , as smart as he was , had -
suddenly, in trying to escape from Brer Fox, put on a cloak of 
invisibility. ThJ. t vJould have be en a tro.~i c spoiling of a great 
story. But where a hero in mytholO.:?.'Y resports to tr1e same ex
pedient one is not offencled in reacting the story because v1e are 
reao.ing of m~y-ths and expect something of the sort. But what a 
poor mythological her·o he would have been if he couldn 1 t have 
done that! 

' 
Then there is "The Arabian r.;ights." What is that but un-

adulterated impos sib ili ty. These gems of 1J.nrec;li ty a-ce strung 
on a string of circumstantial plausibilit;·/ in their relation by 
the fair Scheherazade, but most of them appeal to that within us 
thatstill enjoys a good fairy story. Lalla ~Zookh is of a lite 
piece. The story of the prince who wins his princess incognito 
is delightful romance, anc1 it might have. !1appenecl VIi t h. out a 
miracle. The stories he te1ls could. not hm'e happened, but they 
were not. diszuised as truth. 

'What a master of handling the actu~l and the mythical was 
Washington Irving. None is deceived by a legend's being d-cessed 
by him in the ~uise of the real. 

One of the most conspicuous examples of tales thct offend rne 
is Bram Stoker 1 s "Dracula." It is, a ·perfect example. It starts 
out in a way that catche p aud holds one Is intere.st. It is most 
plausible. Aa it proceeds it jntroduces the mysteriou~, ~nd the 
romantic, but, for a time at least, not the impossib}.e. ~·~ 
physician or su~rgeon, a man of great lea:rnin-~·, is introduced a no. 
b. is analysis of baffling phenomena is present ad. mast TeL~listi cally • 
Horror plays a part. Mystery deepens. Still the man of science 
promises to explain everything at the next turn in events and 
one has confidence thu t an amazing wonde·r will soon be solved . 
when finally the author falls back on the supernatural, the im
poss1l>le happensand a soul is released by a t.nife thru8t in a 
body that has been lou;; dead. and. the body itself is made unable 
to continue to press itself throug·h the space b(.;tv!enn a tightly 
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- , d - ·amb in a tomb of solid. masonry • 
c~osed ~?or. o.nd. tne 00 ~ J·". cleT' 8 confidence the narrative 
After trns 1nsu;l~ t~,the r . .,:ful~:md. scientific explanation 
proceeds as a f~1thf~l, car. ;t ~ thou~h this preposterous 
of incidents ana phenomena JU~ ac · o 

thing could really have happened. 

How different is 11 stor;y like~ this ~and~ed.,b;y suc.h"ra 

t S Poe -~'emerr1ber his "The .!!1acts 1n t11e Gase of 1·;"• 
mas er a • kl • • • - • "' ld t b 
Valdernar ?" A more strikinslY lmpos Sl ble thln,) c~u. - ~o e 
ima.o-ined nor could al~It[·:ing· ue more ace;uTately a.escr1bed. 

Y t
o ! - t left in dou.lJt for a mimlte th.:.t some super-

a one 1 s no · . , , _ 1,. t , :,, n · f one 
natural circumstance 1S !J.oout to oe re u ea.. .J.:Jve 1 , 
did not know it was a Poe story and thus_be ~repared_De 
would not be fooled. The var; first word.s ~1ve you the k~y-
" Of course I shall not preten6. to c·onsi_cler 1 ~ any matter ~or 
w6ndar that the extraordinary case of L, Yala.emar has exc1 tea. 
discussion." And th::n t;:e narratiYe proceeds ancl you do ~ot 
know what tho av;f1;.1 e:~d is soin:~ to be o.lthou,sh you know 1t 
is g oin;.; to be av1fnl and also such o.n end as could happen 
onl:T in fiction. 

There is o. card.im1l g-cinciple among newspapers, laid do~rn 
by one of the:: grl'latest newspaper men that ever live0., that 
advertisements should not be disguised as roadirg matter. 
You. cc.n yourself re.::e::lbwc tr1o dis::;nst with which ~you read the 
article relatin :· trFl C:L-:perieiJ.ces o:f tho famous ball on ascension
is t r1hich ile~·an" \'lith a thrilling· ace ount of his sailing amid the 
clouo.S m~c. aDded rrith the statell1fL~t tho.t hi.S ability to :jO to 
grao.t hei~hts was attributed by him solely to the efficacy of 
Hochstatter's Stomach Bitters. 

l'iow I nrn ouite avmre th:.t -Lf tl1e -wa7 I 'feel about this 
bringing· the ~ni.rHrnatural or impossible into a realistic 
·story is not mnrely an idiosyncrasy of my o~n it has been 
analyzed and classified ~;~nc .. s;ynthetized. long bef'ore and. my 
conunents are surpassed in their untimelyness only by their 
crudeness. I.:oreover, v1hatever the situation m.:.:.y be I arr1 not 
dar in:s to argue for a rule for fine writing nor attempti-ng to 
set myself up as 011·8 r:ho knows w!1at fine v1ri ting may b,;::, par
ticularl;y in a compt:.ny whe·co e:r.e thoDe '.'iho both clo and know 
fine writing and to~eh it, but fo-e my own self o.s a rnader and 
for my o~n self if I were a writer, I am askin~ to be heard. 

I shou·1 d want so mot hin.:~· of the saltL~ sort of a rule for 
w·riters as Dana laid down for newspapers--do not mix the im
possiblt=} in with the ·possible •. A writer who t·des to fool the. 
reader is--well, anyway, whatever he is, as fa-r as I am con
ceri:ed I want my fiction st:-·aight. 

Walter A. Draper 

Dna Hundred Per Cent Americans 

.. Daniel Webster on~e ~v.id: "Inconsistencies of opinion 
ar1s1ng fro1~ changes. of c1rcmnstances are often justifiable •" 
Thus some of us of tne present day, vthose linea3e is of the 
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sou~h! try to re~oncile that feeling akin to smypathy which our 
~am1l,1es enterta1necl towards the Ku Klux l:lan, organized dur
lng tne dark days of reconstruction, with another feeling 
~t~ ong~r than antipathy, which we now have for its modern 
1m1tat1on--also conceived in the womb of a great war. 

The south of the late ~ixties, ravaged by thA federal armies 
and bankrupted by its OiND, 1nvaded by carpet baggers and governed 
by men both white and black who were totally unfit for th~ job 
found herse-lf in dire straits. The conditions with vih ich the ' 
peop~e had to contend are best illustrated by a sto-cy told me 
by tne son·of a former governor of Louisiana. 

• ~ 1 ~ark~y j~dge appointed soon after the war to preside over 
a d1st11ct 1n tnat state where: the menE1ers of' t:~e bar were all 
gentlemen of the old regime, was advised to cill the motion 
docks t on the first day of' his term. 1.'!hen he took the bench 
he ~ropounded the qu~:Y if there. wei·e any lawyer present who' 
des1red.to make a mo~1on. One w1tty fellow, seeing a chance to 
play a JOke, moved that Colonel du Soniat's petition in a 
certain action be d.ismissed, whereupon the colored juriest with 
a perplexed look, inquired whether ~ny one seconded the motion. 
'.raking his cue, a I\·~ajor Bowie seconded the motion, o.ncl with 
gre~t solemnity the judge proceeded to st2.te 8.nd put the motion 
ask1ng all those in favor of it to vote aye and those opposed ' 
to v~te nay. The motion was ca~ried by a large majority, and 
the JUdge then declared that the petion was dismissed. .It 
required the prosecution of a writ of e-rror to the Sunreme 
Court of' Louisiana before this judgmant could be reve~sed. 

At the end of the war a band of youn~.,. men retu·cnilF to 
their homes in the rrovvn of Pulaski, Tenne~see, restless_) over 
their inactivity and with much leisure on their hands. f'o-crned 

' a. secret society which th,Jy called a Kukloz, the Greek word for 
c1role. Later this was easily corrupted into Ku Klux: and the 
word Klan was added by a natural process of alliteration. 

The members of the ~ociety wore a disguise consisting of 
a whilte mask, a tall card-board hat ancl a white govm or robe, 
'rhey usually rode on horses covered in white and with feet 
muffled. Although formed purely as a social club, the first 
was so successful that othl3r communi ties rapidly organized 
"dens." When later. it was discovered th~·.t tht~ir regalia and 
secrecy had great effect upon the superstitious minds of the 
negroes, the Klan thenceforth became a serious orgardzation 
with a purpose·. As one historian expresses it, "The 1~u Klux 
I:lan was rio one man's contrivance, but an historical development." 

Of course, looked at from an unprejudiced standpoint, one 
must admit that the Klan was an evil inflwn10e. Acts done under 
cover at night and by men in masks are bouri<i to produce mrmful 
results, but in the minds of many 20utherne~cs it was the only 
weapop left with v1hich to fight the appalling situation result
ing from the untimely· death of Presi·ient Lincoln, the one p·ar
son who wholly compreheno.ed and sympathized v1ith the problems 
of the south. 
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, ~ ·t also accomplished some good 
Yfhile it did much na rn, 1 .. se ana conservative leaders • 

t. n of its more Wl . t d under the a irec 1~ . t of tne mi.S governmen an un-
It tended to eli~1~a~e ~ i~~ southern states by the ~o:;e 
scrupulous explo1t1ng ?1 

.. served a useful purpose ~~ 
radical northern leaders, ancL r~ched itself by opposit10n 

t . s until it over-rac:. t h certain sec 10n . . . t· t of their vrhite eac ers. 
to negro schools mw mlstrea men 

"lc ·n most places had disap-
. fte"Y' the year 1872 the 1'. c:.l1 1 t . h. story mhen 
ll. • , d of q ::rq in exce P 111 - 1 • " 

peared and was seldom Dc?~rt ~h~ d passed the men who were 
t ' '"'Sity for its eX1S ence ..... ' t. ne necea . . . tl1 bandoned the or:-saniza 1011. 
co nne cteo. •,n th 1 t qule Y a 

v · · uidst which is very dif
We now have another hlan 1n ou~ . ·n the first place it 

. t' · · inel Ku Ylux s 1nce 1 · fa rent from ne or1:s · 1 - _ • •• ! That man claims he 
'is the re~ult of 

1 
one .m~n s ~ 0~1~~~v~n~:;au~e he believes in 

started tne new 
1 Invl~lbl~t~~f~:hin~ relationships among men 

fratern~l or~.ers a~o.q 1n ~s '"" 
1~~-r know something of the 

and nat1ons .\!nere~.f v.:l f'P~,opl? ood.> of ,-; 0d am1 tho brotherhood 
great doctrll1es of tht, ~vnern . ted. so benevolent a thought 
of man. Tl:.e gentlem.:tn ~lDO .~nunc18. . •. !:"! 1: • r • d f the new 
is Col. ',1f .J. Simmons, tne f1rst .ImpeL 1:..1 .f1zar. o 

n t, Tr T']UX order of the l':nights or · ne dl ~-. • 

In Octo1)er, 1 VlfJ, Ccl. :3immons ~ecic:e~ .. ~ o_ launc~ o ~is move-

d · t' ... .::·te "Xl .!-'oll0"/81"~' on l···OUJlt u toDe, Ol1t u1de. Of ment an v11 n l1.L I:. J. '· w, ·- . " 1 d . ·~, ~· · c!'ln 
1 tlanta r

1
eorP·ia erected a fie:·y cross arw mnur e an ·ll?e :1 u. 1la0'. in the \ro·;ds of one o:f the m~lilb~rs, th~y. th~~en ~~d1cat~d 

the~sel ves as Jwer icans to those pr1ne1ples of ..:~me r.1Ca111Srn ern 
b a 'ed in tl':e constitution of the United States and consecrated 
t~e~selves to tht3 tenets of the Ch-cisticm'religion ana. p~ed@ed 
themsel vas as i'/b i te men to the eternc:,l rna. intenance of wlu te 
supremacy." 

1.'/e sh·J.l not attempt to ente·r into the sorclio. deta~ls of 
the or~anization or to state how some of its promoters nave 
grom1rich out o:f its f'inancas. Hov1 sha11 we c1iscuss the 
various atrocities co;mnitted in its name tc:roughout the country 
such as those in llorehouse Pariah, Louisiana. Joweyer, there 
has be en so much pu.:J sy-footing in connect ion with the movement 
and condonilP~ of it by m-Jn in high places, even in the halls 
of Congrecs,-thut it may be interesting to consider its pre
tensions to one hundred pe·c cent Americanism, ancl to the up
holding of tho princi:91es of Christianity. Has it an:J right 
to claim recognition from red-blooded men and women on ei~her 
of these ;:;rounds? Uost emphatically we answer no.~ 

Col. SillUI1ons is reported to have said: 11 We exclude the 
.Jews because they do not believ8 in the Christian religion. 
Vle axel ude the Cat r:olics because the;r owe allegiance to an 
institution tho.t is foreign to the government of the United 
States. To assure the supremacy of tho ~~ita race we believe 
in the o.isfranc"hisernent of tho Negro. It was God 1 s act to 
mal:e the white race superior to all others. 11 

In read.ing the Constitution of our countr~y, th~ instrument 
that embodies the principles of AJ:~e-ricanism to \'lhich the first 
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small group of the Ku Klux Klan dedico..ted themselves we f'' d 
the 1;'ords · '1 Conrr 1 h· 11 1- ' ln . ,, ,. _ • . ..... . 01 e~s. s a.. . m~ ~e n,o laws respecting an establish-
ment ?I, rel1::.1on, 01 . proh1b1 t ll'18' tne free exercise thereof .n 
Yet Wl t~ :emarkabl~ 1nconsistency this same bocly has :.::in::::le d out 
~wo ·cel151~ns for 1 ~s attacks and hatred. For this to happen 
1n a. country found~ a. by men who carne here that they might be 
perm1~t~d to worslup God according to the dictates of their own 
c onsc1e11ces, seems almost a travest1r uuon our 1' de a"' of' 11·b::. t ,, ... . , 0 _ er y. 

· : t.JC :· 
Again the Constitution 6 ontains st;·ong safegua-cds o.c;ai nst 

encrQachments u~on private ris-~ts, \'!hich have been handed down 
tl:rough generat1ons of Englishmen from the time of I.!agna Charta 
ai1d secure a. and preser~·ed to us by the blood shed s.t Bun~.e.r :u11, 
New Orleans and Gettysburg. Among them are those provisions: 

"Al+ persons.born or naturalized in.the United 3tatec:o p· 1d 
subject to the ju.:cisdi ct iol]. thereof, are citizens of the U~i t~d 
States and of the ::?tate wherein they reside. no <:Jt2.te s·r:all 
make or enforce any law which shall abridO'e the privileaes or 
in11nm;i ties of citizens of tf1e United. Stat~s; nor shall ~ny State 
depr1 ve any person of life, l~berty, or property, without · a.ue 
process of law; nor deny to any ,person v1i thin its ~uriso.iction 
the equal protection of' the law·s, 11 

L 

"The rig11t of citizens of the United Jt·.l tes to vote shall 
not be denied or abridged by the,Uni~ed States or 'by any 3tate 
on account of' ·cace, color, or previous c..:ondition of servitude •11 

Where ,in the machinery of 'that government, which terms 
its.elf the 11 Invisible Em:9ire, 11 is there tmy r;lanifeGtation of its 
iJ?.t.~;nt. to .abide by these fm1damentd principle's or where nm:r we 
~1scover any evidence of its desire to support and uphold these 
("10~ r.r· •• 1 t) • 
'T o.- 0 1Ven pr1v1 ages: 

We read further in the Consti tu ti on to vrhich t ;-,e Kha1 is 
dedicated, tqat:" 

11 No per so~ shaTI.l be helc1 to answer for a capital, or 
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentmcF"t or iEdictment 
of a Grand Jury, except in cases a·cising in t!:e land or naval 
forces, or in the l.~ilitia, v:hen ip actual service i'n time of War 
or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same 
offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall 
be compelled in any Criminal Case to be a vri tness agaj_nst himself, 
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without d.ue pro
cess of law:; nor shall private property be takt'ln for public use, 
vdthout ju;:t compensation." 

"In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy 
.the right to a speeo.y ancl. public trial, by an impa rtisl jury o.f 
the State and district wherein the· crime shall h1:ve been com
mitted, which district shail.l have been previously ascertained by 
law, and t.o be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; 
to bo confronted vri th the witnesses against him; to have com
pulsory process for obtaining Witnesse·s in his favor, and to· ha~·e 
the . .Assistance of Counsel for his defence." 

' 
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f who call themselves one hundred per 
Yet this body o men h the power absolutely 

cent Americans assert tha~ theY. 1:v1rticlas of trying and 
denied to them under the orego~l 'lf. f s orne crimtt . or· · · 
punishing petopile whdomdeths~~oycfngnsl~~~i~u~r~~e~ty without a'ttial 
of appropria ng an 
of any sort. 

Turning now to the tenets of the Christian religion to 
which the Klan dedicates itself, is ~here in its practices any 'f 
of that love which Christ sought to lncu~cate in his followers .. 
Through all of Christ's teaching, there 1S no. word of hate. He 
included all races among those to be taug~t H1s gospel. His 
command is "Love thy neioohbor as thyself,' and He makes no 
exceptions of those who ~ay be of different color. "G~ ye into 
all the world and preach the gospel to every creature, He says. 

- Even when in agony on the Cross, He cries out, "Father, forgive 
them, for they know not what they do." 

That Christ's disciples observed his exhortations is 
known, for Mark states that they "went forth and preached every
where the Lord working with th~m." They did not confine their 
teachings to those of one faith. 

There is no doubt that in the Klan are many sincere and 
religious men, but it is time for them to be awakened to the 
fallacies of its doctrines. They must be shown by fearless 
citizens the pernicious effect which its false concept of duty 
is having throughout. the country. As an organization, the Klan 
is not to be feared" for it will soon destroy itself. In the 
meantime, however, it will create a disturbance and ill feel• 
ing in every community in which it exisiis like to that aroused 
by a prejudiced, evil tongued woman in a peaceful neighborhood. 

If those men who belong to the Ku Klux Klan could only 
be made to realize the good which they might accomplish, provided 
they were banded together in a society, not secret, but working 
in the open to remedy other conditions of our times and to fight 
evils which are not confined to any one religion, political 
party or race, we should have an organization whose power would 
be unlimited. Such a society would truly deserve the title of 
one hundred per ce~t Americans. 

"The name of him who loved his fellow men 
Led all the names of those the love of God had blessed." 

Harry B. Mackey 

4. From a Radical ~eactionarr 

I can well understand your tone of hesitant doubt when you 
spoke of a "radical" paper from one of my temperament. Each. 
man, as each group of men, passes through various stages of 
development before the ideal "mean" ( Me ({6 T ~ s of Aristotle) 
is attained. The gnome inscribed on the temple of Del phi !!'• 

( N"' Jzr :. f D( v) "nothing in excess" has always seemed the 
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desirable E_nd-in-itself ( k'l..(,11v l(.'A.os ) The middle f th 
road man, ("inmedio tutissimus ibis" was D~edalus( advic~ to e 
Icarus about t~ try out his wings) seems in the end to be 
likely to att~lll the greatest good. But the pendulum in i~~re 
cou~~e g~~~1reguliartly t? each extreme, not resting for a second 
on e m e po n of lts course except when it work is sto 
In the· same way each man, as each generation of men passes pped. 
~hrough a whole cycle of tendencies and it is given'to no one 
1ndividual to achieve comple~perefection unless it b th 
Nirvana of ~xtinction. A "radical" after all is an "!xtr!mist " 
th~t is .he lS passing through one or the other limits of the ' 
sw~g, JUSt before the turn, to pass through the mean t 0 the 
other extreme. He can not stop unless he die: he cannot pass 
~~yond the limits of the radius unless the mechanism,--hisintel
_lgence,--be destroyed. When he shall have reached the turn of 
the ex~reme limit in one direction, this intelligence the 
mechan1sm controlling his action makes him a reaction~ry a 
"radica; reactionary." Many of us have reached the limi't of so
called progressivism" and are now tending towards "conservatism" 
--in short, are "radical reactionaries." 

It is in this spirit of radical reaction that I venture to 
suggest a few doubts as to some current ideas of progress. I 
shall m~rely suggest, not argue; some doubts not necessarily 
convictlons. ' 

P:esident Ooolidge in his recent ad.mirable mesSage the.t 
seems ln most respe~ts impervious to criticism takes up the 
idea,.advanced by h1s predecessor, of removing certainclasees of 
seour1ties notably state and municipal bonds from the category of 
tax exempt property. Several reasons are given for this "radical" 
change :·--that so large an amount is withdrawn from investment in 
productive industry; that the removal of the exemption would curb 
extravaganue of states and cities; that such exemption creates a 
favored class, etc. 

. No tyro in economics is so ignorant as to suppose that money 
1nvested in bonds is wi thdraV'm from circulation or that such 
capitaL becomes nonproductive. It is not the business of the 

. national ~overnment to interfere with the habits (financial· or 
?therwiseJ of the states and municipalities; such paternalism is 
l~tolerable. If a class is created it is one created by foresi~ht 
and provident habits which always give an advantage over im- o 

providence. The real reason for the proposed change is tre.t it 
would· increase taxable property for the purposes of the Federal 
Government. 

The .history of the failures of goverrunants to ferret out for 
taxation, securities of this class would seem to raise a doubt as 
to the practicability of the scheme. Whatever success has been 
attained has been at a very disproportionate increase of the 
burden of taxation. The increased interest rates involved arenot 
reflected in any case by a similarly increased tax return, despite 
the intolerable inquisitorial methods and elaborate and expensive 
machinery of collection. After all the greatest moving force in 
elevating a people from barbarism is the desire to secure a com
petence for one's self and family. It is the small holdings of 
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.. alc·o accomplished some good 
Vfhile it did much harm, 1t .. ~ a conservative leaders. 

f its more w1::.e an t d un 
under the a irec~i~n o t of the mt:: governmen. an . -
It tended to ellm1nate ~ par t'nern states by tne mo~e 

1 · tiw o,· the sou 1 · ose 111 scrupulous exp o1 .;) - . erved a usefu purp · .. 
radical northe·r·n lea~1er~' a~~r :reached it self by oppositl on 
certain sections untll 1t o . t ,,. their vthite teachers. 

hool s 0no mistreatmen Ol 
to negro sc u. · 

v in most places had disap-
. ll.fter the year 187~ the 1·~1:~, in except in history • \7hen 

P
eared and was seldom n.,arcl of ~~Ci- pa"sed the men who were 

· ·t· f its existence n~ c ' . t' 
the nacess1.~ ?r . ~ abandoned the orsanlza 1on. 
connected \Vl th 1 t qu1etly 

~r . . ur midst which is very di~-
Pfe now have another l· .. lan 1n o . . n t'ne fi -e-st place 1 t · . 1 K Ylux s 1nce 1 · , 

ferent from the ori~pna I .u .. t· !vance That man claims he 
, lt of one man s con r.1 . • . b 1 . . n is tne resu ~ . . 11, .• .,.8 1t because he a 1aves 1 

started the new ... " Invl~l'ble t~~it·~hin?' relationships among men 
fraternal orderc. ana. 1n ~s "" 1118" ~novr something of the 
and nations .vthereb.Y all peopl~ a/of. G~d aml the brotherhoo~ 
"'reat doctrlnes of the f~thernOO. nted oo benevolent a thougnt 
of m() ooentlem9.11 V!nO enunC1v. "' f t' o man. 1 ,.e o t' f" st Imperi'-'1 1!/izard o . ne new 
is Col. w. J. Sinm10ns, ne .. 1~ rr ... · 

order of the l:nights of tne j.u ,!.lux. ... 

• • c 1 :3immons decided to launch ~is move-
In October, l~lf.J, C:: • ·~ou· 1 t Stone Ol1ts1de of 

t a. . · th ·"i .:.·te1·n follo;·,ers, on l'" .L ' ·~ • men o.n ~11 : .L J. • • • f. ~ . .,. cross 8-nd. unfurled an J .. rner1can 
Atlanta, r,e?rtpa, 81 e~Led a ... 1 ~h·~ menibers they there" dedicated 
flag. In tne v10r.d.s of one 0;[ ·· . . · '('< of 1·, me ricanism em-
themselves ~s .CI~iiierti~at~1St. tono to· nf.ost~op~~~~~~l~tates .. ancl conse era ted 
bod· e d. in t 1'8 ons 1 ll 1 '" "' 1 d rll- d the~selves to the tenets of trw Christim1 reJ.i~ion ana. P. e ae 
themselves 118 v11;ite men to the eternel maintenance of wlute 

supremacy." 

'.'le sh~_Q.l not attempt to enter into .. t~e. s?rclid ... d~~a~ls of 
the orga11ization or to state how some, or l~B ~~~~o~~r~,nave 

.· ch out 0 .:.· 1· tc· finances. r;ow sna l.l ·ue Cllocuss tne growntl .L .... • t th . i\lntry 
various atrocities co:wnitted in its nar:1e .t(;.roug~ou e co 
such as those in l.~ore!:.ouse Ps.r LJi1, LoulSl~na. . nowe~er, there 
has been so much puasy-footing in connect1011 vnt~ tn;3 m?vement 
and condoning of it by m0n in high places, even.1n t~e n~lls 
of congress, that it may be intarasti~g t? con~1der 1~s pre: 
tensions to one hundrecl pe·c cent .Amer1can1sm, an~ to the .up 
holding of tho princ·i:ples of Christianit;y. Has 1 t arl;f : 1ght 
to claim recogni.tion from red-blooded.men and women on e1ther 
of these t:rounds? l.:ost emphatically v1e answer no,~ 

Col. Simmons is reported to have said: "We exclude the 
Jews because they a.o not believt? in the Christisn. religion. 
V!e exclude the Catl:olics because the~f owe allegiance to an 
institution that is foreign to the government of the United 
States. 1'o assure the supremacy of the '::hi te race we believe 
in the disfranchisement of tho r.:egro. It was 0od's act to 
mal:e the white race superio·c to all others. 11 

In read.ing the Constitution of our countr;y, th~ instrument 
that embodies thi; principles of A1:~er icanism to Vlhich the first 
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small group of the Ku Klux Klan dedicated themselves we f" d 
the \'.ro::ds: . '1 ?ongress shall make no laws respectinp· ~n e'-"t~~l· co' 

ment ?I rel1g1on, or prohibiting the free exercise o there~f rr 
1

'Jn-
Y~t ~n t~ :emarkabl~ inconsistency this same body has ;;;ilP~l; d out 
two rel1:51011S for 1 ts attacks and hatred 'lj'o .... th1' s to h---• • -. , • ~ L ao peon 
1n a. country founded by men who came here that the7 might .. b; 
perm1ttted to worship God accordin~ to the dl'ct~tes" 0'~ t~e· • . 0 c. J. u.lr own 
c onsc1ences, seems almost a travest.y upon our ideas o:f liberty. 

·'' 1)(. .. 

Again the ·doristi ~uti on ~ ontains stj•ong safeguards o.r~ai nst 
encrQachments upon pr1 vate ri.:;hts, v1hich have been handed clown 
tl.1rough generations of Englishri1en from the time of r,ragna Charta 
and secured and preseryeel to us by the blood shed at :Sun~. 8 r Hill 
New Orleans and Gettysburg. Among them are those p~ovisions: ' 

. "Al+ p~rsor;s_.~orl} o: naturE!-lized in.t~e.United States, and 
~~b Je ct to the ,Jur~sdl ct lOlf thereof, are c1 t 1zens of the United 
.)G~~es ana. of tm: State wh~rein they reside. Ho ;3t:?.te s'r':a11 
~al~E, ?~.enforce. m:y law wh1ch shall abridge the privileges or 
lilllll~l:n t1es o~ Cl t1ze~s ?f the .~ni ted States; nor shall any state 
dep1: 1Ve any person of l1fe, l:J.,oerty, or property, without ·a.ue 
process of law; nor deny to any .. Person ·ai thin its ~urisdiction 
the equal protection of' the laws." ~ 

"The 7ight of citizens of the United Jt'~Ltos to vote sl':o.ll 
not be den1e~ or abridged by tho,Uni~ed States or 'by any state 
on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.~~ 

vrnere ,in the machinery o:f 'that government which terms 
it s.e 1 f t' " I · · b 1 ., · · · ' . ne nv1s1 e .r!.m:9rce," lS there o.ny r;1o.nifeGtation o:f its 
l~t.EH.1t to .abide. by those flmdamentd principles or wha-fe ma7 we 
~l~co:rer any. e~ldt3nce of its desire to support 13:nd uphold these 
TOQ-g1ven pr1v1leges? 

We read further in the Constitution to which t~~e KL21 is 
dedica te·a, that:" · 

"No person sh:iii.l be helrl to answer for a capital, or 
otherwise infamous cri·me, unless on a presentme2·"t or indict;aent 
of a Gral':id Jury, except in cases m:·ising in ti·:e land or naval 
forces, or in the Eili tia, v:hen in actual service i'n time of War 
or .public danger; nor shall any p~ers on be subject for the same 
offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall 
be compelled in any Criminal Case to be a witness against hiritself, 
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due pr.o
c~ss of la~; nor shall private property be taken for public use, 
vnthout ju.:t compensation." 

"In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy 
the right to a speeo.y ana. public trial, by an impa rtisl ju~r.y of 
the State and district wherein the· crime shall h::;.ve been com- · 
mitted, which district shaill hav~ been previously ascertained by 
law, and t.o be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; 
to bo confronted v1i th the witnesses ag~inst him; to have com
pulsory process for obtaining Witnesses in his favor, and to· have 
the .. As,sistance of Counsel for his defence." 
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11 themselves one hundred per 
Yet this body of men who e ca. have the power absolutely. 

cant Americans assart that th Y n Articles of trying and. .. . . 
denied to them under the fore~~id~r guilty of some crim~' or ... 
punishing people whom they cf their property without a trial 
of appropriating and destroy ng . 
of any sort. . . 

f the Christian rallglon to 
Turning now to the t~nets o is there in its practices any 

which the Klan dedicates l tsel~t to inculcate in his followers?. 
of that love which Christ sou~ there is no word of hate.. He 
Through all of Christ s teachln~, be taught His gospel. His 
included all races among those othyself" and He makes no 
command is "Love thy neighbo~ a~f differ~nt color. "Go ye into 
exceptions of those who may a pel to every creature," He says. 
all the world an:d preach t~e ~~sHe cries out, "Father, forgive 
Even when in agony on tthe h ~o th~ Y do •" 
them for they know no w a 

' · b d his exhortations is 
That Christ's disciples o se~~:nt forth and preached every-

known, for Mark states th~t t~~Y " They did not confine their 
where, the Lord working Wlth. am. . 
teachings to those of one falth. 

. th Ylan are many sincere and 
There is no do~bt.that ln rethem to be awakened to the 

religious men, but lt lS timer fo must be shown by fearless 
fallacies of its ~octrine~f ih!~ich its false concept of duty 
citizens the pern1cious e ec or'anization, the Klan 
is having throughout the country • As ~n t g itself In the 
is not to be feared" for it will s~o~is~~r~~~ce and ill feel• 
meantime, however, i~ w~~lw~I~~t~t exists like to that aroused 
~~ai~r:j~Xfc~~:m~ilytongued woman in a peaceful neighborhood. 

If those men who belong to the Ku ~lux Klan could only d 
be made to realize the good which they might accomplish, pr~Iide 
they were banded together in a society, not se~ret, bu~ ~orfi~t 
in the open to remedy other conditions of o~r. imes an . o 
evils which are not confined. to any one rel1g1on, polit1cal ld 
arty or race, we should have an organi·zation whose power wou 

~e unlimited. such a society would truly deserve the title of 
one hundred per ce~t Americans. 

"The name of him who loved his fellow men " 
Led all the names of those the love of God had blessed. 

Harry B. Mackoy 

4. From a Radical Reactionarr 

. I can well understand your tone of hesitant doubt when you 
spoke of a "radical" paper from one of my temperament. Each. 
man·, as each group of men, passes through, ~rious st~ges of 
development before the ideal "mean" ( Mttro ' 11 s of Ar1stotle) 
is attained. The gnome inscribed on the temple of Delphi,~-
( frftl Jir ~ f. D( v) "nothing in excess" has always seemed the 
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desirable End-in-itself ('l?A..euw t/A.os ) , The middle of the 
road man, ("in, medio tutissimus ibis'' was Daedalus( advice to 
Icarus about to try out his wings) seems in the end to be more 
likely to atta.in the greatest good, But the pendulum in its 
course goes regularly to each extreme, not resting for a second 
on the middle point of its course except when it work is stopped. 
In the· same way each man, as each generation of men, passes 
through a whole cycle of tendencies and it is given to no one 
individual to achieve comple~perefection unless it be the 
Nirvana of extinction. A "radical" after all is an "extremist " 
that is he is passing through one or the other limits of the ' 
swing, just before the turn, to pass through the mean to the 
other extreme. He 'can not stop unless he die: he cannot pass 
beyond the limits of the radius unless the mechanism,--hisintel
ligence,--be destroyed. When he shall have reached the turn of 
the extreme limit in one direction, this intelligence, the 
mechanism controlling his action makes him a reactionary, a 
"radical reactionary." Many of us have reached the limit of so
called "progressivism" and are now tanding towards "conservatism" 
--in short, are "radical reactionaries," 

It is in this spirit of radical reaction that I venture to 
suggest a few doubts as to some current ideas of progress. I 
shall merely suggest, not argue; some doubts, not necessarily 
convictions. 

President Ooolidge in his recent admirable message the.t 
seems in most respects impervious to criticism takes up the 
idea., advanced by his predecessor, of removing certainclasees of 
securities notably state and municipal bonds from the category of 
tax exempt property. Several reasons are gi van for this 11 radical" 
change :·--that so large an amount is withdrawn from investment in 
productive industry; that the removal of the exemption would curb 
extravaganue of states and cities; that such exemption creates a 
favored class, etc. 

No tyro in economics is so ignorant as to suppose that money 
invested in bonds is wi thdravm from circulation or that such 
capital becomes nonproductive. It is not the business of the 
national government to interfere with the habits (financial· or 
otherwise) of the states and municipalities; such paternalism is 
intolerable. If a class is created it is one ere a ted by foresight 
and provident habits which always give an advantage over im
providence. The real reason for the proposed c~ange is that it 
would· increase taxable property for the purposes of the Federal 
Government. 

The .history of the failures of govarrunents to ferret out for 
taxation, securities of this class would. seam to raise a doubt as 
to the practicability of the scheme. Whatever success has been 
attained has been at a very disproportionate increase of the 
burden of taxation. The increased interest rates involved arenot 
reflected in any case by a similarly increased tax return, despite 
the intolerable inquisitorial methods and elaborate and expens1va 
machinery of collection. After all tQ.e greatest moving force in 
elevating a people fran barbarism is the desire to secure a com
petence for one's self and family. It is the small holdings of 
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'lit to our community. The many thou
property that give stabl Y pt securities arethe backbone 

sands of investors, in tax e;~~ illionaries are an inconsiderable 
of our citizenry; tne few mu~id: to taxation; it is purely a 
element. There is no m?~~l lify radical reactionary tendencies 
question of practicabil~1Y•n ~of this suggested progress. I 
lead me to ~oubt the ef cavy irredeemable non-taxable bo~ds 
should much prefer a ~ystem ~~ my judgment the wisest system 
for both state and na lOn,-- os~s 
of borrowing money for governmental purp . • 

t h s ~ivan its aid to another 
Our national governmen a to.be based upon a fallacy; 

economic theory that s~e~s !~e~~ation" of some of· our natural 
the so-calle~h!h~~~~e~ th~~ry of conserv~tion is such.u~a of 
~:;o~~~~~~ces as to get the most economical.use of th~m for 
ourselves· as is consistent with a pres~rvat1on, i~h thctt ~e 

ossible, for our descendants of a sim1lar.use. . a ~os. 
~amiliar and intelligent application of conservat1on lSfl~h 
forestry. conservation of our forests means such ~s~ o em 
as wili ~iva us the benefits of our great wealth w1thout de
stroying o for all time tho.t wealth. Intelligent. care ·Of the 
forest :si vas us t\1e prese11t use without destroy,7ng, --nay ~ve~ 
with an increase .of the product. This is real c o~servat1on 
and should be obligatory. No such prin?iples a~pl1~s to s~ch 
natural wealth as gas or oil or coal. We can e1 ther take 1 t 
or leave it• we cannot keep our cake and eat it. We are under 
no obligati;n to posterity to deprive ourselves of the use of 
such resources or a use at prohibitive prices, so that they 
can.have the bonefit of a use which we have denied ourselves. 
When our oil gas and coal are exhausted, posterity will be 
obliged to find substitutes and posterity will find them. An 
unkind critic might suggest that a theory of conservation which 
results in the sale of a product at an exorbitant price is not 
true altruism but has a disagreeable resembla,nce t.o profiteer
ing and that it is a singular illustration of the gullibility 
of the public th~.t it will give its assent toa theory that 
increases the price of a cownodity as the quantity used in~ 
creases in a proportion greater th.an that of the increase in 
quantity. It is even more singular that the public are taxed 
t o pay af f' ic ial s of the na ti anal government to propound such 
a theory of conservation which is no conservation a~ all but 
mere humbug. It is no conservation to pay more for an article 
so as to restrict consumptionthat posterity may oonti~ue to 
pay an extravagant price for the same charact·er of article. 
Posterity must take its share of the burdens of life ~s it 
receives the benefit of all that has preceded. 

Another radical reaction is against the upay as yo~ go 
doctrine." 1ifhen one is b1;il~ing for himself he should pay; 
when he is building fo:c future generations, theirs should be 
part of the burden. When a private corporation is issuing 
bonds to pay for its plant the burden of the debt should be 
distributed throughout the period of the reasonable life, at 
a reasonable degree of efficiency, of tha plant. A city or 
a state however is not anabgous. There is no one thing that 
constitutes the plant. The entire community, property and 
individuals, make one plant. A particular building or a 
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particular street may wear out but the city goes on. Each detail 
is but a part of the whole and the burden of taking care of the 
development of the whole ::;hould be treated as a totality to be 
distributed in part to the generations that come. It is not my 
purpose to argue in so short a paper but merely to suggest. The 
suggestion is that the recent legislation of our state upon the 
subject of incurring, limiting and paying the. necessary expenses 
of municipal existence is based upon absolutely fallacious ideas-
the worst.possibla theory. Schopenhauer taught that this is the 
worst possible world,--if it ware even a shade wors·e, no one 
would consent to live in it. He had never heard of our tax and 
debt legislation, which gets worse each time it is tampered v'Jith! 

One theory of conservation connected with our debt to 
posterity is my last suggestion. 1.1fa oew it to pooterity to hand 
dovm what we have in no worse condition than we receive it, bar
ring reasonable wear and tear. Some years ago a very generous 
citizen gave us one of the greatest works of art in the world,-
the Fountain. It is andhas been a continuous joy to our people 
and its influence has been of the greatest value. It was not put 
up by chance, nor placed without regard to its envirorunent,--a 
city environment. It cam be taken care of but it cannot be im
proved by thoughtless meddling. It is in keeping with its loca
tion and its location is the best in the city and in accord with 
the wish of the donor. The wonderful esplanade that surrounds it 
is its proper setting. Any one who knows our climate and has 
experimented with winter gardens nee~s no further suggestion. 
Some of our most eminent citizens, in the highest spirit of 
civic service, are menacing one of our most vcluabla possessions,
one that we ho1d in trust. They are so much respected .that their 
proposal has almost won by default. As a radical reactionary 
let me urge that at ·this junctura we need a 

5. 

"SAVE THE FOUNTAIN MOVEMENT." 

Aunt Charlotte's Cake Hecipe. 

Kin I tall you how I makes my .cake? 
Why laws! Miss Mary, course I kin, 
I takas some sugar, flour an aigs 
En mixes me a batter thin. 
How much? My Missy 'at depans 
On dam what you's gv1ina ter feed. 
Soma folks eats more, an some eats lass, 
En some iz jas ~lum full er greed. 
\'Thy my Ole Miss she allers knew 
Eggzackly how much folks would eat 
She never had no leavins laf; 
Her cake wuz sholy hard to beat; 
I larned to make my cake like hern. 

You got ter bake hit mighty quick; 
En yit you dassant let hit burn. 
Now dar I'sa tole you all I knows 

Chas. T. Grave 
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t in er printed book. Jes like wuz 
1 

. 
8 The eatener the famb y l t k 

The more ingrejents must b~· oo • 
En always you mus' member o~s 
De mora uv compny you iz gt use· 
De more ingrejents Y~~tm~~ er d;t. 
Dar now! You knows l 

caswell A. Mayo 

'!f 1 t Hills Sixty Years Ago 
6, My Radicalism and a nu 

Young men are often radicals in that they reject the old 
order and seek all sorts of reforms. 

f radicalism was a desire to 
one of my earliest phases 0 ht of blood which was so 

reform an innate weakness at the d:~~h of a frie~d with whom 
great that it nearly cau~~~. t~e into the wilds of Hamil ton County, 
I went on a hunting expe 1 1? about sixty yt:Jars ago • My 
near what is, nQW Oa.kle~;d !h~~m~~~Y '.~ralker, who wrote "Walker's 
frie~d wa~ tn~ ~~t o~ook ~o valuable to law students' a subt 
!:e~e~~ ed~~ion of which was written ~is son by Judge Bryan 
Wafker, and a later edition by Judge ~orca. 

The Walkers then had a large place on Walnut Hills, near 
what is now "Owl 1 s Nest Park," form~rly the residence of the 
widow of the Reverend James H. Perk1ns. Beyond the Grandin 
Road there was the caldwell home, where our ·Dr, Caldwell lived 
as a boy' and then a Holmes family' who went to San Francisco, 
and further north the Burckhardt acres, through whiC,~ ~~.n~:s 
have Vista Place and Holly Lane. Then, except the ~v~ ~~~its 
residence there were very few houses to the north, an ra ' 
squirrels and oometimes quails were to be found in the fields. 

Young W~lker and I wi thour shot guns went off. into thi! 
region looking for that sort of game, and in crawl1ng thr ouoh 
an· old zigzag rail fence, Walker's gun explod~d and nearly 
blew off his hand. When .I saw the blood gush1ng fr?m the wound, 
I naturally tried to give him some assistance,.but.ln a few 
seconds I was violAntly sick, and I remember h1s d1sgust at 
my consequent inability to aid him in making a tourniquet, 
and when I finally recovered enough to get a stick through 
the handkerchief tied round his arm, he ridiculed my folly in 
proposing to put it below the elbow, However, we finally got 
the bandage tight enough t~ stop the blood and made our way 
back to the Walker home, I was so mortified by my wealmesa 
that I thereupon determined to overcome it, and was told I 
could do this by seeing blood in the operating room of a 
hospital, but as only medical students could enjoy that pri
vilege in the Cincinnati hospitals, and my reform was deferred 
until a few years later, when, on entering college I got per
misRion to attend.the surgical clinics at the Harvard Medical 
School, then near the Boston end. of the Charles River Bridge. 

On a Saturday morning at the beginning of my freshman 
year, I presented my permit and was shown into the' top of the 
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circular amphitheatre, on the floor of which was the operating 
table. The medical students occupied the seats on the lower 
level •. Soon the first patient was brought in for. some oper~ 
ation on the rectum. Eresently I was obliged to leave my seat 
violently ill. The next Saturday morning I went again, The 
smell of the antiseptic (I don~ know what it was, but it was 
very pungent) as I went into the room, recalling my experience 
of the week before, almost made me sick, but I overcome that 
until the surgeons began on the first patient, and then I had 
to retire. I kept this up every week for o.b out two months, but 
I could see no diminution of my weakness, I consulted one of 
the doctors, and he said "Oh, give it up, You will outgrow it 
in ti:'Ile, but you.proba'qly cannot cure it in that way," and I 
did give it up, but the doctor's. prophecy carne true, because in 
later years I unexpectedly found that I h~d outgrown it wqen 
one of my boys submitted to a slight operation •. , 

When I recall our hunting game in what is now.a thickly 
settled region, I am reminded of the changes which sixty odd 
years have brought. Only three of the old familia s, the Rays, 
the Scarboroughs and the Longworths, are still occupying the 
houses built by their predecessors over sixty years ago, liladi son 
Road originally connected with the Montgomery Pike at wh&t ·is 
now known as Peebles' Cqrner, formerly Kay's Corner, ro named 
for a grocery and butcht3r f;Jhop on the southeast corner. The old 
Montgomery Pike was the only means of reaching Walnut Hills until 
Colonel A.W, Gilbert, City Engineer, superintended cutting 
Gilbert Avenue into the hillside after following the old. Mont
gomery Road from Kay's Corner to where it ~urned down the hill 
westwardly,,nor FlorenGe Avenue, at the Model Laundry corner, I 
can remember when the Madison Road toll-gate was on what. is now 
McMillan Street, about opposite the Methodist Chutch and the 
Old Men's Home now are. Subsequently, about sixty years ago, 
the toll gate was .moved back a short distance beyond what is 
now the St, Francis de Sales ,Corner, where an old man named. 
Cox used to limp into the roadway to collect his toll. Going 
north from that point, the first house on the .south side was a 
little. frame building occupied by a Swedenborgian missionary 
named Beama~, who had seventeen children an~ was the father of 
our late C.ounty Auditor. 

. . 
At the corner of ~aokberry Street was the old Four li!ile 

House, where the farmers stopped to wat.er their horses and 
refresh themsel vas. Then came Judge Hoadly' s plac.e, which was 
bought by Dr, Johnstone, through which Johnstone Place was laid 
out, and the old house with th~ additions is now Miss Doherty's 
School, and next beyond, the place of Jeptha Mill.er, who with 
his sons and grand sons were in the carriage business, and when 
they failed that place was bought by the father of Judge Sam 
Smith, who has lived there for a long time •. Then next on that 
side was the estate of John Baker, and on that property was the 
old Baker home, and a house built for Samue 1 B. Keys, his son
in-law. In fr.ont of the .!3aker property was an old log house 
which was occupied by M. Hazen White, one of our. immortal tw~lve, 
where Mrs, Vfuite had a small school for young chlldren. The1r 
son John H. White went into the Episcopal ministry and is now 
Bishop of Indiana. Further along, also in front of the Baker 
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of '·~rs Watts the mother of Miles 

property, was the little horne t ~~as • afterw~rds occupied by 
Watts, and I think tht'at P:"~;:r ~ho had several children, among 
Mrs. Campbell, a wor ny Wl ' 
them Amy of the Business College. 

h same side was the place which has 
Next b~yond, on ~ e n as Beachwood once occupied by Colonel 

bean subd~Vlded, now nowd st son of Larz Anderson, Sr. and 
Nicholas i>nderson, ~h~ 9~ e W • ght the local agent of the Wheeler 
afterwood 0\mied ~! hJ?,_,n nco' ~~the; of Clifford B. Wright, and & Wilson Sew ng ~~c l,.e • 
sold by him toM. E. Ingalls. 

N xt was the place of Edmund Dexter, which covered all the 
6 ace ~n that side of the road, including the grou~d now occu-
led by the Chatfield, Lawson, Hazen and other r~s1dences down i "the Villacre '' by which and as Dutchtown or 0 Bryonville, 

t~at ~ollecti~n' of' a few houses and stores just south of the 
Grandin Road, was known. 

On the . other side of the road, going baak toward the city, 
there was the Perkins place, now "Owl's .Nest Park;" than old 
Dr. Woodward's home; then Judge Walker's; then the Scarbor
ough's, Next south the place built.by Charles ~e~t~r, no~ occu
pied by the widow of Clifford. B. Wr1ght, and adJOllllng wh1ch was 
the place of Genercl Joshua H. Bates, the father of Judge Clement 
Bates. These were the only houses on the west side of the road 
until you re~ched the Four Mile House ~nd Hackberry Street. 

On Grandin Road, back from the corner was the. residence 
built by Philip Grandin for his .daughter, who married W.A. 
Goodman, afterward owned by Governor Foraker and. now devoted 
to the uses of that great organization which acquires so much 
valuable property. Infront of that beaut.iful place on north
Bide of the Grandin Road was the Aubrey place, with the old 
llome of the widow Grandin opposite, and nothing else .until 
you come to the entrance of the property back from the road · 
built ty one Kirk, then sold variously until it went into the 
hands of Clinton Crane and is now owned by Stuart Sutphin, 
and nearly opposite, a little further down the road., was the 
entrance to what was the residence of Rauben Springer, who 
sold it to William Hooper, from whom it was bought by Mr. Schmid
lapp. Then there was the Harrison place, and opposite what was 
known as the Meyers farm, a part of which is now occupied by 
the Golf Club. 

' When Nicholes Longworth died, he was living in the house 
on Pike Street, his son Joseph having already built the place 
called "Rockwood" on the west side of Grandin Road where 
his children and grandchilren have lived, Further'along was 
the old Corbin house, just beyond where George Hoadly has . 
built his house, on a part of what was originally the. Harrison 
tract, and next there was a little house occupied. by a Mr. 
Langen beck, a druggist, whose son Carl Langenbeck now living 

. in Washington, a distinguished chemist, was at on~ time a 
valued member of this Club. Further along was the hou.se which 
I think was built by Robert Burnet, and just beyond on that 
side was the house now occupied by Leopold Kle~bolte, which 
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was built by Jacob Strader, who during his race for Congress 
against Ben Eggleston was the author of the expression, "Never 
mind the weather when the wind don't blow." On the other, side 
was the house that Mr, Longworth built for ~.P. Cranch, and 
the old Taylor house r~cently destroyed, and those I think were 
all the houses on the Grandin Road sixty years ago, · 
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ATTE~~TING THE IMPOSSIBLE 

JANUARY 5, 1924 

Charles B. Wilby 

ARTHUR H. MORSE 

Poets.are born, not made. They have been bprn in every 
land and every age •. Their songs have been recorded in the minds 
and memori~s of men; inscribed on stone and wood and clay, 
written on parchment or papyrus and in modern times printed on 
paper this to be stored up and added to the treasury of men's 
achievements, held for all mankind and for posterity. 

I know that poetry may be where speech is not, and with that 
point I do not here concern myself, but if a poem is to be passed 
on from mind to mind, from.age to age, it must be crysta~lized 
and take substantial form.· It must be spoken, written and pre
served. So, tho a true poetic thought may be supremely perfect 
and unchangeabl~, a thing immortal as the gods themselves, it 
must b,e. sh$:ckled to be kept on earth and boU:nd with earthly 
fetters. These can be no other than the letters and the forms 
v.rhich. served the time and place where it was born. 

A Hebrew poet, so tradition tells, flourished and wrote 
three thousand years ago and still his songs are sung in many 
lands wherever men still bow before his God, and oftenest are 
sung in tongues which he himself would not have understood. 

A pagan poet (tho s.ome say not one, but several) told, in 
Greek, stories of gods and heroes, ~arriors, voyagers, women 
false and fair and fair and true (even as men and women are 
today) and still today we read with fresh delight old HoiiBr's 
story of the siege of Troy,, 

Eight hundred years ago a Per.sian poet lived whose songs 
would now be· heard by few save Persian ears, had not ;the genius 
of an Englishman who knew the Pers.ian, tongue'· recast his verses 
in an EnglisA mold, giving ~itzgerald s Omar to the world. 

Indeed the poets which have lived and sung in our own time, 
and written'our own language ma.y be fev1 compared with legions 
who have gone before, unknovm to us, since never having fo~nd . 
that kindred genius, that interpreter to talce the spirit of the1r 
songs and give that spirit voice in other tongues,.they mus~ 
remain "mute and inglorious" and mm t be to us. as 1f they hu.d 
not lived. 

How valuable then the service which is rendered to his 
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from oblivion the work of some 
fellow-man by one who rescu!~o~e language is no longer under-
ou'tlanclish poet' or 0~ one p~noib ili ty he too must bear if 
stood. Yfhat bur.den ~ ~e~ he.., must truly represent a poet's 
faithful.to his trus' 0 icture of it as it were,using 
thought, must paint anew a Push rules ~f perspective dif
new colors and a diff~ren~t~roth~r values than they had before, 
ferent t !~ghi ~~~h:~a p~c~~re must produce within the mind of 
and ye e . a mental image which in all ~aspects is 
him who looks on lt, . i 1 Minds too are changed with 
~~=~ !h~f s~:e a:n~h~l~~~: ~~d' so t~e difficulties multiply,· 
co !ate success is not to be atta1ned;--success such as an 

mpi would call "100~~ efficient," and any effort started 
eng near ' . th. " f t score " with the hope of reaching this 1deal, lS per ec , 
I call attempting the impossible, 

It is however fortunate for us that the attempt has been 
made 80 often and with so large a measure of success. Ma..v the 
attempts continue with increasing strength, and may the voice 
of genius never be shut in by boundaries of language, 

But to whom shall we look for the service of ~endering 
into our tongue the masterpieces which we should l1ke to see 
mHde accessible to all? Can only a genius interpret a genius; 
none but a poet translate a poem? These are reaoo nabla quest1ons, 
but not all reasonable persons can be expected to agtee on the 
answer, I have no answer to suggest, but I maintain that a 
person who lcnows we 11 the languages with which his ~ask i~ con
earned and who is acouainted with the simple techn1calit1es 
of ver~e, may vri thout ~being unduly presumptuous, undertake 
to translate a poem, provided always that he loves the poem 
in its original form and makes his translating a labor of love. 
I believe he should have a care not to go beyondhis depth--
let him not tackle an epic if his intellectual dimensions 
put him in the class of the sentimental ballad, 

Poetry, some sage has said, is "a triumph of thought over 
mechanism," I like the definition well, although I cannot 
quite accept it as C{)mplete, ·A· modern tendency is to attempt 
dispensing with the mechanism--some apparently gofurther still 
for they seem to dispense completely with the tou~ht, reducing 
the result to a negligeable quantity:., · · 

The tutor of Molier's, M. Jourdain assures him, ratber 
dogmatically, that all which is not poetry is prose, and all 
which is not prose,· is poetry, He does not tell the \vhole 
tru~h,' there is a creature neither poetry nor prose,but 
inflnitely worse than either, 

Mechanical structure is characteristic of poetry as 
geometry is characteristic of that other fipe art, architecture. 
I should like to paraphrase the definition of poetry which I 
have just quoted and to define arc hi tectur a as a "triumph of 
art over geometry," Surely no palace, no cathedral, no vast 
dome was ever built except by rule and line, by square a~d 
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compass; but when rigid lines and geometrical details obtrude 
themselves, we say the architect has failed, For they must be 
subordinated to the thought of which the structure as a whole 
is the embodiment, Still geometric features tnere must be, or 
we return to wigwams, huts, and caves, such dwellings as man 
made before they learned the use of rule and line. · 

So with a poem;· the machinery is there but unperceived, The 
thought must be borne b~oyantly yet smoothly as on wheels which 
roll, but never rumble, and don't squeak, 

The type of mechanism is differe~t in different languages, 
varying to agree with certain peculiarities of the language and 
influenced by other causes difficult to discover. 

Hebrew poetry is not metrical, as. we understand me,ter, but 
its structure consists essentially of balanced phrases usually 
in pairs of nearly equal length, Although this structure was 
possibly ignored by those who translated the psalms of David, 
it is discernible in the English version: 

"Tbe Heavens decla~e the glory of God 
The firmament showeth his handiwork, 
Day unto day uttereth speech 
And night unto.night showeth knowledge," 

. ' 

This is true poetry, but in form it is. different from any-
thing which we are accustomed to recognize as poetic structure, 

I doubt if the psalms could be rendered in any kind of 
English verse as effectively as they are rendered by keeping 
closely to the original form, but perhaps this is because we have 
become familiar with them and love the~ as they are, and con
sciously or unconsciously should present an innovation. .some 
recent editions give the psalms in a typographic form which 
brings out clearly their poetic character with excellent effect, 
tho the text is almost unchanged, 

Many have undertaken to recast the psalms into verses and 
set them to modern music; such hymns are still sung in our 
churches, This however is adaptation rather th~n translation, 
for the starting-point h~s usually been the "authorized version" 
in English. Isaac Watts is the most distinguished of these 
hymnologists, He want thru the whole book of psalms, writing 
each one in the conventional meter of a hymn, I have an old 
family bible _in the back of which, among other fan~asti~ addenda, 
I found these metrical psalms. Some of them are g1ven 1n several 
forms; long meter, short meter, common meter, coriunon particular 
meter etc. so that the tune having been selected to suit the 
taste 'of the parfor~er, that version.can 1Je chosen which fits 
the tune! Although Watts has written some of our noblest hymns, 
this collection as a whole is valuable chiefly as a literary 
curiosity--but this is a digression. 

Greek poetic forms are truly metrical, and the meter is 
based on the succession of syllables. Syllables are arrangad.not 
according to accent but according to "quanti~y," and wh~le th1s 
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th ?n lish versification there is 
.method has some analogie~ w~slato~ then must choose the metrical 
no close similarity. A rab dy the thought of the original, 
structure best fitted to em 0 e de rea on a wise or fortunate 
and his success depends in 1:~~ --o~e which lingers in my mind 
choice. Failures have ~e~~e Illad and Odyssey--a rendering of 
is Fope's translation o d entameters accurate and un-
Graek heroic verse into r~yme. P d 1 think it must have been 
varying, artifical and unlnsplre 'toea, with reference to 
these verses which prompted T~inea poe~'to know his trade too 
Pope. " It is a g~~~ t d d:n~~I te~r as Andrew Lang has not achieved 
well~" Even so g e . tly a friendly critic 
distinction in th~st~ieldof' ~~~ ~~~~ncalls his translations 
writing an apprec1a 10n . "' 
from the classic Greek "the least of hlS sue cesses • 

Classic Latin verse, perhaps less subtle and le~s intricate 
than classic Greek has tempted many to experiment w1th render
in 8 in the vernac~lar and soon have done it excellent~y well, 
th~ugh for my part 1 think in this respect the masterp1ece is 
still to be achieved. Here, as in Greek, we cannot carry over 
into a modern tongue the mechanism which the P?nt used. In 
making a translation one must use, or else dev1se, a modern 
form to fit. 

Of "modern languages" so called, I am here concerned with 
only two German and French both akin to our own mother-tongue-
The Germ.~tn language, strongiy accented. and rich in rhymes uses 
verse--forms identical with ours. 

Shakespeare's verse moves with the same rhythmic swee~ as 
Schiller's usually in lines without rhyme but sometimes Wlth 
rhymed couplets for dramatic effect and sometimes with an 
interlude in lyric meter. Translation is comparatively easy. 
It is often possible to "lift" a whole line bodily from one 
language into the other giving for each word a literal equiv
alent without making th~ result read like a naictiona't"y trans
lation." It is sometimes mentioned as a reproach to us that 
the plays 6f Shakespeare are sean oftener on the German stage 
than on our own. This is in part the result of the excellent 
translations available, which are enjoyable reading for one 
who is acquainted with the playa in the original. 

The mechanism of .l!,rench verse, however, is vary different 
from English, the differences being a necessary result of the 
peculiarities of the language--French, as is well known, is 
an unaccented language, that is, all syllables are, or are 
supposed to be, equally stressed when spoken, hence there can 
be no rhythm which exactly co~responds with ours. Rhythm 
there is however, of a smooth and beautiful.kind, resulting 
f'rom the flow of syllables, and phrases, . the recurring rhyme, 

·and the changing position of the caesura. Since, without 
accent, blank verse would lack much of its effectiveness, 
rhyme is always used, 

French poets have written in a variety of forms not 
surpassed in any language, but the classic form, the verse of 
Moliere, of Racine, of Voltaire and Victor Hugo is a~moat 
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invariable. It is called. the "Alexandrine'' --it consists of lines 
of twelve syllables alternating_, in rhymed pairs, with lines of 
thirteen syllables. The line of thirteen syllables ends always 
with a so-called nmute" E, and is. the ''feminine" line the · 
twelve-syllable line being "musculine"--This alternation of mas
culine and feminine lines never varies. 

Evidently then the translator, however faithfully he may 
desire t? reproduce his original, cannot adopt ~n identical meter 
because 1t does not exist in English and could be imitated but 
crudely. He will dobest by remll!lbering that there is an idiom . 
of verse as wall as of language. and thr1.t the thing to be achieved:. ' 
in both is the idiomatic, not the literal, translation. ' · 

' 
"Soli tude" 

I love youl--•My rapt soul unchained from Day 
When Nights horned crescent lights the starry way. 
Drawn by a thousand magnets to the skies 
Mounts upward, blending with their mysteries. 

You, You are my desire's highest goal 
But how can you thus dominate my soul 
And still be without power to say, Depart, 
To the unbounded Hope which fills my heart~ 

(An·anonymous writer in the Revue ·des Deux Mondas, 1918) 

Be thou like yonder bird; alighting high he clings 
And on a branch he swings. 

He feels the frail twig bend, yet lingers there and sings 
Knowi'ng that he ~as wings. 

(From Victor Hugo) 

Soliloquy,of Venus, on beholding a statue of herself 
Adonis has beheld me nude, 
Vulcan and Mars.my form have viewa~ 
Undraped. (I blush!) I didn~t know 
Praxiteles has seen me so~ 

(From Voltaire) 

THE CRUCIFIX 

Oh Thou who touched.her lips and felt her gentle sig4ing, 
Who heard the last fmnt whisper of her parting wQrd; 
Twice sacred symbol, gift of love unspoiled by dying 

And image of my Lord,, 

Ah, many tears have fallen on thy sacred form 
Since from a martyr's bosom in the hour of death 
Thou camest to my trembling hands, thyself still warm 

And moist with her last breath. 
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h limmered with a fitful light, 

The funeral tore as g sweet prayers for those who die, 
The priest was. chanting prayers., t i ht 
Ae to her sleeping child a mother sings a n g 

some drowsy l~llaby. 

She se~med transfigured and upon her peaceful face 
Serenely beautiful like an incarnate psalm, 

· There fleeting pai~ had left. its mark of subtle grace' 
Death, its majestic calm. 

Her hair caressed by breezes laden with perfume 
Was toes~d about her face, where shadows played 
As sun thru cypress-trees throws on a whitened tomb 

Soft waves of light and shade• 

Beside the funeral couch ont3 arm hung heavily, 
The other lay relaxed and still across her breast; 

· The slender fingers clasped the sacred effigy 
Which her dead lips had pressed. 

To kiss it yet again was her supreme desire 
But her sweet soul had fled in that divine caress 
Like fragant incense rising·from a fire 

Which burns to nothingness. 

Her bosom stirred no more, the icy lips were sealed 
Her breathing lost· in silence, like a breeze which dies; 
Her eyelids, fallen back, unclosed and half revealed 

The dull un-seeing eyes. 

Not daring to draw near, spellbound by what I saw 
I gazed in adoration on the silent face, 
Feeling that death with solemn majesty and awe 

. Had sanctified the place. 

My thought remained unspoken but the priest drew near, 
He gentl~ took the Image from the silent one; 
"Here, take the blessed hope, the holy Souvenir, 

Both are for you my so~l" 

Yes, you shalt stay with me, beloved heritage~ 
Since that day seven times the willow which I set 
Above her nameless gravehas borne new foliage; 

Thou hast not left me yet. 

Held close, close to this heart where years alas erase 
Fond memories, there thou hast kept them st;ong a~d clear, 
And on thine ivory my eyes have left the trace 

· Of many a burning· tear •. 

0 last and truest confidant of that dear saint 
Come, rest upon.my heart; speak, speak~ and tell me now 
All that she wh1spered when her voice became so faint---

That none could hear but thou· 
' 

A~TEMPTING.THE IMPOSSIBLE 

In that momentous hour when the soul released 
Withdraws behind the veil which thickens on th~ eyes 
When one by one the senses, chilled and numb have c~ased, 

Deaf to our last good-byes; ' 

When shadows deepen with the awe of nameless fear 
And when the soul like ripened fruit about to fall 
Hangs trembling, and with each uncertain breath draws 

The mortal end of all; 
near 

When sleep has fallen on the spirit, in that place 
Where sounds of sobs and prayers in vague confusion bland; 
Held to the dying lips in passionate embrace, 

Closer than closest friend; 

To light the horror of that dark and unknown way, 
To lift the saddened soul toward thots of God and Bliss 
What holy words of Hope and Comfort didst thou say, 

0 thou· whose cross. I kiss? . 

Thou knowest how to die, 0 Conqueror of fears l 
In that long night of' pain,.while thou didst vmnly pray 
The sacred olive-tree was watered by thy tears 

From evening until day. 

Thou sawest from the Cross the 1lystery revealed, 
Thy Mother weeping, and all llature wrapped in gloom, 
And like us thou didst leave thy.friends behind, who sealed 

Thy body in·the tomb. 

For thy dear mercy's sake I pray thee Lord, allow 
That on my bosom I may breathe my parting sigh; 
~llien my last hour shall come, remember thine, 0 thou 

. Who knowest how to die! 

I will seek out the place which her dear lips pressed; 
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On which she breathed her last farewell, and place mine there; 
Perhaps.her soul will come to help my soul.find rest 

Within the same God's care. 

Ah, then may there be one to stand beside my bed 
Calmly and sadlY watching while my pulse still stirs, 
And may'. the ·sacred heritage when I am dead 

Pass from my hands to hers. 

Console.her in her dying hour.and sustain 
Her faith, oh sacred pledge of life, and then anon 
Each time from one who dies to one who shnll remain 

Pass on, and on, and on, 
. . 

Till thru the vaulted tombs where waiting souls have 
A voice from Heaven seven times shall call across 
The silence, waking all who sleep beneath the shade· 
Of the Eternal Cross. 

Finis 

. 
stayed. 
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Los Romanesq~es 

A Comedy . 
by 

Edmond Rostand 

A.H. Morse - Traduxit 

Persons of the Play 

Percinet 
Sylvette 
Bergamin 
Pasquinot 
Straforel 
Ruffians, Musicians, 

Lovers 
Father to Percinet 
Father to Sylvette 
Universal Genius 
Negroes, Torch-bearers. 

The scene may be anywhere, provided that the 
costumes are pretty. 

The stage is divided in the middle by a wall, old a~d moss
grown, covered with vines and creeping plan~s. At the r1~ht 
is a corner of the park belonging to Bergam1n: at the left, 
a corner of the part of Parquinot. On each side ~s a settee 
with its back against the wall. 

Scene 1 

When the curtain rises, Percinet is sitting on the wall, 
On his knees is a book from which he is reading to Sylvette 
who listens attentively. She is standing on the settee, with 
her elbows on the wall. 

Syl, 

Perc. -

·§.l!· 

Perc. -

0 percinat, how lovely! How Divine! 

Yea, yes---and is not this a splendid line: 
It was the lark, the herald of the morn 
No nightingale, Look, love what ·envious streaks 
Do lace the severing· clouds in yonder east. 
Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day 
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain-tops. 
I must be gone and live, or stay and die, 

(Alarmed and listening) Oh, hush! 

(Listens--) 'Tis nothing, no one comes, I wish 
That you were not so easily alarmed 
Like some too timid bird which all unharmed 
Is frightened ~Y a·scrund and runs away---~
Hear now what the immortal lovers say! 
She~ "Yonder light is not day-light, I know · 
It 1s some meteor which the sun exhales 
To be to thee this night a torch-bearer 
And light thee on the way to tmntua, 

Syl. 

Perc. 

Syl, 

Perc. -

Perc, -
Syl, 

Perc. -
.§zl· 

Perc. -
Syl. 

Perc. -
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Therefore stay yet--thou needst not tope gone," 
He: "Let me yet be ta'en, and put. to death, 
I am content, since thou wilt have it so • 

. I'll say the grey is not the morning's eye; 
'Tis but the pale reflex of Cynthia's brow. 
Nor that is not the lark,whose notes do beat 
The vaulty heaven.so hight above our heads, 
Come death and welcome •" 

Welcome death? Oh, no! 
I wish he wouldn't talk of dying so; 
It makes me weep. 

Then let the reading go. 
~ry.up your tears, we'll choose a better way 

.And lot swe~t Romeo l~ve another day. 
fHe closes the book and gazes around) 
Oh, charming place~ 'Twas mad~ for us I know 
That here we might be cradled sweet and low 
By the great Will's undying poetry, 

Yes, it is lovely, and the mur~uring 
Of branches and the gentle brea~h of Spring 
Accompanies each cadence of the song. 
And all green things an~ all the happy throng . 
Of birds which trill their gladness thru the trees 
Complete a setting for such verse as these. 
Yes--- all this beauty makes my bea~t rejoice 
But when you read, the music of your voice 
Gives new and tender ~eaning to the +ay •. 
Oh, I'm so glad that you are here today! 

You little flatterer~ 

(Musing) Ah, wicked hate, 
Poor lovers~ What a cruel, cruelfate~ 
I think X X X 

Of what? . 
Of nothing. 

Something tho 
Which made you of a sudden blush. 

Ah, no. 

Ah, yest. Your eyes betry your lips. I see 
What you are thinking of, Confess to me 
Our parents~ ---

Well, perhaps. 

Your father's mood, · • 
My father too, ~nd th~ir unhappy feud 
Which keep~ them far apart. 
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Syl, 

Perc, -
Syl, 

Perc. -
.§11· 

Perc. -

Syl, 

Perc. -
Syl, 

Perc. -

Syl, 

Perc. 

Syl, 

Yes you are right • ·· . t 
Th t is a thing which troubles me at nlgh • 
.It~makes me sad to think of what I learned, 
L t month when from the convent I returne~. 
Masfather pointed out your father's place 
A~d said "My child, behold, in yonder space 
''Dwells my most hated foe' old Bergamint 
"Now promise me (or else I cast you off J 

"That you will never see or speak to him 
"Or to that scapegrace Percinet, his son. 
"Fail not to treat them both as en~mies" 
"For so they always treated me and mine . , 
I promised --- see how I have kept my word. 

I promised too, tho now it seems absurd, 
That !·would hate you., Sylvette, and I love! 

Good heavens! 

Dear, I love you. 

Saints above! 
It is a sin, 

Indeed, a heavy sin. 
The more love is forbid to enter in 
so much· more surely it will find a way. 
Kiss me, Sylvette~ 

No,·no, I'll run away, 
(She jumps down, and starts to go.) 

You love me tho! 

Love him? What does he say? 

I say what you perhaps had not found out~ 
But yet what I can prove beyond a doubt. 
You said it, you yourself, Sylvette, when you· 
Compared those other lovers to --- us two. 

But I did not compare. 

You did: you dared~ 
Your father and my father you compared 
I think, with Capulet and Montagu, 
Hence Juliet can be no one but you, 
And I of course must be your Romeo •. 
The case is plain, our fate would have it so, 
And hence we love each other maaly too. 
But I'll defy Bergamin--Montagu 
And laugh at you, Pasquinot--eapulet, 
For I will foil your hate and win Sylvette, 

And so we are in love~ But, Percinet 
How did it happel'l all so quickly, pray? 

Perc. -
§l1· 

Fare. 

Perc. 

Syl, 

Perc. 

.§!!· 

Perc, -

.§l!. 

Perc, -
.§!!.. 

Perc, -

Perc, -
.§ll. 

Perc. -
§n. 

Perc, -

Love grows, one knows not how; and ripens fast. 
I saw you from my. window as you passed, 

An~ so I saw you too, 

An~ our eyes met 
And talked .in whispers. 

Ah; can you forget? . 
I gat~ered acorns near the wall one day, 

While I by chance pad come to read a play. 
By chance the wind helped our acquaintance too; 

Puff! Pest! By chance, away my ribbon'blew! 

By chance, to rescue it I climbed up here.

(Climbing up} 
I climbed up too! 

And since that time, my' dear, 
Each day I come, and waiting till we meet 
My eager heart bea~e with a quicker beat 
Until I hear the laughter from your throat 
Like some small bird which sings a merry note 
And thru the tangled thicket of the vine 
I sea your bright eyes looking into mine. 

If we're in love, why can' we be engaged? 

We can. But won't our fathers be enraged? 

(Declaiming theatrically) . . 
Last scion of the house of Berg~min, 
To you is bound the last of Paaquinot. 

0 Noble madness! 

,Child of'Daatiny; 
In future yaa~s your story shall be told. 

0 tender.children of hard-hearted sires' 

Who knows? · Perhaps our passionate desires 
Will melt their hate and turn it all to love. 

I doubt it. 

Well "doubt that the sun doth move!" 
I ha~e more faith. Already I perceive 
Some good expedients w~ich I believe 
Will help in our dilemna. 

Tell me one -
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§11· ' 

Perc. -
Syl. 

Perc. -
Syl. 

Perc. 

Syl. 

Perc. 

.§11· 

Perc. -
El!· 

Perc. -
Ez!· 
Perc. -

ATTEMPTING- THE- I~OSStBLE 

First (I have heard of such things being dane 
In some old novel) First, the reigning Prince 
While passing looks at me; I do not wince 
But rush to him and beg him hear my tale, 
Our love' our fathers' hate; he canno~ fa.il 
To be amazed and touched by such a thlng. 
Tis said, you know, that a kind-hearted King 
Took pity on Rodrigo and Chimane . . 
And married them. The like may chance aga1n. 
Perhaps the Prince would sand for Be:gamin 
And Father too, convince them of the1r sin 
And bid them be at peace. 

And, then, I see, 
Your father would bestow your hand on me~ 

Or like the story of the Asses Skin--
Yo~'re sick and vary pale and very thin. 
The doctor feels your pulse--'tis very low. 

My father, overcome, says "What wilt thou?" 
"Speak son, and live; no wish shall be· denied." 

You say "1 want Sylvette." 

And his stern pride 
Is broken and he gives us his consent, 

Or, better yet, a duke of high degree 
And old and wealthy, falls. in love with me 
Because he saw my picture, and his squire 
Is sent to me commissioned to inquire 
If I will be his duchess. 

You decline! 

The duke is angry, and one evening fine 
In some part of the park where I have gone 
To think of you and meditate alone, 
His minions seize me, then· I scream for aid. 

I come that very. instant; undismayed 
I draw--My trusty weapon overcomes. 

Three or four stalwart men. My father comes 
Embraces you, you tell him who you are 
He, grateful, gives me to my rescuer 
And your proud· father yields you your reward, 

And we live happy every afterward. 

All that is possible. Am I not right? 

(Hearing a noise) 
Hushl Soma one's comingl 

(Losing control of herself) Kiss mel 

.,. 

Perc. 

Syl. 

Perc. 

Syl, 

Perc. 

Berg. 

Perc. -

Berg. 

Perc. -
&1. 

Perc. -· 

Bars:. 

Perc. -

ATTEMPTING THE Ilv!I>OS s IBLE 

(Kisses her) Come to-night 
To-this same place as soon as curfew rings. 

No~ 

Yes~ 

(Disappearing) 

(Aside) 

Scene II 

Your father~ 

What a face he br1·n~ ' ~s. 

Sylvetta (She has come dovm from the wall and 
sequantly is not sean by Bergamin) Percinet 

' 
Ag~in I catch you mooning 'rom1d near dark 
Alone, here in this corner of the part. 

0 father, I adore this rusti~ bit 
This corner of the park---I love to sit 
Upon this bench oo overcanopied 
With twisted vines. See how the stones arehid 
By·ivy tresses shaped like crescent moons 
All hanging in harmonious festoons 
And graceful arabesques. 
Tis such a pleasant place the breathe the air! 

What; pleasant by this wall? 

Yes, everywhere. 

I 'don't sea much to love about the wall. 
' 

(Aside) Of course~ doesn't! 

Beautiful I call 
This dear old wall with living garlands hung 
And tapestried vvi th lichen; ferns among 
Its crevices, a scarlet creeper hera 
And there green ivy, intertwined so near 
They seam united, while each fragrant bloom 
Sheds on the air its delicate perfume, 
Behind the bench, so thick the moss has grown 
It makes a velvet cushion like a throne, 
.And all these luxuries of living things . 
Would fu~nish forth a palace fit for kings. 

Bah, Bah! young man, would you have me surmise 
That this old wall has fascinating eyes 
For whose sweet sake you come? 

(Turning towards the wall) Indeed, I prize 
Its fas.cinati on ayes--clear azure smiles, 
Sweet blue surprises,unsuspected wiles, 
Engaging beauty, Oh, entrancing sight! 
Deep-chaliced flowers, you are my delight; 
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con
Bergamin. 
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Berg. 

Perc. 

Berg. 

Perc. 

Berg. 

Syl.&Parc. 

ATTEMPTING THE IMPOSS!BL! 

If any tears would fall within your cup 
A single kiss would serve to dry them up. 

But that wall has no eyes~ 

It has, I say. 
See' Morning-~lories which awake at day. 
(He.plucks one

0
quickly and offers it to Bergamin.) 

(Asidi) 
Dear soul~ how bright a wit he has~ 

You fool, 
I know what brings you here---

(Gesture of terror on the part of Percinet and Syl Vette) 

This is the school 
VThere, reading, you learn madn~ ss • 
(He takes a book from Percinet s pocket and looks at 
the back) 

Dramas too~ 
(He opens the. book and throws it down in disgust) 
And verses~ That is what has ruined you. 
Feeding your brain with such pernicious food 
Has ·kept you dreamiug, seeking solitude 
And talking nonsense---seeing in this wall 
"Sweet blue surprises, 11 vel vet thrones, and all 
Those other fancaes. Asking me to find 
Eyes in a wall!---Sirrah, I am not blind. 
I'll strip the wall as bare as any floor, 
And creeping vines shall flourish there no more 
Whose foliage perhaps might hide from view 
An open breach to give a passage thru. 
I will repair these breaks and will have made 
A new and more effectivebarricade 
Against my neighbors insolence; a wall 
White, clean and very smooth and very tall. 
Instead of flowers, it is my intent 
That broken bottles bedded in cement 
Along the top, with points both sharp andhard 
Shall be arrayed like soldiers standing guard. 

Oh, please! 

No, broken bottles will be best, 
A row of sentinels along the crest. 

(In consta~n~tion) 
Oh l I I • • • 

Bar _g. (Sits down on the bench) 

Let us sit; I want to talk to you. 
(Gets up and looks at the wall with suspicion) 
But-·him!--if walks do not have eyes, 'tis tr.ue 
They may have ears! 

Perc. 

Syl. 

Pare. 

Syl. 

Berg. 

Perc. 

Berg. 

Syl. 

Berg. 

Perc. -
Berg. 

Perc. -
Syl. 

Berg. · 

:Perc, -
Berg. 

Perc. -
Berg. 

Faro. 

Berg·. 

Perc,. -· 
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(Ha starts as if to gat up on the bench··Percinat is 
alarmed. Sylvatte hearing the sound of movement makes 
herself as small as possible against the wall, but 
after a grimace of pain caused by his effort, Bergamin 
gives up the attempt and makes a sign to Percinat 
to get up on the bench and look) . 

Some listener xxxxxxxxx 
Do you investigate---

(Climbs quickly on the bench, leans as far over 
the wall as posai ble and speaks in a low voice to 
Sylvatte who has immediately stood up in an attamptive 
posture) This evening~ Don •:t be late! 

(Holds up her hand, which ha kisses) 
I'll coma before tha hour. 

I'll ·be here. 

I love you!. 

(To Peroinat) Well? 

There's no one, never fe&r. 

Than we can talk. My son, the time is near 
When you must marry. 

Ah! 

What's that? 

No sound I hear 

Yes, a faint cry of pain •. 
' 

Soma bird's distress perhaps. 

~Aside) Which sighs in vain! 

And my mature and careful thot for you 
Has fixed my choice upon a lady who x x x 

(Whistling) Tu! Tu! . Tu! Tut 

I am determined, sir. 

Tu~ Tu~ Tu! · Tu~ 

That you shall marry her. 

· Tu~ ·Tu! 

stop whistling, scoundrel, she's· a pearl 
Still young and very rich; a charming girl. 

But what if I refuse your pearl? 
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Berg. 

Perc. -

Berg, 

Perc. -
Berg, 

Perc. 

Berg. 

Pero. -
Berg. 

Perc. -

Bers. 

Pasg. 

§I!· 

Pas.9., 

ATTEMPTIN~ TIB-- IMPb::fSlBLE 

(Raises his cane as if to strike Percinet) 
. You hound! 

Just wait, I'll show you, ingrate! x x x 

(Takes hold of the cane and pulls it daRn). All around 
The voice of springtime thru the forest s1ngs 
Love son~s triumphant. Birds on eager wings 
Filled with the ecstasy which April brings 
Flying in couples meet and then caress 
And kiss each .other in all tenderness. 

(Brandishing his cane again.) 
You libertine~ 

(Seizing the cane) And ~dar sunny skies 
Of warmth and gladness, swarms of butterflies 

Sca.pegrace~ 

Skim thru the meadows and rejoice 
Each to espouse.the flowers of his choice. 
With love X X X X X 

You ~etch! 

All hearts burs~ into bloom 
Yet you would have me marry wealth; and gloom 
Should by my lot for life. 

Indeed I would 
Ungrateful tho you are--for your own good. 

No, father, no a thousand times, I dare 

' . 

By this same wall (which hears, I hope) to swear 
That whan I marry,. that shall be my cha.nce 
To out do all the heroes of romance. 
No wedding on a fairy holiday 
More wildly fanciful, more madly gay 
Than mine shall be--and I will have my way, 

(He ·runs away) 

(Pursuing him) 
Oh, I will catch you! (Exit in pursuit) 

Scene. III 

Sylvatte, later Pasquinot, . 

~Above) · Now I understand 
~lmost, why papa hates that horrid man 
He makes me nearly ill, and faint with fear, 

Well, well~ V/hat.'s our young lady doing here? . 
On, nothing much,· just walking. 

Here by yourself·, ·and are Thoughtless maid, , 
you not afr•td 1 

.§!!· 

Pasq. 

Syl. 

Pasg. 

Syl, 

Pasq. 

Berg. 

ATTEMPTING THE IMPb~SIBtE 

I have no fear. 

. Alone, and near this wall' 
Why, I forbade ~ou to come.here at all. ' 
Imprudent child, The park which you see there 
Belongs to Bergamin,. it is the lair 
Of my old mortal enemy, 

I know, 

Yet ha~e you come to walk. You must not so 
Expose your~elf to insult or to -- to -
There is no telling what those men might do 
If they found out that you had ventured near 
Alone and unpro~ected and that here 
You spent long hours. Uo--~you might be caught,' 
I feel a shudder at the very thought. ' 
I'll.fortify this wall with iron nails 
A hedge of sharpened points which neve; fails 
To keep out rash intruders, but impales 
All those who venture near enough totouch, 

(Aside) 
He will not do it--it would cost too much! 
Papa is stingy, 

Go, Now run away! 

Scene IV 

Bergamin, Pasquinot, 

( Speaking i~t o the wings) 
This note to Straforel without delay! 
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Pasq. (Runs quickly, towards the wall and climbs up on the 
,bench) Bergamin! 

Bar~. (Aiso climbs a bench) Pasquinot! 

Pass, How is your gout? 

Bar&• Much better, ~ and your cold? 

Pasg. 'Tis we~ring out 
But slowly and it.leave rna with a cough, 

Bar~, (Exultant) 
Success is ours - the wedding will come off! 

Pasq. What do , you mean? 

B~r~. I hid me in the grove 
And overheard their talk - they are in love • 

Pasg, , Bravo! 
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Ber_g. 

Pasg_, 

Berg. 

Pasg,. 

Berg. 

Pasq. 

Berg. 

Pasg. 

Berg. 

Pasq. 

Berg. 

ATTEMPTING. TirE !MPOSS'!BLE 

Then let us hasten the affair. 
(He rubs his hands in glee) , 
Ha! Ha! Two widowers ~ a pretty pair. 
And fathers both: I of an only boy 
My Percinet. He was his mother's joy 
She named him laughing • · 

Quaintly named, I'm sure. 

You of a tender girl Sylvette, a pure 
And'lovely soul. Now is the work begun 
Which shall take down this wall, and merge in one 
Our two estates. 

Vlise scheming of old friends; 
Land-owners too. 

See how the story ends! 

By marriage of our heirs 

By that indeed 
How cleverly we ·made our plan succeed! 
If they had guessed what you and I desire 
3uspicion might have chilled and quenched the fire 
Of their poetic passion. Such as they 
Love not ·where they are bid, but turn away 
From any mate except the one they choose 
In secret•-him they sooner die than lose. 
Thus while our children have lived far from home 
In school and convent·where no thot conld come 
To either of the other, not a word 
Of any marriage--project have tht3Y heard. 
And since forbidden sweets are sweeter yet 
Because forbidden, we are shrewd to let 
Our children love in secret and to feign 
This hate which I devised, 'tis not in vain. 
You thought my notion castles in the air. 
Behold! We need but bless the happy pair. 

But how, on any plausible condition 
Can we approve and. not excite suspicion? 
Tho, I, who called you dunce and idiot ---

Please~ Dunce is quite sufficient. :Please do not 
3ay more than just enough. 

What artifice 
·'l!ill serve our purpose in a case like this? 

Sylvette.herself suggested the idea, 
I heard 1t when the two were talking here. 
They are to meet this evening. Fercinet 
·Will be here first. When after some delay 
Sylvette appears, a party of masked men 
Jump out of hiding, seize her x x x 

Pasq. 

Berg. 

Pasg. 

Berg. 

Berg. 

Straf. 

Ber~. · 

Straf. 

Bars. 

Straf. 

Bera. 

Straf. 

Btrg,. 
S raf. 

Yes, and then? 

She ~creams, my young beck springs. to her defense, 
. He flghts the ruffians off. - 'Twill be immense! 
~he men feign flight, you come upon the scene 
And find your daughter safe, your joy is keen: 
You thank the hero - d6n't forget to show 
Suppressed emotion - I am touched - tableau! 

Ha, hat That's capital. Upon my word 
That's good! 

(Modestly) Oh, fairly. Hush! I thot I heard 
·somebody coming. Look, 'tis Straforel 
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A short time since ~wrote to him·to tell 
The outline of my scheme --our little play 
Called "The Abduction" - he will find a way 
To s~age.it well. ' 

· (Straforel, in a magnificent costume of a swordsman 
enters at the rear and strides forward majestically.) 

Scene v· 

Bergamin, Pasquinot, Straforel. 

(Comes down from the wall and salutes Straforel) 
. Ah, friend, how do you do? 

Permit me first to introduce you to 
My neighbor Pasquinot. 

(Bows low) Monsieur! 
(On rising he is astonished to see no one.) 

(Indicates Pasquinot, sitting on the wall.) 
Up there. 

(Aside) 
Astonishing position, I declare. 
For one so ripe in years. 

How does my scheme 
Appeal to you, professor, Does it seem 
Asif it could succeed? 

It surely will. 

You're clever, you act quickly x x x 

And keep still! 

A counterfeit abduction and sham fight - - - -
I understand. 
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Berg. 

Straf, 

B,erg, 

Pasg. 

B,erg. 

Straf, 

Bar~. 

Straf, 

ATTEMPTING THE. IMPb.SifiBLE 

Taka extra care tonight 

To choose for fencers men who are expert, 
That they wound not my son. If he were hurt, 
My boy, my only child, r should be grieved, 

I'll use the sword my self, 

I am relieved~ 

(Aside to Bargamin.) 
Why don't you askwha t the expense will be? 

straforel, tall me, what will be your fee 
For the abduction? 

That depends upon 
The lavishness with which the thing is done. 
Abductions come at almost·any price, 
But here if I may offer my advice 
Cost sho~ld not be considered. It will pay 
To have the thing first-class in avery way. 

(Interested.) 
Ah! You have several classes? 

Yes indeed. 
We can provide whatever you may need, 
Abduction done by two·masked men in black, 
Vulgar abduction in a public hack 
(That's commonplace and not much in demand) 
Abductions either in the night or day, 
Abductions in closed carria.ge, shrewdly planned, 
Abductions with great pomp and much display 
In coach, with powdered lackeys, mutes and slaves 
(The wigs with queues cost extra) negroes, knaves 
And musketeers, brigands, and many more, 
Post-chaise with horses, two or three or four --
(The number canbe changed and libitum), 
Abduction in a sack is fro~icsome, 
Boats lend romance, but we should need a lake! 
And a Venetian gondola would take, 
To give a proper setting, a lagoon! 
Abduct ions can be furnished with the moon ---- ... 
Moonlight is widely sought and high in price ---
Torch-light is picturesque and very nice. 
Forked lighting gives a sinister aspect 
~o an abduction staged for its effect 
With calls, alarms, and brightly flashing blades 
With broad-brimmed hats, and cloaks of s ember shades. 
Abductions gentle, brutal and refined 
Masked-ball abductions of the "classic" kind, · · 
Gallant abductions --- music in the air ---
But the abduction in a sedan-chair 
With porters is the very newest thing 
The most distinguished, the most ravi;hing! 

Berg. 

Pasq. 

Berg. 

Straf. 

Berg. 

Stre.f. 

Bers-• 

Straf. 

J?asg. 

Straf. 

Pasg. 

Berg. 

Pasq. 

Pasg. 

ATTEMPT!N(} THE. IMFOSS"IBLE 

(Scratching his head, to Pasquinot) 
What think you? 

Hum! --- I don't know. -
. To my mind 

We should include a little of each kind. 
We must hit hard, choose what appeals the most 
To the imagination----never mind the cost--
Let this abduction b.e x x x 

Diversified? 
It can be so arranged, 

We will provide 
Romance enough for this fantastic pair 
To last them a long time. -- the Sedan-chair 
With.portars, music, torches, cloaks and masks! 

(Taking notes in a memorandum-book) 
Such an abd\lction, gr~ting wh.s.t you ask. 
Will tre first-class, With extras! 

Be it so. 
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Soon I return, (To Pasquinot) Monsieur, before I go 
I ~st request that you'will leave'the gate 
Unfastened, at the rear of your estate, 

I will, 

Thanks, One abduction then for you, 
First' class, with extras. Gentlemen. Adieu! 

Scene VI 

Bergamin, Pasquinot. 

Our worthy friend with the engaging air 
Named not his price. 

No matter, our affair 
Ends happily.. The wall can now come down, 
We both can share one hearth. 

And when in tovm 
we spend the winter, we'll divide. the rent, 

~fe '11 ~ke this P~t)t the most magnificent. 

We'll sand the paths and, sh~pe the trees, by trim~ing. 

Let's have a little pond with goldfish swimming. 
These' level lawns look rather plain, I fear. 

some crystal balls will give a look of cheer. 
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Berg_. 

Pasg. 

Berg. 

Pasg. 

Berg. 

Paeg. 

Syl. 

Berg. 

Pats g. 

Berg. 

Pasg. 

aerc. 

Berg. 

Pasq. 

Berg.· 

Pasq. 

Syl. 

A~TEMPTING. Ti!E-lttt'bSS!BtE 

And in each garden-bed·we will haveplace4 
Our monograms with letters interlaced 
In flowers. 

And a fountain too shall play 
And keep an egg a dancing in the spray. ~ 
We '11 build a rookery -- Eh~ What' old man. 

our dreams are all c orne true • 

And now we can 
Grow old together. 

With yc,mr daughter gone 
And off your hands. 

·And married to your son. 

Ah, my dear Pasquinot~ 

.Ah, Bergamin! 
(They embrace each other over the top· of the wall) 

Scene VII 

Bergamin, Paaquinot, Sylvette·and Percinet enter 
quickly, each from the appropriate side. 

(Seeing her father holding Bergamin) • 
Oh! Oh! 

(Seeing Sylvette, aside to Be?gamin) 
Your daughter~ 

(Seeing Percinet, aside to Bergamini 
Your son! 

(Aside to ?asquinot) Begin 
To fight! --- Ah! Cannibal! 

You miscreant! x x x x 

(Pulling at her father's coat-tails) 
Papa~ 

(Pulli~g at his father's coat-tails) 
Pa:pa! 

Let us aloneL' --- Avaunt! 

Ah, he insulted,me! 

He struck me first~ 

You coward! 

Papa! 

Thief! 

Pas g. 

Syl, 

Perc. -
Berg. 

Straf. 

Perc. -
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With rage. 
I buret 

Papa! I I • • (She succeeds in pulling him away) 

Come, it is getting late, 
Let us go in. (He tries to draw Bergamin away.) 

(Struggling,) I'm boiling with my hate! 

The air is chilly --- do come in papa! . 
(Exit Fasquinot with Sylvette and Bergamin with Percinet) .:1. 

Scene VIII 

The daylight fades gradually, the stage rernafns empty 
a moment. Then, enter into the par.t of Pasquinot 
Straforel and. his maskers, musicians, etc. 

In the clear sty already shines a star 
The day declines x x x (He indicates to his men 
the places which they shall occupy) 

Do you stand here xx you, here xx 
you, there. ---The time for curfew must be near, 
And when it rings, all pale she will appear. 

· Then I will whistle x x x (He looks at the sky) 

What a perfect night! 
!he moon, and all effects exactly right. 

(He examines the cloaks worn by the swordsmen) 
Splendid, these cloaks, but try to make your swords 
Riaae them a little more, press on the guards! 

(The sedan-chair is brought) 
The chair, here, hidden. (He looks at the porters,who 
are black) Ah, the negroes! Fine! 

(Speaking into the wings.) 
Torches, stay yonder till I give the sign. 

(Enter the musicians.) 
Musicians? There against that fading sky. 
Arrange yourselves with care and gracefully. 
Mandolins standing, altos sitting __ ;. so! 
As in the "Rustic Concert" of Watteau. 

(In severe tone, to a swordsman) 
Firat masker, come 1 ·No lounging! Stand erect, --
That's better. Instruments, the hushed affect 
While you are tuning up --- good~ Sol - la -- si! 

(He puts on his mask)· 

Scene IX 

The same, Fercinet. 

(He enters slowly, While he is speaking, the darkness 
deepens and stars appear. 
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Straf. 

Perc. 

Straf. 

Perc. 

Syl. 

Fare. 

Syl. 

Bare. 

Straf. 

ATTEMPTINtf THE- IMPbSSI BL]f 

M f ther is more calm--- now I am free. 
T~e ~wilight comes, and hither I repair 
To keep my trust. The moist and heavy air 
Which hovers lower as the hour grows late 
Is full of odors which intoxicate 
The senses. All around the shadows deep 
And deeper grow; -- the birds have gone to sleep, 
And now, forsaken by the. fading l~gh~ 
The flowers one by one pass out of s1ght • 

{Aside to the musicians) , 
Music! {They play softly till the end of the scene) 

I wonder what affects me so! 
I tremble like a reed. 

(To the musicians) Amoroso! 

My first nocturual rendevou~ --- I faint! 
The evening breeze blows gently thru the leaves 
And makes them rustle like a silken dress 
The flowers vanish--- tears are in my eyes x x.x 
The flowers vanish, now I cannot see, 
But yet I feel their presence~ 0 great tree 
Thou bearest at thy top a star --- but one! 
Ah, whence this music? Night and I are her~ alone. 

Scene X. 
The same, Sylvatte, then Bargamin, Fasquinot. 

{Enters as a bell is heard to ring) 
The.curfew rings--- he should be ~ere again, 
(A whistle blows, Straforel springs in front of her, 
the torches appear) . 
Oh! 

(The masked men· seize her and put her in the chair) 
Help!! 

Her voice~ 

Iie1p! Percinet! These men 
Ar.e carrying me off. 

, I come, my love! 
{He scales the wall, draws his sword and fights with 
Beveral of the swordsmen) 
Take that ~-- and that! 

(To the musicians) Play tremolo!' 

(The violins play an excited tremolo. The swordsmen 
run away, Straforel shouts in a theatrical voice:) 

By Jove 
The boy's a very fiend! .Ha, Ha! A touch~ 
(Duel between Straforel and Percinet. Suddenly 
Straforel puts his hand tq his side) 
That one will finish me; it is too much. 
(He falls) 

~· 
Pasq. 

i~TTEMP.TI"NG. THE IMPb-SSIBLE. 

(Runs to SylJette) 
Sylvette~! 
(Tableau, ~3he is in t' 'n"' s d h i 

Q e an-c a r, open; 
he op his knees) 

My hero~ 

(Enters suddenly) ' '~is Bergamin's son! 
Your rescuer? Your hero? He has done 
A noble deed, and he shall have your hand~ 
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Syl. & Pare. Good heavens! 

Pasg. 

Berg. 

Perc. -
Bers:. 

Perc. -
Syl. 

~ers:• 

Straforel 

Bergamin, I must demand 
Your pardon, and your oon's. I was unjust 
To him. I find that he deserves my trust. 
I yield to him the lady he has won; 
Let them be happy! 

All my hate is gone! 

Sylvatte, we're dreaming; lat our voices make 
No sound above a whisper, lest we wake! 

Thus love has banished hate; peace reigns again 
{He makes a gesture indicating the wall) · 

No more tha Pyrenees divide us twain! 

Who could have hoped to see my father changed? 

(Naively) Did I not tell you all could be arranged? 
(While they .are going away with Pasquinot, ~traforel 
partly rises and with the point of his sword holds 
up a paper to bergamin, who tries to read itt 

· (Whispers) 
Vfhat is this, penned with such ingenious skill 
That it can scarce be read? 

My little bill! 

(He lies down again) 

Curtain 

ARTHUR H. MORSE 

CHRISTMAS AND RELATIVITY 

DECEMBER 29, 1923 ROBERT P. HARGITT 

Einstein may be a peculiar name with which to start a 
Christmas paper, but I saw a cartoon recently which suggested 
his name and the idea. 
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There were two contr~st~~~ P!~!:~~s • dej~~t:~s o:t~~~~i·, 
scene in a city streat.t ip t~ protect himself from the 
crouched in a door-way ry ng t t 
pelting rain falling on a cold and dreary s rea • 

The other was a luxurious bedroom, furnish~d with every 
conceivable device for comfort, and on a bed, w1th a matress 
as soft as art could make it, lay a rotund, luxury pampered 
man, asleep. 

over those two pictures, illustrating the depths of human 
deprivation and discomfort, and the height of prosperity and 
luxurious ease, was the one word -- "Relativity." 

Einstein probably would shrug ·his intel~ectual shoulders 
at th~ very·suggestion of the thought that h1s·name should be 
associated even by inference, with such a definition of the 
word relativity •. This definition has one supreme advantage 

· over Einstein's, that it is understandable to more than Bonner 
and eleven others. 

I am willing to admit that there are not many more than 
twelve men in the world who can understand the Einstein theories, 
because I have tried tounderstand them myself, with indifferent 
results. 

Of course I don't pretend to be a scientist except as the 
law may be called a science, and I have heard it said, and I 
am inclined to believe it, that it is not one of the exact· 
sciences. 

But to·come back to relativity and ita application to 
Christmas, I am bound to admit that the idea of relativity 
au~gested by the cartoon which ·I have dascri bed, is the domi
nant idea that I have in view; but I believe that even Einstein's 
idea of relativity may be used for comparison and illuatra1ion. 

For instance, the mechanics of Einstein prove that all 
weights are relative, that as a body gains momentum it gains 
in weight. 

Whether we are Jaw or Gentile, fundamentalist or pro
gressive in our Christian theology, we are bound to recognize 
that there is a spirit and a meaning to Christmas that gains 
weight with its momentum, The more we enter into that spirit, 
the more deeply we have studied its meaning and its influence 
on the world, the mora we realize that there is something 
m;y·sterioua about the atmosphere that it creates about us. 

Scientists have demonstrated that there is a substance 
called ether that fills all space, and that it carries the 
rays of light and the radio waves at a speed of 186 ·000 miles 
a second, whereas the heavier air carries sound at ~ compara
tively low rate of speed. 

. 
This spirit of Christmas is not carri~d as a sound wave 

but is carried through the ether so that at each recurrent 
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Christmas,season that spir~t encircles the globe with the speed 
of light, and like ether it has entered into almost every out 
of the way corner of the world. 

B.efore Einstein's time it was proven.ooncluaively by the 
scient~sts that the heavenly bodies moving through space, moved 
~hrough the ather. By an equally conclusive experiment it was 
shown that these bodies carried the surrounding ether with them. 
It has bea:q demonstrated, we believe, just as conclusi val y that 
Christmas; whether it carries its own ether with it or pa~ses 
thr~ugh it, that through it is radiated throughout the world 
happiness and good cheer. ' 

I do not pretend to say that 'all men are happy at· Christmas
time; but I do say that relatively all man are, I know that there 
ar,e pessimists, unbelievers and kill-joys, but I aloo know that 
there ~ra infinite1y more who believe with Browning that 

"God 1 a in ·his Heaven, 
All's right with the world," 

than with Schopenhauar, who said: 

"Life is a misfortune, and nona but the dead are~appy," 

I know that there are millions of children, and those of 
larger growth, who ar.e thrilled wi tli the coming of every 
Christmas season. It makes no differa~a whether that word 
Christmas b~ings to their minds visions of the Christ Child 
lying in a manger, or ~o their well attuned ears the song of 
the angels, "Pe.ace o;t Earth, good will to man;" or whether it 
merely brings up visions of giving an,d race iving gifts, a good 
dinner, the reunion with friends and relati vas, the anticipat ad 
visit fro~ Santa Claus, or whatever it is, the thrill is there, 
Tpe opening of the heart and the purse, and giving to others, 
the renewed effort to do unto others as you would· have them do 
unto you, are prevalent at Christmas-time. 

There is a relativity about it all I know. Vfe have the 
contrasting pictures every. where. On the one hand the millionaire. 
in his l~rious palace distributing extravagant gifts to his 
family, his friends and his retainers. On the other hand the 
working man in his cottage satisfied with his modest gifts, and 
his ability at least to remember his family and his friends, for 
happily, ordinaril1 our desires, our wants and our expectations 
are relative also. · 

As Colton says: "Happiness is much mora evenly divided 
than a ome of us imagine. One man possesses moot of the materials, 
but little of· the things; another may possess much of the thing, 
but very few of the materia~s •" 

And Byron has said: 

"All who joy would win 
Must share i t--happineas was born a twin." . 
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t this relativity, from But we have had these contras ~' 
the first Christmas up unto the ~as • 

urroundad and visited by the 
When Christ came he wash s h rds and the King; and al- . 

Wise and the ignorant; the s ep e wrankincense and myrrh, and 
1 · in a manger, ~ though. he was Y1ng re showered upon him. 

gold ~d precious stones, we 
dovm through the ages. Men of 

·These contrasts have come enriched the world with 
the most transcendent geni~s h~!~tered about that lowly One; 
literature and art and muslc,h't cture ·have been erected in 
the greatest monuments of arc 1 e 
His honor' and for His praise • . 

. k th t 1 am taking a secta.r ian 
I would not ·have yo~ thul w a of the origin of Christmas. 

or particularly religj,~nl~ti~ t~i~he fact and its history • It 
My thought only is to 8~ w: ture that I am attempting to 
makes no difference in t~e Pl~ha.t the central figure of Christ
present, whether you bal~eve t man or whether you believe 
mas was merely a good an grea . ' ivine or whether you 
that he was of Virgin birth and ~~ ~eache·; who came at a time 
believe that he was si~p;~u~t~~: for the promulgation of his 
in the world that was o i s that for 1900 years the star of . 
doctrines, the f~~t, .~e~a t~e sky an·d has led and dominated 
his destiny has . gdn ef n and has gi van to us the spirit o.f the lives of myr1a. s o me ' . 
Christmas which we are celebrating tonlght. 

Comin back again to the question of relativity, here . 
gb o of a unique Literary Club, professors, doctors, 

we are, me~o;~~sional people of all ~ascriptions, business.men 
~;wr:~:h~ct and education, of divar~ent ;n~ ~~um~~:b;;i;~:ws 
u on all ouestions from the personallty o 70 o th red a~d oasi bility of the· power contained in the ele~tron, ga e 
to eiher to celebrate the· coming again of the Chr1st~s season, 
ju~t as the Club has done for seventy-five years of 1ts past 
history. 

'rhere are thousands upon thousands of. organizations all 
over the world, none of them superior, but rna~ of them in
ferior in intellectual attainments and accompl1shments, who t 
are celebrating with the same spirit of joy and gladness ~~a 
we are tonight. They may not have the genius for the wri ng 
of songs and quips for the entertainment of their membership, 
as we have· they may not have the genius and the ability· that 
have evol v~d a "Jez~bel," a. "fine old Irish gentleman," "Drill 
ye Tarriers Drill," or a genius who could construct a Babson 
chart to make plain and illuminate the dark· subject of what 
should be the form of our Christmas entertainments, but each 
according to its own abilities, is inspired 1Vith the same 
spirit and the same general thoughts. 

At this season of the year I am less tolerant of religious 
disputes and wrangling than at any other season. It seem~ . 
more out of place, more damaging to the cause of true rel1g1on 
and the central thought thereof. 
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The religious and secular press is just now full of con
troversy between the so-called fundamentalists and progressives. 
If these people really knew how little interest the generality 
of mankind takes in their internecine warfare, they might be a 
li~tle less belligerent and obtrusive. 

Hare it may not be amiss to quote Contressman Rainey's 
recent definition of a progressive, as "One who could not control his mouth. 

Irrespec~ive of my om1 view upon the subject, it has a1ways 
seemed in such bad taste for a man and especially a minister, 
who has been dravm to a particular Church originally because of 
its doctrines, when he has a change of heart or change of belief 
that he should insist upo~ staying within the fold and attempt ' 
to disrupt the organization which has given him shelter and 
possibly a living and an opportunity. He can always find a 
company outside of this particular church who hold the same 
views with him. How much more decent of him it would be to 
join himself with them, and promulgate his views to his heart's 
content,, instead of striking a martyr's attitude and saying 
"Try.me." 

Another controversy seems at this season of the year to have 
very little meaning or importance, but which has been raging in 
the press and on the platform for lo these many years, and that 
is the question of Evolution~ ~nd how it has affected the funda
mental doctrines of the church. Even if evolution is true in all 
its aspects, an~ I am not denying that I a.m an evolutionist, it 
makes little difference to the great mass of men who have the 
simple Faith. They. know little and care less what this con
troversy is all about, and they are wise in their ignorance. 
Thos~ who are sophisticated know that we have not yet reached 
the ultimate on any scientifi9 problem, much less ~n evolution. 
We know that many of the pypothases of Darwin have long ago 
been abandoned; we know that all human knowledge is only rel
atively true or certain, or is valid only for the knowing mind; 
we know also that no scientist has yet discovered or explained, 
the.cause back of evolution, or the reason for it, no matter 
how valid his original hypothesis may be. 

Another thing that is more disturbing to me at this season 
of the year than at others, is what Shakespeare so aptly styled 
"The proud man's contumely.". 

How any one who professes any kind of rel igiori, and es
pecially at this time of the year, can be imbued with aggressive 
pride became of his fancied superiority of mind, or birth, or 
breeding, or· wealth, is beyond me, and yet we find it dominant 
in the Churches, and in society every where. To my mind it is 
an evidence of weakness and I have been pleased to observe that . ' usually only those of small caliber display it. 

How ariy one who has advanced far enough in learning '00 have 
become familiar with the Mendelian phenomena of inheritance, 
can fe~l that he has a right to be proud because of the acci
dental placing and activity of the gametes and zygotes; or be-
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the division of the chromosomes at 
cause by mare chance u~~n he was made the recipient of the 
the time of his concep on d characteristics upon Which 
inheritance of the qualiti~stanpride himself• that he should 
he in his adult liftetis~e~e am~ng his fellows'because of this, 
assume a superior a u a t d. g 
is' as I have said' beyond my unders an :111 • . 

t ide himself upon th6se things over which 
For a man o pr emed to me to be on a par with 

he had no contriodld, hai::~~fs~n his superior judgment because 
the.man who pr e h race 
he had won a thousand to one shot. on a orse • 

To me it has always seemed a matter about which to be 
humble and thankful, rather than. proud, becausebl· happ:nedd 
to be born of good and decent parents; to have een en owe 
with height enough to look over theheads of a crowd; to have 
been endowed withsufficient intellect to hold my own with 
the generality of mankind; to have had a sufficient supply ?f 
such ualities as are needed to secure the comforts of life, 
to ha~e had that peculiar inheritance that has preserved me 
from baldness· to have been· born of the pure white race•, and 
not with a coiored skin that carries beneath it the aspira
tions of the white; that I wasborn an American, and especial
ly an Ohio American· and more especially that my lot was 
cast in the city of,Cincinnati where Icould have the honor 
of membership in the Literary Club, and company with the 
choice spirits of its membership • · 

We who are wise can well say with the poet: "Why should 
the spirit of mortal be proud?" 

· I know that it made me as a human being feel very humble 
when I read in yesterday's newspaper from a noted experimental 
evolutionist, the following words. 

"For eV'en while our ancestors lived in the water, it was 
the thymus of these ancestors which mada possible the pro
duction of egg envelopes within which the young were cradled 
and protected ·until they were ready for an independent life •" . 

That sounds worse than Bryan's monkey ancestry. 

If you want to feel humbler than you are, all you have to 
do is to follow the doings of the 3,000 scientists who are now 
in our midst, and to come to a full realization of how little 
you know of·the things that are occupying the time and the 
attention of the intellectually elect. For instance how much 
do you know about "the minimum velocity of impact to produce 
amiss ion from tungsten. 11 

On the other hand, let not those wise man become proud, 
Let them be impressed with the thought that while the work that 
they are doing in the world may be an undoubtedly is, of great 
benefit to the world, that they are still vary much in the dark 
as to the bulk of the seen and the unseen things that are in 
our- universe. As Shakespeare says: "There is mora in heaven 
and earth than is dreamed of in our philosophy." Let them 
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remember that mankind can still rea h t f 
satisfaction with but little kn 1 de ou or happiness and 

i • t . ow e ga of their abstruse 
sc ences, hat wh1le many of the things that th 
and wrangle over have but little interest to th:Y por~ 0~?r 
street who constitutes the bulk of mankind. man n ne 

For· instance I saw a statement the other day w· · h 
suppose~ to be the announcement of a startling disc~lc was 
It was as follows: "The bag-worm carries its home w:~~Yit " 
That fact was of great importance probably to the biolo~ist 
but the knowledge conveyed did not add one iota tom ho .' 
ness, or my satisfaction, or dissatisfactionwith lif~. appl-
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But without prolonging this discussion I have been at 
tempting to show that in this life everythi~g is relative ~ d 
it is particularly so at Christmas-time. · ' n 

Whil~ cold. science has its place ·ih the scheme 0~ things 
yet ~t th1s time love and consideration for our fellows are ' 
the 1mporta1:1t things. Pl~to said "that love is a soaring 
toward the lnfinite," and le~ us not .forget that at this 
Christmas season we shall all be happy in proportion to'our 
deserts • Let not the pessimist say, "there is no santa· Claus " 
for some one has well said that we ebould all become children' 
again at Christmas-time, if for no other reason than to make 
the world safe, not for Democracy, but for S~nta Claus. 

11 
I.want,to thank ~instein for bringing into vogue that word 

relat1vity because 1t has given me apag on which to hang 
~ present remarks. Whether my audience is thankful or not 
1s another question. · · ' 

I cannot better close than iri quoting the words of · 
Dr. Henry Van Dyke, on the keeping of Christmas. 

"It is a good thing to observe Christmas Day. The mere 
marking of times and seasons when men agree t'o stop work and 
make merry tqgether, is a wise and wholesome custom. It helps 
one to feel the supremacy of the cownon life over the individual 
life. It reminds a man to set his own little watch now and then 
by the great clock of humanity, which runs on s.un time. 

Are you willing to believe that Love is the strongest 
thing in the world--stranger than hat'e, stronger than evil, 
s,tronger than death--and that the blessed life began in Beth
lehem nineteen hundred years ago, in the image and brightness 
of the eternal love? Then you can' keep Christmas_. 

And it' you keep it for· a day, why not always?" 

ROBERT P. HARGITT 

AMERICA YESTERDAY AND TODAY 

JANUARY 12 I 1924 REGINALD c. MCGRANE 

My subject is like the title of a detective story. 
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192 terious· but just what it implies 
It sounds interesting and ~~s direct' descendant of one of the 
is hard to determine. To. ~ remarkable how this number .is 
Mayflower :Pilgrims---and~~~ l~s the convict list is ~ecreas lng-
increasing year by year w 1 o ortuni ty to euloglze the 
my theme presents~ wonderf~!cl~~ation of Independence, and 
fathers of the natlon, the th·l t should warm the cockells 
the Monroe Doctrine in a ~annr.~ ou~ patriotic societies. To 
of·the·heart of every mem era~rison Villard or any other of our 
a Charles A. Ba~rd, O~wald1~ it would afford an axcellant avenue 
so-called misgulded llb~I~ ·c on the corruptness of our govern
for launching into~ phl 1P~ 1 a power and the need for reform. 
ment' the. growth of our ~onle -a F-ollette or Hiram Johnson 
Vfhile a Magnus Johnson, Robert L the misery of the po'Dr farmer 
would relate in son°rou~ l~~a:~:olute necessity of elevating 
and the working man, anh they could apply the only remedy 
themselves to office w ere 
for the evils of the hour. 

But I am neither the descen~an;d o{h: ~~~!~~~~~mp~~g~im nor 
have I the critical ac~~n ?i ~op:a of La FGllatte or Hiram 
Villard, nor the pomposl y, the lot of my story. I 
Johnson. I have simpAly c~ncei~e~he thirties and forties with 
want to contrast the marlca 0 . f the future in the 
the America of today leaving the Am~~~~;t 0 with forti tude such 
hands of H.G. Walls wh~a~!o~:l~a~tabest to fall back upon the 
a task. ·Therefore' I f a student of history - namely - the s~urces • 
g~Yo~e~~:b;~s~e:~~~g~tening of these is ~he ac~~~!so~; ~;~1~~-
guished foreigners who have visited our s ores t _ 

· at an eared For as a thoughtful writer ·on con emporary 
~~~iliz~~ion h~s said !I it is wise to sea ?u:rselves a~ our critics 
see us, for it is our critics, not our fr1ands who w1ll make 
trouble for us." 

With this in mind let us start our study of foreign critics 
with the year 1815. By that date the United States had struggled 
through its second contest with the mother country and was be
ginning to feel the spirit of American nationalism. The War ~f 
1812 is not a heroic episode in the nation's history; but it lS 
significant in that it produ.ced a nation. Heretofore our l:~nd . 
had been ·torn asunder by pro-Bri t·ish and pro-French sympath1ze~s' 
our institutions were new and untried; our place ~ong the na~10~8 
of the world was uncertain. The Battle of New Orleans da~ons ra -
ed to Europa that the western: frontiersman was the equal 1f not 
the superior of the tried veterans of the Panins~lar ~ampaigns. 
Parry' a victory at l'ut-in~Bay, Captain McDonough s tr1umph on 
Lake Champlain and the numerous individual contests on the open 
seas with the ~eamen of the proudest, and inthat day, mostin
solent naval power in the world had secured for us the respe~t 
of Europe. Our diplomats at Ghent, ~hough quarrelling and blck-
ering among themselves had displayed remarkable powers of ~e- ,

6 sourcefulness, resistance, and courage in the presence of ~ngland 
"three unknowns." True we failed to take Canada; we fled before 
the British at Washington; and most of our generals demonstrated 
their incompetency on the field ofbattla. But the Battle of 
New Orleans---even though it had been won afte~ the signing of 
the peace negotiations---obliterated all past failures. VIe 
came out of the war a nation-~buoyant, boastful, self-reliant, 
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arrogant, audacious in our newly found strength. we breathed 
Americanism. Our leaders from all sections bespoke a common 
language---the unity of our land. Party lines appeared lost 
in the wave of enthusiasm. A new era began replete with domestic 
tasks. We. no longer looked toward Europe either for guidance 
or for support, We were sufficient unto ourselves. we turned 
our backs on Europe and looked toward the great boundless west 
to solve our new problems. The influence af the frontier molded 
our thoughts, our desires, our passions and our institutions. 
It made us free, independent, confident·, liberty-loving, cour
ageous, outspokenpeople; and to such a land in the next fifteen 
years-came a group of in~uiring, aggressive, penetrating, often 
hostile.visitors intent upon estimating and evaluating this new
comer into the family of nations. 

The motives which impelled the English to visit our shores 
ranged all the way from the emigrant desirous of finding a new 
home, such as Morris Birkbeck and George Flower, to the traveller 
intent upon !nvestigating our resources, such as John Bristad, 
to the customary tourist without any definite purpose in mind. 
Undoubtedly the latter class was the largest for pleasure and 
curiosity are inherent traits of all mankind. The famous 
Captain Basil Hall, the_ notorious Mrs. Troll ope, and the dis
cerning Harriet Martineau belong to this catagory who in char
acteristic fashion, repaid American hospitality in a ~anner in
dicative of their own personalities. Another was Godfrey Vigna 
an ~ngl~sh barrister, who came in 1832 as he says, !I alone, un- ' 
bew1fed and unbevehicled, as a man ought to travel, with the de
~ermination of being, as far as an Englishman can be, unpre
JUdiced." Some of the accounts are accordingly, favorable to 
America, some quite the reverse; in others the constant reiter
ation of a determination to tell the truth has a foreboding 
note of warning. Whether the length of .sojourn in America was 
a month or four or five years, none doubted, however, their. a-
bility to pass judgment on all they had seen. · 

But whatever was the stimulus for the journey it is amusing 
to read how many of the authors have "y.ielded to the solicitations 
of friends" to publish their journals. So numerous are t~ sa 
humble writers that the statement with Which Charles AugUstus 
Murray prefaced his book is a welcome relief. "It is very 
seldom,'' wrote this outspoken narrator, ''that the journal of a· 
traveller appears before the public unaccompanied by a prefatory 
declaration that it was not his original intention to publish 
and that he had been reluctantly induced by the importunities 
of his friends to inform the world of the extent and particulars 
of his travels. A statement of this kind meats with as much 
credit as the labored impromptu of a wit; or the profess~ons of 
diffidenc~ made by a practiced speaker; as it is a matter in 
which the public are so little interested, I am surprised that 
authors should take so much pains in attempting to explainit •" 

On certain points of criticism all writers were agreed and 
these may be taken as the typical American characteristics most 
noticeable to outsiders. To all we appeared domestic in our 
tastes and fond of family life.· All co~mented on our beautiful 
women, our inquisitiveness, our inordinate devotion to money, 
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194 t al reserve our fondness 
our insistence on equality, ou~n~aau~ertain stiffness in social 
·for strong drink and gambling n line the American was in
forma. North of the Maso~;~;~~tion line, he was indolent • 
dustrious; south oflih~i~fusad throughout our paopla,l!ut.we 
Intelligence was we cters and most likely wou con
had produced few great char~e ware too grave and sober and 
t,inua in this mediocrity. bl things of life. Especially 
neglected the light and ag~~:~ ~ophets of rem~ng that 
fond ware these self-appoi t t~o penturies in ~dvance of 
"American theory was at. 1!as icanism was irritating; our. 
American practice •" Our rner nners in certain instances' 
vanity. insufferable; and o~r m~ West indescribable • So said 
particularly in the undave ope ' 
our guests from beyond the seas. 

n i h ho came t 0 our shores during 
Naturally some of the ~ngt sth:ir comments. The memories 

these years ware most.caustici ~s of both host and guest. :It 
of war still rankled 1n the m n a commander of the Amer1can 
was to take a hundred years be{~reancient Guildhall of London 
navy speaking at a banquet ~~ t ~hat if the time ever came when 
would be bold enough to pr~ ~ly menaced by an external enemy, 
the British Empire. was ser ou dro of blood of their 
every man, every dollar, a~~ ev~~~nd t~ the call. The solidarity 
kindred across ~he sea wou r~o dreamed of nor desired at 
of the Anglo-S~xon race ~~stneli~~rthe English; and the latter 
this period. Americans lS r~~1ess There was seemingly nothing 
scoffed at our vigorou~ uncou tistr~in~ of Anglo-Saxon blood. 
in common between the wo g~ea ft acted as dust in 
The smaller details of Amerlcan li~e o an . to evaluate our 
the eyes of the.English traveller lna~t:~pl~~~vidual as.William 
civilization; while to A~ericafs, ~u~e"'ignated "a simpleton 
Faux was, as a Blackwood s rev.ewa .:li of'a village John 
f th first water • • • a capltal spec men 11 y 

~u11,
9

for the fir~t.time droami~~1~agra~w~~s{~~m ~~: ~:!~v~~~ac~er-staring at everytning an grum 1 
1

· d t the in-
ization - thought many Americans - might be app 1e o 
viaious Era, rrrollope • 

one of the first things that the educated ~nglis~man shuddered 
at was our language. Call that the English tJJngue? Yfhere e~se ? 

could one hear the .King's English so murdered as by the Amer1ca:ns · 
we had no conception of the niceities of words. We used.clever 
when we should have used worthy; smart instead of clever; ~ 

9 guess for I suppose· I reckon instead of I think; elegant 1n plac 
of excellent. And ~uch taste as we displayed~ Our homes were 
florid and ornate. Our streets were wretchedly paved; our 
lighting and cleansing abominable; our gas supply. scanty and 
inadequate; our street lamps too far apart for safety or for.con
venience. But the most objectionable of all our idio~yncrac1es 
was our constant use of tobacco. Some travellers bel1eved 
Americans smoked incessantly to ward off yellow fever; ·while 
others explained the fact as due to the nervou~ tension of 
American life. But whatever was the caw e the. use of t?~acco 
was omnipresent, In all the public places of ~-me~ica tn1s f~lthy 
custom was recognized. In the courts of. law tn~ JUd~e had h~s. 
spittoon the crier his, the witness his, g,nd t ne pr1soner h1s, 
whi1e ju;ymen and spectators were provided for as so many .man 
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who "in the course of nature must desire to spit inces.::;antly." 
In hospitals the st~dents of medicine were requested by notice 
upon the walls to eJect their tobacco juice "into the boxes 
provided for that purpose, and not to discolor the stairs.~~ In 
the public buildings visitors were implored, through the same 
agency, to squirt the essence of their plugs into the cuspidors 
and not about the bases.of the marble columns. . 

,. 

li. 
ll! 
·'I 

;!·. 
,l;' 

The .. Englis~ likewise. commented on our want of due appreciation .1 : · 

of the f1ner po1nts of et1quette and lack of proper social sense. \' · 
Who will forget the terrible tirades of i,:rs. ·rrollope on our ' 
boarding house life? Or Aby's amusing experience in a Vir~inia 
stagecoach with an American opposite yawning comfortably i~ the 
face of his narrator? As for our social life and social gather
ings they were tests of endurance rather than moment~ of pleasure. 
This was not t.rue of the South where the wit, vivacity and grace 
of the planters accorded favorably with the fixed notions of. their 
guests; but in the West the demoralization of mailllers was a fruit
ful source of ridicule. Of conversation as a fine art, there 
seamed to be a total ignorance. A definite effort was put f'orth 
to avoi:d in general discourse any topic "the discussion of which 
would stamp one as a pedant or bore the rest of the company." 
Miss Martineau relates her encourters, however, with some I~ew 
England middle aged women with "blue stocking propensities" ru1d 
corresponding evidences of pedantry. 11 A lady asked me," wrote 
Miss Martineau, "many ouest ions about my emotions at Niagra---
'Did you not' was her last inquiry, 'long to throw yourself 
down and mingle with your mother earth?' 'lfhile another an in
structress of youth in examining my ear trumpet wanted to know 
whether its length made any difference in its efficiency, On 
my assuring her '.none at all.' ••• '0, cart a inly not, ' said she 
very deliberately, 'for sound oe ing a material :Jubstance can 
only be overcome by a superior force.'" How could we deport 
ourselves at ease at a social gathering, quarried the captious 
Englishman, when our only amusements for the ladies were the 
lectnre room and the avenin~ service twice a week; and for the 
young men .the counting house, the store and the tavern. 

Flaces of amusement were few. Theatres were poorly patron
ized unless some popular actor occupied the stage; and with very 
few exceptions no theatre was financially successful. Pew 
ladies ever went to one; and, if perchance they did, they never 
sat in the pit. Many of the men ke.pt on the ir hats during the 
entire performance. The manners and behavior of. the few who did 
attend these places of amusement afforded excellent material for 
one fasti.dious, carping, Anglo-Saxon censor. "Men came into the 
lower tiers of the boxes'' wrote the acid lvirs. Troll ope, nwi thou t 
their coats; spitting was. incessant, and the· mixed smell of 
onions and whiskey was stifling. The noises too were perpetual 
and of the most disagreeable nature; the applause was expressed 
by cries and thumping with the feet instead of clapping; and 
when a patriotic fit seized the crowd, and Yankee Doodle was 
called for every man seemed to think his reputation as a citizen 
depended on the noise he made." This charge applied not only 
to audiences of the middle west but also to those of Philadelphia 
and New York. Mrs. Trollops's criticism, however, awakened the 
American perception of social niceities for when some men in the 
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lounging position, the 
in New York assu~edlal pe'' ~ntil the offenders boxes of a theatre "a Trollops, a rro o 

audience cried out, 

retired. d r. bed in unforgettable 
't'es were esc l . k nd . ilar fashion our cl ~ . ersanified in brlC s a 

In SlmPhiladelphia was medlocr~tyeK "but distractingly 
la,uage •"A handsome city,'' Boz dec na~ou~ or two he woBld have 
mor ~r; i: fter walking about ftor at l'he collar of his coat 
regu a • ·- d for a crooked s rae • . and his hair to 
given thdetwo!~iffen the brim of his.hathn t~sex~f t~eir own accord, 
appeare o ' k rop "nd h1s a ' fl " 
slink into a short sle~ c .. br~ast under ~uaker in uence • 
folded themselves across hlsd ·ts hotels were comfortable f~r 
Baltimore was a fine city an lld find curtains to his bed for 
there the English traveller w~~ time in America and there he 
the first and probably the ;:~h himself "which was not at all 
would have water eno~gh to 1 d Moreover, Mrs. Trollo~e, 
a common case" in thls new ar\. • a reed that the prettlest 
Lieut~nant Coke and Godfrey.VlB~~ti~ore. As for Washington . 
women in America wer~ seen ~n Dickens described it as.the Clty 
few visitors had. a. kln~ wor,, • V/ide avenues that beg a~ lll, . . 
of "magnificent lntentlons. t 'thout houses and lnhaoltants, 
notl:.ing and led nowhere; stree s :1 ublic to be complete; or
public buildings that nee~ede~u~hatponly lacked thoroughfa~es 
naments of great thorough ar.,, h. nat on to Charles Dickens ln 
to be ornaments" - such w~s ~a~ ~a~ the only place which ful-
1842. In the South, 9ha:,es 0. cit • c.A. MUrray in 1835 
filled the Englis~man. s l~e~i ~!r;ool. Y The fact that its 
compared it to Brlstol an .. h birth· thet they were 
population was l~r~ely of Br~ tts the had a high regard. for ~a
Episcopalian by falth, and tna t Y·~ly to the Englisn visltor. 
tab lished institutions ap~e~te~ r s s~~~~ of refined social life' 
Richmond and Baltimore ha e~ter of gawbling halls and 
while New Orleans was a gay.ce 
drinking places. 

t 11 blird to certain good Yet the English were not to a y l l'neos hi~h 
. '1' t. on The modesty come l o ' o 

features in o~r ClVl.lZa·l·t~veness and r~~pect for American 
standard of Vlrtue, ~~qulSl l he soiourner in our midst. In 
women V/ere often ment~on~d by d t h pi tPli ty of the American was 
like manner the kindll~e..,s an os. th·- rati tude the sympathetic 
proverbial. C .A • r:~u~r~y. relate~ Wl ~ 11 with cholera in Cincin
treatrnent he met wltn whlle serlously 1 d' 1 and affectionate; 
nati • We w~r~ naturahl, ~ra~k, t b~Ya;~fi~~r o~~ ideals for there 
our uni vers1 t1es, per aps' es . . 1 · o- • ous and 

t · d to break down prejudice, supt3rst1t1on, re 1b1 t 
we .rlleantagonisrn But as a nation we were too uncouth, oo 
rac1a • . · al to sa tisf•r our boastful, too money crazed and too pro~1nc1 J 

Anglo-Saxon cousin from across the seas. 

we mi~ht expect such treatment from the English but we ~ere 
ouite sure that we would receive jm;tice from the Eren:h· T ey 
had b~en our allies in the trying days of independence, they. 
had followed our example in their ovm land, a~d although dur~.ng 
the Napoleonic era they had apparently lost s1ght o~ a fe~ 0 se 
the principles of democracy, they ha.d recovere~ the J.,r equ1poi 
within recent years, In 1830 the B'r~nch h~d d1~p~aced the 
arrogant Bourbons with the bourgeois1e Lou1s Fh1l1ppe. Once 
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more France was proclaiming the doctrines of the equality of 
man; and the two great republics seemed about to clasp h~nds. 
Here was a people akin to ourselves, From the hands of our 
friends we could expect justice, Accordingly we welcomed the 
French to our shores; and none more so than the dignified 
amiable Alexis de Tocqueville, ' 

. De Tocqueville was born in the year 1805, at the end of 
the nevolutionary period, and at the height of Napoleon's 
greatest glory--the year of the battle of Austerlitz. His 
mother was a grandaughter of Malesberbes the magistrate who 
had the courage to defend Louis XVI at the bar of the Convention, 
Both parents had barely escaped with their lives during the 
Reign of Terror; but at the Restoration his father.had been 
made a peer of France. The young Alexis received an excellent 
education and finally became an assistant magistrate of Ver
sailles, But he was a liberal at heart; and disgusted with 
the sham and hypocrisy of Europe this young man at the ageof 
25 resolved to give up his appointment at Versailles and accept 
a government mission to America for. the ostensible purpose of 
studying our penitentiary system. The impelling motive of his 
journey was, however, to make a thorough examination of the 
workings of democracy across the Atlantic, He came to our 
shores not as a hostile critic; but as a sympathetic inouirer 
after the election of Andrew Jackson our seventh president, 
The word democracy was upon every lip; the cry of ~'let the 
people rule" was the clarion call of the new administration. 
He came when America was breathing anew the principles re
nunciated in the Declaration of Independence--the eouality of 
mankind, He embodied his impres:3ions upon his return to Prance 
in a work anti tled "The Democracy of America" which broug·ht him 
instant fame and still survives as one of the most powerful 
studies of our republic, The opening sentence of his intro
duction sounded iGhe keynote of his work and the spirit in which 
it was written, ''Among the new objects which attracted my 
youthful philosophic French man, "nothing struck me more 
forcibly than the prevailing equality of conditions," :bevelop
ilJg this theme he added: 1'The more I studied the social con
ditions of America the more I saw tht:.t this equali tJ of con
ditions was the vital fact around which every individual cir
cumstance seemed to revolye, and I found it again and again as 
the one central point to which all my observations tended to 
return," 

Hera was a unioue reaction to our institutions, Charles 
Dickens perceived a~d recorded the same phenomena .but he fciled 
to give it t~e proper interpretation. As Gilbert Chesterton 
has well said 11 Dickens made the Americans absurd because he was 
an artist in absurdity , 11 His interpretation has the Diclcensi. an 
quality of exaggeration. He left the impression that ~m~rica 
was rr full of rowdy bullies like Hannibal Chollop, or r1d1culous 
windbaO's like Elijah l?o~ram while England was full of reformed 
and. si~cere spirits lik~ Jonas Chuzzlewit and Ur,- Packsnif~,n 
But De Toco.ueville strove to ap,preciute rathC:)r tn~n to carlca
ture the Americans. The American attempt at Democracy fascin
ated and thrilled him with enthusiasm. With the courage of a 
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he proclaimed the inevitable 

Prophet and the foresight of a set~r control throughout the world. 
t nee of demo era lC . t' f 11 Sl' g spread and accep a first to appreclate ne u -

Furthermore he, was one of th~ federal law and the Federal Supreme 
nificance of tne supremacy o, me • He discerned beneath the claims 
Court in our govermnental sene t the inherent respect of all 
of the rampant Jacksonian d~mo~Ia ~nterpreted and administered. 
Americans for ~he ~aw. when. JUS h~man nature he also noted the 
Yet with unerrlng lDSlgh~ lnt~nion for good and evil YJhere all 
tremendous power of pub~lC ~Rd where all could vote. In other 
men could aspire to offlce. b setting the man who assayed the 
words he saw the di~ficu~ tles at~er than of following mass opinion 
herculean task of dlrectlng r 
in America. 

. f 1 tters just recently discovered, 
Moreover, in a sarleS 0 e 

0 
the American manners of the 

Dr Tocqueville wrote shr~wdly uh ~bemoaned our gravity and lack 
thirties. As other forelgn~rs ex~i tad his ire as it had that of 
of imagination. Philade~phl~ Philadelphia were numbered. "I 
Dickens. I~ven the str~~ s 0

11 exclaimed the youthful critic. 
live on street num~er r~~' t only a people among whom imagina
"Does. it not se.em 1~ lou nta such a system?. Europeans never fail 
tion lB frozen cou nve . t It i a saint a 
to hook an idea to everf e~~~r~~~s~b~:~pie knows only arithmetic." 

~~e~~~;:~em:~~s:no~v:~u~lity also imprass~d h~~; h:~~e~~o~e 
shakes hands. I saw a district attorney g1ve ~ 
risoner ." And is this not the greD.test mark of. American de-

~ocracy next to kissing babies? Do we not accla1m th~ man who 
shakes hands \'ti th the engineer, while the camera man 1s there 
carefully to record the fact for campaign purposes th~.gr~ate~t 
exponent of true democracy?. This by-play did not an 1re Y filS
lead the keen Frenchman. He suspected that beneath the open . 
declarations of eauality there lurked a strong element ~~.soc1al 
retentiousness .... "For you know," he wisely wrote,,"in lS. 

~epublican country they are a thousand ti~es more 1n ;ove w1th 
nobility, titles, crosses, and all the kn1ckn~cks of iJU::ope than 
they are in France. The greatest equality re1gns here 1n the 
law; all is on a level, in appearance, in the customs, b~t I 
will answer for it that the devil loses nothing thereby. 

His most biting remarks were reserved for our manners, our 
inordinate love of wealth and our musical aspirations. Speaking 
of a session of the Court .. of Assizes in New York he declared: 
"The Public Minister speaks with his hands in his pockets, t~e 
judge chews and the lawyer picks his teeth vh ile interrogat1ng 
the witnass~s." As this youth reared in the courtly a~mospher~ 
of France saw it only New England and intellectual, ar1stocrat1c 
Boston had good manners. But if' our manners shocks d him our. in
ordinate love of wealth horrified him. "The one great quest1on 
in American," he proclaimed is 11 how much money does that bring 
in?n And in support of this reproach he quotes at length a 
conversation he heard in a Boston drawing room between two 
respectable gentlemen. "How much does that bring now? 11 said 
one. "It is rather a good thing," replied the other, "about 
$100 for each." 11 In truth, if that is the case, it' is as you 
say a good thing," replied the first speaker. Yet what was 
the astonishment of the cultured Frenchman m discover that the 
two men were talking about two pirates to be hung the following 
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morning, that one speaker was the chief marshal and that he 
race i ved $100 for each hanging~ "They were speaking , ex
claimed pe Tocqueville, "as if these two men were a ~ouple of 
beeves to_be sold in the morning." 

" In scathing ter~s he described our musical endeavors. 
~h~se peop~e are without a doubt in the most unfortunate con

dl t 10n imag1nable so far as harmony is concerned. If only they 
~1ere aware of ~he t::uth," ~awailed this art iatic c onnoiseur. 

VIe. pass. our l1ves 1n p~ttH:tg up with yelping of which you have 
no 1dea 1n the world. !!hat the youn()' ladies who regal us 
with this mewing ~usic hp~d dea:est ~re the difficult passages; 
and I.answer for 1t that 1f the1r end is to produce clashing 
~nd d1scordan~ sounds, one could not succeed better and that 
1t would be dlfficult to go further. Besides one is never sure 
that the a~r is finished. It always ends like a book the last 
page of wh1ch has been torn out---at first I believed that · 
the singer had stopped short, and I kept on listening instead 
of applauding. One is forced to listen whether or no andwhat 
is more, to act pleased about it." ' 

So we appeared to the ~·ranch in the thirties. In contrast 
with m~ny of the English descriptions, the words of :Ue Tocqueville 
seam m1ld and gentle, The rash statements, often ignorance, and 
frequent misrepresentations of theEnglish are not as noticeable 
in the latter as in the former. Nevertheless the tone of each 
is irritating. We stand forth before the world as an undevel
oped, bora~ome, Unimaginative, stiff, self-seeking nation. We 
stand outs1de of the charmed circle of Europeans. 'Ne have a few 
virtues; but our vices and weaknesses far outnumber our points 
of strength. And so we remained until the middle of the 
nineteenth century. · 

Then the atmosphere cleared as after a violent thunderstorm. 
By the ~iftias mora Americans visited Europe than in the days 
of De Tocqueville and the social life of the ante-bellum South 
assumed a stateliness th.•1t was only 111arred by the enveloping 
shadow of slavery. At Saratoga and Newport the European mingled 
with gentlefolk that no longer jarred his esthetic senses, On 
the streets ,of New York Lady Wortley met many peoplethat re
minded her of Faris; while Thackeray vouchsafed the information 
that he thought Boston, New York and Philadelphia "not so 
civilized a~ our London, but more so than I.Iancheste~ and Liver
pool." Only the violent passions aroused by the civil war 
strife strained the growing relations between Americans and 
Europea~s---especially those with our cousins in t·he mother 
country. But as the conflict progressed and as the contestants 
on both sides displayed new evidences of valor, of tenacity, and 
steadfastness to sacrifice all for wh~t they conceived to be 
right, together with a ready acceptance of the final outcome, 
Europeans began to view us from an entirely new angle.. 'ife 
had demonstrated that a damocracycould function in time of a 
crisis; while the 11reaty of Washington, th.e Geneva award, and 
the culmination of the Hayes Tilden dispute proved that the 
young colossus of the West believed iri peaceful methods of 
set_tling disputes. ,i/e came forth a great power---vii th great 
pot'e.ntialities and with unsuspected resources, We honestly met 
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d ur financial obligations incur red during 
a~d re.pidl~. red~ame ~ viO'or we threw ourselves into capturing 
tne war •. /~th ren~~et th~ problem of slavery was gone. The 
~orld.marke s no~; be~ame all powerful; and, as it did, it 
Amer~c~n ~o;;a~ most soothing effect---perhaps damaging in

seems o a the remarks of our visitors. In place of the 
flue~ce---upon f lv'rs 'flrollope we soon hear the amiable tones 
cap,tlouslfless o da~itbbs• b-reathing forth economiums on Americans 
of a Bal our an v · 

as upeople of Destiny." 

Charles Dickens himself was one of the first to show s~gns 
of a change of heart and point of view. nr~ 1842d'hethadfwrthl~ten 
to a friend that however much he liked the 1ngr~ 1e.n s o lS 
great dish (meaning America) he could not:refralll from s~ing 
th t th dish itself went against the gra1n and that he d1d not 
li~e it~ In 1868 after a second visit•to our land he was forced 
to admit that he had noticed a steady change for the better 
everywhere.~' 'Phis was a slight beginning but it was a start. 
and that is a point worth mentioning---the more so as the Un1 ted 
States was just at that. time nba.iting the .lion.~~ . Than. came 
Bryce's keen but kindly diagnosis of Amer1can soc1ety 1n the. 
ei"'hties with a chapter devoted to the 11 pleasantness of Amer1can 
life" and the candid admission that "Americans were as agreeable 
to one· anothei and to strun~ers as were the French or the Germans 
or the English." "Equality improves manners,,, wrote the pear 
of all ~nglishmen, "for i tstren3'thens the basis of all good 
manners, respect for other men and women simply as men and women 
irrespective of their station in life." America's mat erial 
prestige had not influenced Bryce to pay us an empty com-
pliment for America was in truth losing her crudities as she 
passed into the front rank of' world powers. Travel·and educa
tion was broadening the v1orld horizon as Yankee sl~ill was pushing 
us forward in business fields. Bryce was sincere in his state
ments and the increased prominence of the United States did not 
blind h~m to the defects in our social political system. But 
others, lacking the scholarly attainments of Bryce, over em
phasized our virtues v1hi1e gloBsing over our frailities as the 
mighty American dollar extender, its field of operation. One by 
one we began to lose our yices with such astonishing rapidity 
that the laudations of our guests grew embarrassing. 

First our desire for wealth was explained in an entirely 
new fashion. One of the best known of our visitors, Hugo 
Munsterberg declared.~ "the American chases after money with 
all his might, exactly as on the teru1is court he tries to hit 
the ball, and it is tha game he likes and not the prize." In 
1922 Gilbert Chesterton dogmatically asserted that when people· 
said the American worshipped "dollars" they paid a compliment 
to his "fine spirituality." The dollar to the Yankee was an 
ido-l because it was an image---"an image of success a:nd not 
enjoyment." The American a.ollar might be omnipresent but it 
was not omnipotent for with us American ideals were mightier 
than American dollars. Furthermore, this same writer assured 
us that we were not harsh, hustling, rude or vulgar; on the 
contrary, we were sympathetic, imaginative full of enthusiasm 
and by far "the po.litest people in the worid."· The American, 
to G.W. Steevens in 1897 was simply a highly electric Anglo-
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Saxon." You might differ with him and you mi ht 1 
but whether you differed or lau~hed n'e g t·augh at him; · th h o was essen 1ally the m Wl w om you always wanted to shake hands • an 

~ur musical aspirations, our literature, our architectu 
our c1ties, our women and even our politicall d re, 
scribed in eul i · h ea ers were de-. og. Zl~g P rases • In 1830 we were told we had no 
mus1c nor apprec1at1on of it In 1909 a d' t· · 
com~os~r remarked on our exc~llent orchest~=s1 ~~~ 1=~~~1i~~~ch 
~on uc ors; today our 0~1 Symphony Conductor is an Euro ean who 
JUstly boasts of the fact that he was called to the a· P. t' 
Symphony Orchestra as its leader. In the thirties th~n~ 1~1~ ~ 
contemptuously asked: "who reads an Amari can book'?" I ~~ lS 
twentieth century a former prime minister Lloyd G n e 
nouncad tha~ "our literature is your lite~ature· a~~r~~~ an
li ter~ture l.S ours:" while E. V. Lucas aclmowledge'd that r the 
English canno.t be compared with theAmerican in coining de-
scriptive new words to meet the occasion. "Could th b 
anyth~ng batter:" cynically asked this traveller, "t~~~ t~e 
term near beer to reveal at a blow the character of a subst · _ 
tuta for ale?" Instead of criticising our homes as ornate an~ 
extravagant ~oreigners pointed out the architectural beauties 
of.ou~ build1ngs •. New York was a city of stupendous office 
bu1ld1ngs and I?agn1ficent palaces; Washington was a haven of 
comfor~, of ;e1sure, of wonderful vistas where according to 
one w~1ter, none seemed to work for a living or at any rate 
hard, And as for our women and political leaders the Countess 
von Bulow could hardly find words expressive of her admiration. 

Unquestionably the advent of' the United States as a world 
~ower h~d ~o:ke~ wonders in our behalf except upon a few per
ferted 1nd1V1duals such as Margot Asouith and Israel Zangwill 
Instead of the carping criticisms on"our government and manne;s 
b~oks began to appear in the late nineties on the Americanization 
of the world, and the "Land of Opportunity;'' and to climax the 
story a~ w~ came out of the Great War we were called "People 
of Dest my by one of the most noted of English writers. 

Perhaps no book so clearly displayed the new attitude of 
the English as Sir Phillip Gibbs' "People of Destiny." Take. 
for.example his opening chapter on New York and notice how 
del1cately and adroitly he brings out our elements of' strenght 
and how kindly he mentions our weaknesses. Gay life in New 
York appeared to him "immensely sober and respectable. One 
could take one's maiden aunt into the heart of' it and not get 
hot by her blushes •" He could find nothing to shock those 
possessing high-minded ethical concepts in such midnight haunts 
a~ the Ziegfield Follies or the Winter Garden, except the .inanity 
of all such shows. He found New York Society tolerant in its 
v~ews, frank in its expression, fond of laughter, and wonderfully 
s1ncere. Our hotels and sky-scrapers and long lines of auto
mobiles awakened within him a new admiration for our v~nderful 
achievements. Our women ware beautiful, wonderfully gowned, and 
seem~d to have a fair share of intelligence. According to Gibbs 
the American lady of leisure reads "the New York.Times for 
respectability, the New York Tribune for political 'pep' and 
the New York World for social reform. She starts the morning 
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at the picture supplement, reads the . 
by glancing first o~· all rr and then settles down to the so l1d 
head lines on the fnst paoe' t. ons " Thus the American woman 
reading of international sens~d~ s lio-hter thought" and skims 
keeps "up-to-date withthe ~o~ using her own common sense as 
.the surface of ~eeper kn~w et~! imagination of a novelist 
"an acid test of truth,w ~~ ·ng her outlook on the problems 
runs away.with hdim

1
! a.'ltn~ ~~s~~~ t~ understand.'' 

of live w1th a e lC 
. d ~ibbs in a rather definite manner. 

our cities also .1mp:esseet with its lavish display of wealth 
New York swept him off h~s ~en seemed to adhere to the etiquette 
and lave of amuseme~t f th~s E~rly Victorian era of' ~nglish li~ e.~~ 
and social customs 0

• f d in New York was 11 so slow that 1 t 
Philadelphia, he was ln_orme ut of the windows---they just 
was se.fe for ~eople ~ 0 m;~,~=-~but he found it a "pleasant, b~st
wafted dovm ~lke gdosl~ htful Old World atmosphere, like a blt 
ling place \'11th a e lg . · d h' 'th the A EnO'land.~~ Wasnington lnSplre lm Wl . 
of Queen nne o . • d the spaciousness of 1ts 
white beauty o.f its. bulldlngs ~npossessed of an "intense intel-
public gardens. Ch1cago seeme . . t " 
lectual activity of consciousness and del1bera e energy. 
Everythin here' was on a big scale • ".~ot a s ~n?·le J?an, or 

1 m~t 11 wrote Gibbs "spoke self 1shly of Amer 1ca s com-
:~~~~<ll or political inte~est, and among a 11 the peopl~ ~i ~h 
whom i came in touch there wes a deep sense.of res~ons1b1~~ty 
and a desire to help the world forward by w1se act1on on ~ 
part of the United States." On all sides the youth of ~mer1ca 
revealed it self. Our soc:ifty was not tired and worn out, and 
to such a people he called for help to solve the problems of 
the universe. 

How different were these descriptions than those of 18~0? 
Gibbs represents the modern Englishman as de~irous of assoclat
ing with us. He came and his book appe~r~d JUSt as England 
desired Jur aid in solving the world cr1s1s at the close ?f 
the war. His work breathes a friendly spirit of cooperat1on 
between the two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon race. To 
read his account one would suppose we were almost perfect. The 
only blemishes in the picture are the hasty sketches of the 
restlessne:as of the immigra11t class (not yet Americanized) 
and the flaunting in the face of the poor of an excessive amount 
of wealth. Otherwise we are almost perfection---especially so 
if we assume our new born responsibilities. 

Yet, just as Gibbs' book appeared, and America was surfeited 
with the laudations of English guests, the cGuntry was startled 
by the appearance of a book entitled "Main Street" by Sinclair 
Lewis. In this book there was an entirely different inter
pretation of American life. Hera the author boldly cl~imed 
that Americans were provincial, narrow, bigottad and standard
ized. His thesis was the portrayal of the innumerable "Main 
Streets" of our sn-all towns with all their flatness, hardness 
and .ugliness. Gopher Prairie was supposed to be a.typical mid
western townwith its pluto-democratic middle class in ab-
solute control. The college graduates, the clergymen, the 
doctor, the lawyer, the clubwoman, the smart sett and the modern 
Joan of Arc were all tobe found within its folds, At once it 
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was acknowledged by some of the free thinking magaz·n 
f · · t · f A ~ e s as a a1: exp?s1 1on o merican society; while others fulminated 
aga1nst 1ts caricatures upon American life as unjust and ._ vertad. per 

. The contrast between the two streams of criticism was 
qu1ckly appreciated by the thoughtful student of contemporary 
~vents. N?w in the twen~ieth century the foreigner is prais-
1ng us; wh1le our own wr1ters are condemninO' our institutions 
1ftThich sat of comme.ntators are nearest the t~uth? Today the • 
English beseech us as equals to work with them and send their 
ablest spok$smen to compliment us in terms that appeal to our 
vanity. Only the militant Clemenceau and the audacious Zangwill 
have had the courage to utter a word of warning about the o-row
ing narrowness and short sightedness of many AmeriGans. o~ all 
sides the Americans are besought as heralds oft he future· 
while within our own midst there seems to be a division of' 
opinion about the holiness of our inst i.tutions. Can it be that 
today we have two Americas within our land---one the rural 
districts described by Sinclair Lewis and the other the in
dustrial and commercial centers alone visited of recent years 
by the distinguished travellers who come toAmerica? If so, 
we may, perhaps, explain this seeming discrepancy in the differ
ent records. We know that the frontier has ceased to exist in 
our land; we know that we are rapidly changing from an agri
cultural to an industrial type of civilization; we fully realize 
that America today is in a transitional stage of development; 
and we also know that the foreigner who comes to our shores 
quite often visits only the larger towns instead of mingling 
with the people as he did in former days. In the thirties there 
were few large cities and the undeveloped west naturally at
tracted the investigator wi~h the result that the crudities of 
the frontier impressed him more than the work we had already 
accomplished. Now he visits only the populous cities.and lin
gers to marva 1 at our achievements. And as he flits from city 
to city, with letters of introduction into the best society of 
our land, he naturally carries away with him impressions and 
images quite different from that received by one who has lived 
with us. ,One sees us, as it were, on dress parade; the other 
in our every-day affairs. Yet both accounts arebased on facta; 
but the crucial test of their relative worth lies in.their 
evaluation of these impressions. Does Sinclair Lewis PP,ssess 
the artistic skill of a Dickens in portraying simply our ab~ 
surdities; while our guests, with their detached point of view, 
sketch with an accurate hand the real American? Must we not 
admit that within our ranks there are many typical "Gopher 
Prairies" and their inhabitants very like those portrayed in 
"Main Street." These exist not ulone in our rural districts 
but even within our larger cities; and the latter have not 
been described accurately by foreign travellers. If this is 
so, does ·it not .help to explain why America with all her power 
and ability still hesitates to assume her justifiable posit ion 
in international affairs? As soon as Americans acknowledge 
the existence of our "Gopher Prairies" instead of heeding 
alone the siren notes of our guests, the soooer will America 
move forward instead of drifting as she is at present. 

REGINALD C. McGRANE 

.. 
•' . 
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and sanity to which the 
The acid test of fo~bearan~~ the anxious months following 

American people we:e sub~ected and from which they safely 
the National elect1ons of 1~:~; equalled in the world's history. 
emerged, has perhaps never ed a second time within little 
That the Country wa~ ~ottRlu~grrors of Civil war was due. alone 
more than a decade ~n t~ 8 t~ leaders coupled with the bitter 
t~ the good sense o e ~ar b ttle,field. 
lesson learned on many a bloody a 

Neither before nor since the founding of ~hetgovernmendt 
of intellectual g1an s engage 

has there been suchhan ~~ra~wo great political parties gathered 
{~e I~b}.;.~c!!f~o;s t~e 8~tru:gle for, the Presidency in the early 

r of 1876· Thurman Bayard, J\:1orton, Conkling, Jeremiah 
~urn:~ack wm it Evarts' Efunonds, Blain(}- Blackburn, Hoar, 

' ' ' . ' e' Mill c• Hunton Garfield, Williams and 
!~~;!~ ~~t~~~:~~~ P~~e'it isuthat the'political opportunish 
and trickster played hi.s part along wi ~h the states~~---t~~n 
as now the monkey kept pace with the l1on, but when e.ro 
is called of the great men who appeared upon the st~ge 1n. those 
exciting times, of a truth we may say '1There were g1ants 1n 
those days." · 

The Republican party had been in uninterrupted ascendancy 
since 1860 and in this period, the war had been ~ought. Those 
in power had grown bold and reckless. Scandals 1n high places 
occurred with such rapidity that the conservative element of 
the country was determined that those in p(J€r sh~uld be ousted 
and that a general cleaning in all departments of the govern
ment was an absolute necessity. 

Prof, Haworth says "The chief count that could be brought 
against the party in power was maladministration; that the 
Government was in a deplorable condition no dispassionate 
study of history will venture to deny ••••• The nation had 
but recently emerged fromthe trying ordeal of the greatest 
Civil War known to history; which had necessitated a tremend
ous increase in the revenues and expenditures of the national 
government •••••• Furthermore, the number of civil employees 
of the government had increased from 44,000 under Buchanan to 
100 000 under Grant. In the morally unhealthful atmosphere 
whi~h inevitably follows a resort to arms, and amidst such 
favorable conditions as those just described, it was but 
natural that the spoils system should produce its most noxious 
growth and that political morality should reach perhaps the 
lowest ebb in our entire history." 

The New York Herald of 1 April, 1876, in an editorial, 
fr~med an indictment against the party in power, scathing to. 
the extreme in its denunciation. "Let the parw," it said as 
a rallying call to the Democrats, "trace every stream of cor
ruption to its source, and call upon the Country to rise and 
cleanse the source. Let the leaders begin the campaign onthe 
violation-of the Constitution involved in the appointment of 
staff-officers and not statesmen to the Cabinet. -Let them 
show how moral sense of the nation was degraded by theselection 
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of worthless relations and whiskey-drinking cronies to the 
high offices hera and abroad. Let them show how the Senate 

--degraded itself by becoming a sharer in the plunder and patron
age of the Executive. Let them ~how how the com1try was par
celled out like the provinces of the rloman Empire every state 
with a Senatorial procounsel ••••• Let them show ho~ investi
gations in the House were made impossible so long as tqe 
brothers of members were allowed to hold trade-posts and rob 
Indians and soldiers. Let them show how scandal after scandal 
supervened until we had a Secretary of War at the bar of the 
Senate as a con:fiEsed robber and a Secretary of the Navy 
rapidly on his way thither for having used a million of dollars 
to sustain a sinking banking-house in London ,11 

On the other hand, the Democratic Party had within its 
ranks---and this included a great number of its influential 
leaders---many who but eleven years before .had followed the 
stars and Bars in battle array against the Union. Haworth says 
nwith more truth than poetry it was still said .that 'not every 
Democrat was a Rebel but every Rebel was a Democrat,•n Such 
were the conditions when the two Conventions met in June. 

The Republicans at Cincinnati with the usual amount of 
conventi.on strategy and manipulation among the champions of the 
respective Candidates, on the seventh ballot nominated as head 
of the ticket Rutherford B. Hayes, than serving his third term 
as Governor of Ohio, but not very well known outside of his 
own State. Mr. William A. Wheeler of New York was nominated 
for the Vice Presidency. Their platform was weak; aside from 
eulogizing the accomplishment of the Republican party in abol
ishing slavery,. "pointing with pride" and "viewing with alarm" 
it contained nothing of a character to rally its adherents to 
an enthusiastic support, nor to invite the aid of those who 
sought good government. 

The. Democrats met in St. IJouis; thnt Samuel J .T!lden 
of New York would be the nominee of the Party was a foregone con
clusion, even in the face of 'rammany Hall 1 s opposition. Tilden 
was nominated on the second ballot and Thomas A. Hendricks of 
Indiana was chosen for the second place. 

The platform can be summarized in the one word "Reform." 

The party stood before the Country with this recitation 
of its demands for the people's welfare: 

"When the armals of this Republic," it specified, "show the 
disgrace and censure of a Vice-President; a late Speaker.o~ the 
House of Representatives marketing his rulings as a pre~1d1ng 
officer· three Senators profiting secretly by their votes as 
lawmake;s· five chairmen of the leading co~1itteas of the late 
House of Representatives exposed in robbery; a late Secretary 
of the Treasury forcing balances in the public accounts, a 
late Attorney-General misappropriatin~ p~blic ~unds; a 
Secretary of the Navy enriched or anr1ch1~1~ fr1~nds by percen~
a"'es levied off the profits of contract~ w1th h1s departments, 
a~ Ambassador to England censured in a dishonorable speculation; 
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th F ident's private secretary barely escaping conviction 
e ~e~~l for ~uilty comnlicity in frauds upon the revenue; 

up?n rt'-' f 171 r 1· m"'"\eaclled for high crimes and misdemeanors--a ::5 e c r e a ry o ~ a 1:1 ~ · t · f 
the demonstration is complete, that the fi~st s ep 1n re arm 
must be the people's choice of honest m~n from ~nether party 
lest the disease of one political ·organ1zation 1nves~ the body 
politic, and lest by making no c1hang~ of ~en or part1es we get 
no change of measures and no rea re arm. 

Even then the question of hard money gave trouble. However, 
after the usual amount of ambiguity and evasion a plat~orm call
ing for reform in every branch of the Government was f~nally 
adopted. And thus the two parties went into the campa1gn. 

The Democrats under the direct management of Mr • Tilden 
fough~ the issue strictly on the platform adopted i~ the 
National Convention. The Republicans abandoned the1r platform 
and injected into the campaign everything which their platform 
did not contain, but wh~ch human ingenuity could sugg~st to 
terrify the rank and file of the electorate. They ra1sed the 
sectional issue, waved the "bloody shirt," grew hysterical 
over their denunciation of the intimidation of the negroas who, 
under the protection of the },ederal Army vvere in absolute con
trol of local government in many sections of the South. 

The .i~epublican orators asserted that if the D,emocratic 
party came into power, two billions of dollars of Southern War 
Claims would be paid out of the National 1'reasu:ry, and to the 
negroes they argued that Democratic success meant to return to 
slavery. 

The internal strife among the Democrates on the money 
question received due attention, and when all else was ex
hausted, says Haworth, the people were exhorted to vote the 
Republicans ticket because of "the general cussedness of all 
Democrates, their moral degradation, liking for liquor, antipathy 
to good men and fondness for brawling, fighting and general 
deviltry." · 

The general charges as to negro intimidation were met by 
the counter-charges that Federal Marshals and the Federal Army 
had been stationed at the most strategic points in the South 
to accomplish the greatest possible results from coercion 
fraud and intimidation---undoubtedly the charges made by ~ach 
party in this particular were shamefully true. ,, 

The bitterly contested campaign came to an end at last and 
the returns on the night of the election indicated a Democratic 
victory. Practically all the Democratic papers on th& fol
lowing morning claimed that 'Pilden and Hendricks were elected. 

The New York Herald, hoWever, in its 2:30 A.M. edition on 
the eighth stated that the result was undecided and that Tilden 
had 184 electoral votes---Hayes 181 and Florida's four votes 
were in doubt, This report included South Carolina and Louisiana 
in the Republican ranks. 
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. The World said "the new era begins p · 

to men good will is the glorious messag~ ofeathc~ onlea:th and 
lS g or1ous day," 

The ~ndianap?lis Journal poisonously partizan announced 
the elect1on of T1lden and Hendricks and concluded its d' 
torial o~ the subject with the words "The announcement !i~i 
carry pa1n to eyery loyal heart .in the Nation but the · · t 
able truth may as well be stated." ' lniVl -

. . ~ut the re~ults of many elections before and since those 
exc1 t1ng days .of 1876 have been arranged after the election 
~as over;.and the Presidential e~ection of 1876 was a notable 
1llustrat1on of such post-election activity. 

. At 3:45; on _th? morning after the election the' Chairman of 
t~e Demo?rat~c. Nat1~nal Committee commi tte·d the great indiscre
tlon of 1nqu1r1ng. of the New York Times its estimate of the 
electoral vote wh1ch each candidate had received. Here was 
do~bt expresse~ in the Democratic Headquarters---and soon the 
ed1torial staff of that Paper sat in council; doubts no longer 
appe~re~ as doubts and by 6,:30 A.M. the vote was reported as 
184 1n·favor of Tild~n and 181 in fa!or of Hayes and Florida 
not report~d but. cla1med by the 1\epublicans. J~he report'ed 
vote was tne bas1s upon which the Republicans made their claim 
and moreover they successfully carried it through to the end ' 
of t~e ~hapter as concluded by the final vote of the Electoral 
Comm1SS1on. 

After receiving the note of inquiry from the Democratic 
Chairman, says Haworth, Mr. Beid, the news Editor of the Tribune 
hurried to the Hepublican headquarters of the Fifth Avenue Hotel 
and found the Committee Rooms deserted. He then started to the 
Hotel Office to learn the room number of Zachariah Chandler the 
Chairman of the Committ!;3e, and on his way met w.E. Chandler' a 
member of the Committee, just arr~ving from New Hampshire, ' 
?handler, like all the. other Bepublicans around the headquarters, 
nad abandoned the cause as lpst but. with Reid's announdement 
that the D~mocrats had shown doubt by the inquiry oi the earlier 
morning, and that the Republicans should claim the election . 
the two then repaired to Chandler I~ room and. carefully went' 
over the situation in each State from Maine to Oregon. Just 
how they arrived at the conclusion which they a1mounced later 
they perhaps were the only persons who ever kn~w---but their ' 
conclusion as to the result was the one finally counted for 
Hayes and Tilden. 

The telegrams which Chandler and Reid sent to Louisiana, 
South Carolina and Florida were as follows: 

"Hayes elected if we have carried South Carolina, Florida 
and Louisiana. Can you hold your State?" 

Later in the day Zach Chandler, the Chairman of the Com
mittee, having been awakened when Reid and Chandler saw the 
possibilities of the situation, sent broadcast the massage: 

"Hayes has 185 electoral votes and. is elected." 
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· t ·ith liahtning rapidity arose to fever heat. Exc1 temen ~~ ~, , 1' , d · · · · d'ately stationed by a Repub 1can A m1n1s-
Troops were 1mme 1 ~ f s th c ol · na t t · t ·different points in the states o ou ar 1 , 
L~~i~~~n: and Florida and ami ssar:ia. s in great numbers frol!l 
Re ublican Headquarters were quietll sent ~rom the North :nto 
th~ disputed states, quickl~ followed by l1ke representat1ves 
by the Democratic Organizat1on. 

The management of the election and the count~f the.votes 
in the state of Florida were in the hands of the nepubl1cans. 
The Democrats cherged the grossest fraud i~ both. These. 
charges were undoubtedly true. The Republ1cans charged ln
timidation of voters by Democrats and the~e charge~ also were 
doubtless true. The negroes who nearly, 1~ not qu1 te, equalled 
the white in numbers, would have voted as nepublicans where 
they voted at all. Almost to a man those who worked wa::a de~ 
pendent upon the white Democrats and how much pressure .1n th1s 
respect was brought to bear will never be known---but JUdging 
fro~ results elsewhere in other elections, we can readily 
believe the relation between employer and employee furnished 
great opportunities for persuasion of a more or less violent 
nature. On the other hand, the voting booths were in the 
hands of the other party---in many instances the officers of 
election were ig~orant and vicious negroes protected either 
by United state Marshals or by ]'ederal soldiers. 

In some instances, negroes who attempted to vote with the 
Democrats were set upon and driven off by other negroes---but 
on the whole the election proper was held with but little 
actual disorder, and had the result not been so close would 
not have been considered as out of the ordinary. 

The Board of State Canvassers corisisted of the Secretary 
of' State, a Republican, the Comptroller, a Republican, and the 
A ttorney---GenEJr~~ 1 a Democrat. When the vote came to b a can
vassed th&re were present from the North, W.E. Chandler, Gov
ernor Noyes, John A. Kasson, Gen'l~ Lew Wallace and many other 
Republicans. rrhere ware also t~dgar Brown of Georgia, C.W. 
Woolley of Ohio, John F. Coyle and Manton Marble, Editor of 
the World, for the Democrats. 

It was charged that the Democrats attempted to bribe the 
Canvassing Board. On the other hand, the Democrats claimed 
that the Board had been held to the course which it followed 
by wholesale promises of appointment to important positions. 

· The powers of the Board, as determined by judicial de-
cis io~ long before t~is contest arose, ware purely ministerial, 
that 1s,.th~y were l1mite~ to counting the returns as presented, 
and cert1fy1ng them, but 1t was claimed thst an amendment to 
t~e law co~errad up?n the Board discretionary powers and this 
v1ew prava1led when 1t came to canvass the returns---the Board, 
therefore, received written protests, arguments, affidavits and 
do~ume~tary pr?o~ and exercised their discretionary powers by 
reJect1ng a~tf1C1ent returns in favor of the ~em6cratic electors 
to give the Republicans a majority---and excused itself for its 
unpardonable partizan conduct by claiming that it did no worse 
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than t~e Democratic majority in the National House of Ra ra-
santat1vas had done but recently in an elect· t t P v· i · H t 10n con es from 
1r~ n1a, awor h sums up the result in Florida as f 11 . 

"Wrnle a fair count of the vote cast in Florid . ht 
0 
h ows · -

resulted in a small majority for Tilden· a fraae.mllg t· ave 
'th f t . ' e ec 10n would w1. .ar grea er certa1nty have resulted in a substantial 

~aJOr1~Y ~or Hayes •••• ~Vfhen all due allowances are made, there
fora, 1t 1s a not unfa1r conclusion that in aouity the electoral 
votes of the State of Florida belonged to Hayes.'' 

Th~ Electors after having bean declared elected by the 
Canvas~1ng !Board met and cast their votes for Hayes and \~/heeler 
and th1s ::esul~ wa~ p~ope:ly certified and sent to washington. 
But the s1tuat1on 1n ~lor1da, was much complicated b•r the can
~assing.Board meeting again, in obedience to a write~ of mandamus 
1ssu~d 1n the ,ma~tar of the election for Governor, anq recan
vass1ng the Pras1dantial vote; when it returned a different 
resu~t from that of their first canvass; and then, upon the 
meat111g o~ the ~egislatura an Act was passed for the purpose 
of p:ocur1ng a legal canva~s of the vote of the state of 
Flor1da cast at the election held on 7 November, 1876." This 
Act created a canvassing Board, all of whom ware Democrates who 
met and certified the election of the Democratic Electors The 
Governor certified this result to the President of the se~ate· 
thus were made two different returns upon the final count · 
before Congress. 

In the case of Louisiana, the "Carpet Bag11 administration 
after the war is a story of continuous theft outra~e and dis
grace. The citizens had finally arisen in their da~peration 
and had partially freed themselves of the pirates who were 
despoiling an already impoverished people---but when the 
election came on in 1876 accoriling to Gen. Ben Butler's renort 
as ~ member of the Potter Commission which invastiaated th~ 
conditions, ---"What the Rapuhli cans l!=J.ckad of the lion's skin, 
they eked out with the fox's tail." They had passed a law 
under the carpet bag administration creating a :3tate returning 
~oard consisting of five members chosen originally py the state 
Senate, but with the provision that the memba-cs themselves 
sho~ld fill vacancies. 'Pha Board had th.e discretionary power 
of 1nq~iring into the conduct of alections and of rejecting tha 
vote of any precinct of parish wherein force or fraud or fear 
so prevailed as materially. to affect the result. 

There was a registration law likewise in force in the 
State---the registration officers, to a man, were ~apublicans. 
As evidence of the efficiency of this Board it may be stated 
that the Goverrunent Census of 1880 showed 8000 fewer negro 
man of voting age in the State than were registered four years 
before! In New Orleans a total negro population of 57,647 
showed 23,495 voters, that is, two voters out of every five 
negroes including men, women, and children. A like system of 
registration reduced the number .of white voters in the same 
proportion. 

. . 
The face of the returns in the election showed a Demo

cratic majority of 8000. 11S in Florida, prominent men from 
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t' ~the respective contestants sped to 

the outside repr?sen lno James A. Garfield, Eugene Hale, 
New Orleans---Jon~ Sherma~har Republicans---John W • :Ps.J.mer' 
E.S. Stoughton nn many 0 Rv d~ll J R Doolittle Henry 
Lyrn!in Trwnbull, Samuel J • an a 'rats' u on rea.~h ing New 
Watterson and otherstfo~m!~~i~~!~~ add;ess~d a letter to the 
Orleans, the Democra st. th t ""in view of. the unhappy con-

Republicans sugges 1ng a ' · t · f th . hich have heretofore arisen from the ac lOTI o . e 
troversiles,_ w d of tne State" the two contingents should 
ra~~rn. ng .')OS. r ng their influence in behalf of SUCh a canvass 
~~1 t~e 1~0~~:r a~t,lally cast as by i~s fairness and impa:tiality 
shall command the respect and acqu1escence of the Amer1can . 
people,'' The Republicans replied. that they were merely 
visitors without power or legal infLuence over the means by 
which th~ laws of Louisiana the result was to.be determined, 
and they, therefore, declined to take any act1on. 

The Democrats retorted that the very presence in the g~ty 
of New Orleans of so many citizens from all parts of the Un1on 
at that particular time seamed to be evi~ence of a widely 
prevalent distr.ust of tlre act ion of the Board and that ~uc~ 
distrust had as its foundation the f~ct that the Board 1n 1ts 
make up was exactly the same as when its returns. in a pre-. 
ceding election had been set aside by a. Congres~ onal Comm1ttee 
of which the nepublican Candidate for V1ce Pres1dent had been 
a member. 

The membership of the Board consisted of four Republicans • 
There had been one Democrat on the Board but he had resigned 
and the others ho.d ignored the requirement of the law that 
they should fill the vacancy---likewise ignoring the .~equire
ment that all parties should be represented. J. Mad1son Vfells, 
the President, was a native of Louisiana, had remained a Union 
man when the State seceded---was Lieutenant Governor under 
the reconstruction regime, and later Governor, and was re
moved by General Sheridan who, cha;r;acteri ?-ed him as a "political 
trickster and.a dishonest man." 'lhomas c. Anderson, also a 
Louisianian, v:hile a Senator, pushed through a subsidy for a 
Navigation Company in which he had a large interest. The 
other two were negroes, one of them a saloon keeper had been 
indicted for larceny but upon confession had escaped punish
ment---the other was an Undertake~ and seems to have been the 
most respectable member of the Bourd. 

The result, of c~urse, was to be expected---the Board 
threw out 13,212 Democratic votes, and 2 ,4:15 nepub lican votes, 
leaving t,he Republicans a majority of 3,437. The electors met, 
filled two vacancies by the appointment of two persons who had 
originally been named as candidates for electors but who were 
ineligible be6ause they were Federal office hold~rs at the 
time they were voted for in the election, and case the vote of 
Louisiana for Hayes and Wheeler. T.C. Anderson took the returns 
to Washington, delivered them to the President of the Senate, 
who returned them to him because the inclosing envelope was 
not properly endorsed. Mr. Ferry, the President of the Senate, 
allowed Anderson to retainthe certificate in order to have 
the endorsement on the envelope corrected---Andere on, however, . ' 
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got the idea that the certificate itself d . 
the lots of votes for Pres'd was efect1ve because 
separate sheets of paper a~.~~~~~! Vice.President were not on 
New Orleans, new certificates were mrequlred. , He ~ent back to 
the six electors who could be f dade out, tne Slgnatures of 
the other two who could not b oun hwder~ at~ached and those of 
f d e reac e 1n t1me were dul 
t~~g~i~a~n~e~~~ certifiqate was returned and p~ssed must~r in 

be do~!:ll there were not votes enough and further work was to 

In Sou~h Carolina, there was probably more disorder and 
fraud than 1n either of the States of Florida or Louis'a 
Both parties seem to have been equally gu1·lty The R ln bal~ · · t 1 t · • . epu 1cans 
v:ere qu1 ~ aqua o the task by manipulating the ballotinO' and 
7n repeat 7-ng of courteracting the effect of the Dembcrat·i~ 
1nti~idat1on of negroes •. In this State theCanvassi ng Board 
cons1sted of the Secretary of ~tate, the Comptroller General 
~he Att

1
orney General, Auditor, TreaEurer, Adjutant and Inspe~tor 

.:rener~ and the Chairman of the Committee ori Privileges and 
Elect1ons of t~e House of Representatives. All were Republicans 
three of. them 1gnorant negroes, and three were candidates for ' 
re-elect1on. 

. The Democrats applied to the State ~upreme Court for a 
wr1te.o~ prohibition against the canvassers to confine them to 
~he. m~n1st~ral act of canvassing the returns vti thout using 
JU~1c1al d1scre~ion as to what they should accept and what 
reJect. The wr1te was granted, The Board protested---but re
;~r~~~.the Hayes ~lectors as elected by, an average majority 

The situation in this State was much complicated by man
damus proceedir~s and recounts b~t the Republicans were entitled 
on the face of the returns to the electors . . 
, In Oregon the Republicans carried the State---but one of 

tne electors from that State was ineligible because he· held 
an office under the Federal Government. ' · 

The Democrats claimed thut there being but two of Oregon's 
three Republican electors eligible, the eligible candidate re
ceiving the third highest vote was elected. Inthis case the 
eligible candidate receiving the third highest vote was a 
Democrat. rPhe State law provided "if there be any vacancy in 
the off'i~e of an elector occasioned by death, refusal to act, 
neglect to attend, or otherwise, the electors present shall 
proceed to fill such vacancy."· r.rhe Republicans claimed that 
they had the power to fill the vacancy under·the provision 
quoted. The Democrats contended that as Watts had never been 
eligible, Cronin receiving the third highest vote was elected. 
1'he Secretary of 3tate under the law canvassed the vote and the 
Governor was required to grand certification. Cronin, the 
Democratic electoral nominee was g!ven a certif~cate with the 
two Republicans whose election was not questioned. The Re
pub.licans electors met and as though filling a vacancy selected 

·Watts, the latter having resigned his ],ederal office; these 
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C
ost their votes for Hayes and Wheeler. 

three electors o. 

.. , ublical'l ale ctors refusing to act 
Cronin upon the two ~:~ns as though he were filling 

with him, selected two pert a ointed electors voted for 
vacancies; and h~ an~ htne w~wop~ets of returns were forwarded 
Tilden and Hendrlcks, ence 
to Washington from the ~tate of Oregon. 

t the tense conditions existing 
Space forbids c~mmen u;~~·estions for solution of the 

throughout the. C,ount, Y' the t ~~ise when the reaul ts of the 
controversy wh1ch was sure ~ b Congress the threats of war 
election came to ~etcabnvasseof ~he orderly progress of affairs. 
and the general dlS ur ance 

. h d f' lly to straighten out the 
In Congress whlch .. a ', :-na the House Democratic' Ferry 

tangle, the iJenate w~s l\epuollfan~ t Bamuel J. Randall of 
of Michigan was Fresldent of tne uena e' Con ress asserribled on 

~~~n:y~;~~~~e~~s t~~e:i:~t~~-a\h~o~~~;:; in t~e respective States 
voted on the sixth. 

on the first.day of the Session of Congress, the House 
passed a resolution providing fo·r three commi ~t~es to "G,pro7 
viding for three committees to proceed to Lou1s1ana·, • lor~da 
and south Carolina, respectively to investigat~ the el~ct1?ns 
and the action of the Canvassing Hoards. The ~e~ate ~1kew1se 
passed a resolution directing the Co~nitt~es~on ~l~ct1o~s and 
:Privileges to examine into the elect1ons ~.~ S?ut~ C~rol1na, 
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana and klSSlSSlPPl.and a. 
few days late-r the same committee was instructed to 1nvest1gate 
the situation in Oregon. 

Both sets of Committees iwnediately visited the.states 
mentioned took testimony and accumulated much mater1al relat
ing to th~ election. 'r~e Hou~e Cor:unittees. t~rough their . 
majority reported that ~outh c arol1na, Lou1s1a~a and Flor1da 
had been carried by Tilden and that he was ent1tled to the 
electoral vote. The mirtori ty of each Committee reported just 
the o:p-posi te. 1'he majo-rity of the Senate Committees rep~rte~ 
that :-iaye s had carried thl~ three dtates mentioned, the m1nor1 ty 
that Tilden had ca-rried them. 

Conditions we-re at fever heat---the Southern Democrats 
almost to a man were t:-r-ying to solve the difficuJ.ty peaceably--
they hnd had enough of wa~. The Northern Democrats with the 
ea-rnest backing of Dr. Tilden were insistent on a solution 
peaceable or otherwise. John Young Brovm, of Kentucky, charged 
in Congress that if war resulted, the Northern Democrats 
would be resportsible. Ben Hill, of Georgia, referred to his 
Northern brethren as "invincible in peace, invisible in war." 
He aloo said that Fernando Wood and. others of the Democrats 
who W6re urgiEg armed resistance had "no conc~ption of the 
conservative influence of a fifteen-inch shell with the fuse 
in the process of combustion.H 

Unfortunately, the fathers who framed the Constitution 
had not anticipated any such condition as now confronted con
gress and the Constitutio~ on the subject was indefinite. After 
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providing for the vote being taken in the respective 
Colleges, and transmitting the result to the s t f 
ment at Washi~gton, directed to the President ~~ t~e 
the Constitut1on provision reads as follows: 
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electoral 
Govern
Senate, 

"The President of the Senate, shall in the presence of .. 
the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificat s , · 
and the .vo~es shall then be counte-d ••••• ancl if no person have e '!i 
such maJor:ty then from the persons having the highest numbers 
n,ot exceed1ng, three, on ~he list of those vot'ed for as Preside~t 
tne Hous~ of Liepresentat1ves shall choose immediately by ball t' 
the Pres1dent." • o, 

The Republicans nov1 contended that the pro nor constru·ction 
o~ the clause as to counting the vote authorize& the President 
of the Senate to count •. In this ?ase l.ir. Ferry was ready to 
c?u~t the returns s~nt 1n by the ~epublicans as the true vote 
g1v1ng Hayes one maJority. The Democrats declared on the other 
hand that the. vote shouJ.d be counted under the direct ion of the 
two house~ wh1ch had this procedure been followed would have 
resulted 1n a deadlock, and the, election would then have been 
thrown into the House: when Tilden wouJ.d have been promptly 
declared elected. 

.. Drom the first election after the organization of the 
Gov~;rn~~nt dovm to 1865, the method of counting' had been the 
same---that is, the two houses had always passed coneurrent 
reso~utions regulating the procedure. Before meeting in joint 
sess1on, the Senate had chosen one teller and· the House two. 
These tellers upon the meeting of the joint session wouJ.drnake 
a list of the votes and deliver the result to the President of 
the ~e~ate. The President of the Senate had always ~pened the 
cert1f1cates but had never attempted himself to count or to re
ject vot~s. There had several times been objections to counting 
the vote of one or more of the States, but as the votes in each 
of these instances had never been vital, the point had invari-
ably been evaded. · · 

In 1865 Congress by joint resolution excluded the eleven 
seceding States from partic~pation in the choice of President--
and by another joint resolution prescribed a mode of procedure 
for counting the votes from the'other States. This resolution 
provided that in the case objection should be made to receiving 
the vote of any State, the· two houses should separate and, with
out debate, decide upon the question of receiving such vote, and 
no vote was to be counted except by consent of both houses. This 
was known as the Twenty~Second Joint Rllle. rrhe ·material part 
of this resolution did not come to a test in th~t election be
cause only Louisiana and Tennessee had selected electors and 
tre Vice-President, in obedience to the resolution excluding 
these Statee, did not present their v~tes. 

There was objection again in 1868 ·to the votes 'of Louisiana 
and Georgia. The votes of the two States, however, were counted 
by joint resolution. Again in 1872 there was objection to the 
votes of Louisiana and Arkansas. Senator Sherman at that time 
introdu9ed a·resolution to in~estigate whether or not the choice 
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t t s was in accordance with the Con-
of electors in thosefSt~ eUnited States and what contests, if 
atitution and laws~ he re,chosan electors and what measures 
any, had arisen as 0 '~1d0 ~~r the determination of such contests 
were necessary t? P~ 0v1 d8 determine like contests in the future 
and to guard aga1ns an . The Resolution caused a general 
settlement of such contestst·ve ri~hts of the states to determine 
discussion as to the respecd~thA ri~hts of congress to go behind 
who were properly chosen an J ::J . 

such State action. 
The Resolution was adopted and in passing upon the ret~rns 

!~~~ t ~~~= ~~~mm!: 8 a~:n~; 0~h~0 ~~~~i~~ ~ h~~P ~~ l t ~~ r c~~~r~ ;~ te 
nor both houses jointly have the power under the Const1 tut1on 
to canvass the returns and count the vote but.that the manner 
and mode of choosing e'lectors are ~eft exclu~1vely tothe S~a.tes-
and. vrhether congress has the right to go beh1nd the certif1cate 
of the Governor of the State to inquire whether the votes ha~e 
be n counted by the legal returning board and whether in mak1ng 
su~hcount the board hadbefore them the official returns, the 
Committee offer.s no suggest ions •" 

Thus far then there was absolute~y no law· and no precedent 
for the determination of the case before the Congress in 1876. 
"This condition" says Haworth, "was favorable for the advo
cating of extre~e measures by hot-heads· in both parties • • • • ~ 
The newspapers continued to public stories about· the impend1ng 
c onfl i c t • n· 

on the thirteenth of December, National Chairman Hewitt 
issued an announcement at Washington that Tilden and Hendricks 
were ale cted. To this Zach Chandler who was then, now and aver 
will be lina thematized by the Democrats ret orted---11 there is a 
gentleman in Utica, the inmate of a public institution, who 
regards himself as the Emperor of China, and issues edicts by 
the score, but we have never heard thnt he enjoys the revenues 
of the celestial Kingdom.". ' 

Various plans to select a Board or Committee to canvass 
the returns were offered---and a spirit of compromise and 
settlement began to assmne form. 

By resolution in the two houses, a Committee from each 
was appointed to draft "·a measure either legislative or other
wise best calculated to accompliffi the lawful counting of the 
electoral votes." rrhe Senate CoinJni ttee consisted of Edmonds of 
Vermont, Mort on of Indiana, Frelinghuysen of Hew Jersey, Conkling 
of New Yor1~, Republicans, and Thurman of Ohio and Baya1'd of Del
aware, Democrats. The House· Committee was Payne of Ohio, Hunton 
of Virginia, Hewitt of New York and Springer· of Illinois, Demo
crats and }.lcCrary of Iowa, Hoar of Massachusetts and Willard 
of Michigan, Republicans. ' 

A numb~~ of plans were suggested b~t the deliberations of 
the two Committees, working separately and secretly finally 
evolved. the solution. This contemplated the creation of a 
Board consisting of five Senators, five Representatives, and 
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the four Senior Justicds of th ~ 
select a fifth The b'll f~ ~upreme Court, these four to 
jointly, provided that 

1 
the a~wo 1~~;;~s dr~wn1~Y the ~wo .c~mmittees 

sion presided over by the President ofst~u S me~t. ln JOlnt ses-

~~: ;~t~:v~ft:osi:~!e~~;m !~i~~s~h~~~ecti~n ~~~u~dt=a~~a! 0~~e 
objections were to be in writing signe~a~Yb~~ ~~=s~e~~~n, such 
from each house. The two houses should th t member 
upon the question at issue, and no vote ore~o~~seo~~;~~a~ely 
excluded, except by the concurrent action of the two hous: 
cases where more than one return had been received these !~reIn 
t~ be opened and read, and then submitted to the B~ard of 
f1~teen. ~n the disputed cases all the papers tog~ther with 
wr1 tten obJections were to be submitted to the tribunal ''v h · h 
shall proceed to consider the same with the same pov1ers' if'~; 
now possessed for the t purpose by the two houses acting' separate 
ly or together, and, by a majority of votes decide ·whether any -
and what votes from such State are the votes provided for by 
the Cpnstitution of the United States and how many and what er 
sons were d~ly.app~inted electors in such States." The deci~io~ 
~f the CommlSSlOn 1n disputed cases was to stand unless an ob
Jection signed ~Y at least five Senators and five Representatives 
~hould be ~usta1ned by the separate vote of' both houses. The 
JOint meet1ng.was not to be dissolved until the count should be 
completed---w1 t~ recesses conti:r;ming not longer than till ten 
A.M. the follow1ng day or from ~aturdayto Mo.nday. 

After much w~angling the Bill was passed and approved. The 
Democrats generally were in favor of the Bill the Republwans 
opposed to it. The members of the Commission'chosen in the 
House were l'ayne, of Ohio, Hunton, of Virginia, Abbott, of 
Mas~achusetts, Democrats, Hoar, of Massachusetts and Garfield 
of Ohio, Republicans. Those from the Senate were Edmonds of 
Verm?nt, Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, Morton of Indiana,'ne
pupllcans, Thurman of Ohio and Bayard of Delaware, Democrats. 

On the sam~ day the four· Just ices, Clifford, and Field, 
D~mocrats, and ~trong and Miller, Republicans met to choose the 
f1fth Justice. Unfortunately for the Democrats, inasmuch as 
the.result seems to have been decided along party lines, Justice 
Dav1s on the day before the electoral qill came up in the House 
~ad been elected by the Legislature of Illinois to a Senatorship 
1n the U~i ted States Senate, rendering. him ineligible to sit 011 
the Comm1ssion. Haworth says, "The news came as a stunning blow 
to the Democratic leaders in CongresG for they realized th~t 
the election rendered him in a certain sense ineli~ible for a 
P~ace on tl:le Commission, and that the fifth Judge ~auld of neces
Slty be chosen from out and out Republicans. But the'r had com- · 
mitteed themselves too far to recede; and still hoping for the 
best, they voted for the bill." Mr. Justice Bradley was selected 
as the fifth Justice. 

The first disputed State.called was Florida; under the 
provisions of the Act creating the Commissd!on the determination 
of Florida's vote was submitted to the Commission and the vote 
of the Commission was eight to seven in favor of the Republican 
electoral vote---the Senate supported the Commission---Tee House 
rejected the report---hen~4, the two houses not concurring, the 
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. i n stood· the same result occurred in 
report of the Co~nlSS 0 ·n'Louisiana and of.South Carolina 
the same way as ~ 0 thefv~~~s~ states was given to the Republicans. 
and the vote of aach ~ t vver the disputed vote from Oregon--
Then followed the con e~ 0 and there a Republican who had 
with the same rasuit~otb:~eor who remembered the days of his 
probably had a goo t the dish set before him but in the 
innocent yout~ gagged c~ntents and. the result was dec~ared. 
end he swa~loVJed the d cla.red to b·e President and vice Pres-
Hayes and Hheeler were a t tt. nd 
ident and the Commission then adjourned' . hus pu. lng ·an a 
without war to the most acute political s1tuation aver con-
fronting a nation. · 

The result of the votes of' the electoral Co~ission makes 
one w~nder whether there be two codes o~ ~orals for those in 
public life one for use in matters poll t1cal and the other 
for matters'of' private concern. The generation·t~e..t dealt 
with this great problem v1hich confronted the Amer1can. people 
has almost to a man passed over where the deeds done 1n the 
body must be accounted for in the spirit,. and. wh~ther the 
end jus tifiea. the means, is a question w~1c~ 1 t 1s now. not in
cumbent upon us to determine, but as a f~tt1ng.conclUS1on 
upon the actio'n of the Electoral Cornmiss1on wh1ch was the 
final arbi tar of the contest, may be quoted the speech of 
Congressman Blackburn who as the gray dawn on that fated 
morning of 2 March, 1877, preceded the gloomy day, arose iJ?; 
the House ano. said "Mr. Speaker, the end has come • There 
is no longer a margin for argument and manhood spurns the 
plea of mercy, and yet there is a fitness in the hour that 
should not pass unheeded. Today is Friday. Upon· that d~y 
the saviour of the world suffered crucifixion betwee~ tw? 
thieves. On this ~,rid[".Y Constitutional Gover~ment, JU~t7ce, 
honesty, fair dealing, manhood and decency ~utfe: cruc1f1xion 
amid thieves. It was on that day this Pres1dent1al fraud 
received its nomination at the hands of the Republican Party. 
It was on that da~r as it recurred, that every determination 
reached by the blistered, per jured miscreants that constitute 
the majority of that Co~ission has been promulgated to the 
Country. It is on that da;r that you propose to consummate 
yotJr iniquity and foist into a pla.ce of power him whom the 
people of the land have spurned, scorned and rejected at the 
polls. If it must be, it is well that it should and here and 
now; but it is well also, that before the day is finished the 
truth should be vindicated, and the recora. should show upon 
whom the responsibilities rest." 

SHELLEY D. ROUSE 
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Literary Club Songs - - -
Side-Lights on a Scientific Lreeting 

- Frederick w. Hinkle 

Louis 11
• !.:ore 

The Armored Turret - .. - - - Chas. T. Greve 
Inscription in a Presentation Copy of 
Christopher Morley's 11 Chimney Smoke" 

rhe Letters of Rob~rt Lytton, Mo~e 
Hidely Known in th1s Country as Owen 
Meredith - - · 

--·----
Literar~ Club Songs 

Caswell A. Mayo 

Charl~s B. Wilby 

. You are?~ a.literary, musical, antiquarian frame of mind 
g1:en to delv1ng 1nto ~ncient lore, discovering the sources of' 
t~1ngs, thera~or.e I make bold to su'9mit this' paper to you. I 
Wlsh to ident1fy myself with the growinD' class of antiquarians 
of the Club, historians you may call th~m, and thus, unless my 
fond.~opes go astray, assure myself that at least one of m · 
contr1butions may nqt go the way of.all flesh; that is---b! 
read, copied, buried in the safe, O'row musty and for ages 
moulder there, "unwept, unhonored ~nd unsung:" I want this 
paper to be dug ~p for future Club-historians looking for re
~or~s for the.past; by ambitious Presidents, who seek ideas for 
the1r annual 1naugurals; by shallow-pated Trustees who want some
thing better than a Referendum for a Christmas Celebration. 

· . Now, Mr. Wilby and Mr. Jones ·are the simon-pure cob-webby 
ant1~uarians of this generation of the Club---and I have been ' ' 
wotr1ed for months for fear they might appropriate the field 
I have mademy very own for this evening. However I have in 
the vernacular "beaten therri to it." You have giv;n me th~ 
opportunity to poach on their preserves---blessings on you! . 

During its adolescence of seventy-five years the Club has 
a~ far as I can discover, cherished some dozen songs. These ' 
Wlthout prejudice to our discriminating musical taste as evidenced 
by obstinate refusal to attend the Symphony Concerts, have not 
been, I regret to say, of tho. t higt'l character, that purity of 
moral idea, that chastity of poetic thought, that one would have 
expected, nay demanded, in a Club which has the reputation, 
however,. ill-deserved of being above all things earthy. No·---
we must confess it---our musical affinities have been low and 
in certain instances euoh as to bring the blush of Shame to 
the cheek of modesty. Still in all humility our weakness as 
w~ll.as our strength should be perpetuated of record, however 
Pl ty1ngly the members of 1950, 2000 ,, 2024 may depredate it. 
Therefore, I am giving, from the best records obtainable, from 
the memories of gray-bearded sires in certain instances, and 
from personal knowledge in others, as accurate a description 
of the Literary Club's favorite. songs, their singers, and their 
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ms as lies within my power. I 
methods of rende:ing these gelate under separate cover, the_ 

s·hall also furnlsh vrhen co~p for 'preservation in the archives. 
words and music where ~xtan '. to revive them ·;:~hen we are 
I·.!EW future Club song-blrds arlse 
reckoned among the absent. 

·n the early days as we know by 
There were master-singers 1i1~ftieth Anniversary. In the 

Mr. Spofford's address ~t.th~·Atlour informals, stories, songs 
Club book o~ lg03.he sa,ys. fling hours, as James H. Bea::d, 
and reci ta t1ons fllled. up ~he. thY iri·esistatle humor; or Edw1n 
the artist, sang "Feer~~u\a~~ad of."The Tall Young Oyst$rman;" 
D. Dodd gave the pat~e 10 "The Old Field Marshal Come Home 
or Henry B. Blackwel. sang ell roared forth "The Widow 
from the Wars;" or Blllyc licDlowor William Miller the artist 
1, h . " or Edward .P • ranc 1 . \• '. th as v.ac rea' . " All f the sa gems I hope' Wl your -
sang a com1c song. 0 of them abide, to resurrect 
sistance if you know where any t · n the case of· 'a t f age~ Unfortm1ately, excep l 
from the u~ o th.;)d· f rendition the personality of the 
one, the volce, me o o. Qter· ieee arelost; but that 

. singer in pouring forith fl ~s ~~u Edw~rd p • Cranch and "The Mourn-
one is a treasure. re vr 
ful Ballad of. Isaac Abbott •" 

The Club was so impressed by· its literary and. musi?al . 
charms that in 1886 it published it, .b9th .words an~ muslc, wlth 
· ovial illustrations by Mr. Cranch h1ms~ lf • Her~ lS a copy 
~f it Mr. Editor• l~ote carefully the 1ntroduct1on, written~ 
by rr: C~anch. Nothing more cle~er has e~er be~~ produc~~i~itable. 
any of our wits, and as for the 1llustrat1ons, ey are 

J.!r. Cranch en~ereo. the Club in 1851_, retired_lrom it for 
a while I believe, and returned later. He wa~ a rieferee i~ . 
Bankruptcy under the old law, and later was, 1n some. capac1 ty' 
ernuloyed at the Rockwood Pottery, probabl~ ~hrough h1s ;on
nection with the Walker and Longworth farnlllBS • From tne 
Fottery he dedicates his version of Isaac Abbott to the Lit- of 
Arary Club. Er. Cranch was a short, heavy set man, poss~ssed 
~ good bass voice. He d.rawled out this mournful b~llad .1n a 
broken, shaking, tearful tone, cracking and quaver~ng w1th . 
emotion generated by intense sympathy with the woe~ul exverlen~e~ 
of the hero. Tte chorus, accurately conducted by Cranch s slowl,y 
waving hand, repeated a par tion of the .last line of each stanza 
in the same lugubrious manner. Old res1denters of the Club 
bear witness that the .Performance produced floods of tears, 
whether of sorrow or laughter, I leave it to you. 

The fame of Granch' s production was· not confined to the 
Club. 1 file with the copy of the ballad, certain c~rre~pon
dence which passed in 1917 betwe13n the Professor of ·.c;ngllsh at 
Smith College and h:r. Thornton 1t. Hinkle. This i3hows not only 
that the Club publication had aroused inte·nse interest in the 
effete east, but that no collection of American ballads can 
ignor our own Isaac Abbott •. If the Club never publishes any
thing else, it has attained undying fame. 

Another sweat singer who arose among us, during the years 
from 1871 to about 1885, was Mr. s. Dana Horton, a lawyer pos-
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sassed of a most charming baritone voice and an Irish brogue as 
thick as a London fog, Mr. Horton was secretary of our Nat· J 
~elegation to the. Bi-Metallic Commission at Geneva, but the 1~~~~ 
1~telligent, .balanced element of the /J lub overlooked this, in 
v~ew of his compensatory rendition of these joyous ballads "The 
B1rth of St. Patrick," sung to the air of "Willikins and his 
Dinah," and "Kafoozalum." The search for these treasures is 
~till on and the trail is hot, since Lir, Wilby has consented to 
JOin in the hue and cry. "The Birth of St. Patrick" is almost 
run to earth~--but where are the Carnarvon and carter who will 
uncover the tombs of "Willikins ana. his Dinah,' and "Kafoozalum " 
the beauteous "daughter of the barber?" I can remember as a ' 
child hearing. Hr. Horton trolling out, what .:':.rtemus Vlar.d would 
have called h1s "chief-do-overs," in a spirited rollickinO' 
hearty manner, and joining myself, lustily in the 'chorus of' 
"Kafoozalum," but unfortunately I had then no ambition to be
come a Literary Club, Historian, so nothin;; remn ins in memory 
but the last lines of "K;afoozalum." · 

Many of us recall J,Ir. Thornton l1I. Hinkle's chaste and 
soulful rendition of that remarkable Zoological ballad, "Van 
Amburg." Mr. Hinkle entered the Club in 1866 after a joyous 
preparation in s.inging at Yale College. V!e may believe that 
shortly thereafter his appealing tenor was heard. inthis mas
terpiece; which no doubt he had learned, with many less vcl uable 
accomplishments, at his Alma Mate.r. His last rendition of it 
was about 1917 or 19.1.8, so that Van Amburg ranks as the r.Ietnusala 
of Club songs, having escaped , the slings and arrows of out
rageous fortune" f.or over fift~v years. r.ir. Hinkle sang this 
famous composition in a rather dignified manner, without gestures, 
and exhibited marvelous breath-control in certain of the stanzas, 
He accented heavily the "For 11 at the beginning of the chorus, 
which with the coda was sung lustily, as unto the Lord, by the 
entire strength .of the Company. All the stanzas, some of which 
are by r,Ir, Hinkle, and do not appear in printed editions, were 
invariably sung .• 

I regret to state that sometime in the long and honorable 
career of .Van Amburg, .certain glosses as it were, in the nature 
of spoken interpolations, were introduced by ~r. Charles Wilby, 
with the connivance of Er. Hinlcle, who. should have knovm better. 
~:r, Wilby acted as "Barker" for the show and recited these in
terpolations, which were of a questionable character, with great 
histrionic ability, The most remarkable of these depicted the 
unknown to Zoology, but known to us as the "Oh I.:y How'' or" Oh I•.Iy 
Hu" as I.Ir. Wilby insists. Very few of you I hope ever heard 
these iniquitous things, or suspected ;·.:r. ':'filby of .such dis
reputable tendencies. If I find the courage, and Mr, ··rilby's 
memory has not failed him, I may add them to the copy of the SJ ng, 
hoping that future generations will make allowances for our 
late Victorian depravity. 

Another of I~ir. Hinkle's songs, but which nev~r attained the 
vogue of Van .-\.mburg, was rr The Black Brigade.'' This was a V?
ciferous negro son~ reouiring a lot of swing, action and f1re, 
and a well-trained

0

~hor~s, not afraid to let itsel~ be heard. 
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lled and exploded at appropriate 
t 'ne chorus ye . · th f In fact the more ., the more marl tor1ous e per ormance. 

ulaces in true negro st,;l~vi th an excellent dialect and the Club 
Llr. Hinkle sang the solo spirit into the chorus • · 
never failed to put proper 

. k ~ io-ade" were still enjoying youth-
Van Amburg an~ "The Blac ~J~ bab .favorites first opened 

ful virility when 1n 1894 .twobn~lJian;e of the Club. I refer 
their eyes upon the daz~ll~I r~" ·and nnrill Ye Tarriers, Drill." 
to "The Fine Old Irish en. e~~eir thir.tieth year, to rival Van 
These two infant~ are ~ow 1~ fa~iliar with these chaste ditties, 
.Amburg in longevl.ty. ,fe are makino- a record for our sue-. 
but kindly remember thatd w~l~~~ up;n -their manifold charms • 
cessors, and pardon my we o 

t . t could have a phonographic, moving 
V/ould that P?S er~ ~h lie Davis, singing ;,The. Fine Old Irish 

picture reproductl?n o ar bass voice, one eye squinting 
Gentleman." The rlch, res~nan~oviall the riO'ht arm sawing the 
quizzically the other ~~;:~~~·t~en both' arms le~ding vigorously 
air in appropriate ges . li a "crashing" chorus---for on 
in a crashing chorus. Literal(r,stock-kill" in the last verse) 
the final word of each. chorus. d t bring its fist down forcibly 
the entire assemblage lS reoulre o n i '1 
on the table v.'ith a~"most m1compromisin~ whack, caus ng s~ ver-
ware crockery siphons (beer and wine ln ~he old.days---e eu 
fuga~es) to le~p and rattle in a most grat1fyingfJi~gl~· ~o 
attention is paid to breakage, for this is one o e lnS~lr-
ing soul-satisfying features of the song. How we glow. vnth 
sim' le childlike pleasure as we glance about th~. :oom ~ncl see 
eac~ r~verend gray-beard---each callow youth, ~a1s1ng h;s doubled 
ri. ht fist slowly towards Heaven as the w~rds ~ale ol~ are 
re~ched---then bringing it dovm in well d1scipl1ned un1s?n upon 
the shrinkin:)' tables as the fateful word "shtock,:' snapp1ngly, 
b~rkingly le~ps from our lips. Then the smiling gl~nce of ap
proval of the merits of each resounding "stock," wh1ch.passes 
around. the tables! Of late the accompaniment on the tlla~o has 
been much improved~ by Ritchie I believe. it was., by the l~tro
ducti on of runs and trills artd tremolos 111 the long susta,~ned 

11 
recitatives and a thunderous roll of heavy bass on each stock. 
The VolsteaJ Act has we believe also had, all in ~11, a be~e
ficial effect upon ''The Fine Old Irish Gentleman. Some of the 
spirit has gone no dnubt, under the influence of this malig~ 
legislation, but the haunting fear that some night the solo1st 
might get tangled in the words, is also gone. Some of us re
member a night---when alas there were guests present---~nd-7-
well---never mind. The.entire performance is epochal, 1nsp1r
ing, typical of the essence of the Literary Club---liberty, 
equality, and unity, especially "unity" when banging the table 
in this masterpiece. There is evidence that at intervals . 
Charlie Davis has tried to foist upon the Club, other illegitl
mate, unorthodox bass solos, but they have been frowned upon 
with disapproval. We are faithful to ()Ur first love. "The 
Fine Old Irish Gentleman" will indeed never die---through the 
whisky bottle is no longer uncorked. 

The second of the twins of the vintage of 1894 is 11 Drill 
Ye· Tarriers, Drill," the piece de resistance of Frederick w. 
Hinkle. This a dramatic number, descriptive of Hibernian 
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labor dr~lling h?les in the rock, preparatory to blasting 
out a ra1lroad r1ght-of-way. It requires fire, action ability 
to be~low, ~narl, squeak~ drawl sarcastically, shri~k with 
fear, and f1nally .shout re-assurino-ly "All over" and all in 
a rich, Irish brogue. o 

At intervals throughout the long career of this favorite 
t~e ~ccompaniment has .been entrusted to one or another of our' 
p1an1sts, but never With that outstanding success which Club 
standards demand. S? the singer now accompanies himself. As 
~here are only tw? m1nor chords in the entire performance, and 
1 t m~kes little d1fference which one is. struck at any particular 
cris1s, he finds this well .within his powers, though he has been 
knovrn to fail miserably when in the frenzy of production, 

Self-accompaniment however is a great aid to the effective 
ren~i tion of the "Tarriers". for it requires above all things 
act1on, moveme.nt. When b.eg1m1ing the spoken interludes the 
singer leaps from the piano-stool, moves excitedly towards the 
audience, and there impersonates the Irish boss---imprecatin~ 
~leading.sa:castically, dic~ating, gesticulating. rhen reali~
lng the 1mm1nence of the cr1sis---shrieking "luk out the blast's 
g?in' off," he rushes back to the piano'· and violently sec.ts 
h7mself upon the bass octaves, producing a most o.dmirable "boom," 
R1sing .slowly he cries reassuringly in a high-pitched flarmel
mouthed brogue,"All ove.r"---and seats himself for the'next verse. 
These is an important variant to this activity, however, in the 
last verse • O.n reaching the word "shlave, '' the singer breaks 
off suddenly---in the middle of the word as it were---and assum
ing a threatening position in front of a near-by and most in
offensive audit or,. with point ins, wagging finger, and simulated 
rage, delivers his "That'll do there" etc, in his very teeth. 
This manoeuvre has been lr..nown to reduce a Habbi, an Episcopal 
Clergyman, or a :Presbyter inn Elder to a blushing mass of con
scious iniquity. Ravin~ accomplished this meritorious and bene
ficial feat, the boss transfers his interest quickly to his men, 
delivers himself of his mathematical prodigy, proceeds as usual 
to the final "All over," and subsides, exhausted, .·into the 
nee.rest chair. 

Of late there have been signs of exhaustion evident in the 
piano also, and the Trustees apprehend that a certain asthmatic 
wheeze in its lower register·is due to its commendable desire 
to produce "booms" adequate to the occasion. This may mean 
a new piano about 1950, but doo s not mean that "Drill ye 
Tarriers, Drill" will be suppressed, at least in the interest 
of economy. · 

It is also in evidence, as in the case of Charlie Davis,. 
that the singer of "The Tarriers" has, at intervals, presented 
f'or our consideration certain other ballads, some of which have 
enjoyed an ephemeral existence, being occasionally calla d for 
as encores, while others have justly perished. Of the former 
"Mary, Typewriter licGuire" may deserve a place in the archives 
ashaving seen sporadic service for some thirty years also. 
This was a popular song of the early nineties and a copy of 
the music, I fear caru1ot. be found. 
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. . "'er has another song' anti t.led 
. Sad to relate, thlS 81n91 te thero are a few unregenerate 
"Queen Lil '" and sadder to r~ ~or it o~ all state occasions--
s;uls in the Club who cry o~ent has departed. This depicts 
usually when the better ale alt 's clothes' whose ambitions 
the woes of a collector of roy h. !tus in the otherwise complete 
are balked by an extr~ordin~~YHa!aii. The despair of the col
wardrobe of the late ~ue~~t forth in the chorus, is touchi~g. 
lector, particularly as "'b rfected by acouisition of th1S 
His collection can never e P:---it does no€ exist. Should 
long sought ~reasure' f?r h a~~e archi vas with the Vlilbian inter-
courage suffice tc furnls hap "Queen Lil" may also find 
polations to Van Amburg' . ~~Y 
there an imperishable abla ll1g place • 

• n " must not be forgotten t ---
The qld ,, Christmas ·:ong' sometime in the latter eighties • 

Robert Ramsey's ~ong f ~~~!tie~er editions by Fred Hinkle has 
~his, with cert~l~ od 7n.,th: archives I believe, but it may 
been alre~dy em ~ me d1 ·t in the pre~ent collection. Robert 
not be ~~lSS t ~~ll~~;~n: ~as long sincE} gone from among u~ to an 
~arnse y ? s 1 He wac one ·of our wittiest' a beautiful s lnger 
;!.astern Cl ty • f t h t "'"Inner a·ircle" composed of such wastrels 
and a member o a r Ed't which uoed 
(~o~:~ie1~~~~~~~~~ ~~\;r~~~~e~~~. 2I;b m~e~I~gs with ; ong and 

· sto,..~ to the wee sma' hours, and until, as Ramsey wrote, . 
"Ka~l kicked out the great Seaman light," This song explo1ts 
the individual peculiari tie~ of. certain memb~rs ~·of the ~lub 
and will' if perpetuated with proper ann.~~atlon.:' ~ be. a bol~'led 
mind for future delvers into the past. 1·11th th1~ must e l 
the clever Christmas songs of Wood Wal~e~'~ and Harry Cone 
which featured Otto Geier's recont exh1b1t1on of .how to con
duct a Christmas celebration with the least poss1ble ex- · 
pendi ture of gray-matter by the Tru·stees • 

This paper I fear, m;y dear Editor, is too long, b~t the 
. subject appeals to me. I love to think ~f our elder s1ngers 
particularly, to t~ry to picture the even1ngs when, g~th~red 
round the tables, they made the walls re·-echo, those. JOVlal 
ballads which have becomt') part and parcel of Club, his to~; • I 
love to think that in some other world unl~nown to us, they . 
hav.a- found one another, and there nightly, over some ambroSl al 
cup, are singing the old songs, telling the old joke.s and 
renewing memories of the days when the Club was young • 

Frederick w. Hinkle 

2. Side-Lights on a Scientific Meetir;g 

By G.F. ·-Head Janitor 

The last one of the eight hundred papers had been read; 
the mighty storm of words had subsided to a death-like still
ness; the last man of science had gone. For the first t irne in 
months I was a free man no longer subject to the domination 
of ci~cumstances. So I sat in my room, lazily smok~ng a pipe 
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an-d permitting peace to enter my soul. Into this scene Qf re _ 
laxation, G.F., Head Janitor of the University entered feeli 
th~ need of talking things over and rather bur~t ing with ex- ng 
citement. 

"Well, Professor, it was a great meeting and went off fine 
But that did not su~prise me for I had everything planned all • 
right. There was no use of preparing amusements and trips for 
men like them. All they wanted were places where they could 
talk, and I soon saw that they didn't care so much to listen 
to t~e other papers .as ~hey did to read their ovm. I guess it 
was a kind of barga m; 1f you will listen to me, I will listen 
to you. They were a mighty brainy lot of men and I think al
moo t e,verything that is done in the world starts with just such 
men. They see that things ought to be different and as I 
listened to them while I tended to the rooms, Ifound ~tm. t they 
gave me a great deal to think about." 

"No~ there is the story of the potato bug, Did you know 
.that it was not a; real potato bugy It used to be a perfectly 
quiet, inoffensive, little beetle living out west where the 
only things to eat were sage-brush and sand-burs. There ware 
not many of these insets and they knew nothing about white men 
and their potato crops. After a time', miners and settlers ar
rived and must have planted or dropped potatoes. At least the 
professor said that is what happened because some of the b~etles 
got a taste of potato leaves and right off they would not eat 
anything elsa. When an animal begins to eat' something new or to 
live in a new place, it.is called a new environment, and every
thing becomes different, heredity it is called, arid usually 
there are in a short' time a great many more of them. That is 
the way the new enviro:r;unent worked with those potat.o bugs. They 
be,came very excited and' the new food increased their social in
tercourse so much that they began to have a new family almost 
every weak. There were not enough potato plants to keep them 
alive so they began moving from one plant t 0 another and that 
kept them going eastward all the time. It was a long trip but 
they got to Boston and thereabouts in fifty years, and n<3w you 
cannot make one of them eat a sand-bur. I got to thinking how 
heredity and environment worked and what queer thing's might 
happen. I suppose some day if automobiles take the place of 
horses altogether in the cities that all these sparrows will 
quit the town and move into the country. They certainly cannot 
feed on the gas coming out of automobiles. 

"These entomologists, as they call themselves, are mighty 
busy finding new bugs which eat w~~t we want to eat,and then 
they hunt around to find a new bug which will eat the others. 
But they don't seem· to get anywhere for it ·is harder all the. time 
to raise crops. They seem to be worried about the boll-weav1l 
that eats the cotton but they can't find anything v\hich will 
eat them as fast as they have· new ones. One scientist has given 
up this plan and has got a new one of his ovm. The weevil knows, 
he says where a cotton field is by instinct and he is a restless 
bug al~ays flying off to new places. So he has experimented 
with smells and he has found one they like so much that. if you 
smear it on the fence all the weevils leave the cotton to get 
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to it. Than it will be easy to Shovel them up and burn them." 

· · · ~ to what the entomologists were do-
"When I quit llstenln:J thou ht they were a pretty· fine lot 

ing to help the farmers, I g d it all The farmers 
f b t I don't believe they can o • t 

0 men u k tharnsel vas and be careful not to was e 
have just got to war. the bu 8 leave. I once knew a 
wh~t they c~n get froma;~~~l that ~bug would have had a ·hard 
Scotchman.wnoh~as s~ cfed his horses out of nose-bags and 
time beat1ng 1m. e t · ck up the oats that · 
tied hens to thehorses'b!o~ele~:t ~v~~ th~t did not suit him 
spilled out of tbhe no:~ cfo~e no oats could be thrOW11 out and 
so he made nose- ags · d 1 In this way then he tied the hens to the horses' h1n -. eg~. 

11 they both got enough and he had eggs to eat w1thout cost, 

G F did not find much to interest him in some of the sections; 
for ax~m~le, the mathematical papers were rather t?? muc~ for 
h"' d t 1 ·ncr but he wao irnuressed by those WlllCh dlSCUSSed .s un ers am 1 :-1, "" ... f t ts And r 
the many activities of men and their u ur~ prospec . • . 
think some of his remarks will bear re~e~t11;g. In h1s opin1on, 
mostof the scientists were. rather ~ess1m1st~c. and at the ·same 
time were rather eulocristic of the1r own ab1l1ty to tell what 
will happen in the future. He seemed to feel that we war~ t~e 
result of a long and careless ancestry and yet we ware st1ll here 
and,· on the whole, fairly comfortable. He argued from that! 
"that something would turn up11 and our progeny also would f1nd 
a way to get along. 

One man, a Professor East, especially impressed him. It 
seems he had written a book and G.F. had obtained a copy of the 
publisher's announcement besides having heard the learned pro
fessor talk. The book will certainly add to the stock of human 
knowledge if the following quotations are reasonably correct. 

"All the uowers of a keen intellect, coupled with an expert 
knowledge of biology and economics and the moot recent statistics 
available on these subjects, are brought to bear on an important 
problem in this new book by Professor E .M. East, of Harvard 
University. 

"His aim, as he states· it, 'is to present a picture of the 
present world situation as regard the population and the food 
supply, and to submit a forecast of the probable tendency in 
the future.' 

"To accomplish this, the author ·makes a careful survey of 
the world's agricultural resources, pointing out thr:::.f a reason
able maximum for its future population is 5,200 million people, 
'a population which at the present rate of increase would be 
reached ih just a little over a centur;r.' In su·ch a case, he 
says, even with a limited dietary, 'the wo:rld would be .filled 
with a seething mass of discontented humanity struggling for 
mere existence, within the span of a lifetime.' 

"The problem demands il1l!Jediate attention, Professor .East 
asserts. He argues that the fertile regions of temperate Asia, 
and the major part of Europe are alreadj overpopulated; that 
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:North America is.entering the stage when exportation of food 
1~ no longer poss1ble; Australia will reach the same stage 
w1thin ~ few decades, and temperate South America will follow 
Austral1a before the present generation passes on.' 

"Thus, he ?Oncludes, 'within a century presumably, within 
a century certa1nly, eachcountry must prepare to live upon the 
fruits of his own agricultural efforts.' . 

"'Siren V?ice~,' he calls those which express a desire ·for 
a huge populat1on 1ncrease in this country. 'What is needed ' 
he explains, 'is not 300 million people chained permanentlv to 
poverty and distress, but 150 million people, or thereabouts, 
who canli ve comfo~tably and happy if they will.' 

"But the author of 'Mankind at the Crossroads' is naither 
a pessimist nor a destructive critic. He tears down only to 
plan more wisely for the future, only to give the workers warn
ings of structural weaknesses in the fabric of civilization 
which they may strengthen, if they will, in time to forestall 
disaster." 

~his seemed to f} .F, to be a pretty dismal outlook. But I 
cheered him up somewhat by pointing out that perhaps the pro
fessor was not quite correct in his figures thu. t the population 
will be 5,200 million within a hundred years. ·rhat it is not 
absolutely certain how many children we are going to have; at 
least not quite so certain as how many ancestors wehave had. 
rrhis I I said' is just a little similar to what a J.lr. Mal thus 
once put on a suffering public when he predicted that the world 
would be in a pretty bad condition ju:3t now. It really seems, 
on the other hand, tpat a thoroughly competent ~tatistician 
could pro~e that the population now is always an absolute 
minimum of both what it was and who.t it will be. Every t!al
thusian knows without argument that population always tends to 
increase in the future so there co.n be no hesitation in sa~/ing 
that the population of our ~ascendants will be greater than our 
own. Also, it is certainly a fact, that every one now living 
had two parents, four grandparents, and so on. Thus it c~ be 
proved that five hundred years ago there were 32,768 ancestors 
for every one now living, not to mention the lim s of ancestry 
which ha.ve been broken. So it seems that, arguing from statiS·· 
tics, there are ~lways less people alive than therehave been · 
or will be. 

On the economic side also Professor East does not seem al
together clear. When the world becomes this "seething mass 'of 
discontented humanity" it will be a most unpleasant place in 
which to live. As he says, the world will then have reached , 
the condition when the exportation of food out of any country 
will be impossible and that will mean the direst suffering, 
wars, and pestilence because no country will be able to obtain 
food from.any other country. It is no wo~der tha~ Professor 
East has had to bring all the powers of h1s ke~n 1ntellect 
and all his knowledge of .so many different kinds of things to 
the solution of this problem. And yet, like all really great 
solutions, it is simple after it has once bee;n discovered. 
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. . et vivid and thrilling words:. 
Professor East says 1n 81mple ~bly within a century certainly" 

. "Within half a century ~res~ the' man of science) n:fiach 
(note the accurate ca~tl~~v~ upon the fruits of its ~ 
country must prepare o 
agricultural efforts •" . . 

t d'd not hanpen to know that a 
:Probably Professor Eas d1 or he wol~lc1 have surely cited 

similar case actually oc~~r~~ authori t;l that the inhabitants 
it. We are told ~~ e~~:steof Ireland once supported them-
of an island off 8 b takinoo in each other 1 s 
selves incomfort for many years y o 

washing. 

One othe; matter apparentl~ wor~ie~i~·~;tg~~a~~ybel~:ve 
i~~~ ~~i!~~! ~:r~a~i~~:~e~~o~~~m ~~ck; because they wer~ alive 
and the.t men clifferent from animals because they had so~ls • 
But he understood from the scientists th~t we were mere Y 
machines. 

I told him not to worry thr~t v1hi1e· the~ said "nous. avons 
chan e tout cela'' they really did not mean 1t, and 'i10:th1ng 
madegthem madder than to tell them that they, themselves, l~dt 
mechanical lives. As yet they were not quite clear as to w a 
kind of a machine we v1ere. Probably th~ most profound state
ment aver made in explaining how mechan1cal energy chang~d 
into thought was evolved by Professor Montague of Columbla . 
University. It is given in this lucid form: "When a vibratlon
wave proceeding over a sensory nerve is gradually br?ught to 
a stop by the resistance of the synapse, its ~ne~g~ 1s trans
formed from a visible and kinetic form to an 1nv1s1ble and 
potential form. As its velocity passe~ t~r?ugh the zero-
phase, its.alowness passes through an 1nf1~1~~-~hase. I ask 
you to entertain the suggestion that this 1nf1n1ty-phase of 
slovmess is the common stuff of all sensations and that the 
critical points of zero and infinity through which the motion 
and the slowness respectively pass, afford the basis for that 
quali tat iva absoluteness and discontinuity that differentiate 
sensations from mere rates of change." 

I shall leave this to G.F. and to the Club to ponder over 
ana. they will probably agree that any further illustrations of 
scientific activity would make an anti-climax. 

Louis T. More 

3. The Armored Turret 

. Time Is whirling brings to us many old thingsunde~ new 
names. Some of us are old enough to remember the vogue of such 
men as Josh Billings, Petroleum v. Nasby and Griswold, the 
"Fat Contribute~," who enlivened the newspapers of their day 
with spicy comments on current events. They attempted to 
combine wit and wisdom although in many cases the wisdom was 
quite commonpls.ce ,- "bromidic" to use a strong term of some 
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years since,---and the wit was largely bad spelling. The bad 
spelling ha~ largely disappeared except perhaps in the case of 
dialec stor1es, .but the common place persists in the writings 
of man~ of.the successor~ to the "colyumists" of those days. 
Thera lS ho~ever a certa1n opportunity in this form of expression 
as examplif1ed in the well known 11 Conning Tower" of H' p A 
"Th B 1' r, " f Ch ... • • • ' e ow 1ng ~reen o ristopher Morley and somewhat similar 
"colyumists" of Heywood. Broun and others of that ilk. Just as 
Addison and Steele in thai~ little essays in the Spectator and 
st. Beuve in his "Causeries" were able to compress into brief 
space discussions .of manners, morals, literature and art, as 
Mr. Halstead and Mr. Godkin and other editors of pronounced 
individuality could frame a paragraph that illuminated without 
discussion some matter o:f interest the "colyumist" in his 
conning tower has an opportunity if he have the wit, to suggest 
enough to start a long term of thought, 

It occurs to me therefore that following more or less 
distinguished example, such a department might be of interest in 
a budget which is intended to suggest trifles light as air or 
thoughts heavier than the common-places as Dr. Frank Crane. 
Such a venture must have a title, and. as the club is apt to be 
critical at times and is likely to fire back, 11 The Armored 
Turret" seems to have a certain degree of appropriateness, 

Safe within my armored wall 
I fling my barbs both far and wide, 
If perchance my thought may pall 
Your scorn falls harmless 1 pon my side. 

· (Contributed by the writer) 

Quite the funniest thing in the history of our constitutional 
· development, is the investigation by the Senate of the efforts 

of M.r. Bok ana. others to find what the people think about Peace, 
taxes and the bonus. As if it made any difference to a Senator 
what the people m~y think! The people have no right to think. 

An English publisher is issuing books at sixpence each. 
The entire book goes to the printing and binding machine at o.ne 
time and is printed, folded m1d assembled at the rate of 5000 ; ::: · 
per hour or 500,000 a week, working about fourteen hours a day. ··,:,: · 
Among the ec.rly volumes now on the market are 11 Tale of Two Cities, 11 -:;;~· 
"The Vicar of Wakefield," "Alice in Wonderland," 11 Robinson 
Crusoe," "Grimm's Fairy Tales"and best sellers by Hall Caine 
and Mrs. Humphry Ward. Publishers do not print. cheap b oaks in 
great quantities for the fun of it, so that it may be assumed 
that there is a demand for these classics of bygone days,--
Mid-Victorian as· they may seem to the jazz mind of the present 
day flapper ·and lounge-lizard. Book publishing in England has 
returned in many respects to the condit·ions of the pre-war 
days. The year 1923, for books published in England, ranks 
second only to the record year of 1913 and for new editions 
in Germany throughout the war with no serious dimunition in 
figures, falling off however with the return of peace. 
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re and expensive books is still much 
The collector of rat sale in En~land a fourteenth century 

in evidence • At. a recen . sold o for .;)2200, .and a.t a sale 
manuscript treatlse on.polsons, of Lia.xwell's Coke, the first 

~~o~e;u~~I;h~~t i~o~~e s~~~~h:e~~P~erri tory, sold for ~~1095 • 
s unkind critic says ths.t Mr. H. G. Well~ has a very 

orne * • b d tb2t it is necessar1ly shallow. 
broad mind,--a mlncl so dr~a.new hero He tells us that "neither 
Hr. Wells has discovers said' anything except what seems 
Nanoleon nor Lloyd George ever - , u 

.r ' le~ but he grants success to l11r. J. m. 
l1kely to h~mbug P~~ed the war :) the peace . and the continental 
;~ru=~i~~o fr~! :~~ost every angie. One wonders what Mr. Keynes 
would have done had there been no war • 

Mr. Keynes has now .solved the financial troubles. of the 
world by ~crapping gold as a monetary standard, subst1tut~ng 
a double standard with the dollar and the .POtu1d as the un1t of 
value, which are to be kept at a parity ~n~h a standard co~
posi te ---cornrnodi t~~ unit, of the Irving F1she~ .. t~pe, by a dls
inte.rested group of managers, bankers ~nd off;c1als who are not 
to accumulate private fortune.s but to manage the currency 
output eolely in t.he public interest. 

Ls an argument for this altruistic dou~le s~andard, ev~n 
more visionary than our old friend bimetalllsm, ;;.r. Wells g1ves 
some alleged facts. No country, says he, remains wit~ a cur
rency based on the gold standard not even the United ut~~es, 
as our government .forsooth has overbought gold, which, 1f 
minted and circulated would result in all the horrors of in
flation. One .cari hardly avoid the suspicion that Mr. Keynes 
has been affected by that wonderful imagination of Mr. Wells, 
1'fho says thr.t there is no humor in economics? 

In England, the. club treasurer sends out no bills for dues • 
, Eachmember fills in a :power of attorney directing his bank 
at stated intervals to pay the club the proper amount and 
charge it to his account. This eliminates the bill, the check, 
the receipt and much postage. If a number of members belong 
to the same bank, one cashier's check serves for all. Why not 
extend this to all bills of fixed amounts such as rent, tele
phone and the like'? In fact, why should not all bills when 
received be approved by the depositor with a stamp or signature, 
and forwarded in a bundle to his bank, with instructions to 
charge them to bis account and credit t[1e account of the 
merchant? One check from the banlc would pay a hundred a.pcounts 
to the merchant, and the stamped bill, returned with the usual 
balance strip, would serve as the voucher for the settlement . 
with the depositor. More work for the bank? Probably no more, 
but a little different and an improved service. 

And Mr. Editor does your banking experience tell you any 
reason why checks should be endorsed by the payee for deposit 
in his own account? The check is an order to pay, and ~he 
bank's stamp to the effect that the amoU11t of the check has been 
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depos~ ted to the account of' the payee seems to cover the ground, 
What lS the argum~nt for the present system? Is any endorsement 
necessary except 1n case of transfer to some other person b f 
deposit? e ore 

Much qas been said in recent months about Cincinnati's 
tax rate a:Qd the cost of administering our city gover.nment and 
pa~ing our deb.t • The Det~oit Bureau of :·.:unic ipal Research, from 
wh1ch comes Mr. Upson to 1nvestigate our city, has just issued 
a. commentary upon the comparative tax rates of 177 cities for 
1922. The cities are divided into groups according to popu
lation, Cinci~ati, the sixteenth city in the country being in 
second group Wl th Milwaukee, Washington, Newark, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Seattle. In this group of seven cities Cin
cinna~i is sixth; that is, she ~as the lowest tax rate ~xcept 
t~e Cl ty of Washington which i,s certainly to be judged by en
tlraly different standards. Of the sixteen large~t cities in 
the country~. Cincinnati stand thirteenth. This result too is 
attained upon the basis of the duplicate being for the full 
value of all property in the city---a proportion that few 
would admit. In fact, 1.Tr. Righter, the able compiler of this 
table, comments, "It seems possible that the Ohio cities have 
run their personality high, in order to counteract the handicap 
of an unduly restrictive tax limit law. 11 This sounds very 
strange to some of us. In any event, the table hardly supports 
the too much bandied charge of extravagance. 

The Dayton Sinking Fund Report just received shows that the 
tax levy for the debt of that city for 1~23 was about 4 mills, 
while that for Cincinnati was but a little over this rate, al
thought the Cincinnati debt is almost ten times as large. The 
total levy for Da.yton was more than 6% of a mill more than that 
of Cincinnati. Why .not have a little propaganda for our city 
instead of against it? -

.The terrible infants of American letters, H.rJ. Menoken 
und George Jean Nathan, have fathered, if an infant can father, 
a new magaz ina The American Mercury taking the name from Mr. 
Squire's admirable English journal. A first number is hardly 
a fair subject of criticism perhaps, but the impressi~n left is 
that Mercury, from the American stand.poin~, is very heavy even 
if not weighty. There are some good things however. In the 
American depart,ment are given some "philosophical conclusions 
of the massed real tors of Toledo, Ohio •11 

"1 
' 

"2 
' 

Everyone should strive to give to the world a 
distinct personality as the one contribution 
above all others to make. 

No personality will be marked with any 
particular individuality that has constantly 
been copied from others. 

Hew idea.s in human endeavor are scarce." 

Can any one doubt, a.fter reading these wonderful muggets, 
the suggested origin of tht3 work "Realtor:'' from the Spanish 
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d "royal")---royal and "toro11 (Latin, taurus) 
"Real" (pronounce 
bull;--Royal Bull? 

'··'r. i b the way in his recent address before the 
~1 Squ re, Y t ld to illustrate the dangers of 

Au~h?r's Club in ~~~~~nab~ut'an author of an impossible book 
crl t lCismb, ant atnoedl' e The friends of the dying man' in the 
who was a ou • ld · d c d the 
hopes of cheering his journey to the ot~er wo~h ' 1~1~ ~ 

'tic to ~ive the book a favorable rev1ew. e pu s ere 
~I~ played ~xtracts on all the hoardings of London, and the 
book sprang at once into the g-roup of best sellers. Th~ cheer
in effect of this unexpected popularity postpo~ed the J?Urney 

g o th styx and the author recovered to wr1te more 1m-
~~~~~ ble ~ooks, 'which on the strength· of the suc?ess of the 
early book were very successful, and the au~hor lS now one of 
the leading li~hts of literature. The amu~1ng sequel is the 
rumor that-sevaral of the best knovm nov~l1sts ?f England are 
contemplating suits for slander against I~tr • Squ1re •· 

- - - - - --
One of the art icies in the new "American liJ.ercuryn is 

entitled "The Drool Method in History" by Professor Barnes of 
Amherst and Smith Colleges. This, of course, as was Mr. James 
Truslow Adam 1 s admirable article "History and the Lower 
Criticism" in a recent Atlantic, is called forth by the 11 100 
:PerCent Americanism in our School history text books" move
ment, headed by those patriotic, true Americans l'~~yor. Rylan. 
of New York and his Commissi. oners of Accounts Dav1d H1rschf1eld • 
Mayor Rylan and hir. Hirschfield are such good Americans that 
the~! regard as "pro-British" any of the familiar anecd?tes 
about the human qualities of our patriot fathers, Wash1ngton, 
Jefferson, Hamilton or Adams, even if true. 

Speakin~ of this 11 neo-patriotism" Mr. Cheyney in his 
epoch making presidential address [~t the recent Columbus 
meeting of the American liistorical Association says, that ' 
"one hundred percent Americanism is more dangerous to the 
per~etuity of American institutions than a less percent would 
be. Alfred Bushnell Hart,· one of the writers assailed as 
un-.Kmerican by rv:essrs. Hyland and Hirschfield, remarked quiz
-zically to your contributor a few weeks ago, 11 ! very much 
doubt whether the ancestors of Mr. Rylan and Mr. Hirschfield, 
who were the contemporaries of· George Washington, ever heard 
of him." 

The titles 11 The Drool Method in History" and "History and 
the Lower Criticism" indicate· the points of view of Mr. Barnes 
and r.~r. Adams. 

Mr. Barnes in his review of the "drool in history ~oas 
I 0 

after the recently much exploited Nordic myth, going so far as 
to call Madison Grant's "Passing of a Great Race," a literary 
reha~h of Houston ~tewart Chamberlain, the renegade Englishman 
who married Wagner s daughter, 11 in its implications as flagrant 
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a blast of Deutschland Uberall 
Potsdam " ''which might ha 1 ea as ever was issued from 
author 'if he had been an v~ 9 ~0 t~e ~eportation of its 
of a rich New York lawyer."~a;~i~ 1 ~~ Jewlsh sociali~t instead 
called the greatest book of our-t"ime ~the book that Lr • Roosevelt 

1 ~r • Balrnes' style is. indica ted by another sentence. "Not 
~n Y ave a 1 ~he criminals who brought on the war esca.ed the 
oallOWS, in S~lte Of the fact of their perfectly demons~rable 
guilt, but Poincare probably the most culnable of th 1 t h 
been allowed to donearly as much injury to Europe ineth~ ias~s 
ten years as was caused by the war itself n r wonder' 8 11 & Maria! • • e 

Safe within my armored turret 
I invite your shafts of criticism· 
However keen, I shall not woerit ' 
If I evoke a single witticism. 

(Loaned) 

4. Inscription in a Presentation Copy of 

Christopher Liorley' s ''Chimney Smoke" 

I wish to have my friends like me, 
And have th~m like the things I fancy, 
I'd have them all in love with books 
And beauty, and be quite romancy. 

Don Marquis, Adams, ( F .P .A.) 
And Stevenson, you like them surely, 
o. Henry, and John Uri Lloyd, 
But most of all they must love Morley. 

His quaint and tripping humor·seems 
So true, so kind, so warmly human 
That not to love him were a sin 
In any normal man or woman. 

And so I send his book to you 
A kind of psychologic testing, 
Your reflexes will I hope respond 
Correctly to this modern questing. 

If so, I'll write you dovm as one 
Of those dear friends - they are not many, 
Who love the things that I love too, 
And hate -Well, really, there aren't any. 

' .,. 

Chas. ·r. Greve 

Caswell .A. Mayo 
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5. 

I h been reading again with renewed enjoyment, the . 
ave · ~ b t L tton who was made 1 d literary letters of l:IO er Y ' 

persona a~ L tton by Queen Victoria,---a charming book edited 
the ~arlo ty 1 d Betty Balfour, the wife of Gerald, the 
by h1s daug~ ~~' ~ Y Balfour, I know of no other. such lab or 
brother of .. r ur • "' . a tel and so impart 1ally ~ Her 
~f t~ov~ ,. d~~;l:s a~e~l iet~e~:;~~ ter ~ould of itse J.f malce him f 
a er o ·~~ He never lacks the clearness and elegance o 

:~~~~e~e~~~P~~i tion and yet is alwa:Js um:tista~ably and charm
in 1 8 ontaneous. v:ore than that, he 11ved 7n constant in: 
tig Y P'th celebrated people and his sympath1es were elast1c. 
Hema~~e;1vivid glimpses of scores of notab~lities, and of.all 
thegmany sub~ects he discusses---from fash1on to m~taphys1cs, 
from politics to art---his words are those of a th1nker. w~o 
was also a poet and who had gone through an unusual tra1n1ng. 

Robert Lytton was the son of 3ir Edward Bulwer Lytton, 
bette~ known as Bulvier Lytton, the novelist, who wrote 11 The 
Last Days of Pompeii," "Eugene ~ra~," "~ienzi,". "The Last 
o·f the Barons," and much other f1ct1on wh1ch now 1s seldom 
read. 

Bulwer Lytton's eldest son Robert was christened Edward· 
Robert Bulwer Lytton and in his early life had been known as 
Edward Bulwer Lytton, but when he was eighteen he was directed 
by his father t'o drop the Edward and ca~l h~mself R~bert, be
cause the father had found it, as he sa1d, 1nconven1ent that 
his own and his son's names should be so nearly the same • 
The son then wrote to Dr. Perry, his tutor and friend: 

"Did I tell you th8.t I am to be called 
?.obert (vile name)? The only people I racol
lect of the name of 3ohert are Robert Peel 
(traitor!), Robert Walpole (horrid old fox!) 
and Robert the Devil (I clares~.'Y the greatest 
gentleman of the three.)" · 

He was born in 1831. V/hen he was seventeen he was taken from 
Harrow and the remainder of his education, not given to him 
by his father or through his own efforts, was acquired under 
tutors at Bonn. 

When barely nineteen his uncle, Sir Henry Bulwer, who 
was British Minister at Washington, offered Robert a position 
on his staff as unpaid attache, and a friend who first met 
him in America at th~t time, thus records the impression 
he made:- · 

"During my stay at '!fashington, Robert 
Lytton, Sir Henry's nephew, arrived as attache. 
He was a boy who had just left Harrow; eccen
trically dressed with abundant vel vet cuffs 
and collars and shiny boots; but even at that 
age witty and original, as he remained to,the 
end, He always appeared to me as a most 
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amusing and charming companion." 

He wrote to his father, of New York: 

"A very great city! splendid houses 
rather French society. I suppose it is the 
best thing in America, The houses are really 
perfe~t,palaces, both inside and out; like 
A~addm s castle, they rise in a ni:~ht. and 
d1sappear in a morning, as great fortunes are 
m:?.de and.lost. I saw Washington Irving here 
n?w quite grey. ~ was much pleased with the' 
l1ttle I saw of h1m. I was also introduced 
to Longfellow, whom you know I think and 
other celebrities here," ' ' 

Ever~tt (then 55}, Clay (then 73) ~nd Webs~er (then 68) 
he.came to know well, and Webster in particular was very 
fr1endly and kind to him, 
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r· M~ny years afterward, when he .read Professor John 
111chol s work on American wri tars and statesmen, the memories 
of those days in Washington were recalled and he wrote to 
Professor Nichol:-

"Webster I think an the whole the greatest 
speaker., or rather the greatest orator I ever 
heard. His delivery was very slow and'ponder
ous---you could almost count the seconds between 
each word---but it was marvelousli audible and 
distinct without ever being loud. And the 11h ole 
effect---much of it due to the particular presence 
of the man, an effect of sight as much as of hear
ing---impressed you with an extraordinary sense of 
power, and powe.r in restraint. Bright's speaking 
was·more of his quality than thnt of any other 
English speaker of our time, But Bright often 
talks rubbish, while Webster never did. And in 
addition to a far greater intellectual power aRd 
a far finer presence, Webster had tri~ks. of oratory 
which were exceedingly effective, and must, I sus
pect, have been the survivals of an age of oratory 
new before the. Flood, He had. a singularly musical 
and mellow voice, which he managed with great art, 
and when he chose to put tears into, it the pvysical 
effect upon his audience was unmistakable, I 
remember seeing, one black winter night when the 
weather was, at its bitterest, the greater part 
of a h~ge hall full of more or less rowdy Amer
icans convulsed with sobs while Webster was de
scribing the landing of the Pilgrim ~athers from 
the Mayflower. He had a wonderful, an awful 
face, with eyes set in c~verns, and one might 
certainly say of him what Fox said of Lord Thurlow, 
that the Almighty n~ver mad~ any man as wise as he 
looked, Clay was to my thinking ~ very inferior . 
speaker, but l,le had a wonderful old-world charm 
of manner, a quaint mixture of sweetness and dignity, 

II• 

I.: 
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. t simple. Everett was a bit of a 
ceremonlal anhd ~~ the typical solemn American who 
prig too muc ' f h · on all is oppressed by the necessity o av1ng f 
occasions to keep up his character as a man o 
cuJ ture ." 

Robert Lytton • s youthful poem "Lucille,'' ~ublished when 
he was twenty-three, receiving a warmer :eceptlon hera t~n 
in his own country' has caused many Am~rl cans ~o th~n~ of 
him as owen Meredith. In 1866, referr1ng t~ h1~ or1g1nal 
trip through the Pyrenees, he wrote to a fr1end.- · 

"While I was there I passed ·as much of my 
time as I cou1d in the mountains on hors~-back 
with a guide, whose glories I ·have sung 1n a 
trashy poem which seems to have become very 
popular in America." · 

The nom de plume "Owen Meredith," s~ge~ted b~ some.family 
traditions, was ad.opted because of h1s father s d~s1re that 
this first venture of the son, should not be publ1shed under 
the son's name,· and thus be confused with the name made 
famous by the father. 

While in America Robert Lytton fell in love with a girl 
who did not return his affection. His uncle's method of con
solation was to assure him that he had knovm many a man regret 
having married his first love, b11t had never known one regret 
that he had not done so. 

In 1852 his uncle was sent to Florence and Hobert was 
summoned to follow him, which he did. At that time he was 
under twenty and is described as 11 not :tall, only about five 
feet ten and his figure slight and frail, his eyes intensely 
blue, no beard and his hair dark and curly." 

His father suspecting tffit he was undergoing soma 
enervating emotional experience, w-rote him about this time a 
letter which I quote, becau~e it is such a good letter from 
a father to a son. 

11 If you keep your life straight and your 
heart free from wounds that don't heal, I have 
no fear now as to your intellectual development 
and ample success. You have the right stuff 
of mind. Full sacks stand upright of them
salves; empty sacks are only kept up by the hands 
or the peg. You may fal.l in this or that. 
Poems may fall still-born, plays may be damned, 
speeches break down. I have gone through all 
that my own self. But you will hit the white 
of the butts at last---only keep your mind to 
itself serene and untroubled. And the moment 
the hour comes for the stars, they will shine 
dovm upon it, be they ever so far. God bless 
you, my beloved son." 
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In 1860 he went to Vienna as British Consul and there met 
:Mr •. Motley, the Amari can historian who was then United states 
Min1ster and very popular. After our Civil War broke out, r.rr. 
Motley was drawn to Lytton because he found him a warm sympa
thiz~r in the causa of the North, at a time when the cause of 
the South was almost universally espoused by Englishmen. 

In 1869 Lytton wrote to his father from Vienna:-

"! have just heard a good mot---it is not 
more t~an a mot ---of Bancroft the Amari can his
torian, whq is now u.s. Minister at Berlin. 
Loftus (our Ambas~ador there) thought, I suppose, 
that the Yankee was a fair a1~d would be, an easy 
butt for the shafts of his peculiarl;v refined 
wit; so attacks him, before a. hundred listeners 
on some public occasion, with 'In God's name 
Mr. Bancroft, why don't you Yankees send you; 
representati~es to ~ourt like Christians, in a 
proper uniform, instead of turning them out all 
dressed in black, like . so many undertakers?' 
Where to.Bancroft replies, 'Really, Lord Augustus, 
I am surprised that you, as Ambassador of the 
Queen of England, and with those keen powers of 
penetration for which you are so generally dis
tinguished, should have failed to perceive that 
we could not be more appropriately dressed than 
we are, at European courts, where what we repre
sent is the Burial of Monarchy." 

After holding other important positions in the English 
diplomatic service, he was appointed by Disraeli in 1875 tothe 
Viceroyalty of India, and when he returned from India in 1880, 
he was made the Barl of Lytton., Thereafter the remainder of 
his life was devoted to literature. 

In 1888, writing from Knebworth, his seat, to Professor 
Nichol, apropos of his work on Americanliterary men, which 
had then just been published, he said:-

"What you say in praise of Longfellow I 
think true and well deserved as far as it goes. 
Still, though I can't stop here to de*' end in 
detail my less favorable e~timate, I feel that 
you rate him much higher on the whole than I do. 
I can see 1n him nothing ~ore than cultivated, 
amiable, successful mediocrity of mind and art. 
He seems to be entirely destitute of creative 
power, which indeed you admit; but, moreover, 
I don't think he marks any really important 
epoch in American literature, b~cause, although 
he has deaith with plenty of local wbjects (as 
in Evangeline, Hiawatha, etc.T.t~ere is scarcely 
a line he has written which, in_relation to the 
writer's way of. thinking and feeling, or viewing 
and describing things, might not have been writ
ten by an European poet, and I should sa.y a 

. .. 
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~ ~ t could there be a greater 
second-rate ~ur?pean poe • than in the following 
jumble of thougot and imagery f l'f '9 
lines from his popular 'Psalm o l e . 

'Lives of great men all remin~ us 
VIe may make our lives subllrne' 

And, departing, leave behind u~ . 
Footprints on the sands of t lffie'-

Footprints which, perchance, another, 
Sailigg o'er life's solemn main, 

Some forlorn and shipwreck'd b:ot~er, 
. Seeing, shall take heart agaln. 

In the first place, it ~s.not trueothat because 
great men have risen to subllmlty all mun may do 

if theywill but try. That is a<Iemocratic 
~~hacy,. a~d .iust of the kind· that is hateful be
cause it is so sure to be applauded as a sweet 
truth by . But let it pass. How can a 
footprint on the sand (the most evanes·cent of traces 
on the flattest of surfaces) be sublime? Ho~ can 
a man who is sailing on the sea see a footpr~nt on 
the sand? How can he he simultaneously sailln~ 
and shipwrecked? And how can a ~ea be ~ olemn 1f 
it is in a condition to cause sh1pwreck .. r have 
no auarrel with confusion of thought and 1magery 
when a poet is straining on tiptoe t? cat~h by the 
skirt some rare and shadowy idea as 1 t fl1 ts by 
swiftly on the horizon of thought. But here all 
the ideas are thoroughly common and trivial; they 
cannot have been impatient travellers hasting to 
be gone, and would surely have sat any length of 
time for a better likeness---to so careful and 
painstaking an artist, too!· I own also that Long.:. 
fellow's inveterate habit of moral tags and 'Thus 
we see's' irritates me, It is as if the chief 
function of the whole· universe was to suggest· to a 
torpid imagination trivial parables about the com
monest results of universal experience. And the 
aggravating thing is that it is on these banalities, 
aided perhaps by the winning sweetness of his per
sonal character, th ···t the secret of his popularity 
appears to lurk." 

About· Lowell he has nothing but good words, thinking 
his Bigelow iapers his best work, 

"Poe and Hawthorne (he writes) seem to me facile 
trinceps·the most original, ~nd therefore the most 
mportant, in a certain sense, of American writer~. 

They stand apart from, and in some respects above, 
all others; Hawthorne, of course, at a much higher 
altitude than Poe ••• Your eriticism of Emerson 
ceems to me excellent, I think his style affected 
and too self conscious to be good ••• His writing 
also seems to me, like Jean Paul's, to consist too 
much of the promiscuous sweepings out of carefully 
made and kept, commonplace books; as if the theme 

treated were little more than a pretext' for string. 
ing together bon-mots which do not spontaneously 
grow out of it ••• Your condemnation of Walt 
Whitmas is well deserved , •• To me he seems an 
impudent, blatant impostor, who deserves no serious 
consideration from the guardians of literature ••• 
Among the last come the American humorists ••• 
Only two of them give me any pleasur·e, Artemus Wart 
and Brat Harte. The former has a genial unpre
tantious oddity which I enjoy, and the latter gEil.uine 
pathos, though I think it runs in a thin vein which 
does not run very far • • • By the. way, in your 
notice of the minor American writers, there is one 
I miss. Do you know anything of the short tales of 
O'Brien? One feels they could not have been wr-itten 
if Hawthorne, Poe and Hoffmann had not gone before, 
but I have read them with a good deal of pleasure 
and think the best of them very curious o.nd striking." 
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In writing to his friend Wilfred Ward in 1889, of his 
book on the Oxford movement, in which his fa th~r had taken a 
prominent part, Lord Lytton said:-

"The Anglican Church service, whenever I take part 
in it, throws me into a most irreligious stateof 
feeling. It not only bors, it irritates and exasper
ates me. The Roman ritual has exactly the contrary 
effect upon me. It stimulates, and sustains in a 
stimulated condition, all my devotional faculties 
and feelings • · ·, •• Of course, all ritual must rest 
indirectly upon dogma, but I am convinced that to effect 
its purpose, ritual should be a direct appeal to the 
emotions onft' and that its rela.tion to dogma should 
be emotiona y felt rather than precisely imposed 
upon the attentron-of the intellect. In one word, my 
ideal of a ritual is perfectly expressed by your 
father's phrase, "The· iJ.lustrative representation o.f 
religious mysteries." This ideal is attained by the 
ritual of Rome, and I never a~tend!Catho~ic worship 
without feelino- the fruth of your father s assert ion 
that it "in no~way interferes with freedom in the form 
of their devotions on the part of the faithful." 

Renan once told me, that, when he was staying 
with Berney at Bonn, it surprised him.greatly ~o.see 
the scrupulous solemnity with which h1s Israel1t1sh 
host althouo-h an avowed free-thinker, celebrated the 
Pass~ver with all his household. ~;uestioned by Henan 
about this, Berney replied "All organized re~igi?ns 
air at Unity. You· Christians have sought un1ty 1n 
~' and thus you have lost it, for dog~a prov?kes 
SCEISm. We Jews have preserved our relig1ous un1ty 
by confining it to ritual, which does not provoke 
intellectual dissent because it does not ostentatiqusly 
reouire intellectual'assent.". A.rit~a~ with?ut a dogma 
would be meaningless. But, Wlthln llmltS Whlch are 
obvious, this view· of the function of ritual seems to 
me a true one." 
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. f r one more auotation from a 
I will take the tlm~ do Balfour aiso vrritten in 

letter to his daughter, a y ' 
1889 from Paris:-

. . . f ~Tanon Lescaut has interest-
uyour crl tlClSm o s .me overhaul my own impress-

ed me greatly, and make however always admired 
ions of the b~ok. 1 ~~ve,rom1d set forth by Gerald, 
that book, mal~~~ ~ntha~ rt is a true portrait, very 
though I also ln. articular type of woman which 
delicately drawn' ~f a p o·h ou have probably 
has a very real ~Xtlst?~~eint~~~oheipless and infatuate 
not come across 1 • A l'ttl Co uine 
d t'on of the Chevalier to this l e q ' 
t~!~e 1 

is also a true exposition of a ver~ real. and 
not uncommon phenomenon in the mys~ery. of pass7on. 
Th fact is that all our higher affectlons, whlch 
ar: affections of sentiment and. soul' are c~rabl~ . 
by the dis co very of' great unworth ~n the. obJet alme' 
but passion---1 mean physical pass1on---1s not so 
curable for the se-nses are not affected by such 
discove;ies. If' the woman is the only woman who. 
gives to the man---or the man the onl~ one who g~ves 
to the woman---a certainworld of'.phys1cal.sensat1ons 
and emoticins transcendir~ in the1r intens1ty all 
others, those sansations are not ~ffe~ted ~Y moral 
unworth in the source of them. Engl1sh l1terature 
has nev~r grappled with the tremendous problems of 
physical passion, and you would never guess from 
it the part which, as a matter of fact, they play 
in the relations of real life between the sexes. 
Shakespeare, who touched all chords, has shown by 
his Antony and Cleopatra th.:;!t he understood the 
strength and character of this one. But he sta~ds 
alone. Of our modern writers the good ones avo1d 
the subject, of which they probably know and under
stand nothing; and the bad ones, the.s~nburnes and 
the young lady novelists, reveal the1r 1gn?ran~e of 
it by mistaking sensuality for passion, wh1ch 1s a 
totally different th i;ng •11 

Chas. B. Wilby 

THE SPIRIT OF FRANCE iJill LOUIS .PASTEUR 

NOVEMBER 17 I 1923 ALBERT P. MATHEWS 

(Listed by title on page #90) 

The real spirit of a nation is revealed in no way more 
clearly than in the character of those it honors as its 
heroes. Show me a nations statues and I will tell you what 
the real inward soul of' that nation is. So France by national 
fete in honor of' a great man of science Louis Pasteur, during 
the past summer proclaimed her real spirit to all the world. 
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Fo~ ~mid.st·the work of repairing her war injuries, at a 
most cr1 t1cal period of her history caused by the refusal of 
G~rmany to ~aka restitution and repairs, under the very threat 
of war an~ 1n the presence of great military leaders who had 
the prest1ge of successful accomplishment of the most difficult 
campaign in history, France chose to honor as her ideal of 
man?ood, not a military 1 eader but this great humanitarian. 

The celebration was that of the one hundredth anniversary 
of Pasteur's birth. He was a man who had not enriched the 
nation at the expense of others, but had broU?ht throu~h hard 
toil, relief from suffering to all humanity. 

0

Su~h an e~ent 
under such circumstances is unique in the world's history. 
What other nation ever has done or would do such a thing? Can 
we imagine the United States, England, Spain or Ita~y, Sweeden 
or Germany, similarly situated acting in a similar fashion. 

,Francet by this action, stops the mouths of her detractors 
in England and the United dta tes anc1 in the world at large. 
Actions speak louder than words. Lloyd George and Lord Cuizon, 
Mr. Wilson and l.Ir. Hughes accuse her of militarism, of jingoism, 
of imperialism, of the desire of conquest. She disdains any 
other answer than to celebrate the birth of Louis Pasteur. A 
perfectly crushing; ·an overwhelming reply; one which should 
shame into silence these politicians blinded by erroneous pre
conceptions or by self interest. 

'.rhe celebration itself to commemorate the birth of .Pasteur 
at Dole, in Franche Comte on December 27, 1822, was conducted 
with all the dignity, ceremony and good taste for which the 
.French are noted and in such a splendid setting as exists no 
where else. The Governments, the Universities, the learned 
Societies of the world were invited.to send delegates to join 
in this tribute to Pasteur from May 27 to June 2. Some in
dividuals also were especially invited. The invitations thus 
extended were very generally accepted and a compa~y of dis
tinguished official guests and scientific men gathered in Paris 
in May. These were representatives of the Pope, of all· the 
nations except a few. They came from China, Japan, the ~nited 
States, South America, Australia, and all the countries of 
Europe except Russia and Germany. The learned societies had 
sent their most distinguished scientists in chemistry, physics, 
bacteriology, and medicine, for Pasteur had made fundamental 
discoveries in all these fields. 

The J!lrench government officially conducted the celebration. 
President Millerand or his representative presided at all the 
meetings and the President and Mme. Millerand received the 
delegates on the first evening at the White House of B'rance, 
the Palais de 1 'Elysee. ~J.1he city of Paris and the City of 
Strassburg officially took part through their mayors an~ 
council and in the magnificant Hotel de Ville a splend1d re
ception'was held by the City of Paris. M, Poincare attended 
the celebration at Strassburg opening there the Paste~ muse~. 
There were elaborate banauets, one of the most impress1ve be1ng 
in the Hall of Battles at Versailles, the first banquet ever . 
held there, where many foreign ministers and delegates addressed 

'• 
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about 900 guests. There was at which rresident Millerand, var-
amphitheatre of the sorb~nn~ America the Popes representatives, 
ious ministers, -~r • We ~n ~aw of Pasteur, and many other dis
Vallery Radoc, tne so~ ~ ·se of the great scientist. The 
tinguished rnen spok~ 1~~ ~~~~ gowned assembly, yellow, orange, 
meeting with its ~rl a hoods and gowns and hats, in 
blue., scarlet' crlmson, green! th soul ture and paintings made 
that amphitheatre decorated Wl The I~stitute of France enter
a never to be forgotten scen~tiful chateau of Chant illy' a 
tained the guests. at the baa s art treasurers and formerly a 
chateau, filled. \nth ~:i~~l~~ere was a special gala performance 
hunting lodge of h the • 1~o the delegates. At the Pasteur Insti
at the O~er~ inD on~~u~ the uupil and colleague of Pasteur, 
tute of atrls, f rth•e Institute. a man whose ascetic life has 
the dirac or o · ' f 11 r of' the master bean. devoted wholly to science' a wort~y o owe. . ' 

· th Behring of diptherla anti tox1n, spoke of the discoverer Wl · · t t and friend 
the ideals and achievements of his grea ~as ar t f th 
There was a visit to the tomb of Pasteur 1n the cryp o ? 
Institute. one meeting was held at the Ecole Normale Su~er1eure 
where his great discove·ries were made; where he was at f1rst. 
a pupil, then a demonstrator, later a prof~sso: ~nd for. many 

ears the administrator and d].rector of sc1e~t1f1c. stud1es ~ 
~twas here that he discovered the prophylax1s aga1~t rab1es. 
There the director, r.r. Lanson, told us of Pasteurs l1fe at 
the school. While this celebration was ~oing on in Paris, 
:President Millerand with Minister of Hyg1ene Str~uss and some 
invited guests made a pilgrimage to Dole, the b1rthplace, 
to Arbois wher~ he lived so long, to Lilla where.he was.a 
professor, and to Alais where ~e conquered ~he s1lk worm 
disease. At each place appropriate ceremon1es. were ~ald. And 
finally the delegates were sent by.spacial tra1n to ~trassburg 
for two days of celebration, since he had there at one time 
been professor. There President Millerand, M, Poincare and 
Professor Bordet the head of the Pasteur Institute of Brussels, 
dedicated a new Pasteur monwnent, opened the Health Exhibit, 
and dedicated the Pasteur museum. In short I doubt whether 
any nation ever organized so elaborate a national fete f~r 
anyone. Perhaps the Victoria Jubilee might be an except1on! 
but certainly no nation ever honored a scientific man in t.h1s 
wey before. 

\~y should France choose Pasteur for so signa~ an honor? 
And what were the characteristics of the man Vlh ich his fellow 
countrymen esteem so highly that they honor him for their pos
.session as if he were a god? To know and understand the 
character of Pasteur is to know and understand the character 
of E1rance. It will well repay us to examine· his achievements, 
his life and his character. And first as to his achievements. 

The souvenir issued to the guests contains the following
calendar of his discoveries: 

1847 Molecular dyssymetry 
1857 Fermentations 
1862 So-called spontaneous generation 
1863 Studies on wine 
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1865 Silk worm disease 
1871 Studies on beer 
1877 Infectious diseases 
1880 Virus-Vaccines · 
1885 Prophylaxis against rabies 
l888 Founding of the Pasteur Institute, 
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Pasteur was the son of a middle class man, Jean Joseph 
F~steur. As ·the name shows he was descended from shepherds. 
H1s more recent ancestors were farmers and millers. His. great 
grandfather was ~ common laborer; his grandfather and father 
were tanners. .H1s father had been a former soldier of Napoleon 
a seargent Ma,jor and had won the cross of the legion of hon ' 
At the time of.Pastaur's birth he was a tanner living at Do~~: 
Thera was noth1ng especially brilliant about either the father 
or mother. No eugenist would have chosen this mating as th t 
w~ich would produce one of the greatest scientists of all t ~me, 
H1s mother was a ~~ughte: of so~~ gardeners named Hoqui. 
P~staur was the tnu•d ch1ld of f 1va, the others being girls. 
H7s mo~her was very frugal; active; with a strong imagination; 
h1s father was brave, hard working, studious and persevering. 

As a ~o;y- he lived at Arbois whither his parents had moved; 
he was.a d1l1gent, a slow but sure, but not the most brilliant 
of ~up1ls. In 1843 he entered the Ecole Normale Sup3 rieure in 
Par1s,.number f~ur in the list. This is a very severe school 
establ1s(led by l~apoleon for the training of professors. It is 
one of the most important schools in E'rance, '!lhile there he 
came under the inf~ uence of the great chemist Dumas. dis train
in~ wa~ mainly in physics and chemistry. He was remarkable at 
th1s t1me for his conscientious care, his hard work and thor cu ooh
ness, These traits,.commended him to his teachers. He, who w~s 
to revolutionize biology and medicine, was neither a bioloooist 
nor a physician, o 

Th~ first great discovery of Pasteur was that VJhich is 
know.a as molecular dyssymetry. It is, in short, the discovery 
that molecules have definite shapes and that many of their 
properties depend on these shapes. The molecules of a sub
stances are the ultimate particles of tm't substance. Before 
the time of Pasteur it hadbeen f' aund for example that there 
were two forms of tartaric acid, the acid of wine. One of 
these forms of acid acted upon a rD,y of light sent thro 1F:h the 
solution in a. way different from the other. Chemically in all 
their properties these acids were the same. One was called 
racemic acid, the other tartaric acid. P~steur had been great
ly interested in the shapes of crystal~ and he examined the 
crystals of these two kim s of. acids to see if there would be 
any difference in their crystalline form. There ought to be 
such a difference i~ the shape of the crystal depended on the 
shape of the molecule as he thought it ought to do. At first 
when he looked at them he thought that the crystals of tartaric 
acid were exactly like those of racemic acid, but on a more 
careful study he found that the crystals of racemic acid were 
of two kinds, one exactly like that of tartaric, the other was 
precisely like the first except thB.t it was the mirror image 
of the first. That is, one of :the little faces on the crystals 
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t taric acid crystals and on the 

was on the right side on th~ :~owed that racemic acid had in 
left side of the other. Th~~ one like the ordinary one; the 
it two kinds of tartaric f acl ' He separated the two forms of 
otrer just the op~osited ~~~·dissolved them separately and 
crystals of racem1? aci . o- t. He now found that one. of the 
examined their actlon on.lloht the right like tartaric acid; 
aolutions deviated. the ~~ghtTh~s showed that the dyssymetry of 
and the other to ~ne le~"' ~n in the dyssymetry af the molecules; 
the crystals had 1ts orlbl · of the greatest importance. 
and toot indeed molecular .~orm :a~orm of tartaric acid was 
He afterwards f(wnd tho. t ~~~s 0~ut the other not. .This d~scovery 
easily used as food by.mo made his reputation. Its Irnport-
crea ted a great sens::;.~lon a~d. t is now found th8.t molecular 
ance grows with the tlme an .. l recess One of the members 
form plays a part in ev~ry ~lV~~gb~came a·littla tired of the 
of the French a~ademy 0

1 
8 ~t1~~ facets on the crystals caused. talk and sensatlon these I e 

· ''Th little facets bore me? So He rermrked to Dumas ese. t at all'? Why make 
th of' no 1mpor ance · far as I can see ey are · a. uThe germs do not 

h ti ver them'?" · Dumas answere . · . 
1 sue a s r o · . th se lil' tle facets of the mo a-

agree vii ti1 you • .. They t~xaml~~rs ~nd th~y will have nothing to 
cule.vlith eyeslflne~i ha~a~e their face'ts on the wrong side." 
do Wl th molecu . es w ~ . f the importance of molecular form 

~~~~w~i~~~~~r~~
0

{h!a~~!~c~f~~m!~~n;~f~ai~ea~~a~i~~~!:Yb~~ause 
~~~~:r~~r:~dd~~!~~s~~'tbe 

8
forms.of the.particles of which they 

sed For a lono- time 1 t was 1mpossible for the . 
~~:m~~~P~o m;ke molecule~ which were asymmetric in one direct1on 
only. Always he obtained equal mixture.s of th?. two isome~:;ed 
Living things always make but the one form. Tnis.w~~ bel~ 
by Pasteur to be a great diffe~en~e b~t.~een the liVIng an. t 
lifeless chemistry and indeed It 1s d1fficult to sea how lbl 
is managed in living chemistry, that only one of two poss1 a 
forms ap~ears. But-within the past few year~ the chemist has 
been able to imitate this synthesis altho st1ll very imp~r
fectl y and there does not appear to be ~ny fundamental dif
ference between the chemical processes In th~ bea~ar and the 
cell in this respect altho- the exact manner 1n wh1ch t~e call 
acts is still obscure. "The Universe" said :Pasteur, "IS a 
depraciativeal whole. I am inclined to think that life is a 
function of this dyssymetric." 

The greatest contribution of Pasteur to chemist:y was 
the next step he took. From physics he went to chemistry. 
He studied fermentations a subject in which Cargnard-Latour 
in 1836 had thrown a little light. At that time under the 
influence of the Swedish chemist Berzelius ana. the great 
German chemist Liebig, who by the way had been trained in 
:Paris it was generally believed that organic substances 
oxidi~ed fermented or putrefied under the influence of the 
air. rt'was held that in fermentations matter existed in a 
very curious state. That given a putrescible liquid if i~ 
was brought in contact with the air it underwent thJs cur1ous 
chemical transformation; alcohol for example changed into 
acetic acid, the acid of vinegar, which was a process of 
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oxidation. Sugar turned to alcohol and carbon dioxide· urine 
s~t free ammonia and so on. Pasteur used the microscope in 
hiS studies •. He found that in these fermenting mixtures there 
were always little rolmded bodies which turned out to be liv
ing yeast. He thought that perhaps the yeast was ~he cause of 
the fermentation instead of the result and he found. that this 
was the case. These fermentations were not due to matter in 
a pec.uliar state but to the growth of yeasts, moulds and 
baote~ia. Further he devised methods of cultivating these 
organ1sms. He showed that putresc ible fluids re rmined per
fectly fresh i~ these moulds and :/easts ano. bacteria· were kept 
out. The chemical action was due to the livin~ ~arms. These 
germs were in the air, in water, on the walls ~f0 the flasks 
in soils, on the skins of the grape. }.,urthermore the ferme~ta
tions were specific. That is the mould which caused the acetic 
acid fermentation which covered the chips of the beech wood 
used by the vinegar maker, was different from the yeast which 
caused alcoholic fermentation. ~acb kind of yeast each kind 
of bacterium, each kind of mould made its ovm specific kind of 
transformation in the nutrient media. 

This discovery that fermentations were caused by living 
germs and werethe expression of their life, roused a terrible 
storm. It was a direct challenge to the chemist. here was the 
worlds greatest chemist, or at least one of the g-reatest. •. 
man of tremendous prestige, Liebig; who had been teaching some
thing quite wrong. Liebig did not like to have his chemical 
dicta thus overturned by a beginner who was not even at that 
time a celebrated chemist. Liebig threw his great authority 
against Fastaur. He attempted in every way to discredit his 
work, by ridicule, by argument, by specious and careless ex
periment. He had the support of most of his p~pils. So far as 
possible he prevent ad the adoption of the c oncl usi ons of' l?asteur. 
so clear.cut, simple and decisive. 11ne controversy became ever 
mor'e acrimonious since Pasteur was also keen in his controversies, 
but he retorted with facts and with challenges to a public dem
onstration. These Liebig always avoided. Indeed this qpposition 
of Liebig's no doubt greatly retarded. the progress of science 
and the discovery of the causes of disease. Pasteur, however, 
was ultimately completely victorious. He had proved th··~t fer.:. 
mentations were due to the growth in t1~e fermenting liquid of 
minute forms of living things and that if these were kept out 
there was no fermentation. 

Pasteur at that time tried another experiment long after 
carried out successfully by Buchner Munich rhemist. Wi1ile the 
fermentation was due to the life of living organism, it was 
probable, Pasteur thought that this chemical transformation 
was produced by checmica11. substances or ferments in the bodies of 
the yeasts and bacteria. So he tried to is~late fro~ yeast the 
enzyme which caused alcoholic fermentation. He crushed and 
macerated yeast from the top of Paris brewery vats. But without 
success. Here he was unlucky, for had he tried the yeast f~om 
'the boiJtom of Munich beer he would probably have succeeded JUSt 
as Buchner did some fifty years later. It is often ~tat~d by 
the German commentators of recent years that Buchner s d1scovery 
that the fermentation was due to the enzyme in yeast was a con-
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. th · ws of Liebi"' and disproved the contention 
firmatlon of B ~ ;~~ is entirely incorrect and is founded on 
of Pasteur,f t~ re!~ point of i~sue. This was tha stand of 
ignornace ot lnel, f' rrnentations depend on the growth of organisms 
Pasteur tha a e 'f' f t t·' Th' 
and each kind of organism causes ~ spe~l llCl tahrmtenhadlon. 1 tls 
· th t point at issue and 1n th1S a a a come a er 

was e gl.retal vindl'cated Pasteur. It is the fundamental d~s-
ha s c amp e e Y . f d · 
covary underlying the proof of the gar~ th~~r~ oh. ~s~~s~ 
Pasteur had indeed foreseen the n~xt ~ftep a w lCl' c elrt 
took and had tried to anticipate.lt f1 Y years ~ar.le~. 
was only bad luck which caused h1m to try the exper1men~ o~ a 
form of' yeast Vlhich had extremely little of the enzyme 1n 1 t. 

The immediate consequence of this revolutionary discov~ry 
that all fermentation was due to the growth·of living organ1sms 
was the reopening of the contro~ersy ~n.the spontaneous gener
ation of life, Driven from tha1r pos1t1on that larger animals 
such as frogs could be spontaneously generated, the spontaneous 
crenerationists had fallen back on the minute living things 
;hich appeared in wine,. be-er, urine and other putrescible 
liauids. These at any rate were believed to be formed spo~
taneously. All that was necessary was to bring together a1r and 
some putrescible .liquid and these minute livin~ forms appeared 
in it. And at first glance this looked very l1kely. Whence 
did they come if not spontaneously generated. :Pasteur now 
avowed his belief that there was no spontaneous .generation. He 
proved that these putrescible fluids if heated and kept ex
posed to the air, but the air filtered through cotton wool, 
they they. new or generated moulds, yea.sts and bacteria. It was 
necessary to use cotton wool. All that was necessary was to 
bend over the point of the drawn out neck of t'ha flask so that 
it bent downward. Ho germs could now fall in. Such flasks 
are still to be seen still sterile in the laboratory of the 
Ecole norrnale. B1 t the spontaneous generationists ·died hard. 
For it was very easy toget results of the other kind. All 
that was necessary was to allow somewhere some germ to come 
'in. To secure spontaneous generation so called was the 
easiest thing in the world. Carelessness at soma point, 
often unperceived by the inv.estigator, was all that was nec
essary. So that the most rigorous care was necessary to avoid 
it. This. made the proof difficult and the controversy waged 
with great vehemence until finally :Pasteur by experiment on 
experiment proved beyond all doubt the correctness of his 
position. There was no spontaneous generation of .germs. 
This again was a discovery of the greatest importance for the 
final step. The prtJof' that disease does not originate spon
taneously depended upon this. It was believed at that time 
that disease was due to a derangement of the spiritual vital 
principle. If germs appeared in the disease these were the 
~esult not th~ cause. They had been spontaneously generate~ 
1n the body of the sick. It is evident that the proof that 
no such spontaneous generation was possible in a flask, was an 
important step pre.cedent to the a stab lishment of the germ theory • · 

Work of the greatest practical importance occupied the 
n~xt year~ of :Pasteur's life, the years from forty to fifty
flve • · Th1s was work on the diseases of wines and bears. At 
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that time when nothing was known as to the cause of fermentat· 
the wine maker proceeded purely by rule of thumb s t' tlons 
wine was good· s t · · t · • orne 1mes he . . , orne 1mes 1 was bad. Sometimes it would ke e and 
somet1mes 1 t would not keep. It was Pasteurs discovery of t ~ 
n~tura.of the causa~ of fermentation which cleared up this e 
s1tuat1on. He stud1ed the character of the diseases of wine and 
beer. He ~ound that there were different kinds of yeast which 
produced d1fferent f,lavors in the wine and beer. He took the 
md.croscope to the brewer and the wine maker and showed than what 
the. proper organisms looked like and how they could tell whether 
t~e1r wort or ye~st was of the right kind to make good beer. He 
d1d mora than th1s he showed them how to prepare pure cultures 
of the proper y~asts and how to keep them pure and how to prevent 
fu:tha: cha~ga 1n the wine or beer by a process of sterilization 
wh1ch 1~ st1ll called Pasteurization. These practicaL discoveries ,. 
revolut1onized the process of wine and beer making and more 
enormou~ly valuabl~. :Pasteur, however, race ived nothing for them, 
He w~s 1nter~sted. 1n something greater. It was human disease vA'l ich 
w~s 1nterest1~g h1m and occupying his thoughts. He proved that 
~1ne ~e,came d1saased when the wrong kind of bacterium or yeast got 
1nto 1 t; and bear also. They underwent a strange fermentation 
Which changed the very. nature of the product. Was it not pes s ible 
that.a man resembled a cask of wine; and that if these organisms 
got 1nto him they would ferment him just as the wine or cider 
was fermented and turn him sour? He finally proved that this 
was the case. · 

Something else remained for him to do first before entering 
on the final st·ages of his lifes work. He had never· worle d on 
the diseases of animals. An opportunity was now presented which 
he accepted with the greatest reluctance. ~here wus at that 
time in the south of France a very fatal disease of the silk 
~arms kno~ as pebrine. The silk culture was a tremendously 
1mportant 1ndustry. It was threatened with extinction because 
of the pebrine. Pasteur had been so successful in discovering 
the causes of the diseases of wine and beer that the govermnent 
requested him to see if he could not discover the cause nf this 
diseaE!e and how to combat it. He wasnot a zoologist and he 
hesitated. He finally went to Alais the seat of the trouble. In 
a very brief time he had found in the worms the spores of the 
organism which had caused the trouble. He showed the silk workers 
how they could find ,out which worms were diseased and by very 
simply methods what they were to do to conquer the disease. The 
measures he.suggested proved to be entirely successful, the dis
ease was stan pad out and the industry put back on its old footing. 

T.his brought :Pasteur's life to the great crisis of 18 71, when 
France was so overwhelmingly defeated by Germany. l?asteur lifted .. 
his country out of its despondency by his ovm wonderful researches •. : 
He applied himself with renewed devotion to tha task of raising · 
France to the highest place among the nations in sci~nce. The 
discovery of the germ theory of disease was the result of his 
work, The idea that diseases were caused by germs was not new; 
the contagious nature of diseases was too apparent to be over
looked; but what was the cause of' the contagion? That was the 
problem. He did not at once attack human disease, but that of 
animals, namely anthrax and. chicken cholera. The former is 
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. . sm already described by Davaine; 
caused by a very large orianl ' Paoteur using his methodsof 
the latter by a ve~y s~al st~~~~s on..,fermentations, wines and 
cult~re perfected ln t e of chicken cholera. He showed that 
beer, isolated the cause . ecific organism. He also 
this disease was due tot~hlS ~~d proved that this was· the cause 
isola ted the germ of ~~l rax d sheep Both of these diseases 
of this disease of ca e an sums of money. Particularly in 
were costing france ~~or~~~: was very heavy. Whole regions 
the case of anthrax e aund cattle on these pastures 
were regarded as ~oison~dd¥rd us~ally within a few hours of 
or sheep got anthrax ~n t~~e" men Q'~t anthrax and it was 
the first symptoms. ;)Ome 1 se u two diseases were then due to 
equally fatal to themt,' Theof' the oriO'in of disease was proved. 
bacteria. The germ neory a 

There is no greater triumph in ~he hist~ry. of mankind than 
·. f th· ori,CJ'in of our dlseases ln these very 

the dlscorer~ o eThink what was necessary before we could 
~~~~~s~~;tcpr~~~:~. Glass must be discovered; ther~ must be 

th ory of li::rht. lenses· must be discovered; the ~1mp~e and 
~hen e the compo~nd·' micro~ cope must be found; all th1s s ~ply 
to see the organisms, so minute are they. Then we had o 
prove that these. minute forms altho they often look exac~l~ 
alike make different fermentations. That th.ey cannot or1g1n
ate spontaneously. Finally it must be proved that ~h~y al
ways calli e disease and that the ·disease does not 6r1g1nate 
without them. Pasteur's name will be for~v~r r~me~bered 
because he gave the final proof of the or1g1n of d1sease and 
showed what the cause af two or three of them were. 

But Pasteur was not content with the discovery of the 
cause. He showed how to conquer them by means of vacc~nat~on. 
Jenner a hundred years before had discovered that v~cc1nat1on 
by cow pox urotected against small pox and the appl1cat ion 
of the disc;very had removed the greatest of scourges fro~ . 
mankind. Small pox was conquered. Only ignorance, fanat1c1sm, 
keeps the disease alive at all in civilized countries. But 
the cause of small pox was not known; it is not yet known. 
There was no theory underly.ing the process so ~hat one could 
proceed intelligently to make other vaccines. A happy accid~nt 
put Pasteur on the track of this great discove~J of vaccinat1on 
by an attenuated virue. He took a vacation. When he returned 
he wished to innoculate some hens with hen cholera; the culture 
which he used had been standing in the laboratory some time • 
It was not a fresh culture. What was his astonishment on 
using this culture to find that the hens became only a little 
sick; they did not die. But the important thing remained. 
After a weelc or so he reinoccu1ated them with a fresh culture 
which killed hens in a few hours. These hens that had had 
the light attack were not even sick. They were immune ag~inst 
the disease. He at once seized on this discovery. He was 
able to attenuate or weaken the virue by leaving it in broth 
for a considerable time. rrhis attenuated virus made a good 
vaccine and would prevent the virulent disease. Thus funda
mental discovery is at the bottom of all the development of 
the art of vaccination now so widely practised. The typhoid 
vaccination alone during the past war saved the li vas of 
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millions of men. Following out this clue Pasteur turned to 
~he disease ~f anthrax. He seemed always to have particularl 
1n mind the 1nterests of the peasant the sheph d th f y 
In anthrax it wa ' er ' e armer, 
H t . s necessary to make a culture which was weak, 

ow o do 1t was suggested by the fact that hens are immune to 
ant~rax. They do not show any symptoms on injection. Now the 
bod1es of hens are warnEr than other animals. Perha·os · t · 
the temperat~e which is important? So Pasteur cool~d ~ h~~ 
down by keeplng he.r partly su~merged in cold water. rrhis hen 
died of anthrax. This gave h1m the clew. He grew anthrax at 
42 degrees C, the temperature, or o. little higher than that of' 
the hen. Such cultures are.so weakened that they form no 
spores.an~ cause.no fatal d1sease. By innoculating this~akened 
virus 1t 1s poss1ble to make sheep and cattle immune. 

The announcement of this. discovery caused ao-ai rl a great 
dispute, the v~terinarians would not believe it,

0 
Pasteur was 

challenged to give a public demonstration. It took place at 
Pouilly-le-Fort. Twenty five sheep were innoculated with the 
~eakened virus in the presence of a large number of veterinar
lans, most of whom were very sceptical. Twenty-five more were 
not innoculated. Some cattle also were vaccinated and others 
not • Two weeks later all the sheep and cattle va.ccina ted and 
unvacci~ated were .im~oculated with virulent anthrax. rrhe 
experiment was a tremendous sue cess. 24 of the vaccinated 
sheep were not ~ven sick; one was sick but recovered, But all 
the unvaccinated died promptly. It v1as the same v.ri th the 
cattle. ·:rhis .tremendous and striking demonstration brought 
.Pas~eur' s reputation ver~y higq and was of untold value in 
agr1culture. The general application of vaccination has nearly 
wiped the disease out of France. Millions of sheep have been 
vaccinated and protected, 

Meanwhile Lister had applied the principles of iasteur to 
surgery. With the introduction· of his methods which men liv
ing today will remember, and with the discovery of anesthesia 
Americ.as gr~atest contribution ·to the world, modern surger;:r 
became fOSSlble. Modern medicine and surgery were born -through 
Pasteur s labors. By this I do not mean to say that they are 
due wholly to Pasteur, but that he fought for complete proof 
and obtained it. Modern vaccines we owe to him. Before his 
day the surgery wards were full of stinking pus and gangrene 
cases. Now asepsis and antisepsis keep ever:7thing clean and 
healthful. 'Po open the abdomen was almost a crime, so certain 
was the patient to die from peritonitis. Now it is done daily 
in hundred of cases in our cities. 

But the final cro\'/n of Iasteur' s labors was his discovery 
of the method of combating rabies. He discovered that this was 
a cornmunicable disease, It was possible to make a d::Jg or a 
rabbit mad by innoculating a little of the brain and cord of 
a diseased animal into its brain. ·rhe symptoms of thi's terrible 
and terrifying disease indicat13d that the cause of t·he disease 
was in the nervous system. That cause has not yet been found. 
But Pasteur proceeded with its efforts to weaken the virus and 
to obtain a vaccine. He found th:-lt if the spinal cords of 
rabbits who had had rabies were exposed to ~he air so that they 
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. was weakened. After two weeks of 
gradually dried the VlrusJd nroduce rabies; the virus was dead. 
drying they no longer w?u. ;lation under the skin of a dog of 
He then began with the 1~nocl d· the next day he injected an 
a 11 ttle imrnulsi on of. thlS ~or 13 days; then one dried 12 and 
emulsion of a cord d:'l~d 0~ Y on the fourteenth day what is 
so on, until h~ __ was :nJectt~t is a virus which has be~n in-
knowr:- ~~ th: f1.1 .. ~~ vuu~, O'h .. rabbits 80 that it will k1ll . 
tens1f1ed by pas.,1ng t~r~u"' ,,· th these rabbit cords treated d1d 
rabbits in six days. tl. 0os ~~ later innoculated directly into 
not get rabies when 18Y we . t was thus possible to 
their brains wit? ~~bi\ ~:!e~~~l to ;ender them immune to bites. 
protect dogs aga1n° ra 1 the bitten dog. This is possible 
The next steP wns io t cu~e neriod of the disease • A dog or man 
owing to the lo~ aO'e~oes not de~elop the symptoms for a· 
bitten by a rabld do~dht b~ nossible during this month to 
month or more • It m:-o t" b. s 'Vhis experiment was 
ma~e the bitten one. lrnmun~ ~a~~d 1~.o~s. · They were then treat-
~~l~~th ~~~~c~~~~sb~lt~~e ~ord of rabbits. Such animals never 
developed rabies. 

The experiments had reached this stage ~hen one da~ there 
came to the laboratory a mother bringing a 11ttle ~lsat1an boy 
Joseph J11eister who had been bitten badly by a rab1d ~og. As 
there was n(1thing medicine could do for the boy, Vulpla~ an~ . 
another physician urged Pasteur to try on t~e boy the experl
ments he had been trying on ~he dogs. He f1nally cons~nted. 
The boy was kept close to the laboratory. He ~l~yed w1th th~ 
guinea pigs. In two weeks his treatment was f 1n1shed. Imag1ne 
the great joy of :Pasteur as day after day pass~d and ~here 
were no symptoms of the disease. The boy rema1ned qu1te well. 
'Vhe second case was also an Alsatian, J.P. Jupille , a brave l~d 
who had protected his companions against the attacks of a ::ab1d 
dog, had killed the dog but had been terrib~y b~tten. Jup1lle 
also was savtjd and. remained at the Pasteur 1nst 1 tute as a 
janitor. He died only this year. 

This was the crown of Pasteur's life; the last of his g~eat 
achie~ernents. He was now nearly 70 years of age. One thing 
more remained namely to make a great institute in which his 
pupils c auld ~arry on his work. The :Pasteur Institute in 
Paris was founded and in 1888 the crowded laboratories of the 
Ecole Normale were abandoned for the new and splendid ones of 
the Institute. Hither carne a great crowd of people to· be 
treated for rabies. Similar institutes are now in all the 
countric:Js of the world. From this institute have come many 
of the most beautiful discoveries in medicine. 

:Past.eur died in 1895 of a stroke of apoplexy. He had been 
partially paraly~ed 20 years earlier but fortunately on the 
left side, 

Such were the achievements and life of .Pasteur. 

But. there is another reason why we should read his life 
than to learn what he did. For :Pasteur as no one else typifies 
the spirit of France. He embodied to a marked degree those 
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virtues which distinguish. the French nation. In his public 
utterances he. spoke for h1~ countrymen. The ideals of his life 
are embodied 1n t~t beaut1ful tribute to his parents which he 
made on the occas1on when a plaoue was nlaced on the h t 
Dole in which he was born. ·· .. ouse a 

"I am profoundly moved, gentlemen, by the honor vm. ich the 
city of Dole has done me; but permit me while expressing my 
grati tp.de to you, to protest against this excess of oolory · I 
according. me a homage rendered only to the illustrio~s de~d. y~u 
are. count1ng to? ~oon on the judgment of posterity. Will I 
rat1f;y your dec~s1on? Ana_ !3hould you not have wraned the 
mun~clpal connell, 1.1r. Mayor, of not taking so hasty a reso
lution? 

But after having protested, Gentlemen, againot this strik
ing excess of an admiration that I do not merit let me tell 
you how I am touched ~nd moved to the bottom of'my heart. Your 
sympathy.has re~nited in this comrnemmorative plaque, the two 
great th1ngs wh1ch have, made i3-t the same time the passion and 
charm of my life; the love of science and of the home. Ohl 
my father. and my mother. Oh, dear ones who. have disappe.ared 
and who 11 ved so modestly in this little house! It is to yo~ 
that I owe all. Thy enthusiasms, my brave mother thou hast 
made them pass into me. If I have always a::;sociat~d the 
grandeur of science with the grandeur of m;y country, it isthat 
I was impregnated with sentiments that thou hast iJ;lspired in me. 
And thou, my dear father, whose life was as rude as his rough 
calling, thou hast shown me what patience could accomplish in 
long continued effort. It is to thee that I owe tenacity in 
daily work. Not. only didst thou have the qualities of per
severance which make useful lives, but thou hadst also an ad
miration for great men and great things. Look upward; learn 
from above; seek to improve yourself always,--that is what 
thou hast taught me. I see thee still after thy day of labor 
reading in the evening some account of some battle in one of 
the books of contemporary history, which recalled to thea the 
glorious epoch of which thou hadst been a witness. In teaching 
me to r~ad, thou hadst the care to teach me of the grandeur of 
France. 

Blessed may you be, my dear parents, one and the other, 
for that which you have been, and let me bri.ng to you the homage 
paid today to this house." Dole, July 14th, 1883. 

Happy is that nation whose sons speak such words as these. 

Pasteur in his cult of the home, the sacredne~s of the 
paternal hearth, the feeling of strong family ties and att~ch
ment to the soil, nepresents the most fund_amental thing in 
France. ~1 or that nation is founded on the rock of family life. 
The family is her tap root by which she has withstood the 
hurricanes of the centu~ies, including the last most terrible 
one. Virgil calls Aeneas always the .!:-'ius Aeneas by which he 
means filial piety the devotion to his family and a certain 
strong religious feeling. Both of these traits are predominant 
in Easteur's character. 
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. "MY philosophy is all of the 
He wrote to Sa~nt-Beuve. ield myself for example, to 

heart, not of the m1nd' ~~~ ~a K side of a child of whom you 
that which one feels at t\t this supreme moment there 
have just heard the last gas~. th; soul which tells us that 
is something at the bottom 0 enoemble of phenomena belong
the world could not be ~ 1f~~~um o coming from the chaos of 
ing to a mechanical equlff' t of the gradual play of the 
elements by the simple e ec 
forces of matter." 

· d · 11 the first place by the His life was characterlze 1 . t. work. These f prolon~ed and 111 ansa 
industry; his powe~ 0 . ~ · Nowhere· do men and WJ men 
again are traits of hlS coun~~~~ in France. All soci~ life 
work harder or longer hoursHo was distinguibhed also by the 
he sacrificed to s~ienca. v stron characteristic of the 
frugality of his l1fe; a~ot~e~ savedgan industry worth millions 
French peasant. ~ltho .ne a ~te in the last years of his 

of.dollars he rece~ved fr~m.·~~~os!.year. He had an indo~i~able 
life the modest ~t1pend ~ ~·tude In this again he typ1f1es 
~ourage, I~s~~~~~~nt~~~e ~~a~itie~ are {mperi~hably written 
~~a~~:·bl~od of 450,000 Frenchmen who there d1ed to save 
their country. 

And finally he typifies ~·ranee in his clear insight and 
H intensely patriotic· not the patriotism patriotism. e was ·' · th o-reat 

·of the jingo, but the patriot whito gldorflnsesel~f i~solibe~ties 
' · ments of his country in s e e 

!~~l~~e its achievements • "Science has no ~oun ~ry 'n he r~rnarks' 
11 or rather the country of science is hurna:rn t~ ln i :s ant l~ety • 
But if science has no country, the man of sc1ence should e 
preoccupied with everything which can add ~o t~~ glory of 
his country. In every ~reat scholar you vnll f 1nd a~wa?s a 
great patriot. The thought of adding to the honor.or h~s. 
country sustains him in his long and hard w0rk; the amb~t1on 
of seein~ the nation to which he belongs take or gu~rd 1ts 
proper t~nk, throws him into the difficult but gl~r1ous 
enterprises to extend the bounds o~ knowle~ge, wh1c~ lead to 
true and dur!:.ble conquests. Human1ty prof1ts ~hen from th~se 
labors carried on on all sides. It compares,. 1 t ~boose~' l t 
adds them with pride to all the national glor1es. Aga1n 
in his address at his jubilee at the Sorbonne in 1892 he 
expresses this idea. 

11 You bring to me the deepest joy that a man ca:r: have.who 
has ari unconquerable faith that science and. peace vnll tr1umph 
over ignorance and war, that the peoples will under~tand ea~h 
other not to destroy, but to build up and that the future w~ll 
belong to those who will have done most for suffering human1 ty •" 

. Pasteur served in the army in 1870. From that terrible 
defeat he raised France himself to a glorious preeminence in 
the realills of humanity and civilization. He was indeed him
self a great factor in giving his country high rank in the 
scale of civilization. For civilization is nothing else than 
creation in science, arts, literature and humanity. These 
are the four great categories which distinguish the civilized 
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from the uncivilized. It is by their achievements in these 
directions that we rank nations in the scala of civilization. 
By this creative work in science and humanity, Pasteur did a 
great deal to place Franca in the position of preeminence in 
these regards she has long held and gave. her rank among the 
moot enlightened and civilized if indeed it be not the first 
rank. 

His attitude toward science is illustrated by the follow
ing excerpts. 

"Few people understand the real origin of the mat"Vels 
of industry and of the wealth of nations. I desire no other 
proof of this· at the moment than the use more and more fre
quently in official ~anguage, in writings of every kind, of a 
very improper expression, that of 'applied science.' Recently 
one was complaining in the presence of a minister of great 
talent of the abandoment of scientific careers by men who 
would have pursued it with distinction. This statesman triad 
to show that one should not be surprised since today the reign 
of theoretical science ceded its place to that of applied 
science. Nothing ismore erroneous than this opinion; nothing 
more dangerous, I may say, than the consequences which can 
result in practise from these words. No, a.thousand times 
no, there does not exist a category of science to which one 
can give the name of applied science. There is science and the 
application of science, related to each other as the tree to 
the fruit it bears.'' And Pasteur concludes. "At the point 
where we have arrived in what may be called modern civilization, 
the cultivation of the sciences in their highest expression is 
perhaps more necessary evan to the moral state of a nation than 
to its material prosperity. Great discoveries, meditations of 
thought in the arts, in science and in letters, in a word the 
disinterested works of the spirit of every kind, the centera of 
instruction necessary to make them known, introduce into the 
entire social body the philosophic or scientific spirit, t.hat 
spirit of discernm~nt which submits everything to a severe test 
of reason condemns ignorance, dissipates prejudgments and errors., 
They raise the intellectual level, the moral sentiment; by them· 
the divine idea itself increases and is exulted." 

And he continues "Happy is he who carries in himself a god, 
an ideal of beauty, which he obeys; the ideal of art, ide& ·Of 
science, ideal of his country, ideal of the virtues of the 
Gospel. These are the living springs of great thoughts and of 
great actions. All things are illuminated and made clear by 
reflection from the Infinite." 

And elsewhere he wrote "One does not ask of an unfortunate 
of what country or religion are you. One says to him: You suffer: 
that suffices; you belong to me and I will comfort you." 

And from the discourse at the Sorboru1e at his Jubilee, 1892. 
"Young men, young men, rely on those sure and powerful methods of 
which we know still only the first secrets. And all, whatever 
may be your careers, do not let yourselves be swept away by sterile;. · 
and negative scepticism; do not let yourselves be discouraged by • · 
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h ass over a nation. Live in the 
those certain sad hours whi~orles and libraries. Say to your-
se'rene peace of Y.o~~l~b~~~e I done for my instructions.' 
selves at first: ~ have I done for my country?' Until 
Then as you advance: Vlhatrhaps the immense joy of thinking that 
one moment you may have pe to the progress and good of 
you have contributed somethingfforts in life be more or less 
humanity." "But whether our ~en one auproaches the great end 
successful, it is necestsary w. I have- done all that I could." 
that he have the right o say. · 

. . . th words that moving speech .when 
And he term1nat~s ~n te~~elnstitute of which he had dreamed 

an old mo.n, he saw ~. e "~~ science has no country, the scientist 
an accomplished fac · ibe to it the influence which his works 
should have one, and l:scr If I mi"'ht be allowed, Mr. :President 
may havle ~n ~hyi! wp~Ilo;ophical r~mark inspired by your pres.ence 
to cone u e ld th t two contrary laws seem 
~~ :~i!r~~~~i~~ :~~~·a;c~h~~har

8

~~wad~ys; the o~e at~aw ofdblood 
and of death ever imagining new methods of des rue 10~ an 
forcing nati~ns to be constantly ready for the battl~f~ld--
the other, a law of peace, work and health, ~ver avo v g new 
means of delivering men from the scourged wh1ch beset him. 

"The one seeks' violent· conquests, the otht3l' the re~ief ?: 
humanity. The latter places one human life above any v1cto~y, 
hila the former would sacrifice hundred and thousand~ of l1ves 

~0 the ambition of' one. The law of which we. are the lnstru
rnents seeks even in the midst of carnage , to cure the san
guinary ill~ of war; the treatment ins~ired by our antiseptic 
methods may pre serve thousands of sold1ers. Which of those 
two laws ~ill prevail, God alone kno~s. But.we may assert 
that French science will have tried, b? ob~?1ng the law of 
Humanity, to extend the frontiers of L1fe. 

And Pasteur had also the insight of genius; a certain 
second sight; a clairvoyance, which is so chr~racteri~t~o of 
genius everywhere and which is so ~arked a q~ality of ~ranch 

· science as embodied in Lavoisier and Claude Hernard • 

In all these ways Pasteur represents the very spirit.of 
the nation. Let us recapitulate these great virtues for 1n 
recapitulating them we express the very life of ~ranee and if 
we recognize them as her ideals, we understand France and the 
French. These ideals are the sacredness of the home and .the 
fundamental position of the family; courage; fortitud~; 
resolution; industry; clairvoyance; and intense patriotism; 
and finally the cult of glory and audacity. rrhis summarizes 
France as it summarizes the life of fasteur. 

Nations as was said at the start, may be judged by those 
whom they delight to honor. Judged in this wey i!rance stands 
apart from other nations and in a position of her own. 

In London the statues are those of kings, queens, success
ful generals or admir.als with an occasional statesman like. 
Disraeli who enriched in one way or another 'the empire. You 
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seek almost in vain outside of Westminster Abbey for any 
memorials to the great scientists or poets of England. There 
is in ~ensington Gardens, a small insignificant statue to 
Jenner the discoverer of vaccination, but not in the center 
of London, at the heart of the Bri tim Empire. There one 
finds only military men rulers or statesmen. In Berlin there 
are the statues of the Hohenzollerns and all over Germany 
before the war were m?nume~ts of Bismarck undoubte.dly one of 
the most selfish, dom1neer1ng, unprincipled of men. Bismarck 
typifies blood and iron, falsehood and treachery all that is 
worst in Germany. The nation which erects monum~nts to men 
of his ilk shows that it possesses those ideals he typifies. 

But step about Paris the cente'r of France and what do 
you find? The statues of her great men o~ letters hei poets 
her artists, her great men of science, Lavoisier 'the great ' 
chemist, is close by.the Madel~ne in the heart of'the city; 
Lamarck has a splend1d monument at the entrance of the Jardin 
des Plantas, h~ who founded the theory of evolution; Buffon 
the zoologist is close by; Laplace ~he mathematician and 
physicist; Chevreul the great chemist, Pasteur at the beD'inning 
of the boulevard of his name. Victor Hugo; Voltair· Lam~rtine· 
Moliere~ Here and there are also the statues of ~r~at patriot~, 
Thiers and Jeanne d'Arc, but the great men she has honored are 
her men of science arts and letters. And her very streets 
tell the same story of her great men. Claude Bernard, Gay 
Lussac, Pascal, Victor Hugo and so on. 

Paris has her arc de triomphe,for great victories in war 
but it was built by Napoleon and not by the Nat ion hhJself. It 
has been hallowed, rededicated by the nation by burying beneath 
it the body of an unknown soldier dead. for his country in the 
great war. But France is building a greater arch of triumph, 
and she holds high the torch, the torch of civilization, that all 
may read the words which shall guide.men in the true pathway of' 
civilization. Across this arch is written the inscription 
"Civilization passes by this way. Erected tot he glory of the 
creators in arts, in letters, in science, and in humanity.". 
All honor to that nation which has found the true waw through 
the labors of her great sons, not .the least among whom was 
Louis Pasteur. 

ALBERT P. MATHEWS 

MEDICINE AND PHARMACY IN ANCIENT EGYPT 

FEBRUARY 2, 1924 CASWELL A. MAYO 

Probably no single literary achievement has been fraught 
with such far reaching results as has the decipherment oj the 
Rosetta Stone. 

This stone was unearthed by the soldiers of Napoleon in 
1799, while repairing the fortifications of St. Julien near 
the mou~h of the Nile. It was captured by the British and 
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1 Turner in 1802. Copies of the 
taken to London by Genera 11 the learned societies of 
inscriptions war~ s;~~l~~p~ical Society of Fhiladelphia •. 
Europe, an~ tot 8 d 1 n side with inscriptions in three 
The atone lB covere on ° 9 er oTtion much broken away 
eats of character~ •. T~~eu~lddl~ porti~n, far more complete, 
was in hieroglyph cs, 1 war oTtion was in manu-
was in demotic Egyptian and the 'to a e~rs on page 25 of the 
mental Greek. A photogri~pAhnocfie~t. H:~yppt" and in "The Rosetta 
onograph on "Medicine n J..:jo 

~tonen by Budge' both of which are on the tabla. 

. The Greek inscription was transl~ted by Profes·sor Heine 
of Gottingen and by the nev • Stephen i1eston of EI_l~land • In 
1814 Dr Thomas Young a graduate of the School of Medicine 
of camb;idge. University began the stu~y of the Rose~ta Stone, 
and announced. certain general conc1us1ons all o~ wh1ch have 
been confirmed by later students. The translat~on of the 
d~motic and the hieroglyphic inscriptions was ftnally ac
complished by Champollion who did not give to Dr. Young the) 
credit which Young deserved. (See "Rosetta Stone" by Budge 

Heinrich BTugsch published a hieroglyphic a~d demotic 
. vocabulary in seven volumes concluding the work 1n 1882, 
This work placed the study of Egyptian hieroglyphics upon a 
substantial foundation. 

Since that time rapid advances have been made in the 
study of Egyptian archeology. 

GuT knowledge of Egyptian medicine and pharmacy is based 
principally upon the contents of eight medical papyTi. The 
four most important of these are: 

(1) The Ebers Papyrus, purchased by George Ebers in 1892, 
a facsimile of which was published with coqunents by Ebers 
in 1875, This manuscript of 108 pages is now ~n the possession 
of the Leipsic Museum. It was written about 1550 B.c. · 

pages is in 

(3) The Hearst Paptrus (18 pages) which was obtained by 
the Hearst Archeologic~ Expedition in Egypt in 1901 and 
which is now in possession of the University of California, 
a facsimile is shown here. 

(4) The Edwin Smith Pattrus of 22 pages which was pur
chased by Edwin Smith, ana ve of New Jersey, and a graduate 
of the University of New York who resided for many years at 
Luxor in Egypt, This Papyrus was presented by Miss Lenora 
Smith, daughter of Edwin Smith to the New York Historical 
Society. A reproduction of one page is shown. ~his probably 
is about 100 years aider than the Papyrus Ebers. · 

rhere are several other papyri which touch upon medical 
topics but which are largely mystical in character and which 
add but little to our knowledge of the medicine of Egypt. 

These are: 

(5) The lesser Berlin or Westcar Papyrus, 'also known as 
the Papyrus of Mother and Child or Obstetrical Papyrus. It 
has twelve pages. 
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(6) The London Medical Papyrus (19 pages) which is largely 
mystical and filled with incantations. This is reproduced in 
one of the volumes shown on the table. 

(7) Kahun Gynecologic Papyrus of three large pages, photo
graphs are shown, 

( 8) The Kahun Veterinary' Papyrus, written vertically, 
There are only a few scraps left of this, Both are in the 
Petrie collection and both are very old, 

In all the medical papyri named except the fragment known 
as the Kahun veterinary Papyrus, the writing is in horizontal 
linea which read from right to left. In the older papyri 
those prior to 2000 B.C. the charac~ers were written in 
vertical instead of horizontal linea • 

All. are written in black ink with red characters for 
headings, quantities, etc, and sometimes for corrections, 

t I 

The practiee of medicine in Egypt as in all the old civi
lizations are intimately associated with the priesthood, and 
Egyptol~gists differ as to where the line of demarcation 
between the priest and the physician should be drawn, if such 
differ~ntiation ie possible. 

' 
These photographs show the figure of these USHEBTI, or 

"Answerers," These were small figures of servants, or in . 
the case of kings, of Court officials, which were buried with 
the mummy in order that when the spirit of' the dead was called 
upon to perform some .menial act Qr some duty which in lifehe 
had considered beneath him, the USHEBTI ,would "answer" and 
perform this duty in his stead. 

The inscription of one of these states that it represents 
"WR-SWNW" by the name of Seneb-Pasametik. This official of 
ancient Egypt corresponds with the "hakim-bashi" of Mohammedan 
times the official whose province it was to grant licenses 
for the practice of·medicina. In ancient Egypt he was a 
high priest and was certainly a physician himself, Seneb
Psametik was the over-licenser of Egypt at the time when Egypt 
was ruled by the Persian kings. He also served in diplomacy 
and was sent to India as Persian Ambassador • 

The figures shown in the photograph are in the possession 
of t4e New YoTk Historical Society. 

The ancient EgyptiBil seemed t'o have had no doubt .about 
his immortality. He fe~t sure that he would live always unless 
existence was cut short by some evil sp~rit, or some demon. 
All disease was the result of evil spirits, and these must be 
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h sical agents could exert their 

first exorcised beforet~~~ ~e!son an exorcism or incantatio? 
remedial effect. Fo~h scription. Even in such vi~ible 
frequently precede~ 8 pr~he skin and of the eye the ln
disaases as affacttlons ?~ed before the remedy .was applied. 
cantation was firs reel 

~ tians were so much concerned with the 
The an~ie~~ ~g~ elaborate directions for the guidance 

life after ~a ft death· ware drawn up and interTad w~th 
of the spiri a er ers to be said by the l1ving 
the m~mm~. dT~~~eai~~l~~:;e~~a!nd incantations to be recited 
!~rt~eede~!rted spirit. The whole mass of thes~ Papyri have 
been termed "The Book of the Dead." You will fmd some 
handsome reproductions of· such :Papy!i in a large volume 
loaned by the'Cincinn&ti Public Library. 

A facsimile of the. "Berlin Medicel Papyrus" has bean 
published by Brugsch-Bey in his "Receuil de Les Monumens 
Egyptians." This papyrus is· written in t~e hieratic or 
cursive form of writing and. was axecuted.ln the reign of 
Rameses MaiAmoun · Ramses II, the Sesostr1s of the Greeks, 
the Pharaoh of the oppressdon and the father of Menepta, 
the Pharaoh of the Exodus. This is the king whose mummy 
was discovered by the authorities of the Boulaq Museum, on 
the 5th of July, 1881 and whose photograph. appeared in the 
Century Magazine for May, 1887. Fhotostats of one page of 
the Papyrus and of Brugsch's comments appear on the table. 

The work in auestion consists of twenty-two pages, one 
of which is written on the back of the papyrus. There are 
five forms of medicament mentioned; ointments, liniments, 
poultices, clysters and potions. Mo:e than fifty vegetable 
substances are mentioned besides var1ous substances ·from the 
mineral and animal kingdoms. Chapters of sections are de
voted to various diseases, and one very interesting chapter 
contains a summary of the theories as to the vital principles 
which were taught by Neb-Secht, a medical celebrity of a 
somewhat earlier period, and which were accepted by the 
scientists of that day. These statements are in their gen
eral outlines in consonance with thoo e made on the same 
subject in the ":Papyrus Ebers," where they are also ascribed 
to Neb-Secht. 

We now come to the "Papyrus Ebers, 11 the most voluminous, 
the best preserved and the most interesting of the records 
of ancient Egyptian medicine now extant. This valuable 
papyrus was purchased from an Egyptian by ~eorge Ebers, the 
celebrated Egyptologist, who has.become so well-known tothe 
general public through his novels, the scenes of which are 
mostly laid in ancient Egypt. 

This pap,yrus is about 66 feet long and 12 inches wide, 
and is divided into 109 pages, though 28 and 29 were skipped 
in paging. Each page contains from 19 to 22 linea. The 
writing is all on one side of the sheet, save one page on 
the outside of the roll. The body of the text is written in 
black ink, the heads of the sections and the weights and 
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measures being given in red. It is written in the cursive or 
hie~atic characters, and upon the margins occur occasional 
notes in a different chirography from that of the body of the 
test. These notes are ."good," "Very good" "Good to try" 
etc. and are probably therefore the results of clinical e~
perience. 

Ebers assigns this papyrus to the year 1552 B.C. when 
according to the chronology generally accepted, Moses was ·just 
21 years old, and in the height of favor as an adopted prince 
of Egypt. It was, therefore, written in the reign of Ramses II 
the Sesostris of the Greeks. · 

Moses is said to have become a priest of Heliopolis under 
the name of "Osarsiph" or "Tisithen," and to have been highly 
learned in all the sciences of "Egypt, Assyria a~nd Chaldea." 
One can easily fancy the priestly prin.ce, the fu.ture law giver 
of Israel, poring over this identical tome in eager pursuit of 
knowledge. 

The book consists of a series oj treatises on various 
branches of medicine, and appears to be in some ·sort a com
pendium of the art of medicine as practiced 'in Sais and 
Heliopolis. 

. The first page and a portion of the' second are devoted 
to an introduction bearing somewhat the form of a dedicatory 
prayer, which begins as follows: "The beginning of the b.ook 
for the preparation of medicine for all part of the body of a 
patient. I have come out of Heliopolis from the authorities 
of the great temple, the mas~ers of protection, the rules of 
eternity and of salvation. I come from Sais with the Mother 
of Goddesses as a protection to me. I speak for them. I do 
it from the Lord conquring evil, the God slaying the slayer, 11 

etc. Then follows: "Words to speak with the administration 
of medicine. to all part of the body. ****Isis, great enchantress, 
cleanse ye me, free me from all ill, evil and red (devil~sb) 
things," etc. 

This prefatory cha.p~er occupies the first page and th~ 
first six lines offue second. The remainder of the second 
page is divided into two columns, though not separated by a· 
line. 

The writing reads from right to left, and the facsimile 
her~ shown consists of the last twelve lines ·of the right. hand 
column. The eighth eleventh and sixteenth lines ware written 
in red ink. The is;lated characters o~ the left in lines, 
12, 13, 14, 17, 18 and 19 indicate the weight.s and measures, and 
were also written in red ink. 

The seventh line, which begins the column, is not given 
in the accompanying illustration; it reads: . "Beginning o;· the 
book of medicine for the cure of sickness of the stomach. 
Nelow is given the literal translation of the remaind~r of the 
column from the German version by Ebers. The first l1ne in 
each instance is the:Egyptian as near as it can be reproduced 

,II' 
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in Latin letters: 

( 8) 

( 9) 

(10) 

Tar sechmert m chat 
To cure illness in the stomach. . 

h i aman her heqt 
~~a~t (castor oil) mix up with vinegar 
Seura ar sa 
To drink by the patient 

The literal translation of the remainder of the column 
is as follows: · 

(11) The same for the bowels which are sick 
(12) cumin 1/64 dram 
(l3) Goose, grease liS dram 
(l4) Milk, 1 tenat (0.6 liter) 
(15) Boil, pour out, eat 
(l6) The same (for the bowels) 
(17) Pomegranate seed 1/8 dram 
(18) sycamore .fruit{ 1/8 dram 
(19) Beer, 1 tenat 0.6 liter) 
(20) As above. 

Much· difficulty has been experienced in th~ 11 transl~tion h 
of the technical terms. For insta~ce the words re het whic 
are used in several instances mean the mouth of the stomach, 
but it is questionable whether the pylorus or the cardia is 
meant. 

Many sentences explain themse 1 ve s, as "I see with my 
eyes," "I hear with my ears," etc. and thus furnish a key to 
the further interpretation. 

, Some of the preacr iptions found in this papyrus are al
moa~ identical with formulas given by Dioacoridea; such a one 
is that beginning with the twelfth line in the left-hand 
column. Another formula given for the same purpose on the 
fiftieth page of the papyrus has been translated by Professor 
Lieblein .and is found to be identical with a recipe given by 
Dioscorides; it contains crocus, honey, olibanum and juniper 
berries. 

According to Fried. Hultsch (Zeit. fur Aegyptische Sprache 
18'2 p. 122) the system of measures of the old Egyptians were 
of t~o kinds one of which was for grain, particularly for 
seeds charcoal and such substances as occupy a large space. 
The b~sis of this was the "tama" and the fourth of a tame,'' 
which· was known as a "Ta." 

! I 

Another group of me~sures were used for fluids· and such 
dry substances are occupy but a small space. Acoording to 
Chabas, these measures we.re as follows: 1·1/3 .hin make 1 men, 
30 men make 1 apet. The equivalents in litera are, according 
to the·same authority: 

l·apet 
1 men 
1 hin 

Liter 
18.4 
0.61 
0.455 
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One third and one fourth hin were also used. 

. For ~ost costly spices, ,Pastilles and in the medical 
writings the tena or tenat was used, which is said to have been 
equivalent .to 0.6 liter~ 

Numerical characters with. dots above them were used to 
indicate weights, and specific signs were used for the measures. 
The sign represents the tenat; a sign very similar to a dram 
symbol (3) represents one half; a figure lilte our plus m,ark 
(*) represented one third, and our multiplication sign (X) 
indicated one-fourth. From these ware built up other fractions 
as 3,* = 5/~ ~X: 7/12, etc. ' 

, ' When' the sign "Ii' oc~urs afte;r the nam~s -of ~rticles it 
appears to mean "equal parts," the word ";Matet" also seems to 
signify the same thing, being the equivalent of ana·. 

The unit of weight - the dram -.is said by Ebers .to bear 
close relation to the modern Arabic dirham, which is equal to 
about 48 grains. The Ooptic word for ~ram also means double 
dram, and ~t is this double dram which is probably generally 
meant. This hypothesis, if correct, and it is generally 
accepted by Egyptologists, gives us tha long sought for origin 
of ~he dram symbol, as the 3 would then mean half a double dram. 

See Ebers Monograph on the Weights and Measures, etc. 

.The w~ights'ar~ generally given in quarternary suodivisions, 
of the dram, the fraction son~ sixteenth predominating. This 
quarternary division appears to have been superstitiously re
garded as beneficial. 

According to Lane, the highest authority on th~se matters, 
the double dram was divided into 64 parts, each of which was 
called a "Kamhak" or wheat grain," four of which made one 
"kirat." 

On th~ back of the ·"Papyrus Ebers" is given the fol~owing 
recipe for "Kyphi" a substance much esteeme.d for fumigations 
not only by the Egyptians, but by the Greeks and other foreign 
nations. 

"To prepare kyphi to make the odor of the house or of . 
the clothing, take dried myrrh( juniper berries, olibanum, kau (?) 
mastic twigs, b.uckhorn, nebut ? ) fro~ North.ern Syria, inekum (?) 
rose. Rub up, mix together a~d set on the fire. A preparation 
for women may be made from the foregoing by adding honey, boil
ing and rolling into little balls. They fumigate with this. 
One can make mouth pills f~om i~ in. order to make the odor of 
the mouth agreeable •" Identica..lly the same formula appears in 
the "Berlin Medical Papyrus" mentioned above. 

The materia medica oft he· "Papyrus Ebers" embraces sixty 
substances of vegetable origin besides those obtained from the 
·animal and mineral kingdoms. The followipg are the names of the 
drugs meptioned in the Berlin and the Ebers papyri so far as 
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Of animal origin: "Artet," milk 

they have been identifie~."muit" or "Tatil'' urine of men and 
of women, goats and cows, do . the cat' the lion, the 
women, "sa.u" excrement of the 11 gf, the ox· "mereth" fat from 

' · "as" ga o ' crocodile and of man, " 1 a much esteemed remedy, "amen" 
various animals; "aaki1 oi f 'fish snake and other animals; 
portions of the antra 11

6 0 f" bl~od from various animals; 
"atu" a kind of fi~~; d• s~~~el" the brains of various animals; 

. "sesefa.u" a. marsh 11 r ' it" or"papui t" the shell of the 
"cheper" ~. battle; pequ 
turtle "aft" honey. ' . 

Amon the vegetable substances used which have been 
idantifiea are those derived fr~~!~!a~;:k·a~:i~~~~~I!i, 
pistachia., terebinthus, cu:;n'sesamumg co~iandar, foenugreek, 
mastic, lotus, lily, jun1iP 'ceratoni~ siliqua crocus ricinus 
water melon, sycamore' a oe' ' 
and 

Palm wine, vinegar and beer were much esteemed as medicines. 
B er is believed to have bean first made by the Egyptians. They 
u:ed opium as a narcotic, and pills of ~~nnabis· indica war~ 
taken at. meal times to put the company 1n good humor. 

Among the comparatively new medicines derived from the 
mineral kingdom were the following; salt, sodium carbonate, 
ammonium chloride, and salts of lead, copper, iron and antimony • 

The forme of medication used were potions, decoctions, 
mixtures, pills pastilles, balls or boluses, ~owders, salves 
ca.tapla.sma., plasters and collyria. · 

several of the Formulas have no weight nor proportions, 
an ommission which may be observed in the recipe for "kyphi" 
gi van above. 

Much that is given in these records of ancient medicine 
is of interest to the physician. alone. Some portions evidence 
close observation and correct diagnosis, while in soma in
stances the most absurd ideas are gravely propounded. As an 
instance, on page 97, line 13 of the "Pa~yrus Ebers". the fol
lowing: "To know a child on the day i-t 1s born, if 1 t says 
'ni' then it will live; if it says 'ba' then it will di&~" 

The cosmetic art received much attention for in the · 
"Papyrus Ebers" .twenty four prescriptions are given for hair 
washes, ha-ir tonics, oils, depilatories and dyes. ·Then, as 
now the la.die s liked to be pretty, and the great progani tor of 
all the modern marvellous "hair restorers" is given in this 
work· and dates back to the time of the "The Lady Sash, Mother 
of His Majesty Teta, the Blessed, etc •" who was the' first or 
second king of the sixt~ dynasty. 

The New York Historical Society is fortunate in possess
ing the Edwin Smith Papyrus the oldest scientific ·book in 
America and the oldest nucleus of really scientific medical 
knowledge in the world. Among historical societies t~is is a 
unique distinction. It is gratifying to be able to add, also, 
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the far more weighty fact that the Edwin Smith Papyrus conta· 
ineomparably the most important body of medical knowledge wh~~~ 
has survived to us from ancient Egypt or for that matter 
from the ancient Orient anywhere. ' ' 

Edwin Smith, after whom the document is named and to 
whose daughter, Miss Leonora Smith, the New York Historical 
Society owes the gift of the papyrus, was the son of Mr, Sheldon 
Smith of Bridgeport, Connecticut, where he was born on April 27 
1822. His family later re~oved to Newark, New Jersey, and then~e 
to New York City, where he was educated at New York University 
By a curious coincidence Mr, Smith was born in the very year • 
when Champollion completed his decipherment of Egyptian 
hieroglyphic. His youth thus fell in the years immediately 
following this epoch-making achievement, This may have been 
the reason why he early became deeply interested in the study 
of Egyptology and, after studying the subject in both London 
and Paris when the science was only a quarter of a century old, 
he went to Egypt about 1858. He lived in Luxor, ancient 
Egyptian Thebes, from that time until 1876. Then, after the 
brief visit in this country, he went to Naples, Italy where 
he resided until his death, April 23, 1906. In the e~rl¥ part of 
1862, during his stay at Thebes, he purchased the document which 
is the subject of this article. I 

Among Mr. Smith's papers in handwriting, so very like that 
of a note presumably written in the early sixties, that it must 
have been made at about that date, was found a remarkable at
tempt at a complete translation of the document. 

The Edwin Smith Papyrus is a roll having as at present 
unrolled, at length of 184-1/2 inches (15 feet 4 1/2 inches, or 
4.68·meters.), and each page of writing being about 12 inches 
high and from 7 to 12 inches wide. 

No reproduction of this Papyrus has as yet been published 
except the reduced half tone which appears·in the'article by 
Prof, James Henry Breasted which was publisheu'in the Bulletin 
of the New York Historical· Society and a copy of which ·you will 
find on the table, we·must, therefore, accept the views of 
Professor Breasted and the following is quoted from this pre
liminary notice by him. It may be that he overrates the'scien
tific value of tne medical and surgical information contained 
for he is so frankly enthusiastic. · 

"The Edwin Srni th Papyrus falls into three different parts, 
drawn from three different sources. 

First, The seventeen columns of the front. 
Second. Tlie "Incantation of ~xpelling the Wind of I 

the Year of Pest" (three and one-half · 
columns of the back) 

Third, The "Incantation of Transforming an Old . 
Mari into a Youth of Twenty" (part of the 
last two columns of the back, XXI and 
XXII) 

"The second and third, mysteriously attractive as they 
may seem to be, are brief magical treatises. The second is 
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they have been ident ifie~ '"mui t" or "Tatil" urine of man and 
of women' goats and cows' do .the cat' the lion' the 
women, u sau" excrement of the 11 gf, the ox· "merath" fat from 

' f · "as" ga o • crocodile and o mankt" il a much esteemed remedy' "amen" 
various animals; "aa 0 'fish snake and other animals; 
portions of the ~~t~~i;~e~!f" bl~od from various animals; 
"atu" a ~ind of ~i • d, "utel" the brains of various animals; 

. "sasefau' a marsh 11 r 'ui t" or"papui t" the shell of the 
"chaper" g battle; paq 
turtle, "aft" honey. 

A the vegetable substances used which have bean 

~~:~!~~~!! :~~e~~~:~u~~ri~!n~::;na!~:~!;~:~i!~~~~!~k, 
mastic, lotus, lily, junlp 'ceratoni~ siliqua crocus ricinus 
water melon, sycamore, a oe, ' 
and 

p 1 ina vinegar and beer ware much esteemed as medicines. 
Bear i: ~a~iev~d to have been first made by the Egyptians. They 
used opium as a narcotic, and pills of ~~nnabis indica ware 
taken at. meal times to put the company 1n good humor. 

Among the comparatively new medicines derived from the 
mineral kingdom, were the following; salt, sodium carbonate, 
ammonium chloride, and salts of lead, copper, iron and antimony • 

The forms of medication used ware potions, decoctions, 
mixtures, pills pastilles, balls or boluses, powders, salves 
cataplasma, plasters and collyria. · 

several of the Formulas have no weight nor proportions, 
an ommission which may be observed in the recipe for "kyphi" 
gi van above. 

Much that is given in these records of ancient medicine 
is of interest to the physician alone. Some portions evidence 
close observation and correct diagnosis, while in some in
stances the most absurd ideas are gravely propounded. As an 
instance, on page 97, line 13 of the "Papyrus Ebers" . the fol
lowing: "To know a child on the day it is born, if 1 t says 
'ni' then it will live; if it says 'ba' then it will die~" 

The cosmetic art received much attention for in the 
"Papyr.us Ebers" .twenty four prescriptions are given for hair 
washes, hatr tonics, oils, depilatories and dyes. ·Then, as 
now the ladies liked to be pretty, and the great progenitor of 
all the modern marvellous "hair restorers" is given in this 
work· and dates back to the time of the "The Lady Sash, Mother 
of His Majesty Teta, the Blessed, etc." who was the· first or 
second king of the sixtn dynasty. 

The New York Historical Society is fortunate in possess
ing the Edwin Smith Papyrus the oldest scientific book in 
America and the oldest nucleus of really scientific medical 
knowledge in the world. Among historical societies tpis is a 
unique distinction. It is gratifying to be able to add, also, 
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the far more weighty fact .that the Edwin Smith Papyrus contains 
in~omparably the most important body of medical knowledge which 
has survived.to us from ancient Egypt, or for that matter 
from the anc1ent Orient anywhere. ' 

Edwin Smith, after whom the document is named and to 
whose daughter, Miss Leonora Smith, the New York Historical 
Society owes the gift of the papyrus, was the son of J,ir. Sheldon 
Smith of Bridgeport, Connecticut, where he was born on April 27 
1822. His family later re~oved to Newark, New Jersey, and then~e 
to New York City, where he was educated at New York University 
By a curious coincidence Mr. Smith was born in the very year • 
when Champollion completed his decipherment of Egyptian 
hieroglyphic. His youth thus fell in the years immediately 
following this epoch-making achievement. This may have been 
the reason why he early became deeply interested in the study 
of Egyptology and, after studying the subject in both London 
and Paris when the science was only a quarter of a century old, 
he went to Egypt about 1858. He lived in Luxor, ancient 
Egyptian Thebes, from that time until 1876. Then, after the 
brief visit in this country, he went to Naples Italy where 
he resided until his death, April 23, 1906. I~ the e~rl~ part of 
1862, during his stay at Thebes, he purchased the document which 
is the subject of this article. 

Among Mr. Smith's papers in handwriting, so very like that 
of a nota presumably written in the early sixties, that it must 
have bean made at about that date, was found a remarkable at
tempt at a complete translation of the document. 

The Edwin Smith Papyrus is a roll having as at present 
unrolled, at length of 184-1/2 inches {15 feat 4 1/2 inches, or 
4.68·meters.), and each page of writing being about 12 inches 
high and from 7 to 12 inches wide. 

No reproduction of this Papyrus has as yet been published 
except the reduced half tone which appears in the'articla by 
Prof. James Henry Breasted which was published' in the Bulletin 
of the New York Historical Society and a copt of which y6u will 
find on the table. we·must, therefore, accept the views of 
Professor Breasted and the following is quoted from this pre
liminary notice by him. It may be that he overrates the'scien
tific value of tne medical and surgical information contained 
for he is so frankly enthusiastic. · 

"The Edwin Smith Papyrus falls into three different parts, 
drawn from three different sources. 

First, The seventeen columns of the front. 
Second. Tlie "Incantation of ~xpelling the Wind of' 

the Year of Pest" (three and one-half 
columns of the back) 

Third. The "Incantation of Transforming an Old 
Mari into a Youth of Twenty" (part of the 
last two columns of the back, XXI and 
XXII) 

"The second and third, mysteriously attractive as they 
may seam to be, are brief magical treatises. The second is 
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. . cantations interesting as already 

made ~P solely of maglc ~~alent noti~n which has persisted 
containing the wid~ly P~hat malignant plagues are carried by 
even ·into our own ayft . pos~ibly by the same hand as the 
pestilential ~~n~sdiffer~~ces being caused by the difference 
front, the sl~oh f th fibers of the papyrus ·(horizontal 
in the direct1on ° e t' back) The last section was 
on the front, verti~al 0~cen~n a ha~d totally different from 
copied from somte ot. :sou as we have noted, by a later scribe 
the other two rea lSf.; , . · 
who ·could not resist its attractlons. 

"It is the sevente·en columns of th~ front which make the 
Edwin Smith Papyrus unique. They conta1n part of.an extr~-

i t book of surgery and external med1cine wh1ah 
ordinary anc en th h h ad and pro be an its discussions at the top of e uman e . -
oa~ded in orderly progression downward to the lowe:; members, 
resumably concluding with the feet. Though the d1visions 

~re not indicated by the ancien~ scribe! this treatise on 
the front falls into the fbllow1ng sect1ons, represented by 
forty-eight cases: 

1. 
11. 

Ill. 
IV. 
v. 

VI. 
VII. 

Head (Calvaria) (Cases 1-10) 
Nose (cases 11-17) 
Mandible, Ear and Lips (Cases 18-27) 
Throat and Neck (Cervical Vertebrae) (Cases 28-33) 
Collar Bone and Shoulders (Clavicle and Scapula) 
(Cases 34-38) 
Thorax and mammae (Cases 39-47) 
Spine (Case 48, incomplete) 

Each of the forty-eight cases is methodically arranged 
thus: 

a. Title, always beginni11..g: If Instructions for. • • • •" 
(name of ailmant) 
b, Examination, always beginning: "If you examine a 
man having ... ," (symptoms follow) 
c, Diagnosis, always beginning: "You should say con~ 
earning him: "'A sufferer with .... (name of the 
trouble follows) 
d, Verdict (Some such term-not drawn from the original) 
seems preferable to our modern "Prognosis". which does 
not exactly correspond. 

Verdict - always one of three: 

1. "An ailment I will treat." (favorable) 
2. "An ailment I will contend with" ( do'ubtful) 
3. "An ailment I will not treat) (unfavorable) 

e. Treatment 
f. Explanatory glosses (seventy in all), 

The first group (ten cases 1- 10) deals with wounds in 
the heaa., of which the first seven are knife or sword wounds, 
penetrating to the bone. They vary in character according 
as the skull itself escapes injury or suffers contusion, a 
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gash, a fracture, etc, In all these cases the surgeon is 
instructed in the examination: "You should probe t' d " 
If he f'nds 1 t ne woun • 1. ?n Y a con usio~ of the skull or no injury at all 
the verd1ct lS favorable; a gash in the skull,' doubtful; a ' 
fracture of the skull ( seve.ral kinds) unfavorable. · 

A second group of seven cases (11-17) deals with the nose 
and connected trouble; an uncertain affection in the"column 
(upper part) of_ the nose," the same i;n the "inaccessible region 
of the nose,", "fracture in the nose" a "wound in the nosei' ·· 
which penetrates to its interior, and so on. In treating the 
trouble in "the inaccessible region of the nose" the secretions 
are t~ be cleared away by p.sing "two sw~bs of linen" and there
upon two rolls of linen dipped in ointment" are placed in the 
nostrils. The affected region is defined in the gloss as."the 
middle of the nose as far as the back, penetrating to the region 
between the two eyebrows." - a description which might be an 
effort to define the frotal sinus region, Curiously enough 
the next case - "fracture in the nose" is given an unfavorable 
verdict, perhaps due to the unfavorable Egyptian climate and 
no treatment is suggested. ' 

The most valuable body of material in the work is the 
group of seventy explanations~ which we have called glosses--
definitions of terms contained in the discussion of the cases. 
T~eir charager has already been illustrated above. They are 
met.with at the very beginning of the preserved portion of our 
document and it is ~ith the deepest regret that one finds in 
multilated condition among the fragments preceding the first 
well preservedoolumn of text, a long gloss containing an 
account 9f the heart and its system of canals and vessels. 
This statement is in part a duplicate of a similar account in 
the Papyrus Ebers, but in the Edwin Smith roll it is longer. 
It ma~es continual use of the word "count" suggesting that the 
counting of the pulses of the heart is meant, but I have not 
yet been able to make this conjecture a certainty •. We have 
here the famous passage, likewise found in Ebers: "There ls 
in it (theheart) a canal leamng to every member of the body. 
ConQerning these, if the physician places the finger on the 
back of the head, on the hands, on the pulse, on the legs, he 
diaco~ers the heart, for the heart leads to every mem~er and it 
bea~s (literally 11 speaks") in the canals of every member." In 
our ·document this extraordinary account of the heart as the 
center ·of a system, throughout .which its pulsa.tions are felt, 
forms an explanation gloss appended .to a case of a wound in 
the head, apparently in the effort to account for disturbances 
carried throughout the body, though resulting fro~ the seemingly 
local trouble in the head. This effort to reach a scienti~ic 
explanation of the observed ,condi tiona illustrates the phy
sician's interest in the scientific aspects of his subject, 
which we find throughout this venerable document. 

VIa have here in 377 lines forty eight systematica.lly 
organized oases, chiefly surgical, discussing especiallY. the 
bony framework of the body from the braincase downward to. the 
thorax and the vertebrae below the cervi~al group. These dis
cussions form the torso of a great lost medical book on sur-
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1 dy so old in about 1600 B~c. 
gery and external medioinetar~:aand phrases bad long before 
that commentaries on ~any m!entary made up of seventy 
become necessary. ThlS cob en sev~ral centuries old when 
1 sees may already have e 
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~o~ied into the Edwin smith Papyrus. 
" ·b lk even this torso of the ancient 

Breasted says: In u other leading medical papyri: 
book considerably e~ce~~ theHearst has· 273 lines (and a few 
Ebers, Hearst, a)ndhi~r ~~;Berlin Papyrus has 280. ·Both 
small fragments w e h rter than the front of the 
are about a hundred lines 8 ~he stately Ebers Papyrus with 
Edwin Smith Papyrus a one. f . es and a total of 2289 
its 110 columns of text, 875 ~ecl~nly about 250 lines of 
lines, although muchb larmgep:;eda!ith the cases in the Edwin 
material which can e co ~ 
Smith Papyrus. 

In method and character the old Book on Surgery and Ex
ternal Medicine is· far superior to these ?ther three rolls 

h' h we have heretofore based our estlmate of ancient 
~n wt~~n medical knowledge. It is important to make this 
f~~ evident. ·All of the three papyri just mentioned, not 
excluding the great Papyrus Ebers, are merely haphazard 
collections of recipes mingled in·an indescribably confused 
h~d e odge• whereas our old Book on Surgery and External 
Med~olne i~ a·systematic organization and discussion of cases. 
While we have long known, especially from the Ebers Papyrus, 
that the Egyptian physicians made diagnoses, yet out of the 
875 recipes in Ebers only 47 are accompanied. by a diagnosis 
of the ailment to be cured; .and of·these only a group of 21 
unfortunately very limited cases of boils and the like, at 
the end of Papyrus Ebers, can be compared in care and system 
with those in the Edwin Smith Papyrus. The other two im
portant medical Papyri contain fewer diagnoses than Ebers. 
The Berlin roll has only two; and the Hearst Papyrus only one, 
a very meager diagnosis of rheumatoid trouble in fingers and 
toes. 

The same contrast is observable in the matter of syste
matic·classification of cases by ·a verdict following the 
diagnosis. No other medical papyrus contains this system, 
which we find so carefully employecr in the Edwin Smith roll, 
classifying all cases by appending one of three verdicts; 
favorable doubtful unfavorable. The third ·Verdict is not 
found in ~ny other document. The second verdict is known 
elsewhere only in Ebers, where it occurs twice, and the· 
first verdict, applying to easy cases requiring simple t~eat
ment, is found sixteen times in Ebers, twice in the Berl1n 
Papyrus, and once in Papyrus Hearst. 

As for th~ commentary, it is found in the other medical 
documents, of Egypt only in the Ebers Papyrus, which contains 
26 glosses not systematically following the cases to be ex
plained, but in two disconnect~d groups which the ancient 
scribe, having disarranged his papers, bas intruded into 
irrelevant discussions. 
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We have ' therefore' in the Edwin Smith Medical P 
as we stated at the beginning obviously th t tapy:us, 
and importa t i i ' e mos ex ens1 ve n surv v ng source for our modern knowled e of 
ancient EgJ~tian medical science. Among the earliestgk 
monuments in the -whole range of ancient invest· ti n?wn 
i t stands eas '1 fi t t 1ga ve sc1ence l. Y rs ,, o be compared only with the famous 
Rhind Mathemat.lcal Papyrus in the British Museum b k f 
nearly the same age. • a oo o 

"In~omplete thou~h it is, this torso of the ancient Book 
of Surgery and External Medicine preserved in the Edwin Smith 
roll offers enough to enable us for the first time to form a 
just es~imate of the character and value of Egyptian medical 
knowledge •. Each of these forty eight oases, ~s as we have 
seen, ident1fie~ by a list of objective conditions carefully 
obser:ved---cond1tions often due to wounds or accident. These 
latter cases, due to physical causes auite clear to the 
physician, obviously have no connect ion with the activit i s 
of malignant demons of disease. Thus these cases of orga~s 
and tissues injurdd by intelligible physical agencies form a 
realm quite uninvaded by magic powers---a realm in which the 
Egyptian physicial gathered the obse1~able facts of anatomy 
~hysiology, su~g~ry, and therapeutic, quite unbiased by his' 
1nherited trad1t1ons regarding the demoniacal causes of disease. 

"Ip. these forty eight cases of the Edwin Smith Papyrus only 
one men~1ons or makes any use of a magic charm and it is evi
dently not, an accident that this case which resorts to a charm 
is.also the only one which lacks any.verdict. The physician 
ev1dently excluded it from his list of cases to be treated by 
ot~er th~n magical means. We have here, then, a group of the 
earliest recorded observations in natural science made by man." 

The first indications that a study of mummies might 
yield some evidences of the antiquity of disease was the dis
covery by Dr. G. Elliot Smith of an ancient gall bladder with 
biliary calculi. Sir Marc Ruffer, who was killed'during the 
World W~r, then proceeded to a careful examination, histological
ly, ?f as .many mummies as c9uld be paded at his disposal. He 
stud1ed the skin from mummies 8000-12000 years old, from the 
XVII-XXth Dynasties and from Greek and Roman bodies· nerves 
from mummies of the XXIst, XVII-llXth Dynasties; blo~d vessels 
from the XXIst Dynasty; heart from the XXIst Dynasty; the liver 
of Greek and Roman times, kidneys of the XVII-Y~Xth Dynasties, 
lungs from the XXIst Dynasty; intestines, stomach, mammary 
glands, and testicles from predynastic times and from the XXIst 
dynasty. The tissues were'well preserved, the nuclei clear, 
since the material had nearly all been fixed by salt solutions 
used in the embalming processes. 

The results of these studies are summarized in the volmne 
on "Paleopathology by Moodie" which was published last year and 
a copy of which appears on the table. The physicians present 
will be particularly int~rested in the illustrations of 
pathological conditions observed in mummies and other ancient 
Egyptian remains. 
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. Turning to the purely pharmaceutical aspects of the 

subject we find that Baron Von Oefele has.pointed out that 
the word "Ph _ Ar - Maki" is the designat1on given to the ibis 
headed "Physician-God" who stand in the bow of the boat and 
guides it, The word "Pharmaki" is translated by Von Oefele 
as the "lookout" of the ship or guardian·. If as he suggest~ 
our word "Pharmacist" is derived from the name of this God. 
coming down to us no doubt through the Greek, we can see that 
the Pharmacist has inherited a very important task that of 
guardian for the ship of the soul or life, and in fact, the 
intelligent pharmacist does occupy a post of guardian in 
handling the potent medicaments which he must handle and 
from the evil effect of which he must guard his patrons. 

The figures of this :Ph-Ar-Maki as reproduced from a 
Theban grave of the fifteenth century before Christ is re
produced in Tschirch's Pharmacognosy, page 474 which 
appears among the books shown. 

I direct particular attention to the plate on page 
460 of Tschirsch,.showing Syrian plants as depicted on the 
temple walls in Karnak, and the plates on page 458 and 459 
illustrating the expedition sent by Queen Hat~chepsowett to 

·Punt, wh.ich resulted in the importation of a number of in
cense (Olibanum) trees. These plates are reproductions from 
bas-reliefs on the walls of the temple at Ber-el-barhie. On 
page 463 appears a list of the drugs named by Greek and 
Roman authors, as having been known to the Egyptians. 

Von Oefel has also pointed out that one of the "Love 
Songs" collected and translated by his old school mate, Prof •. 
V! • Max Mueller and shovm here is so replete with pharmaceutical 
allusions that it must have been written by a pharmacist. 

I wish to direc't your attention to the books and manu
scripts shown on the table, which illustrate various phases 
of the subjects touched upon 'in my paper, and I·wish to 
acknowledge my indebtedness for these to the various sources 
from which they have been collected. 

Baron Von Oefele, formerly of Bad Neunahr in Prussia, . 
who is recognized as perhaps the leading authority on the 
medical aspects of Egyptian archaeology has for the last ten 
year~ resided in New York City, where I had the pleasure of 
know1ng him personallY• Thru his generosity I am able to 
show several uniq~e manuscripts, etc. and also a series ~f 
reprints of articles which he has published on medicine ·and 
pharmacy in ancient Egypt during the past 30 years. 

I also show books from the following libraries: 

The Surgeon General's 
The John Crearer · 
The New York Historical Society 
The Classical Library of the University of Cincinnati 
The Library of tne C.incinnati General Hospital 
The New York Public Library 
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The Cinc.inna t i Public Library 
The Lib.rary of the Wm. S • Merrell Company 
The Lloyd Library. · 
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I should like also to direct attenti t · 
article on an~ient Egypt in America by Mr~~ S~h~yr:~Y v~~terasting 
Renss.elaer wh1ch appeared in a recent issue of the North A 1 Review, w~ich will also be found on the table. In this Mr~~r can 
Van Rensselaer points out the large and rich coll t· 
senting Egypti t . it ec lons repra-an ~r 1n s various phases which are now pos-
sessed by the var1ous museums and societies in the United st t 
and accentustes the value of such collections in educating t~ es 
art sense of our people. e 

It" would thus be seen that both in medicine and in art the 
United ~tates has much that is of value and interest relating 
~o Egyptian archaeology. 

CASWELL A. MAYO 

OCCULTUM JUDICIUM 

FEBRUARY 9 , 1924 GEO. H. Y~TTE}lliORN 

Tradition~ and history of the middle ages hold much of 
interest to one who delights at times to linger in the misty 
atmosphere of.retrospect, and allow the haze of intervening 
years to furn1sh mental pictures whose very indefiniteness may 
claim his thought. In such matters one need not be seriously 
disturbed by the consideration of the fact that his view either 
of details or of conclusion, may differ from that of another 
for, except where history has definitely determined the fact' 
one. may usually find justification for and ·satisfaction in hls 
own deductions. In this respect, as will appear later in this 
paper, th~ novelist has or assumes, on occasion, an unusuru 
liberty. · · 

I would invite you tonight to hark back to the period 
of the Crusa.d~s and to the period following the return· of their 
mighty hosts, and to consider an institution whose origin is 
uncertain but whose pr~ctices were made awesome and fearful by 
the secrecy which surrounded them. 

That the subject refers to juris-prudence need not be 
regarded as controverting what has been.said. It is quite 
possible that the passage of centuries may make us assume that 
there was often a sterner justice in the rude methods of such 
times than that which today must fight its way through a maze 
of technicalities and doubtful statutes. 

Not that there was an abse~ce ·of written law in the days 
of which we write. But the courts, as.such, seem to have bean 
charged with a.larger responsibility in the endeavor to b~ing 
about·· on their own initiative, the punishment of ~vil-doers. 
A cou;t of this kind was one which held sway in the middle ages 

.. ., 
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s as occultum Judicium, Holy Vehme, 
under such various nam~ ht ) . secret Tribunals' ( Frei . 
or Fern' ( Heimliche Gar c ~b~tene Ga·richte)' Forbidden 
Gerichte) Free Courts, (Ve'nitiated ware forbidden to 
courts (because those not 1 It sprang into existence soon 
attend) and similar titlasc des which at times may have 
after the idealism of the ~~s:ith'cbivalry, had vanished, 
been considered as synontyhmo vages of Rob bar Knights • . 1. 

and had given place to e ra 
. th twelfth century there came 

out of the Crusade~ o;f w~ich united religious fervor 
three orders of men, each suit of its chosen purpose. 
and military zeal i~ trl p~r the Templars and the Teutonic 
These were the Hosp1ta ~rs, t length to the struggles of 
Knights. Without refe;rlng ~ or to the persecution of 
the first order with tne ~u~ .s 'nd his brutal torture and 
the second.by Philip ~h~a a~~damany of his Knightly companions, 
murder of Jacque~ de ' 0 Y the third order with the 
it may be suffic1e~~ to ~0~~~~ continued their activities 
subject in handd, .. eseconntle~ts with the heathens who had 
after the Crusa as 1n •=> . •• 

settled on the south shore of the Baltlc. 

To all of these orders must be give~ d~e c:edit for 
their efforts to protect the thou~an~s of p:lgr1mS w~o 1 could 
find the solace of religion only 1n JOU~neys to the 0 Yf 
L d But t.he Church did not fail to dlscover a means o 
g:rn'and pr~fit in the credulity of the pilgrims. ~o~~ of 
ain easily acquired, became infectious. Nobles o e 
~rus~des, returning to their native land, hau~hty w~ih 
pride and power, readily forgot honesty. ~he1: ca~ es 
became stronghold.s from whieh they and the1r h1rel1ng~ 
sallied forth on expeditions which caused them to be nown 
as·Robber Barons. 

The attitude of these Nobles toward judicial a~thority, 
their contempt of regularly constituted courts; tha1r utter 
disregard of the rights of others, freemen or vassals, were 
largely responsible for the origin of the Holy Vehme. Evil 
conditions demanded strong restraint. When lawlessness 
became so general that the courts of the realm were unable to 
suppress it and people suffered intensely thereby, this 
court came into existence, and gained such power that even 
its name brought terror to the wrongdoer. 

There is no certainty as to the time or manner of the 
inception of this court, though it is known to have originated 
in what was then Westphalia, a territory much larger than 
that which was so designated in later times, extending from 
the Rhine to the Weser River and from Friesland t~ the . 
mountains of Hesse. A large part of this dominion was occup1ed 
by the early Saxons in a primitive sort of independence. 
Among them was a pagan court, composed of a presiding officer 
or graff, a summoner or frohner, and fourteen assessors, 
Freischoppen or echevins, who rendered all judgments of the 
court. The sessions were held in the open field an~ in the 
light of day, 

OCCtJ1TtJlf Jtr.biCitJM 

The Vehme seems to have patterned largely after th. 
pagan cou~ts in organization, there being a Tribunal Lo;~e a 
clerk, messengers and seven as~essors, also known by the ' 
French term, echevins, the German Schoppen or th L ti 
scabin1. ' 8 a n 
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While various dates have been given for 'the ori~in of th' 
co.urt, such as the time of Charlemagne, that of Empe~or Fred-1s 
erick II, and the latter half of the 11th century it is more 
likely that it dates from the early part of the thirteenth 
century, follo~ing the ~xcesses of the Nobles who theretofore 
had been held 1n restra1nt by t4e imperial power. There is 
documentary evidence of its exercising authority as early as 
the yea.r 1267. ' 

. The derivation of the name is quite obscure, though it 
1s probably from the Latin ."fama," which ledto the German 
"fem" O!' "femi," with an equivalent initial "v " and which 
we may interpret in English by the word "fame,,; Common fame 
or common report was the prevalent method of accusation in 
the civil law,. also in England in the time of the early Anglo
Saxons. Its use by the Secr~t Tribunal was a variance from 
th~ oldGerma.n law of "No accuser, no judge," This variance 
in proc~dure was necessary, for the lawless methods indulged 
in by the powerful offenders naturally created timidity in 
those who were in position to accuse or testify hence a 
justification of a system which might otherwise 'have led to a 
serious abuse of power. 

It may be of interest to hear the form of' obligatio:p ad
ministered to an asae~sor, after he had satisfactorily answered 
certain questions touching his qua~ifications. Imagine the 
solemnity of the occasion when the candidate appeared bare
headed before ~he court, knelt at an altar on which were a 
naked sword and halter, grasped the point of the sword between 
his th~mb and forefinger, and repeated the words of the Court as 
follows: 

' . 
"I promise, on the holy mar~iage, that I will, from 

henceforth, aid, keep and conceal the holy Fehms, from 
wif~ and child, from father and mqther, frqm sister and 
brother, from fire and wind, from all that the sun shines 
on and the ,raincovers, from all that is between sky and 
ground, especially from the man who knows the law, and 
will bring before this free tribunal, under which I sit, 
all that belongs to the secret jurisqiction of the 
Emperor, whether I know it to be true myself, or have 
heard it from trustworthy people,. whatever requi.res 
correction or punishment, whatever is Fehm free ( i.e. 
·a crime committed in .the County) , that it may be judged, 
or, with the consent of the accuser, be put off in grace; 
and will not cease so to do, for love or fQr fear, for gold 
or for silver, or for pr.ecious stones; and will strengthen 
this tribunal and jurisdiction with all my five senses 
and power; and the. t I do ~ot ·take on me this of~' ice for 
any cause other than for the sake of right and JUStice; 
moreover that I will ever fur'ther and honor this free 

' 
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th any other free tribunal; and what I 
tthribunalommi~!ewil~ni steadfastly and firmly keep, so help 
. us pr 1 " 
me God and his Holy .Gospe • 

trl'bunal and the mode of recognition were 
The secrets of the 
then communicated• 

Disclosure of these secrets met with extreme punishment. 
The violator was to be suddenly seized b~ the assessors, his 
8 

as bound he was cast down to earth, h1s tongue torn out 
t~rough th; back of his neck, and he was to be hanged seven 
times higher than any criminal. 

Only freemen could be initiated. Of these i·t is said 
that in the 14th and 15th centuries there were more than . 
100,000, and of all this number, there is no record of a dla-
closure of the secrets of the order. 

. 
When not in attendance upon the court the assessors were 

called upon to discover and suwnonthose accused or suspected 
of wrong-doing and to denounce them to the court •' If three 
of them discovered a criminal in the act of committing a· major 
crime they could determine and execute the sentence at once, 
which 'was usually hanging the criminal on the next tree. An 
intruder upon a session of the court was similarly dealth 
with for his temerity. 

There was a sort of Court of Appeals, known as the Grand 
Chapter, made up of the pre~iding offic~rs of the district 
courts and over which the Emperor or h1B deputy, in later 
times the Archbishop of Cologne, presided, and to which all 
its members were accountable. 

There were two branches of the Vehmic Court, the open 
court ·or folkmoot, and the secret tribunal or occultum 
judicium. The first had jurisdiction over civil matters, and 
was also a sort .of grand jury, before which any person of the 
district, freeman'or vassal, was obliged to disclose any crime 
of which he had knowledge. The secret tribunal assumed 
jurisdiction over criminal matters. Not only was the punish
ment for murder, robbery, assault within its authority, but 
such matters as violations of the ten commandments, contumely, 
witchcraft and magic were within its .cognizance. 

. An initiate had a great advantage over one who was not 
a member of the order. As to the latter, if there were no 
accuser and no physical evidence of the commis~on .by him 
of a crime, but if he were. "strongly and vehemently suspected," 
or i~ opinion and prestunption were the only means· of proof, 
the inquisitional process wa.s invoked. The echevins de
nounced the "leumund" or manifest evil fame or repute to the 
Secret tribunal. If they, with the tribunal lord gave 
credence to the accusation, (similar to the presentment in 
English courts of early days), whether from their own knowledge 
or the testimony of the echevins, the wrongdoer was declared 
to be outlawed or "verfaehmt •" ·rhis meant forfeiture of' life, 
a sentence which any member of the court was permi-tted, nay 
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required, to execute immediat 1 
But the initiate was in onlyeo~eo~ aiprehending the guilty one. 
with, and that was when he discloae~st~nce, similarly dealth 
In al~ other instances he was given theeb::~~~~s ~ft~he order. 
sumpt1on that he was a true man and 0

. e ~re-
could be successfully countered \y th! ~~~~ge f agalns~ hlm 
atssefssorf,' or by his appearing before the Cou~t a~l:~i~gvi~i~r 

wo ore 1ngers on the naked sword d · ' 
that "he was innocent of the th. ' and tswearuig by the saints 

t h d ·· . lngs an he deed which the 
cour a ment1oned to him and with wh · h th 
him, so help him God and ail the saints 1,7 e ~ccuser aharged 
with the court, he departed without int• Leavlng a small coin 
were._ presented to the court in addi tio~rrtuoptthion, unless there 
of the ac th t ' e sworn charo-e cuser, e oa hs of six other initiate~ Th o d 
was permitt~d to rebut this with the oaths of t~irtee~ ~~cuse 
twenty of h1s compeers. In case he produced the twenty h 
acquitted. If. he produced bvt thirteen the accuser couid e was 
successfully mai~tain his charge by producing twenty compeet~ 
t? corroborate h1m. Bay~nd twenty the court did not permit 
:~ther party to go, and 1t will,be noticed that the accused was 
,.,1ven the first opportunity to produce that number. 

The simple oath of the accused, as before mentioned was 
later on not permitted to remove the charge, for, as the'order 
grew in num?ers, the unimpeachable quality of its members was 
not so read1iy assured as in the beginn~ng, and evidence was 
produced before the court whether the accused were an initiate 
or one of the "ignorant." 

. The presiding officer called upon one of the assessorsto 
adJUdge the guilt or innocence of the accused. The one so 
appointed could consult the .other assessors. The judgment was 
made known to the court, or presiding officer, who then pro
nounced the sentence. Except that the halter was used in· 
capit~l .cases, the .nature of the penalty of a ~onv~cted wrong
doer lB not known. But even the sentence in a.capital case 
was attended with unusual ceremony. The halter which had ' 
served as a warning when .the candidate for initiation knelt at 
the altar, was not absent from its place before the cburt. If 
the court had condemned the prisoner to death "the court 
fl~ng the hal tar over his head ou,t of the enciosure 'of the 
tr1bunal, the schoppen spat upon it, and the ·name of. the con
demned was entered in the blood book." This is the book here
tofore referred. to as the Lib'er Sanguinis. If the prisoner was 
present, the sentence was executed without delay by the young
est assessor who happened to be in attendance on the court• 
The next tre·e was the gallows. Again a distinction was made 
bet\vean an initiate and one of the "ignorant," for the former 
was hung seven feet higher than any other as a smyb9l that a 
convicted initiate was deemed tbe great criminal. Assessors 
were immedia~ely charged with the duty of searching for an 
apprehenQ.ing a convicted pars on who was not present in Court, 
and they lost no time or sympathy in carrying out the sentence. 

Again it may be of interest to quote the form of sentence 
pronounced in case the accused def~ulted in appearance and was 
outlawed. The sentence provided that "he should be excluded 
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from the public peace, from all liberties and rights, ·and ~he 
highest un-peace, un-grace and halter_ he ~ppointed for him, 
that he should be cut off from all cornmun1cation with any· 
Christian people, and be cursed so that he might wither in 
hi b d and neither become any more verdant, nor increase 
insan~ ~~nner· that his wife should be held to be a widow, 
and his child;en orphans; that he should be without honor 
and without right and given up to any one; that his neck 
should be left to'the ravens, his body to all beast~, to the 
birds of t-he air and the fishes in the water; but hlS ~oul. " 
should be commended to God, if he should deign to rece1ve 1t. 

In addition to the inquisitorial and accusatorial pro
cesses heretofore mentioned, these was that wherein the 
prisoner was taken in flagrante delicto. In ~he last named 
procedure there were several niceties which might do credit 
to keen lawyers of the present day. For example, a man was 
said to be taken in the act if he were seized at the instant 
of the commission of the crime or as he was running away from 
it. But if, after being seized, he managed to escape from 
his captors and were subsequently recaptured, he could not 
than be said to have been taken in the act, and was entitled 
to a formal trial. It was also essential that three initiates 
be present together • to justify the seizure, ~rial and axe cut ion 
of a prisoner so taken. Thus they became accusers, witnesses, 
judges and executioners. Under the conditions just set forth, 
it may raadly be supposed that there were faw'occasions for 
the exercise of this procedure, 

It might be inferred that the Vehmic Courts gave little 
heed to the rights of individuals, but it may confidently be 
said that the inquisitorial process, the one most liable to 
abuse, was never brought into use unless the charge indicated 
a very serious crime, and when the "voice of fame" was loud 
and constant, or, to use a former expression, "vehement." 
In .other instances the prisoner was given a full hearing. In
asmuch as the real lawlessness of the time was due to the 
powerful and influential Robber Barons, who used every op
portunity to evade .justice, or escape the consequences of their 
wrong doing, perhaps the use of the inquisitorial process in 
such cases was entirely proper. The fear which such a court 
and ita secret processes instilled, and the realization that 
personal influence was of no avail, perhaps did more to 
prevent crime than actual trial and condemnation. 

[lhe minor offender was given every means to defend him
self that prevails today. The accuser had to pay for the 
srumnons, which must-be written on good, new parchment without 
any erasures, to which the Court and at least six of the 
assessors must affix their seals. The summons must contain 
the names of the Court, the accuser and the accused must state 
the. charge and name the place where the court would'sit. The 
manner of serving the summons and the times for answering the 
same may be passed by with the remark that there wa• even 
greater formality as to the first and more leniency as to the 
second than is accorded today, 
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Let us consider for a moment th 

a~signad for the several details T~ court and the t:easo ns 
lord presided. on a table be • e Court of tribunal 
a withy halter, the law indic!~r~~him lay a naked sword and 
the cross on which Christ suffer d that the former represented 
the Court; the halter servin t e ! as we~l as the rigor of 
of evil-doer·s, whereby the w~at~ ~~ v~ ~O~lce of the _punishment 
clerks, the assessors and the i . 0 1s appeased. The 
to the right and left of the Co~~~iat:s ~ho were present ·stood 
to indicate, as the law stated th • t t~a and hands were. bare 
open and fair, that no one sho~ ~ e P~ocedu~e would b.e 
as one author expresses. it. Th!dcl~~~:r ~7g~t w1th unright," 
shoulders, signified that love 0 .w 1c covered the 
nor harness might be worn lest t~!;r~~e~~:t~ce. ~o weapons 
pr.isoner was now under the peace of the Empe e~r'. or the 
t~ere was ~o be no anger or intem e r or, and lastly, 
righteous judgment might ensue a~ ~~~~ke;~re from them un
wickadnass •" ' · sa causes, much 

t' t~other distinc~ion that prevailed by the law was that 
ne a orney of a pr1nce of the Empire carried into the court 

~hgre~r cross in his r~ght hand and a go~d penny in the left 
e a or~ey of an ord1nary prince carried a silver ann ' 

And th~ l~w gave due and sufficient reason for such ~orm~iit 
~~-wit. By the cross they intimate that the prince whom y, 

.ey rep!esent will, in case he should be found guilt amend 
h1s conduct according to the direction of the faith which 
Jesus Christ.preached, and be constant·and true to the hol 
Christian fa1 th, and obedient to the holy Empire ~nd ·· justi~e ," 

f Verily, in such ~ntimation the attorney was answerable 
or much mora than one of this generation would care to 

assume. 

. Thera are so~e.intaresting sidelights on so-called VehmiD 
courts as they ex1stad in territory outside of Westphalia . 

h
Tha author of a document of 1608, writes of an experience' whic~ 
e observed in his youth, as follows: ' 

"When the Fehm law was to be put 'in operation all 
the inhabitants of the district who were above tha'age of 
twelve years were obliged~ appear, without fail, on a 
heath or some large, open place, and sit down on the ground, 
Soma ~ablae ware then ~et in the middle of the assembly, 
at w~1ch the prince, h1s councillors and bailiffs took 
their seats. The Secret Judges then reporte~ the delinquents 
and t,he offences and they went round with a white wand and 
smot_e the offenders on the lags, 1!/hoever then had a bad 
co.nscienca, and knew himself to be guilty of a capital 
offence,, was permitted to stand up and quit the country 
within a day and a nig~t. He might even wait till he got 
the second blow. But if he was struck the third time, the 
executi.oner was at hand, a pastor gave him the sac_rament, 
and away with him to the ;nearest tree. 

"But if the person was struck but once or twice, that 
was a p~ternal warning to him to amend his life thencefor-
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ward. Hence it was called Jus Veniae, because there was 
grace in it, which has be·en corrupted and ma.de Vimrioht •" 
(From Spitler's History of Hanover). 

A th r practice was to· give one, knovm to have committed 
an off~~ce: a private, friendly warning.by setting,, during the 
night, a mark on his door, or by arra~g1ng, at.a ·drlnking.party, 
to have the wine sent past him. If tnese warn1ngs were Wl thou~ , ,, 
effect, a session of the court was called to pass on the culpr1 t ,) 

acts. 
In other instances the offender was compelled to establish 

his innocence of repeated wrongs by the ordeal. ~his· cons~sted 
in his washing his hand in water ~no. the~ taking 1n ~ t a p1ece 
of. glowing hot iron which he carr1ed a d1stance of n1na feet. 
This was a feature of a Mun.~cipal Court at Brunswick! and not, 
in truth a Vehmic Court. lrial· by ordeal was pract1ced in 
England in cases of outlawry. The Vehffiic Courts, about the 
middle of the 15th century, began to abuse their authority; 
·powerful persons sought admission into the Secret order; the 
judges became corrupt and their authority was so used as to 
become a positive evil. It was not unnatural that an organiza
tion which exercised such unusual power and authority, and 
which stood. in such fear in the minds of the people , should 
exceed its power and its rlghtful jurisdiction, and become 
accustomed to abuses which, in time, became·unbearable. The 
so-called Robber Knights, having been, in a measure, repressed 
in their vandalism and excesses, and the rulers of the people 
having become, in their own domains, more powerful and respected, 
the regular constituted courts again exercised authority and · 
gradually superceded the Secret Tribunals. The latter, in 
the 16th century, by order of Emperor Maximilian, were grad
ually confined in their jurisdiction to Westphalia. Even in 
this territory their authority diminished and, toward the last, 
was merely that of the ordinary Polic Court. Jerome Bonaparte, 

.King of Westphalia, finally ended thelr existence by a decree 
in the year 1811. It seems a remarkable diminution of authority 
from the time when, in 1429, the Emperor Sigismund krielt at 
the mysterious altar, assumed the obligation, and was pro
claimed "a true and· proper Freischoeffe at the Holy Roman 
Empire •" 

The Secret Tribunals and their proceedings did not fail 
to .provide a wonderful field for the cultivation of the 
imagination~ Sir Walter Scott, in his ·exciting novel, Anne 
of Geierste1n, pu:ts one of his characters through an experience 
as harrowing and as nerve-racking as can be conceived. You 
may remember how the Earl of Oxford and his son Arthur tra
velling as merchants under the assumed name of P.hilips~n, 
from Italy to the Court of Duke Charles of Burgundy were 
lost in the mountains of Switzerland and after the'son'a 
marvellous effort at crawling along the precipitous· side of 
the peak, were received at the castle of Geierstein all of 
which is so graphically described. But their experiences 
on the rock of the vultures were no more exciting than that 
which sube~quently befell the elder Philipson at a village 
inn when n1ght overtook him on his way to Strasburg. He had 
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scarcely stretched his wear b d 
warning of any kind, he dis~ov~r~do~~ish~ed when, without 
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descending through a trap in ·th lS bed was slowing 
the dark and gloomy subterranea~ !!~~~· ~~ so~n as he reached 
in the distance, and was securel b ' Wl h l1ghts flickering 
the dread presence of the judgesyofo~d, 8he knew that he was in 
charged with having spoken of the t ibe ~cret Tribunal. He was 
and contempt, with seeki to ha r una in terms of hatred 
the assembly of the cour~in hisv~o;~~les ~f.Burgun~y prohibit 
ished as. assassins. Philipson's def lns an 1ts off1cers pun
as he· had made had been 

8 
k . ense was that such comment 

did n~t exist, anu theref~~ee~oi~f~!~!!'hw~e~e the Holy Vehme 
As a matter of fact the fi t t· a een committed. 

4 

of this kind in act~al p'rac~~se q~:~ ~~~~s p~esented to a court 
of the off~nsa charged?" Its authority wa~e l~~~~t juri~~diction 
phalia. Philipson was acquitted but not withoute~ ;~ ttest-d 
solemn warning never to disclo 't .. ern an 
thing that had transpired duri~: t~ea~;ur~:r~~ntwhoms~ever any-
the mos~ severe penalty for violation of the Cou~~~!r~~~~r~nder 
T~eGo~ieftagent of the court throughout the narrative Albert 
o e era ein, seems to have had a super-satanic capa~ it for 
appearing at any unexpected moment or place to forward tKe 
purpo~e of t~a Secret Tribunal. He was constantly worki · 
overt1me. H1s efforts might be an inspiration to bailif~ f 
the present day. o 

Scott is not· the only writer who has had the Vehmic courts 
meet at the lonely midnight hour in caverns under a castle or 
in soma secret vault, reached by.mysterious windings and passages 
where the silence was heavy with the thrill of anxiety and ' 
where unknown horros were committed in the name of justice 
Whether Scott's love of the romantic, or inaccuracy in his• 
knowledge of the history of these courts, may be responsible 
for the manner of his telling, there is no doubt as to the keen 
and absorbing interest which he creates in the reader. It has 
been said that he believed these incidents to be as he described 
them. On the other hand, in the introduction to Anne of 
Geierste~n, he confesses "on this occasion more violatio~s of 
acc~racy in historical details than can perhaps be alleged 
aga1nst. others of my novels." · 

But evan the misty atmosphere of the past seems to give 
no warrant for placing the activities of these courts in such 
a g~uesome setting, except perhaps, insofar as romance justifies 
a l1berty Qr a license without which many· novels would prove 
rather soporific reading. The Secret Tribunals of the middle 
ages, were held in open places and in the full light of day. 
They ex~rcised an influence for good, almost beyond belief 
from the time of their inception until about the fifteenth' 
century. They, no doubt, fully deserved the comment "No court 
of justice exceeded, or equalled them in the equity of their 
proceedings." · 

GEO. H. KATTENHORN 
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In Memoriam 

~mRRICK WHITCOMB 
1859 - 1923 

It is customary for us to preserve in a memorial our 
appreciation and affection for the members of the Literary 
Club who are taken from its rolls by death. Such memorials 
are not so much a record of ach~evement in ~he world at 
large as a display of those int1mate ~ualit1es which bind 
together the succeeding body of assoc1atas ~ho meet on each 
Saturday night to listen to one who ~omes w1th a paper. and 
to follow with a short period of gen1al talk. 

Of diverse activities and thought, the' Club must always 
contain a nucleus of scholars, those who love books and draw 
from them their chief happiness of life. Such a man was 
Merrick Whitcomb. He lived with the wri ttan word; deeply 
read in history his taste was so catholic that it included 
the most variou~ fields of knowledge. When it came his turn 
to read us a paper, he brought to its composition a mind 
stored with curious information and enriched his fancy with 
a style notable for its flexibility and delicate discrimina-
tion. 

One often finds that those who deal continuously with 
the affairs of men are compelled to draw vary thin the 
thread of their conversation, but bookish men, when they 
more occasionally frequent the company of men and open 
up their storehouse of hospitality, pour out their wit and 
humour in full measure. And on those Saturday evenings when 
Whitcomb laid aside the reserve of his habits he became a 
charming companion and a brilliant and witty conversation
alist, touching with keen criticism the follies of life, 
yet tempering his caustic wit with the essential kindliness 
of humanity. 

In his earlier days he traveled and studied in many 
places. He passed through a period of·rather unusual 
activities before he settled down to the academic life. 
But, as he grew older, he retired more and mora into his 
ivory tower and cantered his life in the books he loved. 
His visits to the Club became less freauent and at· the 
same time his health began to fail. Compelled to leave 
Cincinnati, he sought to regain his strength in Florida 
and other places, but, growing steadily worse he went back 
to the summer home he had built and loved in Shawnee-on
Delaware and there died on the twelfth of October, 1923. 

. 'All of us who knew him in the Club must have recog
nlzed the force of his mind and those who had touched him 
more closely must ever lament the passing of an exceptional 
character, 

(Louis T. More, Chairman 
( 

Committee (Chas. J. Livingood 
( 
(B. B. Breese 
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1. A Pacific Farewell 

CHARLES B. WILBY 

Nevin M. Fenneman 

Walter A. Draper 

Alfred M. Cressler 

- Charles B. Wilby 

Sydney, the capital of New South Wales the mother state 
in Australia, is. a city of about one millie~ people a few 
thousand more than its rival, Eelbourne, the capital of Victoria 
Together, these two cities embrace one third of the population • 
of the Commonwealth of Australia. The chief pride of Sydney is 
its spaceous and beautiful harbor. Sydneyans are divided into 
two classes, those who believe that only one harbor ever hap
pened and they have it, and those who concede that Hie de Janeiro 
is a rival! albeit unsuccessful and discredited. :'.'hen you meet 
a new man 1n Sydney you will first be asked: "Is this your first 
~rip to Australia?" Then you get ready for the second question: 

How do you like our harbor?" If you are a wise man you won't 
be over particular about the truth. The question is not asked 
for the sake of information, but to give you the chance to use 
some new superlative, if indeed there are any left. Puck once 
published a picture of a man ascending the gang plank to leave 
Sydney. He was. done up in court plaster, slings, crutches, 
town clothes, and a smashedhat. He wore a scarf on which was 
printed: "I told them I did not like their harbor." 

It is really a picturesque bay. You enter by a narrow 
opening between two awesome 11 heads" - vertical, rock cliffs 200 
feet high - behind which the sheet of deep quiet water spreads 
and branches. The larger arms divide and subdivide into snru lar 
arms, Someone has figured up 200 miles of shore line within a 
radius of 20 miles from the heads. Its geologic history is 
written on its face, -a stream valley.of steep sides and branch
ing tributaries, all drowned by a 200 foot sinking of the land. 

A few miles to the south. is Botany Bay of similar origin; 
well known in science by its rank and varied flora; and known 
in history because it gave its name to an early penal colony. 
But Sydney Harbor was the real center of convict life andean
viet exploitation •. Here some of the buildings of those melancholy 
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. beautiful bontanic gardens rise from 
days st1ll stand. The site of a convict farm. The bones of 
the water's ed~ehon th: crumbling but their blood still cries 
those po·or wra c as a~ dis race' attaches to Australia by 
from the ground. If ~er It is not so much because of those 
reason of 

1 
thi~1~1 ~0~~~~ted 'as because of the deplorable cruelty 

w~~ ~~j~st~~: with which even official England coul~ ~reat 
~uman beings whether guilty of murder and c~unterfe1t1ng or 
merely of poaching or supporting a lost pol1tical cause. 

Where once the prison ship cast anchor are now the docks 
of one of the great sea ports of the world. It ~s impossible 
to pass without sentiment the flags of all marit1m~ nations and 
the variously painted funnels of the great steamshlP lines~ 
One's first impression is that Australians go and c~me eas1ly, 
but familiarity reminds us that to reach Europe or America 
requires money and time which only t~e few can af~ord. A . 
sense of remoteness and isolation cl1ngs to the f1rst generat1on 
of European immigrants. It rises to consciousness as one 
watches the comi~g and going of the great ships from the other 

4 Side of the world. 

Most of us know the scenes that attend the departure of 
an ocean liner - a mixture of waiting and hurry, of. gladness 
and pathos,. of shouting and laughing and tears, and grimness 
and silence. The longer the voyage in prospect, the more 
intense the feelings of joy and pain. I am thinking no~ of the 
lands in the south Pacific, the most remote homes of wh1te 
people, British of course, for what other man is there who so 
loves his home and is yet willing to live so far away? The 
Australian speaks with a carefree dash and buoyancy, but when 
he speaks of going "home" you know he means England .(or it may 
be Scotland) and you get a glimpse of that strong tie that 
stretches like a cable under the ocean to the opposite side 
of the earth. It is six long weeks away thru the heat of the 
Red Sea and Indian Ocean; or it may be shortened to five by 
crossing Canada. By either route the rom1d trip takes a 
large fraction of a year in time and it may be a whole year's 
earnings, Many suffer so much from sea sickness in "coming out" 
that. they decide to die in their adopted land, foregoing fur-ther 
sight of the one place that is still fondly thought of' as "home ,n 

Such thoughts as these causa a passenger on a Pacific 
steamer to take a deep interest in the scenes and ceremonies 
that accompany departure. Seriousness might be expected to 
reach the stage of gloom. But the children of the south seas 
have their own way of meeting gloom. A stranger reaching the 
dock at Sydney from which a steamer is about to sail, would 
wonder at the number of men selling paper ribbons. These are 
of all bright colors, about half an inch wide and rolled into 
bolts about 3 inches in diameter. A thousand of .such may be 
sold at a single sailing, not generally to the passengers but 
to friends who remain on the dock. As the time of departure 
approaches and the near side decks are crowded, a friend on the 
dock begins to unroll a spool of paper ribbon, holds fast to the 
loose end and hurls the bolt to a friend on deck, or the bolt 
may be thrown up entire and then thrown back,.the friend on deck 
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holding the loose end. In either case t 
the vessel mpves away, One by one the he spool is unrolled as 
There is great competition to hold th iho~sand bands are broken. 
cables which bind the depart"ing ship ~ ~~ of these slender 
may be a hu~dred or a thousand at th ot ~ home land. Th~re 
catching and playing for position fi~lst~r i ihrowing and 
glee which increases as the reat e ~s half hour with 
It is a beautiful sight. g vessel beglns slowly to move. 

To the solitary man who holds no strands t h · 
of time to think. How greatly the gloom is d er~ ls plenty 
tension of the last half hour relieved' It ~a bucett antd the d h • 1 s e er o make 
merry, an go orne later to weep, as many will do who felt th 
last contact of familiar hands when the delicate pull on the e 
paper chain ceased. How unequal the contest! The uiet slow 
resistle~s movement of 20,000 tons thru the water q d th 
mock res1stanc~ of a half' i~ch band of paper'! so' s~nder 9 

is 
our ~old .on fr1ends and fam1ly when the hour for. the last 
sail1ng comes ~nd the ship begins slowly to move into t' t 
ocean of the Unknown, · ne grea 

. Without ev~n ~ sound the paper. parts. To the superficial 
m1nd the last ~1e 1s.b:oken, but the discenning man knows that 
the real ~ond lS inVlSlbla, that moving ships cannot tear it 
and that l t passes through water and the earth and ar·ound th~ 
world, 

. ~he use of these paper strands extends through the South 
Pac1f1c and as far north as Hawaii. There it meets the gayer 
custom of hanging wreaths on arriving and departing friends. 
On first descending the gang plank at Honolulu a gorgeous 
Y~llow w:eath of 11 golden shower" was slipped over my head by a 
l1 ttle g1rl whom I afterward learned to be the daughter of a 
friend in Honolulu, On leaving I was decorated by three friends 
~ach of whom hung on me a wreath of different coior. The deck ' 
1s a gay scene when passengers parade in their wreaths. .Extras 
can generally be given to those who have been missed. t1ost 
?f the wreaths are soon tossed into the sea with a half-defined 
ldea of ma~ing a symbolic ~ffering to the god of the waves. 

Nevin 1.1. Fenneman 

2. The Musician V/ho Found Himself 

I had had a hard day of it. The desk clock showed a 
quarter to six. Doubtless everybody else about the whole 
establishment had left quite a while ago save myself B.nd the 
one who f'el t it a duty to stay around as long as I did lest 
possibly I might want something at the last'minute that I 
couldn't find even though it lay stari~g me in the face from 
the bunch of papers on my desk. I straightened the uneven 
piles, began to think of a comfortable evening with a book and 
pushed back my chair. The telephone bell rang. I had a 
notion to ignore it. Nob9dy ought to expect to reach me that 
late, but unwillingness to disappoint a friend, or perhaps, 
curiosity, made me take the receiver off the hook. 

rt Is that you?" came the query • 
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"Who in thunder else could it be?" I asked back, r.ecogniz
ing the voice of the only man who would be likely to call up 
on any trivial excuse at that time. 

"come and sit with me tonight and he a~ this ~ew pianist 
who is stirring 'em up so. I know you don t g~ Vlll~ about " 
·such things but this fellow is different. You 11 l1lte him. 

Whether I would like the pianist or not I did like ~he man 
at the other end of the telephone and I ha~ often, ~og t1red 
as I might be, spent most of two h~urs ~ry1n~ to ~nJOY some 
artist just for the pleasure of be1ng w1 th h1m. ,)o I gave up 
the comfortable evening with a book for a hur!Y home and a 
hurried changing of clothes as a prelude to two hours of piano 
playing more 0 or less beyond my capacity for enjo~ent but all 
for the sake of a postlude of enjoyable conversat1on. 

The evening, however, was not devoid of.pleasure._ The 
musician was different as my friend had prom1sed. He was not 
of the temperamental, long haired sort. He.see~ed to.be an 
ordinary man, such as one might expect to f1nd 1n bus~ness and 
his name was plain Atherton. Moreover, there was a s1nger, a 
soprano, who sang airs and melodies· that I could unde~stand 
and appreciate. The pianist interested me, too, by h1s man
ner which betrayed a bashfulness or uneasiness as he came on 
the stage for each number, but whicn entirely disappeared· when 
he had played the first few measures and was replaced by a 
complete absorption in his playing and an apparent entire 
forgetfulness of the presence of the audience until at its 
conclusion the applause awakened him to reality and he !aft . 
the stage in evident embarrassment and. confusion. Tlia per
formance was a big success with the musical people who heartily 
applauded and for one or two numbers stood up and cheered 
here and. there. 

My friend was deeply interestea.. I knew better than to 
make even the slightest movement during the actual playing and 
during the waits between numbers our conversation was subdued 
and confined to comments on the work, of the artists. He was a 
queer mixture, anyway, a man who made his money in a manufactur
ing business quite removed from the world of art, and yet who 

· I knew spent a good part of what he made in backing the best 
and most artistic endeavors that he could find. Players pre
senti~g the unusual in drama, authors who wrote for those who 
appreciated things widely removed from the best sellers, 
painters who could put the intangible, the fleeting impressions 
on canvass---all appea.led to him and were sure to find him a 
willing patron. He did not like the dramatists who want after 
the immoral or the immodest. 'rhe new poetry ana. free verse 
he could not endure. The work of the cubists and ultra im
pressionists he abhorred, I knew th~::;.t the playing we heard 
just suited him because it was so honest and well done and 
understandable. For all I knew this new pianist might be one 
of his finds on whose tour he was spending a large sum but if 
he wanted me to know it I would find it out only by not asking. 
The pianist himself might not know it, for this man had his own 
way of backing artists and ventures throu~h others acting for 
him. o 
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an open fire place the conversatio~essa Wlth cigars before 
the personality of musicians and acto~~n w~s o~ ~he subject of 
both knew many who afforded . an pa1n ers. We 
sidaration. The immense con~e~~b~~c!o!~r ~~r ~nal~tical con
others, the shyn~ss of a few, were discu~sed~ ~P:ai~n~~a~f 
believed a certa1n amount of conceit and self admiration wa I 
necessary to carry through the work that they had to do ands 
that a backw~rd man could not perform in public or find 
buyers for h1s canvasses or get a publisher for'his books. 

"It doesn't always follow," said my friend, "I've a noti 
to tell you about one marked exception. I ran across him in aon 
peculiar way •. one day I was going through a piano factory ri~ht 
hera in this c1ty. Though I am a manufacturer myself I am not 
much intera~tad in looking through the other fellow's plant 
especially 1f he makes something else than I 'do. I was getting 
~ !ittle bored when we wound up at the rooms where the finished 
1nstruments are tasted, You know these rooms are noise proof 
tightly ~nclosad and there the keys are thumped nnd pounded ~nd 
played l1ghtly so that the.pi~nos are tired out in every way by 
men ·Who a~e experts at the1r JObs. The testers seemed to me to 
be someth1ng like expert piano tuners. They struck chords and 
made runs and then picked out one key at a time and hit it now 
lightly and.now heavily, but never seemed to think of playing more 
than ~ stra1n or two of a written score or improvised strains. 
Occas1onally I caught a few measures of a familiar composition 
but it was soon lost in a thump, thump, thump of a single note. 

"I asked where the sa men had come from and if any of them 
were real musicians. I couldn't see how a lover of music could 
be content to do such mechanical work. I was told that they 
generally came from the plant where they had come up from work
men in some of the departments. There was one exception, though 
and that was a man who had been given the job because the presi
dent of the company.had known him in school. He had had a fine 
education, but studied under great instructors and could play 
wonderfully. There was a fatal drawback, however and that was 
that he was so shy, or so easily embarrassed, thai he couldn't 
face an audience., He got along wonderfully with nobody but his 
teachers, had the touch, the tempo, the color and all those 
things and in fact was a marvel. But just as sure as he appeared 
on the stage even for a recital before other students, he made 
mistakes, bungled and sometimes completely broke down in the 
middle of a composition. 

"I was told that a good piano player could seldom, if ever, 
make a good hand at testing out the product of a piano factory. 
The work needs a workman, not an artist. But in this case, the 
mun did his work ouite well, and he seemed to lov.e the work.· It 
was probably because he could play the instruments as well as 
test them. In fact he was an exception among the testers in th~ 
he seemed to find things that needed attention about a piano., 
more by real playing than by the piano tuner process. 

"Naturally, I wanted to see this man, and, being led to the 
next glass enclosed, sound proof room, I saw him at the piano. 
He was playing, He was not pounding. He played on and I watched 
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soon however, my friend care
him, oblivious of our pr:~:~c~he door' j~st a little, and the 
fully and noiselasslyH~Pwas laying s~mething from Chopin and 
music came. through. tpbl s play it both before that time 
thoug~ I haviet ~!:r~e~:~ 0~~ t: m:de the same impressi.on on me 
and s mce, · ... · d the door wider that his playing did. My compan1on opene , . , 
ur osel made a slight sound and we ste~ped in. rhe player 
~ee~ed t; hesitate and half way turned h1s ~ead. He kept. on 
touch in the keys but it was no longer Chop1n and flowed 1nto 

i g of chords and thumpings such as others generally.used 
!n~e~a~: to a stop as we stood be~ide him. I was in~roducad, 
but made no reference to his pla.y1ng. After a few m1nutes we 
withdrew and I left the plant. 

rrThe rest of the day I vainly tried to get the incident 
out of my mind. One thing kept coming back ,to me. It was that 
I would like to try that man out some way. rhe way he had played 
in that piano factory kept in my memory, the soul he put into 
it, the expression, the color, and it was all being lost to a 
world that would come to hear hifi1 b:/ the thousands and applaud 
him and make a notable of him. l~ext day I went back to that 
factory. They knew we there and were prepared for a~y wild 
scheme I might su.o"gest, I asked if it would be po ss 1ble for me 
to take somebody ~lsa into that man's room with me, w~thou~ our 
being'heard. I was told that if it were not for the. 1ndel7cacy 
of playing the trick on him I could take .a w~ole aud1ence 1n 
while he was playing and he wouldn't not1ce 1t. The use of that 
word 'indelicacy' showedma how highly this. unheard musician 
was regarded by his employers. I told them that this was not 
a time to talk about indelicacy and unfolded my plan which was 
that we should muster a company of a dozen or so sympathetic 
souls who would be let into the secret, would enter his studio-
I mea~ his testing room---unobserved, and li.sten to his playing 
and then let him know they had heard him and thus get him over 
the idea that he couldn't play while anyone was listening. It 
seemed a foolish, romantic sort of a scheme, but finally talked 
my friends into it. I could see that their chief concern was 
for the man himself---what would he think of them for playing 
the trick upon him? If it should work, yes, . that would be all 
right; but if no~---ah, that would be too bad. 

"But try it we did. I got the best teacm r of piano from 
the college. I got, too, the leader of the Symphony Orchestra, 
some of the principal players, and a few vocalists of note, and 
I even persuaded one of the man's old teachers to come out 
from Boston after a good de~:tl of persuasion and a futile effort 
to explain over the long distance telephone what it was all 
about, A little vacation with all expenses paid at last ap
pealed to him, but he almost balked and threatened to tell the 
player himself, when he came on and we finally made him under
stand. what the scheme was. But I had succeeded in getting some 
enthusiasm into the rest of my little crowd, all· of whom were 
car,efully selected from his personal friends, and we finally 
won the old maestro over. 

"And then caJne the day of the trial. Fortunate 1y, while 
th.e man did not punch a time clock, he was v.ery regular and 
methodical and I learned that soon after nine he would enter 
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his studio---I keep calling it that, for the man was no mechanic 
mind you, he was an artist---and after lookin~ at the t . ' 
strument to be tested, noting the tags on it ~nd all t~:~ ~~
would sit down, run over the keys and then the very f' t'th' 
would play throug~ from start to finish something fro~r~ach ~~g 
Bra~ms or Liszt, J~St as though he were giving a performance in 
l~lus1c Hall. In th1s way he got acquainted with the soul of the 
1n~trument, as he had confided. to one of my friend.s. Well, on 
th1s day, he was true to habit. It was a chilly day outs'd 
W~en he c~me in our invisible audience was waiting in the

1 
e. 

d1rectors room just near by. One of the minor officials of the 
company had been let into the secret, whose duties took him in 
that direction and he was togive the signalwhen he should 
acutally start playing. He came in, took off his overcoat and 
gloves and spent several minutes thoroughly warming hj_ s hands. 
He.then walke~ about the :oom, looking at the several instruments 
wa1ting for h1m, rubbed h1s_hands over the-polished sides in a 
car.essing way, and seemed in no hurry to get to work. This was 
all told to me afterward for we wer.e waiting impatiently not 
knowing what was causing the delay. Ha.d he learned of the trick 
after all? Soma of us looked at the old maestro half accusingly, 
Had the man who was to give the signal excited his suspicion? 
No, a~ we were getting a little more impatient, the .signal came 
and w1th my heart beating quite abit faster than usual, I led 
the little procession over the good, solid concrete floor to the 
door of the sound proof room. Yes, there he was, Thera was no 
need to hurry. The compositions he -played were generally long 
and we would have time to be careful and we were. I ha.d taken 
every precaution. There were no squeaky shoes worn. All had 
rubber heels and I rememberyet the disgust of the orchestra 
leader at my insistence that he have them put on his shoes for 
he abominated them. Ho noise was made. We filed in ouietly at 
his back. He was playing with complete absorption ancf he had 
most fortunately reached a fortis13imo passage and which probably 
helped to conceal any slight rustle of clothing or heavy breath
ing. As he played, without music, of course,he seemed to get 
inspiration from it. His face was not visible but his head 
was lifted' and his eyes looked upward beyond the bare wood and 
glass as his vary existence seamed to be put i~to his effort. 

It was a most impressive occasion. There was a perfect lack 
of anything ludicrous or grotesque and I was awfully· relie-ved, 
for you know how often something funny will strike one at a time 
like that when one is apt to react most unexpectedly from over 
tense nerves. But you must remember that we were all friends 
of his, .the rest of them more than I, and we realized that the 
success of our experiment would mean giving to the world a 
great artist. And so as he played we listened. The music filled 
the room as if it were a well constructed auditorium for it was 
made large enough to give results. I allowed my eyes to move 
over the men and women there. They were tense and wonderfully 
affected. As the man's old teacher stood gazing at him the tears 
came into his eyes and one now and thenrolled down his face 
unheeded. The orchestra leader had a ·smile on his face and 
seemed on the edge of breaking into a shouting. Two of the 
women had grasped each other by both hands. A piano teacher had 
covered his eyes with one hand and rested his elbow in the. other 
hand in a pose, I have seen in a picture of some great mus1cian, 
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h th teacher was unconscious of what he was doing. But 
althoug ~ on I forgot my companions and looked out 
~~r;~ehp~~~1~~a::n~nclosure and through the windows beyond to 
the h~lls in the distance and it seemed to me t~at ~he music 

floating out there too and taking my soul w1th 1t to the 
~:~ distant beyond where souls speak to souls freely and the 
language thn.t they use is harmony • · 

"And so we stood until we became conscious that t~e player 
h·ng the end (Have you aver felt a tightanlng some-

was approac 1 ' . that d th · k h 'thin you that developed into a pain rna e you 1n 
VI erer.w1rt had dropped down a bit into an unusual place andhurt 
~~~~ ~~:ry beat? Only sa ldom have I fal t that way. Once. was 
when I stood at-the door to my factory when a mob of outs1de 
&trikers was bent upon breaking in and ta~ing it out on my men 
who had refused to join them. I was play1ng a despa~ate game, 
having challenged them and ordered them away. l don t know 
what I would have done if they had made a forward move; run, 
I suppose. But they didn't. After I had stood th~re for ages 
they began to slink off. We11, the same kind of tled-up-in-a
knot feeling that I had then, I had again as this man at the 
piano came tow·ard the end of what he was playing •) And when 
he did end all was quiet for a few seconds. The man himself 
grasped th~ piano seat with his hands and sat still. I remem
ber seeing the old teacher crying now like awoman. The face 
of one of the men singers was white and drawn. Then like a 
shot 'Bravo~' came f'rorn the Orchestra leader. I could have 
hit him. It was so different from the way I had intended to 
let the player know, but then the Orchestra leader c~me from 
a land where they must relieve their feelings by shouting 
''Bravo~' or something and possibly that was just as good a way 
to let the man know as any other. Anyway it broke the spell. 
The player jumped to his feet and then with a queer confused 
sort of look as he saw us all, he sank dovm on the bench again • 
The next I knew the crowd was upon him. It was pretty much of 
a mixture but I saw the old maestro hugging him and the orchestra 
leader kissing him and a big baritone hitting him on the back 
and .everybody talking and laughing or crying or doing all three 
things at once, in a hysterical way according to their different 

natures. 

"But it was a hard thing to explain to him what it was all 
about. He couldn't understand although, it falling to me to 
tell him, I tried to do it sympathetically as I could. After 
some time he realized the situation and. grasped that we felt 
if he only once could know-that he had played to an audience 
and a critical one and that his audience gave him its highest 
approval, he would lose his diffidence and fear an~ face another 
audience any time. So we began to talk more quietly and en
couragingly and finally urged him to play something else for 
his visible audience just as he had played for his invisible 
one. He was slow to " 

"Leave ou~ the details, 11 I said. 11 Tell me now, did he ever 
play? Was the experiment a success?" 

My friend smiled half a smile that he has a habit of doing 
-and, ignoring my impatience, said: 

The· Music ian r;rh·o Fauna· Hi~self 

"Yes, he was tbe· man you heard tonight." 
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\'falter A. Draper 

3. -T • S. Eliot and The Wast,e Land 

If certain crit~cs are correct the first day of November 
1~22, sho~d be rubr1cated as one of the memorable days in all 
literary h1story. For on that very day was published what has 
been declared to be perhaps the finest poem of' this generation 
It was greeted as. a. masterpiec~ of analysis and realism, • 
psyc~ology and ?rl t1cism,. angu1sh, bitterness and dis.illus ion
ment, adorned w1th passages of great lyrical beauty. Its auth 
was salut~d as; o~e who had 11 fished a muref up." · 'Uhis, to thos~r 
who remember t~e1r Browning, puts him in a class with Keats. His 
P?em waa descr1bed as simply one triump after another, sparkling 
w~th authentic crystals, broken perhaps and sometimes infinately 
t 1ny, but worth all the rhinestones on the market. 11 The; race of 
~oats," declared an ~~thuiast, "has not yet quite died out. There 
1s one at least who .. * has brought a new personal rhythm into ·· · 
the language, and who has lent even to the Vlords of his great 
predecessors a new music and a new meaning." rrhe title of this 
remarkable work was ''Th~ Waste Land." . Its fortunate and gifted 
author, Thomas Stearns Eliot. -

Now, as these paeans, loud and joyous soundea, I was 
thrilled vJith a pleasurable anticipation. 'For poetry has, {I 
confess it, always been one of my weaknesses. And here was 
promise of a poet,. who in our own ~irne was to mark an epoch. But 
unfortunately the. critics who were loudest in his praise were ones 
on whose opinion I. set no great stor!3: - Burton Rascoe of the Hew 
York Tribune, young Mr. Edmund Wilson, Jr., Miss Eleanor Wylie, 
who seemed to be mixing things up a bit when. she spoke of the 
poem as a confused and frightening and beautiful murmur coming 
out of the bowels of the earth. Then 1 learned that "The Waste 
Lan~' had been awarded a prize of two thousand dollars, offered 
by the Dial; that Leprecaun of journalism. My anticipation 
chilled. All I could remember of rl1 .S. Eliot was a Lond.on letter, 
contributed to that same Dial, in which, commenting. on the death 
of' the Professor of Poetry of Oxford, he had mad~ quite a point 
of never having. read a line of his writings. It was his opinion, 
however, thatythe late.incumbent had never made his post ridic
ulous, even if he had not added to its importance. And that 
Professor was Sir Walter R[:.leigh, one of' the best· scholars, keen
est critics and most illuminating '.vri tars on literary matters 
of our time. I learned later that Mr. Eliot was, under the 
name of L.A.S. Strong, the author of several little verses on 
Dublin; one of which ran:-

Have I a wife? Bedam I have! 
But we was badly mated. 

I hit her a great clout one night~ 
And now we're separated. 

And mornings going to me work 
I meet her on the quay: 

"Good mornin' to ye, ma'me!" says I: 
"To hell with ye!" says she. 
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. h·· but hardly .giving promise of a future Keats, 
Clever-enoug' j d' • andbought·a 1 d firmly to put aside my pre u lCe, 

But I reso ve rt~had rushed into book form---a 
~opy of Th~ Wasl~ ~~~~~ic green---immediately after its prize 
slender vo umn . The Dial Then began my search for the 
winning appear~n~e ;n After th;ee readings, I was still wonder-
~auth~nici~r~!saa~iabout. And the suspicion was growing tha1i 
t~~ ~r~tics didn't know much more about. it than I did. Still 
Mr. William Rose Benet, whom I admire h1ghly as a poet at least, 
h d said in no leQs a medium than the Yale Review, that he 
f~und it' deeply em~tional underneath all its attitudinizing, thct 
it m~ved him for all its excentricity and that its oddity 
fascinated him. Louis Untermeyer foun~ ~hat it had a de~inite 
authority. And conrad Aiken, whose cr-1t1cal background 1s un
deniably valid, declared it to be on~ of.the m?st moving. and 
original poems of our time. So I tr1ed 1t aga1n. 

None of the critics say much about the poem its~lf. 
And, of course, none of them gives anything approach1ng an. 
outline of it. But n·ot being a critic, nor yet even a rev1ewe·r, 
I have the hardihood to transcend- good methods and try to. tell 
what I found when I followed the agile Mr. Eliot through this 
barren country of his own devising. 

w~ started in April~ but ibex like, leaped out of it with 
a. shower of rain into a Hofgarten, where we talked German for 
an hour. Not understanding German I do not know what we said 
but it haTdly matters, for in the next line I found that 

"When we were children, staying at the Archduke's, 
My cousin,_he took me out on a sled,. 
And I was frightened. He said Marie, 
Marie, hold ti'ght, and down we went •" 

I have no idea where we went, because immediately afterwards 
we were 

'.1 In the mountains, where you feel free. 
I read, much of the night, and go south in the winter." 

How we happened to get up into the mountains after starting 
down on a sled, I really can't say, Nor am I at all certain 
who it was that went south, Maybe the archduke, for he never 
appeared again. Certainly it was not Mr. Eliot, for we.were 
now wandering, presumably in the mountains, under a blistering 
sun among a heap of broken images, The poet was misquoting 
Ecclesiastes and urging me to come in under the shadow of a red 
rock where he offered to show me fear in a handful of dust. 
It may not have been Eliot at all. I think I left him in the 
Hofgarten talking German. I have a su~picion that it was 
Tiresias, the Sage of The'9es, for he was accompanying me later 
just as though we had always been together. But I know 1that 
I started with Eliot. 

Evidently I did not go under the shadow of the red rock. 
For someone began to recite German verses, and a girl with her 
hair wet and her arms full of hyacinths appeared, and tol~ us 
she was neither living nor dead and that she knew nothing. So 
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Mad~me Sosostr~s, a famous clairvoyants with a bad c·old, told 
our fortunes w1th cards, quoting Shakespear and dragging in 
sever~l symbolic characters from the history of primitive 
relig1ons. She was a very eruide person. But we went out 
into a London fog and, just as the final stroke of. nine 
sounded, flat and dead from st. Mary Woolnoth on King Williams 
Street, I met a man named Stetson. Very much to my own surprise 
I insulted him grossly; asking whether the corpse he had ' 
painted in his garden last year had begun to sprout, and 
whether he expected it to bloom this year. 

Why Stetson didn't bash me over tho head I do not know, 
Maybe he couldn't see me for the fog. Then some how I left 
Eliot, or Tiresias, or whoever it was who had been conductin~ 
me thus far. I think he.was like the Cockolorum in Davy and

0 

the Goblin, not only absent minded but absent bodied, In any 
event he was gone, and I was in a moot elaborate marble throne 
room, playing chess with a beautiful and highly perfumed lady 
by the light of fattened and prolonged candle flames from ' 
seven branched candalabra. But the game was hardly a success. 
Foot steps shuffled on the stairs and for some reason the lady 
insisted upon brushing her hair, vmich 'spread out into firey 
points, streamed into words, then would be strangely still.' 
She was very nervous, wanted to know why I did not talk and 
what I was thinking about, I answered, rather neatly, that I 
thought we were in rats alley where the dead men lost their 
bones. She was wholly unimpressed; and changed the subject 
to the wind under the door, which really did seem to dis-
turb her. On my trying to reassure her she asked petulantly 
whether I knew anything, whether I saw anything, whether I 
remembered anything. I com1tered weakly by telling her that 
I 'remembered those were pearls that were his eyes', at which 
she rejoined 

"But 
0 0 0 0 that Shakespeherian Rag-
Its so elegant 
So intelligent, 

"What shall I do now? What shall I do? 
I shall rush out as I am, and walk the street 
With my hair down, so. ~-/hat shall we do tomorrow? 
·what shall we ever do? 

The hot water at ten. 
And if it rains, a closed car at four. 
End we shall play a game of chess, 
:Pressing lidless eyes and waiting for a.knock upon the door." 

I was very glad to get away from there. How I did it I do not 
know . but I must h~ve gone out through the kitchen. For 1I 
reme~bar listening to one cockney woman berating another for not 
having bought a new set of teeth; and wanting to know how s~e 
expected to hold her husband if she let herself look so antlque-
and her only thirty-one. The·conversation became very ·personal, 
with an irritating refrain which I could not understand at ~11.. 
"Hurry u-p please its time." Probably it has s orne deep impl1cat1on. 
I fear the worst·. But the whole affair must have ended happily 
for they want away singing. 
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"Hurry up p_lease its time 
Hurry up please its time 
Goodnight Bill. Goodnight Lou. Goodnight May. Goodnight. 
Ta ta. Goodnight, Goodnight. 
Go~dnight ladies, goodnight sweetladies, goodnight, good-
night." 

I found myself on the river bank, quoting Spencer's Epithalamium 
and notin~ that there were floating in the Thames 

':) 

"no empty bottles, sa.ndwicha papers, 
. Silk handkerchiefs, cardboard boxes, cigarette ends 

Or othe.r testimony of. summer nights •11 

Suddenly I felt a c·old blast at my back, heard a rattle of bones, 
and chuckled 

"A rat crept softly through the vegetation 
Dragging its slimy bally on the bank 
While I was fishing in the dull canal 
On a win'ter evening around behind the gas house 
Musing on the king my brother's wreck 
And on the'king my father's death before him. 
White bodies naked on. the low damp ground 
And bones cast in a.. little low dry garret, 
Rattled by the rat's foot only, year by year. 
But at ·my back from time to time I hear 
The sound of horns and motors, which shall bring 
Sweeny to Mrs. Porter in the spring. 
0 the moon shone bright· on Mrs. Porter 
And on her daughter 
They wash their feet in soda water-~' 

. At this point, l.lr. EUGENIDES, rrhe Smyrna merchant unshaven 
with a pocket full of currants, emerged from the fog--which' 
is on. again •. rrhen I was present at a very intimate scene 
between a typ1st and a young man carbuncular a small house 
agents clerk, 11 one of the low on whom assur.a~ce sits as a 
silk hat on a. Bradford millionaire •" ' 

Hera I seemed to merge my identity with that of Tiresias 
(eviden~ly dragged in less for his wisdom than for the fact of 
his hav1ng undergone several sex transformations) though just 
how or why I cannot t.ell. At any rate we commented thus on 
the "complaisant typist."· 

"When lovely woman stoops to folly and 
Paces about her room again alone 
She smooths her hair with automatic hand 
And puts a record on the gramophone •" ' 

~e drifted back to the Thames and saw Elizabeth and Leicester 
ln a gilded shell of re~ ~nd gold, which changed at Richmond 
to a narrow canoe conta1n1ng a .daughter of the people and her 
lover, wh~ re-enacted the scene of the typist. And this was 
the end of our stay in London. For apropos of nothing at all 

" la la 
To Carthage then I came 
~urning, burning, burning, burning 
0 Lord Thou pluckest me out 
0 Lord Thou pluckest 
burning." 
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The balance of our expedition was all on this note of b · 
We entered after a brief l~ok.at a drowned Phoenician s~~~~g. 
a fortnight dead, into mounta1ns of rock without water "Dead 
mountain mouth of carious teeth that ·cannot spit " whe; •t 
thunders continuously but never rains~ But ther~ we we~e~ 
deceived. For in a flash of lightening a damp gust came brin _ 
ing rio. We found ourselves sitting on the shore fishing w'~h 
the arid. plain behind us. ' 

1 

We remarked, sententiously, "London bridge is falling down, 
falling down, falling down." and ended babbling a mixture of 
Spanish, English, French and Sanskrit. 

This then is the poem which captured Conrad Aikin, murmured 
beautifully and frightfully to Eleanor Wylie thrilled Burton 
Rascoe with its sheer verbal loveliness, and'seemed to Louis 
Untermeyer to have a definite authority. .This the clever 
~oung men of the Dial crowned with a· wreath of greenbacks. Here 
1s the murex of a modern John Keats, with which tomorrow "Hobbs 
shall paint blue, Nobbs print blue, and Nokes outdare stokes in 

·azure feats .• " 

Serious consideration has probably never been accorded to 
a more worthless bit of fustian than the Waste Land. · It is 
merely an exagerated example of what Wal tar Bagehot has· char
acterized as grotesque art: dealing "not with normal types · 
but with abnormal specimens," and showing "not what nature ls 
striving, to be, ~ut what with some lapse she has happened to 
become." ·, The objection that "grotesque objects exist in real 
life, and ought therefore to be described in art,'' which the 
admirers of Mr. El~ot may probably raise, was answered by 
Bagehot sixty years ago. "Though pleasure is not the end of 
poetry," he said, "pleasing is a condition of poetry. An 
exceptional monstrosity of horrid ugliness can not be made 
plea~ing, except it be to suggest-_;-to recall---the perfection, 
the beauty from which it is a derivation. Perhaps in extreme 
cases no art is equal to this: but then such self imposed 
problems should not be worked by the artist; these out-of-t~e~ 
way and detestable subjects should be let alone by him." And 
he shows that even the greatest of poets who ventured on the 
grotesque, failed to fascinate men and women of sane taste. 

We can only conclude that the critics who find surpassing 
merit in The Waste Land are ·suffering from a faulty and pre
verted sense of appreciation. And they rather than'Mr. Eliot 
deserve our censure. He is merely an hysterical youth, prob
ably with an eye to the main chance and willing to give the 
public what it wants. But the men and women who either acclaim 
or condone himare considered, by a large number of readers, ·as 
sane arbi tars of taste, It may be that their intent is of the 
best, and that they sincerelY believe all that they say. If 
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so, they are in the worst possible case. For they have ba~om~ 
victims of that principal propounded by Bagahot, under wh1ch 
N t s herself on'those who put down their,normal, 
i~s~~~c~I~~g:versions, by creating in their minds an unhe~lthy, 
insane attract ion for 'ugly poems and detestable s~anzas. 

But unfortunate as they are, those who look to. them fo·r 
guidance, hang on their words, and try to mould the1r ?~ 
tastes to the taste of their mentors, are more t~ be .p1t1ed. 
Daily they swallow detestable and unclean food, eat1ng strange 
flesh.' Their plight should stir to action all who now ~h~ke 
their heads dolefully over the great, half-educated publ1c s 
lack of· appreciation of good reading. It is certain that Mr~ 
Thomas stearns Eliot will mark no epoch as a poet. But·poss1bly 
he may still serve the cause of l~tters by indirect~on. For 
auite unwittin"'lY he has made man1fest---more strik1ngly 
perhaps than a~y writer of our day---the limitations of our 
popular critics. And he has no less pilloried the·comp~aoent, 

. or it may be similarly wr·ong minded, editors of our rev1ew~ 
and journals of opinion. It is not enough, however, to ra1l 
at the critics and editors. The obligation lies on all who 
know what satisfaction a love of good books can bring to weary 
mortals and who are of·sane and healthy minds, to seize this 
opportu~ity of trying to bring about a better basis for popular 
litera:ry cri ticism• Let them do this, and The Waste Land may 
still bring forth figs instead of thistles. 

Alfred M. Cressler 

4. False Alarm 

Whenever I come to Paris, an event which unfortunately 
happens but seldom, the rain falls in torrents. ·It is in vain 
that I change the hour which I have fixed on beforehand for de
parture, that I stop on the way or travel at night, or that I 
use a thousand tricks to cheat the barometer, three miles from 
Paris the clouds form and I disembark in a perfect deluge. 
Thus at my·last visit I found myself as usual in the middle of 
desperate signs to all the hacks rattling rapidly by through 
the beating rain. After ten minutes of this sort of thing, a 
driver more impressible than the others and hidden beneath his 
triple collar, stopped his horses. With one bound I was beside 
the vehiale, and opening the door with a species of fury I 
threw myself in. As ill luck would have it, while I was' doing 
all this, a gentleman circumstanced similarly to myself, opened 
the other door and threw himself also into the vehicle at the 
precise moment when I was engaged in the same act. It is .easy 
to understand that a shock occurred followed by a short 
explanation. "Qui le diable vous i~porte~" (May the devil 
take you) remarked my rival, making a movement as if to 
penetrate further. I was about to answer him and roundly too, 
for I am from the south and my blood is hot, when our eyes 
met • We looked at each other in the eye an instant like two 
lions over one lamb, and then suddenly burst out la~ghing---
This furious gentleman was Oscar V ---, that dear good Oscar 
whom I had not see? for ten years and whom I loved infinitely--
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a charming fellow with whom I usa t 1 b 
Ospar' my dear fellow." We embra o P ay all etc. "Why 
who watched u~ throu"'h the wi ced each other and the driver 
dumbfounded. The tw~ port ndtow' s~rugged his shoulders 
t 

· ers s ood 1n the drenc' · . . 
a each door, each with a trunk on hi b k nlng raln, one 
trunks· to be lifted onto the box a 0 s t a~ • We caused both 
Louvre, w~i ther Oscar. wish~d to co~ciu~t a~e ed for the Hotel de 

' I I 

'.'Why, you are traveling too," said I tom old comrade 
after the first moment of effusion. "Don't yoK liv~ in Paris?" 

"I live here as little as nossible and a 
have just come from Las Roches,.&; a littl~ old d~n~~~ns~=f~em~ 
~y ~y rather, where I pass the better part of the year nh 
1t 1sn t a chateau. It is rural, rustic. But that 'is'vrh~t'I 
~ike ~nd I have no desire to change. Around about the countr 
lS Smlling, a clear, nice little trout-brook flows at not mor~ 
than ~~fty paces from the house, between tall trees; in'the 
spreadmg valley beyond, a wind mill; on the horizon a snire· 
~nd wea~her c?ck; flowers underneath the windows and happiness 
1n the ho~se 1ns1de. Can I complain? My wife makes exquisite' 
tarts; wh1c~ a:;-e agreeable to me and make her hands white--By 
the way I d1dn t tell you that I was married. I met an angel 
my de~r b?y, and. I thought with reason that if I let the ' 
chance sl1p, I m1ght not find another. I did wisely and now 
old fello~, l.want to introduce m~ wife to you. 1 w~nt t6 ' 
show you my l1ttle corner. When will you comeand see us~ It's 
only three hours from Paris, the time to smoke two cigar~--
c~nsider it fixed. I return horn's tomorrow morning and I will 
g1ve orders to prepare your room •. Give me your pocket-book 
that I may write my address in it." · 

All this was said so cordially that I could not resist 
and I promised. my f~iend to visit him very soon. Three or four 
days later, Paris being deserted, haunted by the recollection 
of my old comrade, I conceived a great desire to realize close 
at hand the con jugal blessedness of my friend, and to se·e with 
my own eyes the stream, the mill, the spire "in the presence 
of which dwelt so much felicit~. ' 

I arr~ ved at les Roches about six in the evening and was 
charmed at the first glance. Oscar's home was 'a little chateua 
Louis XV, nestled among trees, of irregular and quaint con- ' 
struct ion, but charmingly picturesque. For a century the · 
smallest detail had been respected, and everything from the 
black mansard roof to the roccoco weather-cocks, from the arched 
window~ furnished with ~ittle latticed ~anes, tothe fretted 
escutcheon over the entrance, all was of the· same period. 
Above the massive tiles of the roof some' venerable horse-chest
nuts stretched lazily their gnarted and motionless branches. 
Grape vines and wild roses climbing at will over their trellises, 
encircled the windows, and h~lding fast to the water spouts, hung 
down from above in flowering masses, swinging to and fro in the 
breeze. Behind the ~oint~d roofs added at late~ periods to the 
main one, and through this profusion of verdure· and of grand 
old trees, 'only here and there· a patch. of blue sky could be seen. 

. 
The first person whom I saw was my friend Oscar dressed in 
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· t aw hat on his head and seated on 
white from head to foot, a 8 ~amed to be a part of the house. 
an immense stone bench that sccu ied and balanced in his hands 
He was apparently de~p~yh~ra~ard~ner had just presented him. 
a fine melon with whlC ~sn he jumped up and hastened to 
Scarcely had he seen me w e ex ression of good humor, of 
squeeze my hand with.such ant Ipsaid to myself: "Yes, certainly 
frankness and affectlon, tha He is happy." 1 found him as I 
he has not told rna a sto~y • d gay a little light-headed, but 
had known him ,~n his b~y 0~d ~h; to' the gardener, "Carry the 
big-hearted. Pierre • sa " and as the gardener 
trunk of monsieur to the east ro~~· Oscar seized the trunk with 
hastened slowly and mad~ a~ 8~!~k placed it on the shoulders 
both hands and with a Slng 8 ~ • his le s half bent 
~f ~~= ga~~:~:~~~~~t!~t!:~:~a~~fc~~!~ oscar ~aughing heartily, 

ou • t resent you to the 11ttle queen---
"buti~ow, ~~a~~Yisim;u!if~?" He ran to the·bell and·rang it 
~i~e e.Immediately appeared at the windows of the rez-de
chaus~ae a fat cook with sleeves rolled·up and_red face, and 
further on another servant in the act of wiping a pl~teb tHad 
these ood people bean chosen on purpose? I know no , u 
their ~ir and physiognomy completed the picture so h~~m~niou~l~ 
that I could not· suppress a smile • "Where is madame. e~n e 
oscar and as they did not answer quickly enough---'~Marie • he 
cried' "Marie here is George, our friend." At a llttle narrow 
windo~ the o~e most encircled with vines and flowers, appeared 
a young girl as blonde as the wheat sheaves. She was clad in 
a loose white wrapper of peculiar cut, which at the moment I 
could not qlid te define. With one hand she endeavored to. con
fine the floating wra9Per, and with the other she restra1ned 
her disheveled hair. As oo on as she saw me she blushed de~~ly, 
doubtless ashamed at being surprised at her toilet, and whl_e 
saluting me at the same time in th~ ~ost awkward. and. m~st 
adorable ITs1mer she withdrew prec1p1tate1y. Th1s v1s1on 
completed the charm. I seemed to be transported into the 
realm of the pleasantest fancy. I had pictured to myself in 
strapping my trunk, my friend Oscar installed in one. of those 
neat little houses with green blinds a.nd gilt lightning rods 
which the rural Parisian affects, and here I find myself in 
an ideal maize of good old mossy stones, hidden in flowers, 
ancestral gabl~s, capricious railings, red with rust. I 
wa.s in the midst of one of the pretty drawings of our friend 
Morin·, and astonished and charmed, I remained, a f~w ~oments, 
my eyes fixed upon the narrow window, where the beaut1ful 
v lsi on had appeared to me·. "I call her my little queen," 
said Oscar taking my arm, "it is my wife. Step this way, we 
will find my cousin, who is angling, and two other parsons 
who are· loi taring there, Good frie·nds, only they do not 
comprehend the country a.s I do. They wear pink stockings 
and 'dancing pumps, but you don't care, do you? Don't you 

·want my slippers? Won't you have a straw hat? I hope you 
have· lrought linen clothes with you. I won't offer you a 
glass of Madeira. VIe dine immediately. Ah, old boy, you 
are just in time. We taste today the first melon of the · 
season." "Unfortunately," said I, "I never touch it, but I 
like to see others eat it." "All right, then I will c<>nsole you 
by fetching you a bottle of my old Fommard. Be.tween oursel vas' 
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I never give it to the first comer It is an 9 11 t · 
which my poor father recommended t; me on his d~~~h ~n d Wl~l~ 
it is really true," said Oscar taking my arm " th e • 1 as' 
morning on which he left us he hardly breath' donth e very 
H · ey s · 1 d h · ' e , e Po or man • ,;s e wer~ c ose ; 1s head sunken in the pillows. I was 
s1tting by .h7s bedside,my hand in his, when I felt it feebly 
squeezed. H1s eyes partly opened and I saw h1·m sm'l Th , . , t . . th 1 e • en 
ne salQ o m~ 1n e feeble, slow and embarrassed voice of an 
old man who 1s slowly sink~ng, 'the Pomard, at _the end---to the 
left---you know, my boy--7for friends only.' Again he squeezed 
my ~~nd, and exhausted, h1s eyes closed again, still I saw by 
the lmpe~ceptible moyement of his lips that he was still smiling 
inwa.:dly. C~me, let s g.o to the cellar,'' after a short moment 
of Sllence, at the end of the left---you will hold the lantern.~~ 

When we re-ascended the bell rang out joyously ~nd clouds 
of frightened birds rose from the chestnut trees •. It was dinner. 
All the guests were assembled in the garden. Oscar introduced 
me, in his off-hand way, and I offered my arm to the mistress of 
the hous~. VIe passed into the dining room, where the steaming 
soup awa1ted us. 

~xamining the wife of my friend, I saw that my' first im
presslon had not deceived me. She was truly a little angel and 
moreover, a little angel mad·e a woman, which is better. 

0

Sh~ was 
delicate, lithe as a young girl; her little voice vibratil~ 
and harmonious like the song of the thrush, had i know not 
w~at indefinable accent, be longing to no parti c{uar country, but 
g1ving an extreme charm to the lure of her words. 3he had a way 
of her own, a childish and coquettish way of modulating the end 
o+ her phrases, while turning her eyes towards her husband as if 
to seek his approbation. 3he blush~d at every moment, but at 
the same time her smile was so subtle, her teeth were so white, 
that she seemed to be lauthing at herself', and a little ather 
neighbors too.. Singular little woman. Add to this a quaint way 
of dressing, though in charming taste, a little bit daring 
possibly,·but becoming to this little quean so odd herself. Her 
beautiful blonde hair, twisted up artlessly, or apparently so at 
least, was held in place on top by a steel comb slightly in
clined to one side, and her dress of white muslin, trimmed with 
large, flat ruchings, low cut and square in the neck, short in 
the skirt, and caught up on every side, had a delicious air of 
the eighteenth century. The angel was a little coquettish in 
her wa.y, and her way was exquis~te. 

(Scarcely seated at table, Oscar threw a rapid look at his 
wife, but so full of happiness and love---why not say it---that 
I felt a shiver, a shiver of envy, astonishment, admiration 
perhaps, He picked from the basket of flowers· that was on the 
table a red rose half open, and pushing it towards his wife 
smili~gly---"For your hair, Madame," said he. The little blonde 
beauty blushed deeply, took the flower, and carelessly, very 
quickly and with extreme dexterity, fixed it in her hair, above, 
to tne left in just the right place, a.nd delighted, facing each 
one of us 'she repeated several times, amidst roars of laR~hter: 
"Does it i~ok well so?" jfnd she sent from ~er fi~er tips a. 
little cavalier kiss to her husband, as a. l1ttle g1rl of twelve 
would have done, and plunged her spoon gayly into her hot soup, 
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raising her little finger.) 

The other guests had nothing ~emarkable ·abo~t.them. They 
laughed at all this childishness w1th.much amiab1l1~y, but seemed 
to feel a little ill at ease in the m1dst o~ all th1s abandon. 
The cousin especially, cuirassed carefully 1n white, ~~avated 
in blue, with fan-shaped beard and alm?nd eye~, I,dis~1ked 
particularly. He rolled his r's and h1ssed ~1s s s l1ke a 
provincial actor. He broke his bread into l1ttl~ bits of 
pieces and munches these crumbs during co~versa~1on. It struck 
me that the pleasure of showing a large r 1ng ~h1ch he wore, 
went for something in this mania of working.hls bread •. once 
or twice I surprised the glance of the cous1n directed 1n a 
melancholy wey toward the mistress of the house, but at first 
I did not attach much importance to this, amused as I was by 
the sparkling gaiety of Oscar. It seemed to me however, at 

· the and of a few moments, that the young man sought in a thou
sand ways to attract the attention of the little queen. She 
however answered him in the most natural way in the world, and 
there was neither embarrassment nor constraint apparent in her 
manner. Undoubtedly I must have been dace ived.· (Have you 
ever noticed when you suddenly find yourself transports~ 
among unfamiiiar surroundings, how certain little details of 
no especial consequence to any one, possess an importance for 
yourself. The first impression is bas sed on a multi tude of 
little nothings which strike you at first sight. Some spot 
on the floor; some nail in the wall; soma detail in the 
physiognomy of your neighbor, engraves itself in your mind, 
installs itself there, becomes of importance, and in spite of 
yourself, all the observations which you make subsequently, 
group themselves around that spot, that nail, or that grimaDe. 
Fay attention to this and you will sea that every opinion 
which you form on an occurrence, a person or an object, has 
bean sensibly modified by the recollection of this little 
nothing which has struck you at the first glance.· What young 
girl is there, who, a victim of this first impression, has 
not refused a husband or two for a vest which was too large; 
a cravat badly tied; an untimely sneeze; a silly smile, or 
a boot too pointed. we do not like to acknowledge to our• 
selves that such silly trifles can serve as a basis for the 
opinion wa·entertain of another, and we must seek with great 
attention to discover in ourselves these little germs for
gotten and unacknowledged. I remember vary well that at the 
first visit which I paid to Mrs. M ----, I noticed that·one 
of her teeth, the first molar on the right, I see it now, was 
absolutely blue---a hideous blackish blue •. I merely caught 
a glimpse of the little blue monstrosity, so much pains baing 
taken to hide it, but I could·not gat this discovery out of 
my head. I oo on saw that Mrs •. M, made horrible grimaces to 
hide her tooth, that at table she took infinitely small · 
mouthfuls, and all'this in order to humor the nervous sus~ 
captibility of the little monstrosity. I had gone so far as 

·to explain all the traits, moral and physical of Ivirs. M. by 
the key of this trivial infirmity; this bluish molar indeed 
personifies the countass·so well that even now, although the 
ugly tooth has been replaced by a magnificent new one twice 
as big and white as the bottom of a plate, even now, ! saY. 
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Mrs. M. cannot open her ~outh that I do not involuntarily and 
in the most natural way 1n the world, seek with my 
the little horror. eyes for 

But let us return to our subject.O 

. In the .midst of this conjugal blessedness so deliciously 
enc1~clad, 1n ~he pressenca of my honest Oscar, so good, so 
conf1ding, so 1~ love with the little cherub in the Louis XV 
dress, who carr1ed her grave and naivete to the point of dditi 
I was shocked by the silly prettiness and too careful com~in~ Y, 
of the head of the white vested cousin, This head of his o 

attracted my attention (like the spot on the floor of which r 
was speaking a moment ago; like the blue tooth of the countess ) 
and in spite of myself I could not remove my eyes from the ' 
angler while he cut with the silver blade of his knife the 
slice of that indigestible fruit which I like to see in the plate 
of another, but which I carmot tole rate in my own. 

After dinner, which lasted for an eternity, we adjourned 
to the garden, where the coffee had oeen prepared, and we 
stretched out our limbs in beatitude, the cigar between our lips. 
{All was calm and placid around. The insects had ceased their 
music, ahd in the transparent apple-green sky little violet 
clouds, elongated and moti6nless, were quietly sleeping.) 

O~car pointed out t6 me, proudly happy, the famous wind 
mill, the placid valley, and further on the beloved stream in 
which the sun about to set was reflecting its image among the 
rushes. In ~he maanti~a the little queen, agile on her high 
heels, busieo_ herself about th~ cups ana saucers like a baby 
playing laQ.y, and with a thousand whimsical and charming pre
cautions, poured out.the scalding coffee, and'the small oft~ 
mocha was deliciously mixed with the perfume of.the flowers, 
the new-mown hay and the woods. 

When .she h~d finished, she carne and. sat near her husband, 
so close tha. t her dress hid half of my friend, and unceremoniously 
taking the ciga~ which he had between his lips, she held the 
regalia away from her arm's length with a little pout which . 
meant to say, "Oh, the horrid thing!" and with her little finger 
she shook off the white ask, which fell upon the sand, then with a 
laugp she ·:r:eplaced the cigar between the lips whic l: her husband 
presented to her. 

It was charming. Oscar was without doubt accustomed to 
this procedure, for he did not seem at all astonished. He placed 
his hand on his wife's shoulder as one would upon the shoulder of 
a child and said to her---"Thanks, darling," and kissed her on 
the f'or~head. "Aren't _you going to give me a ducky?" a~de~ the 
young. woman in a low voice, laying her head on her husbands arm. 
I could not help smiling. There was so much caressing coquetry, 
so much childlike grace in this little phrase, repe~ted in a low 
voice. I hardly kno~ ·why I turned towards the cous1n! who sat 
somewhat apart smoking silently. He seemed ~o me a l1ttle pale. 
He draw two or three successive puffs from h1s cigar, rose 
hastily under the influence of an evident moral malaise, and 
withdrew under the trees. "What ails the cousin," c'ried Oscar 
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with interest, "what fly has stun~ him?" "I'm sura I don't 
know " answered the little queen 1n the most natural way in 
·the ~orld, "Some ideaabout f~shing, I have no doubt." 
And the conversa.tion was cont1nued. 

Night began to fall. 1.'Ve had been sitting, as I hav~ 
already said, a long time at table. It was ~bout nine o clock. 
The cousin returned and resumed the place wh1ch he ~ad before 
occupied, but from this moment on a strange cons~ra1nt seemed 
to fall upon us; a singular coolness manifested 1tse~f. The 
conversation, at first so animated, bega~ to fl~gg l1tt~e ?Y 
little and in spite of my efforts to hr1ng a l1ttle life 1nto 
it, it' dragged woefully. For my own part, I did not f~el 
remarkably at ease either. I was haunted by the most absurd 
ideas in the world. I thought I had seen in the sudden depar
ture of' the cousin, in his paleness, in his embarrassed manner, 
the expression of a violent feeling which he was powerless to 
hide. But how was it that this adorable little woman, so 
intelligent, with so.subtle a glance, how was it t~at she did 
not understand all this, since I could understand 1t myself? 
And Oscar confiding as he was, had he not noticed that the 
sudden departure of the cousin coincided precisely with the 
kiss which he had given his wife? Are they both of them 
blind or do they pretend not to see, or else am I the victim 
of a ~ost transparent delusion? Nevertheless the conversation 
had ceased. The mistress of the house, singular symptom, was 
silent grave, and Oscar moved restlessly in his chair like 
a man lll at ease. What could be passing in the minds of all 
these people? Presently we heard the clock strike ten, and 
Oscar suddenly rising. "My dear friends, 11 said he, "in the 
country entire libert:y, you know. I will ask of you per-
mission to retire. I am a little tired this evening.~' "George," 
said he to me,"you will be shown your room." It is in the 
rez-de-chaussee. I hope you will be comfortable." 

Every one rose in silence, and after wishing good-night 
in a constrained manner, eachsought his own apartment~ I 
thought, I must acknowledge, that they kept too early hours 
at my friend's house. ·I had no desire to sleep. I inspected 
my room, which was charming. The walls were covered with 
tapestry, with figures framed in by grayish paneling. The 
bed, hidden in great curtains, invitingly half opened, exhaled 
the good odor of clean linen, which allures to rest. On the 
table, with a little jewel of the time of Louis XVI, were 
four or five books, chosen evidently by Oscar and placed there 
for me. These little attentions are touching and naturally I 
again thought of my good friend, of the strange scene of the 
evening, of the sorrows, of the tortures, which were possibly 
hidden behind this apparent happiness. I was absurd that 
evening. I sympathized with him already. I felt full· of 
emotion and melancholy as I leaned upon the balustrade out
side the window, which had remained wide open. The moon had 
just risen. The sky was splendidly clear, and little puffs 
of delicious perfume were wafted toward me. I saw in the somber 
·shadows of the trees glow worms glittering· the grass, and 
in the midst of the masses of verdure mysteriously illumined 
by the moon, I saw the strange forms of phantastic monsters 
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s~alking past in the ~ilence. rhere was moreover, some 
f1~ty' paces from my w1ndow, half' hidden in the trees, a littl& 
poln,te~ gable surmounted by a weatrnr vane' which aroused my 
curios1 ty ~uc~. ~In th~ shadvws neither doors nor windoVJs 
co~ld be d1st1ngu1shed 1n this singular tower). was it a 
ru1ned do~e-eote, a tomb, an abandoned kiosaue? (I lmow 
no~, but 1t had.a g~ace, an extreme eleganc~, th~s little 
po1nted g~ble .. 'vvl th 1 ts rounded dormer window.) ~:las it chance, 
or an a~t1st full of taste, who had embowered this little 
tower w1,th creepers and flowers, and surrounded it with 
verdure, with so mu.ch coquetry, that it seemed to hide itself 
to attract attention? . · 

' . 
I gazed upon all this wh,en I heard a slight noise i]1 the 

shrubbery. I looked towards the place from which the poise 
came and I saw---an~ in, ~ruth I had a moment of anxiety---I 
saw a phantom clad 111 wn1 te robes ana. stealina alon:-r with a 
rapid, restless and mysterious stErp. Sudden1y the ~10on 
i~lum~ned this ph~ntom •. No doubt was possible, my, eyes beheld 
tne w1fe of my. fr1end. Hpr step had not that coouettish ease 
which I had marked, but indicated clearly an intense Efn otion. 
I tried to banish at once the horrible suspicion which had 
seiz~d me. "No," said I, 11 SO much candor 1111d beauty do not 
dece iye; without doubt she has forgotten her fan or ern broj dery 
on one of the benches yonder," but instead 9f' directine; her 
course towards the benches which I saw on the riaht the 

0 ' • 
young woman turned to the left ana. soon ~isappeared in the 
shadows of the shrubbery in which thA mysterious tower wa~ 
hidden. My heart sank within me. "Where is the unhappy 
woman going?" I said to myself. "At least she shall not 
know that she is. watched!" and I blew out the lig~t precipi
tately. I sought to close the windov1; to go to bed; to shut 
my eyes, b~t an invincible curiosity brought me back to my 
post. A few minutes elapst3d, when I heard distinctly foot
steps upon the sand~--foot~lteps which were uncertain ancl 
timid. At first I saw no one, though there was no doubt that 
they were the footsteps of a man. Soon I had the p~oof that 
I was not a.eceived, am1 the tall silhouette of the cousin coo ld 
clearly be s~en against the obscurity of the foliage. I would 
have liked to have stopped the scamp, for his intention'w~s 
evident, He directed his s.tep toward the shrubbery, where 
the little oueen had disaopeared. I would have ~iked to say 
to him---"You are a scoundrel. You shall go no further!" but 
was it my miss:i. on to act thus? I was r:;ilent, but I coughed 
loud enough for him to hear me. He stopped suddenly in his 
uncertain walk, looked on every side r1ith visible anxiety, 
then seized l lmow not with what vertigq, he sprang toward the 
pavilion. I was crushed. What could I do? Inform my friend., 
the friend of my youth? Yes, of course, but then I was 
ashamed to carry desp&ir to the soul of this excellent man 
and explode a horrible scandal. 11 He may remain ignorant,

11 

I said to myself' nand then who knows, I may be deceiv:ed 
my,self perhaps. 'It. is doubtless the mos~ reasonable thing . 11 
in the world which has brought about this preconcerted meet1ng. 
I clung to the illusion. I tried to throw a veil over the 
tes,timony of my· own eyes, when s.uddenly_a ~oor of the ~ouse 
opened noisily, and oscar, Oscar himself, 1n ~11 ~he ~1;order 
of his night. garments, his hair disheveled, h1s dress1no govm 



as sed under my window. He ran more than 
flying behinbdthtimh, pngul'sh of his heart could be read only 
he walked u e a . t He knew all ' th ildness of hlS movemen s. • too clearly in e w t bl "Is this the I f lt that a catastrophe was inevi a e. 9 i this the poison which lies hidden in the 
~!~~~~~~~;va:e?" All these thoughts shot through my brain 
like an arrow Above all things the explosion must be . 
r~tarded if it were for an instant, for a second, and be
side m e;lf without giving myself time to think what I 
shouldysay 'I cried· with a voice imperative and brief, 
"Oscar my'friend come here and speak to me, I wish itl" 
He stopped as if petrified. He was horr~bly pale, and " 
with a diabolical smile, said---" I haven t time, later • 
"Oscarl You mustl I conjure youl You are doubtless 
mistaken." 

At these words he burst into a fierce laugh. "I •m 
mistaken, idiot, I'm mistaken, am I?" ~nd he flew toward. 
the pavilion. But seizing the hem of h1s garment with an 
iron han~, I withheld him. "Do not go, my· friend, I beg of 
you on my knees." 

The only answer was a fearful blow on my arm and· he 
cried---"What the devil has got into you?" "But tell you, 
you cannot go there," I cried in a,. voice which parmi tted no 
answer. "Why not tell me at once that there is some one 
there, you stupid fool. The deuce take that confounded 
melon. I will wait •" 

And gathering his dressing· gown about him with a 
feverish hand, stalked away with rapid strides. 

Chas. B. Wilby 

SALAD DAYS IN SPAIN 

MARCH 1, 1924 JOHN D. WAREHAM 

A aeries of travel letters to which have been added 
a few comments. 

Introduction 

When I first entertained the idea of writing a sketch of 
my impressions· of Spain, I had no thought of resotting to such 
primitive material as was contained in a series of letters 
writtep on the spot nearly a quarter of a century ago and 
dispatched to the best friend of my life. 

Now, after casting about for some time in,an effort to 
collect my impressions, I realized they were, in many matters, 
eo vague and attenuated that they totally lacked authenticitt. 
Distracted by this lack of clarity in a ·ment8l picture I fel _ 
sure was once startlingly vivid, I turned to the old letters, 
which had been preserved only because .they went to the one 
friend who deemed them, with all their shortcomings, worlEy of 

a lavender-scented shrine, wherein also reposed "The Little 
Tin Soldier." 
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"How many men VJho have written of their trave'ls in their 
wander year woulcl not, if they could, call 'them back t'o cancel 
many a line?" Seeing them in the li~ht of mature reflection 
they would c.rY with Cleopatra "My Salad Days '!!hen I was 
green in judgment; cold in blood, To say as I said then. 11 

After reading these old letters my impression of their 
availibility was curiously a divided one. They were hopelessly 
romantic; overflowing with an ardent youthful enthusiasm. They 
were so saturated with the love of everything and everybody, 
that they at last recalled to me a time when I was, in truth, 
in love with love. Their mooning seriousness was so ludicrous 
that they created an unconscious humor of which they were 
otherwise totally innocent. :Paraphrasing Kinglake 's "Eothen" -
"I believe I may truly acknowledge that from all details of · 
geographical discovery or antiquarian research, from all dis
play of sound learning and religious knovtledge, from all 
historical and scientific illustrations, from all useful 
statistics, from all political disquisitions, and from all good 
moral reflections, these letters were thoroughly free." 

My excuse for them is their absolute truthfulness in 
recording my·impressions at the time. They picture a period 
in my life and a state of mind, which no power of my imagina
tion could recreate - a sense and joy of youth gone forever. 
For these reasons I venture to present them as they were 
rather than use them as inspiration for vrriting again of a 
da.y which cannot be recalled. 

Barcelona - November 18 

Tonight a great sadness is.tugging at my heart and a 
lump which will not down, is in my throat, 'for tomorrow ·I shall 
be leaving Spain, It is with a feeling of real regret that I 
think of her departing shores, for this pilgrimage has been 
very delightful and charmingly different. . 

I realized from the first night when I crossed through the 
lofty Pyrene·es and huddled in a freezing condition in the · 
li ttJ.e compartment of a train, which snailed along a E a speed 
that would have brou"'ht a hee haw from the steed of ~ancho 
Fanza; that here was

0

a land of primitive picturesq~e~ess, ~n
touched by all of the bustle and hurry of modern c1V1lizat1on. 

This inadequate, slow-moving train which brough~ us 
through the Pyrenees and to Madrid, was not without 1ts ad
vantages. we were fond of saying that it was baited forward 
with a shovel of coal in the mule and carrot manner, buttt~~ 
very slowness permitt~d a sort of outin~t~t c~:~~e~i ~~~~·8·s··: ~~~· 
Sleep all that night in the Pyrenees,. Wl t ·n air fre~zing· 

t i . e r and the sharp moun a1 monk snor ng 1n your a 1 f the damned. so by choice 
the blood would have been the s aep o ... , 
it was a never to be forgotten night of Vlgilance. 

We were high up in the mysterious craigs which in the light 



assed under my window. He ran more than 
flyi~kb~hi~dth~~ ;nguish of his heart could be read only 
he wa e • u th ildness of his movements. He knew all. 
too clearly in e w . it bl "Is this the 
I felt that a catastrophe was lnev a e. i th 

. is this the poison which lies hidden n e 
~!~~~~~~~'vase?" All these thoughts shot through my brain 
like an arrow. Above all things the explosion must be · 
retarded if it were for an instant, for a se?ond, and be
side mys~lf without giving myself time to th1nk what I 
should say,' I cried with a voice imperative and brief,'" 
"oscar my friend come here and speak to me, I wish it • 
He stopped as if petrified. He was horribly pale, and 
with a diabolical smile, said---" I haven't time, later •" 
"Oscar! You must 1 I conjure you! You are doubtless 
mistaken." 

At these words he burst into a fierce laugh. "I'm 
mistaken idiot I'm mistaken, am I?" And he flew toward. 
the pavllion. But seizing the hem of his garment with an 
1r on han~, I withheld him. "Do not go, my· friend, I beg of 
you on m~r knees." 

The only answer was a fearful blow on my arm and· he 
cried---" What the devil has got into you?" "But te 11 you, 
you cannot go there," I cried in a. voice which permitted no 
answer. "Why not tell me at once that there is soma one 
there, you stupid fool. The deuce take that confounded 
melon. I will wait •" 

And gathering his dressing· gown about him with a 
feverish hand, stalked away with .rapid strides. 

Chas. B. Wilby 

SALAD DAYS IN SPAIN 

MARCH 1, 1924 JOHN D. WAREHAM 

A series of travel letters to which have been added 
a few comments. 

Introduction 

When I first entertained the idea of writing a sketch of 
my impressions· of Spain, I had no thought of resorting to such 
primitive material as was contained in a series of letters 
writtep on the spot nearly a quarter of a century ago and 
dispatched to the best friend of my life. 

Now, after casting about for some time in,an effort to 
collect my impressions, I realized they ware, in many matters, 
so vague and attenuated that they totally lacked authenticit{. 
Distracted by this lack of clarity in a ment81 picture I fel _ 
sure was once startlingly vivid, I turned to the old letters, 
which had been preserved only because .they went to the one 
friend who deemed them, with all their shortcomings, worlEy of 

a lavender-scented shrine, wherein also reposed "The Little 
Tin Soldier." 
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· "How many men who have written of their trave.ls in their 
wander year would not, if they could, call 'them back t'o cancel 
many a line?" Seeing them in the lig;ht of mature reflection 
they would cry with Cleopatra "WJY Salad Days When I was 
green in judgment; cold in blood, To say as i said then," 

After reading these old letters my impression of their 
availibility was curiously a divided one. They were hopelessly 
romantic; overflowing with an ardent youthful enthusiasm. They 
were so saturated with the love of everything and ev~rybody, 
that they at last recalled to me a time when I was, in truth, 
in love with love. Their mooning seriousness was so ludicrous 
that they created an unconscious humor of which they were 
otherwise totally innocent. Paraphras irtg Kinglake 's "Eo then" 
"I believe I may truly acknowledge that from all details of · 
geographical discovery or antiquarian research, from all dis
play of sound learning and religious knowledge, from all 
historical and scientific illustrations, from all useful 
statistics, from all political disquisitions, and from all good 
moral reflections, these letters were thoroughly free." 

My excuse for them is their absolute truthfulness in 
recording my·impressions at the time. They picture a period 
in my life and a state of mind, which no power of my imagina
tion could recreate - a sense and joy of youth gone forever. 
For these reasons I venture to present them as they were 
rather than use them as inspiration for vrriting again of a 
d~y which cannot be recalled. 

Barcelona - November 18 

Tonight a great sadness is tugging at my heart and a 
lump which will not down, is in my throat, 'for tomorrow ·I shall 
be leaving Spain. It is with a feeling of real regret that I 
think of her departing shores, for this pilgrimage has been 
very delightful and charmingly different. 

I realized from the first night when I crossed throug·h the 
lofty Pyrene·es and huddled in a freezing condition in the 
little compartment of a train, which snailed alo~~ a~ a speed 
that would have brought a bee haw from the steed of ~ancho 
Panza; that here was a land of primitive picturesqua~ess, ~n
touched by all of the bustle and hurry of modern civ1lizat1on. 

This inadequate, slow-moving train which brough~ us 
through the Pyrenees and. to Madrid, was not without 1ts ad
vantages. we were fond of saying that it was ba:Ltad forward 
with a shovel of coal in the mule and carrot manner, but th~ 

' t f t·ng at each little stat1on. very slowness permitted a sor 0 ou 1 . · d 1· b. · -·a fat 
Sleep all that night in the Pyrenees, w1th cra~pe 1mf s, . . 

· d the sharp mounta1n air reez1ng 
monk snorting 1n your ear an 1 f the damned· so by choice 
the blood would have been the s aep o . .. ' 
it was a never to he forgotten night of v1gilance. 

We ware high up in the mysterious craigs which in the light 
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of a great moon seemed like the architecture of some grand 
heroic unknown world - the Temples of Walhalla or the Throne 
of a Jupiter. Occasionally we would p~ss a fierce c~taract, 
tumbling, seemingly, from the velv~t-l1ke sky, down 1nto the 
mysterious caverns of night. Turn1ng a. bend we would see 
through the rift of the rocks a glimpse of a faraway valley 
·and a glimmer of light marking some midnight v~gi~ • Old 
castles which seemed to grow out of the mounta1n fast~esses 
oould be seen sillouhetted against the wierd sky; the1r 
histories were dead with their masters and the moonlight 
streamed throu~h their windows and hall filling them with 
spectres - pha~toms which cried in the night wind - "I was 
with cortez - I sailt the Horn - I planted the pennant on 
San Sal vader·," 

Daylight came slowly - an unearthly mist flooding every
thing - it was like the melting of pearls. We seemed to be 
floating, old master-like in the clouds. At times we could 
see hamlets hanging on the rocky hillsides as an eagle's nest 
hangs from a precipice ·- each with its church on the topmost 
pinnacle of the landscape, its cross bathed in the clouds; 

·women were out pounding their washings on the banks of the 
tumbling little mountain torrents; quaint old·mill wheels 
flapped convulsively in the current of the streams; picturesque 
peasants driving wise sober looking little donkeys, covered 
with magenta and yellow trappings and shamelessly loaded, 
filled the little market places and dotted the country paths. 

Inside the compartment the passengers were stirred by 
the coming day; the casual one put on his shoes; the monk 
yawned and commenced on his beads and all eyes looked curious
ly at the peculiar stranger who sat up all night and leered 
at the dim landscape. Hunger now dominated all other interests 
and after an interminable period of gastronomic anguish the 
train pulled into a station, the ,whole side of the train flew 
open and a myriad of people rushed mon-like for the eating 
room. To our sorrow we were of' the last to arrive. The long 
table was already jambed with hunger-mad people each plung
ing, poking, cramming in a wild endeavor toget his appetite 
appeased or possibly his money's worth before the bell should 
ring. One man upset a bowl of soup in a lady's hat she in 
he: wild frenzy jumped to her feet, knocked a chair'against a 
wa1 tar carrying a tray of sliced tomatoes, brown gravy and hot 
coffee, all of which strubk a wall and carne back in a spray 
of pink and bro~n l~ke when a wave strikes a rocky coast; 
another waiter 1n h1s endeavor to avoid the storm jumped aside; 
thereby dropping a lot of plates; a man at a safe distance 
laughed at the catastrophy, choked on an abnormal dumpling, 
co~ghed violently and hit a lady opposite in the eye with it: 
kn1ves and forks clattered---more dishes were broken while 
from the environs of the lunch counter came a pandem;nium of 
sounds---appeals, demands; the scene resembled a foot ball 
rus~.1 or a bread. riot in the ·streets of Naples; some stuffed 
the1r pockets w1th sausages and ran away· others put down 
their money and were pushed away empty h~nded. The beel rang; 
there was a general upheaval; some cried---11 I have not paid
pray, give me my change quickly, 11 The waiters ran for thos-e 
who did not pay; one man made a flying reach for a bunch of 
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grapes; a woman bumped his arm and he grabbed a handful of 
spaghetti; ~other in his frenzy of hurry tried to swall 
egg whole; 1t lodg~d in his throat, his eyes bulged out 

0~i:n 
face ~urned purple,, and the last I saw of him, he was -g~in 
through the contort1ons of choking it down. The room look~d 
like the deck of an excursion steamer overtaken by a st . 
and the pro~rietor said---"Caramba" ---at least he must ~~~ 
said so1?eth1~g of the sort. Failing utterly, we reentered 
the t7a1n wh1ch did not leave for twenty-five minutes more 
and f1nally at the car window, bought from an old woman, a 
large boulder of prehistoric cheese, a flat slab of ante
diluvian bread, and a bottle of good wine. 

Comment Note.- Had n?t the fore-going been written before 
th~ da~s of the p1e ~h~ow1ng movies, it might be open to 
cr1tic1sm as plaguer1z~g them. It certainly is proof of the 
truth in these comedies, for with all its earmarks of hyperbole 
can any one who has traveled question the verity of thi's ' 
picture of vulgarity and comic greed. 

That night we feasted our palates and·our eyes, for we 
were in old ~~drid. 

"In old Madrid long years ago, where softly siD'hB the love 
the light gui tar,'1 How these words have echoed in the minds of' 
the dreamers and what scenes they have suggested to the romantic; 
but the youth of today strums not the light guitar along the 
ri~er shore, rather he mixes with the kaleidaskopic groups which 
swa~m the great square, Porta Del So, and the washer women strum 
the light washboard on the all but dry bottom of the river, for 
the Manzanares, at most times, is a poor little dried up thread 
of water. And as I looked in vain for the far flung beauties of 
that river s here, instead there carne to me a dear old memory of 
the cool, sweat verdant-girded river tm. t floVIed through the 
land of my birth---a memory of.the happy days and nights wuen 
with youthful companions I floated dovm 'that river and to the. 
strumming of guitars sang the praises of this one. 

1'his Madrid of today, toils not, neither does she spin; she 
is a parvenus, a barnacle on the Ship of Spain; she toys vii th 
the coffee pot; she joines in the whirlpool of humanity which 
circles the Porta Del Sol by day, and swirls off into the 
Prado promenade in the evening. Go to the Museum of Armory, look 
at the breast plate under which throbbed the heart of him who 
fearlessly sailed the Santa Maria through the unploughed western 
seas; pause before this helmet in whose shelter w'ere evolved the 
thoughts that conouered Montezuma. Here is the sword laid dovm 
on the banks of the Mississippi, by De Soto; there the shield of 
Pizarro, who carried it across the seas and added new laurels 
to his country·; before you a relic of De Gama who sailed Good 
Hope emblazoning new glories on the escutcheon ?f a proud land; 
this the spectre of a Ferdinand and that the vo1ce of an Isabella. 
What a torrent of memories floods one in the heroic old atmosphere. 
Go back 1·nto the streets the houses, the temples; search for the 

t f t d II great of t~day--alas~ 11 Where are the snows o yes er ay. 

The Escorial, that melancholy architectural mountain of tombs 
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is a dull and damp resting place for Kings and Qu~ens and the 
·bones of those who were of the glory tha~ was Spa1n lie 
obscurely under the stars of the four po1nts. 

The Bull Fight Madrid, October --

The Bull Fight is the ruling Rassio? of the Spania~d 
today as it was in olden times. ile · hadoean told the F1ght 
we we;e to witness, would be a splendid occasion, with six 
fiery bulls to run their cou~se and three o~ the greatest 
fi~hters of the land to spur the running. rherefora, when 
su~day came and p~oved to be a beautiful soft summer-like day, 
we felt that all things w~re well appointed for seeing the 
sport at its best. Having secured good seats, ?pposite the 
entrance where the participants enter, we ware 1mpatiently 
awaiting the hour of the performance. 

The immense Plaza. de Taros of Madrid is located in one 
of the suburbs of that city. It is planned somewhat like 
the Coliseum at Rome, but the arena is circular instead of 
oblong. The huge interio~ space is surrounded by a strong 
fence about five feet in height; beyond this fence is a six 
foot alley, from the outer rim of which rise tier upon tier 

·of seats with two stories of boxes at the top. 

At 3:3Q o'clock the place was crowded with a seething mass 
of humanity; the boxes were filled with gayly dressed SBnoritas, 
a few showing by their hats and gowns the influence of Paris, 
but greater numbemholding to the proverbial black mantilla. 
They laughed and chatted with their chaperones and occasionally 
sent messages inpantomime to their young adm1rers in the 
seats below. Opposite us were myriads of red and yellow fans 
held up to shade the eyes of the observers, for the lowering 
rays of the October sun were blinding. Our half of the arena 
being in somber eclipse. 

Fresently the band struck up what to them, I think, must 
have be en a lively march, but in all the music of s·pa:ill too re 
is a somber, melancholy undertone of minor, which never rises 
to the sunny melody of our own music. Even in their dance 
music there is that strange· wierd everlasing minor and the 
Death March from Seigfried is less dismal than the one this 
band played as the opposite gates were thrown open and the 
otherwise gay procession marched into the ring and saluted 
the King's box. 

The pageant was very picturesque in appearance and alto
gether splendid. First came the matadors on foot in their 
stunning costumes of bright colored silks and satins heavily 
embroide:ea with gold and silver, their boleros glistening in 
the sunl1ght. They wore close fitting knee breeches, laced · 
tightly at the hips, giving the figure a slender wedge shape-
this feature being characteristic of' the trousers worn by all 
classes of Spaniards--flesh colored stockings, patent leather 
pumps! a ~lack cocked hat and gorgeous colored mantle, one side 
of wh1ch 1s always red. It is the matador's part to dispatch 
the bull at the end of the fight. He is to the Spanish people 
what the primadonna is to Americans. 
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S~cond in the procession were the capadors and the 
banderllleros' whose costumes are similar th h 1 
than the matadors' It is th . oug . ass elaborate 
the bull and goad him into gr:~~e~a~~tf! 1~~e s~~~t ~o ~nfuriate 
thrusting spear-like wands' covered with fr ~ d l~. lS one by 
into the shoulders of the bull. Followin~ ~~gab ~ss~~lpa~er, 
came the pica.dors---pikemen who ride th h e an erl eros 
wooden pikes in the end of which there ~s ~r:~~J.t~~~ ~~r:y long 
yellow costumes suggest a little that of our co~boys :

17 
ing up the rear of the processio~ werethe mulilleros ·a .~7ng
gayly decked teams of mules--their duty the dispositionr 1 ;1 nt~ 
dead bulla and horses. 

0 
e 

Immediately a trum~et was sounded, the gre~t gates were 
throvnn open and into the ring rushed a huge angry bull Th 
people screamed with delight and the bull snorted and ~ada e 
immediate battle, charging for the nearest object, which hap
pened to be one of the capadors who was flourishing his red 
m~tla. Evading the bull, he bolted over the fence and the 
an1mal tore off in another direction charging this time for one 
of the poor blindfolded horses with its fearless picador in 
t~e saddle. The charge of the bull was met by the picador, 
h1s pika engaging the bull's shoulders and so great was the 
st~eng~h of ~he man that he stopped the charge of the bull and 
ma1~ta1ned w1th ease, his seat in the saddle. The bull in
furlated by this balking of his plans and tortured by the pike 
snorted, stamped and charged again, this time reaching the 
horse and impaling the poor creature of his horns, he tossed 
ma~ ar;d horse through the air in a writhing, kicking mass. ;lt 
th1s Juncture the capadors, banderilleros and matadors rushed 
to the ill-timed rescue, waved their red mantles and diverted 
the bull from further tragedy. The picadore, meantime, was 
helped up and the horse already in death throes, was clubbed 
and .poked until it staggered to its feet; the picador mounted 
the saddle; and notwithstanding that the horse was gored and 
torn to such an extent that: its entrails were dragging on the 
sand and blood was gushing from its wounds---it was compelled 
to make itself the target for a final charge---a charge ghastly 
beyond description. Finally the horse was stabbed in the skull 
and another hurried in. Generally, three horses are in the 
ring at one time. This phase of the sport lasts about twenty 
minutes. It is the most cruel part of the game. One has 
little pity for man or bull as they are both keen to fi3'ht, but 
with the poor blindfolded horse, it is quite a different mat tar. 
In the first fight, three horses were killed and s~me of the 
sights were such as only a barbarian could enjoy. In one in
stance the entrails of a horse were clipped off to prevent its 
walking on them. 

11he fighters are very skillful and can manage the bull at 
their will; that is, they can attract him instantly from one 
place to another, and thus avoid many terrible accidents. The 
fearless capadors will wave their infuriating red mantles to 
induce a mad charge from the bull; just as the ,animal is about 
to give a deadly thrust the man will nonchalantly step aside 
and invite another plunge. Their sprightly grace and. playful 
debonair bravado giv~ a light touch to a scene lacking even in 
grim humor. At the expiration of the alloted time, the gayly 
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decked teams of mules drag away the dead horses and any that 
may have esca~ed the carnage are led from the arena. 

During the second stage of the sport the ba~derillaro 
takes two sticks containing barbed spuds, walks 1nto the center 
of the ring and waves them at the bull as a hypnotist would 
make a pass at his victim, and stamps his feet. This per
formance has a peculiar effect on the animal; he stops, stares 
at the performer and then makes a lunge for this audacious man, 
who running forward, meets him half way and just as the bull 
is ~bout to impale him, the banderillero gives a deft little 
dodge; jumps high in the air and thrusts the wands into the 
bull' s shoulder. Ni th an enfuria ted roar, the beast rushes 
off after other game. This play is repeated three times, each 
time by a different banderillero. Some of the passes are quite 
thrilling---the man not infrequently jmnping over the bull in 
his attempt to plant the sticks in the animals. shoulders. 

The trumpet sounds again and the. final and most skillful 
scene of the sport is enacted. The matador walks into the ring 
with the air of a Prince, as the populace in a frenzy of 
enthusiasm acclaim their hero~ He carried a small red flag 
and a long flat sword. Walking up to the bull, he holds aloft 
the red flag, at which the animal makes a mad lunge, passes it 
over the beast's haad and waves it before him again; the 
matador all the t'ime, stepping back and forth out of the way 
of the repeated charges. This byplay is done to get the bull 
to face the matador, that the sword thrust may be made in the 
right spot---this goal being, between the shoulder blades to 
the heart. Finally the opportunity offers itself; thematador 
dodges the thrust of the horns, springs into the air and 
srives the long blade in up to the hilt. On one occasion, the 
bull' s heart was pierced by the first thrust but more often 
the animal v1ould give an angry bellow and da~h away but re
turning to battle receive thrust after thrust until 'he would 
fall down reluctantly giving up the game. After a skillful 
killing the people go mad with del~·ght and the matador marches 
around the ring receiving the plaudits of the populace and a 
per~ect avalanche of their hats, their cigars .and their money. 
He 1s indeed the hero of the hour, 

The mules are again driven in and the hull's carcass is 
dragged away, Attendance spread sand over the blood, tbe 
·flowing of which has caused so much joy. 

During the last killing a man near me f;ell down seized 
with an epil~pt.i~ fit; ~he people thought the incident amusing 
and ~h?uted 1n w1ld der1sion as he was being dragged away. 
Horr1f1ed.I asked myself--what is the strange phase in human 
nature wh1ch so glories in human misery and the agony of 
suffering? 

The sun had fallen low; the interior of the arena took on 
a sh~dowy a~pect. I looked up' at the disc of the bluesky and 
the 1mpress1on was of being in a ghastly foul pit--tbe hot 
malodorous, sanguinary pit of the beastial demon-CRUELTY. 

Comment Note - If the forego~ng h~s a~thing in it redolent 
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~;ss:~~~;~~~do~; ~~: ~~!s!~tr=~~~ber that "Blood and sand" 
emerged from Spain via Hollywood orT,h.yearts'bk~fore.~he Spaniard 
b t th Ib ' • e B r1 1ng d1fference 

e ween ~ eria~ s and my own Bull Fight, is that his i 
largely--F1ght--wh1le mine is superlatively--"Bull." 8 

i 
.The mfotsht mo~entous occurence we h~d at Madrid outside of the 

v ew1ng o e P1ctures at the Prado Galler was 
Thera was an impression at the hotel that Yll!ke allouAr de~artura. 

'lli i · ' · mer1cans we vyer~ m1 ona res. ~orne of the boys at the Embassy were ' 
ass1st1ng us to leave vnth an air of importance which we would 
have prefe:red avoiding, for we realized the avenue of palms 
throu~h wh1ch we must needs pass. A myriad of servants were 
carry1ng ?ur luggage in and out---out and in---up and down; 
chamberma1ds rushed here and ther?; porters fought for· a chance 
to open doors vyhich, ~hould be fe1gn not to see must be closed 
~nd opene¢1. aga1n; din1ng room servants trod on each others feet 
1n. newly fom1d. solicitations. Patrons who were at dinner waited 
vru. nly for the1r next c curse, for. thai r waiter8, although ro i te 
unknown to us, had heard the myst1c message heralded from · 
kit?he~ to gar:et, that we were leaving, and it necessitated 
the1r JOining 1n the open handed gauntlet through we must needs 
run dropping o~r current coin of the Republic, just as the skies 
drop it to us 1n Americ~. At the station an army of porters 
~ulled and hauled; gr~boed ~ach.piece of luggage and fairly tore 
1 t buckle from strap 1n the J.r w1ld endeavor to impress us one 
or two pesetas worth. We were compelled to wait for a second 
train; in the meantime other porters spotted us and assisted 
watching over our insignificant belongings· a guide who could 
speak .Engl-ish up to E or F, showed us wher~ we could buy a drink 
(himself included·) for which information he modestly asked us 
as we finally were embarking--Did we not feel guilty at leavina 
Madrid without giving him a peseta or two fQr his loss of o 

valuable time? Timetables of' arriving and departing trains in 
Europe are arranged solely for the benefit of hotel keepers 
railroad . companies, touts, guides s.nd waiters. ' 

The trip from Madrid to Seville is most interesting and 
the landscape th~ough the mount~ins charming; beautiful blue 
rangElS with white clouds hanging above and below the summits; 
ruins .of old Missions made of sun-dried bricks--a Homan temple-
a Visigothic altar, and huge rocky cliffs surmounted by old . 
fortresses, all fallen into decay; alas~ e.ver,ything returns to 
the arms of Mother Earth. 

As we came f'urthe r south and into the fertile valley of 
the G13:adalaqui ver, winding away .like a golden strand., we 
pass.ed hundreds of miles of huge Century plants and immense 
Cacti planted as fences; th~y looked like great gray green 
.ribbons floating in undulating lines over a fair land; masses 
of purple flowers covered the landscape; olives, palms, oranges, 
lemons, oleanders and pomegranates grew everywh.ere. Beggars, 
ah, me~ what a word in Spain; one knows not its meaning else
where; it isa nightmare, the melancholy tone of the picture 
everywhere. Rise but to a heavenly ecstacy over a landscape--
a poor, unfortunate beggar appears and you fall into purgatory. 
They meet the train at every stop, swarming about the open 
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windows in an effort to show which has the most deformed 
body or the dirtiest foot. 

cordova contains the great Moorish Mosque, which was one 
of the ~reat'Elst Uohammedan temple~ in t~e world, not outrivaled 
b th f the ~ar East. There 1s an 1neffable charm about 
t~ p~=~e~ the a;ches covered with multitudinous arabesques 

. ar: upneld by over nine hundred colu~s of porphery and other 
rare marbles; gold, silver, cedar, e1ght .hundred beautifully 

ht lamps mosaic crystal--words fa1l--I can but enumerate 
wroug ' ' . d "C tl . th . , " some of the rna terials and yet you bu1l a as ~ 1n. ~ a1r, 
you in your wildest delirium could ~ot appr~ach ;t; 1~ 1s like 
a vast endless pine forest with a m1llion f1re-f1les.1n the 
branches, or standing in the center~where the Christ1ans 
have erected a Gothic Chapel, beaut1ful but i~harmoni~us).it 
seems a great banyan tree of the Orient reach1ng out 1n c1rcles 
and descending in trunks as far as the eye ~an wander. Though 
you hear the chanting of mass, you still th1nk you hear the . 
Arab crying out to the faithful and see the multitude on the1r 
knees~ their faces toward Mecca. 

After a few hours we we·re in Seville, the most fascinating 
of Spanish cities; full of a gayety, a little heartedness and 
brilliancy of color that makes it surpass in these respects any 
other city I have seen. Life in Seville is a rainbow of color. 
No place is more picturesque from an artist's standpoint. Gayly 
dressed Senoritas, Torreros with great sombreros, Dandies with 
long velvet capes, and gypises, jostle against you in the narrow 
streets; faces deep from half-flung latices and myriads of 
gayly decked donkeys follow their masters, who sell flowers, 
vegetables, pottery, milk, charcoal, everything in the streets. 
It is a grand semi oriental bazaar--in an air delicious, a 
climate unsurpassed. 

. In the evening, everybody from the chestnut vender to the 
grande dame, drives for an hour on the beautiful Paseo. Cour~
ship in Spaill is not conducted in the open liberal manner ob
taining in America. Sevilla's love-lorn youth rides horseback 
to the Pas eo, where he lines up, horses abreast, with dozens 
of other dandies and awaits for a glimpse of his enamorita. 
She with her inseparable mama .or duenna, may pass and. a salu
tation from her sends him home well satisfied with the progress 
of his hectic romance. Close range love making is also carried 
on with the young lady in her high balcony and the cavalier in 
the street. There is a delightful privacy in this method 
akin to the "crying it from the housetop" kind. r.rhe preceding 
information, is I hasten to add, based largely on hearsay, 
my knowledge from personal experience being practically nil. 

One evening an organ grinder stopped in front of the hotel; 
in sport ·I took the crank from him and started to execute a · 
Spanish Fandango. A Russian Prince and his suite and sev~ral 
titled Germans and J!'renchmen were stopping at the hotel. The.y 
came out and stared in awe at the proceeding· after I had 
finished playing, I passed my hat and gave the old organ man 
a ~ew anxious moments over his partnership, when he imagined 
I 1ntended keeping the generous collection I had taken. As I 
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::~~ b~1~ inyto~ Atmhe ipatio of the hotel, one of the Frenchmen 
-- • er cans are extraordinary· d ·· h . 

undignified things." ,, ""u1· te so" I 1 . ' you o sue Sllly · · ~ -- rep 1e d "I believe un 
dig111fied ~!lay descripe at least some of us: Perhaps it i; our 
different 1dea of humor which troubles you \lf t to plRrr and as f b i •· · e are no ashamed 

~ , or e ng an organ grinder that uoesn't 'cut so 
much 1oe. I have known organ grinders who were gentlemen and 
gentlemen, who were--well, putting it m~ldly--rogues." . 

Comment Note -I don't see why I should have spoken thus. 
It was, ~ am sure,done flippantly without due consideration and 
at most,. but a half truth, for I am qui tesure I never knew an 
organ gr1nder. 

Seville has many rare historical places· the Alcazar 
almost equals the Alhambra in beauty but it~ fame is las~ and 
one comes across it in an ecstacy of'surprise. 

Col~bus sailed up the Guadalaquiver to Seville and was 
recei~ed there in ~11 the pomp of the most brilliant court in 
the h1story of Spa1n. Think of the rejoicing of that first day 
when he related the tale of a NEW WORLD. 

The Cathe·dral at Se~ille is one of the most imposing in 
Christendom, .and second 1n area, only to st. Peter's; it is a 
miracle of Gothic pinnacles; a spider-web of arms, crosses and 
flying buttresses; architecturally it is one of the most 
fascinating structures in the world. The lofty Giralda or bell 
tower, originally was a part of the Mosque--the minaret from 
which ~t night could be hear~ the "calling to the faithful. n 

The'trip through the Province of Valencia is glorious. It 
shows you a land of verdant luxuriance such as does not exist 
elsewhere in Spain. For hundreds of miles we passed beautiful 
groves of oranges, date palms, figs and mulberry. The mountains 
look down on the valleys and the valleys look on the sea---the 
blue Mediterranean. Dotting the landscape, were old walled 
cities, each built about a c~stle-crowned mountain--every castle 
suggesting its tale of war and siege; its lists of great per
sons imprisoned in its dungeons. nwalls have earsn--I would 
they. had tongues as well, that each old ruin might tell me its 
secrets of romance and strife--joys and misery~-festivals and 
tragedies. 

Barcelona is a fitting place in which to get back into 
activity before leaving dreamy old Spain. It is a fine modern 
city with beautiful wide streets, lined with date palms and 
sycamores, large modern buildings and monuments, chief of 
which is the imposing memorial to Columbus. During the 
Spanish-American War the mob wished to destroy this work of art 
because "Chris" discovered America and therefor was the cause 
of that Spanish debacle. 

A profound impression was made upon me by a visi't tothe 
ancient gothic Cathedral. This edifice has a wonderful,ly 
beautiful old cloister in the center of which is an age-old 
~arden with fountains grown with moss, and swans ~plas?ing in 
their waters; heroic old date palms and fragrant Jasemine run 
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wild here. It is a place such as would inspire one with 
visions of saints. Inside the Cathedral the soft hum of 
voices told that vespers were being said. I cann?t describe 
the affect this dear· old place had upon me • The 1ntarior 
was so dimly lighted· it seemed l~ke night, and o~ly after 
resting awhile in this subd~ed ~lght.could o~e.dlSC~rn the 
beautiful gothic interior w1th 1ts p1llars r1s1ng l1ke·a 
dimly mysterious forest. The.imposing choir was in th~ 
center and in it dozens of pr1ests were seated, each w1th 
his flickering candle--chanting, chanting, ever-lastingly 
chanting. Quietly a few moved across the nave to the high 
altar where they 8ent up a perfect cloud of incense which 
wavered and floated up into the dim recesses, enveloped 
the old altar and crucifix and. crept away along the rose
windowed vaulted ceiling, flooding the whole church with 
its delicious and impressively religious odor--a tiny treble 
voice of a boy came from--I know not where--the great bass 
voice of a priest responded; the organ burst forth from 
a mysterious somewhere in the dark dim place, trembled, 
quivered, screamed, thundered and floated away in a 
thousand delicious harmonies. 

Art In Spain 

Although much of the material grandeur of Spain is 
gone and she has fallen to abject depths of poverty in 
artistic inventiveness, one cannot forget the days when 
she was proud mistress of all Europe--her patronage 
fascinating the greatest geniuses--her culture reveling 
in the products of a unique period. However that may be, 
neither the wealth nor culture of Spain could, at will, 
breed art, for art happens; and the most painstaking efforts 
to coerce or direct its birth end in farce. The stork of 
genius has no preference between the chimneys of the palace 
and the cottage. That Goya or Velasquez sprang from Span
ish loins ~emains Spain's everlasting good fortune but 
their advent was in no way due to her direction no~ to 
P~illip's or any others patronage. 

· With a few exceptions the art of S~ain has been a 
transplanted one. It has been open to every influence com
ing in turn under the Italian and its various schools ~nd 
movements, the Dutch and most prominently the Flemish• The 
two notable exceptions to this foreign influence are Murillo, 
who never studied outside his own land and Velasquez who 
a~though he studied the great Italian ~asters, especi~lly 
T1tian and.T~nterretto, came back from Italy with all his 
strong ind1v1duality untouched by this contact with foreign 
art. 

A gr~a~ ~urprise is awaiting the wanderer who goes about 
Eur?pe, v1s1t1ng the galleries of Rome, Florence, Dresderi, 
:Par1s,. etc • and .then. crosses the lofty Pyrenees thinking 
of Spa1n as a last l1ttle corner in which a masterpiece may 
be found. In no other country is there such a veritable 
gold mi~e of treasure as is contained the Prado Gallery 
at Madr1d, The day when one first sees this incomparable 
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collection marks an epoch in his life ne t b It . s lik . . ' ver o e forgotten, 1 e com1ng 1nto a rich and undreamed of inh 't 
only. to the most worthy • Ho·wever justice som t. erl ~nee' ~ue 
as w1tne~s my participation in th~ inheritance~ 1~:st~~~c:~r~~s, 
may, .a Pllgrimage to the Prado presses into the life of a D 
.the JOYS and sorrows, the smiles and tears the peace and ~erson, 
trage,dy of ~ove and religion, the sublime devotion and the 
cankerous d1sbelief of a thousand years. · 

. Comment Note - It is to be feared that I saw more of the 
h1stori~al.and anecdot~l qualities in these pictures than 1 did 
the art1st1c excellenc1es or demerits, V/histler would s I 
~as obs~ssed. with "the accepted vocabulary of poetic~ sym~~lism 
1n deal1ng w1th nat~re;n roughly speaking, a mountain to me 
seemed synonymous w1th height--lake with depth--the ocean with 
vastness.7-the sun with glory and a saint with God-likness--so 
that a p1cture with ~ mountain, a lake, an ocean, a son and a 
sa~n~, however poor 1n paint, was inevitably lofty--deep--vast-
glorlous and heavenly. 

Someone has said that if a man knew he would become blind 
in a year, there is no place where he could garner up so precious 
a store of mem9ries for the days of darkness as in this r.:useum 
of the Prado--and this would seem true. 

Comment Note - I am grateful now that this cheerful and 
optimistic, if silly thought, came from some one else. 

The gallery contains no less than forty-six paintipgs by 
M~rillo, ten by Raphael, sixteen by Guido Reni, forty-three by 
T1tian, sixty-four by Velasquez, twenty-five by Veronese thirty 
four.by Tinterretto, sixty-two by Rubens and fifty-three'by 
Teniers, with numberless other treasures dating f~om all periods. 

Comment Note - True to Baedeker, I confounded art with 
ari thme.t ic. 

' 
~assing before this array of great work one realizes what 

it me~:J,ns to be a Murillo, a Goya, a Raphel or a Hibera, for so 
great is their power to portray the human passions and emotions 
that ones blood now runs hot against the inq uisi ti on, now cold 
with the dying armies and now surges back to ones heart in holy 
devotion as he feels the desire to fall on his ·lrnees and cryout 
"I believe," before a st. Anthony, a Crucifixion or a.n Immaculate 
Conception. 

Comment Note- Never possessing more than a ~atent rruigious 
enthusiasm, I still fee 1 sure that those early impress ions were 
quite truthfully recorded. Today a Sa~nt Francis would appeal 
to me, primarily through technical excellence ~no. any conception, 
except as a tour de force of artistic technique, would be passed 
up as a messy affair. 

Probably there is no. place where a native artist may be 
studied so completely as can Valasque in this Museum of the 
Prado for a few of his pictures have gone from Spain and on 
the v~ry walls for which they were intended, they still hang. 
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11 know Velasauez was painter at the court of 
· As you we '" t h b n s o fully· Phillip IV and probably no other cour as ee 

t d on canvas The subjects run throu,P.;h the whole 
reiresen ef humanity from the many gloriously painted likenesses 
caf etghorKy' 0g to the alms-asker on the street; there is infinite 
o e •1n ·f · b '1 b ff variety in this gallery of beggars, dwar s, 7m ec1 es, u ons, 
drunkards, comedians, Princes, Princesses, K1ngs,. martyrs, 
Angels and Deities. 

His works possess a freshness that makes them seem as . 
though painted but yesterday; a clean warm flesh thro~h wh1ch 
the blood flows so swiftly that one can alma st see Ph1llip'a 
high temples throb and Aesop's eyelids quiver or his breast 
heave and the fable fall from his lips. 

Velasquez was the culmi~ation of reali~m in Spain, as 
elsewhere. He, posed his subJect in no stratned effort after 
a grace that·one might expect onlY· in an acrobat or an angel. 
A simple dignity prevades all his work--a quiet repose that 
touches the heart--a straight forward direct way of putting 
flesh and blood around a frame work that needs no apologies 
or props ot make it articulate and stand. Simplicity., with 
a thought behind the mask or the light in an eye, satisfied 
him and he secured these· analities with a facility and a bravura 
of paint and bru~h work which was unknown to his predecessors 
and has had no equal since. 

Some one has said that "In art Velasquez is an eagle; 
Murillo, an angel. We admire the former and adore the 
latter." Murillo lived in the golden light between heaven 
and earth; he saw the glories of' a beyond; the radiance 0f a 
face suffused with heavenly light and peace, and he had the 
artist's facility for expressing that face so that all who 
look upon it may have a glimpse of the beautiful realms in 
which his mind c auld wander. Passing before the long walls of 
his pictures in Seville, I was amazed at his vast enthusiasm, 
moved by tile fervor with which he endowed with tender beauty 
a Saint Anthony of Padua, a Saint Francis or a Conception; 
and mystified by the religious .remoteness of his Madonnas. 

Comment Note - But here· I must draw the curtain before 
another outburst, the romanticism of which causes me to 
question my state of mind at that time. I had bean ill while 
in Spain and must attribute to that illness some of my ardent 
religious emotionalism regarding art in general and Murillo in 
particular, but in that case I must unconciously have been 
near to death. . 

Much water has flowed under the bridge since I studied 
the Art of Spain. Recent years have seen the advent of many . 
new theories and forms in art and a corresponding recapitulation 
and revaluation of old standards, and too with the passing of 
romantic flub-dubbery in art criticism, such as Ruskin poured 
forth on the world, art is no longer considered synonymous with 
literat~re. That my youthful ideas conformed vaguely to the 
trend of the day, was but natural. Applying the acid test· of 
time to my youthful opinions, two profound impressions remain-
Velasque and t.he Architecture of the Moors. · 

311 
Granada 

Arriving in Granada.late at night in a dovmpour of rain 
we were too weary to be 1nterested in the marvelous city or ' , 
aught but our hotel. From the time taken to reach our destination :· 
and from the almost perpendicular lines which the side seats of ~. 
~h-e omnibus had ~aken on, we thought we surely must be ascend
lng one of the h1ghest and steepest of' the Sierra Neva.das. The 
Washington Irving Caravansary is negotiated that way. 

Early morning found me impatient to explore that dreamland 
of m~ boyhood--Granada and the Alhambra. The charm of that 
morn1ng view, when from my awning shaded, iron balcony, I first 
saw Granada, cannot be conveyed through the medium of my poor 
characterless words; the long vista of pathes down throuah the 
fin~st of the Alhambra hills; the masses of cypress 1ree~ waving 
aga1nst red roofs and the matchless Andalusian sky with the 
snowy crowns of the Sierra Nevadas reaching up to be bathed in 
its cerulean flood. · 

·Finishing breakfast of chocolate and rolls, great bunches of 
Malaga grapes and delicious ripe figs, I irnmedia te ly started for 
the Palace •. A short road up the hill, through the :firest, brought 
me to the old Gate of Justice, so named from the fact that the 
Moorish Kings sat here and pronounced judgment.· However, that 
may be, times have changed for today the King of the Gypsies 
stood within the shadow of the portal and asked alms, just as 
he or one like him did when Fortuny fixed him imperishably on 
canvas. The gate is in the form of a large square battlemented 
segment of a circle, and above is chiseled a key and hand. ]1rom 
1mriano, the guide, I learned that the.key signified that the 
door is the key to the fortress; and the hand a symbol of the 
five precepts if Islam--Prayer, Fasting, Benevolence, Holy War, 
and Pilgrimage to Mecca. Inscriptions around the door read-
"Thera is no God but Allah, and Mohamet is his Prophet •" "There 
is no power nor strength aside from Allah." These inscriotions 
exemplify the eternal combination, by the Moor, of Religion and 
Art. · 

Passing through the Gate and a walled passage, I came by 
an inner door into a large open court filled with flowers and 
trees, at one side of which rose a group of tumbled, battered, 
dingy houses, flanked on the right by a huge mass of stone in 
the style of the Rennaissance. Looking about in utter dejection, 
I asked if this ugly mass were, indeed, the Alhambra; to which 
Mariano gave a reassuring "Si, Si, Senorita." Than my dream has 
indeed exceeded my realization and I have traveled far and 
foolishly following the ignis fatuus of the poet's artistic 
license. Pandora-like, I have opened, as it were, a box, but 
to see my delightful anticipations escape in the vapid smoke of 
disillusionment, for nothing could be more remote from my youth
ful mental .picture. 

Entering a doorway in one of the ble~k wal~s, all was sud
denly transformed. I felt like the old s1nner 1n Tenebrae, who, 
after death being prepared for the confines of Heaven, was told 
to bathe in' a stagnant pool over which he saw the wording "·The 
Water of Death •" He was sinking in its awful depths when some 
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d h' lifted him out and he saw with different eyes-

~ne ~r~si~ t~~'wording now was--"The Water of Life." The 
t~~ns~t~on'from ugliness to beauty had been like that, for 

. be.fore me was a scene of enchantment • 

we were at once in the Court of Myrtles--the largest 
t t f the Palace in itself a rectangular hall, acourt

;~~~ :~~ a
0
garden. A long basin filled with water and surrounded 

.· th myrtles occupied the center of the court. and .reproduced 
~~om the wall a thousand traceries of the dellcacy 0~ net--
arches, arabesques, little alcoves for flowers, intr1cately. 
carved latticed windows. and in the center the blue sky look1ng 
like a pale cashwere sapphire set in a gloriously wrought 
brooch of Moorish filigree. 

A view from the end of this hall formed an enchanting 
perspective throu~h two other rooms, a small hall and the 
hall of the Ambas~adores, at the end of which two littl~ 
windows made a gem landscape in green and bl~e, framed 1n a 
dainty Moorish casement and hung, as it ware, by the effect of 
the perspective of the dark rooms, on a purple velvet wall. 

The culminating point of Moorish architecture i:P. Sp~in 
lias before the vision when the f~miliar Court of Lions 1s 
finally reached •. Here one is in a maze of w~ nderment;. in a 
dream from which he fears a word may waken h1m; that h1s 
"Castle in Spain" --the one he built in his youth for his 
love, will dissolve. 

In the center is the huge alabaster basin upheld by the 
grotesquely carved lions, surrounding the court is a fo~est 
of slender columns, from which spring arches covered with 
traceries so maddening to follow that one wonders at the 
brain which created them--designs so in4ricate, arabesques so 
varied, pattern over pattern and lin~ interlacing line in such 
a wild delirium of effect that one thinks--surely Allah was 
the moving spirit and he must .be good and great for they 
are beautiful very beautiful. 

The ceilings are like a fairy cave hanging with millions 
of stalactities--or a huge inverted bowl of soap bubbles-
and look as _though a breath·would as easily disarrange them. 

What must the picture have been when the beautiful tilings 
were perfect--the traceries on the wall brillian~ with gold 
and many oriental co,lorings, t_he ~oorways aflutter with soft 
silk, flowers everywhere, the lion fountain sending forth 
showers of melted snows from the Sierra Nevadas and all the 
perfume.s of Araby rising as incense around the altar of _lova?-
the altar of love it surely must have bee'n, for never was 
architecture or palace more suggestive of peace auiet and 
erotic luxury. · '· • 

r 

If one goes to the Alhambra to see grandeur he will be 
. disappointed. It speal~s not like the Coliseum nor St. Peters 
of the grandeur of strength, for it is small, the bu~ldings 
but one or two stones in height, but for sheer beauty of 
de.tail and execution, for the charming mingling o"f art and 
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nature, it stands alone. Its appeal is not that of th G thi 
Forests of the north, which ring and echo 1·n t be 0 c 1 d f · . . ones s om er so emn an orb1dd1ng, the sounds of' religion and rul . b t 
rather _that of a flower woven oriental rug spread in ~~e ~asia 
by a passing .caravan on which it rests and 8 ing-s of love and 
today, the everlasting sky and stars above. o 

From the Court of Lions we wandered through ramblin~ halls 
chambers and gardens; here saw the bedroom of the king a~d ther~ 
the bath tub of the Sultana--sat in the sunshine of a garden 
here . and rested in the shade of another there, and. toward evening 
came throug~ a slender passageway to the "Torre del Peinador" 
which is one of the farthest towers of the palace and is called 
the "Toilette of the "ueen." This tower hangs from the walls 
and in the treetops like a veritable oriole's nest--a nest from 
which, no doubt, many.a romance arose to fill the air with sweet
ness ~or a little time, like the perfume which is said to have 
come 1n clouds throug·h ~he perf ora ted floor, The tower is small. 
Artistic~lly.wrought slender col~mns support a narrow balcony 
surro~nd1ng 1t and clusters of l1ttle windows look out all 
around on the val~ey, mountain and sky. 

The whole day had been spent at the Alhambra and Uariano 
said--"Senorito, let us go to the old bell town and view the 
sunset •" As we left the palace we were once again confronted 
by the incongruous pile of Renaissance ruins in the court. "What 
does it mean, Mariano" I asked, "Charles V had a mania for 
meddling with rare old architectural legacies. In the center of 
the wonderful Moorish Mosque of Cordova he built a gothic church 
and here he destroyad·a large part of the priceless old Alhambra 
in order that he could build a palace with in his vanity he 
thought would outshine the work left by the Moors~" ' 

Hurriedly avoiding this sight of desecration and following 
the old walls we came to the ancient bell tower, the most remota 
of the "Vermillion Towers •" ClimbiWl: the dark old stone stair
way' escorted by an ancient woman carrying a flicks ring lamp' 
we reached the top and were rewarded by one of the rarest sights 
which the world affords--sunset from the bell tower of tne 
Alhambra. 

The view is varied and far reaching; you look from a great 
central hill which seems held in mid-air by billows of waving 
cypress and pomegranates; the city sweeps undulatingly around you 
in a circle of white and red, Splendid poplars and cypresses 
stand sentinel like in the distance. The noisy little Jaro, 
coming down from the mountains, murmurs as it flows along at the 
foot of the hill and the larger Genil winds off ribbonlike 
through the valley. The old. Moorish palace, galled the General
iffe nestles on the side of' the mountain at the right and the 
snowy Sierras rise in the east. Such is the ideal vale in 
which I saw the Lord of Day paint with his red blood, a picture, 
Which as long as reason remains, I shall cherish among my 
memory's masterpieces • 

As the' sun fell away behind the mountains in the west, the 
sky faded from crimson, through yellow, then indescribabl? green, 
to soft blue and blue purple, with great blotches of cadm1um 
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. b k und above the ·sun. Off in the 

smeared into thlS ac.gr~akes in the water of which was 
valley were man~ litil~s s~ vividly they seemed like rants 
reflected the s Y C?tho a view of the flaming sky beyond. 
in the landscape, Wl 

s · :ras be came rosy red and blended from t·ha t 
The snowy ler f the iris until they mingled with 

through all the color~e~t of the vruley. Slowly the landscape 
t~!n s~~t a~~a~e~~m~h~o.ft antl indistinct in the coming t~ilight; 
c f g f int candle-li~hts ~limmered from the cottages 1n the 
~aJ: !nd the gypsy ~aver~s on the hillsides; through the 
Andal~sian vale ~ hundred bells echoed a~d reechoed, swelled 
on the calm air and died away~ong the h1lls as they rang 
forth the "Ave Maria." . · 

comment Note - Whistler in subst~ntia~i,~n ?f his theory 
that "nature very rarely produces a p1cture, m1ght ha ye 

, called this "a perfectly foolish sunset." , Be that as 1t may, 
whether the scene had or did not have all the elements of a 
picture, it contained the essentials f~r creating a mood-
and that mood did inspir~ a picture wh1ch has, true to my 
prophecy, remained undimmed. 

No telling how long I might ha~e sat looking ~ar away 
over the head of the present, back 1nto the past, for th~ 
moon had come into the sky and completed a perfect nigh~; .when, 
with a nonchalant skepticism born of impatience for ant1c1pated 
gratuities the old Senora of the Tower touched me on the 
shoulder a~d aai d--" Senori to is a dreamer t" "Si, Senora," I 
replied "Include me in that happy or unhappy class" --"For 
my soul' today, is far away--Sailing the Vesuvian Bay." I was 
repeopling this old place; storming its walls; watching great 
and gorgeous processions moving along the hills and through 
the halls. With rising alarm the old womm looked at me and 
then at the moon. I was for the moment a Moorish Prince walk
ing lightly through garden and halls; ·r was listening to 
poetry here in this hill-top paradise--not the poetry of 
Homer and his carnage, but such as Apollo sang, Through the 
halls I heard the echoes of music. It was not the music of 
the Angry Gods or the fierce shouts of martial strains; but 
music that came from among· the oleanders in the garden and 
arose to the half flung lattice; music of the Bedouin, who 
vied with the nightingale as he sang to his love. 

"From the desert I come to thea 
On a stallion shod with fire, 
And the winds are left behind 
In the speedof my desire. 
Under thy window I stand, 
And the midnight hears my cry; 
I love theQ; I love but thee, 
With a love that shall not die 
Till the sun grows cold 
And the stars are old 
And the leaves of the Ju@lent Book unfold." 

Then arose another scene--a scene of.discord and dissention, 
and no outward storming of the walls. I stood in that dign~fied 
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hall of the Abencerrages, and beheld thirty-six of that bravest 
and mos~ noble Moorish family treacherously murdered--beheaded 
one by one as they were admitted to their jealous sovereign. I 
witnesse~ Granada cr~mble amidst this internm dissention, and 
then I d1scerned a 11 ttle band of Moors wending their way dovm 
and out of the palace. I saw little Boabdile the last of 
the Moorish Princes in Spain, weep bi ttarly a~ he turned out 
a~d looked back for the last time at his dear city, ~nd I heard 
h1s stern mother, Aisha, say to him in his tottering greatness 
"Weep not, like a woman, for what you might have seved like a 
man." 

Through another gateway I viewed the spectacle of a King 
and Quean--a pageant of flying robes and banners; they trooped 
along to the old ball tower-, .. they ascended the stone stairs and 
with a wail to heaven, planted the Roman Cross on the Vermillion 
Tower. "Ah, Senorito,~' remonstrated the now thoroughly over
wrought dame of the tower, "Let us descend, are this rapidly 
increasing crowd push us over the parapet." Ferdinand and 
!saba lla, 11 Isabella" --cried the old woman--and crossed herself-
''Sacred Isaballa"--"Granada's Isabella," "Yes," I replied, "We 
over there" and I pointed to the West, "Are fond of her too, 
for was it not Isabella who discovered us?" "You know Senora 
she pawned her jewels to find us; and by the way, can you direct 
me to the Z;Jhop where she pawned her jewels?" 11 Si, si, Senori to"
she thou'ghtfully responded-- 11 My son, Mariano, who is your guide, 
will take you there gomorrow," which corroborates the statement 
that "a good guide can show you the tomb of Adam, be you in ~orne, 
Jerusalem or Timbuctoo." 

Isabella~ no doubt,.means much to you, but m3r sympathy goes 
out to the Moors--and that grand special Te Deum sung at ~t. 
Paul's in London, commemorating the Fn11 of r~1ohammedanism in 
Spain, rings in my ears like a dismal funeral march-- the death 
knell of Moorish art--than which there was no more wonderful 
manifestation in Spain. "Ho, hum" --yawned the old Senora and 
lad me down the old stone. stair~; and as I wetlt again into the 
moonlit night with her "Buenos Naches" ringing in the still air, 
I was thinking of still another fair night in 1492,. wh~n--

"There was a cry in Granada as the Sl,Ul was going down; 
Some calling on the Trinity--soma calling on Mahoun. 

Here passed away the Koran--therein the cross was borne-
And here was heard the Christian ball-

and there the Moorish horn." 

Comment Note- The early ripeness of the work of Kea~s and 
Shelly sadly prove my slow or, perchance, arrested matur1ty; but, 
it seems incredible that one could be so callow even at a forma
tive age. However I have eliminated many of' the d~ep soulful 
"Ahs" and "Alassas'r of the manuscripts, for though .these words are 
sti 11 sean occasionally in the best sellers, I have lea rna d that 
one never speaks them. 

Back of ·the constant idaalic seriousness aimed at i~ :hese 
letters there unquestionably was the desire to please tne1 r 
recipie~t·. That we had moments of, hil~ri~us fun impossible to 
broadcast will not be questioned vmen 1t 1s known that on one 
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the Washington Irving Hotel by taking 

occasion we disorganized caverns and getting them 
all of its servants to th~ ~~~;Yevidence than this last episode 
thoroughly drunk; yet no t~Et the times of which I have bean 
need -by offered to prove · s " 
reading were indeed, "My Salad Day • 

LITERARY GENTLEMEN 

MARCH 8, 1924 

He was a visitor; an Irishman. Aft~r 
had finished the visitor spoke to us 

uaper . h' t've land civil war then raging 1n 1S na 1 ,. 

John D. Wareham 

FRAlUC VI. COTTLE 

the man with the 
about the very un-

His accent was ITish and the delight of her hearers; his 
d.ictior1 was faultless ~ndh the env~a~i h!~i~~a~:~~~ t~:t t~;ked. 
as only an educated Ir1s man can ' h d 
s oke English as no Englishman can, try.as.hard as a may, an 
a~ no American could even if he were w1ll1ng to try • I know 
this partly fTom obs~rvation, but more from being assured of 
it by an Irishman. 

Our speaker assumed an interest on the part o~ his h_earers 
·n The cause and a sympathy with barn burners, sn1pers and 
~obs. Perhaps the next generation in C in?innati, or the next 
after that one, will'feel some sympathy vnth mobs. that burn . 
court houses; this generation does not,.and the l2st generat1on 
almost unanimously avoided the subject after 1884. 

It was natural enough for our guest from over seasi to .. 
assume that all Americans shared his enthusiasm for revolut1on 
and an infant republic. In other years Americans did have that 
attitude. Ilionroe, ~;uincy Adams, Clay, Webster and the e~der 

·statesmen wrote and spoke eloquently about ot~er peoples 
revoil.utions, on the theory, doubtless, that s1nce our own 
revolution had been such a success, others could expect the 
same fortunate result. One American statesman of today seems 
to share that view and to believe that any part of the old 
world can approach the happy state of Idaho if it has a revo
lution and our moral support. 

But most Americans keep very calm about modern revolutions 
and few Americans seem to enthuse over new-born Republics • That 
night our members were courteously interest.ed in our guest's 
·revolution but not enthusiastic. The audience didn't rise to 
the subject. The speaker felt this---any Irish orator would 
have done so, 

So he turned. his remarks from the abstraction of a cuase 
and the theory of self government for a small nation to the 
more human side of the auestion and told us about the poets and 
prose wri tars who were with the army of the revolution' o: just 
behind it. He introduced this part of his remarks by ·say1ng 
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that. he felt confident of our interest in these literar 
so~d1ers and adventurers because we · too were Y 
gentleman." ' ' all "literary 

. I can'~ te 11 you what he said after that~ I heard his 
VOlCe, I enJoyed the music of his accent, and I felt rather 
t~an heard the easy flow of words, but my mind was arrested by 
h1s statement that we are literary gentlemen, 

What are literary gentleme~? Are we? Are they found in 
lots of one hundred? Are they found at all outside of London 
and Boston and Indiana? 

.. In Ameri~a we sometimes classify men by their race, re
llglon or pol1tics, but usually by their ~~nful occupations 
Applying th~s las~.test to the Club's lat~st printed list of• 
members, wehave tn1s result: 1 clergyman, 1 artist, 1 street 
ra~lway operator, 1 broker, 1 printer, 2 book sellers 2 chemist 8 ·· 
2 1nsurance company officials, 3 engineers 3 editors'and ' 
publishers, 8 merchants and manufacturers '16 doctors aBd 
dentists, 19 educators, 33 lawyers, and 12 capitalists retired 
or otherwise, not classified by occupation. So that ~ut of 
105, we have five who write, publish or sell literat~re, Some 
of' the educators teach literature, and that fact miP"ht change 
the figures a little, but even then the percenta~e ~f literar,, 

b 
0 ,, 

men, reached y the test of occupation, is not high. 

This drives me to the dictionary for a definition of 
"li teraryn and I find that the Standard gives the following: 

Litsrature, 1. Written or printed productions; in the 
eminent sense, such as are marked by elevation, vigor, 
and catholicity of thought, purity and grace of style, 
and artistic construction. 2. The portion of such 
writings that ~ertains to any particular epoch, subject, 
etc. 3, In a restricted sense, the portion of literary 
productions that exclude the positive sciences. 4. Lit
erary work, 5. Acquaintance with letters or books. 

Literary. 1. Pertainin~ to, appropriate to, or used 
in literature. 2. Versed or practised in or devoted. 
to literature. 

From this we find that a gentleman with s orne acquaintance 
with books and letters, and more or less devoted· to literature, 
may call himself a literary gentleman, and a club made up of 
such men may be rightfully ca~led a literary club, 

II 

Samuel Johnson was without any doubt a literary gentleman. 
He is. the outstanding literary Englishman of the Eighteenth 
Century. He announced a doctrine that entitled us all to call 
ourselves literary critics ~n one of Boswell's earliest talks 
with him. 

Boswe 11 mentioned that he had joined with two others in 
wr~ ting a pamphlet ent1 tled, 11 Critical Strictures against 
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t
' T d of Elv1·ra" and that one of them repented of his 

Malle s rage Y • t h t d share of the work on the ground that, b~d as a ra~e y was1
, 

f th three would have bean va1n to have wr1tten one not 
any one o d e Dr Johnson answered this by saying' nwhy no' sir~ 
near so goo • • v b t a,Q'edy though 
This is not just reasoning. kOU ~* a use a r o • 

ou cannot write one. You may sco a carpenter who ~as made 
~ou a bad table, though you cannot make a table. It lS not your 

trade to make tables." 

This logic, if it be logic, has long comforted me, and I 
think it may be pressed into service here to complete the demon-
stration that we are all literary gentlemen. 

I tried to buy a copy of Kenilworth somewhere near Ke}J.il
worth and to buy Ramona somewhere near Ramona's wedding place. 
and a~y book of Helen Hunt 1Jackson's at Manitou, but I couldn't 
do it in any case. Fost cards can be had at all these places 
but the tourist is not supposed to want a book• 

But one has not far to walk from the Cheshire Cheese to 
buy a copy of Boswell's Life of Johnson. After you ~ave gazed 
with awe u-oon "Johnson's favorite seat," and have enJoyed the 
ale, and honestly tried to enjoy the lark and oyster pie, your 
most natural impulse is to pick up a copy, even a second hand 
copy of Boswell, and read up aga:in on those m~etings at the 
tavern, and especially at that tavern. But d1sappointment 
awaits you. Boswell doesn't mention the Cheshire Cheese, and 
there is no record of Johnson's aver sitting in what you have 
just been told was his favorite seat. 

The nearest thing to evidence supporting the claim that 
takes tribute from so many Americans every year is a statement 
in a book published in 1868, that the writer had been a fre
quenter of that tavern for fifty~fi ve years, and during those 
well-spent years, to have met another man who claimed to hav~ 
seen both Johnson and Goldsmith there. 

However, Johnson did say·, "There is not'hing· which has yet 
been contrived by man by which so much happiness has been pro
duced as by a good tavern.'' 

That doctrine was a force for about a h~dred and fifty 
years, until it was repealed by a constitutional amendment 
here in America. 

While its author lived, he lived up to his doctrine. He 
and those other literary_gentlemen, his friends, met daily at 
some tavern and discussed literature mostly, and everything 
else the rest of the time. Here is an account o.f one of 
Johnson 1 s days: 

"His general mode of life, during my acquaintance, seemed 
t? be pret.ty uniform. About twelve o'clock I commonly visited 
h1m, an~ ~requently found him in bed, or declaiming over his 
tea, wh1cn he drank very plentifully. He generally had a 
levee ?f morning visitors, chiefly men of' letters; Hawkesworth, 
Goldsm1th! Murphy, Langton. Steevens, Beauclerk, etc. etc., 
and somet1mes learned ladies; particularly I remember a ~"'ranch 
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lady of wit and fashion doing him the honour f . ·t 
seemed to me to be considered as a king of pu~li~ VlSl i He 
whom every. body tho.ught they. had a rio-ht t .. t orac e' 
sul t • and doubtl th · o o VlSl and con-. ' · ass ey were well rewarded I 
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d1scover haw he found tim f h' . ~ never could 
all the morn~ng, then wen~ t~rdi~~e~o~i0: 1~~~~~~ ~~e~ec~aimed 
commonly sta1d late, and then drank his tea at s~me f ~ n~, 
house, over which he loitered a great while, but seld~~e~oo~ 
s~pper • I fancy he must have read and wrote chiefly in the 
n1~ht, ~or I can scarcely recoll~ct that he ever refused 
go1ng w1th me to a tavern, and he often went to Ranelao-h ·h· h 
he deemed a place of innocent recreation. ~ ' VI lC 

"He frequently.gave all the si~v~r in his pocket to the 
poor~ who watched h1m, between his house and the tavern where 
he d1ned. He walked the streets at all hours, and said he 
was never robbed, for the rogues knew he had little money 
had the appearance of having much. ' nor 

"Though the most accessible and comr.mnicative man alive 
yet.whan he suspected he was invited to be exhibited, he con: 
stantly spurned the ~nvitation. 

'~Two young women from ;:3 taffordshire visited him wheni was 
present, t~ consult h~m on the subject of Methodism, to which 
t~ey were 1nclinad~ Come, (said he,) you pretty fools, dine 
w1th :Maxwell and me at .the Mitre, and we will talk over that 
subjec~;' which they did, and after diru1er he took one of them 
upon h1s knee, and fondled her for half an hour. together. 

· "Upon a visit to me at a country lodging near Twickenham 
he asked what sort of socie~y I had there. I told him but ' 
i~different; as they chiefly consisted of opulent trad~rs re
tlred from business. He said he never much liked that cl~ss 
of people; 'For, Sir, (said he) they have lost the civility of 
tradesmen, without a·cqui ring the manners of gentlemen. 1

" 

Johnson and hi.s friends founded what they called "The 
Club" and it is surprising to know that it has continued to 
live and flourish down to the present day, and has numbered 
among its members since the days of Johnson and Reynolds, 
Gladstone, Lord Salisbury, Lord Acton, Huxley, '.rennys on, 
Macaulay, and a host of others. 

not 
was 
the 

Despite their membership in the same club, Macauley does 
admit that Boswell was a gentleman, but he charges that he 
a common spy and tattler without sufficient delicacy to note 
insults which his pertness and his folly brought upon him. 

I. read Macaulay on Boswell's Johnson before I read Boswell. 
I took Macaulay's judgment as infallible and his opiniou for 
my own.. Therefore, when I read Boswell I admired Johnson and 
enjoyed him, and I looked down on Boswell and never suspected 
I was enjoying him. 

Later came that literary gentleman from Philadelphia, who 
is by vocation a dealer in electrical machinery and by choice 
an~ avocation such a delightful writer on literary topics, 
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Mallet's Tragedy of Elvira/ and that one of them repented of his 
share of the work on the ground that, b~d as the tra~edy was1

, 

any one of the three would have been v~1nb to ha!e wr,7i!en none ~o~ 
n€\ar so good. Dr. Johnson answered th1s y say1ng, Y o, s1r. 
This is not just reasoning. ~ou maf abuse a tragedy, though 
you cannot write one. You may scol a carpenter who ~as made 
you a bad table, though you cannot rnake a table • It lS not your 
trade to make tables." 

This logic, if it be logic, has long comforted me, and I 
think it may be pressed into service here to complete the demon-
stration that we are all literary gentleman. 

I tried to buy a copy of KenilvJOrth somewhere near Ke:Q.il
worth and to buy Ramona somewhere near Ramona's wedding place. 
and a~y book of Helen Hunt 'dackson' s at Manitou, but I couldn't 
do it in any case. Fost cards can be had at all these places 
but the tourist is not supposed to want a book• 

But one has not far to walk from the Cheshire Cheese to 
buy a copy of Boswell's Life of Johnson. After you have gazed 
with awe upon "Johnson's favorite seat," and have enjoyed the 
ale, and honestly tried to enjoy the lark and oyster pie, your 
most natural _impulse is to pick up a copy, even a second hand 
copy of Boswell, and read up again on those meetings at the 
tavern, and especially at that tavern. But disappointment 
awaits you. Boswell doesn't mention the Cheshire Cheese, and 
there is no record of Johnson's ever sitting in what you have 
just been told was his favorite seat. 

The nearest thing to evidence supporting the claim that 
takes tribute from so many Americans every year is a statement 
in a book published in 1868, that the writer had been a fre
quenter of that tavern for fifty..;fi ve years, and during those 
well-spent years, to have met another man who claimed to have 
seen both Johnson and Goldsmith there. 

However, Johnson did say·, "There is not'hing· which has yet 
been contrived by man by which so much happiness has been pro
duced as by a good tavern." 

That doctrine was a force for about a hUijdred and fifty 
years, until it was repealed by a constitutional amendment 
here in America. 

While its author lived, he lived up to his doctrine. He 
and those otheT literary gentlemen, his friends met daily at 
some tavern and discussed literature mostly, and everything 
else the rest of the time. Here is an account of one of 
Johnson's days: 

"His gener~l mode of life, during my acquaintance, seemed 
to be pretty un1form. About twelve o'clock I commonly visited 
him, and frequently found him in bed, or declaiming over his 
tea, which he drank very plentifully. He generally had a 
levee of morning visitors, chiefly men of' letters; Hawkesworth, 
Goldsmith, Murphy, Langton. Steevens, Beauclerk, etc. ate., 
and sometimes learned ladies; particularly I remember a French 
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lady of wit and fashion doing him the honour of a . . t He 
seemed to me to be considered as a kin~ of P bli VlSl • h b d th · b u c. oracle 
:u~~. eaverdyd. obtyl ougtht they. had. a right to visit and con: 

' n ou ess hey were well rewarded I discover hcJ h f d t. • never could w e oun 1me for his compositions H d 1 i 
all the morn~ng, then went to dinner at a taverr~ w~er:c h! med 
commonly sta1d late, and then drank his tea at s;me friend's 
house, over which he loitered a great while but seld t k 
s~pper. I fancy he must have read and wrot~ chiefly ~~ t~~ 
n1~ht, ~or I can scarcely recoll~ct that he ever refused 
go1ng Wl th me to a tavern, and he often went to Ranela::rh vrh · h 
he deemed a place of innocent recreation. :.) ' lc 

"He frequently. gave all the si~v~r in his pocket to the 
poor! who watched h1m, between his house and the tavern where 
he d1ned. He walked the streets at all hours and said he 
was never robbed, for the rogues knew he had iittle money nor 
had the appearance of having much. ' 

"Though the most accessible and colll;mnicati ve man alive, 
yet.when he suspected he was invited to be exhibited, he con
stantly spurned the ~nvitation. 

'~Two young women from :3 taffordshire visited him whe~1I was 
present, to consult him on the subject of Jviethodism to which 
t~ey were inclined" 'Come, (said he,) you pretty f~ols, dine 
w1th :Maxwell and me at _the Mitre, and we will talk over that 
subject;' which they did, and after dinner he took one of them 
upon his knee, and fondled her for half an hour. together. 

· "Upon a visit to me at a country lodging near Twickenharn 
he asked what sort of society I had there. I told him but ' 
i~different; a~ they chiefly consisted of opulent trad~rs, re
tlred from bus1ness. He said he never much liked that class 
of people; 'For, Sir, (said he) they have lost the civility of 
tradesmen, without a·cqui ring the manners of gentlemen.'" 

Johnson and hi.s friends founded what they called "The 
Club" and it is surprising to know that it has continued to 
live and flourish down to the present day, and has numbered 
among its members since the days of Johnson and Reynolds, 
Gladstone, Lord Salisbury, Lord Acton, Huxley, Tennyson, 
~fucaulay, and a host of others. 

not 
was 
the 

Despite their membership in the same club, Macauley does 
admit that Boswell was a gentleman, but he charges that he 
a common spy and tattler without sufficient delicacy to note 
insults which his pertness and his folly brought upon him. 

I read Macaulay on Boswell's Johnson bef'ore I read. Boswell. 
I took Macaulay's judgment as infallible and his opinio~ for 
my own.. Therefore, when I read Boswell I admired Johnson and 
enj eyed him, and I looked down on Boswe 11 and never suspected 
I was enjoying him. 

Later came that literary gentleman from Philadelphia, who 
is by vocation a dealer in electrical machinery and by choice 
and avocation such a delightful writer on literary topics, 
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Mr. A.E .• Newton. He disagrees with Macaulay vigorously and 
points out that Boswell numbered among his friends the great
est scholar, the greatest poet, the greatest painter, the 
greatest actor, the. most of the greatest statesmen of his 
day, which seems to fix his place as a gentleman, and that 
he wrote the book which is universally admitted. to be .the 
best book of its kind in any language,. which ought to fix his 
place as a literary.gentleman. 

Mr. Newton closes the debate---Macaulay being dead--
with the prophecy that when Macaulay's traveler from New 
Zealand takes his stand on the ruined arch of London Bridge 
to sketch the ruins of st. Paul's, he will have a pocket 
edition of Boswell with him, in which to read something of the 
lives of those strange people who inhabited that solitude when 
it was called London. 

The tavern called the Coek was the favorite of the sportive 
Fepys and the ·sedate Tennyson, which shows either versatility 
in.the tavern or more common qualities in the men than one would 
guess. At.this inn Pepys dined at least once with his wife, 
and more than once with his pretty friends,.· one of whom he tells 
us was "pretty enough" and "the most excellent, mad-humored 
thing, and sings. the noblest. that ever I heard in my life." 

Tennyson loved to dine at this same inn, but with his son, 
and not any "excellent mad-humored thing," which may explain 
why it was, that when he felt moved to .make a verse it was 
about the waiter. · 

"And hence this halo lives about 
The waiter's hands, that reach 

To each his perfect pint of stout, 
His proper chop to each. 

He looks not like the common bree.d 
'That with the napkin dally; 

I think he came like Ganymede, 
From some delightful valley·.'·' 

It might not be p.ossible to obtain unanimous agreement 
upon any one man as the greatest literary gentleman in the Nine
teenth Century, nor would .it be much easier to agree upon the 
greatest man in literature in that century even if we d-ivided 
the world into America,. England, and the rest of the world 
as three units, and tried to weigh the considerations (ass~ing 
that we had the knowledge.) that must be taken into account in 
answering the question as to any one of the three. 

The two greatest men of that century, reckoning great
ness as being established by accomplishment and influence, if 
1 may venture to answer so big a question were Lincoln and 
Bismarck, and neither of them was a worke; in . .literature •. 

However, there lived in England a journeyman wo~ker in 
literature who was not really great, and, to tell the truth, 
not always a gentleman, but whowent from nowhere to the. top 
of the English life, who mingled as an equal with the g~eat 
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and powerful of the world who 1 d t 
and success that he is entitledpt~Y~ he1fame with such skill 
ing literary gentleman of the centur;. ca ed the most interest-

Benjamin Disraeli wrote and P bli h 
n?vele and formal addresses over auper~o~df~~:ai~25biography, 
H1sliterary work' alone would ~ive h' to 1~80. 
of his time but it is th o lm a place among the writers 
rather than'the things heew~~!ing things he.!iid and said, 
ing that even his latest biograph;h~t made hls caree: so interest-
ing reading. · n seven volumes 1s absorb-

Disraeli ma~ried a rich Englishwoman, and was Prime Min
i~ter more than once, but he made only one public promise for 
h1mself. He kept it! and m?re, and had a·lot of fun in the 
process. After pers1sting 1n trying to persuade some unwiiling 
constituency to elect him to the House of Commons he succeeded 
only to be laughed down on the occasion of his fi~st speech 
Then it was that he promised the House he would make them • 
listen to hi.m •. 

·He was not of t~e English race nor type; he had only two 
claims to power--bra1ns and audacity. With these and these 
only, he conquered that House which had laughed at him, baited 
Gladstone, charmed Victoria, fooled Bismarck traded with that 
kindred soul, Louis Napoleon, made friends when he chose to do 
so and enemies ~ecause he chose to do· so, wrote and talked in 
great volume th1ngs he didn't·think, and thought a lot he 
didn't say. 

, . Some examples of his phrase making that I love are the 
short one about the people Kipling tried to insult by calling 
them flarmeled oafs---Disraeli said 11 Thei:r table talk is 
stable talk;". and the long one about the Conservative Party 
at a time when he was critical of it, and he said .that the 
Conservative Party intended to "conserve the prerogatives of 
the Crown, provided they are not exercised; the independence 
of the House of Lords, provided it is not asserted; the 
Ecclesiastical Estate, provided it is regulated by a commission 
of laymen; everything', in short, as long as it is a phrase 
and not a fact." 

His illustration of the difference between an accident 
and a catastrophe, by saying that if Mr. Gladstone fell into 
the Thames it would be an accident, but if a1~ one pulled him 
out it would be a catastrophe. 

His other comment on Gladstone that, while one was no~ 
surprised when Gladstone had an ace up his sleeve, one was 
surprised when he claimed that the Almighty put it·there. 

And his courteous note to the young author v1ho sent him a 
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copy of his book, to the affect that he thanked the author for 

· sending it and begged to assure him tha. t he would lose. no. time 
in reading it. 

The Twentieth Century has run about one-fourth of its 
course Reputations have been ms.de and unmade • More words 
have b~en written, and more pages printed than aver before in 
the same time. In literature and in life the people have sou~ht 
for an outstanding and towering· figure that they would be obl1ged 
to call great, but without finding one that all, or. even a 
majority, can agree upon. 

America produced a man v1h0 was without possibility of 
contradiction a gentleman, who was a writer of b?oks and a 
lover of literature who came from a study, and 1n the s~ort 
space of ten years ;eturned to a study after writing his name 
in the sky where all the world could and did read it.· 

Woodrow Wilson was a student and a writer. He wrote in 
preference to talking and yet he talked literature when he did 
talk, At first he wa~ a literary gentleman, then a politician 
who had read or absorbed everything that Jefferson said'or did 
or knew, and who was ready to improve on Jefferson in his turn. 
Then he was the country's most puzzling president, who ruled 
from a library where he wrote the country's domestic policies 
first in shorthand so that he alone could know them,and later 
wrote them with his o~~ hand on a typewriter and gave them, 
almost reluctantly' t 0 those who had to know them before they 
adopted them in the form of laws. 

For a long time it seemed that the study had no Window 
which looked toward Europe, but the time came when ·he stood as 
the first citizen of a gre2.t country at war, its official 
spokesman, and with power to direct and control its every 
resource. 

Then came the Armistice, the Feace Conference and the Treaty. 

It is natural enough for the French to feel that they won 
the war by dying, while the English and Americans prepared; 
for the English to feel that they won the war by dominating the 
seas; for Americans to feel th .. ~t we won the war by the addition 
of our forces whep it was almost a stalemate, ' 

But from the moment the war was won by all these factors, 
Woodrow Wilson dominated the Armistice and· the Peace .• 

I 

When Foch received the German emissaries in that armored 
train on a siding at a remote spot in France to ·sign the Armistice, 
Foch, who had moved armies like chessmen, whose aides and lieu
tenants were the Generals and Field Marshals of the allied 
nations, he was but going through the forms whos~ substance had 
been dictated by cable from the student and writer in the White 
House. 

At·the :Peace Conference wise men and unwise men from all 
over the world assembled to perform a taskthat proved too 
great for men. · 
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Woodrow. Wilson went to that Conference ha'l d th 
prophet. of justice, the advocate of equall'ty' delmeo as ad 
oppo tu . t th k n' ' cracy an r: n1 Y, e spo esman or those who hoped, the shield and 
defender of those who feared, the most powerful among the 
conquerors, and the last hope of ths conouered 

" . 
What was expe~~ed of this man, what he tried to do, and 

what ab~olutely haQ to be done by those men at Pari~ a 
probably too much for mortal men to accomplish. Bu~'t~e; tired 
with hope an~ confidence, and did what they could and the 
Treaty was s1gned, 

Then, in ~ few short months came the crash, the physical 
ruin of the man, the return to a quiet study, and within the 
l~s~ few weeks, the death and simple funeral of a private 
c1t1zen. 

I submit without a hint of advocacy or criticism of his 
policie~;~ or his work, that th~ career of this student and 
writer, who in a few short years went from the presidency of 
a college to the presidency of the world and back a~ain to 
the 11uiet of his study, is the most striking, dramatic and 
improbably, tbough truthful, chapter in modern history. 

. Johnson's Club was the tavern. Disraeli's club was the 
House of Commons, Wilson in a club is almost unthinkable al
though he was often eean in the University Club of New Y~rk 
before he became President, . 

. It t'akes only one to love if the object of the passion is 
literature, and so doubtless the world is full of people who 
are de~oted to literature and praqtice their devotion alone, but 
other read~rs.need to talk about what they read and hear about 
what other people read, .and even meet and be disappointed by 
the men who ,write what they read. 'l'his leads to litera.ry clubs 
like ours and Dr. Johnson's where literary gentlemen meet 
together and drink tea or something. 

. 
The other Jonson, Ben Jonson, was the central figure of . 

a club that met at the tavern called "The Devil and st. Dunstan's." '· 
Their constitution, by-laws and regulations were in latin, of 
which the following is a translation: 

"As the fund of our pleasure, let each pay his shot, 
Except some chance friend, whom a member brings in. 

Far hence be the sad, the lewd fop, and the sot; 
For such pave the plagues of g_ood company been. 

"Let the learned apd witty, the jovial and gay, 
The. generous and honest, compose our free state; 

And the more tp exalt our delight whilst we stay, 
Let none be debarred from his choice female mate. 

"Let no scent offensive the chamb'3r infest • 
Let fancy, not cost, prepare all our dishes. 

Let the caterer mind the taste of each guest, 
And the cook in his dressing, comply with their wishes. 

. ' 
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"Let's have no disturbance about taking place~. 
To show your nice breeding, or out of. vain pride. 

Let the drawers be ready with wine and fresh glasses, 
Let the waiters have eyes, though their tongues must 
be ty'd. 

"Let our wines without mixture or stum, be all fine, 
Or call up the master, and break h~s dull noddle. 

Let·no sober bigot here think it a s1n, 
To push on the chirping and moderate bottle. 

"Let the contest be rather of books than of wine, 
Let the company be neither noisy nor mute,, , 

Let none of things serious, much leas of div1ne, 
Vfuen belly and head's full profanely dispute. 

"Let no sauce fidler presume to intrude, 
Unless he is sent for to vary our bliss, 

With mirth, wit, and dancing, and singing conclude, 
To regale every sense, with delight in excess. 

"Let raillery be without malice or heat • 
Dull poems to read let none privilege take, 

Let no·poetaster command or intreat 
Another extempore verses to make. 

11 Let argument bear no unmusical sound, 
Nor jars interpose, sacred friendship to grieve. 

For generous lovers let a corner be found, 
¥fuere they in soft sighs may their passions relieve. 

"Like the old Lapithites, with the goblets to fight, 
Our own 'mongst offences unpardoned will rank, 

Or breaking of windows, or glasses, .for spight, 
And spoiling the goods for a rakehelly prank. 

'.'Whoever shall publish ·what's said, or what's done, 
Be he banished for ever our assembly divine. 

Let the freedom we take be perverted ~Y none 
To make any guilty by drinking good wine." 

Membership·in the Century Club of New York has long been 
the American equivalent of some form of birthday·honors in 
mod.ern England. 

It was formed in 1847 by the true, American way of a 
merger: the first members, forty-two in number, were by 
vocation ten artists, ten merchants, four authors, three 
physicians .three bankers, two clergymen, two lawyers, one 
editor, on~ diplomat, and three men ot leisure. The per
centages are not very different from our own. 

This club now lives in a big and rather gloomy house 
upt·own. · The best thing its friends say for it is, that 
within 'its doors there is wonderful and beautiful equality, 
and that no matter how great and successful you may be in 
literature or in the world that supports literature, you are 
no better than any other member. It has one custom that must 

be delightful most of the time and painful some of the time. 
On Saturday nights only one table is set up H 
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b t di • ere every mem er mus ne, and at the seat he finis vacant Wh 
you.are che~rful, and the men to the. right and left ar:ninter
~stlng or k1nd, this must be delightful but on other n1 ht 
1 t must be different, ' g s 

The Lotos Club, of New York dates from 1870. Its con
stitution makes a droll distinction between journalists and 
literary men in stating its purpose "to promote social inter
course among journalists, literary men, artists, and members 
of the theatrical profession." 

In its club house interestli1g men meet other interesting 
men, and the talk is good. Of course ~otos Club dinners are 
not exclusively literary events. But in its fifty years, al
most ~verybody who has been useful, or achieved distinction in 
American life, or art or letters has been its guest. 

There is another club in New York that has seemed to me 
from the outside, I regret to say, to be the most interesting 
and attractive of them all. 

I.mean the Players •. Here in the old home of America's 
greatest player is a club of actors, artists, writers, gentle
men all, and literary. On an,average of once a year I manage 
to walk past it and,envy those who have the right of entree and 
hope that some day I will have, at least, a guest card. 

At .avery one of these tim~s I find mys~lf recalling .the 
story of the first night of that playboy, Richard Hardil1g 
Davis, at that _club •.. He was fortunate enough to be entertained 
and shown over the house by a group of older members, headed 
by Edwin Booth himself. Davis was interested in the old play 
bills upo~ ·the walls, and in his boyish way he t_old them that 
he had in his possession an original play bill of great value 
which he would straightway donate to the club's collection. 
It was the bill of the play at Ford's Theater in Washington the 
night that President Lincoln was shot. It took a happy, care
less boy to do this ·a~ul thing, and i~ took a gentleman like 
Edwin Booth, when Davis sought him out in his rooms upstairs, 
half an hour later, to fo~give the boy and say that he counted 
it a blessing that the American people never associated him 
with his brother, and that this fact was only made more clear 
by Mr. Davis'. failure to connect them. 

To ·return to the definition with which we began, we may 
recall that to be literary is to be versed or practised in, or 
devo~ed to literature, and that literature is, in the broadest 
sense, written or printed productions. 

To be devoted to printed productions is to be the g.entle 
reader who is in the world of books, that very practical and 

' necessary person, the ultimate cons~mer. 

I venture the assertion that everything that is written is 
meant for someone other then the writer to read. There have 
been diaries and journals whose authors claimed that they were 
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written with no hope tha~ they would aver be read, but for 
every such claim there is the reviewer who proves by. that 

. favorite weapon of reviews, internal evidence, that the 
claim is false. · 

Even the casual reader these last few· days is struck 
with and a little suspicious of long and artless letters 
that Archie Butt wrote to his sister-in-law. 

Most writing is frankly meant to be published and read; 
take away the gentle reader, and in a moment .you abolish 
writers except, perhaps, those busy writers in chain drug 
stores and railway ticket offices who are always writing 
forms and records when you are foolish enough to want to buy 
a cough drop or a ticket. · . 

't1e too often think of the wri tar as the literary man 
and of the successful writer as the royal personage. The' 
contrary is true. ·The writer is the servant of' the reader 
the successful writer is the hardest worked amonO' the ' 
serva~ts, but the reader is master and king. Ma~ter because 
he enJoys the product of the writer's labor--king because he 
has at his command the literary treasurers of the ages. He 
c~n say ~Those com·9any, among all the writers of the past, he 
\y111 inv1 te or commana. on any occasion; he can open the 
1nterview and he can terminate it. His favor spells suacess 
for the new writer and his frown spellsruin. 

' . 

I am speaking now of reading for pleasure, for enlight
enment, for culture, for company, or for forgetfulness--not 
the necessary reading that is the preparation for an examin-
ation or a degree or a profession or a job.. . 

And yet reading is the only luxury, ·except perhaps a 
good conscience, that the poor man can have to as full extent 

t
as the rich; and the one pleasure that the humble share with 

he mighty. 

· The reader, then, is ·a royal democrat , and at the same 
time an aristocrat and a simple commoner. 

loved R~~:l;n~h~h cha~~i~ old pe~son w~o read ·Dickens and 
th e c 1 ran of h1s bra1n; the person to whom 
ou~~:d c~~~a~~~~~d~ut d 0f Dickens: books. were old: friends to be 
more numerous twen~; an~ ~r frlends l1ke yo~rself. They were 
curiousl h r Y years ago than now, and 
hard to ~0;~~~~ ~ ~hey.belon?ed to a generation that fo~d it 
they loved the most o~:lgn crltic of their native land, and yet 

vera and least gentl~ of our critics. 

in 18~~rha~s the~ forgave hi~ because of his change of.heart 
• w en, a a banquet ln New York, he promised: 

"manfully' promptly' and plainly in my. o~ 
person, to bear for the behalf of my own 
countrymen such testimony of the gigantic 
changes ~n this country as I have hinted· at 
he.re tonlght. Also to record that wherever 
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I have been, in the smallest place equally 
with the largest, I have been race ived with 
unsurpassed politeness, delicacy, sweet
temper, and consideration •••••••••• This 
testimony, so long as I live, and so long 
as my descendants have any legal right in 
my books, I shall cause to be published, 
as an appendix to every copy of those two 
books of mine in which I have referred to 
America. And this I will do and cause to be 
done~ not in mere love and thankfulness but 
because I regard it as an act of plain justice 
and honour." · 

Recall the man you have known who loved his library his 
own books, because he has read them and handled them and 

' because they have talked with him and lived with him through 
the years. Sometimes they fill a room and sometimes only a 
shelf. · 

I love to go back twenty-five and more years and revisit 
in memory the man who taught me to love books, He had more 
than I had ever seen in a private library. He was old and weak 
and near the end. Twenty-five years before thtlt he had become 
bankrupt, and some kind friend had saved his books for him by 
buying them in at the sale, My old friend sat surrounded by 
his treasures and read himself out of the world as it was, into 
the world as it had been. He lived among his friends, and he 
showed me and many another barbarian the way from darkness into 
the light that lies across the printed page. 

Recall the man who reads to accumulate facts--facts about 
anything, and stores them away and hoards them as another kind 
of miser hoard.s gold. He is not usually a charming companion, 
but that is not the point, that is not his aim. He wants 
·desperately to know things, and by reading he comes to know them. 

I had a friend who was born and lived sixty years, and 
died on a river hill farm in Clermont County. He was not a 
reader until a year or. two before his deat~, when he conSll ted 
me about the purchase of an encyclopediQ.. He wanted one ofnot 
too many volumes, not t,oo expensive,. a~d yet one that would , 
answer his questions--a sort of glor1f1ed and expanded Vlorld s 
Almanac. He found one, bought it, and revelled i~ it. He t?ld 
me that no longer could the neighborhood doctor, the local ~1se 
man, stump him or humiliate him a.t the pos~ office by quest1ons 
about the height of mountains, the depth o~ the ~ea, an~ such 
items of information. This man found happ1ness 1n readlng--
he was not a li ter.ary man, but he was a happy one • 

I knew another man who lost the girl of his choice and 
made a comfortable fortune while he was quite young, whe~eupon 
he retired from the world of men and women and money-mak~ng to 
the world of books. I used often to join him at his sol1 tary 
luncheon and soon he would be telling me about the book he had 
read the day before. Every yea:r he spen~ se~eral weeks in New 
York and I was puzzled to know what he d1d Wl th himself, there 
until he told me that he kept a note book in which he wrote down 
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a reference to every allus~on that pu~zled him and every 
uestion that came to him 1n hi~ read1ng. Then, when he 

~as in New York, he looked up h1s references and ran down 
his questions in the· big library on Fifth Avenue. 

Not long before he died he told me that he ha~ had a 
royal time in· life, and that he never ce~se~ to reJoice that 
he had retired from business at the earl1est time he could 
and spent his time on something worthwhile. . 

There is. the man who never reads a new book·, Sometimes 
he is a prig. There is the man who reads all .the new books-
meaning all the best sellers. He is something like the 
traveler who remembers only the names of the hotels and 
whether they were good or bad. 

Thera is the man who reads history and biography because 
life is real and a arne st. 

Thera is the man who reads memoirs and reminiscences, 
which are sometimes rami-nui~ances. 

Then there is the really delightful fellow who reads old 
and new, grave and gay, improving and diverting, and tells 
us about them. When we meet him he almost always has something 
to tell us that he has just read which is new to him--and us-
or interesting or novel. He can always recommend a good book, 
somat1mes·a new one and sometimes an old one, but if we follow 
his advice we are sure to be repaid. I wish there were more 
of him. 

There was a charming friend of yours and mine ,who left 
us within the year to find res't from physical ills that must 
have been awful to bear. He almost never read a new book in 
the years that I ·knew him. He had been a reader for many years, 
he had made friends of many books, and he desired to renew his 
association with them. He had been unable in the earlier years 
to read all the good books he wished to read, and in his later 
years he was still trying to catch up with them, He lived 
along with his books, and I never heard him complain of the 
physical weakness that was upon him except to say that he was 
sorry it kept him away from·our meetings. 

Lines· from Shakespeare sparkiled in his usual conversation. 
Roaring Camp and the heathen Chines lived againand became 
real when I was in his company, and the bon mots and bright · 
sayings of the wits of all literature were recalled to de light 
me in a casual chat. You know, of course, that he was Jerome 
Howard. who was in truth a literary gentleman. 

FRANK W. COTTLE 

THE BOYHOOD OF SIR WALTER RALEIGH 

MARCH 15, 1924 ' RALFH G. CAROTHERS 

What at·tributes in man does his fellow man most remember? 
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At once you answer achievements in art 1 tt 
some profound th.ough, important inventl·'onas orers or science, 
military o 1 ti discoveries and 
be true, t~o~~ ~ho~!1 r!~~~~:s ha;~ short' deeds • And if this 
the hearts of man with fond ramembahone on and one, to swell 
must have accomplished som t ranee g~narations later, 
poli;icaltway, or deeply a:i~~ ~~:t;f~~;v~f !~trmi!ii~Y or 
men o ac ion, or changed the whole order of things with a 
~rea~ d~~covary, or left books or pictures which thrilled the 
mag1na 1on of succeeding generations. Bad deeds, thou h 

usually sooner forgotten. than good ones, sometimes are ~0 
remembered to curse the spirit of him who committed them ~ut 
.~aeds whether g~od or bad, great or insignificant, can n~ver 
_1n the final we 1ghing up of the evidence, be entiral se arated 
from the purpose of their instigation. There is nev~r aplack 
of purpose attached to the history of any great deed, for if 
the moti vas are not wall knovm, .friends, and foes alike impute 
them, to justify the cruel and unjust, or to stultify the 
generous and great, ~r to vilify the bad, or glorify the good. 
And so when the pasa1ons that fired the deeds are cooled and 
the he7oes, tyrants and contemporaries, all are buried, ' 
poster1ty, cooly and deliberately, takes her man of history 
ar;d trias hi~ case. His friends and foo s alike are called as 
w1tnesses, h1s acts, their causes and results evan his thoughts 
real or i~puted, all are examined, and he is ~ant from the bar ' 
labeled w1th the mark he must bear. in history. However cold 
the process may seem, posterity is really more tolerant and 
the defendant gets great consideration. His good acts ~re 
given greater wei~ht t~an the bad. If he was cruel, perhaps 
he was. only weak, and 1t is only when his strength and cruelty 
are at once evident, that he is branded a tyrant. Than too 
he is always able to appeal his case when new evidence is 
available, as today the case of the chastity of Elizabeth is 
being appealed with fair assurance that the appeal will be 
sustained. 

But when there has lived a man who has performed deeds so 
brave ~hat men followed him to the ends of the earth, so big 
that k1ngdoms fell and crumpled·before his eyes, so good that 
for many generations simple people awaited his return as a god, 
is not that many worthy to take the highest place in the hearts 
of all .people who l~ve honor and truth and courage? If early 
in his life he developed a purpose, uns·e lf'ish as it was great, 
and steadfastly through years of fortune and adversity, never 
for one instant wavered from that purpose, but fought for it, 
repeated .his vows and fought again, risked his life and honor 
for it, risked his fortune and liberty for it, but fought on 
and on with his resolution ever before hirn, and died for it, 
ar.e not these motives worthy of more than a passing consider
ation? Such a man was Walter Raleigh. 

What difference does it .make that for all his work, a 
foolish and probably foundationless anecdote about a cloak and 
a mud puddle and a great Queen's dainty foot, is the tale 
which every school ,boy knows, while his real greatness .is 
largely passed over? Perhaps we delight in attaching to 
those we wish to remember .some little incident, trifling but 
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dramatic, which may or may not be tr.ue, but which will instantly 
bring to mind the name of man we wish to recall, in a harmless 
though fanciful way. such petty tales as this are told of 
nea-rly every man called great. Whether by design or accident 
or by. the application of Darwin's law of survival of the ' 
fittest to legends., the one which sticks is the means by which 
the child of today learns to the man of yesterday.. Vfuen the 
child grows up he selects the tale he likes best and from it 
discovers the man. Those whose stories are not. liked are left 
undisturbed and for the man who never gros up, the legends 
alone are all that is known of history. Long before the card 
filing. system was invented, this means of reference was 
developed. Like the 11 on old olive's .thorny top" of psychology, 
it is the way that human nature has of indexing her man.· And 
usually the index fits hi~ character in one way or another. 
:Penelope, .because the wife of a Ulysses should be faithful, 
weaves and rips out her tapestry. in every schoolhouse annually, 
and Alexander, because resourcefulness is one of the attributes 
of greatness, again and again turns the head. of Bucephalus 
tow~rd. the sun, to the delight of countless generations of 
school boys. Even a king must bow to the dicta of the house
wife, so Alfred continues to burn his cakes, and his flattery 
will some day turn to crush its foolish parent, Canute wets 
his feet with every tide. What care we bow. the oxen of 
Cincinnatus were unleashed from their plough, or who com
forted his wife and children, so long as great Rome had a 
patriot.who loved her more than.all else; and what of a few 
dead cherry trees if this great nation has a father worthy of 
his child? . The story of the hatchet is a·s nearly perfect as 
these fables can be, for it may be repeated to.any child, white 
or black, the 20n of catholic, Jew or Klansman, democrat or 
republican, wet or dry, without fear of political capital being 
made of it or religious intolerance being injected into the 
tender mind. 

So with the story of Raleigh's cloak we can see more of 
the man than at first meets the eye. He was a soldier who 
could spit.a Spaniard on his sward as easily as we can swat a 
fly, but he was.the gallant of the drawing room. He paced 
the quarter deck in all weathers and climates but ashore he 
bedecked himself in silks and satins. He was' a politician who 
knew the secrets of diplomacy and though he ·coveted gold, it 
was freely given to his queen and country·when the occasion 
arose. He was stern leader of men but he knelt before his 
s~v,ereign. Besides all these he w~s a poet and an historian 
w1th a sense of the dramatic, and the niceties of time place 
and action. He could risk his all, for as fuller sugg~sts 
~hat. he had no other .cloak, when judgment told him to risk 
1t. And he did risk again and again not cloaks but fortune 
and child and life, until .judgment a~d honor poi~ted in dif- ' 
~erent directions. Then he chose honor and lost all. There 
lS another fa.ncif~l picture of him, dona in a different way 
but with more bas1s of truth and with the greatness of 
trage~y of his life more evident. This. is Sir John E. Millais' 
paintulg, "The Boyhood of Sir Walter Raleigh," 

Raleigh was born at Hayes Barton, a plain Tudor farm 
house still standing near .the little village of East Budleigh, 

in South East Devon, Few details of his b' th 
a:e known, but it is probable that it occ~~ed ~~ a~~~si~Y 
H1s father was an honored gentleman but hl' . Y t •
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were ar rom a f uant, and Hayes Barton was onl· r t d 
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Years l~ter Sir Walter tried to buy the place toJma.~n ~t·h. 
Devonsh1re seat, and in writing to the owner sa'd ~I 1h lS 
a natural disposition to the plac~, being bo~n i~ that h~~:e " 
but there is no record that he really completed the purch ' 
The elder Raleigh, in spite of his weak financial state, ~=~· 
bean married twice, ere to took Katherine Chapernoun Gilbert 
t~e Wid~wed mother of John Humphrey and Adrian Gilbert for ' 
h1s wife • She bore him two oons and a daughter Crews., Wal tar 
and Margaret. A woman. who could give the world' such s;ns as 
hers, must pave been d1scerning in the selection o~ her 
hUsbands, and we may assume that young Raleigh had no near 
ancestry. His fath~r was no doubt a man of parts. Certainly 
he. was pleasing to the opposite sex, and his. son inherited . 
th1s characterist ~o a considerable degree •. There is a story 
t?ld of the elder rlaleigh, which so nearly prevented the ' 
b1rth of his son, and which as a topic of fireside talk in 
the years following is so typical of' the stories fed tn the 
lads 9f the day, that it is worth repeating in detail. 

The "Rising of the West" which seemed not unlikely to 
turn the tide of.English Reformation began no Whit-Sunday 
1549, .in Stamford Courtney, some twenty miles from Heyes. 
The revolt spread rapidly through the country side of Devon 
and Cornwall while the rebels thronged toward the walls of 
Exeter. At first the royalists were unsuccessful in more 
than maintaining the defense of the city, and it was only 
when Lord Gray of Wilton arrived with reinforcements, that 
the rebels were defeated in the very bloody battle of Clyst 
Heath where four thousand lives were lost. But ere this had 
occurred "It happened that Walter Raleigh, Esquire, dwelling 
not far from thence as he was upon a holidey then riding from 
his house to Exeter, overtook an old woman going to the 
parish church of St. Mary Clyst who had a pair of beads in 
her hands: and asked her what she did with tho sa beads: And 
entering into further speeches with her concerning religion 
which was reformed by order of law to be put in execution did 
persuade with her that she should as a good Christian woman 
and an obedient sub j act yield thereunto, saying further that 
there was a punishment by the law appointed against her and 
all such as would not obey and follow the same and which 
would be put in execution upon them: This .womm nothing 
liking nor wall digesting the matter went forth to the 
pa~ish church where all the parishioners were then at the 
service and pa ing impatient and in an agony with the speeches 
before past between her and the gentleman beginneth to upbray 
in the open church very hard and unseemly speeches concerning 
religion, saying that she was threatened by the.gentleman, 
that except she would leave her beads and give over holy 
br~ad ana. holy water the gentleman would burn them out of 
their houses and spoil the·m, with many other speeches very 
fals e and untrue and whereof no talk at all had passed be
tween the gentleman and her: notwithstanding she had not 
so soon spoken but that she was believed; and in all haste, 
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(they) fling out of the church and gat 

~~!: ~os~~! ~~~a!h~~h is not far from thence and. there began 
to entrench and fortifY the town, sending abroad 1nto the 
country round about the news aforesaid and of their aoings 
i h d. flocking and procuring as many as they could to 
c~mea~nd join with them: And they fearing or mistrusting 
1 t th gentlemen which wer.e then at Exeter would come upon 
t~a t~ey first fortified the bridge which lieth at the end 
of e~he .town towards the city and lai~ great tree overthwart the 
same as also planted certain great p1eces of. ordnance upon 
th.e same which they had procured and fetched from Topsham, 
a town n~t far from thence: but before they came int <> the 
town they overtook the gentleman, Mr. Rawley! aforesaid and 
were in such a choler and so fell in rages w1th him, that · 
if he had not shifted himself into the chapel there and h~d 
been rescued by certain mariners of Exmouth, which came w1th 
him, he had been in great danger of his life and like to 
have been murdered.". 

The rescue of Raleigh by the Mariners has.given rise to 
the oft-repeated assertion that the Sailors as a class were 
Anti-Catholic. There is probably a little basis for this, 
because there was at that time no class of Englishmen who so 
suffered at the hand of the Spaniard, but it is also probable 
that the Sailors as a class too ware Royalists. However, 
Ralei,.,.h soon fell into the hands of another band of rioters 
and by them was taken to st. Sidwell's, an outlying suburb of 
Exeter, where he was placed in a tower and kept a prisoner for 
the duration of the rebellion, being many times threatened to 
be put to death. 

The revolt was quelled, Raleigh returned to his home and 
for a time the warring factions seemed at peace. But in the 
year following the birth of little Walter, Mary was crowned 
queen of England and the whole aspect of things c4angeu. Some 
of those who had helped besiege Exeter and had escaped the 
penalties of the law, were now clothed with authority. Many 
who had secretly mourned the failure of the rebellion becan~ 
jubilant; and the Romanist priets, instead of incurring the 
peril of being drawn and hung in chains from the tops of their 
very own churches, (like the unhappy Vicar of ;:Jt, Thomas at 
ExeteF in 1549) were themselves potent to imprison and to kill. 
Again and again the pretty brooks ran red with blood and again 
and again the soft pure air of Devon was poisoned with the 
stench of burning flesh. · 

Among others who were sacrificed at the stake was a poor, 
untutored but strong brained.woman, one Agnes Prest. Evidently 
she was known and liked at Hayes for little Walter's mother 
journeyed to Exeter tovisit her during her imprisonment. 
Of the. 'interview, John Foxe ee.y.sJ "There resorted to her, the 
wife of Walter Raleigh, a woman of noble wit and of good and 
godly opinions, who coming to the pr is an and talking with her, 
she said her Creed to the gentlewoman. When she came to the 
Article, He ascended, there she stayed, and bade the gentle
woman to seek his blessed body in Heaven, not on Earth; and 
told ~er plainly that God· dwelleth not in temple's made with 
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hands; and that Sacrament to be nothing alse but a remembram e 
of H~s ~ledded :Pa~si on. i~nd yet" said she, "as they now use 
it, 1t lS but an 1dol, and far wide from any remembrance of 
Christ's ~?dy; which (use) will not long continue, and so take 
it,, good M1stress. 11 Then the narrator goes on to add that, 
as soon as Mrs. Raleigh "came home to .her husband she de
clared to him that in her life she never heard any woman 
of sue~, simplicity to ·sae t,o, talk so godly and .so earn~stly; 
insomuch, that if God were not with her, she could not speak 
such things. - I was not able to answer her;, I, who can .read, 
and she cannot •" 

Ral.eigh was five or six years old wh~n .Agnes Prest was 
burne.d, and perhaps he evan saw the frightful sight for it 
occurred not two miles from Hayes. But whether he saw it or 
not he heard this story and that of his father's imprisonment 
in St. Sidwell's and others similar many times. Although 
Mary in her Catholicism was largely responsible for these 
acts, the Englishman, ever true to his sovereign, placed 
the blame on her husband, Philip I I of Spain; and no doubt, 
he was more deserving of censure than his weak and narrow 
minded wife. So it was Philip of Spain, and the Pope and their 
agents who gave England her bath of blood, and the fireside 
talk which these sturdy boys of Devon heard, brooded ill for 
the then mistress of the seas. But hope paver deserted the 
heart of the Britisher for Mary was sickly ~nd childless, and 
there lived in London a brave strong lass in whose veins ran 
not a drop of Spanish blood. 

so Walter played as all boys play, ahd the woods around 
Hayes resounded with the shouts of childish fun. 'Tis a place 
of beauty, De~on, from tha lonely blue of Dartmoor to the 
broad valley of the lower ,Exe, andeverywhere the smell of the 
sea rests gently on the.land. It permeates each valley, and, 
in every shady'glen it reaches, for it stretches to the crags 
above Clovelly and follows the Dart as it grows ever smaller 
in the heights of Vfhi tehorse Hill. Like a great strong magnet 
the sea draws her men out of the woods and.dells, and ere long 
Wal tar too is skipping do\·m to the beach, to ·sail his li ttl a 
boats ·and see the ships and hear the sailors talk.. The tide 
comes' in laughing, threatening, bringing in her store of 
driftwood, and pretty stories and q~eer d~ad fis~es, and then 
with pleading beckoning gesture, 1t receeds. \fa who are 
sheltered by ~ thousand miles of land and mountain can not 
understand but in Devon the boys know the sea and feel the. 
sea and smell the sea from birth. On the tide come the sh1ps 
and tre'asure and with the tide go man to adventure, laughing, 
singing they go and full of great tales they ~a turn and a~ 
the sea we see the boys of Devon. Here Milla1s sees Ralelgh. 

He shows us the red marl cliffs of Devon and the sea not 
too blue bathed in the soft glow of an English s11mmer sun. 
In the f~raground, sitting by a sea wall ar~.two boys,. the 
well dressed sons of gentlemen, ,their toy sn1p cas; :s~~~ • 
forgotten. Before them, seated on a larg~ piece 0 r o 

wood, is a stalwart, sunburned Geonas~ sa.1lor' one of i tho..,e 
half pirates half heroes of Kingsley s. The sailor s · d 
telling a st~ry. One boy, sitting with his legs crossed an 
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his head in his hands is listening with attention carelessly 
divided between the .tala and the dark mustaches, the ear 
rings the red pantaloons and the great bronzed and muscular 
limbs' of the narrator of the adventures~ But Wal tar, drink
in~,in the tale which strikes at the very depths of his soul, 
sits with arms· clasped tensely in front of his knees. His 
fixed .dreamy ayes seem to see El Dorado, the islands of the 
east and west, palaces and temples, and strange peoples. He 
sees Mexico great forests and rivers, strange trees a·nd 
fruits and Indians. There are beautiful cities and· Spaniards 
and big ships filled with gold and precious stones and t.reauure. 
.But above all there are fights. The smoke of many battles 
rises before his eyes, and he hears the boom of cannon, the 
crash of shattered timbers and the thud of falling bodies. 
'Tis Spain at her wars of conquest and Spain has her Inquisition 
with her when luck and numbers taka any hapless English prisoners, 
And as the tala goes on the sailors muscles seem to harden and 
his right arm with extended forefinger points off to the·south 
west, "There it all is little Raleigh, there are the great 
rich lands which God has gi van to all people, but which the 
Spaniard has taken for his ovm. There he has murdered help-
less Indians or made them slaves to garner precious·treasurers 
for his Y.ing, There he captures, when he can, honest English 
traders for his rack and. torture chambers, even though he has 
promised safe passage, for he says the. English are infidels 
and a promise to them is to be kept only when they outnumber 
him," 

You are only a little boy Raleigh but do not forget. The 
Spanieh king was once on the English throne and he hopesto 
come s orne day and take it again. But there is a beautiful 
princess in London now and if brave men but gather at·her side 
the Spanish King can never come, try though he will as sure as 
the sun sinks over Dartmoor every night. Remember little boy 
your father was in St. Sidwell's.tower, and your m~ther's frie;ds 
have died at t~e stake, to make a Roman holiday, the flames 
leaping at the1r charred and sizzling limbs, Now you are only 
a little boy Raleigh, but we know that you will not forget, 
Wou~d that the tales yau hear were only frightful dreams, but 
it 1s not so. All too soon your childish games will be the 
dreams and the tales the grim reality, so play on little boy 
for the short time that is left you. For only a little while 
may you hunt Indi~ns in the woods about the Otter ·or scamper 
to the beach to sail your little ships and gather childish 
treasures of agate and jasper and sard~nys. These treasures 
will not,slip from your hands the booty of a greedy king. 
Smile Oh, English summer sun and winter winds blow gently 
Nurse these te~der limbs till they are strong enough to be~r 
the· sword of r1ghteous EngliSh wrath to the very heart of 
Spanish power and. soothe this handsome brow that it lllEW brave 
the h~at of tropic rays and tell the story of a just and 
beaut1ful queen to the red man on the banks.of the Orinoca. 

Tbe boyhood days soon pass, .for at 16 the young man goes 
to Oxford. He stays at Oriel College until the autumn of 1569, 
when he leaves for. France, there to spend six years in the . 
cause of the Huguenots and to learn the art of the soldier. 
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Little is known of his movements there except that he was 
at the massacre of st. Bartholemew and that he learned his 
lessons well. ~or in 1580 we find him in Ireland at the head 
of a troop of one hundred foot, to act against the Irish rebels 
and the well known career, is now fa1rly launched. ' 

It is not our intention to follow Raleigh through all the 
vississitudes and tr~umps of his eventful life, they are too 
many and require a close adherence to detail or justice is not 
done. His success in Ireland was fol.lowed by a still greater 
success at court which brought with it a host of envious and 
jealous enemies, so that in all the ~pisodes of his career, 
there is so much to be said on each side that even a cursory 

. examination of them is out of the question. But in the story 
of his boyhood we fancy we see some of the causes which led 
him through the paths he took. 

So many barnacles had gathered on the church of Rome, 
during the centuries of her ever increasing power, that it 
was only natural a people such as the English were but too 
ready to scrape them off. Men must have seen that Henry the 
VIII was largely selfish ip his demands on the.Pope and that 
t~e quarrel which ensued was a personal one. But even that 
pretax seems to have been enough to gain him support, for we 
see so many worthy upper middle class English families as
sociated with the Reformation. The names of Drake, Gilbert, 
Greenville, Chapernoun, Grey and naleigh, are so well known 
for leadership that any cause with which. they were connected 
must have had the sanction of the people as a whole. It is 
clear that Raleigh's friends and relatives were actively in 
the movement.. That this movement should have been cUrected 
against Spain as well as the Pope was natural too, for Spain 
was a~ that time a very great power and the grestest asset 
Rome had. But she was drunk with lust for gold and stopped 
at nothing to gain her ends. 

There was no class of people in England who came more 
into contact and violent contact with Spair.. than did her 
sailors. At the time of which we write there were relatively 
more ports and a greater number of sailors in the west country 
than there are today. Biddeford ~ow a straggling village on 
the banks of a thread of water trickling its way to the sea 
between mounds of sand and gravel, was then a great port second 
only t 0 London. And many tovm~ an~ v~l~a~es nov! overshado~ed 
in importance by the great industr1al. c1t1es wh1ch have .ar1sen 
in Lancashire and Yorkshire. and the M1dlands, were much more 
than holiday resorts, While London was not much larger than 
Exeter is today and was at that size one of the greatest 
cities in the w~rld, CJ.ovelly, King swear and Exemou~h were as 
large as they are today and each had its s~are of men and 
boys at sea ·and its little fleet of smuggl1ng vess~ls. 
Plymouth alone has kept some pace with t~e groVTth ln industrial 
and commereial life of the latter centur1es. 

There is no county with so long a seacoast, save perhaps 
Cornwall nor is there any coast with so 1Jlany cove~ and din . 
harbors 'Arid were it not for the difficulty of ra1lroa g. 

• th d' t ce to the rnanufactur1ng in that hilly peninsula, and e lS an · 
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cities of the north, Devon woulrl have more and greater ports 
torlay. As it is Flymouth gats the first ana last mail of all 
Atlantic and Merliterranean liners. Farming too, then so pro-

. fitable in the mirllanrls and nearer Lonrlon was difficult ·and 
frequently nearly impossible in Devon·, The rocks and bogs of 
Dartmoor and Exmoor were then as today unsuitable for any 
cultivation worth while, and much of the rest of the county 
is made up of aaep valleys and steep hills. So the sea was 
the most natural and popular outlet for the energies of the 
youth of the west country. 

·For these reasons it seams natural that the feeling against 
Spain and the Pope should. have been so closely coupled and so 
strong in Devon. Perhaps it was felt equally in other parts 
but in the west country at least the feeling brought action, 
ana it was with Devon men and Devon masters that Spain was al
most completely swept off the seas. 

But the religious rlifferences were not the only forces 
which motivate a the mariners. Spain harl got started. in col
lonizing America,· and harl a well established trade with her 
before England. harl even begun. But the Anglosaxon though he 
may start last is never to be outrlone in anything worth doing, 
ana with each new tale of Spanish success ih the new world 
came greater ana greater deter~ination on the part of the 

·Englishmen to get some of this country for their sovereign. 

So in 1558 the stage was set for one of the most brilliant 
. periorls any nation has experienced.. Men were sick of religious 

killings and the shackling of thought. They haterl Spain and 
they wished to carry the flag of England. out of her little 
island to share in the conquests of the great new land across 
the sea. Qnly a learler was neerlerl ana such a leader as the 
worlrl has selrlom seen came in Elizabeth. She was not perfect · 
to be sure, but she ably led and directed. in conquest as well 
as the· peaceful arts. She knew her people. She knew men and 
how to extract from them every ounce of their ability. And 
no monarch has ever rlrmvn to his sirle such a galaxy of 
brilliant ana vigorously active characters. 

Raleigh was one of these, perhaps the ·greatest. Certainly 
no Englishman has ever run a broader course. Sometime during 
that life in Devon he had learned. the art of seamanship and 
the science of navigation, Drake was the foremost admiral of 
his rlay, Drake was Raleigh's friend and the latter was a 
se~man of almost as much distinction, Others among Raleigh's 
fr1enrls ware Spencer and Leicester yet in literature and 
rliplomac~ he was not entirely oversharlowed by even these con~ 
temporar1es. For many years he was a member of parliament 
where he fathered laws based on economic principles, which were 
as sound then as they. would have been today. In short he poe
sessea that rare comb1nation of qualities which embraced 
politician laadershi~ and a sense of the real good of his 
country. But ab~ve all he was the first of England colonizers 
and one of the f1rst who understood the intricate principles 
of those undertakings. Spain possessed no such man England 
none before, he was the first the world had seen si~ce Roman 
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times~ True his colonies failed, he was a man ahead of his 
times, but o~hers following his example made colonies which did 
not fail unt1l E~land had ~stablished herself in every corner 
of the g~obe. He hatarl Spa1n because Spain stood for the old· 
order wh1ch was.passing and she stood in the way of England, 
If he hated Spaln.he fought her, developing the only type of · 
naval stragety wh1ch has ever been successful. 

We caimot describe his fights at sea, they were many 
and always successful, usually against great odds. Nor can 
we go with him to Virginia, or follow the deviations of the 
Orinoca, or fight with ·him at Cadiz, 'Ne should. like to wander 
with him and his friend. Spenser throRgh the graves of Kilcoman 
and hear the verses of the Faeiie Queen ere they were sat to · 
paper, or batter still heap curses on the Sturata as Raleigh's 
honors are taken from him one by one. 

Vlhen the lion was caged the enemies came out, and in one 
of the most remarkable trials· in history, England3 greatest 
patriot and Spains greatest enemy was convicted of treaoon to 
the former and friendship to the latter. He bore his tribu
lations well and made back many friends. Durlley Carleton 
said, that when the trial began he would have gone a hundred 
miles to see Raleigh hanged, but ere it was closed he would 
have gone a thousand to save his life. 

The bitter years in the tower which followed had their 
eff13ct, He came out weakened in health, his cool judgment 
gone, but his spirit as strong as ever·, Thus the last voyage 
is begun and this it fails and ends. Oht Raleigh why do you 
not turn pirate and live by the sea you know so well? There 
are treasures still in those Spanish galleys, and there is 
still that unsettled V1rginia for your base, The queen yro 
loved so well, for whom you named that land, is dead, and 
there sits in her place a stupid bigot, with the heart and 
courage of a rabbit. Make your colonies now haleigh. Even 
if you fail there is nothing worse than death in the wilrlerness. 
But the spirit too was dead and he hastened. back to England.. 
Back to· England there was another trial, and then the heads-. 
man's block ana for the stubborn fool called James, the in-

' cident was close. · 

How narrow is your vision Jamest You have quenched only 
the spark which is to start oonflagration you nor no one else 
can stop and ere this innocent blood has been atoned your 
O\~ sons'worthless skull shall fall into the headsman's bloody 
basket. 

RALPH G. CAROTHERS 

ATTEMPTING THE IMPOSSIBLE 

MARCH 22, 1924 
ARTHUR.H. MORSE 

Repeated QY Reque~t. 
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1. "After Many Days'' 

A proper preface to this refreshing story is the following 
paraphrase of the Biblical injunction "It is more blessed to 
give than to receive." 

"There is no happiness in having and getting; 
Half the world is on the wrong scent in the 
parsuit of happiness. 

At the Annual Meeting of the Covington Old Ladies Home of 
which I am a trustee, the chairman of one of the committees 
told the following story. She said it "listened" like a fairy 
tale, but she vouchen for avery work of it excepting only the 
names here given, insisting that the cracker man is right, "The 
world is growing batter."· 

In the long ago, just over the river in Covington, there 
was a well-to-do family consisting of a man and his wife, no 
children, named Alexander. They ware more than well-to-do, 
lived in one· of the finer houses, associ.ated with the best 
people, had their own horses and carriage, good'clothes, servants 
and about all that money co~d provide. 

Later the wheel of fortune turned and they lost everything, 
and still later, old feeble and in abject poverty, Mrs. 'Alex
ander knocked at the door of our Home and has ever since found 
an asylum there • ' 

The lady who told us this story prefaced it by saying that 
someone had told her that Mr. Henderson, a most successful and 
prosperous business man in Covington, had recently made inquiry 
concerning old Mrs. Alexander, expressing a .desire to know if 
she were comfortable and if he might not assist in making her 
more so. 

"Thereupon I called on Mr. Henderson," the lady continued, 
"and he told me the fallowing story~" 
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. "When I was a poor boy, the first position I ever had was 
w1t~ Mr. Alexander, He was very kind to me, and that first 
Chr1stmas, seeing my need, he said. "John, I'm going to make 
you a present of a suit of clothes· and an overcoat •'' 

' 

As ~ look back over the years, nothing in my more prosper
ous days has given me half. the satisfaction and enjoyment, of 
those much needed clothes. I blessed him then and bless him 
now for .his generous gift. 

Years passed and it was not necessary for my friends to 
clothe me, but as I prospered, poor ~IT. Alexander lost out and 
one day when I met him, old, careworn and seedy I stopped,him 
and said, "Mr. Alexander, do you remember giving a suit of 
clothes and an overcoat, to a poor boy who worked for you many 
years ago?" 

He disclaimed any such recollection, but I assured him he 
had bean just that generous, and that I was the boy to whom 
the Christmas gift was made; "And now Mr. Alexander: "said I, 
"I want to make you a pre sent of exactly the same kind, --a 
suit of clothes and an overcoat; come right in here and be 
measured for them." 

I afterward saw him in the clothes and placed twenty-five 
dollars, in the poem t of his new coat, saying to him, ~~~~rr. 
Alexander if you will call at my office each three months, my 
bookkeeper will give you a check for a like amount, It is a 
pleasure to me to pay the interest on the investment you made, 
in a poor b.oY so many years ago." 

He did. exactly as. I · suggeste.d; and once when he appeared 
at my office was in great distress. A question brought out 
the sad fact that his little suburban home, where he and his 
wife were hoping to spend the rest of their days, had. to be 
sold to satisfy a mortgage. 

"How much is the debt?" I inquired. "Six hundred. and 
fifty dollars," said the old man. Turning to my d.esk I wrote 
out a check for a thousand dollars and handing it to him, I 
said "Mr. Alexander I want to pay another installment of the 
inta;est due on thos ~ clothes you bought for me ,n Here is a 
present for you. Pay off that mortgage and use the balance to 
make the home more comfortable for you and Ivl!s• Alexandar.n 

It is needless to tali you of his gratitude. I enjoyed 
the giving more perhaps than he the receiving; I was glad to 
be able to do it for a man whom I respected so highly and who, 
in his affluere e had befriended a very poor and lonely lad in 
that Christmas time so long ago. , . 

And so matters stood when Mr. Alexander died. I told my 
bookkeeper to continue crediting the hundred ~olla~s a year 
to Mrs. Alexandar·aven after I heard that she was.1n the Qld 
Ladies Home· I presumed the sale of the tiny house had been 
sufficient to pay her entrance fee, but that my annual gift 
might add to her comfort. 
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Recently I learned that this accumulation of several 
years has not been called for, so I made inquiry which has 
resulted in your visit· to me, and I am glad to turn the money 
over to your Home and thank you too, for being kind to Mrs. 
Alexander. I have never seen her, but my gratitude to her 
husband and the memory of his kindness to me as a .boy, will 
never· b~ forgotten as long as I live." 

The lady who told this story added, "I could not refrain 
from telling this fairy story to the Board,--it encourages 
me to believe that, 

"The good begun by us shall onward flow, 
Through many a branching stream, and wider grow; 
The seed which in these few and fleeting hours 
Our hands unsparing and unwearied sow, 
Shall deck our graves with amaranthine flowers, 
And yield us fruits in heaven's inunorta.l bowers." 

All the parties mentioned in this story are well and 
favorably known in our sister city, the generous friend being 
one of its most substantital and prosperous, as well as most 
modest business man. 

Edward s. Ebbert 

2 .. Across the Bar 

Our meeting was, in a way, abrupt. In the darkness on 
the dock at San Juan we could barely distinguish that they 
ware two u. s. Army officers and a girl. Russell and I were 
returning to our vessel after an evening spent ashore in 
Porto Hico, much earlier than the other passengers. As our 
launch drew alongside the dock one of the officers stepped 
forward and asked if it would be possible for them to visit 
the ship. Of course we· invited them on board as our guests. 
Once on board, however, they seemed to lose interest in the 
vessel,· and the natural explanation for their visit to a ' 
British ship sugg.ested itself. We explained that the bar 
was closed and sealed; but we were wrong. They said that 
they had come on boar.d for a certain purpose, and seemed 
greatly embarrassed, and rather shamahced. The conversation 
began in the privacy of our stateroom, . 

It seams. that· they ware Captain and Mrs. Appleton, and 
another capta1n, whose name now escapes me. Both the Captain 
and Mrs. Appleton were distantly related to our Jack and 
were distant c?usins; her name having also been Appl~ton. 
~hey were stat1oned 1n Porto Rico and were heartily sick of 
1t. S~e was a ~holesome, common-sense American girl, with a 
splend1dGeducat1on, obtained largely in Europe, reading 
French, erman, and some Italian, and, as we found out next 
day, a good housekeeper and mother of a fine three year old 
boy. Not at all the dreamy, introspective type ·of neurotic 
tendency, this anecdote would lead you to suspe~t, 
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· They were some little time · b . . 

around to. the point of their vis~~ ~ 1~gfl~g the ~onversation 
. began. · ' u mally :tl'trs. Appleton 

I kno~ It~~ ashameid to tall you these things'" she said "for 
. a you w 11 think us all crazy, or deliberatei t . 

to dece1ve you. I may as well tell you frankl th Y rylng 
much worried, and even ~errified, and don't kn;w w~!tw~oa~=k~ery 
of it ours~lves. That 1s why we are on board now. If you will 
pleas

1
e bel1eve that what we say is true, you can perhaps hal 

us. We are as much in the dark as anyone else I '11 t i 
at the beginning. Some few months ago I was sittin;1wit~ !r 
pencil and a sheet of paper at my desk. My mind was vacant and 
I suddenly r~alized that I was writing somethinR something' 
not in my mind. It made sense but I could not ~~aarstand it 
Then I began. sitting with paper and pencil, and wrote severai 
sentences wh1ch a~armed me. These messages were signed by, or 
came from a certa1n sergeant, who described himself as having 
been killed in the war. My husband and the Captain here made 
all sorts of fun of me, and, to settle the point we looked 
upthe Army records. To our surprise there was s~ch a sergeant 
who was killed while trying to save the lives of his men by ' 
throwing himself on a hand-grenade. FQr this he was giv~n the 
Cong::essional Medal posthumously. From that , time on I began to 
rece1va all sorts of messages, usually from the 3ergeant but 
also from other unidentified persons. Some of these war~ mere 
drivel, meaningless sentences, or unintelligible scrawls. 
Upon one occasion I found myself drawing what appeared to be 
ornamental characters, such as one might scrawl when listening 
over a telephone. I showed these to a friend of men who pro
nounced them co·ptic letters, and read whiJ.t I had written but 
it made no se.nse. I have never known Coptic, and have n~ 
recollection of ,having ever seen it written. V/e became alarmed, 
but, at the same time, tried to take a common-sense viewpoint, 
and my husband suggested my asking the sargeant questions. 
These he answered, usually abruptly, but, when I v,entured to 
joke with him, he answered with a torrent of profanity and , 
abuse, which my husband said proved that he was a sergeant. 
'l'hree weeks ago, however, some.thing occurred whi.ch dazed us. 
~he sergeant wrote that, the next morning, a boat would arrive, 
bearing a letter for one of our enlisted men·, giving his name. 
This letter, he said, would be in a blue envelope, mud-stained, 
for the postman had dropp:~ d it. The latter, he said, contained 
some news about some furniture. No boat. was expected, but one 
showed up; and, in .the mail, was a blue, mud-stained, envelope, 
addressed to the man mentioned. Captain Appleton interviewed 
the man, and asked if he minded telling what the letter said; 
giving his reasons. The man said that he didn't mind telling, 
that it was onlyabout what to do with some furniture his uncle 
had left him. This knocked us out completely, as no collusion 
could be possible, and we· had no reason for scepticism. The 
Sergeant even guyed us for our lack of belief and, at times, 
got infuriated, when we discussed the matter in a sceptical 
way." 

. 
An agreeable interruption occurred at this point of her 

story; as the door opened and a stolid, walrus-mustached 
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d bearing soda and glasses. HiS abdomen bulged 
steward antare , . st wvidently a vary sick man, the 
alarmingly under h~s ve 'with no change of expression whatever, 
victim of adlarg~il~~~·and rapid laparotomy upon himsel~, dis-
he performe a s , t f the combined labors of 
closing a bottle of tne ~roduc ' 0 brothers. "With the 
those S~otch phliilanntthsropsil~~~· !~~u~~i~xit of the now emaciated 
captain s comp me , • , 
steward. ' 

Fortified by this visitor from the land of ~ i:"i ts we 
again turned out· attentio~ to the less material VlSl tat ions 
from the other land of sp1rits. 

"To come to our reason for being here tonight," resumed 
Mrs. Appleton, "yesterday the Sergeant wrote us that a large 
ship would come in today, among whose passen~ers would be a 
party, two of whom were railroad men. Here lS his note, read 
it for yourselves." 

She produced a sheet of paper with a large, scrawling, 
handwriting straggling across it. 11 BriP.ge over stream on 
Baltimore and. Ohio, at Jefferson, Ohio, has second span weak 
and dangerous. Train 46, Engineer Thomas. Clancy, Fireman. carlo 
Onofrio. March 14. Get in touch with railroad man on shlP• 
Don't delay t Don't delayt" 

"Naturally we have hesitated about this, for fear of. 
ridicule, but we decided to take a chance on it. Your chlP 
came in as predicted, so we asked for permission to coma on 
board. 'no you know .of any railroad man on board?" 

Captain Appleton hare interrupted to say that he ha~ looked 
,up the map of Ohio and could find no such place, and so 1nformed 
the Sergeant, whereupon the lata lamented .answered that he -
!~hadn •.t had time to check up on the whole blankaty blank blank 
state of Ohio, but don '.t be .a blank blank fool and do as I te 11 
youl~' 

. Mr. Barbee, one of our party, remarked that there was such 
a place on the B. & o., as he knew it .well, for he used to be 
an engineer on that. road. . 

"Are you a railroad man?" exclaimed Mrs. Appleton, leaning 
forward in her interest. "I have been one all my- life until 
I retired ten years ago," replied Mr .• Barbee. "I.sn' t there 
another one of you connected with railroads?" inquired the 
other captain. "I guess I might qualify on that" said Russell, 
"I. have a large interest in a small road, am one of the directors, 
and devote a large part of my time to it." . 

To our surprise these statements created no great amount 
of excitement among our visitors. They seene: d merely the un
necessary corroboration of an already well-established fact. 
They asked us to get in touch with the railroad and to warn 
them, and the subject was changed to other things. 

The next day Russell and I had luncheon with them. Aside 
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from occupying the house built d . . 
there was nothing of romance an lnhablted.~y Ponce de Leon, 
normal in their surroundings' o~ anyAsuggestlon of the ab
the most normal typ~ showin• rs~ ppleton's books were of 
Most of her thoughts'seemed ~oac:efl-ordared, cultured mind. 
housekeeping, and the general con~e~~ ~~ound her boy, and her 
in a bright, witty manner. She show ~ lOnt~as kept up by her 
she had received givinoo 6 us e messages that 
this evening. It is rath!~ ~~;dof them, which I have here 
as follows: . "Maria still wears th~ ~e~f' b~t cap be deciphered 
but when the water came and darkness e~ a~ ~ax orange flowers, 
her nama, but that of the littl . ' er us and called, not 
drowned • Maria is still wearinge ~~;t~~··l T~gthethe~ they were 
flowers •" l Vll wax orange 

It ~s ~if'f~cult to be sceptical when you are faced b 
evidence wh1ch lS thorou~hly believed 1·n by s · Y d th . o er1ous pe oplf3 
~nth es:hwere cart~1nly honest, and would rather not beli~ve 
~n them an othervnse • However' I present these facts for 
o a be~t.of' my knowledge, they are facts; and you ca~ for~ 

you~ own op1nions, believe, or remain sceutical as I have don 
It ~a needless to remark th~t we subjected them'to all sorts e. 
of questions, and I am conv1nced that, although outwardly 
myst~rious,. the matte~ could be explained on a rational basis 
if we were 1n possess1on of all the facts. 

Goodrich B. Rhodes 

3. In A Dining Room 

An edifying spectacle that in the staid dining room of 
a very proper private hotel, a haven of aristocratic respect
ability and strict propriety, when a prominent professional 
~n ju~t passing into an age when ra~traint of youthful impulses 
lS a l1ttle easier, and yet by no means er.titled to be called 
old,--as age_ now goas,--wa just celebrated the ninetieth birth
day of a very young man,--producad from his pocket a small box 
well known to the fair sex and often seen just for a moment 
by the sax that is not so fair, in apfaarance at least a 
"D ' - , oraen' --and proce~ded with proper a1rs and graces, with the 
ass~stance of the l,ittle mirr~r in th.e top, to powder, and 
~al1cately to touch up, and trick up, his nose in full view 
of the astonished and horrified spectators, mostly ladies to 
be sure~ . 

A vary long sentence, I fear, to and with an exclamation 
point,, but to get the full effect of the episode it is_ necessary 
to develop slowly_, to be .sure, but without any bree.k in con
tinuity of idea, the mise en scana,--the time, the place, and,-
no, not the girl., but the man and the "girls," as we euphemis
tically say, when they have attained -~hat delightful age when 
we are boys and. girls together once more,. after the lapse of 
a few decades since the., rawness of youth. . . 

As the break has come, let me pause to ask why "Doreen," 
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and not "Nanette " or "Mimi Pinson" or "Cherry Blossom" or 
some other lovely suggestion of dainty femininity, faintly 
recalling affairs du coeur not too serious, but none the 
less delightful. 

Let us not wander too far however before hear,ing the 
seemingly unanswerable explanation of the doctor, t·ha t he 
had saen every woman in the room do the same thing at one 
time or another in that vary dining room, and as he knew 
the "girls" to be models of de co rum and good· taste , he 
felt sure that it was the proper thing for him to act in 
accord with the environment. 

And pray why not, for are we not assured that what· is 
sauce for the goose, is not saucy for the gander, and if the 
charming sex that claims-oiauty and grace, for its own, feels 
that beauty adorned with just a flick of powder and a soupcon 
of red applied with a puff and a lip-stick is to be pre
ferred to beauty unadorned, it· is unreasonable that we poor 
males condemned by the inexorable laws of masculinity, to a 

·lower plane of personal pulchritude should long to avail our
selves of the means of heightening our somewhat rude ·charms, 
means approved with such unanimit;r by the loveliest of 
creation? For surely one does not dare to whisper a.doubt, 
of the superior good taste of that superior form of angels 
that so constantly assure us that they alone are the judges 
of such matters. 

I like them fat myself,--and so does the King of Dahomey, 
he perhaps a little more so,--or perhaps I should say well 
rounded with truly feminine contours, that leave no doubt 
as to sex. He being a kingms a certain advantage, and can 
have his own way to a degree, but I am told that I have bad 
tas~e, and that the straight lines of a boy tightly swathed 
as 1n Tut-Ankd-Amon in his winding.sheat is, the proper 
figure for the present day. 

Not long ago, as I ventured to stroll down the Michigan 
Boulevard in Chicago, for a little freshener, on a day when 
the temperatura was flirting with the zero point and the wind 
from the .lake was making one's wraps look like the Shenandoah 
on her recent trip, I met a charming couple,--obviously mother 
and son, both rosy cheeked, plump and hearty. The handsone 
boy of perhaps nine was clad in most elaborate kn±tted woolens -
W?olen t~ghts fitting closely over his stur~y figure, from ' 
h1s arc~1c shoes to his waist, woolen jersey, fitting snugly 
about h1s neck, with a woolen knitted helmet covering his 
head a~d ears and throat, ~nd a fleecy. woolen cape over his 
shoulders. The lovely mother just emerging from girlhood, 
clad mostly in a smile, and a short fur jacket·, suf:t'iciently 
open at. the throat, to suggest the .gentle swelling that the 
straight lines of the costume struggled to deny., a light 
s~eazy silken skirt flapping for all its narrowness in the 
w1nd about her knees,---they are wearing them higher again 
in Haw~ii, you know, and also in Chicago,--disclosing grace
ful sl1m ankles, and curving calves clad in the invisible 
silken stockings of the shade called !'nude" and very properly 
so-called, topped off, if the top can be said to be at the 
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bottom, with a pair of those hideous Russian bootees, seemed · 
to defy, --no, that is too strong a v1qrd, --seemed to welcome the 
blistering coal as a caress, and blew a kiss to it as it rudely 
assailed her. 

A lovely sight and a strange anomaly, explained by a 
leading medical authority in the club by the fact that the' 
fairest of mankind carry under t~e gleaming skin, a thin coat
ing of fat that gives warmth and roundness of figure that the 
sterner mortals are denied. Naturally, this statement is on 
expert advice, as the ordinary layman has not sufficient 
experience to justify any such conclusion. All of which sug
gests :Penguin Islanc1 of ;~natole France for more reasons than 
one. To me, a woman's hair has always been her crowning glory 
although Biblical authority assigns this phrase to a hoary 
head. The modern woman however does not see this point of 
view; now she "bobs" for the Hottentot effect and now she 
"shingles" in her struggle to look boyish. 

Think of poor Lady Godiva attempting to lift the burden of 
taxation from the people in the present day; or perhaps we· 
should not think of her undar·such conditions of abb~aviatad 
locks. In fact it is to be feared thst had the present· fashion 
of 11 bobbed11 and'"shingled'' hair prevailed in those days, the 
people of Coventry would have bee~ o~ligad to ~ontinue their 
struggles under the load of taxat1on, end Peep1ng Tom would 
have retained his eyesight. Alack and ~day~ We can have no 
Lady Godiva to save us; all-shingled-and-shorn by the ta~ 
gatherer. It seams to be after all a matter of taste, e1ther 
Lady Godiva with her lovely tresses, and no taxes, or bo~bed 
hair and taxes. The fair sex prefer the latter altern~t1va, 
but for one I am for the lady without the taxes, and w1th the 
tresses but in matters of taste mere man must have no say. 
He must 'learn discretion, and if he desir~s. a hap·py household 
must have, o.r· at least must express no op1n1ons, nor even ~Y 
mere gesture betray any doubt i~ his m~nd, as to t~a p:opr1ety 
of a lady's powdering h~r nose 1~ publ1c. He must str1~e to 
emulate the self-rastra1nt of a JUdge upon the bench. . ... r. 
Justice Sanfar d at a dinner in Boston las~ week spoke of the 
restrictions surrounding a member of the. highest Court • When 
a district judge he cou~d with safety g1ve utterances.t~ such 
simple and harml~ss truths as "All is ~ot g~~d that gl1~tars" 
and "Honesty is the best policy" bl;lt s1nce n1s translat1on 
to the deliberative, and conservat1ce·, atmosphere 0~ th~ lf 
Supreme Bench propriety demandad.that ~a should.lim~t h~~sa 
to the formula that there is sa1d to oe author1ty for ~e 
statement that '"All is not gold that glitters" and the llke. 

So must it aver be with the cautious man who desires 
. L ely woman is ever a mystery, and no 

peace and happ1nass • ov ~t t ·be any the lass perplexing • 
wise man would desire the mys ery 0 . -- f all 
It is in her infinite variety and complete aban~on ° d f 

1 i 1 processes and careless dlsregar o 
restraints of .?g ca . t,.,..,t' · found her charm. 
the mere man po1nt of v1ew !D lS 

· . t , d ,,i th the scene in the dini'ng 
But what has all thlS ~e ~n~ zu~gasting that the brave 

room? Not much to be sure, d Y thin~ of a philosopher. 
doctor is a keen observer an some o 

Chas. Theo. Greve 
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A Red cross Girl 

4. th d'rty seaport city of st. Nazaire on 
Five years ago e 1 ne of the rnain embarkation points 

the coast of Bri ttanK ~as ~can Army. There daily thousands of 
of the homewar~ bo~ merured from all parts of Franca as into 
Americans soldl~~~l:e~~dp~f which was the dock and the transport 
a funnel, the ll bled a conglomerate and ever changing 
home. There we~~ ~~s::y home chafing at the delay and the 
mass of men o~ e shi ~. Relieved from the strain of 
enforced wait1ng for the t .;ad by the hiah sense of duty, their 
actual war no longer sus a11 c 

chd.ef thought was for immediate departure .• 

They were haupy the day they first saw the sea, downcast 
th t' day at the unexpected prospect of several weeks of 
wa!t~~; for their turn to go on board, wildly ela.~ed when at 
last they stepped up the gang planlc. }:Iany a sold1e~ had bean 
1 nely throu~h it all lonely in the strange army l1fa, lonely 
t~ro~gh the fighting, 'and especially so after the Armistice, 
far from home in a strange country, sent abo~t a~parently 
aimlessly v1i th the loss of indi viduali t~r wh1ch lS part of the 
armv but'now at last they were within sight of the and. 

,, t 

In st. Nazaire there were many stationed on permanent duty I 
who were perhaps the loneliest of all. Lost among the thousand~ 
pourinf) through, working in the camps. whe~a. the home bound troops 
were received, housed, fed, counted! ster1l1~ad, amused and 
kept as sane as possible, often s~e1ng familla~ tacas of friends 
on their homeward way, often work1ng ·day and n1ght to get ?thers 
ready to ao (never themselves) their lot seamed worse as w1th 
homesick ~yes they watched the ships slide westward from the 
docks. 

One of those on duty there was Mary Stevens, an assistant 
in the office of the Red Cross Headquarters in the City. Her 
home was in Fhiladelphia, her nearest relatives were an. aunt and 
uncle. She had a beautiful voice and at home had sung 111 a 
church choir. The impression she gave was that her life had 
not been particularly easy, nor full of pleasure. 

Her duties in dt. Nazaire did not throw her with many 
Americans, except the small number in the office where she 
worked. She lived with a French family· where she saw two or 
three Americans at dinner. She went to dances at the recreation 
huts ift. the various camps, but she was not of the quickly popu ... 
lar type. She could not have had much enjoyment on these occas
ions, aside .from the knowledge that she was doing the best she 
could in what was· one line of duty. 

Yet she did not seem unhappy, and never offered any of the 
complaints with which so many relieved their feelings in lax 
moments. She was cheerful, smiling, conscientious, yet in
·expressibly lonely. 

111hen the Twenty-Eighfu Divisi. on went through, the Keystone 
Division, tro·ops from Pennsylvania and Philadelphia, her own 
home, Mary stevens was transformed. For the first time she saw 
some friends she had known in America, and here at last she 
felt as if she belonged, a new and delightful feeling. For 

A Red Cross Girl 

these soldiers from her own State she acquired, seemin~ly in 
a moment, an affection of deep intensity. :J 

The first night after their arrival she went to a dance 
at their camp, and some one who knew her asked her to sing. 
The effect was magical. These soldiers her own soldiers 
~le~ded for song after song. In the du~ty hall she sang ;s 
1f 1nspired. · · 

In telling about it the next day her eyes were shining 
with happiness. She yearned over her Pennsylvania boys as a 
mother ov~r her children. Their evident affection for her 
gave her a pleasure that was almost pathetic to see~ 
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For nearly two weeks the Twenty-Eighth Division was in 
the port and nearly every night of that time she went to their 
camp to dances, parties, and entertainments of one unit or 
another of the Division~ On rainy nights and on hot and dusty 
nights she' sang and sang her heart out to the Pennsylvania men. 

The day after the last one boarded.the ship, Uary Stevens 
devel,oped a headac4a and severe cold. The next day sha was 
taken to the hoE?pital with influenza. 'Hi thin a week she diad. 

The simple funeral at the hospital was attended by nearly 
all the Red Cross workers in jt. Nazaire. hlost of them had 
known her but slightly, but they were deeply affected by the 
flower covered cas:Y.a t in which. lay the lonely American girl 
who had been a worker with them. Si~ of them, their plain 
unifor,ms accentuating their young faces, acted as honorary 
pall beare.rs. 

. 
The distance from the hospital to the Amarican Cemetery 

was more than a mile. '.Vi th all honors the coffin was preceded 
by a full military band, and followed by a firing squad, and a 
long procassiop of nurses, members of the Red Cross, doctors, 
soldiers officers and a small number of B1rench people who had 
known he;, all march'ing two by two to the slow and heavy Dead 
March. 

At the Cemetery the Chaplain said a sirr.ple prayer, the 
firing squad fired three ~alleys over the open grav~, and many 
a man there who had seen countless men dead and bur1ed as part 
of the common exueriences of war, felt a.lump in his throat as 
the bugler sounded softly for the girl the long, sweat, linger-
ing notes of taps. 

Thera a soldier in a soldier's grav~, lias an ~merican 
girl, who ~as one of the bravest and one of the loneliest, but 
before she died one of the happiest of the A.E.F. in France. 

John H. Gatch 

The New Jerusalem 

A writer in one of our daily. papern publishes each 
morning in his column of alleged wit and humour, an item headed, 
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"Things to lfforry About •" Most of these are flat, stal~ and 
unprofitable, some are·whimsical, and some ~ave7-a g:aln-
of truth not alwa~1s palatable. 'rhe. un~erly1ng 1dea 1s of 
course an element. of human nature diff1cult to exp~ain by 
any system of philosop}j.y, Man, a thinking, reas 0111ng 
animal, is forever seeking for causes of worry,,always cross
ing bridges before he comes to them; alwa~s.crylng before 
he is hurt. The Jeremiad is our most fam1l1ar and ~onstant 
form of expression. It is a survival of the pessim1sm and 
terror of our savage forebears, whose whole existence was 
oppressed by perils, some natural, others the creatures of 
imagination. Come, then, let us worry·a bit together. 

' 

A play called "Abie' s Irish Rose" ha~ been running at 
one of our theatres for seven weeks. It 1s clean--not a 
nasty suggestion in it--abounding in laughter-provoking 
situations, pleases the populace, and tr.ies to teach a 
wholesome lesson of religious tolerance• It draws cr~wded 
houses demonstrating most assuringly that the theatre does 
not live by filth alone. 

In one scene the following conversation, in substance, 
takes place between the Irish and Jewis fathers. The two 
men are at daggers-drawn because their daughter and son 
hava married one another in spite of parental, racial, and 
religious hatred. 

The Irishman says to the Jew: "Why you haven't even a 
country of your own." "No," replies the Jew, "but we own 
them all." The Irishman, irately, 11 You don't own Ireland," 
The Jew, smilingly, "That's what's the matter with ·it." 
This brings up squarely the thing to worry about •" "Do 
they own all the countries, and if not, how long will it 
be before they do?" 

Now do not mistake my attitude. If this people, whose 
civilization and culture far antedates ours, by natural 
capacity, physical and mental effort, come to control our 
Western world, they are entitled to that control. More- · 
over it wo11ld be but retributive justice, and who can deny 
that in the mass tbey are conservative, able, law-abiding 
citizens, quickly assimilating the institutions and customs 
of their chosen country? 

The cause for worry lies not there, but in the fact 
· that our boasted Nordic races seem to be degenerating, to be 
losing the impetus that has carried them to such extraordinary 
heights. It almost seems that another wave in the endless 
history of civilization has reached its utmost limit and is. 
beginning the inevitable recession. Now this seems unduly 
pessimistic, but let us see. Straws show which way the wind 
blows, and even in little local affairs, we may find food 
for thought. 

• There is a bank in this city, one of a chain of over one · 
hundred throughout the country, which is founded to meet the 
needs of the poor, who cannot borrow of .other banks because 

.· 
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they have no collateral. It makes industrial loans, without 
security, practically on the character of the borrower and of 
tw~ co-makers, who sign the note with .him. The amount is re
pald in weekly payments, and. the percentage of loss has proved 
so far, ~ess than one per cent of the volume of loans. All ' 
applicat1ons for loans are carefully considered by a loan 
committee, and must state among other things, nationality, how 
many d~pendants, name of employer, wages earned, real estate 
owned 1f any, and encumbrances thereon and puruose for which 
the money is to be used. ' · ~ 

. The examination of these applications while laborious is 
interesting, enlightening, affording a glimpse into the intimate 
details of t~e lives of the little people, their hopeful under
takings, the1r successes and very, very often the tra~edies of 
their poverty. Here is t~e young man equipping a mod~st flat 
for ~is bride, the husband almost swamped by debts of illness 
of wife or child, or the birth of a baby, the elderly father 
or mother borrowing to launch.the son or daughter in some little 
business, the .over-burdened but brave head of a family of five, 
six or seven, who earns twenty-five or thirty dollars a week, 
and yet is buying his little home. These are but a few of those 
who seek the bank's assistance. From the cradle to the grave, 
butcher, baker and candlestick maker, many of them hitherto 
h~lpless victims of the loan-sharks, they come, and whenever the 
loan seams reasonably safe, and justifies itself as for the best 
interest of the borrower, we make it. 

The loan must justify itself, that is the borrower must 
not be over-burdening himself, must not be indulging in any 
.dreams of the Colonel Mulberry Sellers type, and the purpose 
for which the money is to be used must in every case be approved. 
In ra jecting a loan for these reasons, help and advice ·are given, 
and often bring the applicant the necessary relief. 

To one who has served for several years upon.the loan 
committee it is interesting, and at the same time erllightening 
to no.te how the applicants have almost unconsciously. com~ to be 
divided into classes--those whose purpose for borrow1ng 1s 
practically invariably justifiable, who ·are saving, avoiding 
extravagance investing their savings and looking forward to 
better thing~--and by contrast those who live from hand ~o 
mouth, are extravagant, indulging in luxuries beyond the1r 
means and so standing still or worse. In the former class are 
all the Jews and many of the others, in the latter class are 
many of all other stocks, but no Jews • 

1 H l. s 
Now contrast may be bast illustrated by examp es • .ere 

a man, native born who has been a clerk in a railroad. office 
for twenty years, earns forty dollars a week, has a w1f~ and 
two children, has saved nothing, has no real estat~ or !~vest
ments, rents an apartment in a more or le~s e~pe.ns~ ve nelghbor
hood, carries no life insurance, has unpa1d bllls.for ho~se-. 
hold goods, food and c lathing, and yet s~ows b.Y ~1s appl1cat 10n 
that he is making payments on an automob1~~ cos~ mg nearly a 
thousand dollars. Another no better off f1nanc1all.Y wishest to 
buy an expens·i va radio set. A girl clerk whose wages come 0 
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about one hundred dollars per month, is making p~ymen~s o~ a 
three hundred and fifty dollar fur ~oat. Al~ :a1nly 1mag~1e 
they must have these things to be "1n the sw1m or be desp1sed 
·by their neighbors and associates. Her.e is a girl whose 
mother found for her a good office position,,which sh~ has 
thrown up after a short while, beca~se she d1d ~ot th1nk her 
fellow clerks were auite in her soc1al class. She now wants 
to borrow to start a beauty parlor and. her tired-faced mother 
is visibly worried. Here is a young man whom his .parish priest 
placed in our leading Insurance Companies at fourteen dollars 
per week with splendid opportunities for advancement. He 
resigned' the second day because he was set temporarily to 
sorting papers. He nov1 thinks he can make a fortune in the 
garage business if the bank will finance him. These are the 
people from whom comes the insistent whine of "hard times," 
"no opening in life for young people," "no opportunity to 
accumulate," "foreign irrunigration is ruining the· country," 
"the world owes every ·one a living," "the rioh are growing 
richer and the poor poorer.'' rrhey demand a more equal dis-
·tr ibut ion of wealth but refuse to labor honestly, to save, to 
deny themselves any extravagance, that they may aoquire a 
just share of it. 

Now by contrast,--and as all these people are living in 
Cincinnati I use fictitious names. In May 1921 Moses Dorman, 
a Polish Jew who had been ~n this country a few years and had 
prospered, borrowed six hundred dollars from the bank, which, 
added to nineteen hundred dollars of his own savings, sufficed 
to bring ten of his relatives from Poland to Cincinnati. In 
May 1922, having repaid the loan,· he borrowed one thousand 
dollars to bring uver five more. Of these latter the four men, 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob Dorman and David Solomon immediately 
started to work at wages ranging from twenty-five ~o fifty 
dollars per week and opened savings accom1ts. Now, twenty-two 
months later, all are in business for themselves and all are 
pro~pering. During this time the bank has lent them a total 
of over five thousand dollars to help them along in business, 
no notes, unsecured, except by ce-makes of their own race, and 
has never had a delinquent weekly remittance on any of them. 
The real estate holdings of -the four are now in the neighbor
hood of sixty thousand dollars and not heavily encumbered. Not 
one of these man you may be sure ever skimped the hours of his 
~abor.o~ wa~ted an opportunity. Hot one of them has been buy
lUg h1gn pr1ced autornobile·s, radio sets or fur coats. These 
will.a~l come in a few years, when the ~afely invested principal 
just1f1es, and the fine horne in Avondale has been bought. 

There is another young Polish Jew about twenty-eight years 
old who has ~een in this country about' fifteen years and .has 
earned, and 1S now conservatively worth, three hundred thousand 
dollars all well invested. This enterprising boy .keeps his 
ayes open for opportunities to buy and sell real estate small 
busina~ses and so forth, and frequently borrows from th~ bank 
for.thls ~urposa. Just recently ,he has been gloating with 
sat1sfact1on over having bought a house from one of the officers 
of the bank, who is noted for his busin~ss acumen and cleared 
fifteen hundred dollars on the transaction; having. had in his 
pocket at the time, a contract for re-sale at that advance. 
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He keeps in a local Hati anal Bank a d a. . 

offrom fifteen to twenty thousand dol~~~~lt subJect. to check, 
large and golden emergency but d t ' for ~se 1n some 

· ' 09 ~ no touch 1t otherwise. 

These are but a few examples f' th . 
class which includes--note well n~t . ~ sav.ln~' thrifty 
Italians, negroes, and many of ;~rna~~ Y ~he Jews, but Greeks, 
sensible frugal far si hted 1 ve orn. These are the 
independ~nce that oth;rs ghave ~:~;~ \;h~a~~~~ t~~o~~~tor~ and 
morrow. .T~ey have determined that they and thei; ch'ld of the 
shall enJOY the same blessing" t' , . 

1 
ran 

means self-denial. They reali~ee~~~t ~~uegf~ounfodr ta.few ,fyears it 
compete ' a 1on o every 

nc~,.e!ery.gr~a~ fortune lies in the hard work of some 
salf:-s~crlf1Clng lildlVldual, and they are willinO' to 1nake the 
sacr1f1ca. · ~ . 

b k In al~ our transactions with the· Jewish people who use the 
an., we f~nd t~em very clannish, willing to help one another 
bus1n~ss-l1ke, 1n fact absolutely engrossed in makin~ and savin _ 
and f1nally, extremely careful of their bank credit.- Even afta: 
unfortunate ventu:es and consequent bankruptcy they have, vthen 
once again establ1shed, repaid the bank its debt with interest. 

Now who are these people? From Russia and Poland they are 
coming to our shores as rapidly as they can, as to a new promised 
land,. seeking under our flag the equality before the law and 
the r1ght to life, liberty and property that have been denied 
them els~where. Centuries of oppression have made them clannish, 
thrown them back upon themselves and made them anxious to labor 
long hours, to ~ave and scrimp, to almost starve if necessary 
that they may r1se from the misery and degradation 'of nineteen 
hundred years of persecution. Vfi th the "racial instinct"--as 
one Jewish gentleman expressed it--of traders and merchants 
they have realized that observance of the 'law brinO's the O'r~at
est libert~, hence with the exception of a srmll minori tytJ they 
are law-ablding. It is natural that in a city like New York 
where there ·were over nina hundred thousand Hussian Jews at 
the last carisus, there should be vicious criminals among them 
but the percentage is not great as compared to other f'o~eign ' 
stocks or even the native born. · 

. Coupled with the acquisition of wealth is an insatiable and 
laudable desire to excell in. every enterprise, whether it be in 
school or college, in the fine arts, in business or profession. 
And they are ·succe.eding. 

So may it not be that Abie's father is not far from wrong, 
particularly if he is endowed with the power of prophecy, when 
he says that our Israalitish brethren have no country but they 
"own them all ?11 

Frederick ~. Hinkle 

6. On the Psychology of a I.Ian Watching a steamshovel 

Have you aver watched a steam shovel? Or have you aver 
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watched a man watching a steam shovel? And did you wonder 
whether you looked as much l·ike a fool as he? It's easy to 
see· why a man should follow the first .mouth~ul, or the second, 
or the third or the thirtieth. It m1ght d1ffer from the pre
ceding twenty-nine. But, what is there about the three 
hundredth or the three thousandth that could be new? 

' 
Of course, the thing always hesitates a l'ittle and seems 

to look aro:md for a better place, then makes a gouge, halts, 
makes believe it has too big a bite, grunts a little, than 
"'Oes throu.O'h the way it intended from the start, But you 
0 0 • always "bite" and think there was some real doubt about what 
would happen. Then to see the fool thing swing around and hunt 
for a good place to dump. There's always a chance it may.-;m:Lss 
the wago~. I've waited by the hour to see just the next dump
ing, hoping it would miss, but nothing aver happens. It •.s an 
exciting moment (mildly exciting; as exciting as anything can 
be to a man in the state of mind of an o_ld shove 1 watcher)· 

·· when the thing lets go and the dirt falls. The old wagon 
feels it too, and shakes itself just a little, very remotely 
suggesting a dog who has been poured water on (with apologies 
to wm. De Morgr..n for such language). I'm always disappointed 
that the wagon is not quite filled at the ends and generally 
spills just a little in the middle. But a man must be allowed 
the defects of his qualities, and a steam shovel too. You 
don't complain of Sampson because he couldn't pick a harp. I 
recommend to our geneticists a cross between a steam shovel 
and a tea spoon in the hope of uniting all the virtues. 

The moment of rest that follows the climax gets less atten
tion than it deserves. It's a wonderful provision of nature for 
relaxation and I always think of the heart's diastole as I watch 
the two or three lazy, creaky swings of the lower jaw the 
visible expression of relaxation. But no time is to be lost. 
With a great growl or snort or some kind of swear, the thing 
backs off and ducks like a billy goat, or a pelican, or a cross 
between a billy

1
goat and a pelican; and at it again. 

If you're a good steam shovel watcher, you've had now 
1/500 part of your day's experience. The other 499 parts will 
b~ like unto it. You might as we 11 read the preceding descrip
tlon 50? times~ Of course, even a pelican will once in a long 
time, m1ss fire, and bring up a beak full of water (a bucket 
full or two) with no fish, and must try again,· Or if a large 
s~a turtle.is taken in, it must be rejected as non:negotiable. 
S1~ilar th1ngs may happen in steam shoveling, but the pyschol
o-glst knows that the faint prospect of such things is not 
what ke·eps the devoted watcher faithful. 

~ have.confined.m?self thus far to facts, the vigorous, 
half 1~tell1gent act1v1ty of the machine, and the hypnotic 
pa~siv1ty of the faithful onlooker, two great classes of facts 
wh1ch s~an the realm of science from physics of psychology. 
The eng1neer knows all about the machine, but no psychologist · 
has y~t ~ar~d to undertake an explanation of the man's condition. 
That 1 t. 1s 1n part hypnotic carmot be doubted, It is clearly 
not an 1ntellectual state. Ho confirmed shovel watcher aver 
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knew more about ~he 500th effort than the first • 
moves, it mov~s ln circles, and gradually induces If his mind 
of half consclousness which comes with c. 1 t~at stn.te 
primitive man's admiration for ·o '· . lrcu ar motlon. l'he 
not understood; and the deadeni~~u:~fe~~m~/' 0~de~. ~~ a th~ng 
are among the elements that enter into the o robple 1 lOll, tnese _.. ro em. 

The iherehis al~o another element the tendency to peroonify 
s earns ove 1 1 s the rno st human th ino- th t b • 

The only thing that hesitates ancl looks ~~ou~~esan~ ~achine~y. 
and. swears,. and tries to fool' the watcher. In darke-st a!f~~~a s' 
~ t lS wor~h1p-ped under the name --I've forgotten the name but 
1t means destroyer of the mountain." The natives seem ~ot to 
see the man who pulls the levers. In India they see him but 
connect him.with the movements only as an elephant driver is 
~onnected w1t~ the movements of the elephant. The ancient 
:..Treek called 1t kopopneustes, that is, "smoke breather." 
It wa.s doubtless the monster mentioned in the twenty-fifth'b k 
of the Iliad, oo 

I don't like the steam shovel. It lost its soul wheni 
became civilized. To me it typifies that loss of souls and 
death of the gods, which came with the cold light of education. 
It used to make me good to watch one. Nov1 it makes me bad and 
I always go and tell a lie afterward. 

I write this because I have just been watching a steam 
shovel and have been reduced to that state of imbecility where 
I can't do anything but write a budget paper. 

Nevin M. Fenneman 

7 •. A Trip to Panama 

In the latter part of February of 1~13, my wife and I 
decided to take a trip to Panama, to see the Canal before it 
was finished, and walk upon the bottom. 

~~en we made our intentions knovm, our next door neigh
bor, a very intimate friend, asl{:ea if we would take her young 
lady daughter with us; and being very fond ofher daughter, we 
were delighted to do so. Shortly thereafter another young lady 
friend, asked if we would not take her' and a friend of hers' 
of course we consented, so I had four women to look after; but 
it turned out later, that I had four women to boss rna. 

We were to go by way of New Orleans, and. on the American 
Fruit Line of steamers to Colon. 

I had made all of the arrangements, and v1e were to meet 
at the station for the night 'train, February 27th. We had no 
sooner got together, than I saw what I was up against; for all 
of the girls addressed me as Father. . 

\ The next morning I met and became acquainted with a couple 
of young mE!n, in the. Smoking Room of the :Pullman. One was a 
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particularly interesting man, of excellent address; ~e had 
travelled pretty much all over the ·world, had. kept h1s eyes 
opened and had command of language to speak 1ntalligently of 
what h~ had seen and dona, and altogether was one of the most 
charming men I ever met. He had only ~hort~y return~d from 
the Isthmus, and was returning again Wl th h1s comp~n1on, w~o 
was a chemist. They were both employed by a firm 1n Detro1t, 
who had the contract for painting the Locks. The~e was trouble 
at the canal, for the paint would not dry. He sa1d he thought 
he knew what the trouble was, but that he was too young a man 
to interfere, and it was out of his line in the fi~m; so ~e 
had returned to Detroit to report, and to take the1r chem1st 

·down with him--for the chemist was just convalescing from an 
operation and needed some one to accompa~y him. 

I found out later that the other man's position in the 
firm was not exactly a salesman (for he sold no goods), but 
was that similar to an Advance Agent; and in his travels to 
make himself a.D'reeable, and entertaining and make his firm · 
known. The fi~m owned some mineral land upon which was found 
something invaluable, (I have forgotten what) used in compound
ing paint; which gave them the inside track. 

Before reaching New Orleans I learned they had ·accommoda
tions on the same vessel as oursel vas, for which I was thank
ful; for I knew we would have a competent cicerone. After 
going aboard our vessel I introduced them to my wife and 
"daughters," and it was not long before they let it be known 
that they were both married; and that was 11 nuts" for my girls. 
We all had mora fun and carried on so., that the other passengers 
didn't know how to place us; whether we were all of one family 
or a theatrical troupe on a vacation. 

At this point I want to speak of a condition made by me 
with my.wife; concerning this trip--it was that if I was sea
sick and went to my stateroom, she was to keep away from me and 
let me alone. 3he had heard of, and bought me a package of 
Mothers ills Seasick Remedy. I cannot say too much for this 
remedy---I put it in my satchel; and never missed a meal. 

After a delightful voyage of five days we arrived at Colon. 
By the advice of our cicerone we engaged a carriage to go to 
Gatun, driving through a beautiful tropical country new to us. 
After checking our baggage by train, we telephoned to the 
Tivoli Hotel at Panama, that we would be there on the evening 
train, having made.arrangements for accommodations before 
leaving home. Upon arriving at Gatun we were met b,y our com
panions, and taken to ·the Government Building for lunch, after 
which we found they had engaged an official to show us around, 
and explain the mechanical working of the big locks. It was 
very interesting to be walking on the bottom of the Canal and 
see the huge steam shovels at work. 

The famous Culebra Cut extends for nine miles through the 
Continental Divide---and one 90 ton shovel has taken out nearly 
four thousand 'cubic yards of earth and stone, in less than 
seven hours of actual work---a mass one hundred and twenty feet 
long, sixty feet wide and fifteen feet deep. . 
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The enormous excavation reauired is one of the factors 
which made the Panama Canal the -mo~t · gigant1' c engin · ' 1 - eer1ng wore 
yet undertaken. 

It is an interesting fact that the Canal Zone is now the 
healthiest tropical spot in the world; not a single case of 
yellow fever has occurred since 1906; At Gatun are located 
three flights of twin locks by which vessels Pac.ific bound 
are raised a height of eighty five feet. ' 

. The afternoon train took us to Panama, where we ware 
comfortably located for five days, but it did seem strange to 
have the thermometer register 98° in March. 

The Ocean tide between the two ends of the Canal is one 
thing that mystifies the ordinary visitor, for at the Pacific 
end it varies from 16 to 22 feet. At high tide it laps the 
Sea Wall and at low tide a full mile of mud flats are exposed-
while at the Atlantic side, at Colon it is practically tideless. 
Another seeming paradox is, that the 3un rises at Panama on the 
Pacific, before it does at Colon on the Atlantic. 

While at Panama we saw and did the usual things, not 
necessary to mention here. 

We returned to Colon and took a side trip to Bocas del 
Torro, where the vessel loads up with bananas. While in a very 
beautiful harbor at. Bocas we had a fire drill for the craw, and 
before I knew it, I saw my three ''daughters" with othars,being 
let down in a yawl with a couple of the crew as oarsmen; and 
before going far, one of the oarsmen lost his oar overboard, 
and .it was a funny sight to see them trying to recover it. But 
my eldest "daughter" a large and stately girl, reached out and 
brought it in; .and at that I overheard a passenger on the vessel, 
say "The Leading Lady got it." Then I knev1 that we were class-
ified. 

We spent a day and night in the harbor there, while the 
vessel loaded up with bananas, and during the day took a trip 
on the narrow gage railroad into the banana country, where the 
Company ovrns thousands of acres, devoted entirely to the rais~ng 
of the fruit. We ate the ripe bananas from the tree, apd not1ced 
a decided difference in flavor fromthose -that ure ripened under 
the bed of a Dago fruit dealer. 

. Vllien the vessel was loaded it contained 44,000 bunches. 
We returned to Colon where we st'ayed for half a d[~Y to take on 
the .passengers, who did not care for the side trip • 

While in Colon we visited the Government ltefrigerating 
Plant. we were furnished with warm outer garments, for pro
tection against sudden .change in temperature; and saw an ~ !Y 

extremely interesting sight---the thousands of workmen engaoed 
on the canal had to be fed, and they were well fed too~-the 
food had to be brought there, especially the meats, and had to 
b d until used lt seemed strange to see them cutting 
e pre~dervef b f l'nto •roaats and steaks with a circular saw up a s1 e o ee , ;;;> ' 
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run by electricity; and to see a man drive an ordinary nail 
into a box, with a frozen fish for a hammer. 

we left Colon for New Orleans the same afternoon, but 
before starting I bought two of the largest pineapples I 
ever saw· and ~ave them to the $award to put in the ice box 
for futu~e use~ That night about ten o'clock, when most of 
the passengers had retired; might hav~ been seen a party of 
seven (our cicerone and friend were w1th us) leaning over 
the rail, each with a towel around the neck! and a longi tudin
al slice of pineapple in both hands, and enJoying themselves. 
Vilien so engaged, along came the Ship's Doctor,,he looked, 
came nearer, then said 11 0h~ I thought my serv1ces were 
required." 

I have always been a little skeptical about the stories 
of flying fish, but upon one be~utifully c~oudl~ss night, . 
with the moon full we ran with1n good see1ng d1stance of a 

·School of the so c~lled flying fish, and it was a strange s~ght 
to see them jump at least two feet out of the water, and sa1l 
along for considerable distances, varying from ten to one 
hundred feet. The sea captain said he had seen them sail for 
two hundred feet; but sea.captains are not always reliable when 
talking to passen~ers. 

Upon our arrival at New Orleans, my eldest ''daughter" 
invited us all to a dinner at the ]'ranch Restaurant; she had 
visited there freouently and knew the ropes. And such a 
dinner---(this was before "Saint Volstead's Day" was placed 
upon the calendar) and a different wine was served with each 
course; and at the close of the meal the "piece de resistance" 
was placed upon the table, in a blaze of glory. I have for
gotten what they called it, and likewise the ingredients of 
the concoction---But---! wish I had some of it right now. 

Frank A. Hunter. 

PIRACY AND SO~ffi ENGLISH PIRATES 

APRIL 5, 1924 JOHN B • HUNLEY 

11 Ae in all lands where there are many 
people, there are some theeves, so in all 
seas much frequented, there are some Pyrats." 

This general observation by Captain John Smith in 1630, 
was, perhaps, intended as an apology for a profession as 
ancient as that of the Sailorman, rather than an attempt to 
account for the disproportionately large number of followers 
of that venturesome but profitable trade. 

It is not improbable, that, the second ship launched was 
hastily built· by some enterprising citizen, to follow and 
plunder the first, for from the very beginning of water borne 
commerce, down to the last century, these light hulled craft 
have dashed about the Seven seas, taking toll of the heavily 
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laden trading and treasure shi~s. Lt the height of the Roman 
Emp~re, the pirates of ~he I\Ied1tarranean were doing a thriving 
bus1ness, and were cons1dered of such character that neither 
faith ~or oath need be kept with them. This sea was for 
centu~~es, the center of trade and its warm blue cov~s the 
spawn1ng.ground of, the Sea Hovers, b:ut with the discovery of 
the Amer1cas ~nd tne development of trade between Europe and 

. the new Colon1es, the ships, with the pirates, "just hull down 
astern, 11 sailed northward into the Atlantic. 

~he Englishman.broug~t back from the Crusades many new ideas 
of. ShlP building, w1th wh1ch he experimented and improved, and 
be1ng, by nature, a good seaman, he was well equipped to engage 
in ocean transportation, Some of his ~hips, however, sailed an 
uncharted course, and since it· is the English pirate who left 
his tales and treasure at our ports we co.n perhaps best find 
out from him, why so many men went '~on account" as it was 
politely termed. 

During the ~eign of· Queen Elizabeth ( 1558-1603) , there was 
a great development of English Sea Power, and the ships of 
Spain, her enemy, were carriers of great v;eal th. While England's 
Admirals fought King Phillips fleets, 3ritish privateers prayed 
on Spanish galleons, and although there vvere many opportunities 
for the legalized capture of rich cargoes, temptation and 
distances were great, and undoubtedly there was much free
booting. In 1563 there ware some four hundred· pirates known 
by name. 

King James I (1603-1625) encouraged foreign commerce, but 
being a man of peace, had little use for a navy, and hisships 
were tied up, and the crews set adrift. In tne first year of 
his reign he recalled all "letters of marque," and later, by 
proclamation,. forbade English seamen to ship on foreign vessels. 
Having a well· developed taste for loot, .the privatearsman quite 
naturally turns~ pirate,.and the half starved men without ships, 
gladly made up his crew, There is an old saying, that "Peace 
makes Pirates, 11 and by 1618, their number had increased ten fold. 

Durin~ the rei~n of Charles I, the Amorican Settlements 
had become

0

firmly e~tablished, and when Cromwell, reviving the 
policies of Elizabeth, again launched his privat~ers, against.the 
Arch Enemy Spain he found many a will-ing crew 1n t ne Colon1es, 
as we 11 as' in En~iand. For man.'! years the Colonial Governors 
issued privatearing Commissions, and the waters about thA '.1!est 
Indies were crowded with ships_ sent out to rob and destroy 
Spanish Corn:-:1arce. 

These attacks were legal, but the skipper, being human, 
might misread a flag and it was difficult and often unprofitable, 
to draw too fine a line between privateeri~ and piracy~ If 
called to account it was frequently imposs1ble to obta1n a bill 
against him, as t;e grand. jurors, if not interest~d i~ the v~~ture, 
seemed to be men of a generous nature, who gave h1m tne ben~f1t 
f d. bt The Governors and Authorities in the Colon1es 

o every ou • 7 
· th · f' t obli~ation and in England cheerfully recognized, as e1r 1rs o ' 

the making of ~ar on the· enemy, but if a little go~d could be 
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gained in the process, it in no way smac~d of treason. 

:Privateering commissions were in demand,,and brought a 
· c 1 1i'letcher r:overnor of New York, 1ssued many of 

pr1ce. o • ··' ' .:r 11 them, receiving a fee, equivalent 1D 100 do ars, per man. 
He comr:1issi oned, for the sum of 300 pounds, Thomas Tew, a 
known pirate blacklisted by the East India Company, and 
entertained him at table. ''1hen the· Lords of Trade remo~stra ted, 
Fletcher explained his hospitality as merely an effort to 
make captain Taw a sober man" and in particular, 

11 
to reclai~ 

him from a vile habit of swearing." These privateers, find1ng 
business a little dull in the \\'est Ind~es, and· be~ng beyond 
local regulation, usually ravaged the Red Sea,·brlnging home 
rich cargoes of East India goods, a share of which went to the 
Governor and his Council. 

In Rhode Island, the President and Assistants· granted these 
Commissions with the stipulation that the Colony should share 
in any capture and in 1702 it was reported that nearly every 
able bodied rna~ in Newport was "a pr i va'.teering." This dis
pleased the Earl of Bellemont, who had succeeded Fletcher, and 
he criticized the Admiralty Court as being "too favourable" 
to piracies. He also complained bitterly of Fletcher's friend
ship for Captain Taw and others of his kind, but we find in the 
log that the Earl soon ''found his sea legs," to the undoing of 
one ~illiam Kidd. 

The :Peace of Ryswick, 1697, put an end to much of the 
privateering in the West Indies, and many men, as in King James 
time,·found themselves with good ships and nothing to do. The 
Navigation Acts encouraged smuggling and the importation of 
illicit goods, and after all, the technique and profit of 
plundering ships were but little affected by the lack of a 
lawful c omr;lission. 

Undoubtedly, some of these pirates·were rogues at heart, 
and, as suggested by Captain John Smith, would have thieved on 
land if not at .sea, but many an honest ·man, onne in the treacher
G>us currents set up by the political and social conditions of 
the time, soon found himself· hard aground on "Rovers Reef·" 
The attitude, of the average pirate, was probably similar to 
that of the renovmed. Samuel Bellamy, profanely but clearly ex
pressed, while add.ressing Captain Beer, whose· sloop had been 
captured and condemned to be sunk, 

"D--n my Bl--d; I am sorry they won't let you have your 
Sloop again, for I scorn to do anyone a Mischief, when it is 
not for my advantage, damn the Sloop, we must sink her, and she 
might be of use to you. Tho' damn ye, you are a sneaking :Puppy, 
and so are all those who will submit to be governed by Laws 
which rich Men have made for their own Security,. for the 
cowardly Whelps have not the Courage otherwise to defend what 
they get by their Knavery; but damn yet altogether; Damn them 
for a Pack of Crafty Rascals, and you who serve them, for a 
~areal of hen-hearted Numskulls. They villify us, the Scoundrels 
do, when there is only this Difference, they rob·the Poor under 
Cover of Law, forsooth, and we plunder the Rich under the 
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Protection of our ovm Courage· had you not better mnke of 
U '~" 11/ith C t · B ' ~ "" one "s. v' ap. a:n eer s. poll te refusal, he cant inue·d: 

Y?u are a dev1l1sh Consc1ence ::\ascal damn ye; I am a free 
Pr1nce and I have as much Authority to make Y/ar on the l,'lhole 
World as. he who has a hundred sail of' ships at sea--- and th · 
my Consc1ence tells me." ' 

18 

T~e p~rate Captain is perhaps the rnost picturesque and 
romant1c f1gure which has come up to us from the sea and no 
matter how infamous and desperate a character, he may have been, 
time mellows him into something delectnble. He was at times 
chivalrous, al~ays lawless, ~ut vte must credit him with high 
courage, audac1ty, and a dom1nating will. These were the 
requisites of his profession, and his election by the crew was 
proof that he possessed them, but with any display of weakness 
he was quickly deposed. Imagine yourself in the sea boots of 
Bartholomew Roberts, listening to this nominnting speech by 
one of his blood thirsty Company--"Should a Captain be so sa.wcy 
as to exceed Prescription at any time, why dovm with Him, it 
will be a Caution after he is dead, to his successor of what a 
fatal Consequf-nce any sort of assuming may be. However it is 
my Advise, that while we are sober, we pitch upon a man of 
Courage, ancl_ skilled in Navigation, one who by his Council and 
Bravery seems best able to defend this Common-wealth and ward 
us from Dangers and. 'rempests of an instable Element and fatal 
Consequences of Anarchy." 

As organized, the crew or Company VJas similar to a Common
wealth, all property being held in cornriJOn. For success and 
mutual protection, they recognized the necessity of lenders, 
electing by ballot, a Captain, who appointed, subject to ap
proval, t~e quartermaster, boatsw~iii;l, gunner and other petty 
officers. The Captain usually had a Cabinet, called Lords, 
consisting of ~ertain officers and older members of the crew, 
but in time of -chase or act ion his pov:er v1as supreme, and he 
could then punish any disobedience with death. He could condemn 
or free prisoners, but the disposition· of booty was entirely out 
of his hands. 

These Companies usually sailed under the "Jamaica Discipline," 
and had certain codes or "Articles" which we·r:'e signed and sworn 
to, by_all. They were very similar, that of Captain John 
Phillips, being typical.---

"The Articles on Doard the REVENG3." 

" ( 1) , Every Man shall obey_ civil Command; the Captain shall 
have one full share and a half in all prizes; tne Haster Carpen
ter, Boatswain and Gunner shall have one share and quart~r • 

" ( 2), If any Lan shell offer to run away, ?r keep any 
Secret from the Compan:y, he shall be maroon' d, \'11 t~ one Bottle 
of :Powder, one Bottle of Water, one Small Arm and ::>hot • 

"(3), If any I.Ian shall s~eal any Thing in the Company, or 
game to value of a piece of Eight, he shall be maroon'd or shot 
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" ( 4) If at any Time we should meet another I1iarooner 
(that is ~yrate) that I.fan that shall sign his Articles without 
the consent of our Company, shall suf~er such Punishment as 
the Captain and Company shall think f1 t • 

" ( 5), That tr1an that shall strike another whilst. these 
Articles are in force, shall receive Moses Law fthat 1s 40 
Stripes lacking one) on the bare Back. 

" ( 6), That man that shall snap his Arms, or smoak Tobacco 
in the Hold without a Cap to his Pipe, or carry a Candle 
lighted without a Lanthorn, shall suffer the same Punishment 
as in the former Article. 

" ( 7), That r~ . .ran that shall not keep his Arms clean, f~ t . 
for an engagement, or neglect his Business shall be ,cut ?ff from 
his Share, and suffer such other £unishment as the Capta1n and 
the Company shall think fit. 

" ( 8), If any Man shall loose a joint in Time of Engagement, 
he shall have 400 Pieces of Eight, if a Limb, 800. 

"( 9), If at any ~1 ime we meet with a Prudent Women, that 
Han that offers to meddle with her, without her consent, shall 
suffer present death. 

It is most amazing to us, living in this righteous and 
regulated age, to find a community, however moral, successfully 
governing itself by nine short and simple laws. But of c curse 
the·pirate Company enlisted no reformers, and·being evil men, 
concerned themselves but little with one another's personal 
behavior, except as it might jeopardize their venture. 

The pirate was usually successful in his attack, probably 
because of· heavier armament, and his zealously maintained repu
tation for meeting resistance with cruelty. He engaged a man
of-war only when cornered, and the few ships of that class were 
easily evaded, Captured vessels were plundered, and, depending 
upon the temper of the crev1, destroyed or returned. If one 
were faster or stauncher than the pirates own vessel, it would 
be appropriated, and stores and guns transferred, or if men were 
availa b1e, it might be manned as another unit of' the fleet. · 
Likely members of the captured crews we·re asked to join, and 
if badly needed would be forced to sing the .Articles. ~rhis was 
called "forcing." rrhough few openly volunteered, many a young 
man was deeply impressed by the swaggering sailors, literally 
armed to the teeth and enjoying a life of excitement and 
apparent wealth. 

Some well known pirates, ended their lives as gentlemen 
or in command of ·one of his Majesties ships, but most of them 
carne to some violent end. If they escaped death at sea, or v1ere 
not marooned by a mutinous crew, they were quite likely to be 
found swinging on the gallows, unless influential friends and 
some little money were at hand, with which a pardon might be 
had, :Pirate Mainwaring writes that a pardon cost about 1000 
pounds, and he knew from first hand knowledge. 
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Men accused of piracy were tried in the Admiralt~1r Court 
where the proceedings move swiftly. If found guilty they v1e;e 
executed shortly after sentence was pronom1ced: but the interval 
was long enough to permit the local clergy to labor earnestly 
with them and present a foretaste of the hereafter. They were 
made the centre of a Sunday spectacle, and would be lead· to the 
Church, where~ with a specially in vi tec1 audience, they listened 
to an appropriate sermon, which was later printed and dis
tributed. The actual hanging took place from a gallows, erected 
between high and low tide as the Court had no jurisdiction on 
land. An unusually vicious character was hung up in chains to 
rot, as a timely warning to all men of evil intentions. 

The extreme penal t~y was expected and Uary Read, a female 
pirate, considered it "no great hardsnip and would not have 
it less than death, the fear of which kept dastardly rogues 
honest and prevented the cowardly fellow from turning pirute, 
so infesting the seas that men of courage would starve , and the 
ocean would be as crowded with rogues as the land," 

But no matter how disgraceful his end, atthis safe distance, 
we are fascinated by his life. l.fany of our "Blackbeards," were 
purely fictitioust but typical of that sea.roving gentry as we 
imagine them. Others were so genuine that they have not been 
introduced, 

Of all our New En~land Pirates, Captain William Kidd is the 
most familiar and the least piratical. He was born in Scotland, 
about 1655, the son of iev. John Kidd. ln August 1689 h~ ar
rived at the Island of Nevis in command of a privateer, but her 
crew ·being former pirates, ran away with the vessel. H~ made 
his way to New York, and obtained cownand of anoth~r pr1vateer, 
brin~ing in a French ship. In August 1695 he was 1n London in 
co~nd. of the briD'antine "Ant ego," and in January 16.96 he 
received a Conuniss ion fro;l the king, granting him the usu~l 
powers ·of the privateer, and directing him to ~pprehend Tn~m::.s 
Taw and "all other .Pirates, Free-booters and oea Rovers of 

' ' what Nature so ever. 11 

Kidd at this time was about 40 years old, an able mariner 
and a trusted servant of his J.Iajesty. Governor Bellomont, who 
had obtained the King' 8 commission, ente~ed i.nto an agreement 
with him by which a ship was to be prov1ded and man: ed with a 
crew und~r a "no prize no payt' contra~t. 1Nith Be.llomont ~1ere 

· ·t d th Lord Chancellor the F1rst Lord of the Adm1ralty, 
assocla e a 'of th ils one fourth was to 
and two Secretaries of :::ltate. . e 8~ 0 ' t d 
go to the crew; four-fifths of t~e. rema1nder ~o .,Bellomon ~ an 
the balance to Kidd and no bert Ll Vlngston of l;e\·\ York. ~~e 
Kidd ca tured nrized amountin~ to 100,~0~ pounds.value, , 

P h · b t if the 1·enture fa1led he w1s to rep.:-.y to 
vessle became 1s, . u . a' 1 h's sailina orders dis 
B.ellomont the expense. 1ncur~~ • ~odl in the b~st rann~r you can, 
Excellency direc~ed.hlrn to 'e;ve in Execution and having 
and having put tne Powers you naved. n~ to ··greem~nt to sail 
ff t d th same -·ou are accor 1 t;) .1.. ' t e ec e e ' .r. t' d l ·v r unto me the whole of wha 

directly to BoB:on, .. there d~ e 1 ~ other 'rhings you shall have 
Prizes' 11reasure' i\lerchant zes a~d success -and send us a good 
taken.---I pray Go.d gran you go 
Meeting again." 
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Bellemont had been appointed particularly to suppress 
piracy and had soundly condemned Gov. Fletchert his predecessor, 
and the Rhode Island authorities, for being, "too favourable" 
to pirate but his more important mission would seem to be one 
of race ivi.ng 11 Prizes, 1'reasure, Merchandizes, etc~" and Kidd 
might reasonably infer that hewas ex~ected t~ d~l1ver these 
in considerable auantity, and that h1s powerful associates 
would frown coldly upon any one questioning his methods. 

some two years after he sailed from New York, it was 
rumored that he had illegally taken two Moorish ships, and the 
East India Company accused him of piracy. The Lords of Trade, 
ever attentive to that influential organization, demanded his 
apprehension, and in 16~8 when a General Pardon was extended 
to all piratest who would surrender themselves, Kidd and Long 
Ben Avery were particularly excepted. ·Bellemont wrote the Lords 
of ·rrade that there was good reason to believe· that. Kiddhad 
plundered these two ships against his will, and it was re
ported that "near 100 of his men revolted and were about to 
kill him at J1!adagascar when he absolutely refused to turn 
pirate." 

On June 1, 1699, Captain Kidd, reached Delaware Bay, and 
sent John Emmot to the Governor, with word that he was on the 
coast in a sloop with 60 pounds weight of gold and one hundred 
weight of silver, and that he had left on the coast of Hispaniola, 
at a point he a1 one could find, a great ship with a cargo valued 
at 30,000 pounds. 1'.'e can imagine Bellemont's feelings:- here 
was 40,000 pounds altnost at hand, but Kidd was a proscribed 
pirate •. His only hope was to have him tried and acQuitted, so 
be obtained a complete report in which Kidd related in detail 
his voyage and protested that he had done nothing contrary to 
his Commission, except what he was forced to do, when over
powered by his men, who afterwards deserted. He agreed to 
sail the sloopm England and render an account in person. 

B~llomont and his Council were apparently satisfied, for 
they d1spatched a letter to Kidd with instructions to sail for 
Boston, where he could fit out a vessel to brin~ back the other 
ship, and stating that a pardon could undoubtedly be obtained. 
Captain Y.idd accepted the Governor's assurance, but before 
sailing for Boston, he cannily left most bf the treasure with 
John. Gar~iner of' li~rdiners Island. On arrival he was joined 
by h1s w1fe a~d ch1ldr~n, but Bellemont being indisposed, he 
was not q~est1 oned by Cbuncil until Monday, July 3rd. Jt this 
hearing K1dd' s request to submit a written statement was granted, 

. ~u~ on Thursday, deserted by Bellemont, he was arrested and 
Ja1led. 

He was sent to ~ondon, arriving April 8, 1700, just as 
Farliament was petit1oning the King to remove Lord John Somers 
Lord Chancellor, "from his presence and Counsels forever." ' 
Somer~ and o~her members of' the existing Government had been 
assoc1ated w1th Bellemont in Kidd's venture, and his return in 
irons, unddr the charge of piracy, timed we 11 with the opposition 
attach, and his case bec~me a political issue. He had also been 
denounced by the East India Company and accused of seizin~ two 
ships belonging to the Great Mogul, with whom it was most

0 
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profitable for that Company to rennin oJ,'i friendl t ,. , 
defense, admittedly sound, was tho. t the sa ships ~er:r~~ili;~~dd s 
under _Franc~ o-~a sse~ and v1ere_ consequently lawful prey. He had 
sent the or1b1nal oasses to Bellemont, who in turn had forwarded 
them to the JJords of frade and thc-~y ·vere exhibi ta- · t' H 
of Comrrtons du · t' 1 ' '• · a. 1

11 ne ouse - r1ng. ne ~re ~min~ry hearing, but strangely dis-
appeared before h1s tr1al 111 tne Admiralty court. Political 
necessity had already condemned him. 

~e la~ in jail a year before trial, and was then charged 
not w1 th p1racy but with having made "an assault in and unon ' 
Wm. Moo:: a upon the high seas, --with a certain wooden buck~t 
bound. Vll th ~ron hoops, of' the value of eight pence ---of which 
the . aforesa1d Wm. Moore, did languish and die.'' t:~ore, was a 

· ~ut 1n~us gu~~1er an~ no doubt received his just reward, but the 
JUry found R1dd gu1lty, and after having made sure th~t he would 
hang, he was next tried for piracy. 

Kidd asked postponement until his papers, especially the 
two passes, could be produced as evidence, but of' course this 
request was refused, and he was found guilty. .. fter sentence 
had been pronounced, Captain l:idd said:- '' L!y I~orcl, it is a 
very hard sentence, },or my part I am Imwcent of tnern all, only 
I have been sworn against by per jured persons," and this was 
a true statement. 

He was hanged at Execution Dock, ~apping, after which his 
body was gibbetted in chains I rrhe ?'ranch passes! which in any 
Court, would have proved his innocence, have recently been found, 
but. not until ffi me two hundred years after he was L~ft to sun 
dry near Tilbury Fort. ;_s the dust of' these upturned, musty 
records, settles about him, it is difficult, ·:: ithout the warped 
spectacles of that politically prejudiced Court, to pick out 
our dashing Captain, from amon7: that l:lrge crew of simple 
mariners and privateersmen. 

Many story tellers have strangely made of Captain Y.:icld a 
sort of composite character, representing all pirates of his 
time, but let us use his drab career as a background for the 
vivid portrait of New Low. We ~ill apply each stroke chrono
logically and in its true color, retouching neither scar nor 
wrinkle. It will not ·n e a pretty thing, and would be better 
labeled - "Portrait of a Demon." 

Ned Low was born in ~estminster, Englarid, of a family of 
thieves and pickpockets. One of h~s brothers was hanged but 
Ued went to sea and in 171~ we find him, a ship rigger, in 
Boston where he married Eliza J,farb1e, a girl of good family and 
a member of the .::Jecond Church. They had. tvto children, a son 
who died in infancy, and a daughter Elizabeth. The ~Jther 
died shortly after the birth of her daughter, and Lows grief 
and love for this little ~irl were, in after life, the only 
redeemino- traits of his b~utal character. This affection was 
freouently expressed in his sober moments, and would 0cca~ onally 
flare up in the midst of some unhuman attack, and though ne were 
opposed by his entire company, he steadfastly refused to force 
a man of family to :oin his crew. 
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Bellemont had been appointed particularly to suppress 
piracy and had soundly condemned Gov. Fletcher, his predecessor, 
and the Rhode Island authorities, for being, "too favourable" 
to pirate but his more important mission would seem to be one 
of race iv:ing 11 Prizes, 11reasure, Merchandizes, etc~" and Kidd 
might reasonably infer that hewas expected to d~l1ver these 
in considerable auantity, and that his powerful associates 
would frown coldly upon any one questioning his methods. 

Some two years after he sailed from New York, it was 
rumored that he had illegally taken two Moorish ships, and the 
East India Compa~y accused him of piracy. The Lords of Trade, 
ever attentive to that influential organization, demanded his 
apprehension, and in 1698 when a General Pardon was extended 
to all pirates, who would surrender themselves, Kidd and Long 
Ben Avery were particularly excepted. ·Bellqmont wrote the Lords 
of 111rade that there was good reason to believe· that-Kiddhad 
plundered these two ships against his will, and it was re
ported that "near 100 of his men revolted and were about to 
kill him at l1ladagascar when he absolutely refused to turn 
pirate." 

On June 1, 1699, Captain Kidd, reached Delaware Bay, and 
sent John Emmot to the Governor, with word that he was on the 
coast in a sloop with 60 pounds weight of gold and one hundred 
weight of silver, and that he had left on the coast of Hispaniola, 
at a point he alone could find, a great ship with a cargo valued 
.at 30,000 pounds. 1'.'e can imagine Bellomont' s feelings:- here 
was 40,000 pounds altnost at hand, but Kidd was a proscribed 
pirate. His only hope was to have him tried and acauitted, so 
be obtained a complete report in which Kidd related -in detail 
his voyage and protested that he had done nothing contrary to 
his Commission, except what he was forced to do when over-P 
powered by his men, who afterwards deserted. H~ agreed to 
sail the sloopm England and render an account in person. 

B~llomont and his Council were apparently satisfied, for 
they d1spatched a letter to Kidd with instructions to sail for 
Boston, where he could fit out a vessel to brin~ back the other 
ship, and stating that a pardon could undoubtedly b a obtained. 
Captain Kidd accepted the Governor's assurance but before 
sailing for Boston, he cannily left most of th~ treasure with 
John Gardiner of 0ardiners Island. On arrival he was joined 
by his wife a:1d children, but Bellemont being indisposed, he 
was not q~es~1oned by Council until Monday, July 3rd. it this 
hearing K1dd s request to submit a written statement was granted, 
~ut on Thursday, deserted by Bellemont he was arrested and 
Jailed. ' 

He was sent to London, arriving April 8, 1700, just as 
Farliament was petitioning the King to remove Lord John Somers 
Lord Chancellor, "from his presence and Counsels forever." ' 
Somer~ and o~her members of the existing Government had been 
assoc1ated \Vl th Bellemont in Kidd' s venture, and his return in 
irons, unddr ~he charge of piracy, timed well with the opposition 
attach, and h1s case became a political issue. He had also been 
denounced by the East India Company and accused of seizing two 
ships belonging to the Qreat Mogul, with whom it was most 
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profitable for that Company to rennin 0 ~1 friendl t r. , 

defense, admittedly sound, was that these ships ~er:r~~ili;~~dd 8 

under .Franc~"' rasses and Vlere_ consequently lawful prey. He had 
sent the or1b1nal nas~es to Bellemont, who in turn had forwarded 
them to the Lo:ds of lrade, and they were exhibited in the House 
of Commons ~ur1ng.the ~rel~minary hearing, but strangely dis
appeared before h1s tr1al 1n the Admiralty court. Political 
necessity had already condemned him. . 

~a la~ in jail a.year before trial, and was then charged, 
not Wl th p1racy but Wl th having made "an assault in and upon 
Wm. Moo~e upon the high ~eas,--with a certain wooden bucket, 
bound.w1th ~ron hoops, of the value of eight pence,---of which 
the aforesa1d Wm. Uoore, did languish and die." Moore, was a 
-~utin~us gu~:1er an~ no doubt received his just reward, but the 
JUry found K1dd gu1lty, and after having made sura th<.'.t he would 
hang, he was next tried far piracy. 

Kidd asked postponement until his papers, especially the 
two passes, could be produced as evidence, but of course this 
request was refused, and he was found guilty. ..fter sentence 
had been pronounced, Captain I:idd said:- "My I1orcl, it is a 
vary hard sentence, l!'or my part I am Innocent of ti1em all only 
I have been sworn against b~r per jured persons,'' and this ;ms 
a true statement. 

He was hanged at Execution Dock, Wapping, after which his 
body was gibbetted in cnains. 'rhe :-'ranch passes, which in any 
Court, would have proved his innocence, have recently been found, 
but.not until rome two hundred years after he was left to sun 
dry near Tilbury Fort. Ls the dust of these upturned, musty 
records, settles about him, it is difficult, without the warped 
spectacles of that politically prejudiced Court, to pick out 
our dashing Captain, from amon:s that large crew of simple 
mariners and pri'Y'ateersmen. 

Many story tellers have strangely made of Captain Kido. a 
sort of composite character, representing all pirates of his 
time, but let us use his drab career as a backgrow1d for the 
vivid portrait of New Low. We will apply each stroke chrono
logically and in its true color, retouchirtg neither scar nor 
wrinkle. It will not be a pretty thing, and would be better 
labeled - "Portrait of a Demon." 

Ned Low was born in Westminster, Engla~d, of a family of 
thieves and pickpockets. One of his brothers was hanged but 
Ned want to sea and in 171~ we fin~ him, a ship rigger, in 
Boston where he married Eliza Marb1e, a girl of good family ond 
a member of the decond Church. 'rhey had. two children, a son 
who diad in infancy and a daughter Elizabeth. The J,Iother 
died shortly after the birth of her daughter, and Lows grief 
and love for this little girl were, in after life, the only 
radaemin~ traits of his b~utal character. This affection was 
frequently expressed in his sober moments, and would occaffi onally 
flare up in the midst of some·unhuman attack, an~ though ~e were 
opposed by his entire company, he steadfastly refused to force 
a man of family to join his crew. 
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Vie have ouite an accurate 1og of Low's voyages ~rom . 
testimony of the many men he captured, and the very 1nterest1ng 
accom1t of Captain George Roberts, of the sl~op ~~rgaret, 
setting forth in d·etail his involuntary meet1ng an~ conver
sations VIi th him. :Phillip Ashton, a· marble head f1sherman, 
has left a complete story of his experiences, from the time he 
was forced to join Low's Company, until his escape from the 
ship to a deserted island. His career was sho:t, b~t he moved 
so swiftly and surely, that he became, almost 1mmed1ately, 
the terror of the seas. 

· Shortly after the death of his wife, he was discharged 
by his employer and left Boston, shipping for Honduras for 
logwood. Arriving there he was pl~ced in ch~rge of' a small 
boat and twelve armed men, but dur1ng some d1spute with the 
Captain, he seized a musket, and accidentally ~illed ~ sailor 
standin~ near by. Low and his crew of twelve JUmped 1nto the 
bo.at, m~king off from the sloop, and they deci'ded, perhaps by 
prearrangement, to hoist the Jolley Roger and attack vessels 
in the Bay. Th~immediately capture a small boat, Low was 
elected Captain, and they set sail for the Caymans where .h~ 
fell in with Captain George Lowther. The two agreed to JOln 
forces and started out in Lowther's ship "Happy Delivery" with 
Low as Lieutenant. He was now surely launched on the high 
seas of piracy, where in the next 20 months he captured 140 
ships. 

On January 10, 1722, in the 1Bay of Honduras , they took 
the 11 ~reyhound," looted andburnedhe"t", forcing 5 seamen. A 
few days later they captured 10 vassals, most of which ware 
burned, two being retained. Charles Harris, former second mate 
of the captured "Greyhound," was placed in command of one, and 
Low of the other. The fleet, now consisting of three ships, 
set sail for :Port Mayo, to careen, and stores and plunder were 
carried ashore, while the vessels were hove over. In this 
condition they were attacked by the natives, and forced to 
leave hurriedly in one vessel, short of provisions, but early 
in May they took a brigantine which was plundered and sunk. 
They then stood off for the Florida Coast, and on May 28th 
captured the "Rebecca,'' on v1hich were '5 women, all of whom, 
were treated decently, and sent to Boston. 

Captain Lowther had been unable to curb Low's quick temper 
end suggested that they part company. Low took one-half of 
the eighty-eight men, and the "Rebecca, 11 Lowther keeping the 
11 Happy Delivery." The following Sunday,' Low took two sloops 
off Block Island, escaped :from two ships sent out to take him, 
and after getting fresh water at Buzzards Bay, sailed north
wart to the Banks, and on June 15th made the harbor of Rosemary 
where he found 13 fishing vessels at anchor. Four men in a 
boat were sent out, as if on a friendly call, and as soon as 
they reached the fisherman's deck, they drew cutlass and pistols, 
and the surprised crew could only surrender. In this manner 
all 13 boats were captured. Among them was a newly built 
schooner ,which Low took and renamed the 11 Fancy." Some. of the 
young fishermen, among whom was ~hillip Ashton, were forced, 
and the remainder sent to Best on in the 11 Rebecca. II 
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On June 19th Low sailed for Newfoundland, and at st. Johns 
was about to attack a vessel he found in the fog, when he 
learned she was the man-of-war "Sole bay." Hastily veer in"' otf 
he continued northwardly, destroyed the village of Carbon~ar, ' 
and when on the Grand Banks took 7 or 8 vessels including a 
French banker. Learning that the "Solebay was in pursuit he 
headed for the Leeward Island, taking the banker with him. On 
the way, they encountered a hurrican and put into one of the 
Carrib~an Islands to refit, and while his boat was being re-

. paired Low made a short cruise in the French sh'ip, carne upon a 
disabled vessel, which he lightened of goods and money of 1000 
pounds value, and returned to the Island. Hearing that men-of
war were cruising in the vicinity the crew voted to make for 
the Azores. On August 3rd they took 7 vessels, one of which, 
the Rose, a Portuguese pink, and a good sailer, was taken over, 
and the ],ranch banker burned. The branch ship ''Nostra Dame," 
one of the seven captured, and burned., and with her the cook, 
who Low declared, was a greasy fellow and. would fry well. So 
he was bound to the main mast, and no doubt added to the 
brilliance of the flames. 

Although Low had destroyed much shipping and forced many 
men, this seems to be the first instance of extreme cruelty, 
but from now on, torture, and death are frequently traded for 
booty. 

Low now in command of the'"Rose," and. Harris of the schooner,.·· 
took, ab~ut August 20th, the ship "Wright," anll as resistance was 
offered those on board were cut and mangled, two Portuguese Roman 
Catholic Friars being triced up at the fore yard arms. The~ now 
steered for Cap~ Verde, capturing the "Liverpool Merchant.;: from 
which they took provision and 390 gallons of brandy. The King 
Saga~ore,'r his next victim, was burned and her Captain, was set 
adrift wounded and absolutely naked. 

' 
About ·sapternbe r 1st, and after taking sev~n more sloops, he 

went to the Island of Bona Vista to careen~ Tne fleet now con
sisted of four vessels, his Lie~te~ants be 1n? Cha:les Har~is, John 
Russel and Francis Farrington ~pr1ggs. An 111 .w1n~ brouoht 
captau;_ r::eorge Robarts of the Margaret afoul of th1s squadron, 
and it· w;s several day~ before he was permitted to l~ave, short 
handed with his empty sloop. His writt~n acc.ou~t of a~l that 
trans ired affor'ds a most interesting v1ew of p1rate l1fe and 
chara~ter.' Low, though threatened with mutiny. by Harris, stubb~rn-

. ly refused to "force" noberts a8 he was a marr1ed man, and i~sisted 
that his sloo be returns d to him, ·so that he cou ~d make a ll ving 
f h. f ilpy If it were not for such an occas1onal weakness, 

or lS am • , d t villian Ned. Low would surely rate one nundre lJer can •. 

.. 't' C tain "oberts the pirates visited. the 
After part1ng Wl n ap · t t 't·he ·· 8 st Ind1' es where · 'l d f' om there wen o ", ' coast of Braz1 , an .. r . . .~ , but she was soon replaced 

the Rose was lost wn1le.be~n:;, c~reen~~ter cruising for some time 
by a sloop taken at Grand .rr~na, a • ··a tured. The crew of the 
8 sloops and a Portuguese shlP ~Jeret~ ~isclose where the ship's 
latter were tort'~ red and T~o~p~~;:fly confessed that the C~ptain 
strong box was h1dden. te~ . ~ 15 000 pounds in gold mo1dures 
had hung a canvas bag contahlildlno t the rope when the ship was 
from the cabin window, bu a cu ' ~ 
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captured allowing the money to ·drop into the sea. Low was 
so enrag~d at this lack of consideration that he ordered the 
Captain tied to the mast, after which he slashed off his lips 
with his cutlass, had them broiled and forced the mate to eat 
them. Captain and crew were then murdered, 32 in all. 

Near ~anta Cruz, in February 1723, he took six vessels, 
most of which ware released, and on the way to Cu~acoa and New 
Spain they chased two sloops, but finding t.hem to be men-of-war, 
Low and Spriggs separated. They met some five weeks later, and 
first several shots apiece before learning the others identity. 
At Roatan Harbor, where they stopped to fill the water casks, 
Phillips Ashton escaped and on May 9th Low captured a Spanish 
privateer in the Bay of Honduras. Finding some New England 
prisoners in the hold, he released them and killed most of the 
Spaniards. On May 27th he, in the'"Fortune,J' with Harris in 
the "Banger," appear off the coast of South Carolina, taking 
the "Amsterdam I.lerchant," which was plundered and sunk and her 
skipper, Captain Walland, lost one of his ears, and had his 
nose slit. Five other vessels were overhauled, and Captain 
Greenman of the "Hopeful Betty" was badly cut about the body 
but reached Philadiphia, and reported that the pirates ' 
boasted of having recently taken 16 vessels, and of having on 
board 80,000 pounds in gold and silver. · 

The Man-of War, 11 Greyhound," of New York, had been dis
patched t~ take L?w, and at 4:30 A.M. June lOth, Captain 
Solgard s1ghted h1s quarry. Low and Harris, always looking 
for prey, gave chase for two hours, in which time the "Grey
hound" was cleared for action. She then takced and opened 
fire, to.such good e~fect that the pirates tried to edge away •. 
After th1s running f1ght had continued for about two hours 
the "Ranger," was disabled and Harris and his crew were taken 
prisoner, and were duly hanged in Newport. Low escaped in 
the darkness. 

. Low .had a high reputation for boldness and courage and 
h1s de~ertion of Harris was disappointing even to his c~ew 
He fai:rly raged at his misfortune and vowed vengeance on the 
next to fall into his hands. Two days later he took a Nantucket 
Whaler, sunk her, and had her Captain stripped whipped and 
shot to death, after his ears had been cut off: ' · 

In another two days he took a fishin~ boat ~ff Block Island 
hacked off the.master's head, and sent wo~d ashore that he in- ' 
.tended to kill the skipper of ·every New England vessel he could 
find, That yary afternoon he took two whaling sloops out of 
l'lym?uth. Tne master of one he ripped open, removed his heart, 
had 1t roasted, and compelled the mate to eat it. The ears of 
the other were cut off, roasted, salted and fad to the craw. 
Low proposed murdering the entire crew, but his men had had 
enough bloodshed for the day, and insisted that the terrified' 
fellows be release·d. Low was then credited with having 
150,000 :pounds in coin and plate. . 

From Cape Cod he sailed for the Newfoundland Banks where 
he took 23 fishing vessels, one of which was refitted a~d manned 
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with a crew • Taking 18 mora ships the two turned south a 
the latter part of July captured the lar"'e h. " f • nd 
which was ap:propria ted' and made the fla~sh ~ lPof } .• arry Christmas'" 
Low assumed the title of Admiral, o P the fleet, and 

. . Before leaving for the '.'!estern Islancls he was apparentl 
reJOlned by Captain Lowther, as about September 1st they caplur d 
an English ship, burnea. her, and hange a Pa.rt of her ere~. .~ t e 
St. Michaels another sh1p met a similar fate and the · d 1 d 
themsel yes aga i? ~n cutting off the Captain • 8 ears. Y F~~m u h~~e 
they sa1led for tEe South American Coast·, picking up a vessel 
now and then, and in the Fall of 1723 were off the Coast of 
Guinea where they captured a schooner and the ship "Deliaht" 
which was taken over. The fleet now consisted 1Jf the "M~rry 
Christmas" - 34 guns - Admiral Low; the "Happy Delivery" - 16 
guns - Captain Lowther; tha"Delight" - 16 guns - Captain Spriggs, 
Our cut-throats must of had a sense of humor to go pirating in 
vessels so sweetly named. 

' 

In two days, Spriggs deserted, slipping off at ni""ht on his 
own account, and after ravaging the seas for a time in°Low' s 
best manner, he ddsappears, but it was reported that he and one 
of his Captains were marooned by his man.· Lowther probably 
sepanted from Low also, as he was alone when surprised and 
killed on the Island of Blanco, a few weeks later, 

In Jartuaryl724 Low took the "Squitrel" and nothing more was 
heard of him until May 17th, when some sailors reported that they 
had been taken by the pirate who at that time had only 30 men, 
and that a French man-of-war was in pursuit of him. He may have 
been captured, as a French account of Low's piracies, states 
that in the spring of 1724 he murdered his quarter-master, for 
which, his craw rose against him and threw him in a boat without 
provisions, and in this condition he was found by a French ship 
and hanged. 

Though bravely drassect, in bright sash, pistols and cutlass, 
Captain Kidd lacks something of the pirate. He seems strangely 
ill at ease, and slinks behind the galley as old Ned Low goes 
scowling and cursing about the deck. Poor shipmates these, but 
there are others in the crew, of morals, rating· from bad to 
worse. Boatswain, pipe all hands aft and we will choose our 
Captain. Now we have them: Long Ben Avery, Thomas Taw, 

·William Fly Bartholomew Roberts, Di:x:ey Bull, Thomas Pound, 
Samuel Bell~my, Edward Teach, and the ~thers, cro~ding there at 
the ladder. Look them over, and you w1ll surely find the very 
man, with whom, you planned.in boyhood, to go "a-roving." 

These old man stifled by the stink of the steamship, dropped 
anchor in "Davey J~nes cove," and there they ride lazily. Their 
sons may follow the rum fleets, and we hear such tale~, but in 
that trade it is pirate board pirate, and the·truth 1s hard to 
get. Some 'stevenson may come ashore,in a launch an~. spin us.a 
yarn; and then perhaps,. our ch~ldran s grea~ grandon1l~ren w1ll 
rudely snub our gallant old fr1ends\ John S1lvar and D1ck Dead 
Eye, and go strolling off, mouths ag~pe, wit~ sue~ upst~rts as 
"Short-quart Jack" and "Stick-am-up flhiskeyvl tch. 

JOHN B. HUNLEY 
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It was Jerome K. Jerome; I think, who said that one of the 
distinguishing characteristics· of a "bummel" is that it ends 
where it began. "Bummel" is a rather inelegant German word, 
and is probably related to certain inelegant English words of 
common use that have much the same sound. Ferhaps this screed 
could ·be more accurately described as a "bummel" than as "ramblinr.: l) 

speculations," for one presumes that rambling speculations event
ually arrive somewhere, and this screed doesn't. A good lady 
to whom I read parts of it suggested "speculations on things I 
know nothing about," at which point I had presence· of mind 
enough to change the topic of conversation. At any rate it may 
illustrate the kind of thing that a rather· technically minded 
person can be guilty of when dealing with matters outside his 
professional experience. 

All of us have ~t times read criticisms of architecture 
of painting and sculpture, of music, and of literature. All' 
of these forms of art at times attempt to express beauty. That 
may not always be their purpose, but much of the time it is. 
Now we hear of beauty every day and we speak o'f it frequently, 
and we read of it a good deal, and one would think that the 
nature of bea~ty would be fairly clear to the average mature 
person. Yet when one attempts to think seriously of it and of 
how it ma:y be described, one encounters difficult~es·. 

I do not recall ever having read a~ything on the nature 
of beauty. I think I should not be attracted by the title. 
It would probably be the last thing in a journal that I should 
read. It would sound philosophical, and a philosophy of beauty 
would not interest me in the least, principally for the reason 
that the recognition of beauty will demand that one have some 
artistic perception, and this is likely to be somewhat lacking 
in a man of philosophic tendency. ~hilosophic tendency and 
artistic perception seem to me to be, somehow, mutually ex
clusive, but that may be only my personal limitation. 

Probably our first perceptions of beauty are th~se of the 
beauty of nature, animate an·d inanimate. The former is shown 
by various creatures, and the latter by nature in many of her 
aspects ,and moods, such as the plain, the forest, the mountain, 
the sea, the sunris~, the sunset, and so on, almost indefinitely. 

The beauty of nature, which may be very inspiring· makes 
. its appe~l thro~gB the sense of sight only. The beauty of archi
tectu:e, the beauty of sculpture, and the beauty of drawing and 
paint1ng, in black and white and in color all make their appeal 
through the sense o~ sigh~. Music makes its appeal through the 
:~~~~ ~~ sound, ent1rely 1ndependent of the other sensations •. 

di ' in fact, a kind of langUage which conveys ideas through 
~ me um entirely apart from our artificial methods of expression 
n spoken or written form. I say "artificial methods " because 

language, spoken and written~ must be painfully acqui~ed and mu
~ic mams its appeal spontaneously and is independent of'creed or 

1a~guag~, though, not of race. It is a form of wireless that:trans-
a as Vlsions and sensations instantly to the person who is in a 
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proper.state of receptivity, or who, so to speak, is "tuned in" 
for th1s particular form of wireless telegraphy. 

. Referring fo.r just a moment t'o articulate speech or writ
ten poetry or p:ose as art forms, it may be said here that they 
are dual in the1r nature. If spoken, or evenif written, language 
is dua~ to the extent that it represents at once sound and matter 
If spoken, it is a kind of music, and·it also conveys certain ' .i 

definite ideas. The ideas may be go.od and the speech poor.. The 
ideas may be co~onplace and the speech good. Both ideas and 
speech may be poor, or both may be good. We have in spoken or 
written language both matter and form to con.sider,--both message 
and style. Another form of beauty that is dual or even more 
complex in its nature is the beauty of animate nat~re, such as 
the creatures, particularly human creatures. It io somewhat 
simpler to consider art forms that are not dual in their nature ' .such as sculpture, architecture, painting and music. Each of 
these makes its appeal through one sense only. 

Why all this bother about beauty? Why discuss it so much? 
What is there about it that provokes discussion? Well, principal
ly the fact that there is so mu.ch disagreement about it. It 
appears almost impossible to define it. Any description of a 
beautiful thing will be satisfied by something that is not at 
all beautiful, hence the description could not have been accurate. 
One cannot tell what beauty is. One cannot describe it except 
by its effects. In this sense it is somewhat like electricity. 
We do not know what it is. VIa only know what it does. 

Another interesting fact about beauty is the number of 
channels through which it becomes perceptible of our natures; and 
that a perception of it through one cha1mel is by no means a 
guarantee that the same person may have adequate perception of it 
through another channel. For instance, it is entirely possible 
for one to have an exquisitely developed sense of beautiful 
architecture so that he will have moments of ecstasy in pe.r
ceiving a be~utiful creation in a good setting, without havi~ 
any particular perception of beauty through the medium of mus1cal 
sounds. It is entirely possible that one can be raised to great 
mental heights of noble natura by musical sounds and have ab-. 
solutely no notion.of beauty of line and form and color. One 
frequently hears the expression that a given person is ''artistic," 
with a sort of implication that artistic perception through o~e 
channel means artistic perception through other channels. Th1s 
is a wholly mistaken notion. One aesthati~ channel is freqnently 
cultivated to the exclusion of others. Th1s should not be in
terpreted however to mean that two or more channels o~ per
ception c~nno·t be ~ul tivated. ·Occasionally one meets Wl th per
sons who have adequate artistic perception through several 
channels. 

Apparently, perception of beauty canna~ be taugh~ to a per
son. One cannot very well be forced to adm1re ~ometh1ng •. 
Probably there is nothing in the world about wh1ch there 1s more · t' of beauty One sees general misconception than the apprec1a 10n • 
people raa·d so-called good li tara ture, and go to h~ar so-~~lled 
Classical' music, somewhat aS if they hop~d t~ aCQUl~~ m~r h 
therebi, almost as if this were a mortif1cat1on of e as 
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that would bring about a corresponding reward in Heaven; not 
knbwing that beauty, however perceived, must be enjoyed in a 
perfectly spontaneous manner. If it is not so e~joyed, the 
attempt to enjoy it· may be worse than useless, s1nce there may 
come about a dislike of the thing that may prove a bar to the 
fu~ther development of the aesthetic sensibilit~ of the per
son through that particular channel. As was sa1d before, 
perception of beauty through o·ne channel is no guarantee of 
per~ption through another. People seem to be mora or less 
variable in this regard. In nearly every case, however, there 
is a predominant perception of beauty through one channel over 
all other channels. It is entirely possible; for instance, 
for one to have so vivid an appreciation of music tha·t he is 
more moved through the messages and sensations produced by it 
than by any other medium. The same person may have little or 

·no appreciation of music in the form of language. Incidentally, 
the comparison of musical sounds and of s·poken language, while 
a common one, appears to. me to be an unfortunate one~ Musical 
sounds make their impression through a single channel of commu-
11ication. Spokon language makes its appeal through two channels, 
the sense of sound and the ideas conveyed by the words. 

Some persons have sufficient appreciation of beauty in the 
form of music to be able to enjoy it thoroughly in its highest 
form, that of the symphony, who do not enjoy opera. Opera is 
a combination of the forms of beauty of music, of pictures, 
and of ideasin spoken form. Even where libretto and music are 
of sufficient merit and fitness to eaeh other to make a satis
factory whole, they cam1ot be well interpreted except by artists 
of superb endowment and training in music and in acting. The 
combination is one that is rarely obtained. For that reason 
opera is usually sustained largely by the artificial stimulus 
gi van by "society," ancl usually an account of the gowns and 
jewels worn is considered about as important a part of the 
description as an analysis of the music or a statement of the 
cast. There can be no question that opera, by encouraging the 
study of music and of language, does much good. It helps to 
interest in these subjects a lot of people who might not find 
much interest in them if there were not a sort of social·sig
nificance attached to the rendition of opera, which appears 
to be the reason for the attendance of a good many. 

I have seen a sculptor of ability, a man without airs or 
pretence, who never entered a certai. n room in the house of 
one of his friends, that he did not ·taka a certain old vase 
and hold it whi~e ha conversed, viewing it from this angle and 
that, and allud1ng to its beauty from time to time. To ma 
there w~s nothing beautiful about the vase, in form or texture 
or color. Thera was, however no doubt about the absolute con
viction and sincerity of the ~culptor. The writer recognized 
the fact that here was a nature attuned to a perception of 
beauty which unquestionably was a real sensation and seamed to 
be a noble one, in which he could not share. The writer has· 
frequently sean artists whose experience of sensations through 
the medium of form and color were inexplicable to him, though 
they were unquestionably genuine. There is, of course, some 
humbug about the appreciation of va!ious forms of beauty, part 
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of which humbug is entirely unconscious. There is also a 
good deal of rather pathetic striving after an aupreciation 
and o~ exclaiming about the beauties of one thing or anotha~, 
in wh1ch all the bad points of the thing are emphasized and 
mcs t of the good ones are not perceived. 

At the risk of being tiresome 'it seems necessary to say 
again that no one can describe the beauty of architecture or of 
painting or of sculpture or of music, in words. One cannot 
describe beauty. One can tell of its effects. It is not· com
mensurable with the terms of language, nor may it be described 
usually in the symbols of another art form. A common expression 
with regard to architecture is to say that it is frozen music. 
This just adds confusion to confusion, and should make one in
dignant.· If one can appreciate beauty in architecture, there 
is no reason to liken it to something else. If one can ap
preciate a painting, there is no need to say that the painting 
is a symphony in color, or to refer to the tone painting of a 
conductor or· composer. 

One excellent criterion.of appreciation of beauty in any 
form is to observe the behavior of a person in the presence of 
that beauty. It is not difficult to decide that an emotion is 
genuine, an attitude reverent. It may be that is the final 
criterion. ·Doubtless an appreciation of beauty creates in the 
human frame certain physiological effects that will be accurate 
indicators of the perception of beauty, possibly an increase of 
blood pressure or in the rate of the heart-beat, or in oo me 
other and perhaps more obscure physiological effect. Perhaps 
these are known, though that is doubtful, and unimportant. 

One recognizes that beauty, through whatever channel it is 
perceived, is pretty much the same thing, bf the similarity of 
the mental visions or images to which it gives rise. The effects 
are so .similar that one recognizes that beauty is much the same 
thing, no matter through which channel it may be perceived. 
Though one may not express beauty which is perceived in line 
and form and color in words, it is truEl that one may describe 
an edifice by saying that it is so high, oo broad, and that it 
has such olumns and that it follows such ~nd such a period. 
This by no means expresses i~s beauty. This just tells certain 
physical facts about it. It might possess all the physical 
facts mentioned and be ugly. Is not .this an important thing 
to recognize? V/hen one writes of a beautiful str~ct~r:,af a 
beautiful symphony, of a song, of a poem, of a pa1nt1n~! the 
real beauty of it may not be conveyed in words. The th1ngs 
that are said about it do not really touch its baa uty • That . 
fact is the reason for the writing of this screed. Somehow, 1t 
seems to the writer that many people have gotten ~he terms. 
confused, and really have a notion that the beaut1~~l inth1ngs 
can be described. All that one may say of a be~utlful.thing 
is that it is beautiful, and if another person 1S not.1nclined 
to believe the fact of its b·eauty, it cannot b~ expla1ned t~ 
him. T? explain the baa~ty ~; :u~~e~~k~ft~~~~~t~~t~~1°~ ~eaf 
a paint1ng or of a symph nyt _1 ~ t tell a blind person who 
person how words sound, or ry no o 
has never had sight how one ~ees. It cannot be dona. 
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Then why is it that one ha~re eo much diec~eion and ~aade 
· h b·out art forms whether they be of mue1c or paint1ng eo muc a ' f th d' ....... nd or· sculpture or archi tacture? Much o e lBCU~~:U&.on ~ 

wr'ting is perfectly pertinent. There are certa1n def1nite 
th~ngs about architecture that architects and ?ther~ interested 
in architecture like to know. There are certa1n th1ngs about 
painting and about music that are, B? to speak! p~yeical facts 
that are interesting in connection w1th the p~1nt1nge or the 
music but they are not the spirit of.baauty. The beauty of 
a symphony is entirely independent of.the fact that its second 
movement is somewhat different from the ordinary conventional 
form and that it was written in E flat. That is a fact that 
is i~portant enough to the lover of music or to the composer. 
It serves also to identify that particular composition •. It 
does little else. It is very probably that in a world of 
artists in which the channels for the perception· of beau.ty 
were cl~ar for nearly all persons, there would be much lass 
descriptive writing of art forms than there is now. Two per
sons who see a thing will say to each other, "I like it," 
or "I don't like it " and that is an and of the matter. One 
cannot be persuadad'into liking a beautiful painting or a 
symphony or a poem. And after all the description that one 
may indulge in about an art form, whether a novel or a poem 
or a play or a symphony or a painting or a building, ~ftar all 
the physical facts have been given with regard to length and 
breadth and thickness and style and key and tone, a final 
remark will sum it up and say, "It is very beautiful," or "it 
is not beautiful." 

Of course there is a place for descriptive ·and critical 
writings on art subjects. These are often interesting and 
instructive. It is possible to ·gat an idea of a work from such 
a description. The technical aspects of the work may·ba de
scribed, and some notion of the affects on the writer of the 
criticism may be induced in the mind of the reader, if his 
chanriel of perception of that particular form of art is clear 
and his imagination good. But he believes that the work is 
beautiful only because the writer says so. Nothing about the 
description can convey the beauty itself. It can only convey 
the impression that the beauty made· on the mind of the writer 
of the criticism, though the criticism itself may be beautifullY 
written, and itself entirely apart from 'i,ts subject, be a work 
of art. · · 

. 
Sometimes people enjoy good viriting about an art form 

more than they enjoy the art itself. That is entirely posai.ble. 
The writing they can understand and repeat. The art itself may 
or may not convey a message to them. Evenif it does, the 
sensation is very difficult to describe in words. 

What then, is beauty? The wri tar does not· remember any 
description, and has looked up none. The one that seems to 
him to be reasonable is that b·eauty is something that produc,es 
an exaltation of spirit, an ecstasy and noble enjoyment, that 
may be introduced through one or a number of channels, in 
varying dag}:'ees; that beauty introduced through one channel is 
apparently indescribable in terms of another; that it cannot 
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be described except by its effects; that it cannot be expressed 
in mathematical terms. When several things are put together 
to form beauty, the whole is not equal to the sum of the parts 
bu~ to a great deal more than the sum of the parts; and when ' 
th1ngs are put together and their effect is unpleasing and un
satisfactory, the whole is equal to less than the sum of the 
parts. No process of reasoning seems to explain why a certain 
sequence of tones continues to excite pleasing sensations and 
does not grow vulgar and commonplace with use. Such a seouence 
of tone~, which continues for hundreds of years, to give pleasure 
to succeeding generations, finally becomes a classic. It is 
called a classic because it has continued to please. If it 
does not continue to please, it will cease to be a classic and 
will disappear. 

Or, c onaider architecture. Why shou.ld a certain arrange
ment of pillars and cross beams and ornament appear perfectly 
harmonious and give aesthetic satisfaction, and another, using 
the same elements differently disposed, give no pleasure? Why 
should certain architectural details that are two thousand years 
old still be viewed with respect and admiration by architects, 
and why should these details still prove our principal means 
of adornment of structures?· Simply because they have appealed 
to something that we call the perception of beauty in the best 
trained minds and spirits in the profession of architecture, 
throughout hundreds of years. These classic designs, so-called, 
have only become classic because they have not failed, through 
generations, to please the majority of people who w~re the. 
best judges. They hold their place be~ause of a maJority.vote 
throughout the ages, and can only be d1_sp~aced by a majo;I'l ty 
vote. All secalled classics become class1cs only througn the 
process of time. rrhey did not start out classics. Sometimes 
it is unfortunate that they are called classics. If one could 
just meet them casually and enjoy them, he might get to lo~e 
them more than he does now, since he is constan~ly told before 
he meets th~m that he must enjoy them because tney are classics. 

In closing, there is one aspect of beaut~f that d~serves. to 
be emphasized. Even one who has been only sl1ght~y g1fted by 
the Almighty with a perception of beauty and has oeen e~couraged 
to develop that sense of beauty' is given a power of en,J oyrnent 
that is priceless. Unquestionably the most beautiful tnings 
that we have are the varying aspects of nature, which are free 
to all without price and which, therefore, are most neglected. 
One can see people w~lking down an avenue, calmly neglectful 
of a wonderful sunset which all the powers of man could ~?; d 
duplicate hurrying to get home to get ready to go to a n r -

t 't · t t lonO' price. The man who has some a p-
rate en er al!lmen a a ';:) f t thrill every time he 
preciation of the beauty of orm ge s a ses he O'ets more 
pa
1

sees a be~u~~f~~es!I~~~~~~; t~~nm~~~ ~:ner doe~. A perception 
p easure ou , . P The possessor of a per-
of b~auty does not de~a~~ 0:-~~s~~ch mora pleasure from certain 
cept1on of beauty pro a Y t without any of the 
objects than some owners can ever g: ~nd fear of theft. The 
mundane troubles of o~ersh~p, ta~~ot help sharing it, and he 
possessor of a beautifulfthtlng cain any· intelligently arranged 
thus becomes. a real bene ac or. 
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world, the man who is wise enough to put up a beautiful st·ruc
ture would not only be relieved from taxes on it, but would 
be paid a bonus because of his contribution to the happiness 
of mankind, it being the purpose of man to be happy. 

The extent to which the enjoyment of (the richness of) 
life could be increased by more intelligent handling of the 
beauty in our lives is a rather amazing thing, ·but since 
beauty is intangible and cannot be reduced to a city or
dinance, it will probably continua to be more or less un
considered in our work-a-day world. In this day and gener
ation when men v10rk fewer hours each day and spend more hours 
in other avocations, and the opportunity to express one's self 
becomes increasingly difficult on account of the complexity 
of our civilization, one wonders if to some exte.nt an appreci
ation of beauty which we will have more time to develop~ will 
not make life much more tolerable. Does it not seem that we 
are receiving wonderful physical helps to enjoyment, with all 
our modern contrivances,.without somehow doing very much to 
improve the senses that we enjoy things with? Possibly 
nothing contributes to our happiness on earth more than some 
sort of development of our faculties for the perception of 
beauty. This is true, whether we are conscious of it or not. 

Perhaps it would be wise to compel all structure and 
reproductions that are not exhibited indoors to conform to 
certain standards, ~he general level of artistic taste is 
poor, somewhat because most of the things one sees and hears 
on the street are poor, It ought to be just as wrong to 
expose an ugly ~uilding as to indulge in a form of indecency. 
It ought to be JUSt as wrong to emit ugly sounds as profanity. 
Beauty, after ·all, is eternal. She is worshipped by a host 
of votaries and_ followed afar off by many others, One can
not help believing that there is some real connection between 
beauty and nobility, Anything that gives such pure and un
selfish emotions and sensations cannot be allied with evil 
In an. age in which the world seems to have gone temporarily 
mad, 1t is comforting to believe that while the .things of 
beauty that we lo~e. may ~e temporarily obscured, t.o young 
eyes, the clear v1s1on of the future will rediscover them 
and the youth of the future will bow down to them again. 

JOHN T, FAIG 
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The ~ost.unfortu~ate result of the spread of the doctrine 
o~ evolut1on.1n the n1neteenth century was the outbreak of a 
b1tter confl1ct between science and religion which was the most 
virulent since the trial of Galilee. While we may agree with 
Spencer that there is always a deep and lasting antagonism 
~etween them, yet it is one which becomes acute only at rare 
1ntervals;--at those times when the issue spreads so as to 
enlist the attention of the general public, To-day, it is 
}ight-heartedly assumed that there is no need for such bitter-
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ness; both sides are honestly w ki f 
and both sh?uld become recon~il~~-a~~ e~~o~~:g;~o~oof.huma~ity 
pea~e. I~ lt ~ot probable, that this opinion is due ~ve a 
of lntenslty of convictions and weariness from a confl~cfoss 
seem unable to settle? Beneath this apparent indifferencewe 
lies the r~al reas?n for the truce; science, for the time bein 
att~e~~t, lS the v1ct~r. The world is dominated by the scient~fic 
100 no , we may have. d1~carded many ,of the specific conclusions 
of the_great Evolut1on1sts, but their method of thought still 
governs c~urch and state. Sociologists may agree that Spencer's 
specific 1deas o~ the st~te are not correct; the clergy may 
admit that Fi~ke s human1tarian religion does not held together 
the congregat1ons; the biologists have found th<"t Darwin, great 
genius that he was, could not foretell the facts which have 
since been discovered and which destroy the foundations of' his 
hypothesis; they may claim that Spencer was weak in his knowledge 
of biology ~nd Huxley too prone to pass from the calm discussion 
of scientif1c truth to the passionate methods of the propagandist· 
all still accept their philosophy of evolution and all use their ' 
method to search for the truth in both the material and spiritual 
realms. If th~ doctrine of evolution has added confusion to · 
social questions which are closely involved with material af
fairs, it must be even more dangerous as a guide to religion 
w~ose cultivation and discipline are the furthest removed fr~m 
our_animal characteristics, 

Before any standards of criticism can be set, we must have 
a fairly clear agreement as to what religion and science are, 
All the evolutionists are conspicuous for their tendence to 
confuse religion with idolatry. Spencer may say: "Religion, 
everywhere ,present as a weft running through the warp of human 
history, expresses some eternal fact."* But his criticism of 
religion is not on the basis of itsbeing an essential and 
eternal verity. His presentation of religion is always under 
the aspect that this fundamental verity is degraded by error 
and superstition in practice. This is pernicious because he 
judges the ba·nefi ts of religion by the practice of the masses 
instead of by the lives of the better few. It isnot the 
criticism of a philosopher who sould consider principles and 
not practice. And it is not honest criticism because he esti
mates the practice of principles of all sorts by the people in 
the following cynical fashion: "While character remains un
changed, institutions cannot be fundamentally changed.---The 
masses can appreciate nothing but immediate and material boons.-
They fall under one kind of dominance -after another,"** 

When the evolutionists discuss the qualities of science and 
its cultivation they do so con amore. It is easy to prove this 
by passa"'es from any of their writings. They define science as 
an organized body of facts and of laws and ignore the vast body 
of hypothesis and speculation which, as any student knows, fills 
the major portion of any treatise on science; they discuss 

'religion as if it were only hypothetical and speculative and 
overlook the equally great accumulation of facts and laws about 
the spiritual life, or, rather they class these as science and 
leave to religion only the attributes of emotionalism. Thus 

* First Principles. p.20 
**Autobiography. vol. II, P• 434 
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S ites that men of science· are impatient of the pre-
pencer wr · d 'th est bl' h d tensions of religion because they a:e "occup1e Wl a 1s e 

truths and accustomed to regard th1ngs not already known as 
things' to be hereafter discovered."*. And Fiske constantly 
condemns the doctrines of the Christ1an Church because of the 
superstition and idolatry with which th~ mass~s are prone ~o 
personify God and in the next breath, w1th ch1ldish credul1ty, 
accepts on faith the superstitions and idolatry of science 
which portray the form and qualities-of atoms and ethe:s, and 
narrates the history of an infinite universe from its 1nception 
to modern times. Spencer and Fiske speak reverently of the . 
Absolute Unknown and of religion, but they are e·qually emphat1c 
that all religions, except the submission to Natural Law, are 
degraded by their errors, but they do not dwell on the erro:s 
and absurdities of science. Thus, the impression one gets lS 
that science seeks the truth; religion cultivates deception. 
Men of science are critical, while men of religion are gul~ible. 
The one is judged under its best aspects and the other by 1ts 
worst. Can we truthfully say that the masses have degraded 

. religion more than they have science? What is the attitude 
towards medicine· or any of the laws of nature, but the same 
superstition and, idolatry as towards religion? · 

If we are to compare science and religion we must consider 
the best of each and decide whether rational or moral aspir
ations and practice have been the more efficacious in promoting 
civilization. I cannot see that the scien-tific 11 deanthropo
morphization of God" into the Absolute Unknowable which in
stitutes natural law is any more exact than, or in fact dif
ferent from, the idea of God as the essence of spirit and truth 
which is the belief of the best teachers of religion. Nor do 
I think that the materialism of the ordinary convert to evolu
tionary science is any more critical or any sounder in its 
blind acceptance of scientific hypothesis than is the idealism 
of the ignorant and credulous Christian. 

What most distinguishes our attitude towards rel igfon from 
that of the Middle Ages is our disbelief in miracles and our 
unauestioning reliance on the scientific postulates that all 
phenomena are continuous in time and sapce, and are the effects 
of' natural causes. As I have used the words spirit and spirit
ual in these lectures, not in the ·vulgar sense of disembodied 
personalities, but rather as synonyms for the psychic or 
hyperphysical element as defined by Plato and Aristotle, so 
I shall not usa·the word miracle as descriptive Of the legendary 
stories of early peoples or as indicativeof the .supernatural 
events used to strengthen the faith of the credulous; these 
for the most part are insignificant and puerile. I mean by 
miracles those events in the natural world which transcend any 
known physical or biological law and especially most of the 
events in the hyperphysical or psychic world. These, I shall 
claim, are neither confirmed nor disproved by scientific methods, 
since they lie outside the realmof the rational and science 
has discovered no methods of measuring them, or of dealing with 
them. 

*First Principles, p. 16 
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. Science does not embrace all phenomena and 1 t has not, 
for 1ts use, all the criteria of truth. For example, when 
P:ofessor Haldana says there is a break between physics and 
b7olo~y and a~other between biology and psychology, he is ad
ml t~ing two m1raclas, one of' life and the other of the spirit. 
Du:1ng th~ time when.the earth was too hot to permit life to 
ex1st on 1t, the laws of the physical sciences could alone 
account for its history. 1.'/han lifebegan, there began with it 
the laws of biology. If Professor Haldane is correct that the 
laws of ~he two sciences are not convertible, the appearance 
of life lS a break, or miracle; it cannot be explained by 
physical law and there evidently could not have been a pre
existent biological causa. The same would be true when self
consciousness appeared in man; we cannot obviously account for 
what we may call the spirit by any preceding pher.omena of 
biology of physics, The desire to link the three categories 
of the material, the vital, and the spiritual into a single 
monistic philosophy is naturally strongest amongst those 
psychologists who are endeavouring to find a biological and 
physiqal support for their science and to develop the mind as 
a progress from the beginning of time. The biologists are quite 
willing to escape from the psychologists, but they cling to 
physics because they, too, are embarrassed by the admission 
that life began in a miraculous way. The physicists persist 
in excluding'both life and spirit as phenomena of matter and 
energy and show no desire to complicate further their already 
intricate problems. Thus the sciences of physics, biology, 
and psychology may be valid for cart a in classes of phenomena 
and within restricted periods of time. Again, as another 
example, if a man is standing still, he will remain in that 
position forever according to the laws of physics unless he be 
constrai~ed to move by soma external force. But, it is common 
experience, that the man may, by thought, will to band his 
knees· his muscles contract, and he moves.~e physicist can 
find ~o external causa for this motion and it is, so far as he 
is concerned,. a miracle, transcending the laws of physics. As 
for biology and psychology, they cannot tall whether ~he man 
will move' why he moves' when he will move. or hh~re n~ will 
move. Not to be able to predict any of these act1o~s remove~ 
the action from the laws of science. For the solut1on of th1s 
problem of simple motion, no objective obsarv~tions or ax- . 
periments will find a cause; it is locked up 1n the subject1va 
mind of the man who moves. 

It is said that Cardinal Newman was once rep~oachad because 
of his acceptance under authority, of the many m1raclas of the 
Catholic Church. 'Tci this reproach he ~nswered that the belief 
in God was so supreme and so·awful a ~1racle tha~, when he had 
compelled himself to admit that on fa1 th, all otnars, sa~med f 
trivial Yet the belief in God is the most general oel1af o 
ali tim~s. Most evolutionists indignantly deny atheismth And 
faith in God whether it be the idol of the barb~rian, iait 

·' f S encer and Fiske, or the Dlvine Sp r 
Inscrutable Power o P . 'th •t the conviction of a 
of the Christian or Jew, carrleS Wl dlthe self-consciousness 
power which ins~i~utedT~a!~~~~ ~~~ :~istence of God in any sensa 
of the human sp1r1t. h ibility of the miraculous. 
of the word is to admit t e poas 
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'To say that natural law was instituted by a P~war and to 

deny that natural law may be suspended or changed lS .. to accept 
the greater mystery a.nd to deny a loss. If God inst1tuted the 
laws by which the solar system moves then I sea no reason! so 
far as physics is concerned, why the sun may not have stood 
still at the command of God through J~shua. To say th~t it 
would have deranged the solar system 1s an argumant·wh1ch 
should have no more weight than to deny tha~ a rna~ wh~ had 
made a machine could not stop it and start 1t aga1n w1thout 
deranging its mechanism. The disbelief in such miracles comas 
from the conviction of so steadfast a reign of law th~t the . 
purpose of the miracles is not commensurate with the 1nfract1on 
of the law. But believing, as I do, in free-will which is 
contrary to scientific law, and that man can comprehend to a 
degree the laws of the universe, it seems reasonable to assume 
that he also to the same extent comprehends the creator of 
the laws. The service which science ·has rendered to religion 
is to show that the lass religion depends on material phenomena 
and 9n material laws for its support the purer and nobler it 
becomes and less subject to an idolatry of the miraculous. 

Man's position in·nature may truly be classed as unique; 
his existence is miraculous. So far as we ·can observe, his 
body is composed of the common inorganic materials, he is 
subject to the same biological laws which apply to a vast 
number of other organic bodies; but he alone possesses a third 
nature, self-consciousness, which he has found nowhere else 
in the universe. By self- consciousness, I mean the actions 
which we class as morals.· We are convinced that our actions 
alone can be judged by the attributes of good or evil. ·Many 
attempts have been made to prove that we are constrained by 
law, that our acts arid thoughts are as unconscious as those 
of automata; such attempts have failed to convince. ·We seem 
to be in a world of facts and laws which are not sub jeot to any 
change, but we ·also seem able to rearrange the ob jeoti ve world 
so long as we respect certain rules of the game. We have also 
discovered many facts and .laws of our subjective world as car~ 
tain as those of the objective world; while we can never be 
sure that our interpretation of the objective world is true 
because its data are known to us through our sensations; we 
can be certain that our subjective world is real or else it 
does not exist so long as we believe it to be unique. So 
Descartes was willing to group all animals as automata but in 
man he placed a soul and Huxley saw in man the end of natural 
selection because his self-consciousness permitted him to 
create an artificial world of good and evil. · 

VIe have discovered a body of facts and laws for our sub jec
tive world. They are fully as certain as, but they are not 
commensurate with, the facts and laws of the objective world. 
Our mental and spiritual world is continuous, but it is not 
limited in time and space as are physical phenomena. We have 
learned to judge conduct and to trace the effects of right and 
wrong so that we believe in order in. thi·s spiritual realm as 
we do in our environment, but we find also here startling and 
inexplicable breaks which we are forced to class with the 
miraculous. Thera are numerous oases of men whose character 
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and motives are a matter of a th . 
changed suddenly the whole co u en.tlc :ecord and who have 
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examples of this we may cite ~~se of llf?; as .conspicuous 
St. Francis Assisi and of Pa e 9on;erslon of .3t • Paul' of 
cause for such abr~pt changes 

8 ~~1 i. /'~ ~~n find no sufficient 
of tha nature of the miraculous 1 e, ~Y appeal to me as 
ologists point to the influence.ofi ~mt q~lte aware that physi
bodily derangement, but these . men a h~llucination and to 
of mental and bodily sanity an~e~f~~e cons~1cuous.as examples 
Others will say that the mystery . een ~r1tical Judgment. 
came we do not understand the sc~=n~~~~ c Y 1!w:e~~i~~ on~ db e-
we do of matter. I know too that th . e mln as ps h 1 · t ' ' ere 1 s a school of 
th~~ ~h~~~~tsi~h~l~ai~sth~mselv~s behaviourists. They hold 

~~a~~ri{r:~s~~u;~U~O~ rh:s~~B~~i~~!.:n~h~~~~~~Sp~~n~~=n~~~ma 
11 1 . now all there lS to what we erroneousl 

~~ t ~fa an~ self-c~nsciousneas, They discuss the mind by Y 
~s anyin~ its ex1stence, and they have never produced the 

sl1gh~ast e~1dence that thought has any connection with the 
posit1ons o~ atoms in the brain nor have they shown the sl±~ht
e~t s~milar1ty between purpose and physical energy. rhe beliefs 
o th1s school of scientists are ~s naive and as incredible as 
~re the crudest miracl~s of the age of mythology. · 

:',(**********• 
The social evolutionists place much emphasis on what their 

doctrine means for civilizatio~. They picture a steady pro~ress 
of society from a herd of brutes to our present society and fore
tell a fu~ur~ perfect state when a reign of law shall control 
t~e confl1ct1ng aims of egoism and altruism. It is rather dif
flcult to see what progress the cultivation of the physical and 
biological sciences can accomplish except to extend our knowledge 
of.our environment and to increase our material welfare. In 
th1s .respect, our civilization has been a great and signal ex
panslon •. The goal of this scientific achievement is industrial
ism. We are not ready to say that life and we certainly do 
not find that it has brought peace to the world or that it has 
reconciled the egoism and altruism of the human race. 

T~e evolutionists may point to progress in many things, but 
none of them ventures to claim that the standards of individual 
ability have been advanced. Aristotle, Hipparchus, and 
Archimedes still rank with Darwin, Galilee, and Newton in scien
tific acumen; Socrates and Jesus still stand unchallenged in 
moral character. Professor Conklin and others who have tried 
to reconcile biological evolution with social and moral progress 
admit that such progress cannot be claimed for tbe few of su
perior ability who have appeared throughout historical times. 
They admit that the best amopgst the Greeks have not been sur
passed by the best today, but contend that progress lies in the 
wider diffus1 on of ability and culture. Even such a progress 
cannot be admitted: the common people are as ready to seize on 
immediate benefits and material' boons as t'he·y ever were, and they 
still fall as foolishly under one kind of dominance after another. 
Can Professor Conklin be so short-sighted as not to see that he 
has advanced an argument which is, if true, convincing proof 
against the idea of progress of society by biological e!olution? 
For society as a whole to progress there must be a cont1nuous 
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growth in the standards .of civilization and in the ability of 
its leaders as well as in the diffusion of ability and 
character. Unless· the fittest individuals constantly advance 
in succeeding generations, progress will cease when society· 
attains to their stationary standards. This is merely the 
fundamental idea of natural selection. Let us suppose that a 
few individuals of a species are possessed of a slightly ad
vantageous trait and that, by extermination or by the spread 
of that trait, all the individuals come to possess it to the 
same degree, there will be no evolution of a new species un
less there is also a continuous increase of the trait amongst 
a few favored individuals in succeeding generations. To say 
that society may ultimately attain the level of the best in
dividuals of the past ages is a different thing from the 
claim that society will progress indefinitely. ·Knowing the 
best characteristics of the past we would know the goal to
warda which man moves even though the goal towards which all 
creation moves is still shrouded in mystery. 

Those who still follow the example of the pioneers in 
the doctrine of sociological evolution invariably run against 
that mystery, or miracle, of the unknown and unexpected vari
ation of individauls, the fact that blood ties give certain 
common characteristics of power or weakness and that at the 
same time each individual is unaccountably different from his 
ancestors and his contemporaries. The historians and sociol
ogists have not proved to us that the course of society is not 
principally the result of the ability and effort of individuals. 

The attempt to find a path of progress from a primitive 
to an advanced civilization or to find the causes of change 
has not been successful. It must be true that knowledge, from 
the accumulation of experience, must grow with time in an 
organism such as man. He has the faculty of adding to, ·as well 
as of remembering, the accomplishments of the past, and he has 
developed speech and writing in which past records are trans
mitted and preserved; and he has thus escaped from the bondage 
of the merely repetitive acts of plants and other animals. But 
we still find that the most pronounced characteristic of the 
generality of people is to hold obstinately to past customs 
and past ideals. Ju~t as in palaeontology, where the strik
ing fact is the pers1stence of ty-pes rather.· t}lan a.' tendency to
wards variation, s~ the striking fact in mental development is 
tne obstinate· pers1stence of the common people of all races. 

~n all parts of the world today, except where the civi
lizatlo~ of the few dominant races has intruded and ;compelled 
the nat1ves to adopt new customs and new ideas, thet.e has been 
n? progress, or even change, for thousa:nds of years~ Even in 
c1vilized Europe and North America the common people have 
progressed but little, if at all, in the essentials of thought 
and character beyond those which were possessed by the more 
vigorous people of the earliest historical times. A certain 
mechanica~ civilization has been imposed upon them much as it 
~as been 1mposed upon the negr·oes in the United States. But 
1f we consider real mental ability which consists in .judging 
what are the true and lasting benefits of life we must agree 
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with Spencer; the average person cares only for immediate and 
personal boons and ca~ot restrain his ~ppetites or know 
whether what he seeks 1s really for the benefit of h' lf' of his race • · 1mse and 

As for the facts and laws of, morality, it is conceded that 
they have been ~own for thousands of years. It is also true 
that the very h1ghest communities have not been able to attain 
these standards or to make them operative. These laws were 
given to us by men who, so far as scientific power and knowledge 
are concerned, were unenlightened barbarians, They have been 
reiterated from time to time since the days of Hammurabi and 
y~t the best.of our co~temporaries would be content to have 
l1ved accord1ng to the1r precepts. Europe is even now plunged 
in a state of fear, hatred, and envy which could not be sur
passed at any time in its history however far backwards it mi?"ht 
be traced. Thus moral progress is not coincident with scienti~ic 
achievement or even causally related to it. If morals were mere
ly an adaptation to our environment, as some have believe~ or 
if they were conventions of society, they then should rise' and 
fall with the rhythm of rational and scientific progress. In
stead of such variation, the standards of morality remain fixed 
and eternal truths. They are seen clearly by a comparatively 
few gifted individuals who appear from time to time in the most 
different social,environments. And we can safely say that all 
of us who attempt to break these laws, do so not from a lack 
of ~nowledge of wha~ is right but because we have not the will 
to.reatrain our desires. From what I have observed, many have 
been able to evade the physical laws, but I have found no one 
who has broken the moral laws and escaped the 'punishment v.h ich 
leaves an indelible stain on the character and mars the peace 
of mind which belongs only to a righteous life, 

From all the discussion evoked by the study of history, 
one fact, end it seams to be one of supreme importance, stands 
out clearly and unchallenged. V/hat we believe to be the higher 
forms of civilization have arisen from a very few primitive 
stocks. If we neglect the more or less questionable surmises 
which have been made by anthropologists and start from a period 
when our records are considered reliable we can locate these 
influential stocks. 'Ne find that the peoples found on the 
African and American continents produced no important civilized 
states with the except ion of the Egyptians, Mexicans, and 
Feruvians whose influence has been slight if not negligible. 
In Asia we find the stationary states of the Chinese and the . 
Hindus and the vanished societies of Mesopotamia •. The Malays1an 
peoples of the Pacific Islands give no contribution. Lastly 
in Europe the Greeks showed certainly that they possessed the 
almost ·unlque power of continued self-development. There have 
been various attempts to show from what stock. they descended; 
they undoubtedly sucked inspiration from t~eir neigh?ou~s, but 
they so quickly su:t'passed all others that 1 t was the1r 1deas 
which prevailed ~nd spread. The rest of the European peo~les! 
from whatever stocks they may have risen, owe their civil1zat1on 
to the Greeks, The one ·qossi ble except ion is the Romans; yet 
their power is so bound up with Greek culture that although 
they became the dominating power of Europe, we may say they were 
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rather the instrument for the spread of civilization.t~an it~ 
originator. There is an analog;y be:tween the later C1V1liza~1on 
of the Gauls, Teutons, Celts, and others, and that of the Greeks 
similar to Darwin's classification of the evolution of domesti
cated animals by artificial selection and of those, i~ the wild 
state by natural selection. In the one case, variat1on is 
directed and constrained to follow certain lines by a superior 
directing power; in the other case we can find no cause direct-

. ing the fluctuating variations due to hereditary changes. 

The most we can say of the European stocks is that they 
have the ability to recei v.e, and perhaps to improve, the Greek 
culture which the Romans impressed upon them in their early 
plastic state. But we have no proof that any of the human 
stocks has not the innate ability to become mora or less civil
ized under constraint. Even the African negroes have quickly 
assumed the external forms of our most complex oiv,ili~ation 
and no one can predict how far they may be able to go while 
directed and aided by the initiative of others. 

While we have not been able to discover any general laws 
of evolution, either of environment or of a subjective nature, 
which will explain why some stocks become civilized and others 
do not, yet there is an almost startling fact to be noticed 
from which we can draw an important conclusion. ~he legends 
and history of the stagnant peoples have brought down to us 
hardly a single nama of a single individual, of such a race,. 
who was distinguished by creative ability in art, literature, 
religion, science, or government. VIe can recall but a few 
names, and these not for work of great distinction, of all 
those millions of people during thousands of years, except it 
be for personal bravery or leadership in war. 

. On the other hand those stocks which developed a true 
social ci·Vilization have preserved for us the names and ac
complishments of a long line of especially gifted individuals. 
These became the leaders and teachers of' their contemporaries 
and descendants. And the advance of any people which has· con
ti~ued to progress has been accompanied by the frequency of the 
appearance of such gifted individuals. The appearance of these 
superior men is startlingly sudden and unexpe·cted; we cannot 
predict when or in what field of endeavour they will appear; 
te cannot f.ind in their ancestry the qualities which would make 
it probable that it would produce a genius; we cannot tell 
whether the ideas of the genius will bear fruit or will prove 
to be sterile. 

' . 
. The influence of the individual on the progress of society 
1s closely analogous to the present 11 mutation" theory of bi
o~ogical evolution. The biologists have been compal~.d to 
g1ve up general laws and general causes for the variation of 
species, and are pretty well convinced that it is due to the 
sudden and unexpected variations in individuals. For example, 
if a large number of seeds from a a ingle plant are grown, each 
will have certain characteristic differences from the others, 
and a new species is due to the true breeding of such individual 
abrupt changes. Such a cause ca·nnot evidently be classed as a 
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general law, since it depends on individual idiosyncrasies 
rather than on common qualities. 'Ue can admit the fact of 
variati?n by such a cause; as I before remarked, a reptile may 
have la1d and hatched an egg which turned out to be a feathered 
bir~. Bu~ such an admiesion,while it may close the palaeonto
loglcal gap between reptiles and birds, is quite contrary to 
the purpos~ .of a scientific hypothesis. So, too, if sociologi
cal variat1·one are due to the sudden and unexpected variations 
in a few individuals instead of the onward sweep of variations 
of a social organism, there is not much hope that we can find 
general laws for a science of history or of sociology. 

We have had at least three attempts to construct elaborate 
cosmogonies which have fascinated the imagination: Flato con
ceived a universe of the ideal, Descartes pictures it as a 
machine obedient only to mechanical law, and Spdncer as an 
evolution from homogeneity to heterogeneity in which matter, 
motion, and life are woven together in an incomprehensible 
verbal scheme. These structures have no correspondence with 
reality, they are illusion without substance and give neither 
shelter nor security to the spirit. Is it still not the truth 
that our real course of 1 if a should be to adapt oursel vas as 
beet we can to the Philosophy of the Unexpected, guided ao far 
as possible by the few facts in the objective and in the sub
jective world, which we have been able to discover and use? 
We continue to pass our lives in a world of mystery and of the 
miraculous in which the unexpected constantly intrudes. 

How can we speak of a science of history or of sociology 
· when a Moses unexpectedly appears in a nation of bondsmen and 

leads them to independence or when Jesus is born in an obscure 
carpenter's family and institutes a new ideal and a new life in 
the world? In Greece, during a state of society hardly to be 
distipguiehed from barbarism, the poems of, Homer which have never 
been surpassed flash out; as unexpectedly rhales! whos~ ancestry 
isunknown creates philosophy by finding a princ1ple of order 
in what s~ems to be chaos. In our own times, Napoleon, esca};es 
from assassins and profoundly changes,th~ cour~e o~ history~ 
A Newton springs from a humble farmer e family, a ut. Franc1e 
from the nobility; a Darwin from a line of intellectual anc~stry. 
The history of all nations, which have playa~ a part ,in ~ivll
ization is a chronicle of the deeds and thought~ of tne few 
superior individuals who have issued from all k1nds of ancestry 
and in the most different surroundings. 

sometimes the common people vaguely appreciate the super
lative benefits given to them by such richly endowed individuals. 
1~6st often they learn reluctantly new ideas, and then they. are 
~pt to choose what seams to· offer them immediate but tra~s1tory 
boons and are led by power but untrustworthy guides. That a 
nation may continue to progress we must have not only a steady 
supply of gifted individuals but they must ~ome.at the iro~~r 
time when their ideas can oe carried out effectlvely. 8 1 

. . b bl . f Hero of Alexandria' with his knowledge of the. 
pro a e, l h d lived in a community and at a tlme 
motive power of steam, .a th t we should have had to wait 
prepared to apply htitshdlstcoeva.mer~~gin:~ Again if nagar Bacon 
for Watt to perfec e s · ' 
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had been understood, the age of science might have began·much 
earlier. There is no trait more pronounced in average men than 
a reluctance to accept new ideas or to conform to new habits. 
We prefer to follow the example of the past with its knovrn 
conditions rather than to experiment with new possibilities· 

. ' 
and this inherent conservatism has often served as a safeguard 
as well as a danger. 

At· rare intervals, an extraordinarily large number of 
gifted individuals appear almost simultaneously and this event 
produces a temporary moral and intellectual exaltation in the 
whole community. This seems to be the explanation of the 
Golden Age of Greece and of the Renaissance in Italy, if that 
can be called an explanation which gi vas no cause for such a 
production of genius. Every little tovm could point to its 
illustrious citizens, and the whole community absorbed and 
sha~ed the honour of their achievements. The progress of 
civilization, on the other hand, ceases at those times when 
mediocrity alone prevails or when circumstances stifles the 
work of ¥en ius. I am thus., proposing the opposite philos-ophy 
to that 1ntroduced by the ~vo1utionists of the last century. 
They believed the appearance of gifted individuals to be due 
to tha general progress of society; whereas I base the upward 
and .. downward movements of society on the unexpected appearance 
of the few who slowly impart beneficial ideas and inventions 
to a usually reluctant commonalty. 

Is it merely unreasoning pessimism to look upon the present 
state of society with apprehension or to think the present lack 
of eminent men ominous for the new future at least? We are 
passing t~rough a severe convulsion of society. Our philosophy 
and re~ig~on have been shocked to their foundations, and the 
Evol~t1on1sts have given us no new positive beliefs or any 
spir1tu~l check ~o control·our wayward fancies and desires. 
0':-r r~p1d e~tens1on of power over our environment has brought 
w1th 1t an 1ndustrialism whose social effects we have not been 
able to.understand or to guide into safe channels. Other social 
r~volut1ons, such as that which began towards the end of the 
e1ghtee~th century, were .Productive of great men of thought 

·and act1on, but we cannot point to such an effect in our ·own 
times; we stand distracted and alarmed because of the lack of' 
leaders. 

In our crisis,, we do not turn to great individuals and 
in fact we should have difficulty in finding them · to t~ach us 
~~w m!~rs a~~ a new religion. We are placing our hopes on groups 
a . ocrl Y,---o~ Covenants of a League of Faace, on social 
~~~c1es, on organ1zed charities, on cooperation and on com

~ e~s, on p~ans ?f ~alief and on plans of organization. We 
m~r~~t ~uxl~y 8 st1ng1ng aphorism that, if wisdom lies in a 

th 
l u e o counsellors, it is to be found in only a few of 

em. 

inn There are faint signs of restiveness which may be the be
g ing of our :ealization that we need great men rather than 
~~e~nn organizat1ons to show us the way of sal vat ion. ·we are 

g ing to see that the plans for a permanent settlement of 
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ou: troubles formulated by however large and complex an associ
a~lon of mediocr~ men and women, fortified by any amount of 
statistics and d1agrammatic curves of avera~es will necessarily 
be cursed by mediocrity. We need a Moses t~ l~ad us out of the 
bon~age of the mach,~ne. A recent writer forcibly pictures our 
bew1ldered state: There has never b~en a time, and pray 
Heaven there never will come a time, when a great man cannot 
do more than a great machine, when it will not be worth more to 
humanity to breed up able, true men than to build up organiza
tions. A mac~ine can have great force; a crowd is very power
ful, but mach1nes and crowds do not miracles. A man who has a 
touch of genius in him can do what passes sight and reason· it 
is man who are taken up to Valhalla to live with gods, not' 
nations or courts or leagues. 'The more I sea of mankind,' 
wrote Addison sincerely to Halifax, 'the more I learn to value 
extraordinary men.'"* 

It is sometimes cited as a proof of the efficacy of the 
gos.pel of natural evolution that its founders were men of high 
morals and pure motives, and of keen intellectual ability. So 
they were, but they were also moulded in their youth by the 
gospel of another rel~gion. To find the effect of their preach
ing we must look to tpe coming generation whose early training 
has been in their hands. Theyouth of today are replying in no 
uncertain tones, that their teachers have failed to show them 
a standard other than to obtain out of life what pleasure and 
success can be snatched. Our moral standard are certainly 
changed; whether the new freedom of speech and the new freedom 
from sex restraint are blessings or not must be left for time 
to decide. ,But it is not to be denied that the gospe 1 founded 
on reason has been followed by a generation whose interest in 
intellectual matters is more languid and whose absorption in 
material amusements and in restless activity is greater than 
it was a century ago. 

So far the Christian Church, or at least an influential 
portion of it has accepted evolution, but it has failed to find 
in the doctri~e any strong incentive to lead the religious life. 
The clergy have made the profound mistake of not realizing that 
they are not concerned with the scientific aoctrine of biologi
cal' evolution. It should make no difference to ~hem whether 
corporeal man was created by a special act of Goa or whether 
he is linked to.the rest of organic begins. Their business is 
not with man as an animal but with man as an immortal spirit • 
If the spirit or soul is merely an evol~t~on of life then I 
can see no need for a separation of rel1g1on fro~ the other 
customs and habits of social life nor, in fact, ±:om ~he social 
life of any other animal. The doctrine of evolut1on 1s a. . 
rational doctrine and it cannot be mede to include the sp~r1t, 
which is essentially irrational and miraculous~ .The attr1butes 
of God and of the soul are solely a matter of fa1 th and can be 
nei.ther proved nor disproved by science. 

· Shaken in their belief, the clergy are not profoundly con
vinced of the truth of their r.~ligion. They may teafch thaltt~here 
is a personal God and that He has brokijn the chain o avo u 1011 

*The Villager 1923 
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by giving to man an immortal soul, but the weig~of their 
argument is based on the reason rather than on the miraculous. 
They maw teach ·that God has revealed the higher law to a few 
individuals, now and then, and the. t Jesus was, in a manner 
divine. But they sedulously minimize the elements of the 
miraculous in the lives of the prophets who are to the 
average person t}?.e living symbols of God and religion·. They 
repeat the creeds of the church, but they place upon them 
their own interpretation which is 'quite contrary to the simple 
meaning of the words they use. And their interpretation is 
acceptable n~ither to faith nor to reason; it is neither 
frankly spiritualistic nor materialistic. 

Distracted by the tmpossible attempt to reconcile rational 
progress and moral stability, very many'have given up the 
search for spirituality altogether. Their sole aim is to get 
from life what pleasure and what success they may, The ma
jority hav~.turned rather to humanitarianism and are hopeing 
to save soc1ety by a more equitable distribution of the com
forts and east of life, They fail to see that the prevailing 
unrest and. dissatisfaction do not come from a lack of. the 
necessities which. permit a righteous·life, but that they are 
due to the envy of the luxur:ie s of others. The inevitable 

. inequalities of fortune are increased by the emphasis placed 
on material welfare and the attempts to increase it. Even 
the poor are today so surrounded with mechanical contrivances 
and social aids th~t th~i~ material life compares favourably 
with that of the r1ch of former times. Yet we see no con
tentment of mind. Unless the righteous life can be shown to 
be the inestimable reward of existence and unless its·attain
ment is accompanied with a certain indifference to success and 
comfort there is little value in religion. And I can find in 
the d~ctrine of evolution no guide to such a standard of life. 
In sp1te of the degradation by superstition and idolatry of 
~hich.they are accued, the great religions have held faith 
1n t~1n~s unseen steadily before us; they have given an in
cen~l~~ for piety and the spiritual life which has held and 

· sat1sf1ed the bes~ minds of ~he past, I cr-;~n. find no symbol 
and no la~ to ~at1sfy our sp1ritual nature in the quasi
Christianlty of the humanitarian applications of evolution. 
The r~al te~de~cy of evolution is to be found in the phil
osophy of N1etzsche and not in the life of Christ. 

In the past, society turned to the precepts and example 
of a few gifted individuals for a standard of conduct. These 
teachers were so endowed with the wisdom of' analysing human 
hearts.and motives, and they set an example in the practice 
of the1r lives so unattainable by others that they were called 
prophets and were considered to be divine. 

However th~ religions instituted by these men may differ, 
they were all s1ngularly united in the fact that their funda
mental commandments were few in number and simple in precept 
And they had ~his most essential quality in common; they wer; 
almost exclus1vely commands not o~ what may be done but of 
wha~ ~a?~ be ~one; they were, in psychological terms, 
inh1b1t1ons. Tnese canons of religious conduct were based on 
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the assumption that moral facts and laws are even more certain 
and unchangeable than natural law. They are not a cod f 
venience shifting with ~he conventions of society as t~eo a~~n
believed to be by hurnan1 tarians and pragmatists. 1hey t~citl 
a~sumed tha~ one may do all those many things which appeal toy 
h1~,. except1ng

1 
~he few ~hich ~1arm either himself or others 

s~1r1tually. ~f1th all 1ts fa1lures, no one who reflects on the 
h1story of soc1ety can fail to do homaO'e to the results which 
have followed from the precepts of the~e individual teachers 
These precepts are bound up with the belief in free-will and' 
that th~ individ~al is personally res~onsible for his acts to 
a Divi:r:e Power wnose plan he i~ c~p~ble of ~nderstanding. 
Accord1~g ~o this doctrine of 1nh1b1tion, society is dependent 
on th~ 1nd1 vidual and. reform is due to the conviction of the 
indiVldUal that he, h1mself', must order his own life aright, 

Now, unfortunately, the reform and progress of society are 
bein~.un~ertaken by doctrinaire sociologists and pseudo-biologists 
who 1mag1ne a system of goverrunent and of ethics to be derived · 
from a scientific formula based on the laws of biological evol
ution. The method of this evolution is to be found, to th~ 
present time at least, in Darwin's doctrine of natural selection. 
So far as one can judge, these new arbiters of thought and con-. 
duct are not, themselves, persons who command either the respect 
or the adoration of their fellow-men on account of their ration
al superiority or their moral sublimity, rrhey make no appeal 
which compels us to conform our lives to their precepts or to 
the~r practice. Their claim to authority is based on the as
sumption that natural law is supreme and unique; the man of 
science is the law-giver and the laws for humanity are to be ob
tained in the laboratory, We are to seek for a social law, 
When it is found, all will obey it for the advantage ·of the race; 
all will follow the path of the common good, like, well-aimed 
bullets fired from a gun which, directed by the law of gravita-
tion, must necessarily hit the target. 

No one could have a greater respect for the character of the 
great· men of science than have I. But it has always seemed to 
me, when such men are removed fromtheir proper sphere of work 
and attempt to solve problems where both the conditions of work 
and the conclusions to be derived are lacking in the definite
ness necessary to the solution of a laboratory problem, that then 
they are singularly unfit to be followed as guides. Success in 
science requires a certain aloofness from the complex currents 
of .human endeavour and concentration on restricted phenomena 
which tend to narrow the mind. As a rule, the creative man of 
science is content to ieave to others the applications of his 
discoveries The interpretation of biology and the application 
of evolutio~ to social laws have spread to the public principally 
through the medium of the popularisars of science. The descent 
from .scientific accuracy to, the vague usa of scien~ific terms 
by the humanitarians and sociologists has been rapld and fatal. 

our command over our environment has ~ncr~ased enor~ously. 
during the past century owing to the appl1catlons of sc1entif1c 
discovery, and with it'has come a corr~spondingl~ large increase 
in the complexity of social life, It 1S a qu~st1on whether 
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this added power has been accompanied by a corresponding 
growth of judgment to usa it ~ightly. In other words, has 
man the ability to use this additional power to direct him
self in a democratic state without some ethical and pers·onal 
guide? We certai.nly will encounter grave difficulties and · 
go through much anguish of mind unless we can strengthen our 
inhibitions to use this power for good rather than for harm. 
The scientific law of evolution, as deduced from natural 
selection, is concerned with the preservation of the race and 
seems to have but little bearing on the morals and actions 
of the individual. At bottom, it declares that what is, is 
right, or, at least, it is the unavoidable; and conclusions 
can be deduced from it which will favour any line of conduct, 
as I have pointed out previously. 

In past crises, the philosophers have been the creators 
of new schools of thought and their criticism of lifehas 
come to the people through the preachers and the teachers. 
Today the philosophers are busy with epistemology, or the 
science of knowledge; they try to establish the right methods 
of obtaining knowledge or they indulge in endless logomachy 
instead of considering the right use of the knowledga.we 
already have in abundance. We are weary with the burden of 
facts and what we need is a guide to show us how to balance 
our knowledge with wisdom. If the foundations of revealed 
religion have been shaken by the agnosticismof science, we 
have been·left with no sure guide to take its place. Nothing 
is more evident, in the present state of scientific inquiry, 
than this same spirit of agnosticism towards any certainty 
to be derived from the data of scientific observation and 
experience. 

The passion for unity which lies at the root of scientific 
inquiry is responsible for the attempt to construct a monistic 
universe in which all phenomena are referred to a single law 
of the conservation of physical energy. And this passion for 
unity is but another name for the willfulness of the intel
lect ~hich tries to satisfy itself by giving a name to what
ever 1s not comprehended. A monistic philosophy may be a 
great feat of the mind, but it milst remain barren because it 
ignores or smoothes out all the manifold differences between 
the living and the dead. 

. Unless ~t can be undisputably proved that man, with hie . 
infinite var1aty of thoughts and emotions is but an a~grega
tion of machan~cal atoms held together and moved by physical 
forces,--an hypothesis for which there is not the slightest 
p~oof,--t~ere seems to be no necessity to deny the existence 
of a spir1tual world not subject to the laws of mechanical 
energy or circum-scribed by the space and time limitations 
of material or electrical substances. 

LOUIS T. MORE 
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To Alice at Easter - With a bottle of Iron Tonic 

Some folks ·would send you flowers today 
To show how they regard you; 
Roses, tulips, daffodils 
And violets awardyou. 

I sand you a far finer thing 
Than bloom which in the garden grows; 
l send you flowers for your cheeks, 
~here soon, I hope, will bloom a rose. 

Caswe 11 A. !~:a yo 

The Immortal Sea 

Ere ever the Brooding Spi~it 
On the tepid waters breathed, 
Ere the mists above were parted 
And Life was first conceived, 
l,he Sea in measureless vastness 
Around the continents lay 
Vlith tides and calms and tempests 
As yet it lies today. 

When latest of all creation, 
The anima 1 man emerged 
From the ruthless brutes of the jungle 
By the Brooding Spiri~ urg~d, 
The Sea to his slow mlgratlons 
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3. 

Gave. form and color and bound, 
And nameless fears inspiring, 
He1d man to the solid ground~ 

Slowly at first and fe~~~ul 
Man ventured onto the Sea; 
Then oar and sail and engine 
Gave a growing mastery, ·· 
'Till limitless lanes on ocean 
Crowded with sail and steam, 
Now are the World's great highways, 
And safe as land they seem. 

Yet all man's peaceful commerce 
The grey Sea holds in its power 
To crush and sink and batter 
As in Life's youngest hour. · 
And though its scenes are shifting 
Unto the eye of man, 
Ho change is there in stormand shine, 
Since that the Sea began. 

L'Envoi 

Oh~ ever new yet ever old, 
In tropic heat and arctic cold, 

Oh everlasting Sea~ 
Though ships may come and ships may go, 
Or fly above or dive bel'ow 

The never changing Sea,· 
·'!hile this world spins from night to day, 
'rhough man be doomed to go or stay, 
Until the sky is torn away, 

Thou evermore shalt be~ 

Constant Southworth. 

Drab Colors In History 

There was much discussion a couple of years ago about cer
tain new text books of Lmerican History in use in the schools 
of New York .City. It seemed to some that their patriotism 
was lukewarm and their tendency to favor England so strong as 
to be almost disloyal. In December 1921, Mayor Hylan delegated 
David Hirshfield, who was Commissioner of Accounts of the City 
of New York, to make a thorough investigation and report with 
regard to what the Mayor designated as "the new history readers 
and text books alleged to c·ontain anti-American propaganda, 
which have been introduced into the public schools of this 
city," In the spring of 1923 Mr. Hirshfield filed a full 
"Report on Investigation o:f :Pro-British History Text-Books in 
Use in the Public Schools of The City of Neyv' York.". 

It does not appear why the "Commissioner of Accounts" 
.should have been selected for this task unless it was in the 
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Mayor's mind that history books should be kept with a sort 
of double entry accuracy and their correctness verified by 
the methods followed by Certified Fublic Accountants. 
Mr. Hirshfield's rep9rt is in form that of an expert in his 
line. As illustrating this, I quote from the beginning of 
the chapter in which he covers his audit of the his tory by 
Andrew c. McLaughlin of the University of Chicago, and 
C~au~e H. Van Tyne of the University of Uichigan: 

.. "Objections submitted and sustained agairist the 
McLaughlin and Van Tyne text are, that it teaches: 

That there is little use trying to learn whose 
fault it wasthat the Revolutionary Vlar began. 

That the Declaration of Independence was largely 
plagiarized from English writings; 

That the United States Constitution was copied 
after the Britir:h Constitution; 

That many of the long cherished stories in the 
American History are 'yarns'; 

That many revered patriotic leaders ware disre
putable characters; 

That many of our most inspiriting slogans are 
not genuine; 

. That .'We can afford now to laugh at our fore-
fathers'·" 

There follows an analysis in which detailed refereooe. is made 
to journal and ledger entries of the historians, bear1ng on 
the above headings. 

As·further illustrating Mr. Hirshfield's close analytical 
methods' .I quote from_ his report o~ t~e History of David 
Saville. Muzzey of Columbia Universlty. 

"On a e 110 of his book, Frofessor Muzzey ref~rs to 
Patrlc~ Henry's Liberty-or-de-ath speech as havlng 
been delivered in the Virginia House of Burgesses, 
(at Williamsburg) when, according to a~~h~n~ic 
records, it was del~vered b~fore th~ Vlrglnla 
Convention in a Ch~rch at Rlchmond •. 

. 117 speaks of Cornwallis instead 
"This author page B !t'sh Commander at :Princeton. 
of Mawhood, as the ~ 1 1 

's Force at Kings; Mountain is 
on page 120, Fergus~~OO Tory militiamen collected 
described as 's.o~e h n all early historians tall 
by qol. Ferguson l,lwd~sciplined troops, and 200 of 
us that he had we ,, 
them were British regulars. 
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Running through the Hirshfield ::aport are ~any illustra-
tions of departure from American art1cles of fa1th.· There are 
enough of these to. emphasize the importance of the inquiry 
insti tutad by Mayor Rylan, and to rais~ the questi?n as to 
how far iconoclasm should be tempered 1n the teach1ng of 
history, by observing the rules of good sportsmanship,. an~ 
avoiding the use of the hammer. As a matter of fact, ·1s 1t 
not axiomatic that much that is true is not history; and that, 
on the other hand, in writing text books of history, the legal 
dictrine of stare decisis should control, which in that ap
plication would mean that the truth as expounded and accepted 
as a part of a nation's history, should not be disturbed 
ideals, but tend to distort them by ascribing a degree of 
personal unfitness to historical characters, or meticulous 
inaccuracy to facts. 

Mr. Hirshfield touches upon this in one paragraph of his 
report, which follows a list of uncomplimentary references 
to outstanding characters of our Revolution. He says "It 
is not to be denied that these great and good men, who hera 
are so flippantly defamed, were human and had their human 
fa.i lings and limitations. However, it is not their pars onal 
faults that are most important to us, In their faults there. 
is little educational value, but their transcendant virtues, 
heroisms, sa·crifices, abilities and achievamantst peculiar 
to themselves, and outstanding above those of any other set 
of men of any period, constitute vitalizing and inspiring 
educational material." 

In my mind there is the same element of unfairness to 
the reader of history in exploiting without historical ad
vantage, the shortcomings of historical characters, that 
there is in dragging out the shortcomings of acquaintances 
and using them to taint the good of virt:uous deeds. It is 
too much like the tendency of the official "good boy" in 
school, to tell tales on the other pupil, --th·ese tales are 
always about something that the.other fellow should not have 
dona. I have always had a grudge against the man who tells 
me something which jars my faith in others. If anything is 
to be gained by my knowing the seamy side of another man's 
life, well and good; but to have him spoiled or partly 
spoiled for me, without any gain from the process other than 
that of the pleasure it gives a critic to dig up an unpleasant 
and valueless truth makes me feel as if the critic should be 
punished for mayhem, 

The Italian author,· Giovanni Papini has recently written 
a "Life of c.hrist" wh~ch seems to have b~en widely accepted 
~sa work of meri~. ~o my mind it is·spoiled by the faults 
I have tried to indicate in this paper. After reading it I 
made this memorandum, 

This book should never have been written. Its beauties 
its warm appreciation of the marvelous Christ life are' 
so appealing that we are lured to overlook or -accept un
thoughtedly, the uncharitable that is the un-Christian 
attitude of the author toward'large gr~ups which include 
many devout followers of Christ, The author's love of 
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the beautiful is marred by his fondness for depicting 
the foul •. He has.a rich vocabulary for describing 
filth. S1de by s1de with passages of pell~cid beauty 
are pass~ges which bring up our gorge. He states 
frankly·1n the introduction that he proposes to shock 
his readers i~to interest. He has succeeded. But can 
that be the r1ght spirit in which to write a Life of 
Christ? 
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. ~n this ~ap~r, I have hesitated from giving many examples 
of lDJUrious 1nc1dents about historical characters because I 
do not want to· fall into the very fault I deprecate· but I do 
not believe that there is any danger of shaking any;ne's 
belief in the wisdom of Socrates, or respect for the soundness 
of his principles, by anything which can now be said about his 
character, so I shall close by quoting a passage from Papini 
which it made me indignant to read, and which I think il
lustrates how mean and profitless it is to try to overbalance 
the contribution of the Greek philosopher to the world by 
taunting him posthumously with personal shortcomings. 'In 
this passage Papini refers with beautiful appreciation, to 
the.attitude of Christ before his judgest and then by way of 
contrast, slurs the corresponding incident in the life of 
Socrates. 

"Jesus did not speak, but looked about Him with His 
great calm eyes, at the troubled and convulsed faces 
of His assassins, and for all eternity judged these 
phantom judges. In a flash every one of them was 
weighed and condemned by that look which went straight 
to the soul, Were they worty to hear His words, 
those flawed, self-seeking souls, empty and inane, 
those of tnem that are not ulcerous and moribund? How 
could He ever, by the most unthinkable prodigy, stoop 
to justify Himself before them? 

Such self-justification was attempted by the son of 
the midwife, the flat-nosed student and ri va~ of the 
Sophists~ The seventy-year-old arguer, who for so 
many years had bored the artisans and idlers on the 
market-place, was capable of reciting to the judges of 
Athens an eloquent and carefully arranged oration of 
excuses which from the limits of dialectics, descended 
11 ttle by little to the sophistries of law cou r~s. r.t 
is true that the ironical old man who had set h1mself 
to reform the art of thinking rather than the art of 
iiving who had not been above usury, who, not having 
his fiil with Xanthippe, had had tw.o children by his 
concubine Myra and who amused himself with caressing 
handsomeyoung ~an more. than was becoming for the 

'father of a family, was.ready to die, and knew how to 
die with noble firmness, but at the botto~ of his 
heart he would have preferred to descent 1nto Hades 
by the more natural road.'' 

Profitless vituperation could go no further. 
does it serve? 

What purpose 

Lewis N. Gatch 
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Full many a good idea is born to blush unseen and waste, 
its sweetness on the desert air. Many another idea struggles 
along in a world of indifference or scorn, and seems to be 
doomed to be smothered or trodden under foot when, somehow, 
it begins to attract attention and then, more and more, it 
gains popular interest until presently, in full bloom, it is 
acclaimed by the world a great idea. When it is universally 

. accepted, people wonder why it was not given its rightful 
place years before. 

We are familiar with certain well-known ideas which have 
become great during the last tan or twenty years; for instance, 
"Daylight Savings," which originated with Mr. Ed. Murdock in 
Cincinnati. A few years previous to the time it was enacted 
into law, it would have been given but scant attention. · Now 
every large city accepts it as a matter of course. 

Recall for a few moments the growth in popularity of the 
idea of the public playground. In 1895 in Cincinnati, a 
group of ladies formed an organization which they called "The 
Woman's Civic League." One committee, consisting of Mrs. · 
Frederick Burckhardt, Mrs. joseph Green, Mrs. George Harper 
Mrs. Andrew Miller, Mrs. A. J. Sage and Miss Belle Whitaker: 
was appointed to consider whether some suitable places might 
be provided in which the s~um children of the city could play. 
These women of refinement and vision found an old market 
place on Pe~rl ~treat between Elm and Plum,and persuaded the 
city author1 t ias to allow them to use it •. Wholesalers and 
manufacturers in the vicinity were solicited for contribu
tions and they gave, some grudgingly, in five and ten dollar 
amounts - just think of it in these days of large gifts -
principally because they could not easily say.no to the 
ladies who approached them. Eventually a "park " as the 
children called it, arose out of the cobbleston~s and dust 
and soot of old. Pearl citreet, and a heaven it was for the 
brats of the ne1ghborhood, rl1he only shelter at first was a 
roo~ to protect the childr~n in the sand bdxes Dn rainy days 
or 1n hot sunny weather. t3wings, flying rings, slides and 
what-not soo~ gladdened t~a hearts of the boys and girls who 
were not hav1ng a chance 1n the world to live out their natur
al lives. One of the ladies with a family and household cares 
found time to visit the playground nearly every evening to see' 
that the big boys, the rowdies home from work did not monop
olize the apparatus so dearly loved and needed by the children. 

·Well do ~ recall going down to the Pearl Street playground, 
twenty-f1ve years.or more ago, with another college boy, with 
our mandolin and guitar, one avenin~. The children had been 
told of o~r coming and we found a h~ndred and fifty kids, more 
~~less, 1n a hollow square, sitting, waiting to receive us. 

played and they listened with oh~ such big eyes, open ears 
and open hearts. When we began to play the popular songs of 
t~e day I shouted to them, "Sing," and how they sang~ One 
17ttle cross-eyed urchin in front of me, o-oened his mouth so 
w1da that I could look down to China. · 

The factory owners of the neighborhood said that after 
the playground came, broken windows and other annoyances 
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disappeare.d and the police ~aid that arrests became fewer, 
' 

Cincinnati's first playground, and it is said to have 
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been .the first public playground in the United •Hates was 
such a success that a second one was established on T~elfth 
Street,. a stone's throw west of Heading Road, next to the 
present Fire Engine house. This in'turn was followed by a 
playground in Brighton, on Winchell Street near Harrison 
Avenue, where are now the ca.r barns. .And then, miracle~ . an 
idea which had been fought for by a few women but which had 
been winning approval., was accepted as a matter of course by 
the people of our city and other cities. Cincinnatus himself 
in the person of the Mayor and Council, decreed that children 
~ere entitled to playgrounds and they should have them at 
public expense. The three original playgrounds were taken 
over by the city and new ones added, and now everywhere, when 
our city finances.permit it, we see baseball fields, swim
ming and wading pools, artistic shelter houses, swi1~s, teeters 
artd everything to make the child's heart glad, -even a band 
and dancing at times, and a well trained worker employed by 
the city to supervise a.nd direct the play. Why had they not 
thought of it before? A few noble women did the thinking 
first! 

In December 1910 a man came to Cincinnati with a reputa
tion. He was a gentleman of modest demeanor, of retiring 
disposition not inclined to speak in public, - one whom you 
would not n~t ice in a crowd. He undertook to raise :~75, 000 
for the Young Men's Christian Association in four days. We 
doubted~ No one in Cincinnati had raised $75,000 in much 
less than four months. Four daysl It could not be done. 
The headouarters of the "drive11 and with this.we introduce 
to you the first whirlwind "drive" in Cincinnati, were in the 
rear of the basement of the old Chamber of Commerce building, 
in the quarters just then vacated by the Provident Savings 
Bank• Not much noise was made; not much advertising dona; 
not many men took part; but in four days' time , ~l~BO, 000 was 
secured and Cincinnatians were introduced to lvtr. C .s. Ward, 
and to a new method of raising money. 

, Again in May 1914, just prior to the opening of the 
European War, when cusiness was not good, when. wise ones . 

·warned us that any other time would be.bat~er, Mr. War.~ aga1n 
visited Oincin..11ati and after a twelve days campaign, ·iiJ500,000, 
'then a stupendous sum was provided for a new Young Men's 
Christia·n Association'building. :rhe public wa~ a.sto~lis~ed~ 
The workers were astonished, but the Young J~1en s Chr1st1an 
Association officials merely remarked. that Mr. Vl~r~ had done 
onl wha.t he had previously done in a score ~f c1t1es through
out y the country, Incidentally, the workers 1n that. second 
drive were introduced to a team leader who ~or ked vn th such 
energy and enthusiasm and under such a straln, that he gadve 

i · ht and had to be fanned and sponge 
way on the clos ng nlg . t m first in number of sub
like a prize fighter.. His earn 1 ca e gift secured by another 
scriptions and but for a very arge . Th 

!~~~u=~~!~:~a;:Pi~~~ ~~r~~a~1~~~1fe:~o~n;e~~~:~~·of U~cle 
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Sam's in the world V/ar, and at the time of his death, was 
Commander of the American Legion - Col. F.W. Galbraith. 

The Young Men's Christian Association building drive, 
brought to Cincinnati, as Mr. Ward previously had brought it 
to the attention of' business men throughout the country,. the 
new idea of concerted and high pressure money raising. Other 
organizations followed. When America. entered the war, Mr. 
Ward, and the Young Men's Christian Association plan of money 
raising, was taken up by our Government in the Liberty Loan 
campaigns and by the ned Cross and others. Now the plan is 
universally accepted. 

Who put over the Eighteenth Amendment? Years ago brewers, 
distillers, bankers or any intelligent business men would have 
said, "The time will never come when we will have a prohibition 
amendment to the constitution in this country." But a few 
whiteribboned women and white-tied men who were made fun.: of 
for generations, gradually impressed their ideas first on 
farmers and small towns-people, principally church members. 
Then minor politicans saw their opportuni~ies for advancement; 
later employers of labor realized what they were· losing through 
drunken or incapable employees, next the respectable intel
ligent business man, himself a moderate drinker, was'won over, 
and, at last, most extraordinary and never before heard of 
in the history of the world, a great nation decided that the 
prohibition of the sale of intoxicatlng liquors was.necessary 
to win a warL The experiment was a-success and national pro
hibition ·followed. Whatever may be the truth as to bootleg,.ing 
nevertheless an idea much scorned a few years ago - a tiny o ' 

snowball at first, became an avalanche. ~ 

Many i~~ustrat ions may be found on the subject of this . 
paper, ?f wn1ch one of the most familiar is recalled to us by 
the scr1ptural verse, "The stone which the builders re iected 
is become the. head o~ t~e ?orner •" How short f1 time it was 
from the burn1ng of Chr1st1ans, until Christianity became the 
styla and was acclaimed the religion of Rome~ 

' 
. Woman's Suffrag? at f~rst was a spot away down the track 

wh1ch rapidly approached w1 th the force of an ex·press train. 

1~e mig~t go on citing ideas which have become famous -
s.omet.1mes b.1g, s or_netimes little. Women smoking and bobbed hair, 
scandalous at first, now are accepted by many dignified serious 
matron~ even in Cincinnati, and the world still continu;s to 
do bus1ness as usual. 

Single Tax has not yet become popular but who will say 
that ten years from now it will not be the

1

law of the land? 
Classific~tion of property for taxation in Ohio, has not b~en 
popular w1th the farmers, but its day is coming, we may be sure. 

Social~sm, a fai~ure in :\ussia, is a sprouting idea in this 
country! wluch we be l1eve will be cut down by the mow.ing machine 
before 1t gets to seed; but at present it is a sprout which 

. must be plowed under time and time again, if it is not allowed 
to grow to menacing proportions. 
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· The Bonus - what does it mean - a billion or two of 
dollars? No, a conviction on the part of a goo~ many thou
sand men that it was not fair for some able-bodied young men, 
yes and older ones too, to get rich at home and wear twelve 
dollar silk shirts, while thel fought and bled and died for 
~hei~ cou~try and came home, 1f at al,l, poor men without 
~obs. Th1s idea, too, has sprouted and will grow. Let us 
Just make up our minds nov1 that if there is another war soon 
the idea will become a mighty force of public opinion which 
will demand that for every one or more men conscripted for 
the firing line at a dollar or two a day there will be one 
or more conscripted for the farm, or the'munition factory 
at a dollar or two a day, and the war profiteering capitaiist 
will not be forgotten in the attempt to conscript the .whole 
nation for war. 

But stop~ Why even mention another war? An idea, 
universal peace, has sprouted and is growing. The President 
df a great nation, for the first time in history, left the 
shores of his country to water the shrub which had grown 
from seed already planted. The thought was an obsession 
with him but his zeal 'clouded his judgment and aroused enemies 
for opposition. But everyone began to think, and it was not 
long before another President actually had the temerity to 
suggest to the great giants, that they commence to throw away 
their weapons. Much to .the astonishment of some people in 
the world, they agreed to do so! 

And the peace idea grows, and a man offers one hundred 
thousand dollars for its development in practical form. 
Millions of people think and soon hundred of millions more 
think, and lo! maybe before you and I ascend unto our fathers, 
the song of the angels will became a reality. Ho, never, you 
say, so long as human nature lasts! But hu1?an nature is more 
and more changing into God nature, and poss1bly before we 
realize it the cloud on the horizon only so large as a man's 
hand will become a storm of such enormous dimensions that 
arma.~ents and battle ships and poison gas and submarines and 
aerial bombs will be swept away, and will be known to our 
children only through relics in museums. 

John D. Sage 

5. Rabalais, Or The Anci~nt Order Of Nasty Men 

BeyOnd a doubt Rabalais was amongs~ 
the deepest as well as boldest, 
thinkers of'his age. 

His buffoonery was not merely 
Brutus' rough stick,. which contained 
a rod of gold; it was necessary as 
an amulet against the monks and 
legatees • 
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Never was there a mora plausible, 
and seldom, I am persuaded, a less 
appropriate line, than the thousand 
times auoted "Rabalais laughing in . 
his easy chair" of .I? ope. 

The caricature of his filth and 
zanyism show how fully he both 
knew and felt the danger in which 
he stood. 

I could write a treatise in praise 
of the moral elevation of Rabalais' 
work, which would make the church 
stare, and the conventicle groan, 
and yet would be truth, and 
nothing but the truth. I class 
Rabalais with·the great creative 
minds of the world--Shakespeare, 
Dante, Cervantez. 

s.T. Coleridge. 

I should place· quotation marks around this e·ntire paper, 
for even its title I have stolen from an article I chanced 
upon last summer, in the Paris Edition of the Chicago Tribune. 
Hare and now I make acknowledgment to the unknown but most 
capable reviewer, of so old and now so li ttl a known author. 
I was attracted by his opening paragraph: . 

· "Three cant uri es and three quar
ters Dr. Francois Rabalais has 
been in his grave, and yet 
whether you ever looked into 
his books or not, you talk him 
every day," 

The paper in question was so interesting, so comprehensive, 
that I was persuaded by it to read more of Rabalais than I had 
ever done, and was surprised that eliminating the filth and 
vulgarity of the man, to find how thoroughly he had stamped 
himself clean and clear on the common coin of human speech. 

Rabalais' name has ever been the synonym and byword for 
the most outrageous utterances; and at the same time his sayings 
are ever on the rips of very simple folk as well as of the 
most sophisticated; on the lips of the pure minded and the 
austere; on the lips of peasants and parsons and prudes. 
Everybody talks Rabalais. 

Vlhen you say "I do not care a but ton--a rap" for this or 
that, you are quoting from one of the most outrageous chapters 
in all the nearly one thousand large octavo pages of the 
Gargantua-Pantagruel masterpieces of Dr. Rabelais--Chapter 
XVI, Book II--a chapter which for entire and nauseating 
nastiness probably marks the lowest depth which the human 
mind is capable of touching. · 
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When you say "The moon is made of green cheese n 

"Necessity knows no law,n "Speak the truth and sham~ the 
d~vil,:" 

11
"Robbing Peter to pay Paul,n "Make a virtue of neces-

Slty, Lick your chops,n nTopsiturvy n nBring home the 
bacon," , "Rushing the can," you are qu~ting Rabalais. "!hen 
you say that one should not "look a· gift horse in the mouth " 
"What cannot be cured must be endured, 11 "Save your breath ' 
to cool your porridge ,n 11 0ne-half the world knoweth not how 
the other half lives," it is the same old Frenchman who said 
it first. 

nGood for sore eyes" is his. "A little rain stills a 
great wind," "Feather your nest," "A flea in his ear," 
"Take the will for the deed" --these are all bits of nabelais 
philosophy. 

"Flat as a flounder" if found in Book II, ''Hit the nail 
on the head," . "Other fish to fry," "Strike while the iron 
is hot," "Like hearts of oak," "Has met his match," and 
"Merry as a cricket;" all these you have used scores of times 
and wot not that the dirty doctor was there before you. 

You may have wondered where "Head over heels" came from, 
or who first said "You reckon without your host.'' 'rhey· 
originated with this same enigmatic proverb-maker, as did 
also "Truth lies at the bottom of the well,'.' and "So much is 
a man worth as he e steams himself." 

"~he Devil was sick--The Devil a monk would be, 
The Devil was we 11--'rhe Devil a monk was he," 

is also from his reference, the Doctor, who knew what he was 
talking about evidently. To do a thing II to a rrn is hi$' as 
is also "Save your bacon," and "As plain as a nose on a man's 
face." 

When you speak of "A Baker's.doz~n," ?r "Two bitesof a 
cherry," you are unknowingly quot1ng ~~abela1s. 

The cherry metaphor occ~rs in Book V, ~hich was not 
published until five years after the Doctor s death. In the 
original it is three bit~.of a cherry,_but in the course of 
the centuria s some Poor rtl chard has reduce~ the number, to two, 
and made it bites ~nstead of bits. Isn't 1t stran~e tnat.so 
brave, wise and witty, and almost incomparably cop1ou~ wrlter-
the Rabalais quoted daily all· through the years an~ w1th no 
thought or thankfulness to him; one of the g~eat 'Ill ts of. the 
world--the father of ridicule;, isn't i~ trag1c :ha~ .he mlght 
have come down to us through tne ages 1nto a beaut1ful, 
instead of a vile and indecent fame. 

' 

To. quote from the splendid article before referred to: 

11 Take ·if you wi 11 those ~wo passag~s' th~ f'i rtt c~!P~~~ ~n~f 
of Chapter IV and the seoond at the openl~g? . ] n.t 
. . h descr~ bas the party' p1Cl11C aDc. _,_(j e' 
Bo~k I,.whereln e . g~ve th~day his son Gargantua was 
wh1ch K1ng Grangous1er . f 
born. This bit of description was wr1 tten nearly our 
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and seldom, I am persuaded, a less 
appropriate line, than the thousand 
times auoted "Rabalais laughing in . 
his easy chair'' of Pope, 

The caricature of his filth and 
zanyism show how fully he both 
knew and felt the danger in which 
he stood. 

I could write a treatise in praise 
of the moral elevation of Rabalais' 
work, which would make the church 
stare, and the conventicle groan, 
and yet would be truth, and 
nothing but the truth, I class 
Rabalais with.the great creative 
minds of the world--Shakespeare, 
Dante, Cervantez. 

s .T. Coleridge. 

I should place· quotation marks around this a·ntire paper, 
for even its title I have stolen from an article I chanced 
upon last summer, in the Paris Edition of the Chicago Tribuna. 
Here and now I make acknowledgment to the unknown but most 
capable reviewer, of so old and now so little known author. 
I was attracted by his opening paragraph: . 

· "Three centuries and three quar
ters Dr. Francois Rabalais has 
been in his grave, and yet 
whether you ever looked into 
his books or not, you talk him 
avery day." 

The paper in question was so interesting, so comprehensive, 
that I was persuaded by it to read more of Rabalais than I had 
aver done, and was surprised that eliminating the filth and 
vulgarity of the man, to find how thoroughly he had stamped 
himself clean and clear on the common coin of human speech. 

Rabalais' nama has ever been the synonym and byword for 
the most outrageous utterances; and at the same time his sayings 
are ever on the lips of very simple folk as well as of the 
most sophisticated; on the lips of the pure minded and the 
austere; on the lips of peasants and parsons· and prudes. 
Everybody. talks Rabalais. 

When you say "I do not care a but ton--a rap" for this or 
that, you are quoting from one of the most outrageous chapters 
in all the nearly one thousand large octavo pages of the 
Gargantua-Pantagruel masterpieces of Dr~ Rabelais--Chapter 
XVI, Book II--a chapter which for entire a.nd nauseating 
nastiness probably marks the lowest depth which the human 
mind is capable of touching. · 
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"Necessity knows no law," "Speak the truth and sham~ the 
devil," "Robbing Peter to pay Paul " "Make a virtue of neces 
sity ," "Lick your chops," "Topsit~rvy " "Br.ing home the -
bacon," . "Rushing the can," you are qu~ting Rabalais, ·"lhen 
you say that one should not "look a· gift horse in the mouth " 
"What cannot be cured must be endured," "Save your breath ' 
to cool your porridge," "One-half the world knoweth not how 
the other half lives," it is the same old Frenchman who said 
it first. 

"Good for sore eyes" is his. "A little rain stills a 
great wind," "Feather your nest," "A flea in his ear" 
"Take the will for the dee~'--these are all bits of rla~elaia 
philosophy. 

"Flat as a flounder" if found in Book II, "Hit the nail 
on the head," . "Other fish to fry," "Strike while the iron 
is hot," "Like hearts of oak, 11 "Has met his match," and 
"Merry as a cricket;" all these you have used scores of times 
and wot not that the dirty doctor was there before you. 

You may have wondered where "Head over heels" came from, 
or who first said "You reckon without your host." 'rhey· 
originated with this same enigmatic proverb-maker, as did 
also "Truth lies at the bottom of' the well, 1.' and "So much is 
a man worth as he esteems himself," 

"~he Devil was sick--The Devil a monk would be, 
The Devil was we 11--'l'he Devil a m·onk was he," 

is also from his reference, the Doctor, who knew what he was 
talking about evidently. To do a thing 11 to a ~r" is hi 1;3, as 
is also 11 Save your bacon," and "As plain as a nose on a man's 
face." 

When you speak of "A Baker's. do z~n," ?r "Two bites of a 
cherry," you are unknowingly quot1ng ~~abela1s • 

The cherry metaphor occ~rs in Book V, which was not 
published until five years aft~r the Doctor's death. In the 
original it is three bits of a cherry,.but in the course of 
the centuries some Foor rtichard has reduced the number to two, 
and made it bites ~nstead of bits. Isn't it strange that.so 
brave, wise and witty, and almost incomparably copiou~ wrlter-
the Rabalais quoted daily all· through .the years and w1th no 
thought or thankfulness to him; one of the great wits of it~~ 
world--the father of ridicule; isn't it tragic tha~ .he m g 
have come down to us through the ages into a beaut1ful, 
instead of a vile and indecent fame. 
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To'quote from the splendid article before referred to: 

"Take ·if you will tho sa 1{wo passag~s • th~ fi rtt C~~P~~~ ~n~f 
of Chapter IV and the seoond at the o~en ~g ? d ~ te · 
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which King Grangous1er gave e a . 
born. This bit of description was wrltten nearly four 
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centuries ago, but behold how at the soft propulsion of its 
witchery of words the centuries roll!l away and men full of 
gusto (and "Guts," to use a word constantly upon the Doqt.or's 
tongueJ are laughing and clamoring and boozing and dancing 
and gorging and toasting, and shouting to the servants." . 

Then that other of similar import: 

"After dinner they all went out in a whirl (the Old English 
dialect says hurle) to the grove of the willows, where. on 
the green grass, to the sound of' the merry flutes and pleasant 
bagpipes, they danced so gallantly, that it was a sweet and 
heavenly sport to see them frolic. 

Then did they faJ.l upon the chat of victuals and some 
belly-furrli ture to be snatched at in the ver.y same pJ.ace, 
which purpose was no sooner mentioned, but forth-with began 
flagons to go, gammons to trot, goblets to fly, great bowls 
to ting, glasses to ring, draw, reach, fill, mix, "give it me 
without water;" "So, my friend go whip me off this glass 
neatly," "bring me hither some claret, a full weeping glass 
till it run over, a cassation and truce to thirst •" 

The man who could write that, the man who, learned 
observant, joying in life for the sake of life and hating 
only that which. made life desolate and mean and bitter, could 
have been another Chaucer; such a man and such an artist 
preferred to wallovt •. 

After the short Chapter V--lass than three pages of 
description of the party and of the glories of good wine 
c?mes Chapter VI, in which the Giant Gargantua is born--born 
w1th every obstetrical detail and wildly fantastic play upon 
t~at kind of detai~ that a prurient mind cou1d imagine, a 
m7nd by contrast Wl~h which the mind.of Sairy Gamp becomes . 
Vlrginal, and the m1nd of Tobias Smollet the mind of a prude. 

No person with any respect for th~ sanitation of his 
ovm mind, if he read that passage in Rabalais and that pas
saga alone, could do so without a sick sense of disgust and 
a resolution never to open the book again. 
. And yet that passage is far from being t·he most flagrant 
1n Rabalais, 

Why then, has the old villain, you might almost call him 
patron saint of the ancient order of nasty men lived and 
why is he valued, . ' ' 

It is ~ecau~e he wrote of the great freedom--books of 
the world, He h1ms~lf, and his book as well, are the spirit 
of the re~aissanc~ 1n much of what made it glorious and fruit-

.ful and l1beraliz1ng, in a period of license and libertinism 
in hum~n conduct as well as liberty in human development. 
.. H1s ~ables were esteemed to be like the Greek satiric 
poems, wh1ch I'lato says consisted of fiction whose hidden 
s~n~e differed very much from the superficial significance 
o he words, His is an olio of all the marry serious 
satirical and diverting ways of writing that h~d hitherto 
been used by the greatest writers of the ages--historical 
romantic, comical, satirical, dramatic. It has the form ~f 
history, or rather of romance which it ridicules--such history, 
and romance produced before the age of learning. It was .in 
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such an age Rabalais lived." 

Fete.r. Motteaux in his :Preface. or Apology says: 
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"I could wish some expressions, which I will not only call 
too _bold ~nd t?o free, but even iwnodest and profane had 
not been 1n th1s book; I would not have those person~ read it 
whose lives ar~ so well ~egulated that they would not employ 
a moment of wh1ch they m1ght not give an account without 
blushing, nor whose minds, not being ripened by years and 
study,. are most susceptible of dangerous impressions. 

The age in which Rabalais wrote was not so. reserved in 
words as ou~s, and perhaps he has not so much followed his 
own genius 1n making use of loose and gross expressions, as 
he endeavored to accommodate his way of writing to the humor 
of the people, not excepting a part of the clergy of those 
times.. , 

Roman ladies used to view the naked wrestlers in th~ 
circus and one of them discreetly remarked that a virtuous 
woman was not more scandalized at their si~ht th~n at a 
statue, of which a great many VJere naked i~ all places •" 

In closing his second book Rabalais says: 

"If you say to me "Master it would seem that you were not 
very wise in writing these flim-flam stories,·· and pleasant 
fooleries:" I answer you that you are not much wiser to 
spend your time reading them: never the less, if you read 
them to make yourselves merry, as in a manner of pastime I 
wrote them, you and I both are far more worthy of pardon, 
than a great rabble of squint-minded fellows, dissembling 
and counterfeit saints, demure lookers, hypocrites, pretended 
zealots, tough friars, buskin monks, and other such sects of 
men, who disguise themselves like maskers to deceive the 
world; for whilest they give the common people to understand, 
that they are busied about nothing but contemplation and 
devotion to fastings, and maceration of their sensuality; 
it is far otherwise , that on the contrary (God knows) what 
cheer they make," 

This spirit bold and blythe, captivated the first half 
of the Sixteenth. 

Against all cant and pretense, all sanctimonious 
groaning, such persons as Rabalais revo~ted. ~e was born 
about the time Columbus discovered Amer1ca be 1t remembered, 
arid not only in Geographies was mans' horizon being widened. 

Rabalais' book of revolt became, as such 'books, such 
parties almost invariably become, a book of excess--a book 
of horrifying excess. Everything about it was distorted, 
col.ossal, even its disgraceful faults of taste • 

The se-lf satisfaction, the amorous toying of the times, 
inflamed Rabalais the learne~ monk and s~illed physi~ian that 
he was, to a censuring, swea~ing. state of ~ind, and 1n the 
armory of objurgation obscen1ty 1s a powerful weapon. 
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"Come" said John wesley to a. shocked clerical ~olleague 
when they heard the wailj.ng of the Billingsgate fish wi vas, 
"Come, let us learn bow to preach." So Rabalais preached, 
with every wantonness, every extravagance. 

Often. his sat ire smacks of brothels and prostitutes it 
is true and is especially disgusting to our age, But it 
was enormously effective in his. In his own "Hew to the line 
let the chips fall where they may," he laid about him with a 
comprehensiveness that would have brought him to the s.taka 
had he not. thrown over himself a thick cloak of allegory,. 
fable, travesty, parable, metaphor, extraviganza and 
naughtiness. 

He attacked heathenish educational methods; he attacked 
shyster lawyers; he attacked dissolute priests; h~ attacked 
wicked, cruel rulers. But he did it all in a masquerade,.at 
once so ingenious, so disarming, that everybody laughed at 
everybody, except himself--the teachers at the lawyers, and 
the lawyers at the priests, and the priests at the officials, 
and the cardinals at the king. 

The result was a mutual sense of the ridiculous and the 
unrighteous, that helped the race a good bit forward in its 
groping toward something better, something higher, something 
saner. 

So like Rabalais was his latest utterance--the ruling 
passion strong in death: 

"I am just going to leap in the dark 
Let down the curtain, the farce is done~ 

rr Owe much--I have nothing--
! give the rest to the pdor!" 

Edward s. Ebbert 

6. Self Delusion: 
Is It A Virtue Or A Fault? 

It runs dimly in my recollection that Dr. Johnson wrote 
an essay along this same line which I think he entitied 
"The Gentle Art of Self Delusion;" but I have not read ·it and 
I would whether many of the members of this Club have dona so. 

. This perhaps, is fortunate for me, otherwise I could. not 
have the t~merity to follow in his footsteps. After I get this 
outburst of mine completely out of my system, I intend to read 
that essay; but I hope you will not unless· you do it with a 
very friendly predelecti on toward m~. That may be difficult 
be cause you know me, and "distance lends enchantment~" ' 

I know th~s, however, that Dr. Johnson'.s ess.ay ant~dates 
mine by someth1ng· like a hundred and fifty years, which lapse 
of time ought to make the difference between ancient and 
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modern--.-and ought to make a wonderful difference betv1een. 
self delusions of that day and this; but has it? 
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Many of the delusions that possess men today, were abroad 
in the world before Johnson's time •. '/lith all our boasted 
progress and enlightment, we carry along our superstitions, 
our belief in omens, and our prejudices---all of them self 
delusions. 

How many men are there in this room who would sit do~1 at 
a dinner party of thirteen, without a qualm or a thought? How 
many hostesses in Cincinnati would think of asking you to do 
so? How many of you would sheepishly fight shy of starting 
a new enterprise or a journey on Friday, and especially Friday 
the thirteenth of the month? 

If you spill the salt, most of you vlill either laughingly 
or surreptitiously throw a few grains over your right shoulder. 

Every time the new moon appears, thousanls of p~ople 
in Cincinnati will turn and twist and be de lighted when they 
have so arranged themselves that they will seeit for the 
first time over the right shoulder. 

we are very complacent in our thought of su9erior~ty to 
the primitive peoples; but it is one of our self delu~1ons. 
While in many ways they are far removed from us, yet 1n many 
others, they are very near. 

The primitives believe that the sp~rits of the depar(ed 
are constantly around them, working both good and evil. Ne 
say they are deluded savages. 

Every night in Cincinnati, there are ~eances wh~r~ de
luded people feel they are communicating w1th the sp1r1ts 
of the dead. 

E uch an intellectual scientist as Sir Oliver Lodge, 
baliev!:nt~at he can communicate with hie dead soldier son; 
and that sophisticated phh~ici~,w~~~h~~~ ~~fi~~n~~!ta~!1~~~· 
Sir Conan Doyle, de~udes 1 mse world and that he has 
h~~;~gi~~hw~~~e;~I1!~n~! ~~9a~:~~~Teal t~nor, coming from 
apparently empty space. 

. . t nd classical times, whose 
Even the grea~ men of anclentt:sted by their poetry, · 

brilliance and genlus are ampl!e~f d.el uded when they lost 
science, and philo~oph~, w~re of the aoing of the gods and 
t}1temselves in the 11ntdrl~~c~~smythological world. 
goddesses, who peop e 8 

that I believe that 
This may be a good· pl~c~ xo !~~ did not delude himself 

no conscious being aver exls ~ ~lso add that it is my belief 
in multifarious ways. I migh hen w~ allow ourselves to harbor 
that it is fortunate for us, w . I am prone to believethat 
many self delusions, for otherWlS8 
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there would not be sufficient hiding places for us all. 

But I am also firmly of the opinion that there are 
delusions and delusions, and it is my hope, in the ftw minutes 
allotted to me, to differentiate somewhat among them~ 

Children are perhaps the most artistic self deluders 
and it is very diverting, for us grownups, to follow them in 
their make believe world, in their belief in fairies, and 
their endowment of almost every inanimate thing.with life and 
qualities. These idiosyncrasies of child life have been 
charmingly pictured to us in many ways, particularly by Barry, 
in "Peter Pan" and by Maeterlinck in the "Blue Bird" and by 
many others. 

All of us are merely children of a larger growth. We 
deceive ourselves more completely than the children do. We, 
who look upon their self delusions with indulgent and approv
ing smiles. 

Henry Ford, recognized as probably the greatest manufac
turer in existence, could delude himself with the "Peace Ship" 
and all the mis-fits and clap-trap that went with it. · 

Edward Bok, one of our most brilliant and successful 
Americans, could delude himself' into paying a hundred thousand 
dollars for a patch-work plan to bring about permanent, uni
versal peace; and many devoted women· could send out and finance 
a Pax Special, when the veriest intellectual tyro knows the 
world is very far from being ready for universal peace. 

If it were not for self' delusions, how do you suppose 
a LaFollett, a Brookhart, a Magnus Johnson, or a Burton 
Wheeler, could ever have believed that he was material out of 
which acceptable Senators are made? It is reported. that 
ther~ are now fifty Senators, serving on Investigating 
Comm1ttees, under the delusion that they are doing work 
that they were sent to the Senate to do; and that it will 
accomplish.something for the good of the Country. Could 
self de lus1on go farther? . 

Without self delusion, do you think that many of us members 
of the Llit~rary Club could believe that we were good material 
when we th1nk of the membership of the past? 

if I think, in our case, self delusion is a virtue because 
the·Club did not have us, where could it ~at its ~embership 

among the present population of Cincinnati? b . 

S.ome p~opla have deluded themselves into thinking that 
;rae verse 1s poetry. Was it Dr. Chandler who defined it as 
poetry that has left home to lead its own life?" 

We all laugh at the vanity and the self delusion of the 
negro woman who puts white powder and rouge upon her face and 
appears, thus decorated, on the public streets. But what'are 
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we to think of her white sister who decorates her face.and 
lips in such a way as was nev~r se~n in nature or in art? · 

We know t~at thousands of our new voters, otherwise charm
ing and intell1gent, carry the vanity case with them so that 
every time they get up or sit down, or change their thoughts, 
they feel they have so disarranged their faces that they must 
examine them in the mirror and repair the ravages caused by 
t~eir recent activity, by powdering the nose or rouging up a 
blt. 

Every time we go to the theatre, we deliberately delude 
ourselves in feeling that the mimic representation of the 
stage is real, and we weep and laugh, and become bitter toward 
the villian, applaud the hero and sympathize with the heroine. 

Louis, the Fourteenth, acquired his reputation of being 
the Grand Monarque, by fir,t deluding himself and then deluding 
his people. Thackary has told us that he was an insignificant, 
pock-marked man, who had three inches added to the heels of his 
shoes in the attempt to make himself look important. 

Napoleon went many times to study the leading actor of 
his day in order to learn how to delude himself into thinking 
that he was an emperor born. 

I often wonder how far men were deluded by the bustle and 
the crinolines and the false modesty of' the Victorian era. 

This went so far that it is said that the Grand Chamber
lain of the then King of Spain, upon being handed~ by a 
loyai peasant·woman, a present of a pair of stockings for 
the Queen was met by a horrified expression and the splutter
ing state~ent "that the Queen of Spain has no legs •" .Was he 
self deluded or just a plain liar? 

Thera could probably be no more self' deluded persons 
(a numerous company) than the men and women who drink in what 
the society reporteress may say of t~eir fa~ilie~, both past, 
present and future, o~ their p?ssess1ons,. of ~heH perso~al 
appearance, of their family he1rlooms, of the1: soci~l,,civic 
and financial importance, ate. etc. Do you th1nk th1s 1s 
said because of sour grapes,'because I have been the:e· I 
have often wondered how the reporteress must have sm1led up 
her reportorial sleeve when she VIaS gushing and attempting to 
pad her article to fill space; a~d with wh~t rnin~led emotions 
she must have looked upon the puffed-up obJect of her adula
t{ons. Oh, self delusional What wrn1ld the humorist or the 
satirist do without thee? 

How smugly most of us express our opinions upon .a~most 
an sub ·act that is broached, particularly public affa1rs and 
u~lic ~a enin 8 It is very difficult for most ~f us, who 
~ave a ve~~ fai~ knowledge of some subjects~ to confess our 

1 f any we delude our sal vas cont1nually, when we 
gnorance o • t f h n·ngs read the ne~spa~er or magazine accoun o appe 1 • 
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Do we stop to consider that the news items we are readirg, 
may be colored to create interest, or exaggerated for the 
purpose of putting forward or accentuating the viewpoint of 
the writer? Do we stop to consider that the vehicle of 
publicity, which we are reading, is interested in forming our 
opinions along the lines that. it desires? It is of such stuff 
that propaganda is made. 

I think it was Hazlitt who said: "It is always safe to 
assume new each morning, the world's ignorance." 

Is it any wonder that there·are so many stereotypes among 
us, when we "walk so const~ntly in formulas and hearsays?" 

How mm y of us there are who look upon our own. particular 
newspaper or magazine as the good Mohammedan looks upon the 
Koran, with the belief that it contains all the knowledge and 
all the literature necessary for men. 

Do we delude ourselves about many of the greatest problems 
that confront us now? 

It is said that Cicero, when he laid the dead body of his 
beloved daughter in the catacombs of Rome, could not bring 
h.~mself to believe that that was the end, but he placed a 
l1ghted lamp in her tomb to light' her way into the next world, 

Three thousand years ago, those who laid away the body 
of Tutahankamen in that magnificient tomb in Egypt surrounded 
him not only.with all the things that one in his p~sition 
would need for his material welfare, but surrounded him with 
all the ornate and extravagant trappings of ·his exhalted 
station, that he might appear in the next world unashamed 
and ready, ' 

I think, speaking generally, that many of our self de
lusions corn~ from our innate knowledge, that we have in this 
world mater1al resources and mental capacities operating 
up~n a reservoir of accumulated knowledge, that if properly 
adJusted would make a much better machine put of the world 
than.we have. Knowing this, the thinking ones among ·US are 
cont1nually attempting to readjust- these materials. 

I think it was Josh Billings who said that all the words 
that he used in his lecture could be found in the dictionary 
and if his auditors di~ not like the way he put them toga the~, 
they could. do it to su1 t themsel vas, 

So i ~ is with us. We are conscious that if all the 
potential1tias, both human and material that are around us 
cjouid by.s~me magic process be put into'ideal, workable ' 
ux aposlt1on, that we would have a perfect world· and so 

we would; but with Hamlet, we say· "Aye there's the rub " 
Who can do it? . ' ' • 

Unfortunately the superman has not yet appeared. 
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Und~r such.conditions each one of us naturally continues 
to pract1ce the gentle art of self delusion If ou b · 
are at all t. t k • r rall1S ac 1ve, ~e a e a pot-shot at most every problem 
that.comes along, We either do some original thinking, or 
~re 1mpressed by the delusions of some other individual in 
whose mold of thought we seem to find a fit for our own. 

. Bu~ I do not exp~ct to attempt to answer the ouestion 
Wl th whlch '?'; . began thl s screed' 11 Is self del us ion a virtue 
or a fault. I leave you to answer the question for your-
self. Neither can I hope to exhaust the subject. Dr. Breese 
says: "No science is able to define its subject matter ulti
mately." 

However, my conclusion is that to be deluded i~ human and 
normal, in our present intellectual state; and when we cease 
to be deluded, we shall either be in Heaven sinain~ in the 
celestial choir, or in some other place far distant from this 
earth. 

That we shall leave this world and all its problems fo: 
others to solve, is something about which nona of us can 
have any delusion, and whether we have achieved glory and re
nown, or shal 1 have taken only a modest part in this fleeting 
life, we shall be as Defoe said in his essay on "The Instability 
of Human Glory." After enumerating some great men of the past, 
he said: "And after all the great things. they have done, I 
find it said of them all, one after another, and THEN HE DIED: 
ALL DEAD, DEAD; DEAD!" 

If you w.ant .to know what I think, I say, "live your life 
the best you can; go on with your delusions~" "Be a little 
careful, however, to differentiate the kind that may get you 
in the hands of the alienist of the Probate Court, from the 
kind that keeps you buoyed up, satisfied with your respecta
bility and importance-~-the brand that only causes the satire, 
the mi !'th, or the counter-argument of your fellow-men.

11 

Robert Burns would have deserved canonization, if he 
had said nothing more than this: 

"0, wad the power the gift to gie us, 
To see oursils as it~ers see us •" 

Robert P. Hargitt 

7. An Example Of The Psychology of Irrelavancl 

This yarn has to do. with men and things, rath~r than 
laws and ethics altho it relates an incident of lltigation, 
and has a lawye; for its hero. This is it: 

About forty years ago, a surly competitor of mine name.d 
Biles, surprised me by making a large purchase, and followed 
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this friendly overture·by another surprise; to wit: by making 
an assignment "for the benefit of his creditors," before his , 
bill became due. 

He had three sons in his employ, but no partnership 
relations with anyone. 

As he had preceded his general assignment by preferential 
assignments in favor of various members of his family, that 
would absorb practically all of his visible assets, the 
prospects of the general creditors seemed slim, because: 

1. - He was a confessed bankrupt. 
2. - His boys were immune from liability for claims 

against him, altho they were doing business with the money of 
his creditors, under a new firm name. . 

Biles treated his disgruntled creditors amiably; announced 
his intention to retire permanently from business, and assured 
them that "the boys" would carry on the business and show. 
favors to those who were tractable, tho stung by the unexpected 
failure and assignment. 

His gall made me sore, so I decided to attack his pre
ference, without knowing how to prove that they were fraudu
lent;--as I believed them to be. Chance favored me. 

' 
Kirk of Pittsburg, who was one of the mourners, called 

on me for consul tati.on. I gave him my .view, and asked him to 
call on Biles and induce him to talk, with the hope that he 
might betray himself br the admission of dishonest motives. 
Kirk did so. The old man gave him the regular song, and 
promise of favors from "the new firm,"--•IF he would "be good." 
This cool proposal made Kirk hot; but without r.ancor, he. put 
t hi a que at ion: . 

. "See here, Mr. Biles:" said he, "I wish that you would 
think carefully and tell me if you cannot agree with me that 
it would have been better to have left your boys the heritage 
of an honest,. clean, business record instead of your creditors' 
money?" 

Biles smiled.--
I 

"!hat reminds me of the story of the Miller and His Thre·e 
Sons," said he. "Shall I te 11 it?" 

"Yes, go ahead, n· said Kirk. 

Here followed the mythical story of a dishonest miller 
whose habit it was to rob his clients of more than his legiti
mate tithe for grinding their wheat. Otherwise he led a sober 
and'. up~ight life. When he died and applied to st. Peter for 
adm1ss1on thru the pearly gates, hie record seemed so good 
otherwise, that his chances for admission were hopeful until. 
St. :P.et~r asked him what he did with the stolen profit: When 
he repl1ed that he had invested it in real estate, he was . 
turned away, and sent below. 

The story then related how the mill was inherited suc
cessively by the three sons, and how each had died andre
ported to. St. Peter that he had followed the old man's 
example in the matter of stealing. The first two admitted 
that they had used this dishonest usufruct for selfish 
purposes, and were accordingly turned dovm; but the youngest 
son, in reply to the question: "What did you do with the 
money,you made that way?" replied; "I gave all of it to the 
poor." - This reply bothered st. Peter a little, but after 
careful reflection he came to a decision. 

"I'll let you in on that," said he, "but I can't help 
giving you a little ti:p;--it's a mighty close squeak." 
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Biles' application of the story was that his dilemma was 
similar to that of st. Peter, and thet he had finally decided 
to help his boys at the expense of his creditors, by a n close 
squeak. 11 

Kirk and I decided to submit this admission to our la\~Jer, 
Rankin. It was rather punk evidence, but it gave Rankin an 
inspiration. 

He said: "If I can get that stuff before the Court and 
jurJ . it will win our case, --even though the Court should 
rule''againat it's admissibility and instruct the jury to 
disregard it; --as he probably will. It is fortunate! ?.Ir • 
Kirk, that you are a non-resident of the state of Oh1o, as 
we can give notice to the other side and.set a d~te for tak
ing your deposition, which must be read 1n full 1n ? en co~rt, 
before it can be passed upon. course, e oppos1ng awyers 
would not allow it to be brought out orally f:om the witness 
stand, but a written transcript must be reao. 1n ~ull. b afore 
it is passe~ upon. I don't care if the whole .th1ng ~s ruled 
out as incompetent· the psychological value of that 1~terview 
cannot be destroyed. It will discredit every allegat1?n that 
the defense may make· as --once they have· heard i t--ne1 ~her 
the court nor the ju~y c~n absolutely forget it, or avo1d its 
influence in construing the merits of the case • W~ll you 
respond to notice, when a date is arranged for tak1n~ y~u~ 
deposition? Remember that I don't. want you on the s an • 

"Sure," said Kirk, "I'll come back here 
say." 

at any time you 

. . d the complete transcript, in-
So the thlng was.done, an rs called 'em "inter-

eluding all the questlons--( the ~~~~ions of' the opposing 
rogatoriea")--and an~wer~~ ~hea~ ~aid was fully written out 
counsel' and ever~rthlng h at w we were .loaded when the case 
and duly attested.--In s or • 
was called for trial,. 

1 t stimony Rankin of'fered 
After some prelimina:y ora .: ·ob to'r~ad it. Some 

the Kirk deposition, and.lt w~~ ~~e ~ays of the old,Davenport 
of you may remember Rankln• as a dramatic reader whose 
Club, he had some loc~. f~~e First Grave Digger in Hamlet, 
favorite characta::s w~re e 'l'ght's Dream.---! don't know 
and Nick Bottom, 1n Mldsurnmer 11 
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how they got. the tip, but before· he started reading, there 
must have been over one hundred lawyers and others who 
accidentally(?) strolled into the Probate Court room.---I 
suspected that Rankin had given out some private invitations. 

The fun soon began, with little ripples of half-suppressed 
laughter from the audience, as the reading progressed, these 
were promptly and wholly suppressed by the rappings of the 
bailiff and the dignified frowns of the judge; while Rankin,-
solemn as an owl,---seemed deeply pained by the interruption. 
As he slowly and solemnly declaimed in his deep bass voice, 
an account of the efforts of the Miller family to negotiate 
with st. Peter, there seemed something intensely funny about 
the whole situation. The judge was obviously straining to 
maintain his dignity. Whe Bailiff, with gavel in hand, was 
aggressively alert, while the audience seemed to be on the 
edge of violent hysterics. Finally, everything gave way -
except Rankin. The audience roared and writhed, the she;iff 
danced and pounded, while all you could see of the judge 
was the top of his bald head, bobbing with laughter at the 
rate of three bobs per second, as he crouched behind his 
de·sk to hide his lapse from dignity. Rankin alone remained 
dignified and solemn, patiently waiting for the eruption to 
subside. I can't describe t'he scene adequately, but will 
quote from memory a sample extract from the deposition anQ..·' 
leave the rest to your imagination. ' 

When the narrative had reached the death of the eldest 
son, it proceeded about as follows: 

"Interrogatory No. 21: - "What did the oldest son say 
when St. Peter asked him what he did with the money he mad~ 
that way?" (Objected to by counsel for the defense on the 
ground that Mr. Biles was not dead at that time, and therefore 
could not have been present at this interview. 1

) 

"Answer No. 21: - He said "Ot I ooot drunk and had a good 
time on it." ' o 

. "Interrogatory No. 22: - What did St. Peter say the?" 
(Ob~ected to by counsel for the defense on the ground that the 
subJect matte: is obviously irrelevant, having nothing whatever 
to do with th1s case.) 

"Answer No'. 22:- "St. Peter said: 'Go down to hell where 
you belong;--you can't get in on that' ."--And so on to the end. 

The entire deposition was ruled out as soon as the court 
could .straighten its face •. 

I suppose that, now you should be told the result of the 
litigation.---

As Kirk expressed it: "We busted their preferences higher 
than a Kite." 

The lawyers said: "The preferences were set· aside •" 

s. 

An Example Of The Psychology Of Irrelevancz 

Rankin said: "That St. Peter yarn did the business.~~ 

I never heard Biles' view. 

George Kinsey 

11 Pianissimo" 
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Somehow w~enaver music is introduced at the Club, either 
on special nights when a 11 Fine Old Irish Gentleman" or 11 Drill 
ye Italians Drill11 give us an opportunity to enjoy those 
familiar arias as though we heard them for the first time, 
not o~ly do I think of and thank Charley Davis and Fred Hinkle 
for the pleasure they have given us all these years, but I 
thi!fk quite as frequently of Edwin w. Glover who so often 
acted as the accompanist for these virtuosos. 

Poor Glover~ How companiable he was~ 

I remember he said to me once, 11 If I had my life to live 
over 'again, I'd prefer breaking rock by the roadsid.a, rather 
than try to make a living teaching music. It's a beautiful 
accomplishment but never.a money maker." 

Glover was a good teacher, a good drill-master, a good 
!organist; but his chief accomplishment as a musicim was _as 
a pianist; it was on this instrument he excelled. He loved 
his piano and but for stern necessity would have devoted 
himself to this one instrument and wotild no doubt have ob
tained the recognition his talent so richly deserved. 

But for Edwin Glover I should not have known many things 
which a close association with him enriched my life. 

I rarely enter the Literary ~lub rooms but I think of his 
happiness within these walls. It is now an open secret that 
for many years he found here all the happiness he knew in life • 

As 1 say he told me a lot of things and some of them of 
course about pianos. 

Nobody knows when the first piario was evolved from the 
lyre of Apollo down through the harp, psalterium, d~lcimer, 
David' 

8 
"instr~ment of ten strings ,U the clavi~i ther1um, or 

keyed-cithera, the virginal· of ~ueen Elizabeth s day, tne 
spinet and the harpsichord. 

It was about 1757 that the transition from this latter 
instrument to the piano as we know it, oc?urred' . and. w~ile 
Italians Jf·rench Germans and English ~la1m theth1nvent~~~' I 

' i i in~ r.ermans are entltled to a ere ' 
guess the mus c ov tl .; 7 honest old Gottlier Schroter 
for even as early as 171 t ·n s and hammers for a 
evolved an arrangement of keys, st~~ ~ecord of that by-gone 
harpsechord "upon which' s~ s~ys sure play forte or piano," 
day, the perfo)rmer migthht ana~ee~f the modern instrument, 
(loud or soft --hence 8 

piano-forte. 
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The modern piano is really a ha.rp plac~d horizontally 
on legs, with action applied hy ~ammers manlpulated.by keys. 

The first public exhibition of a piano, as we find from 
an old play-bill of Covent Garden 'Vheatre, London, was by a 
woman, the notation on the program being, 

"For the benefit of Miss Brickler, 16yh. May, 1767 
At the end of the first act, Miss Brickler will sing a 
favorite song from 11 Judith," accompanied by Mr, Dibdin 
on a new instrument, called the piano-forte •" 

Broadwood & co., London, manufactured this intricate. 
music ~maker; they evidently found but a limited. sa~e for their 
wares however since the next record of a sale 1s 1n 1771, 
and it was noi until ten years later that they built a grand 
piano which attracted the astonishment of the musical world, 

It was in 1790 that the piano was offered for sale in 
America and by no lesser personage than John Ja:cob 4s_tor; 
his sign displayed over a little store in Gold Street, between 
Fulton and Ann Streets, New York, reading "Furs an.d Pianos." 
He also sold flutes and violins and was perhaps the first man 
in New York who kept for sale a supply of musical instruments, 

Astor was the agent of the Broadwoods and there are s.till 
extant some ·of the old instruments bearing the name 11 J .J. Astor, 
Seller." 

Was it pianos or was it furs that laid the foundation of 
the largest fortune of its day? 

Jonas Chickering was the first American manufacturer of 
pianos, and 1822 is the data assigned to the first product 
of his little cabinet-makers shop, Tlie first Chickering piano 
was sold in Boston on April 15, 1823, just one hundred and 
one years ago; soma of these old pianos are still to be ·found 
in New England, · 

A little later carne the Steinways; nobody aver made better 
pianos than this firm; then and now critics look upon their 
work and pronounce it good, 

A new musical instrument recently invented, is a double 
piano that can be·played by one person. The instrument has 
two keyb·oards, one above the 'Other, and the upper keyb card is 
an octave higher than the lower, This new piano is tuned ·as 
a whole and controlled by a single player. Another feature is, 
that by pressing a lever the piano can be turned into a 
harpsichord; that is, instead of the keys being hammered they 
are plucked. 

Europe makes many pianos but the United States not only 
produces more, many more in quantity, but is equally far ahead 
of any other country in quality. 

This paper is not an advertisement for pianos or for the 
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p~rpose of boosting even our ovm city, but conunon ~ust ice 
b1ds me recall to the Club that nowhere in this or any other 
country, perhaps, are more or better pianos manufactured than 
right here in Cincinnati, and in no other city possibly, are 
,there so many of these instruments in constant use. 

The numerous music schools of Cincinnati attract teachers 
and pupils from both sides of the Atlantic and from every 
state in the Union---one of the largest schools havin8 over a 
thousand pupils. 

The word Cincinnati has become a synonym for music the 
world over, our May Festivals being invariably coupled with 
the song cycles of Bayreuth and Bethlehem xennsylvania. 

Our musical prestige harks back to the foundations laid 
so long ago by those who builded so much better than they 
knew, --back on the road to ye sterda.v vi hen that deur little 
old lady, Clara Baur went from door to door as "the music 
t.eacher;" back to the days of Otto Singe1', o.nd Karl ~~arus, 
Jarmotti, Madame Kitchel, and her sister l.Iadame Rivi; and 
George Schneider, Bush Foley, so lately laid to rest, 
Theodora Thomas and Edwin w. Glover. 

All these had music rooms on tht:J road to the yesterday 
of Cincinnati's musical fame, 

Do you knov:, I like sometimes to sit with closed eyes in 
yonder corner and think of some of the peopJe I have known 
and learned to appreciate in this old Club t 

I wonder if while they were here, I ever showed them that 
I liked them? Somebody said ''the time to send them flowers 
is while they can smell 'ern." 

This posey on dear old Glover's grave comes !ery.late, 
but he knew my affection for. him,-. and, th11t, I ment:~n 1 t: 
toni"'ht is because I am see1n:: n1m tnrou:sn th~ m1 ... ts of 
the. yea~s just as he used to sit at that old p1ano over there. 

Edward s. Ebbert 

WANDERING IN THE BEWILDERHESS 

MAY 3; 1924 
LLEXAI:DER L:, WILSON 

Th t'tle of this paper is the natural outcom~ of the 
e . l . . 11 win"' through the depth of mental 

struggle 1nvolved 1n \Ia ~ . dina- what to write about; r1hile 
confusion attendant upon ec! ~nd lack of courage to say 
cursing the momentary weaknets, b"'titute for him this evening, 
no, when my friend asked me fom;ub;inO' in EUCh o. state of mind. 
which was the direct ~au~e o uraO'e ''lhi~h involved me in this 
Contemplating the lac 0t. co'll~si~n or bewilderness created 
predica~en~,.I recalls~. n:s~urance enough to ask me to sub
by the 1nd1V1dual who nad t . 1 . d that he was busier than 
stitute for him. The reques lmP 18 
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I, and that somehow there was not the same number of days for 
him as for me, between the date of his proposal and the date 
of the club meeting at which the paper was to be read. .After 
it was too late, it occurred to me that, in order to make this 
illusion seem plausible, the person, for whom I am substituting, 
displayed literary ability of such a character that the mere 
writing of a paper for the club should have been a simple 
matter for him. 

While cursing my lack of c au rage, I decided to take the 
next doVtnward step deliberately, and indulge in an orgy of 
criticism. Having made this base decision, and having cast off 
all sense of re sponsi b ili ty, just like a senator, the task began 
to seem lighter. Why not? The spirit of criticism is in the 
air. Everypody is either criticising, or investigation with 
a view to doing so. It has become a popular sport, to assume 
a superior intellectual attitude, and to go snooping around 
with a pair of intellectual lorgnettes, and sniffing in all 
sorts of corners, in the hope that you may run across something 
that is not all it ought to be. Generally these lofty intel
lectual gestures begin and and in critic ism; be cause, as avery
one knows, to be a critic without responsibility requires al
most no mental effort. However, low as I am there are depths 
to which I will not descent, therefore, I pr.~pose to criticise 
critics. 

At the present time, there is a lot of what mi~ht be 
called wandering in bewildernassas of various kinds: These 
bewildarnassas are created by people with the lofty intellectual 
gesture developed to the highest degree. Generally they admit 
that they are too deep ana. subtle for the ordinary mind and 
therefore their explanati'ons are long and involved. And some
times the explanation gets so deep and difficult that you 
wonder whether or not this intellectual ?'iant has reasoned him
seJ.f into a position where, with all his!;)mighty intellectual 
powers, he cannot understand himself. The comparison is, of 
course, odious, but there is some similarity between such a 
case, and the case of the comic opera detective, who developed 

· such remarkable shrewdness that he finally outwitted himself. 

Some of these bawildernesses are created in a certain type 
of woman: s club meetings, at which pax-specialists and other 
subtle, 1ntellectual-looking regulators point out how the world 
should be. conducted. It is all so .nice and proper and comfort .. 
ab~e, and so far removed from real life, that it seems an easy 
th1~g to change human nature and overcome. t!1e inertia of human 
hab1ts and m3thods. .And it is so much easier to breed dis
co~tant ~han ~a~isfaction, that the maximum of results is ~b
ta1ne~ w1th m1n1mum of effo:rt. Possibly the few who possess 
a sav1ng sense of humor are too wall brad to clear the at
~osph~ra with a hearty laugh. Thus a bewildarness is created 
ln wh1ch they can ramble, and propound one ridiculous proposition 
after anothHr • And when the bewildernass be comes deep enough 
the fantastic becomes plausible. ' 

H.G. Walls' Outline of History is a vary fascinating 
book, and contains much that arrests the attention of the 
thoughtful reader. But Wells has more than a touch of the 
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loft~ int~llectual who feel himself competent to direct the 
af~a1rs of the.world, Like most of these regulators, he 
po1nts out how those re~ponsible fo~ the affairs of the world 
so f~r, hav~ bungled the job as a rule, and rather creates 
~he. 7mprass1on that, if the affairs of humanity were placed 
111 ~1s hands, he would, by a few skillful applications of 
soc1alism, lead us all gently out of the bewilderness of 
acon~mic social, and ethical error in which without his 
doctrines and guidance, we are bec~ming rnore'and more hope
lessly lost. 

It is a little beside ihe general topic of this paper, 
but in one part of the Outline of History, there is what seems 
to be an excellent example of wondering in the bewilderness. 
Wells tells us that the Chinese knew of gunpowder in the 
si~h century. They knew of coal and gas heating centuries 
before they ware used in Europe. Centuries ago their bri~ge 
building and hydraulic engineering were far in advance of 
European development. And they had instruments of consider
abla precision for astronomy and surveying, ana highly developed 
art and in~ustry, long before the sa activities were appreciated 
in Europa. Therefore, he asks, why did they never organize 
their knowledge in the manner which has built up modern science? 
~~y did education never reach the general population? And he 
might have asked, why did they actually lose so much of the 
knowledge and ability that they at one time possessed? 

One nice thing about hlr. Wells is, that he is always will
ing to give us the-final, authoritative answer to all q_uestions 
of government, ethics, morals, economics, eclucati on, philosophy, 
and, of course, history. He therefore kindly and prompt~y 
vouchsafes to us the answer to the monumental conumdrum JUSt 
propounded. And it is astonishing how subtle and deep the 
answer is. In order to develop it thorou~hly, a rather detailed 
axplanati on is neca ssary. To som~, it mL~~t. even. seem r~ther 
prolix. Fortunately, if we must nave p:oll~1ty, 1'!ells w1ll be 
at least entertaining while he wanders 1n h1S bevnlderness. 
It is necessary to quote him iri full, in order to bring out 
the point. 

"The Japanese writing is derived from the Chinese, . and 
consists of a more rapidly writ ten system of fo~ms • A groo. t 
number of these forms are ideograms taken over from the 
Chinese and used exactly as the Chinese ideograms are used, 
but also a number of' signs are· used to. expre.ss syllables; there 
is a Japanese syllabary after the fash1on of the sumer~an 
syllabary we have described. The Japanese system rema1ns a 
clumsy system, as clumsy as the cuneiform, though not. so 
clumsy a~ the Chinese· and there has .been a movement 1n 
Japan to adopt a wast~rn alphabet. Korea long ago went a 
step further and developed a true a~phabet from the same . . 
Chinese origins. i:'fi th these axcept1ons, all the great v1r1 t mg 

t 
· in the world are based on the Uediterranean 

sys ems now 1n use ·1 l.oarned and 
alphabet and are beyond comparison more eas1 Y. v 

' · ·rh · s means that wh 1le other 
mastered than the Chlnes~r~ a~a~i vely 8 irnple 'and straight forward 
peoples learn merely a c, P

1 
... th \'.fhich they are familiar, 

method of setting down tne anguage '11 
• • 
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the Chinaman has to master a great .multitude of word signs and 
word groups. He must not simply learn the signs, but the 
estab lishad grouping of these signs, to represent various 
maanin~s. He must familiarize himself, therefore, with a 
numberQof exemplary classical works. Consequently in China, 
while you find great numbers of people who know the significance 
of certain freouent and familiar characters, you discover only 
a few whose knowledge is sufficiently extensive. to grasp the 
meaning of a newspaper paragraph, and still fewer who can read 
any subtlety of intent ion, or fine shade of meaning. In a 
lesser degree this is true also of Japan. l~o doubt European 
read~rs, especially of such word-rich languages as English or 
Russian, vary greatly.among themselves in regard to the extent 
of books, they can understand, and how far they understand them; 
their power varies according to their·vocabularie~; but the 
corresponding levels of understanding amon~ the Chinese repre
sent a far greater expenditure of time and lab or upo·n their 
attainment. A mandarin's education in China, is namely, 
learning to read. 

And it may be that thH consequent preoccupation of the 
educated class, during its most susceptible years, upan the 
Chinese classics, gave it a bias in favor of their traditional 
learning upon which it has spent so much time and energy. Few 
men who have toiled to build up any system of knowledge in 
their minds will willingly scrap it in favor of something 
strange and new; this disposition is as characteristic of the 
'Nest as of the .i!:ast; it is shown as markedly by the scholars 
of the British and American universities as by Chinese 
mandarins, and the British at the present time, in spite of 
the greo.t and manifest advantages in popular education and . 
national propaganda the change would give them, refuse to 
make any move from their present barbaric orthography. towards 
a phonetic alphabet and spelling. The peculiarities of the 
Chine sa script , and the e duca.tional system arising out of 
that script, must have acted age after age as an invincible 
filter that favored the plastic and scholarly mind as against 

. the restive and originating. t:ype, and kept the latter out of 
posit ions of influence and authority. r.rhere is much that is 
plausible in this explanation." 

From the fact that 't.:ells at this point starts upon another 
topic the reader is left to infer that the explanation is 
complete. :Possibly this so called explanation may be plausible 
to some. But to ·others it must seem, as Dooley once said, 
"+mposin to them as want to be· imposed upon." Restating the 
problem in shorter, if cruder form, it might be expressed thus: 
At a time when the Chinese language was cruder than it is now, 
the Chinese invented gunpowder, made use of coal and gas, 
built scientific and useful instruments of a high order of 
accuracy, made many applic~tions of science to industry, and 
developed vary high standards of art. Why did they lose so 
much of this knowledge later?· It seams a shame to c omp.ress such 
an impressive and plausible answer, as has just been quoted into 
part of one sentence, but Wells says, in affect, because the 
development of the language absorbed so much brain effort that 

,the other forms of mental achievement could not be retained. 
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The Outline of History is interesting, and in many ways, 
stimulating reading, but if the history content is no more 
accurate than some of his plausible explanations of economic 
social, and intellectual conditions, it might properly be ' 
classed as highly imaginative writing. However, Wells ta lls 
us that his facts of history were secured from others. And 
he insists that the interpretations and explanations are hisown. 

He speaks of the plastic and scholarly mind as against the 
restive and originating type, as though these were the accepted 
types. Most people will insist that no such distinction can be 
made. The ancient Greeks had all four kinds, and many mora, 
and so have we. ·And the same minds which built up the Greek 
art and philosophy, and busy mercantile life, also built their 
language and literature. And our general information is to the 
affect that. all these activities ceased when the people, and 
the condit·ions out of which this civilization grew, were de
stroyed. Some historians indicate clearly that the Greek 
civilization was destroyed, because there were too many plausible 
explainers, who were willing to secure temporary success by 
creating a mental bewilderness, in which the fundamental prin
ciples of truth and beauty and personal honor and good govern
ment were lost sight of. It seems the height of absurdity, to 
assume that the Chinese cot;ld develope a language to the point 
where they could work together on difficult scientific and 
industrial problems, and built up a tradition of excellence in 
art, and later find the same language too difficult to even 
maintain these activities. 

The stability of the Chinese social structure, as com
pared with the various types of social structure for which our 
breed has been responsible to date, rather leads to the con
clusion that there is some merit in this proposition of having 
a language that is somev1hat difficult to learn. r.rhere might not 
be so many foolish theories floating around in the various be
wildernesses if it reouired more effort to express them. But 
Wells, like ~ost regulators, has what the l:>cotch call 'the gift 
o 1 gab 1 , and prefers to create his own bewildernasses in order 
to ramble around in them. 

Gilbert and Sullivan, and.Mark Twain, thought out quite 
a number of plausible explanations of the same general quality. 
But they could see at once, that these coul~ be treated quite 
successfully in a humorous way. In the bevnlderness however, 
the,re are too many grievous wrongs to right, and too many 
institutions to be dissected and taken apart, in order to 
tinker with them, to parmi t any play of' humor • Life is a 
serious business in the bawilderness. 

This example of the general procedure in getting your 
bawilderness and then wandering around in it, is a short one. 
Usually a self respecting bewilderness will occupy ~ ~ook or 
two or at least a series of lectures. They have tne1r styles 
als~. At present ~he most stylish, and well, in~ellectual, 
bawildernasses have to do with very subtle crit1cism of our 
merchanistic age, and with spiritual values, and.~o~ty ida~lism. 
The economic bevJildernesses of communism and soc1al1sm, wh1ch 
were vary much in vogue only a short time ago, seem to be 
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rather down at the heel and shabby at the present moment. As 
a matter of fact, that is· the only possible. fate for any of 
these bewildernesses, if they are ever taken too seriously. 
:Possibly the most serious bewilderness, for us at the present 
moment, is the very dense and complicated political bewilderness, 
which is'distracting the attention, and distorting the judgment, 

· of many who are not prone to wandering in bewildernesses of any 
kind. The children of Israel wandered for forty years in a 
hard and barren wilderness, as a punishment for some failings, 
which, after all, are rather commonplace today. It is certainly 
a fortunate thing for our present Senate and Congress, to say 
nothing of the voters who elected them, that there is no physical 
wilderness in which they must wander as a result of following 
after strange gods, and neglecting duties of.a rather sacred 
character. Only the other day, one of our prominent busir~ss 
men said, that he was not so much concerned about what aliens 
might think of Congress, as what alienists might think of it. 

The bewilderness of communism and socialism was a very 
dense one just recently. ~mny a bright-eyed dreamer had some 
wonderful thrills from the deep economic and social theories 
which bewildered and befuddled the mental horizon in every 
direction. After a harrowing recital of the wrongs to which 

· the poor but honest workman had been subjected in depriving 
him of part of the proceeds of his labor, and an imposing 
statement of a few economic theories which seemed sound, :k-f 
you didn 1 t study them too carefully, the bewilderness was well 
established. rrhere were millions of people who rather enjoyed 
the thought, that wiping out the non-producers would be a very 
good thing. Apparently it never occurred to tho sa who rambled 
around in this particular bewilderness that Harx, and all the 
breed of propagandists, from the blood-thirsty bolshevist to 
the most evolutionary socialist, should, by their own reasoning, 
be among the first to be wiped out, because but a very few of 
them ever p-roduced anything but fantastic theories and disaster. 

But since the more radical forms of socialism are apparent
ly going out of style, we might give a little thought to the 
more recent creations, to use the uarlance of faBion. It is 
quite the thing nowadays, to depleTe this mechanistic age and 
point ou~ the beauties of the pure and lofty intellectual'life, 
uncontam1nated. by contact with the vulgarity of usefulness. 
Some of those who make the loftiest and most imposing intel
~ectual gestures in this di-rection are naturally educators. 
Possibly they should know better, but you must be~r in mind 
that educators. are human, and it may be that, after a certain 
amoun~ of pure. reason, there is a natural react.ion, ana. a sub
con~clous long1ng for a good ramble in a comfortably ridiculous 
bew1lderness. None of these lofty idealists who deplore the 
emptiness of this mechanistic age, has as yet, to our knowledge, 
refused to accept the advantages of soap, or electricity, or 
modern plumbing, or elevator service, or the many forms of 
modern transportation, or the thousands of conveniences which 
this mechanistic age has placed at his disposal, so that he 
ma;y: have more time to find f'aul t with it and point out its 
~efects. rrhe nice thing about wandering' in the.'bewilderness 
1s, that you must not be consistent. i~s soon as you become 
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logical and consistent, you are out of the bewilderness. 
But when, as has happened mo-re than once recently, the 
~dvocate of pure and undefiled intellectualism, points out, 
1n one statement, that the p-roducts of this type of life are 
and always have been, the leaders on civilization· and in ' 
the .next statement, insists that the world is goi;~ to 'the 
dev1l because of poor leadership and that therefore the 
influence of the mechanistic age'should be combatted, it is 
time that someone work up, There should be limits, even to 
bewildernesses, 

It is a delicate subject, and has been for several thousand 
years that we know of'; but nothing is sacred when you are in 
the bewilderness; so possibly in a broadminded gathering such 
as always graces this literary club, it might be permitted to 
touch lightly upon the latest and most ultra-fashionable be
wilderness, that is, the contest between the scientists the 

. t. t ' near sc1en 1s s, the religious, anrl the poli tico--rel i;:rionists 
in which all sorts of people have· been rambling and shouting ' 
for som~ little time, Fortunately, there do not seem to be 
the same intense hatreds ana. rivalries as existed about 1600 
years ago when the fundamental precepts of Christ were firmly 
welded on to the pre-existing forms and. dogmas of earlier 
religions. People probably took thei-r religions mo-re se-riously 
then, because thei-r political problems we-re solved for them 
by a strongly centralized government. Besides, the deplorable 
mechanistic age had rtot divided thai -r attention,. o.nd offered 
other economic and. social bewildernesses iri which they might 
ramble freely. But these latest controversies and discussions 
which emanate from our religious bewilderness bear a remarkable 
general resemblance to the good old days of scholasticism, 
when words were piled on words until the reasoning become so 
subtle, or so silly, that no one could understand it. 

We seam to enjo:J' these hair-splittiniS distinctions yet. 
And since it is dawning upon us that rambling in economic and 
social bewildernesses may be actually dangerous; it is probably 
better for all concerned, if we go wandering on little excursions 
into the wonderful bewilderness of what seems to be metaphysical 
reasoning, about the lack of spiritualism of Spencer and Huxley, 
and the deep and subtle peregrinations of Newman in his 
Apologia and his Tracts. The atmosphere of the Tractarian 
movement is so full of spirituality and. earnestness, and hunting 
through dry bones for final au~hori ty; and. ra1nbling th-rough . 
the animadversions of the medieval saints and early fathers 
offers such satisfactory opportunities for hair splitting 
subtleties which are unrelated to modern life, except perl)aps 
its inherited religious prejudices, that here, ~t last, we may 
find a ouiet bewilderness in which we can revel in fantastic 
theories which are harmless. Everything would be lovely, if . 
it were not for the inherited· religious prejudices. 

But is it fair to say that Spencer and Huxley and their 
type are less spiritual than l{ewman and his type? 

. ' Spencer 1 s purpose was to develop a complete and articulated 
conception of all cosmic phenomena, including mental and social 
principles, to systemmatize all knowledge in terms of modern 
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science·, and to define the limits of the knowable and unknowable. 
The fact that the evolutionary theory of the cosmos with its 
logical processes, appealed to him more strongly than the crea
tional theory with its necessary dependence upon the miraculous, 
does not justify the assumption that his purpose was less noble, 
or that he was less spiritually minded than those who were in
capable of following the far reaches of his intellect. Sooner 
or later he reached the limit of the knowable, so far as he was 
concerned. There he found what to him was God. The rest of 
us find God there also. 

In the bewildernass the tisual procedure is to interpret 
and comment upon the theories or principles or statements of 
fact, or whatever may be the subject of critical analysis. To 
quote direct is bad form, because it tends to limit mental con
fusion and to promote clearness of una.erstanding. Apparently 
the reader or hearer must not form his own opinion from the 
propositions as originally stated, The gigantic intellect with 
the critical gesture should feed his audience with vague refer
ences, and furnish all the opinions which are necessary. 

Even in a case where the teachings of Spencer and Huxley 
and Newman are being considered, they should be presented only 
indirectly, through the medi urn of a master mind which ·can 
complicate and confuse and mix the original statements with 
critical comments of others; ancl then the conglomerate should 
be made still more confused and imposing by the author's or 
lecturer's ovm superior comments and analysis. But let us 
assume that Newman and Spencer were masters of exposition and 
~eeded no assistance in explaining their· views. Let us assume 
further that, towards the ends of their lives their religious 
opinions had crystallized so that relatively ~hort ouotations 
~ay be found.which will set the differing po~nts of~view out 
1n sharp rel1ef. And, then let us form our judgments of Newman 
and Spencer, so far as their attitude towards the suiritual 
life is concerned, frotn what they say themselves. Then those 
of us who desire to, may return to the bewilderness. 

Quoting from Newman's "Letter to Kr. Kinsley " in the 
latter part of his Apologia: ' . 

"Of all ~oints of faith, the being of a God is, to my 
?wn apprehens1 on, encompassed with mo:3t difficulties, and borne 
111 upon our rnincls with most power." 

. .Ag~in4 "People say that the doctrine of transubstantiation 
1s d1ff1cu~t to believe. I did not believe the doctrine until 
I was a Catholic. I had no difficUlty in believing it as 
soon as I believed that the Catholic Church was the oracle of 
Go~,.and that she had declared the doctrine to be part of the 
or1g1nal revelation. It is difficult impossible to imao-ine 
I grant--but how is it difficult to r~l ieve "?" o ' . 

.. A~d again, in discussing the report of a medicinal oil 
~~ow1n~ f~om th~ bones of 3t. Walburga, a medieval Saint. "And 
;lrst 1t .1s P~arn, t~at there is nothing extravagant in the 

aport of rel1cs hav1ng supernatural virtue;· and for this reason, 
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because there are such instaness in .:3cripture, anc'l 13cripture 
cannot be extravagant." 
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And later, on this same subject "I can tell him more 
about it now; the oil still flows; it is medicinal; some think 
it is so by a natural quality,. others by a divine gift. Fer
haps it is on the confines of both." 

The following is a quotation from thut part of Spencer's 
autobiography, called reflections, which presents his final 

· judgment on religion. 

"Less marked, perhaps, though still sufficiently marked, 
is a modification in my ideas about religious institutions, 
which, indicated in my later books, has continued to grow more 
decided. While the current creed was slowly losing its hold 
on me, the sole question seemed to be the truth or untruth of 
the particular doctrines I had been taught. But gradually, 
and especially of late years, I have become aware th~t this 
is n6t the sole question. 

:Partly the wid.er knowledge obtained of human society has 
caused this. Many have, I believe, recognized the fact· that 

·a cult of some sort, with its social embodiment, is a con
stituent of any society which has made any progress, and this 
has led to the conclusion that the control exercised over 
men's conduct by theological beliefs, and. priestly agency, 
has been indispensable. The masses of evidence, classified 
and arranged, in Descriptive Sociology, have forced this bulief 
upon me independently; if not against my will, still without 
any desire to entertain it. So conspicuous are the proofs that 
among; unallied races in dHferent parts of the globe, progress 
in civilizatfon has gone along with development of a religious 
system, absolute in its dogmas and terrible in its threutened 
penalties, administered by a powerful priesthood, th:l. t there 
seams no escape from the inference that the maintenance of 
social subordination has peremptorily required the aid of some 
such agency. 

"Much astonishment may, indeed, reasonably be felt at the 
ineffectiveness of threats and promises of &1lpposed supernatural 
origin. European history, dyed ~hrough and through with crime, 
seems to imply that fear of hell and hope of heaven ha.ve had 
small effects on men. Zven at the present moment, th~ absolute 
opposition between the doctrine of fo·:gi venass ~ prea~n~d by a 
hundred thousand European priests, ano. the ac t1ons of .L!.Uropean 
soldiers and colonists who outdo the law of blood revenge 
among savages, and massacre a village in ret::J.liati?n ~or a 
single death, shows that t~o.t~ousand years of Chr~st1an 
culture has chan~ed the pr1m1t1ve barbarian very l1ttle. And 
yet one cannot b~t conclude that it has had some effect, and 
may infer that in its absenc: e things would have been worse • 

"Then again there is the truth, which is becollling mora 
and more m~nifest: that real creeds continually. a.i verge. fr?m . 
nominal creeds, and adapt themselves to.nBw soc1~l ~nd.1nd1vidual 
reauirements. The contrast between med1eval Chr1st1an1ty and 
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the present Christianity of protestant countries, or again, 
the contrast between the belief in a devil appointed to torment 
the wicked, strenuou·sly held early in this century, and the 
spreading denial both of a devil and of eternal punishment, 
or again the·recent expression of opinion of a Roman Catholic 
that there may be happiness in hell, suffice to show the re
molding of what is nominally· the same creed into what is 
practically a quite different creed. And when we observe, too, 
how in modern preaching theological dogmas are dropping into 
the background and ethical doctrines coming into the foreground 
it seems that, in course of time, we shall'reach a sta~e in ' 
which, recognizing the mystery of things as insoluble, religious 
organizations wi 11 be devoted. to ethical culture. 

"If it be asked why, thinking thus, I have presevered in 
setting forth views at variance with current creeds, my reply 
is the one elsewhere made: -It is for each to·utter that which 
he sincerely believes to be true , and, adding his unit of in
fluence to all other units, leave the results to work them
selves out." 

Probably most people will agree that both Spencer and 
Newman were earnestly seekin~ the truth• From these auotations 
taken from statements made towards the ends of their lives it t 

appears that they merely had been traveling in opposite di;ec
tions in their search; and that they had started from different 
points of view. 

Huxley's viewpoint can be shown clearly from two brief 
quo tat ions. 

"T~ach a child what is wise, that is morality. 
Teach ~1m what is wise and beautiful, that is religion." 
And - I have graat rexpect for the Nazarenism of Jesus ~ a 
venT little for later Christianity. · 

. . To say that Newman is more spiritual than Spencer or Huxley, 
1 t 1s necessary to. d~f'ine clea:ly what is meant by s·piritual i ty. 
?n~ :eason w~y rel1g1on lends 1tself so beautifully to wander
ln~ 1n the bewilderness is, that there is no auantitative 
measure of spirituality of kindred qualities, "and therefore 
there are en,dless opportunities for hair splitting and word
mo~gering. rherefore, unless spirituality is defined as some
t~lng N~wman.has and Spencer has not, there must be room for 
d1scuss1on w1thout any basis for any definite conclusive 
answer. ' ·· 

If Newman'~ writings tell us anything, they te 11 us that 
New~an was look1~g for authority. He says himself ·that his 
~el1e~s had no d1rect connection with his mental p;ocesses. 
r~e f1?ld of science was of but little interest to him. He 
l1ved 1~ a world of words and creeds, and lives of saints and 
subtlet1es of doctrine. While he was earnestly seekinO' the 
truth, what was truth to him was not truth to Spencer~

0 

.whatever this intenti~ns may have been, the Newman type 
of m1nd has always been associated with wordy warfare. Much 
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of this wordy warfare had bred only confusion and hatred 
The scientific type of mind, by appling proper mathods t~ 
carefully ascertained facts and eliminatina prejudice has 
brou~ht us mastery over nat~re to a marked

0

degree, pr~vided 
_us vnth comforts and conven1ences, and made possible the 
remarkable change in living condi t.ions which is the out
stand;ng charact~ristic of the late nineteenth, and early 
twent1eth centur1e s. . Certainly v1e have no right to assume 
that the application of the scientific method to social 
political and even religious problems will be less succ~ss
~ul than the unscientific, prejudice-laden method.s of the 
past. 

Anyway, we shall never solve these problems, until we 
get out of the bewildarness. 
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I~ anyone, who has followed. this discussion closely, would 
like to pursue the subject ·further, I suggest the following 
problem for solution: Which is the more spiritual, Darwin 
or Bryan, and Why? 

MAY .10, 1924 

LORD LYONS 

1859--1865 

ALEXANDER M. WILSON 

JOHN D. ELLIS 

Ferhaps the fact that Lord Lyons was such a taciturn 
man among man given to abundant speech accounts for his re
ceiving such scant recognition from American historians. As 
British Minister to the u. s. during the Civil Jar he is as
sociat~d with Lincoln, ~ho was never eloquent in his silence, 
Sward, who has been aptly characterized as "an artist in 
words " and Stanton, who was the embodiment of' a raging 
vocab~lary. These men were the product of the American hustings, 
and the American histories of the diplomacy of' the period re
volve around their nume·cous speeches and reminiscences. Lyons, 
who left no memoir had no private correspondence, never made ' . a public speech, and had no biographer for more than fifty 
years, would not shine. among such popular heroes. 

He was born to the sea·, not to diplomacy, . and his father, 
Admiral Sir Edmund Lyons, destined him for the Navy. But Lyons' 
sedentary habits and distaste for physical activity made the sea 
distasteful to him and for want of other occupation he drifted 
into the diplomatic service. In his youth he displayed the 
virt~es of age. He was s ilant,. r~tic~nt, an~ shrank from. the 
active struggle of life about hl~· H1s ca~t1on was certa1nly 
middle aged Somehow we never l1ke a caut1ous youth, and the 
very fact that we are constantly a~vising this admirable trait 
to young men only proves how certa1nly v1e expect them to ~ow 
wild oats, Lyons had no wild oats. Then, too, no Y?m:1g 5.~glish
man could go far who did not live· the· sea and the Br1t1sh Navy 
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and who made no secret of his distaste for hunting. 

\'Ia are not surprised, therefore, that for twenty years 
he made no progress· in the diplomatic service, At the and of 
that time he was merely a paid attache who ranked twenty-second 
among the twenty-four at Rome. But he was now forty-one years 
of age and the characteristics inappropriate to his youth were 
becomino- to his middle life. His caution and diplomacy of 
silence 0 now brought him to the fore and in the first important 
mission entrusted to him he so impressed the Foreign Minister 
by failing to carry out the instructions of the F~reign Office, 
and thus avoiding a breach with Naples, that he was appointed 
Minister to the u. s. 

Lord Lyons came to ·•iashington in 1859, not greatly elated 
with the prospect of his residence in our small but noisy 
capital. He quickly settled dovm into the life he found, 
made friends, cursed the heat and successfully dodged Washing
ton debutantes. "I am afraid marriage is batter never than 
lata," he writes. "The American women are undoubtedly very 
pretty, but my heart is too old and too callous to be wounded 
by their charms. I am not going to be married either to the 
fascinating, accomplished niece of the ?residant, n0r to the 
widow of a late Foreign Minister, nor to any other maiden or 
relict to whom I am given by the newspapers." 

The U. s. that he found must have bean enough to discour
age any Briton of less poise than Lyons. The Buchanan Admin
istration was sputtering to its end; a distracted Senate was 
trying to hold itself together over another alecti.on period. 
The West was in a ferment of political disorder and strife, 
and in ~ovember mad John Brown struck a spark to tinder at 
Harpers Ferry. The venerable Cass, decretary of State, in 
one of his fits of tremor, is reported to have said in this 
year, "I have witnessed the beginning of this Government, and 
I sometimes think I may witness its end." 

It is difficult for us today to realize what a swashbuckling 
state America was in 1859. The tradition of the Revolution 
was still vivid in American minds and the country was full of 
veterans of 1812. From the British point of view the Mexican 
War was an imperialistic venture aimed at the· ultimate annexa
tion of Mexico, and unfortunately there was ample public opinion 
in the South to· warrant such a conclusion. Ever since 1848 
there had been a growing restiveness in our f'oreiO'n relations. 
.In 1853 the Crimean War engaged .F·rance and Great Britain and a 
great outcry at once arose in this country for the seizure of 
th~ British West Indies and the neighboring Gulf :tegion. The 
se1zure of the vessel "Black Warrior 11 by the Cuban authorities 
on a technicality gave excuse for the Ostend Conference in 1854, 
where our ministers to England France and Spain si~ned and 
published a manifesto to the ef'fect that the U. S. ~hould ne
gotiate with Spain for the purchase of Cuba but should these 
negot~ations fail "we should be justified by every law human 
and d1vine in wresting it from Spain if we possess the power." 
Our relations with South American republics had not been such 
as to command great foreign respect. William V/alker fitted out 
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an expedi ti~n, sailed for Nicaragua, overthrew the government 
and became 1ts actual ruler. He was followed by a host f ' 
ad~enturers who sailed from New Orleans and San Francisc~ 
wh1le the Government tried to arrest them in New York In 
May 1856 the U • S. Government actually recognized the ·Walker 
Government and received its Minis'ter with every mark of 
respect. 

The Presidential Message of December 1858 was not an 
encouragin~ docum~nt for a new Minister. President Buchanan 
recounted 1n deta1l all of our disputes with Great Britain 
and summed up the situation by saying; 11 It has been the 
m~sf~rtune ?f both countries almost ever since the period of 
t~e nevolut1on to have been annoyed by a succession of ir
rltating and dangerous questions, threatening their friendly 
relation~." 'rhe P?rtion of the Message relating to Spain 
was part1cularly d1sturbing, as the President frankly stated 
that our relations were in an unsatisfactory condition, and 
that Cuba was a "constant source, of injury and annoyance to 
the American people," and intimated strongly that it might 
be necessary to acquire possession by means other than a 
purchase. Mexico also was treated as a disturbinO' element 
the . .President saying that "abundant cause now und~ubtedl~l ' 
exists for a resort to hostilities against the government 
still holding possession of the capital." He also asked 
Congress for authority to employ the land and naval forces 
of the U. s. to compel the opening of the 1\ic::).ragua Isthmus. 
An unsettled dispute with Costa nica was recounted with a 
threat that force might be used to collect reparations. 
Cuarrels with New 0ranada and Brazil were reviewed and the 
:President reported that the Secretary of the r.:avy had al
ready assei~led a fleet for aetion against Iaraguay. This 
message fairly bristled with foreign disputes and it took. 
no vivid imagination to see the u. 3. at war with half the 
world within a few months. 

Lyons took all these questions good-naturedly and, as 
he says in his first dispatch, felt his way cautiously, 
endeavoring to be very plain and firm upon clear British 
quest ions and to avoid topics in. dispute as much as possible. 
Early in the summar Lord John Russell became Foreign Liinister 
and Lydns' position became more difficult; Lord Hussell seems 

· to have been imbued with a restive contempt for the U. s. 
that would break through his diplomatic language in spite 
of himself. Shortly after he took over the Foreign Office 
the u. s. was again embarrassed by General Harney, an over 
enthusiastic officer who occupied the Island of San Juan on 
the :Pacific Coast, without great semblance of right. Hussell 
boiled over· at once and wrote to Lyons: 

"The affair of San Juan is very annoying. It is of the 
nature of the u.s. citizens to push themselves where 
they have no right ·to go, and it is of the nature of 
the u. s. Government not to disavow acts they cannot 
have the face to approve •" 

Thus Lyons was placed betw~en the two fires of a boisterous 
American foreign policy and a chief who had little understand-
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ing or sympathy for the u.s. 
In 1860 it was decided that the Prince of Wales should 

visit Canada and the u. s. and of course Lyons was to play an 
important part in the diplomatic arrangements. He was over
whelmed with invitations from all QUarters, and gifts of the 
most varied descrintion came to the Legation. Equestrian 
statues of His Royal Highness, pots of ointment for the ~~ueen, 
books of sermons for Baron Renfrew, and a set of plates for 
the ":Prince of Whales." On~ citizen of' Lowell, Mass., re
auested a photograph of the Prince ''for his virgin wife." 
(The then Prince was later Edward VIIt) The visit was a 
triumphant success, with the exception of one unfortunate 
incident during the festivities at Albany. The Duke of New
castle was seated next to Governor Seward at a dinner in honor 
of the Prince. Seward, probably with a misguided sense of 
humor, turned to him and said, "I shall probably occupy an 
important post under the next administration, and it will be
come my duty to insult England. You may be sure that I shall 
insult her accOtTdingly ." The in·cident, although denied by 
Seward, was published in the London Times and certainly did 
not fall upon deaf ears when reported to Russell. 

The election of Lincoln accentuated the importance of 
Seward's blunder, for it soon became apparent that he was to 
occupy an important place in the Cabinet. Lyons wrote to 
Russell on Jan, 7, 1861: 

"It is considered almost certain that Mr. Seward 
is to be lilr, Lincoln's Secretary of i:)tate.,,,, 
With regard to Great Britain I cam1ot help feeling 
that he will be a dangerous foreign minister. His 
view of the relations between the u. s. and Great 
Britain has always been that they are good material 
to make political capital of. He thinks at all 
events that they may be safely played with without 
any risk of bringing on a war. He has even to me 
avowed the belief' that England will never ao to 
war with the U.s ..... The temptation will

0

be 
gre~t.for Lincoln's party, if they be not engaged in 
a ClVll war, to endeavor to divert the public excite-
ment to a foreign quarrel.,," · 

S~ward became ~ecretary of State and shortly afterwards, 
~t a d1nner engaged the British, ~'ranch and Russian Ministers 
1n conversation relating to the foreign effect of a blockade 
of Southern ports, Upon Lypns protesting for the rights of 
~eutrals, ~award, according to Lyons' ·report, "then went off 
1nto a def1ance of foreign nations in a style of braggadocio 
which was forme:ly not common with him---- Finding he was getting 
more and more Vl?lent, and saying things which it would have 
been more conven1ent for me not to have heard I took a natural 
opportunity for turning to speak to some of the ladiesin the 
room.': Lyons' prudent tact always showed to its best advantage 
oppos1te Seward, He seems to have.had the happy faculty of 
being most reserved when Seward was most violent and in all 
the long association of these two men, Lyons alw~ys managed to 
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confuse, and sometimes confound,. Seward by his circumspection 
and adQ,ress. 

Within a few days deward proved the correctness of Lyons' 
fears when he delivers d to Lincoln his now famous "Thoughts for 
the President's Consideration." . Seward had been Secretary of 
State for less than a month, yet he did not hesitate to inform 
t~e President that the Administration was "without a policy 
e1t~er domestic or foreign," He suggested that the guiding 
pol1cy for domestic affairs, should be based upon a chan~e of 
the question before the public from one upon slavery for:;) a . 
question upon union or disunion. Whatever may be said of the 
effect of this proposal upon the American people it entirely 
overlooked the fact that slavery was the one iss~e of the Civil 
War that would most certainly gain the popular sympathy of 
European peoples at that time, Seward thus would have dis
carded the brightest hope the Horth had for European and par
ticularly British, favor. His direct suggestions fo; a foreign 
policy were so startling that I venture to quote them in full: 

"FOR FOREIGN NATIONS 

I would demand explanations from Spain and France, 
categorically, at once, 

I would seek explanations from Great Britain and 
Russia, and send agents into Canada, l'.lexico and Central 
America torouse a vigorous continental spirit of inde
pendence on this continent against Buropean intervention. 

And, if satisfactory explanations are not received 
from Spain and France, 

Would convene Congress and declare war against them. 
But whatever policy we adopt, there must be an en

ergetic prosecution of it. 
For this purpose it must be somebody's business to 

pursue and direct it incessantly. 
Either the President must do it himself, and be all 

the while active in it, or 
Devolve it on some member of this cabinet. Once 

adopted, debates on it must end, and all agree to abide. 
It is not my especial province; 
But I neither seek to evade nor assume responsibility," 

Lincoln answered the note the ~a~e day, refuting Seward's 
claim that the Administration had no policy. liothing could be 
more delightfully Lincolnesque than his reply to the modest 
suggestion that the Secretary of dtnte might take ova~ .the. 
reigns of ~overnment. Lincoln wrote, "I remark that 1f th1s 
must be do~e, I must do it." He then locked Seward's note 
amon~ his private papers and neither man seems ever to have 
mentioned the incident,· It was not until thirty years later 
when Nicolay and Hay published the correspondence, that the 
world knew what had happened, but Lyons' instinct evidently 
led him to a correct conclusion a~ though he did not know all 
of the facts. 

The first year of the war was the most tryiug. period of 
Lyons' residence inWaspington. He was charged v1ith the 
delicate task of maintaining British neutrality between the 
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North and south and at the same .time keeping clear the ~hannels 
of trade for British commerce with the cottonpsta~es • Hi~ 
diplomatic posit ion was so precisely that of !olr • Ha;ter lhnes 
£age in London during the years 1~1~-1917, th~t we are not.sur
-orised to find :Page reviewing Lyons career w1th sympat~et1c. 
glee in one of his letters. 'l'he paralle 1 oetween the s 7 tua t :-on 
of these two diplomates is so striking that its sugg~st1on.w1ll 
be sufficient, but it is interesting to n~te that. wh1le :Page, 
bound by his government to strict neutrall ty, des1red. war and 
eventually saw his desire fulfilled, Lyon~, ~epresent1ng a 
government fairly predisposed to war, das1reu peace, and managed 
to maintain a neutral position to the and. 

In the first month of the war Lyons dictated a plan of 
future British policy that was accepted by.h~s go~arnment. 
Its main features were: First, the recogn1t1on of the Con
federacy as be1li;~·erents only. This he felt was demanded by 
the large number of .British subjects in the South who were en
titled to protection and the economic necessity of Bri~ish 
manufacturers to secure cotton. jecond., concerted act1on on 
all issues by Britain and t 1rance in order that the conflict 
might be segregated to the western shores of th~ Atlan~ic. 
'l'hird absolute firmness on all questions rna ter1ally affect-
ing B;i tish interests and silence on all non-rna tar ial quest ions. 
In furtherance of this policy and as the basis of the whole 
structure he insisted that the fundamental condition of peace 
was that the U. s. be convinced .that Great Britain would fight 
under some circumstances and that Canada and the i:'Jest Indies 
should be strongly garrisoned as an evidence of th.is fact. 

His most difficult task, perhaps, was accomplished in the 
first six months of the war when he was seeking to establish 
Britain's position. The entire press of the country was crying 
daily in the flamboyant language of 1860 against his country. 
Seward for months labored under the obcession that he could 
prevent civil war by engaging in a foreign conflict, and he 
even openly hinted at an invasion of Canada as a possible 
diversion. ~hroughout all the popular outcry that followed 
the recognition of the Confederacy as a belligerent., Lyons 
kept silent, gave out no interviews, and when he had anything 
to say, said it in writing to Seward. Wild speeches criticis
ing the British Government, newspaper articles threatening 
death and destruction, even violent language from Seward him
se1f were passed unnoticed by the phlegmatic minister. His 
forebearance seems more than human when he refused to reply 
to one. of Seward's outbursts to the effect that "the policy 
of foreign governments is founded upon considerations of 
interest and commerce, while that of the U. S. is based on 
high and eternal considerations of principle and the good of 
the human race." 

Through it all Lyons maintained his good humor, paid no 
attention to adverse criticism, and when unpleasant and un
profitable conversation arose which he thought it unwise to 
hear "took a natural,opportunity of turning to speak tosome 
of the ladies." By patient insistence he managed to avoid a 
critical situation until the Fall of 1861. By that time every-
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body in the U. S. saw the actu2.l situation more clearly ·The 
early impression that the war was a matter of months wa~ dis
pelled and b?th North ~nd, South realized the terrible import 
of the confl1ct. Bull s nun, fought in July convinced the 
North of the fighting spirit af ·the South. ~radually Seward 
recognized the fatal consequences certain to result from a 
foreign war. Ly~ns had waited, and time played into his hands. 
It seemed for a few months that Britain wouldhave to contend 
with no more than the blockade, and since the status of that 
s~tuation was bein~ more and more clearly defined, the outlines 
of her general pol1cy were established. 

On Nov. 8th, however, an incident occurred that seemed 
destined to make a breach unavoidable. 'rhe English mail steamer 
Trent, out of Havanna, a Spanish port, was met by the Awerican 
warship San Jacinto and stopped by a shell fired across her 
bows. She was boarded by a party of marines, and the officer 
in cormnand demanded a list of the passengers. The list being 
refused, the commander _stated that he knew that among the 
passengers werethe Confederate delegates to Burope, I1.:ason 
and Slidell. While the discussion was in progress, Slidell 
appeared and admitted his identity. Thereupon, over the pro
tests of the captain of the vessel and the British Uail Agent, 
Mason and Slidell were carried by force to the 0an Jacinto and 
taken as prisoners to New York. 

The news arrived in England on Nov. 27th, and caused the 
greatest excitement. It was popularly f'el t that war. must 
follow. The Government, to show its attitude, at once ordered 
8,000 troops to Canada. 'rhe feeling in the U. S. was even 
stronger. Captain \'/ilkes of the San Jacinto became a national 
hero. Congress passed a vote of thanks to him together with a 
medal. The Secretary of the Navy officially congratulated him 
upon his heroic action, saying, "Your conduct in seizing these 
public enemies was marked by intelligence, decision and firm
ness and has the emphatic approval of this department." He 
was banauetted and toasted in all the principal cities, and at 
Boston the Governor of Massachusetts rr.ade the public statement, 
"That there may be notljing left to crown this exaltation, 
Commodore Vlilkes fired his shot across the bows of the ship 
that bore the British l~on at its head." 

H~re was a diplomatic issue of the first importance. The 
necessity for a speedy and certain settlement VJas apparent, 
since public opinion on b bth sides was rapidly running in 
opposite directions. Had the Seward of March still existed 
there would certainly have been war, but much had happened in 
six months and the effect is clearly seen in his reticence in 
November. It was obvious that the first move belonged to 
Great Britain and deward wisely waited. Lyons was at the 
crisis of his'career. He knew the general attitude of Russell 
and it seemed as thoti~h the results of all his careful diplo
macy was to tumble about his head. Hi~ claim to dis~inct~on 
was never displayed more clearly than 1n the period from 1ov. 
8th to Dec. 18th, when the British note arrived in '.'fashington. 
With all the u. s. howling in his ears, with press and ~ublic 
lauding ·Wilkes and threatening Britain, Lyons said noth1ng, 
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completely isolating himself and studiously avoiding Seward. 
He at once issued orders to all British Consuls to maintain 
silence, and informed .his Government that no word would be 
said until advices were received in America. Many statesman 
have established reputations for wisdom by saying nothing; few 
have been so successful in saying nothing at the right time 
as was Lyons. 

In the meantime Lord Russell with the Cabinet had drawn 
up a note to the D. s. demanding an apology and the surrender 
of the prisoners in peremptory, almost abusive, language. The 
draft was submit ted to cue en Victoria, who of course showed it 
to the Prince Consort. Albert was then upon his deathbed, but 
he realized the result that would follow the receipt of such 
a drastic note.. He prepared a. memorandum that greatly modified 
the harsh language of the note, and persuaded Russell to so. 
state the terms as to make their acceptance possible. This 
was the last official act of Frince Albert, and never, probably 
did he render a greater service to his country and the world ' 
at large. · 

' The note came to Lyons at midnight on Dec. 18th. It was 
couched in the most courteous language. The British Government 
said first, that it was willing to agree that Wilkes had acted 
without authority, since it could not believe that the U. s. 
would force so grave a question. The note further expressed 
the trust that the u. s. Government would of its own accord 
make a suitable redress by freeing the prisoners and renderina
a suitable apology. A private dispatch .to Lyons accompanied o 

the nota instructing him to allow Seward ·seven days if the 
latter reouested it. If no answer was returned within that 
time, or if an unsatisfactory answer were given Lyons was 
ordered to leave Washington and return to Londo~ forthwith. 
Russell also wrote a private letter to Lyons at the same time 
in ~hich he ask~d him to prepare Seward's mind before he actually 
dal1verad the d1spatch and practically informed Lyons that an 
apology need not be insisted upon if Mason and Slidell were 
freed. 

Lyons saw Saward on the 19th and advised him of the creneral 
tenor of the note. This interview can best be told in Ly~ns' 
dispatch to Russell dated the same day. 

11 Before I left Mr. Seward he said there was one ouestion 
which he would put to rna 'informally ' but which "it was 
rr:?st importa~t that I should answer.' Was any time 
f 1xed by my 1nstruct ions wit pin which the U. s. Govern
ment must reply? I told him that I did not like to 
answer the question; that what of all thincrs I wished 
to.avoid was the slightest appearance of a

0

menace. He 
sa~d I need not fear that, he only wished me to tell him 
pr1vately and confidentially. I said that on that under
stand~ng, I v1ould te 11 him that the term was seven days. 
He sa1d then that much time would be lost if I did not 
let him have a copy of your dispatch ~unofficially and 
informally' ; that so much depended on the word in"" of it 
that it was impossible to come to a decision without re~d
ing it. I told him that the only difficulty I had about 
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giving it to him at once officially was that the sev d 
v:ould at one b cr· t . . · en ays ·~ e ao~n, o ru~. He sa1d that was very true, 
but I m1;,:)~t let h1m nave_ 1 t on the understand inP' that no 
one but h1mself anci the .t resident should know tho.t 1 had 
done so. I was very glad to let him have it on these 
terms • •: • It will give Mr. Seward, who is now on the 
peace s1de ~! .t~a Cabinet, time to work on the President 
before the.ci~fa1r comes before the Cabinet itself. I 
sent th~.dlsp~tch,to him in an envelope marked 'Privata 
and Conf1dent1al. Almost immediately aftervJards he 
c~ma here. He told me he was pleased to find that the 
d1spatch ~as co~~teous and friendly, and not dictatorial 
an~ menac1ng. rnere was, however, one ouestion more 
wh1ch he must a:3k me, without an answer "to vihich he could 
not.act, bu~ at the same time he must have the answer in 
s~r1?t c onf~dence between himself and me. I had told 
h1m 1n conf;dence .that I was to wait sevtm days for an 
answer on tne subJect of the redress we reouirad. Sup
posing he was within the seven daJs to send rne a refusal, 
or ~ proposal to discuss .the question? I told him that 
my 1nstructions were positive and left me no discretion. 
~f t~e answ~r were not satisfactory, aml particularly if 
1 t d1d not 1nclude the immediate su·crerxleT of the prison
ers, I could not accept it. 
I was not sorry to tell him this in the wai I did. 
I avoided all menace v1hich could be an obstacle to the 
U. S. Yielding, while I did. the only thing which will 
make them yield if they ever do; let them know that we 
really are in earnest •" 

Thus the c~uestion was squarely presented to Seward. Lyons 
had shown the greatest tact and consideration, but underneath 
all his courtesy there was a firmness that did not fail to 
impress Se·ward. In fact, our :-Jecretary of dta.te was in an 
extremely embarrassing position. The friends of Lincoln, 
Seward, Chase and other Cabinet Members have been assiduous 
in poi.nting out that each member had always considered our 
position on the 11rent case as a dangerous one, but when all is 
said there is very respectable evidence th~t they all had 
followed the popular clamor and. given expression to their 
alation over Captain Wilkes' exploit. To say the least, they 
had allowed the Departments of V!ar and lifavy to go on record 
and their own Congress had publicly honored Wilkes. The 
Administration had permitted the press to axpr~ss unqualified 
approval without making any restraining comment and on the 
whole was fairly we 11 comr!li tta·d on the subject. The U. S. 
had fought the War of 1812 to vindicate the right of a neutral 
to resist search and seizure, and here was a case dangerously 
similar in it~ essential characteristics. 

Seward undertook to solve the question. He shut himself 
up in his room and on ]ec. 25th had an answer prepared for the 
Cabinet Meeting that day.· One cannot but admire the quality 
of Seward's integrity and patriotism which caused him to re
verse his entire foreign policy on this issue. We v1ere plainly 
in the wrong and deward did the only honost thing to do under 
the circumstances--admitted the wrong and agreed to make 
reparation •. However, it took the Cabinet two days to make the 
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final decision and when it was determined Chase wrote in his 
journal "It is gall and wormwood to me." ' . 

on the 27th the American note was delivered to Lyons. It 
was a lengthy argument of the entire case, but its substance 
was that Mason and Slidell would be delivered to the British 
authorities at the time and place indicated. No mention was 
made of the apology demanded. 

Thus Lyons had triumphed. But far from being intoxicated 
with his victory, he took no notice of the omitted apology and 
made the American surrender as easy as possible by agreeing 
that the United States authorities should take the prisoners 
from the populous city of Boston and deliver them to the British 
at the obscure port of Provincetown, in the dead of night, 
without any previous public notice. 

The issue of war which had hung in the balance for weeks 
was at last settled and congratulations began to pour in on 
Lyons. He took his victory quietly and modestly. Writingof 
it to Mr. Hammond, Under-Secretary of the Foreign Office, he 
said that he had resisted the temptation "to do something 
which always besets one when one is anxious about a matter" 
and that from the first he had been convinced that the quieter 
he kept the better would be the chance of the instructi6ns 
from his government producing their effect. 

It would be an exaggeration to attribute to Lord Lyons the 
entire credit for having ·prevented war over the r.rrent affair. 
There are many others to whom credit is due; to Lincoln for his 
restraining influence on Seward in the early months of the 
Administration, to Prince Albert for his check on Russell to 
Seward himself for his fundamental common sense when conf;onted 
with incontrovertible facts. But no one reviewing the entiie 
affair can fail to realize that the issue between peace and. war 
depe~ded to a great extent upon the method in which Lyons 
carr1ed out his task, and that the slightest indiscretion or 
error in judgment on his part would have made the· conflict 
inevitable. Lyons remarked in later years that had there been 
cable communication with England, war could not have been 
averted, ~nd it is probable that he was correct, since it is 
~pparent how important a part time played in this drama. It 
7s al~o evident that the judicious silence of Lyons was of 
1nest1mable value, and I thinlc we maysay that the restraint 
that en~bled hi~ to refrain from saying a word upon a question 
over wh1ch all ~ngland and the u. s. was buzzing for seven 
weeks was little else than inspiration. · 

The immediate effeet of the 'l1rent affair on 8eward was 
curious. After a complete surrender to England in that case 
~e was in no position to urge a quarrel with her on any other 
1ssue,-so he execute~ a perfect about face, and Lyons was now 
equall~ embarrassed 1n avoiding his kindly atteirtions. Seward 
early 1n 1862 made a proposition that twelve thousand British 
troops destined for Canada should be landed at Portland Me. 
and sent overland to the border. Since these troops we;e ' 
meant for use in a possible future conflict with the u. s., 
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Lyon~ a~ on~e realized the danger of accepting this offer and· 
the 1nv1tat1on was declined with thanks. 

He was fortunate in not being directly involved in the 
Alabama affair, but his cownents on the British practice of 
fitting out Confederate cruisers show that he was aui te capable 
of admitting the wrong of his own country. He is rather 
sympathetic in his expressions on this sub ~act sa;rinO' in one 
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d1spatch that the fact of the Alabama "roaminJ' the oceanwith 
English guns and English sailors to burn, sink and destroy the 
ships of a friendly nation, is a scandal and a reproach." 
His position in ~ashington was rendered more difficult by the 
negotiations between Adams and Lord Hussell, but his genius 
for silence again stood him in good stead and he lilanaged to 
weather the storm. 

In June of 1862. Lyons was forced by ill health to take 
leave of absence for .three months. He returned to London, 
arriving at the time when french pressure for mediation by 
France, Russia and England was being exercised on the Uabinet. 
In reporting his attitude on this question, he said, 11 I listen 
and say little when he (the French l,!inister) talks of inter
vent ion. It appears to me to be a dangerous subject of con
versation.11 He expressed the opinion to the Cabinet that 
foreign intervention, short of the use of force, would only 
make matters worse. He secured only a promise that the Cabinet 
would discuss the matter, but on his return to the~. s. he 
refused to discuss the topic with the I11 rench l\linister, seeking 
to discourage the project by his reticence. As a result France 
mad~ little progress witr. her plans and eventually England 
refused to have any part in the proposal. This skillful 
maneuver of Lyons worked to the advantage of his country, for 
in the general outcry against France in the Ll. s. there was a 
feeling that England was the lesser of two evils and. the 
general animosity against her diminished to some extent·· 

Lyons escaped another embarrassil1g s~tuation in 1863 when 
the famous case of the .Peterhoff' arose. 'l}he Peterhoff, a 
British vessel sailing from London to the mouth of the Rio 
Grande, was captured oy an American steamer off Jt. Thomas 
and brought to Hew York as a prize. She carried a cargo of 
contraband consiO'ned to British sub ,)actA at Liatamoras, a 

'.Mexican tovm forty miles inlalld acres s from Brovmsville, ·rexas. 
The claim of the u. s. was that her cargo was ultimately 
destined for the Confederate states and that therefore she was 
subject to seizure. Upon being urged by Russ~l~ to tate the 
matter up with Seward, IJyons expressed the op1n1on that the 
question was a legal one to be pursued in the courts of the 
U. 3. Nevertheless he hand·ed Seward Russe 11' s note without 
comment and there is no record. that either ever mentioned. the 
subject again. Here he served his country better than he. 
knew for the decision of our Supreme Court on this quest1on 
made 'international law, and in 1916 Lyons must have chuckled 
in his grave if he heard the British Cabinet use the case to 
prevent American shippers from sending goods to Germany by way 
of Scandinavian ports. 
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Seward's friendship for England grew apace. Having lost 
prestige over the Trent affair, he seems to have determined to 
make the most of any feeling of gratitude England might have 
and derive at least that advantage from the situation. Lyons 
was wary of his advances, fearing that he might be compromised 
if a future break occurred. In August 1863 Seward made a 
surprising proposal. He suggested to Lyops a demonstration 
designed to foster a better feeling between Great Britain and 
the u. s. England, he said, had made such a demonstration by 
the visit of the Prince of Wales. Now it was the turn of the 
u.s., but it was difficult to advise the means of doing so, 
as the President could not travel, and America possessed no 
princes. Lyons expressed the opinion that there was no real 
hostility to the u. s. in England and consequently there was 
no necessity for such a step. Seward, however, later returned 
to the suggestion and Lyons was forced to convey it to Russell. 
In his letter he remarked, 11 The only conjecture I can make is 
that he thinks of going to England himself." The visit pos
sessed no charms for Russell and Lyons seems never to have 
de1i vered England's curt refusal of the honor. 

As the war dragged on .. the burden upon the British Minister 
increased. He had a full staff of consuls to control both in 
the u. S, and the Confederacy. The draft in both sections 
gave rise to innumerable questions involving British subjects, 
and the bounty system leo. to impressment and kidnapping. Every 
day brought new quostions relating to the blockade, and Matamoras 
trade was a continual menace to friendly relations, The Foreign 
Uffice failed to send an adeauate force of' assistants and such 
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young men as they did send only added to Lyons' difficulties. 
On one occasion a l.Ir. Johnson was sent as an a·ttache, He was 
Slidell's son-in-lav1 and Lyons, who never took a chance, refused 
to allow him to leave the port of debarkation. 

Lyons was of sedentary habits all his life, He was totally 
~acki;1g in. the love of the outdoors that is supposed to character
lZe tne Br1 ton, and he knew no. form of recreation. He writes in 
1864 that. since his arrival in Washington he had been absent 
from the city only four nights, with the exception of his tour 
with t~e Prince. His health began rapia.ly to give way and the 
excess1 ve heat of the Washtinf4nn summer compelled ·him to leave 
the city for Canada, where he stayed for tw·o months. The chan""e 
however, affected little improvement and he returned in Octobe~ ' 
ill and low in spirit. On his way home trouble arose over a ' 
raid by.Confeder~te deserters on st. Albans. They came from 
Canada 1nto Amer1can territory and orders were issued for the 
Union troops to pursue them into Canada. He was enabled to 
avoid a ~erious breach by his personal influence with the 
Canadian authorities, inducing them to seize and disarm the 
Conf~derate raiders before the u. s. could present its complaint 
to h1m. 

This was practically his last transaction with the American 
aut~orities, for upon hi~ return to ~ashington his health 
rap:-dly grew worse. In December his condition was such that he 
dec1ded that he must leave his post at once. He sailed for 
England, broken in health and completely discouraged over his 
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con~i t~o1;1. It was hoped. that a short rest would restore him 
suffic1ently to enable h1m to return to ViashinO'ton but by 
March 1865 he had made so little progress that

0

he ~as compelled 
to resign from the diplomatic service, 

From Lyons to.fage ~s almost exactly half a century, and 
we m~y say that th1s !)er1od marks t'he growth of British and 
~mer1can friendship. Je are beginning to recognite in the 
present century that 0reat Britain's policy toward us in the 
Civi~ War w~s not one of hostility, and we may consider that 
the foundat1on of our present friendly relation was laid by 
the courteous, tactful diplomacy of Lyons and capped 'by the 
human, warm-hearted sympathy o~ rage. 

It was the good fortune of the u. s. that Great Britain 
was repre~ented during the Civil ~-'!ar by a man distinguished 
by except1onal prudence, tact and discretion. It is perhaps 
no.t too much to say that any one want in!)' in these ruali ties or 
less sensitive to the delicacy of his p~sition ·could not have 
prevented war between the two countries. The diplomatist who 
successfully avoids such a catastrophe is deserving of the 
gratitude of both peoples. o 

One little detail characterizes Lyons' entire diplomatic 
career. It might well serve as a standard for all diplomats 
even in our own dlil.y. In after life Lyons used to say with n~ 
little satisfaction that during his five years' residence in 
the u. s. he had never 11 taken a drink nor made a speech." 

JOHN D. ELLIS 

"THE OBSERVER" 

MAY 17 I 1924 WALTER A. DRAPER 

There was published in Cincinnati some years ago a paper 
that catered to social and advertising write-ups and that 
went by the name of ·,,Chic," rrhe owner and publisher and also 
the principal contributor was Fr~nk B. Wright. 

A man of considerable ability, l~ng attached to the 
editorial staff of the Enouirer, one who knew everybody in the 
city worth knowing, and many that were not, a good story teller, 
and full of wit, he was sought after ~Y those who were ambitious, 
and tolerated by those who had learned froni experience that he 
could on occasion sharpen his quill and dip it in biting acid, 
Having access to the columns of the Enquirer, as well .as his 
own publication that appeared each week more or less regularly, 
he was in a position to capitalize t,he possioilities and he 
did so. He never allowed his paper to descend to the level 
of some that came iater, one of which got its owner sent to 
Federal prison but nevertheless many a prominent citizen has 
looked casually at the paper he picked from the top of the pile 
of extra copies that. he had some. dim recollection of having 
ordered while many another reading the last issue of Chic 
just off the press was sorry too late that he had neglected to 
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order a few hundred when the opportunity was given him. 

But Frank Wright was not a ba~ sort of fallow. He had a 
heart which was easily touched, he worked hard a~d bu~ for the 
fact that he put people in one of two classes, h1s fr1ends and 
his enemies he would have had a pleasanter life. The time 
came howev~r when he reached the end of his career, and 
when' he passed on there was nobody to begin where he left off, 
for Chic was Frank Wright. What there was of the paper that 
could be sold was offered for sale and that didn't include 
"good will." The only asset was the mailing list and as most 
of the subscribers had paid in advance not merely for one but, 
in many cases, for several years, even this turned out to be 
a liability. 

There was also at that time another figure in local 
affairs--Joe A. Miller. He was the executive works of the 
Brewers Exchange, and the legislative agent for that organiza
tion. He was also a good fellow, genial, hearty, a good spender, 
a man of wide acquaintance, and. always the center of an inter
ested or admiring crowd. Local option and the shadow of a 
coming event that later materialized into the shape of the 
eighteenth amendment had begun to worry the· brewing interests 
even than and Joe Millar conceived the idea of buying whatever 
of Chic was tangible enough to buy and of making it a liberal 
literary and critical publication that could b'e used for pro
paganda. He called into his office one day a few active news
paper man---George A. Boissard, Will L. Finch, Jack Appleton and 
him, whose name is attached to this paper. 

Joe Miller may not have been quite frank in his presentation 
of the matter. He may not have explained the propaganda part 
of his scheme. At any rate the opportunity of getting out a 
paper of literary, critical, political and social comment was 
the only thing that made any impression on the men mentioned and 
somewhat later when Miller reminded them that he hadn't bought 
Chic merely to satisfy the ambitions of a lot of newspaper men, 
but with quite a distinct motive of another kind, it was too 
late and Joe Miller, good sport that he was, quickly realized 
it and from then on had never a word to say about the policy 
or contents of the· publication. 

Of course, one of the fi·rst things was to change the name 
of the paper and try to live down the· "~ood will'' that had been 
bought with it. It was called THE OBSERVER and the first issue 

·was put out August 3, 1901. "The Observer, formerly Chic," it 
said on the title page, but as soon as the Post office depart
ment allowed, the sub-title was dropped and as THE OBSERVER it 
continued. 

. It was a brave ventura. No enterprise was aver launched 
with fonder hopes and few with higher ideals. Firm in their 
conviction that such a publication could· command support in 
Cincinnati and assured in their own minds of thei:r ability to 
supply the material that would warrant such support, these 
newspaper men of a quarter of a century ago, performed a labor 
of love if one were ever performed, for they earned their way 
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in.their seveFal newspaper jobs and gave service of mind and 
body week after week, month after month, content if the return 
from advertising and subscriptions would pay the cost of 
publication. The condition under which Joe Miller ralin~ished 
his dream of making the paper one of propaganda was.that it 
should never cost him a cent beyond the money he paid for it 
and true to his bargain he had never a word of complaint but 
always wo~ds of encouragement. The ~tory of the struggl~, 
however, oan best be told in order. 

The purpose of this relation would not be realized if a 
tribu~e were not paid to Jack Appleton. True, we all worked, 
but Jack was the energy, the soul and the inspiration of the 
whole enterprise. Remember, Jack was making a living para
graphing and writing poems on the Commercial Tribune. He 
found time, however, to do all this on THE OBSERVER: he wrote 
a poem avery week for the front cover; he contributed the 

. matter for a department of comment and jokes over the signature 
"Observer" and that was particularly apt because he was in 
fact almost THE OBSERVER himself; he wrote an occasional 
editorial; he contributed occasional poems and stories; and 
he wrote a feature each week of fantasy and comment under the 
caption "The Club Philosopher," and another column of book 
reviews called "The Literary Highwayman." In the meantime if 
one of the other fellows needed help, he got it from Jack. 
Dear old Jack Appleton! He had bean an inspiration and an 
encouragement all his life, His smile, his optimism, his own 
courage, his kindliness, his sure appraisal of the good and 
his failure to see the faults in us have permeated the hearts 
and lives of his friends so that his personality hovers over 
us, and accomp.anies us even as in the days when he was daily 
among us. Even now some intangible influence radiates from 
the home wherein he is that mystically urges us to tender 
thoughts and better things. 

But evan Jack didn't do it all. There were editorials, 
political news, the local stock and securities market, an art 
deuartment or rather column, society and illustrated jokes and 
ca~toons. The Observer can lay claim to having had a great 
cartoonist on its staff. He was Winsor McCay, now getting 
$50 000.00 a year from the Hearst Syndicate. "Winsor Mac," 
we ~alled him. He was making cartoons for the Enquirer and 
gattihg $40.00 a week and always broke. I made an arrangement 
with him by which he gave us a half page cartoon on the same 
subject as the leading editorial each week, and ~wo or three 
small drawings to accompany joke~ for all of.whlch he was to 
receive .l~5.00. He demanded his 4;)5.00 on dellvary, not because 
he was afraid of. our being able to pay, but because he needed 
the money. In fact more than once he got mon~y from me in 
advance and owed me the cartoons which he del1vared later when 
I had thought·out what our leading editorial was to be about. 
r several times had to advance this money to Winsor Mac per
sonally when the treasury was empty and then it became necessary 

.. for somebody to go out and get a few advertisements for the 
next issue to provide the.amount to make up the deficit. I well 
remember then I secured a half page ad from John D. Sage who 
then had just been given charge of the Union Central Life 

' 
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Insurance Company's advertising. The vary next w&ek the cost 
of printing the issue was not quite equalled by the cash on 
hand and Charley Christie, then secretary to Mayor Julius 
Fleischmann, authorized us to carry the Mayor's Thanksgiving 
proclammation as a display ad. Christie was ever a friend to 
newspaper men and I always had my suspicion that he paid for 
that advertisement himself in some way. 

George Boissard was our·political editor. It is amazing 
how many people read what is printed. We had about 1500 
circulation and never dreamed that Boissard's political par
agraphs would reach anybody in national or state politics, b~t 
what he wrote was often the principal thing in the paper that 
we heard from. Vfuat we heard was not in the shape of delicate 
compliments either, for Boissard's "notes" were never lacking 
in point and generally the point went home. There was not a 
thing that was harmful and not a word that was untrue in what 
he wrote, but even so it stirred up politicians all the way 
from Cincinnati to Washington. There was little satisfaction 
that they got for complaining. Boissard was always willing to 
follow up anything he had written with another paragraph ex
plaining the reason for his words, and the reason for the 
politician's baing upset about it, but this generous offer 
was always declined with thanks. The only coin in which THE 
OBSERVER could pay any man whose tender feelings had been hurt 
wa.s space and printer's ink and we soon e·stablished a new 
column headed "About People" which we· didn't entrust to 
Boissard and in which several prominent ~itizens ware referred 
to each week in language that acted as a soothing lotion to 
lacerated feelings. That column helped to souare many an 
account. ~ 

Will Finch was our editor and looked after most of the 
detail. He solicited advertising when he wasn't asking the 
rest ?f us for copy. Occasionally we had a prosperous streak 
and h1red a regular advertising solicitor but we were sued in 
squire's court by one and robbed by anoth~r and found that we 
could do much better ourselves. We felt that the field for 
exten~ing our circulation was limited only by the limit of our 
acqua1ntance, and such would have been the fact except that it 
se~med to u~ that about half of the people we solicited had , 
pa1d Frank Wright for two or three years in advance. Often 
we went after some acquaintance whose name was on Chic's sub
scription list that we took over and who was shown as delinquent. 
"Great Scott, man," he would reply "Frank Wright colla cted from 
me e~ery time he saw me, I am sur~ I've paid five times. 
Rece1pt? Chic never bothered about such things." 

. We did not resort to "write ups" of men or business enter
prlses to make up our budget. nre disguised no paid reading 
matter as news or comment. We had no subsidy and sought none. 
There was no in~erest that supported us and ,so there was no 
man or aggregat1on of men that we did not feel free to criticize. 
I well remember the results of one bit of criticism at the time 
of the assassination of President McKinley, The Fall Festival 
was on and a floral parade was scheduled to be ~ivan on a 
certain day just following the news of the president's death. 
The directors of the !all Festival were of course in a dilemna 
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but finally decided to have the .parade anyway, rt shocked a 
good many people in Cincinnati and many visitors from out of 
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th~ city a!id it shocked the OBSERVER. Moreover, the OBSERVER 
sa1d so bot~ in comment and in an editorial. The directors 
of the Fest1val were not in a good humor from the criticism 
they had already received and when THE OBSERVER put its thoughts 
in type they ~e 1 ~ ill a worse humor. 11fe had secured space in 
the foyer of h~s1c Hall where we attradted a good deal of at
tention to our then new venture and the directors considered 
it an additional insult that we should sell right in their own 
show the papers carrying the printed criticism of their action 
A h~ried meeting of the board was c&led and after an angry • 
cons1deration of our case we were told we were persona non grata 
and our space was wanted by a patent fly trap exhibit, anyway, 
So we moved on. A day or two later, however, the directors 
sent for us and expressed the opinion that they had acted a 
little hastily and told us that if we wanted to come back they 
would let the fly trap man go where there were more files to 
catch. We did go back and the next issue carried a cartoon of 
Winsor Mac's best, portraying the out of town guest returning 
the key of the · ci t;y to old Cincinnatus with grateful acknowledg
ments, while the editorial accompanying it contained these 
words: "Cincinnati should start a College of Immortals, and 
at the head of the honorables included should be the Fall 
Festival Directors," 

In the same issue with the matter that was so objectionable 
to the Fall Festival people appeared some verses by Jack Apple
ton on McKinley that attracted tmusual attention and were 
copied in paper after paper. They ~ead as follows: 

OHIO SPEAKS 
Oh, well-beloved son of mine, 

As through the land the requiems toll, 
The hearts that mourn you cannot know, 

The anguish of my mother-soul. 

To others you were true and great, 
Cut down while in your glorious prime:-

To me a gentle, noble son 
--Rest in this bosom for all time~ 

Your work is done: a martyr's crown 
Is yours fo'r all eternity: 

God se'nds you, ·glorified, at peace, 
Back to my·heart, to rest with me~ 

Oh well-beloved son of mine, 
' In days to come, a guidon bright 

Your name shall be for other men, 
--For me, a leading, "kindly light." 

• 
Of this ·poem a respected member of the. Literary Club, 

William Henry Venable, wrote an appreciation as follows: 
"I cannot resist the impulse to toll you how much your 
beautiful po,em 'Ohio Speaks' has affected me. It must have 
come from an inspired heart. You have voiced a profound 
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sentiment." 

we all sold advertising space to anyone of our friends who 
had the slightest excuse for using it. Occasionally we got 
into trouble as in the case were two of us sold the same full 
page for the same issue. We also were sorry once that Fin~h 
didn't confine himself to. his editorial and·managerial dUt1es 
instead of contributing. It all came from the fact that Finch 
could not see any good in poetry. Why anybody who had anything 
to say that could be said in good straight English should cramp 
his medium of expression by hunting.around for words that would 
rhyme or fit in rhythm was beyond him. \It was unnatural, artifi
cial uninteresting and altogether useless. He hated poetry and 
no a~ount of argument would convince him that anybody read the 
stuff for any other reason than pure affectation. But we kept 
on using all that Jack Appleton and the rest of us could write 
over Finch's protest. Finally Finch surprised us one day by 
saying that he had been thinking the thing over ~nd had about 
come to the conclusion that there was something 1n our argument 
after all and, pulling some copy from his pocket, announced that 
he had even written a poem himself. He handed it around and as 
we read it, one after the other, we regretted we had tried to 
educate him to the beauties and uses of verse, for the stuff 
was just the worst that had ever been put together. It wasn't 
poetry. It could scarcely be read or spoken ·at all. As 
Boissard said the only thing you could do with it was to bark 
it. The pitying expression on our faces gave way to one of 
genuine fear as the producer quietly announced that he intended 
to run it in the next issue. We all felt that the standard of 
THE OBSERVER would receive a set back from which it might never 
recover but all our efforts to dissuade him met with no response. 
Our only hope was to make the next number so good in every other 
way that readers would forgat Finch's poem or take ·it as a joke. 
I have often wondered since whether Finch really cmuldn't see 
any difference between what he called "his poem"--and it was 
always so called because, thank Heaven! he never wrote another,-
and such real art as that of Jack Appleton's. Take for ex
ample, the following that we had printed a short time before 
from Jack: 

THE MINIATURE 

He loved her miniature. Ah, yes, 
He loved it next to her, ·said he, 

And when she placed it in his ·hands 
He kissed it fondly, foolishly. 

"It has your eyes, your hair, your mouth; 
It is a gem beyond compare. 

It shall lie close to my true heart 
While life and· love are mine, I swear •" 

Years flew. Today they saw him smile, 
As in a room he softly went, 

Up to a tiny, lace-clad bed, 
And o'er its rose pink contents bent. 

II It 

She 
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has your eyes," he told his wife, 
"Your hair, your mouth, so sweet, so pure;" 

laughed and caught "it" to her breast--
The little living miniature. 
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In the same issue which carried that poem I find some 
interesting historical information. R. A. Holden was president 
of the recently formed Cincinnati. Automobile Club and he had 
visited repair and supply houses in Cincinnati in an effort 
to take a census of the automobile owners. The comment pro
ceeds: 

"He found that there are 30 machines in Cincimlati that 
are run purely for pleasure and at the vary time of his inquiry 
there were 8 out of the 30 in the shop being put in repair." 
This was in August 1901. 

We were all jokesmiths, or tried to be, Some of us had 
a hard time getting our jokes in print even in our own paper, 
but occaai. onally there was something that was sparkling and 
demonstrated its point by being reprinted time and again. 

Queer as it may seem this one made the rounds: 

"Reckless Willie. 

"Willie thought dynamite good to eat 
"For dynamite tastes decidedly sweet 

"He ate a stick and danced with joy--

• • • • • • • • 

"Willie· was always a careless boy," 

Another that seamed to tickle was: 

And again: 

"He has a very strong will, they say." 
"Yes, but wait till he dies. The lawyers 
will break it." 

"Thomas Lipton shocked us when he was here 
by drinking t~a from his saucer." 

"How terrible~ Why was that?" 

"Oh, just because he couldn't lift the cup." 

Still another: 

"Yes," said the clump of soot to the chimney, 
d ball." "I am going to the masquera e 

"What as?"· asked the chimney. 

fl k '' repll'ed the soot." . "A Cincinnati snow- a e, 
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I remember our editor failed to see anything funny in a 
joke I wrote and I took it away from him saying I would prove 
it was good and that he was a damned Englishman anyway when it 
came to seeing the point of jokes. So I sent it to P~ck, then 
flourishing. It was accepted and I got 50 cents for 1t! al
though I had to buy six issues of Puck at ten cents a p1ece 
before it was printed. When.it was printed I had sweat re~enge. 
I don't think it is as funny now as I did then. Maybe you 11 
understand why. It ran thus: 

Pro Bono :Publico 

"Is there anything else that we can dofor 
the good of the public?" inquired the president 
·Of council after the franchise grab had been p~ssed. 

"I move we adjourn," shouted the leader of the 
opposition." 

I have already quoted some of Appleton's vera~ but I 
cannot ·refrain from reading one or two more. Here is one: 

"The First Proposal 

A hundred thousand years ago 
(A little more or less, perhaps, 

According to the learned chaps) 
A woman lived who had a beau. 

He was a husky citizen,. 
(Clothed in a bear akin and a smile -

He did not go in much for style) 
And he was chief of many men. 

The woman, tall, and fair, and white 
(Her hair was long, her eyes were clear, 

And to the other she was dear) 
Was beautiful--a woman's right. 

And so the man with patient care 
(And mallet fashioned from a stone 

Besides a chisel made of bone) 
Deep in the clay cut figures rare. 

It took him quite a year, I think 
(The signs were crude, bu.t plain as day-

He was an artist skilled in clay) 
Though some seemed much inclined to. shrink. 

"I love you: will you be my wife?" 
This was the message that he "wrote" 

. From memory I do not quote--
She blushed--the first time in her life; 

And then she cowl~ hung her head, 
(She'd watched him working for a year, 
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Which makes her answer somewhat queer, 
'This is SO sudden, dear, 1 she said." 
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We early saw the need of a department devoted to theatrical 
criticism. It should be free of any business office influence, 
committed to praising really meritorious plays and to express
ing fearlessly and directly our dramatic editor's opinion of 
the bad ones, Our hopes were fully realized for we turned over 
this job to Boissard--him of the pointed pen~ We decided before 
hand we wouldn't go after theatrical advertising just so we 
could be perfectly free to write the truth. Such a decision 
was superfluous. The theaters would have saved us the trouble. 
After the first two or three weeks of ~oissard 1 S reviews or 
advance notices the manager of every theater in town would have 
gladly kept him out if he could, The old Pike stock company 
was packing that place and Boissard could never understand 
why. He said so and more. Madame Sans Gene was given e.nd this 
is how it struck Boissard: 

"Things .certainly reached the limit at the I ike last week. 
The presentation of Sans ~ene appeared more of a burlesque 
than anything else. The crowning atrocity was Douglas as 
Napoleon. A six foot Little Corporal is certainly something 
of an innovation. ~~. Douglas, remembering how Sir rtenry Irving 
undertook to diminish his stature when playing the part, essayed 
to imitate the Snglish actor; but the result was a posture 
which suggested a previous repast of green apples." 

The Lyceum we have now well nigh forgotten. Of one bill 
our critic said: 

"The house should be disinfected after a week of "The 
Queen of the Badger Game •" 

Another time he wrote: 

. "At the Walnut, Robert Mantell, the once champion 
man weeper· of the American stage, gi vas way to 1 A Wise 
Guy'--a production that shouldn~t be allowed nearer than 
Xenia. It has been here before and amu~rea. only the 
feeble minded." 

This came when it was announced that the Fike Stock 
Company was going to put on Hamlet: 

· "Ye gods'and little fishes~ They've actuallj got 
the nerve to tackle Hamlet. The nerve of the Stock is 
superlative and the forebearance of the infatuated, 
Pikers is pest understanding. Douglas as the Dane. 
It is really a joke. But Sunday afternoon will find. all 
the saleswomen there applauding until they burst the1r 
gloves and in the evening the typewriter girls who have 
steadies will drag them there to see the impossible 
Hamlet." 
The same week he announced that the .burlesque show coming 

to the walnut ought to be at the ~eoples wit~ its ballet clad 
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in "skeeter nett in' pants," and compliments the Pike Stock for 
descending from the clouds to ·present a dramatization of Brete 
Harte' a "Sue" which he ·thinks "will be worth the price of 
admission--at least the matinee rates." But the reformation 
of the Pike stock Company was not for good for a week later he 
sighs: 

''The Pike Stock dips into Sardou again the coming 
week. Fedora. Poor Sardou." 

But it wasn't all this kind of criticism. I have naturally 
culled out some of the funny things, At that time the Grand ' 
Opera House was rebuilding and first class productions were 
showing at Robinson's, Good words were said for good shows 
and we actually were asked by the management of that house if 
they couldn't have a neat little advertisement each week at the 
end of our theatrical column. 

Boissard could write something other than the kind of stuff 
my quotations would indicate. He contributed each week a fan
tastic story under the general heading, "While the Pipe Holds 
.Out to Burn," · 

Here is a sample: 

"Just when Homer Hanover got the Power he never knew 
but the having of it gave him no little concern and a ' 
seemingly unending train of troubles. Just whe~ things 
looked blackest the Truce was made, and for all time 
thereafter Homer employed the Power very cautiously. 

"He was always interested in hypnotism was Homer 
but it ne~er entered his head that·he could'exert hypn~tic 
power unt1l after he had exercised it on Jackson Carruth 
in a fit of passion. They had some little trouble over ' 
a girl and a game of cards--just exactly which started 
thi~gs has never been accurately determined, and really 
isn t material. It ended in a fsrvent declaration by 
Homer that 11 A man as mean as yourself ought to die in 
ten, minutes •11 This was followed by a. warning: ''If you 
don t get out of this room, I'll knock your brains out." 

"This was all he. ppening in Hanover' s desk room law 
office, in which was a small iron safe of the firm which 
gave Homer a corner for his little table. Carruth was 
lea!ing the room when hi~ foot slipped, and falling 
a.ga1nst a. corner of the 1ron safe, his skull was fractured. 
He did not regain consciousness before he died. Clerks, 
in an adjoining office, heard Homer's threat and the 
coroner :efusing to believe his declaration thathe never 
raised h1s hand to Carruth, held him without bail. 

"Homer spent a gloomy week in jail, and was indicted 
promptly. He was lawyer enough to realize that·a trial 
would go against him. In desperation he tried to plan 
methods for escape, only to abandon each plan as not · 
feasible. 
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"Now if that turnkey would only drop dead," Homer 
wished fervently one night as that functionary brought 
him his mush and molasses. "If he only had heart disease 
and should die in my cell~" · 

"Jack Adams, the turnkey, set the tiny tray down with 
a clatter, and clutched his heart, falling backwards, 
without a cry. Hanover was startled, but made no outcry, 
and, later, satisfying himself that Adams was dead, 
.divested the body of its keys and outer garments and 
locking the corpse in the cell made his way to freedom. 
Passing out he threw the jail keys down the well. 

"Of. course there was an uproar next day. Those who 
had thought Homer innocent of Carruth's death now jo~ned 
with the majority. The tur.nkey's skull was bruised by 
his fall, and the coroner, making a superficial examina
tion, attributed his death to a. blow from some "blunt 
instrument in the hands of Homer. Hanover, a prisoner at 
,said jail. 11 

"There was little money in the nailer's clothes, 
and in less than a fornight Hanover was overhauled in an 
adjoining county, and locked up with a double charge 
staring him in the face. 

"Homer became seriously frightened. He began con
necting his two evil wishes with thai~ prompt fulfillment, 
and began to entertain the conviction that in a moral 
sense he was a double murderer, although technically he 
knew that his hands were free from blood. He was dejected 
and miserable. There was a change of venue for fear of 
mob. violence in his home town; indictments, and the opening 
of his trial. 

"The Prosecuting Attorney of na.ma.po county was a 
vindicative eloquent pleader, a "jury worker," and in 
opening the case he let loose the tcrrents of his eloquence 
~nd invective. Hanover realized that that man would make 
the effort of his life ~o convict him. 'It is my life or 
his,' he sadly ruminated. 'I wish his argument would 
c.hoke .him."' 

"There was a cry f~om one of the jurors and t~e court 
room was thrilled to see the Prosecutor throw ~P h~s 
hands and reel towards a chair, the blood gush1ng from his 
mouth. He had burst a blood vessel, and yielded the ghost 
ere physicians could arrive. 

"There is little need to recite details of the future 
attempts at trials. How witnesses met with the most 

. peculiar accidents, terminating. fatally. The man who was 
· going to swear to the conversat1on between Hanover and 
Carruth was killed by a trolle~· car on his way ~o court • 
The coroner lost his life in a runaway._ Two pr1soners 
who expected clemency by manufacturing evidence c~nnect
ing.Hanover with the murder of the turnkey. died after giv-
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ing their testimony to the grand jury--one choking to 
death on a herring bone, and the other being struck'in 
the temple by the shoe· cast ·by a carriage horse, as he 
was being conducted along the street to the court room. 

''A superstitious fear seized all people connected 
with the case. The ·farmer who caught Hanover when he 
was a fugitive, was struck by a swinging barn-door moved 
by ·a sudden, violent gust of wind. A Chicago crimd.·nal 
lawyer brought on to help the prosecution fell a victim 
to ptomain poisoning. Judge Brooks broke his leg and 
blood poison followed, causing his death. 

"Two counties were in an uproar when Hanover asked 
that the governor of the state be ·sent for. He had a 
statement to make, he said. When the governor came 
Hanover told him all. He was innocent of crime when 
first arrested. He was legally innocent of the death 
of the turnkey Adams. But that had showed him bis 
Fower. He had exercised it only to save his own life. 
He had remained in jail because he considered it the 
safest place. He would never be convicted. Of that 
he was determined. But if the governor would see to 
having the indictments nollied, he would never exercise 
his Power again. Failing to exercise this clemency, 
the Governor would be struck by a falling cornice 
inside of three days, and would die. 

"Governor Smith refused to have anythin·:r to do 
with the case. 'Let the law take its course

0

' he said. 
But he told what Hanover had said to him and'two days 
after the interview had his skull crushed by a piece 
of stone coping as he was entering the state house. 
Examination disclosed that the stone had but recently 
cracked. 

"Lieutenant Governor Davidson agreed to terms with 
Hanover~ One condition was that he leave the country. 
They tr1ed to arouse a mob to lynch the marvellous 
hyp~otist the day he left jail, but the leader fell 
aga1nst ~ shoe scraper and cut his throat, when they 
were m~k1ng a charge toward the jail, and the others, 
terrif1ed, dispersed to their homes. 

"Hanover went to South America and employed the 
Power for good, instead of for 111.' Within five years 

. he became. abundantly wealthy, and two years later was 
made.Presldent of one of the turbulent Republics. News 
of h1s exp~riences in the States.followed his elevation, 
and gave h1m immunity from rebellion. He extended his 
authority by annexing contiguous countries, and in the 
course of five years---after I.Iaving himself re-elected, 
he completed his plan for the unification of South 

· America into one Nation; at the head of which he is 
today---a wise, prudent, executive; generous to his 
people, and exceptionally kind to men charged with 
capital crime--never denying their cause a hearing, 
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and nearly always extending pardon with conditions •" 

. We were as i~partial in our praise and our criticism as 
I ~111 try to be 1n my quotations and references. · I find 
th1s soon after the street railway system was leased: 
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"I notice that there is a continual growl against 
The Cinciru:ati Traction Company. That is in a large 
measure unJust and uncalled for. One should not'expect 
too much from comparative strangers. Hemember they have 
fifty years in which to improve the charl:lcter of service 
and do not become impatient." ' 

I referred above to the misfortune of a later publisher 
and writer in having the losing side in a leg~l debate with 
the Federal Government. He was a picturesoue character--is 
still, probably, in the far west whence he ·wrote me recently. 
He had an .imagination that enabled him to write st aries of 
horror like Poe and as he drew and painted he ·could illustrate 
his stuff with pictures that made it more horrible. Also he 
could be as tender as Poe in some of his brightest poems. He 
was an occasional contributor to our colunms, not for pay, 
but for the mere love of it as were we. 

Let me quote one poem: 

WITH MARY 

Oh for another day on earth 
Like that once spent· with t:ary; 

To know again the cricket's mirth 
In the grasses cool and airy, 

~hila up above tossed the elder's worth 
Of powdered plumes in a snowy girth · 

Hiding the purple berry. 

The ~quirrel just across the wheat 
Stood up in glee to view us. 

The drab dove from her dark retreat 
Spied us below and knew us. 

She tuned her throat to a chorus sweet 
That pulsed with love through the noonday heat 

And whispered secrets to us. 

Oh, cynic cold, ah storied saga, 
!'/i th all the rank you carry, 

I would not give from this sainted page, 
This memory of Mary, 

~or all of your pointed persiflage 
And wise old meats in your urn of age, 

One single elderberry! 

Another feature that we ran was "Our Tabloid Hovel," 
one of which anpeared each week over the _.initials "E.J.A.," 
in the style of a current popular novel. 

In one issue appeared: 
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MORE FOLLY DIALOGUES 

By Aunt Tony Soap 

"No," said Folly, "I don't believe I care for one." 

I let my eye glasses hang from the string a moment before 
answering. 

"Unless my memory is growing decidedly shabby, I did not 
ask you if you did," 

Polly's eyes opened very wide. It is a habit they have. 

I shifted the carnation in my buttonhole a little to the 
left, and looked past her. Ivss a trifle pleased with the 
course the conversation had taken---and looking·past Folly 
always annoys her. 

She turned her head. 

I laughed softly. 

"You are very stupid," said she. 

"Mrs. Van Dizzy does not agree with you," I retorted 
calmly. 

''Mrs. Van Dizzy and I have never discussed you," said 
Polly with just a suggestion of' a yawn; "we always choose 
interesting subjects." 

± laughed again, and reached for my hat. 

"I shall endeavor to do something interesting, then," 
I said, taking Polly unawares, "since I cannot be it." 

Polly moved slightly. 

"Do, pray," said she· gravely. 

"Write a bookT'' I suggested, lingering at the door. 

·"What another?" queried Polly. 

"Yes, but an interesting one--" 

"Fille·d with dialogue?" 

"Yes, and--" 

"Drivel? Don't; try the other style; it is vastly more 
interesting and---" 

"And--'il" . 
"Profitable •" 
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"Thank you," said I; "I shall consider it carefully. Your 
interest in my welfare is something--" 

"That I do not care to discuss," she broke in. Was she 
bluehing'i' No, 

I opened the door and paused, with my hand on the knob. 

"You are very kind," I said. 

Polly looked the other way, 

"If you still have that - that which you offered me a 
short time ago -" 

I came back. 

"--I believe I do want it." 

. And I gave Folly Parrot the cracker." 

Our department headed "Art and Artists" was not only a 
source of pleasure in its preparation but really attracted 
quite a bit of attention. The daily papers didn't pay much 
attention to art and we had a fairly clear field. Through 
the kindness of Mr. Gest the large supply of fine half tone 
cuts at the Art Museum and Art Academy was drawn upon to 
illustrate the articles describing the work of our famous 
local artists and of others from elsewhere. A distinguished 
feature of this department was that it was in large measure 
conducted by L. H. Meakin. His criticisms, his kindly com
ment his news notes were of genuine interest, but whenever 
it b~came necessary in our opinion to devote some space to 
Meakin himself the department was turned over to one of our 
own men and the usual initials of L. H. M. were replaced by 
others, What a wealth to draw from! Duveneck, B~rnhorn, 
Meakin, Farny, the Rookwood art~sts, all ~ere act~ve and 
making art news. Our illustrat1ons were 1nterest1ng and . 
attractive and included those of the beautiful panel of 
Barnhorn' a in the Queen City Club "The Maenads;" Farny' s 
"Flight of the Eagle," s~veral of Duv,eneck' s and Meakin's and 
some striking examples of Rockwood. Ne were rather proud,,too, 
of a sonnet "To a Rockwood Vase." I ::ecall dis~inctly try1ng 
to get a favorable expression aboutth1s sonnet from J. Dee 
wareham. "Yes," he replied when, after tr~in? to induce him 
to bring up the subject himself, I asked h1m 1f he had read 
it, "Yes, very nice •" 

Shall I quote it? 

TO A ROOKWOOD VAS! 

A product of an art more an.cient far 
Than ancient art of storied Tubal-Ca~n; 

· An art that lived alone for human ga1n, 
And one that made for paace and not for war, 

While simple bowl evolved to shapely jar 
And reached perfection herewithout a stain 
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Of earth, wherein·for ages it had.lain 
Awaiting skill that could create, not mar. 

A form, an outline, made to please the eye; 
A color deep with figures peering through 
Of flowers and birds and people of 0ur dreams, 

And sunshine caught from out a summer sky, 
To glow again with life and light anew -
To heavenly glimpse that through the dark world beams. 

And so did this labor of love proceed. We began to believe 
in ourselves. As THE OBSERVER approached its first anniversary 
and passed it our ple.ns extended and from sixteen pages includ
ing front and back cover we looked forward to adding another 
folio and increasing it to twenty. We were attracting attention. 
Other publications copied our jokes and. poems. "Life" even 
credited us with a few things now and then in its "exchange" 
column---11 Aut Scissors, Aut Nullus." .As individuals we were 
being congratulated upon giving Cincinnati at last a distinctive 
paper of current readable matter. We heard more than once the 
familiar words of our "·filling a long felt want." But alas, 
we had began to attract attention in a ouarter that we wot not 
of. Our very success, almost in sight, -was working to accom
p~ish our failure. Storm clouds began to gather. It must be 
recalled that three of us were drawing salary for supplying 
copy to the Commercial Tribune and another one of us was being 
paid for the same ostensible reason by the Enquirer, all at the 
same time that we were supplying copy to THE OBSERVER for nothing 
more than the satisfaction of great ambition and the· realization 
of a glorious hope. ·Those who were responsible for the success 
of the Commercial Tribune began to question whether Jack Apple
ton's best poems and jokes were being printed in their paper 
or ours, and if Finch was giving his time to the interest who 
~hought they owned his time or to something else. Finch's name 
1t was that appeared at the top of our editorial column and 
his importance in our line up was, therefore, much magnified 
in the ·ayes of his employers and it was on him that the storm 
broke. He was given the choice of working for one of the two 
papers, but not both, and. while such an ultimatum occasioned 
much chagrin and resentment it is not hard to guess which one 
he chose, At least outwardly he devoted himself exclusively 
to the Commercial Tribune and his name was .withdrawn from the 
head of the editorial column and after a good deal of argument 
the names of the other four of us thereafter appeared as the 
joint owners and publishers with Finch's name omitted this 
giving o~ul~r evidence that he was no longer even one' of. us. 
But of h1s 1nterest and his time he loyally gave us all be 
could to the end. Thus we ran on for soma time until the 
en~my attacked in a new quarter. From John R. McLean, then 
a11ve, and taking ~ great ~aal of interest in the Enquirer, 
came a letter to h1s manag1ng editor inquiring what sort of 
a paper THE OBSERVER was and if it didn't seem a little peculiar 
that Draper while on "The Enouirer" staff was helping to get 
out a competitive publication. 

This recognition was worth almost all it cost us, To be 
even referred to by John ReMcLean and to be called a compet
itor of "The Enquirer" was more· than we had ever expected to 
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receive. But verbum sapienti. It was the beginning of the 
end, We knew that it would be only a short time until another 
name would have to be taken down from the head of our editorial 
column and the activities of all .of us curtailed. We might 
carry on surreptitiously but it would make it increasingly 
dif~icu~ t. · VIe thought of publishing the paper anonymously and 
mak1ng 1t a medium for some new letters of Junius or else con
vert it into a Ta~tler or a Spectator, To do this on the other 
hand would require more, rather than less, time and attention, 
and we had long councils as to whether one of us could not 
afford to quit his real job and risk everything in a heroic 
effort to make the paper pay. We even considered contributions 
from those who would still retain a connection with a salary 
paying concern to pay the salary of the one who would make the 
venture. But the sum of the amounts each one could afford to 
give up was not enough to keep a roof over the head of the 
prospective victim or provender in his larder and the plan was 
abandoned. The time came too when the printer began to worry 
about his money.. He was thoroughly in sympathy with our idet1S 
and plans and beside printing the paper at a bargainprice 
supplied us with office space, helped us address the wrappers 
each weak, mailed the issue and did many other things that 
would otherwise have cost us money. But even he had some 
scruples against letting us getting too much indebted to him. 
So he joined our deliberations. "Boys," he said, with a tone 
of bitterness, "they don't seem to appreciate a high class 
weekly paper here. T.hey want more of this write up stuff--
at least that's what pays--write a man up and charge him 
~25.00 and then sell him a thousand copies or sell him a 
thousand copies with the write up left out. That's the kind 
of literature that will go, and that's what will pay your 
bills including what you owe me •" 

But it was too much of a fall from our high ideal. We 
would rather have no paper at all than be a parasite on the 
community or an unwelcome visitor to the desk or home of any 
subscriber. our dilemma was a real one. To add to our dif
ficulties we felt we owed 52 issues of THE OBSERVER for every 
year's subscription or a refund of the unexpired portion thereof. 
Refund the money we could not, because it wasn't. Besides to 
many subscribers.of our pradecessor·we would have to go on 
printing and sending the paper for several years to make up 
to them paymen~s in advance. We spent a wretched w~ek or two. 
Our spirit and the tone of· the paper we kept up unt1l the last 
and we even hoped up to a fa~ days before the day the.paper 
failed to appe~r that something would happen to m~ke 1t pos
sible to pay for one more issue. If only thre~ b1g advertisers 
would take a full page apiece for three months. If. only some 
one of us would receive news of the death of some d1stant 
relative of great ·a~d theret?fore u~nown wealth wh~se bequest 
would make it possib~e for h1m to qu1t his regular Job and 
devote his ent~re time to THE OBSERVER~ And so w~ t~ought . 
and talked and hoped, and while the smell of~ pr1nt1ng.off1ce 
has been familiar to me from my yqunger days 1t.never f1lls my 
nostrils at this time of the year when the prom1se of coming 
summer is being realized but it takes me back to that last 
meeting one day in May when we finally acknowledged that we 
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were beaten and decided that no more issues would be brought 
out. 1 recall picking up a copy of the issue of the pre
ceding week, the last one we got out, and remarking that it 
would certainly not be long until we would begin where we 
left off and THE OBSERVER, rejuvenated, revivified, would 
take even a higher place in local affairs. And I believed 
it. The date line on this last number which I picked up was 
May 17, 1902, just twenty•two y~ars ago today. 

The fact that it was in the spring that we quit is 
brought back to me also through my recalling· some of the 
articles and jokes and poems that we had in copy ready for 
the number that didn't come out. I recall that it was dry 
and the streets were dusty and people were complaining, We 

· had an editorial in which we pointed out how a good flushing 
and cleaning of the down town streets at night would make use
less and unnecessary the sprinkling of water to make a mud of 
the dust next day--a mud that quickly dried and flew about as 
dust again after the sprinkling cart had passed. "Clean the 
streets," we advised, "and there will be no need of this 
antiquated small town sprinkling cart job that is allowed to 
continue because some politician has the privilege. Property 
holders would be glad to pay into the impoverished city treasury 
what they now pay to the sprinkling cart man and the city will 
then have the money to clean the streets." Alas we didn't 
print that editorial and, therefore, the sprinkllng cart still 
runs. 

A little poem breathing of spring hung on the hook ready 
to go to the composing room for a printer's "take. 11 Saturated 
with early Victorian melancholy perhaps, but still it appeals 
to me even yet. It never saw the light because I kept it as 
the last memant o of THE OBSERVER and the plainti vene·ss of it 
fits in with the feeling in our hearts at the demise of our 
fond hopes. 

MY FOUR LEAF CLOVER 

Now comes the time, the brightest time, 
Of all the bright spring season, 

When you and I with no one nigh 
May stroll with but the reason--

To hunt the green grass over, 
To find the four leaf clover; 

Oh, who's too staid, or who's afraid 
To hunt the four leaf clover. 

Oh, no, my dear, you need not fear 
I've found my four leaf clove;, 

Here in your eyes the secret lies, 
I've read it ten times over •. 

Hunting the green grass over 
Finding the four leaf clover: 

Oh, no my dear, you need not fear; 
For you're my four leaf clover. 
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A little mound with green around, 
A sad one left beside it 

Who weeps alone, whose hope is flown-
Ah, we 11, he cannot· hide it. 

Roaming the cold world over 
Where is my four leaf clover? 

Oh, all things here are drear are drear, 
Without my four leaf clo~er. 
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So ended THE OBSERVER. There have been many papers 
launched on the treacherous and tempestuous sea of publication. 
There have been few as unselfishly steered through thai r course, 
brief or long, and few with fairer hopes at their start or 
bitterer disappointment in the hearts df their creators at 
their ending. 

If 1 allow myself to look into the future some years I 
find that I am in peculiar surroundings. Indeed "surroundings" 
is not the precise word because there seems to be nothing but 
space and there is nothing to see. I am without weight, or 
feeling and only by concentrating my thoughts upon what I 
ought to be do I seem to have a body. My mind turns to grasp 
something familiar and I think of where the world must be and 
far off there appears, not dimly as through a mist, but dis
tinctly and clearly though quite distant, green trees and 
ploughed fields and gentle hills. I am somehow not surprised 
and I am content and happy and am not influenced by that fague 
feeling of "what-was-it-I-was-worrying-about" that so often 
assails us when we have had a few moments of genuinely enjoy
able thought or day dreaming. I vaguely desire companionship, 
and wish to talk with someone and I imagine an old associate 
of an earlier day and he seems to be there before me. I am 
not aware of any physical effort whatever and yet as though I 
had moved my lips to form words my ·friend seems to hear me 
and I know what he is thinking back to me in answer to my 
spiritly asked question. Our though waves, or whatever they 
are, bring us into complete understanding and if we both 
think about the same place or the same people we are both there 
together. If I SE1em to miss him for a few seconds I somehow 
realize that he has gone where his thqughts have wandered and 
it is necessary only that I turn my attention to it and I can 
think him back with me again just as in physical life one 
attracts another's attention by calling his name. Our con
versation if such it can be ·Called, proceeds, stops, goes on 
again, quietly evenly. All the time I am conscious of per-
fect ease and satisfaction. There is no sound as such. I 
think of' sound' and a beautiful melody fills the space about me 
followed by the rolling tones in mighty chords as of some monster 
organ, distant mellowed. Color comes and goes as ~ thiYlk about 
it. All around and about is gold and rose and del1cate shades 
of blue blending into green, not apparently coming from any 
place or direction, but merely' there, all encompassing. Odors 
occasionally impress themselves upon ~e although I s~em to be. 
aware I have no physical way to perce1ve them--langu1d, oooth1ng 
and reminiscent of some happines~ experienced lo~g ago • All 
the time there continues that contentment, that 1neffable 
satisfaction. If' I let my thoughts revert to some pleasing 
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scene of long ago, behold it is spread out before me. If I 
recall some problem or disquieting and inexplicable situation 
that I once had left unsettled it solves itself before my 
mind and leaves me filled with an.enthusiastic sense of 
accomplishment and realization. I remember how the tremendous 
questions of infinite space and infinite time and a personal 
God once exceeded the limitations of my mind and with immense 
satisfaction I am conscious that I have t~e answers now. All 
is contentment and peace and happiness. I have a feeling of· 
unlimited power and ability to annihilate time and space. I 
think of any point in the universe and I am there or it is 
here. 

But I am aware that my attention is being drawn again and 
my companions are two now and we seem to~ be wa:i ting, but, for 
whom we wait I do not even disturb. my placid thoughts to inquire. 
1 am soon conscious, howev&r, that another is among us. Turn
ing my attention 'to this :q.ew p-resence the-re seems to grow before 
me, just as we see the distant object as we bring it into focus 
through the lens, he whom we awaited. r.rhere is a look of mild 
int·erest anr1 surprise and curiosity upon his fuca although I 
know it is not physically a face at all. There must be some
thing appearing to him, however, and as I thir~ words to him, 
slowly so that as a newcomer. he may not be startled, and 
carefully lest he misunderstand, he becomes interested and 
responsive. So I think to him that .he, too, whom we have so 
long awaited can without ears hear sweet melody and without 
eyes can· see infinite beauty. But I know that his mind is 
turning back to familiar mundane things and will do so for a 
time as did mine until my spirit had grown to real spiritual 
size. So I think familiar thought to him and think questions 
to him that require easy answers. After a time his fluttering 
thought begin to compose themselves and more at his ease he 
begins to think questions to us, and to think pointed and witty 
obsarvatipns to us about his surroundings or lack of surroundings 
as it might batter be said, and his thoughts have the same old 
wit and surprising turns that we knew of him so long before. 
So I draw from him how he is impressed and we all four think 
together and have enjoyment and pleasure in thinking old days 

·And then he who has recently come thinks to us just as he might 
have said to us f·ormerly, "You know fallows Heaven ian' t at 
all like I thought it would be, I a~ glad to 'be here though, 
It would do me good just tq be with you anywhere. It's bean 
pretty lonesome back there lately." 

"You haven't any regrets, then?"· we inquire. 

1'No regrets, certainly not. I have some ambi tiona though. 
Now that I'm he~e I suppose, at least I feel, that I - that we 
can all do just what we please anywhere we please. If that is 
s? I want to propose something. Of course, I don't want to 
d1sturb you and this seems to be an awfully nice place here and 
you can do as you like; but there iS one job that was left un
done down there that I propose to you we finish. Let's all go 
back and make THE OBSERVER a go," 

WALTER A , DRAPER 
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MAY 24, 1924. JAMES A. GREEN 

From Frinceton to Cincinnati on a fast train is eighteen 
hours. From Frincaton to Cincinnati with a fast automobile 
according to my experience is'twenty-six hours running time. 
I say running time because on a long automobile trip you can
not travel continuously. There is no dining car, therefore 
you must stop for meals; there is no Pullman car, therefore 
you must stop at a hot'al to sleep. As a matter of fact I 
left Princeton at 8 A. ~. on a Thursday morning and was at 
my own hquse in Cincinnati for luncheon on Saturday. So the 
trip really occupied two days, two nights and a short :t:orenoon. 

It was in June and the weather was exactly ~hat Lowell 
had in mind. Many times have I gone to New York by train but 
seldom have I seen the country. Even were I inclined to spend 
the time looking out of the car windows it is to b,e remembered 
that the greater part of the train journey is made in the 
darkness. Of course, on a train it i5 very pleasant to see 
the towns and villages and fields go rushing past; yet you 
are shut off from them. Thera is no sense of intimate per-
son.al _;relationship with the landscape. But in an automobile--
if you limit your traveling to daylight as we did--you see the 
country the entire way--and you are close to it. In the towns 
you go slowly. You make stops to speak to people and when you 
are out on the road running through the field.s or the woodland 
you do not have the sense of detachment that· ·you 'have while · 
riding as a passenger in a train. You are a part of it.all. 
As for myself I found my first long automobile journey a 
delight from beginning to end. Perhaps there had been a cloud 
on my pleasure bad the trip .been marked by any of the minor 
mishaps or accidents that might put one to a great deal of 
annoyance and inconvenience·. We did not come off with a c!ui ~e 
perfect record for just as we came into Wheeling we had a 
punctured tire. But by rare good fortune this occurred ex
actly at the door of a repair shop and the obliging proprietor 
of the place stopped whatever else he was doing, put in a new 
inner tube, mended the outer casing and we were on our way 
rejoicing in less than half an hour. This repair man was thin 
and active, perhaps twenty-five years qf ~ge, one of t~e hus
tling a·ffecti ve men V{hO are bound by the genius ?f the1 r na tu~a 
to succeed. He was clad in oily overalls and gr1my and acqualnt
ed with the· dirt of the road and the dirt of the machine shop • 
While we ware waiting in his shop there entered two young 
ladies dressed in the cool white things that our American 
women put on in the summer. They were stylish ~nd ~~todate. 
One was fair and fat and not ·much more than half ?f forty and 
the other was slight and animated. One was the w1fe and the 
other the sister of the repair man. Had .you met them on Broad
way you would hav.e been pardoned for mistaking t"hem for daughters 
of the millionaire house of Astorbilt. This trifling stop at 
Wheeling was the only delay. Nor did we meet on.the .~oad any 
machine that was out of order. When the automob1le f rrst came 
in the most common sight on the side of the road was a car 
which had engine trouble or that was in difficulty from some 

th r I take it this means that in the course of a 
~:~!:eo~h~ a~t;mobile has been tremendous~y improved. In fact 
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my early recollections of automoqiles ware the infinite labor 
of cranking them to get them started, the trouble with the 
lights from the gas tank at the side, the heavy task of putting 
on a new tire and of the uncertainty when the car did finally 
start of whether it would keep on going. That the automobile 
has reached its final form of course I do not believe. But 
if it is improved as much in the next ten years as in the.ten 
years which have past it certainly will be a piece of mechanism 
beyond:our present imagination. 

Princeton is a great place for comings and goings, It has 
its full tide of' population during the college year, In June 
the tide ebbs and leaves it empty, And as we started away on 
that lovely June morning the train on the branch road that 
runs from the Pennsylvania Main Line to Princeton came puff
ing and panting and jerking and pumping after us. But it 
was the slowest of accommodations and though we seamed to be 
going at no unusual speed we soon left it behind us. From 
Princeton to Trenton is no great distance. But the region 
while with no wasta land seemed to have so few houses. That 
always strikes a westerner when he is near New York, It would 
seem that the country should be filled up--that the houses 
should be nearer together and to find a country side apparently 
more empty of people than would be the case in Southern Ohio 
is amazing. We ware going over a region whose great memories 
thrill the heart of every American. Here before Trenton still 
flowed the Delaware which Washington had in the face of the 
cruel winter gale so bravely crossed. And hera in these 
Trenton.streets the Hessians had laid down their arms--yonder 
was the site of Washington's Camp where all night long the 
fires were kept burning and where the Sentries had with measured 
steps paced to and fro but guarding nothing--Washington in the 
Darkness had stolen away to fall with crushing force upon 
Cornwallis' rear guard and to add to the laurels of the Battle 
of Trenton the imperishable glory of the Battle of Princeton-
the two events which came· at the time the patriot cause seemed 
darkest and which marked the beginning of the end of British 
hopes, The road over which we had so swiftly rolled ·had been 
marked by the marches of those splendid English regulars and 
by those indominable Continentals in their blue and buff', Of 
course, 'rrenton then was ju.st a bit of town by the side of the 
broad river, Now it is a great city. It is full of tremendous 
factories; it has department stores and crowded streets. On 
the heights where are the fine residences is the State Capitol 
with its gilded dome. Hard by Washington's Camp are the ·four 

. tracks of the Pennsylvania with the trains forever rushing by 
carrying the commerce of the world, Were Washington and his 
brave men to return they would see but little change in the 
countryside between Princeton and Trenton, perhaps there was 
more woodland then than now but that would be the only differ
ence--but they would never recognize Trenton. How they would 
stand affrighted when one of the express trains whizzed by. 
And what a little band they would ·be today compared to the 
army of toilers in Trenton's far flung industries, its immense 
potteries, its linoleum factories and its shops of every kind. 
Yet no matter what Solons sit in the Capitol yonder, what 
Solomons may come to judgment there or what may be the marvels 
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of Trenton's i~dustries her chief distinction is and must ever 
be that there the Father of his country won an immortal victory, 
that there a blow was struck for freedom that made the tyrant 
across the sea shake upon his throne, And I recalled to mind 
Trevelyan's brilliant account of the battle. But mostly I 
thought of Ben Lossing and hif Field Book of the Revolution. 
Pity he had to ride over the country in an old fashioned chaise. 
He would have done so much better in an automobile. He found 
as he drove from one spot hallowed by the battles of the 
Revolution to another that he had cause to congratulate him
self if he did forty miles a day. Why in an hour we were doing 
what took him from sun up to sundown--and he would have carried 
a Kodak and taken a dozen pictures in the time it took him to 
make a sketch. But then had Ben Lossing had e.n auto and a 
kodak we would not have had a Iictorial Field Book of the 
American ~evolution· our national literature would not have 
been enriched by th~t marvelous and unique wark which to history 
is what Boswell's Johnson is to biography. Ben would not have 
had the time for sober reflection, he would have had no time 
to write and meditate. He would have hurried by just as we 
did giving things as the boys in the street say ''the once over • ., 
Now Lossing had a very lov~ly and enjoyab~e visit in.Trenton, 
He went over the battle ground on foot. de talked w1th the 
sons of the men who lived in Trenton at the time of the ~attle. 
He even met s·ome ~;:evolutionary veterans. And he found the 
triumphal arch, which the people of Trent?n had erected when 
the war was·over and Washington made a tr1umph~l progre~s 
through the country, was still intact, though 1t st~od.1n a 
private garden and served as a treliss for ro~es •. ~o 1t was 
just as well nav infinitely better that Loss1ng d1d traveling 
in the days ~f tt1e horse dravm vehicle • 

At Princeton we had left a stately Battle Monu~ent which 
Fresident Harding it seemed only yesterday had ~nv~1led. At 
Trenton there was a lofty column surmounted by ~/asn,ington. 
But speedily we came to a new name for as ~e approa~hed 
Phil~delphia, though we were still mole~ from the C1ty Hall, 
surmounted by that gigantic statue of. \hlliam Pen~, we were 
upon the New Roosevelt Boulevard. Th1s is no ord1nary Boule
vard. It is in reality· a park way with four cement roads 
se arated b wide strips of lawn. The two outer roads are 
fo~ fast golng automobiles; the two inn~r ones for ro~d~~~us 
and slow moving trucks. It was not _entlrely comple ~ d d 
where the roadways were in place trees had been ~ ~n,e an 
in twenty or thirty years thi; ~illl~ei: ~~:~~i~~~ ~~~-but the 
beautiful anthd, ofttoao~~s~he~~eg~o~th will add immeasurable to 
trees when ey a t k d hi hway we 't h Thanks to this great four rac.e g . 
l s c arm. . it It is not necessary to drlve 
~e~e ~~leh!~r~k~~tp~~~a~el~hia and crawl through the congested 
ln o e b t hort quarter of an hour that. we 
stree:s,thltt:~~~e~f ~heah~uses until we emerged on the drive-
were n a k'll . Fairmount Park. And then we were 
way along the Schuyl tl P:-~e which ran for twenty' miles through 
on the famous Lanca~ e~ ~hat :Philadelphians call the Main 
those delightful su ur s Ma r and at Paoli we left the trim 
Line towns. We padssethd Brp~~ati!l country estates and. were once 
suburban houses an s 
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more in the real country, passing fine old farms~-houses th~t 
have stood for a century and more and fields that were cu~tl
vated long before the first tree had been felled on the.s1te 
of Cincinnati. As a roadway it was perfect. And f?r m1le. 
after mile young trees had been planted on either s1de of 1t. 
Each of these trees was banded with a piece of cloth. I 
thought these bands bore the botanical names of the trees until 
I examined one and found on it the name of Archibald McLean. 
And asking of a passerby what this meant he told me that each 
of these trees had been planted in memory of one of Pennsylvania's 
soldiers in the great War that each tree bore the name of a f&len 
hero and that a careful r~cord had been kept so that in years to 
come these trees, the stately elms, the sturdy oaks and graceful 
maples, will in their living summers proudly perpetuate the 
memory of the brave. 

It was a rich and varied landscape, for the most part high 
hills on the South with a great valley below the road on the 
North side with high hills beyond. Everywhere were great tiarns 
and sheep and cattle. The corn was still.small but the wheat 
was yellowing to the harvest. It was a country swept and gar~ 
nished with no waste land whatever. Occasionally there was 
little towns and big towns too like Coatesville, dark and stained 
with the smoke of its immense steel works. And at noon we came 
to Lancaster, the capital of those people whom we call the 
Pennsylvania Dutch. Lancaster was settled by the Engl.ish and 
the streets are King, Queen, Prince and the like. 

William Penn offered a refuge and a haven to the Protestant 
Germans who after the thirty year war were left destitute. He 
brought thousands of them over the Atlantic where they proved 
good settlers, cut down the forests and made the wilderness 
blossom as the rose. They did not originally settle in cities; 
they were farmers, but their descendants prospering mightily 
have filled the nearby cities. They tell me that on the farms 
that dreadful jargon, Pennsylvania Dutch, is still the ordinary 
speech. Pennsylvania Dutch is not German so much as it is 
English with the German idiom and the German form of the verb 
as for example--

"The Kuh hat over the fence gejumpet"· or 
"The Coffee hat noch nich gesettelt" 

This bastard speech is of early origin. 

Dr. Schoepf, who was a surgeon in .the Hessian troops after 
the Revolution made a tour through America. He comments on the 
fact that his Germancountrymen had fearfully mangled their 
language and he gives many amusing illustrations--one much like 
the classic I have just ruoted ''Main Stallion ist uber die 
Fence ge jumpt and hat dam Nachbar sa in Wheat abscheulich 
gedamaget •" All of which, of course, hurt his self respect. 
The United states Census shows more people are engaged in 
farming in Pennsylvania than in Wisconsin and that the richest 
and most productive farms in America are in l?ennsylvani~. 
Furthermore there is not in Congress from Pennsylvania a single 
Representative of any fool farmer's Bloc. The reason is that 
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all the Pennsylvania farmers are American born. 

Matthew, my son, had heard of a good new hotel in 
Lancaster where we thought to take lunch. But the young man 
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at the filling station on the edge of the city where we secured 
gasoline, suggested that we go to the old hotel which stood on 
the :Public Souare. We followed his advice--there was some
thing very inviting about the old hotel, which was i~naculate 
in new paint. The new hotel seemed to have a blatant air. 
Perhaps it wasthe better place--! shall never know. As we 
entered the old hotel from the blaze of the noond~y sunshine 
it seemed deliciously cool and refreshing. And we had no fault 
to find with our meal. There is one thing about America that 
is not noticeable abroad and that is the standardization of 
hotel food. At the good hotelsthe meals are all alike. Some 
have more gorgeous dining rooms, some have a braver display of 
silver and linen than others but go where you will it is im
possible to find any particular local flavor or peculiarities 
in what the traveler is given to eat. Our host was a collector 
of odd pictures of sporting events and the like whic~ ware 
framed and hung in great numbers on the walls of the dining 
room. And we were served by an obliging and efficient darkey 
and the Clerk was a handsome girl who came in to see if all 
went well with us, so that the lunch was most enjoyable. 

Our long ride that afternoon from Lancaster, Pa. to 
Cumberland, Maryland, as I look back on it seems a crime. We 
should have taken much more time so as to have seen things 
more thoroughly. But the road was like a park road inviting 
to speed. The landscape rolled by us like a p~norama. 
Prosperous towns, splendid farms and far off h1lls of green. 
We sped through York without a stop. At Columbia,~a poor 
town not worthy of its great name, we crossed the susque~anna 
on the Pennsylvania Railroad Bridge, ~u~ing.a regular.rallroad 
ticket at one end of the bridge and g1v1ng 1t to a un1formed 
conductor at the other end. And at either end we were obliged 
to pass innumerable railroad tracks on grade, altogether.a 
nervous ordeal. Wrightsville is the Covington.of Colum?la and 
we came as we sped South and Vlest to long roll1ng low h1lls. 
Then we started up one of those slopes and I was startled to 
see on the distance at the crest of the hill a great bronz~ 
equestrian statue--and there were tall shafts outl~ned aga1nst 
the sky. And the gigantic figure of a bronze sent 1nel ~ It 
was Gettysburg~ At the top of the hill w~s ~battery 1n place, 
and iron signs telling of the incidents of tne battle of that h 
spot. Yonder was Cemetery Ridge and far as the aye could reac 
were monuments, h~dreds of them. Here was th~ ground reached 
b th hiooh tide of the Confederacy. Here Lee s gallant 
s~ldi:rs ~ad stood and surveyed the riches ?f the liorth: He~e 
the had fou ht their greatest fight. And nere.the Arm1es o 
theYNorth ha~ turned them back, had humbled the1r prou~.~op~s 
and from here the southern tide had ebbed and ebbed un 1 a 
Appomattox it broke into nothingness. I was greatly ~o~~d. 

· within me as I thought of the place an 1 s 
My spirl t rose. ;ne stopped the car reverently before the 
momentous mean1ng. t But thero ware too many of them. They 
first of the monumen s. d ·~to the town and then out of 
bewildered us. So we passe on 1 d to find a lono ~nd dusty 
it without a halt. And we were vexe o 
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detour around a part of' the road that was being repaired. And 
here it was that we left the Lincoln Highway which is the long
est continuous road in the world, and turned to Hagerstownto 
find the National Road. On either side of Hagarstovm there 
were hills that might be called mountains. Thera were glorious 
views from the summit far over the valley of the Potomac and 
there were sharp ascents that made you wonder at the power of 
gasoline and steep declivities that made you pray your brakes 
would hold. 

What high hopes toiled over this road--Hera came the dreams 
of youth, all the high adventuring of the bold and the daring. 
Hare they came slowly driving their teams, leaving behind them 
forever the people and the places they held dear, their hearts 
turned toward the sun in the '.'fest. And when they crossed the 
Crest of the Mountains and came .to where the waters flowed in 
new channels to the Ohio and from the Ohio to that vast and 
distant Mississippi how their faces were lit with the joy of 
anticipation. There they saw a visionof the new lands that 
lay beyond 'the Mountains--those rich and teeming lands--they 
saw as in a dream the dark forests vanish before their axes and 
their blazing fires--they saw their fields waving with grain 
and they felt in themselves a new and larger strength of body 
and a soul expanding to the future. They ware the builders of 
the Empire. We live in the land they helped to make. There 
were the old taverns, houses of stone that will last for 
another century, where the teamsters crowded into the bars and 
in deep potations forgot the storm and the cold. And here 
came the mail coaches, the stages, that paused not for the 
coming of the night. And the light carriages of the rich 
which with their fine horses whirled along in clouds of dust 
leaving the slow emigrants far behind. And hera we were 
accomplishing in an hour what .took them a day bound for that 
land which we called home, that land which they had won with 
such infinite toil, such sore and long labor living in the 
rich fruition of all their hopes and seeing ~s common places 
the achievements of those heroic generations of our fore
fathers--achievements so mighty that even in their dreams they 
could not have foreseen them. I had on the Road a sudden 
realization of our Debt to the Past and I paused to wonder if 
we who are here now and who are bearing the sweat and the 
burden of the day are doing those things which will make our 
children and our children's children rise up and call us 
blessed. 

. In time for a late dinner we came to Cumberland with . 
its narrow stra~ts and h~re I had an illuminating realization 
of the extent of automob1le tourist travel. As we stopped 
in fr?nt of the door of the fine new skyscraper Hotel, a bell 
boy w1thout a word proceeded to taka our luggage from the back 
of the car. And another bell boy. in uniform quite as a matter 
of c~urse got into the driver's seat. I was a little appra
henslve and asked him if he knew how to drive that make of 
car. He told me that he was one of six boys who took cars 
to and f:om the hotel garage, half a mile distant, that he 
could dr1ve every make of car known to the civilized parts of 
Maryland and that day 126 cars had bean cared for by the hotel 
management. 
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It was a large hotel yet so great was tourist travel 
that when we rose in the morning we found the parlors and 
halls full of cots which had been placed to accommodate late 
arrivals. 
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I looked forward with immense anticipation to that day's 
ride. We planned, and we carried out our plan, to drive from 
Cumberland to Columbus. Every mile.of the way was on the 
National Road--that road which was the first great constructive 
work which our Government executed--the first of all the internal 
improvements. It was built for the auick movement of soldiers 
and munitions from the East to the \lest. But it was more than 
that--it represented a Dream of Empire. The West was infinitely 
remote in those days--that is as compared to modern standards. 
But the West was growing--Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana ware great 
states and their tremendous possibilities appealed to the imagin
ation. But they were beyond the !.1ountains. There had been 
much talk of an independent .;)tate in the Mississippi Valley. 
One sure way to bind the West to the ~ast, to cement the bonds 
of affection between the two sections was to provide easy and 
ouick transportation. And so the Engineers of the United ~tates 
Army surveyed the road and built those stone bridges which now 
after a lapse bf a century ar~ still strong and serviceable. 

Until the railroads came this l~ational Road was the Great 
Highway. It carried the commerce of' the East and ·11est. Thou
sands upon thousands of great wagons pulled by horses or by 
oxen have toiled over it carrying the people of the older 
settlements to the richer lands of the Ohio Country. For 30 
years the tide of western emigration flowed over it in an un
broken stream. It was a gigantic and costly undertaking for 
the young Republic but it repaid its cost many times over. 
For years this great road was neglected--it became a mere 
country turnpike--and then came the automobile and men remember
ed what it had bean. The utates and the Nat ion restored it, 
made it a better road than ever it had been even in its palmi
est days and it blossomed once again. All its past glories 
were restored and multiplied. In the old days it .was called 
The Cumberland Road. It was begun in 1802 and cost ~~6,670,000-
an enorm.ous sum in those days and no trifle even in thf~se days • 
In 1836 Congress abandoned it to the states through which it 
passed and thereupon to cuote Senator Benton 11 it degenerated 
into a ·common highway.'' For thi~ty-four y~ar~ Congress fou~ht 
over it. Henry Clay delivered h1s mo~t ~r1l~1ant speeche~ 1n 
its def~nse. Of course the Wast want~d 1t--1t was_essent1al 
to the well being of the great interior. But the \last was 
poor in those days. The East paid m?st of.th? taxes a~d,tha 
East really furnished the money for 1ts bu1ld1ng. But tnat 
was not a point of division. It was a long struggle between 
those who interpreted the Constitution literally and those who 
read into it great and unlimited power, power. to d? all manner 
of things for the public good, rpha Constitut1on d1d not and 
does not say that the Government c~n build r~ads. It says the 
Government has the right to astabl1sh Post-Offices rand p~st 
roads and Senator Banton in elucidating ~re~iden~ ho~roe s 
message in which he stated the Constitutlonal.objectlons to 
public improvements said that the word establ1sh meant that 
congress could legalize existing roads as post routes and 
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existing places a~ post offices and that the power to establish 
a road carried with it no authority. to build a road. Senator 
Benton was as far as the Constitution was concerned a literalist. 
Had he lived today he would have flockBd under Brother·Bryan's 
Fundamentalist Banner. Vfhen President Jackson refused to renew 
the charter of the United states Bank the Senator made a great 
speech in which he said the Fathers intended this to be a hard 
money Government for the Constitution said exactly that the 
Government had the power to mint money. That meant and meant 
nothing more than the Government had the right to strike coins 
of gold, silver and copper. It did not mean that the Govern
ment could print paper money or allow a Bank to do it. Had 
the framers of the Constitution any faith in paper currency 
they would have said in the Canst i tution that the Government 
could print paper money. At .the time the Constitution was 
drawn up and adopted the country was suffering the untold evils 
of the Continental paper money--that money which helped to win 
the Revolution but which sunk to the low estate of German Marks 
and Hussian rubles and the Framers of the Canst i tu t ion had had 
their belly full of paper money and so specified that the Govern
ment could only mint money which meant coin. If Senator Benton 
could come back today and see what the Washington Government is 
doing under the Constitution I think he would have a fit. 

Whatever may have been the traffic on the Road in the old 
days it could not I am sure compare with the present. We were 
never out of sight of automobiles and there were innumerable 
loaded trucks. It was not like a crowded street but it was 
evident the use of the Road was enormous. 

Many is the traveler who has left us an exact account of the 
old road. I have before me Professor Keating's narrative. He 
was the Professor of Ge a logy at the University of Pennsyl vani.a 
and in 1823 he accompanied Major Long on a Government expedition 
to d-iscover the source of st. Peter's River,. which is now called 
the Minnesota. This was a Government expedition well outfitted. 
They travelled from Philadelphia to Wheeling--following the 
same roads we followed--in light carriages. To perform that 
part of thei.r journey they took 11 days--whereas my son Matthew, 
driving his car took less than two days. At Wheeling the party 
sold their carriages and proceeded the rest of the way on horse 
back. The National Road at that time did not extend beyond 
Wheeling and such was the badness of the r·oads that whereas we 
consumed five hours in going from Wheeling to Columbus they 
took seven days, 

Prof~ssor Keating found Columbus to have 1500 people and to 
possess a comfortable hotel. We found the latter to be true but 
he found there something that we did·not find. He found that the 
price of grain was so low that the only mode of disposing ofit 
was to distill it into whiskey which sold at 12t cents a gallon-
~nd he adds "Such prices must of course be a check upon all 
1ndustry, and at the same time productive of much mischief by 
offering a temptation to in~oxication, which too many find it 
impossible to resist." 

But to return to the present--! do not know why but I had 

expected to find the National Road running throu~h great 
stretches of woodland, to find mighty hills and ~ountains 
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where there were no people. Imagine my surprise to find that 
there was everywhere a thickly settled country. There were 
fine farms in the valleys, cleared fields with cattle grazing 
in them on the slopes, admirable farm houses everywhere which 
bespoke the prosperity of their i~abitants and their hi~h 
standard of living. The country side was old and its sub
stantial appearance suggested England. There were many 
prospe:ous ~owns. The only note of discord, the only jarring 
chord 1n th1s otherwise perfect harmony of the landscape were 
the scores and scores of cheap John restaurants for the benefit 
of the automobile traveler. Hot dog and. soft drink booths 
made of rough boards. And they sold chewing gum dreadful 
cigars and still worse candy. Somebody must buy'this stuff-
in fact somebody must but it in almost unlimited ouantities 
for there was scarcely a mile as I remember where ·it was not 
for sale. And,of course, there was gasoline filling stations 
at frequent intervals. The late Mr. Mel ville E. Ingalls used 
to tell me that qutomobiles were ruining the country. He 
regarded them as expensive playthings doomed to have a vogue 
like the bicycle and then disappear. There came to him no 
vision of the automobile as the greatest luxury, convenience 
and necessity that man has known, the annihilator of distance, 
the bea:er of burdens without end and the joy and pride of all 
America. The millions of dollars spent in filling stations 
alone, which are only a minor part of the automobile industry, 
exceeds the wealth of Ormus or of Ind. 

No traveler has ever exaggerated the beauty of the National 
Road--that would be impossible. The automobile runs up and 
down hill with almost equal facility. vre skimmed like a bird 
up great ascents.that made the roads that climb the hills 
around Cincinnati appear insignificant by cQmparison. And 
when we crossed from Maryland into Pennsylvania for a con
siderable distance we ran through one of the State Forest 
Parks--a very lovely woodland indeed. It reminded rna af·a 
similar park I had seen in the Tyrol. And I was glad that 
Pennsylvania had set aside these many miles of mountain and 
valley as a place where the trees might grow and the wild 
flowers might bloom and the creatures of the wood live and,be 
unafraid, Recently the state of Ohio acquired 20,000 acres in 
Adams county which has been set aside ~s a Reserve. Th~ g:eat 
automobile highway now being built from Fittsburgh to C1nc1n
nati on the North bank of the Ohio passes this Reserve and it 
will be a place which Cincinnatia~s ~an easily visit in a.day's 
journey. The State of Pennsylvan1a owns more ~han a mill1on 
acres of wild land. All the surplus proceeds from hunting and 
fishing licenses are used for the purpose of buying and main-
taining these wild parks. 

I had heard for so many years of Youghigheny C?al that 
I had magnified the Youghigheny River. I had seen 1t near 
Pittsburgh where it is locked and dammed and, of course, ob
tained no idea asto whether it was a real ri!er o~ not. We 
came down a great hill into a narrow valley 1n wh1ch flow~d a 
stream that was by no means as large as the little Miami 1n 
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low water. It was the Youghigheny. And I feared when we came 
to the Monongahela at Brownsville that I would be similarly 
disappointed. But here was a real tiver with real stern wheel 
steam boats and coal barges. Brownsville at one time was the 
head of navigation for us. Travel~rs found they made better 
time to go from Cincinnati to Brownsville by steamer and there 
begin their journey on the National Road. When William Henry 
Harrison went to Washington to be inaugurated as President in 
1841 he did this--that is. did not leave the steamer at Wheeling 
but continued on it to Brownsville--And here for a season we 
bade farewell to the clear sapphire skies of the mountains for 
we entered the coal fields and the grime of the coke ovens 
was like a pall spread over the heavens. But any disparaging 
remarks about smoke or coal dirt come with .a bad grace from a 
resident of Cincinnati. Delicacy in the matter of living in 
glasshouses makes him keep silent--that is he had better 
throw no stones. 

I confess to one disappointment on the ride and that was 
because Fort Necessity was not properly marked. There it was 
that washington bravely met danger and difficulty and first dis
played those qualities of leadership and of courage and patience 
in the face of adversity that were so pre-eminent during the 
long and dreadful years of the Revolutionary struggle. In a 
field by the side of the road are to be seen some grassy mounds 
but there is no adeauate memorial. A few miles to the wast is 
Braddock's grave marked by a fine marble shaft erected more than 
fifty years after his death by his old regiment. We all of us 
were brought up to ~ook upon Braddock's Defeat as largely due 
to his failure to take Washington's advice and teach his men 
to fight in Indian style. But as I stood in the shade of the 
lofty pines that lift themselves above his grave I remembered 
with solemn pride that here was a man of my own blood who--and 
his red coats too--knew how to bravely die. Ah~ those long 
cruel years when so many men died to win for us this fair 
western land. Uniontown is only a few miles beyond Braddock's 
grave. It is a great coal town, full of new foreigners with 
Greek and Polish signs competing with English signa. It boasts 
of one sky scraper which was built by the First National Bank 
~f Uniontown. That was ~ very remarkable bank. It had 
$100,000.00 capital and ~1,000,000.00 surplus afid $1,000,000.00 
undivided profits. There was no other Bank in America .that 
could make such a showing. Its 1-'resident was a Mr. Thompson 
and he had bought coal lands for many years. He owned thousands 
upon thousands of acres of coal lands and his capital and 
surplus and undivided profits were all represented at last by 
notes given in payment for coal lands. So his Bank while having 
tremendous assets ceased to have liouid capital and so failed. 
A Bank deals in money. It must remain liquid and when its 
assets cease to be money or to be readily convertible into 
money it is no longer a Bank. · 

We lunched that day in Washington where wepassed the 
pleasant· Campus of the Washington and Jefferson College. And 
the hotel v1here we ate would have done credit to Fifth Avenue 
everything perfection. A tremendous change from the old Inns' 
where the traveler had his choice of ham and eggs or eggs and 
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ham and where he had to elbow his way through the bar filled 
·with noisy teamsters to the dining room. 
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It is odd what an immense arnountof dtate pride we possess. 
We all know the story of the gentleman from Louisville or 
Lexington who when he inscribes his name on t~e register of a 
New York Hotel puts himself down in a large and liberal way 
merely as a resident of Kentucky. Eerhaps the Virginians and 
Kentuckians have an exaggerated amount of State pride. But 
thev have so much to be proud of that who could blame them? 
Yet~as we crossed the bridge from Wheeling--it is a twin ~ridge 
as it was bisected by an island adorned with handsome resldences-
I confess that my heart beatsfaster as we approached the green 
hills of the Ohio Shore and I realized in the words of ::lc.ott 
that beautiful as were the great mountains ~f Uaryla~d and . 
Pennsylvania fine as had be en our brief gl1mpse of •lest Vir~ mia, 1 

yet this was'my own, my native land. But if ever Ohi~ ~uts 1ts 
worst foot forward it is when you enter it by way of Br~dgeport 
which is opposite \'!heeling. It is a tum?led down towmn th . 0' 

streets so badly _ p1lved that the automob1le had to ~rawl, Zl::~
zag~ing from side to side to avoid the ruts. And ina hills 
whi~h at a distance had seemed so inviting were scar~ed by 
reat ashes and the unsightly waste piles of coal m1nes. Once 

~ut ofgBridgeport the ~tate highway was a marvel of excellen~e. 
And resently we came to a lovely valley where ther~ was a b1t 
of l~vel ground and the hills formed a natural amph1theater. 
A base-ball ~arne was in progress and on th~ road were parked 
half a mile of automobiles and about the flald were ~ars by ~he 

Th I' Was a O'reat crowd of people--yet the ne1ghborhood 
acre • e. e o th h s in sight was urely rural not more than two or rea ouse . • 
W i~ uir.ed and found that the Cincinnati heds were. play1ng a 
t:am fro~ st, Clairsville, which was a few miles distant and. 
the outpouring of people was not only because o~ the {arne of 
the Reds but because there was a young pitcher frjm s1• 
Clairsville who was to be ~iven ~tria; ~!wt~~~~O'~rbu~a~~!t 
team. We were minded to s op an ~~: road wound ~round the 
meant dela~ and so w~ ~u~~~~l~n~ountry. There were little 
hills runn1ng throug h 01 houses almost spaced with the 
towns and there ware sc o assed through a little 
regularity of mile post~. An~r~~kpbuildings, that half ~actory 
town where we saw s~~etha~~ethought ouite good enough for colleges 
ty;pe whlchlour gr~~ s~re:t was animated and made inspiring by 
where the ong mall! d woman. 'rhey were attending some 
many groups. of y~ung ~en h~ h held its ·sessions in the sununer. 
kind of a Blble ~chao w c. (nd thro O'h Zanesville as well. 
And we limped through Cambrl~iet~e Ohio ~ties was the dreadful 
The distinguishing r~r~ of a h a~d every city poverty stricken 
condition of the stree s--eac tion which piles up in the ~tate 
by a remarkable system of t~x~hich gives to the schools and to 
Treasury a great surpl~~ ~~ie~ money enough and to spare but 
all kinds of county ~c. v 1 . t. s to such an extant that they 
which stints the munhlc~pak~epleoutwardly decant. 
have not money enoug 0 

most momentous economic changes of the present 

time 
phnaes ~~m;h:bout by the better roads which a:e ~holly due 

The Ohio State Highway CommlSSlOn has 
to the automobile. 
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criss-crossed the State with magnificently paved roads. There 
was a time ten or twelve years ago when the traveler from Ohio 
saw in 1mssachusatts their State Roads and envied the Old Bay 
State such possessions--but we in Ohio now need envy no other 
State because the Ohio roads are as good as can be found in any 
patt of the Union. Of course, much remains to be dona. But 
it is today possible to go from Cincinnati to any one of the 
important cities of Ohio on roads that are vastly batter than 
our own city streets. There is no question in regard to the 
permanence of the automobile. And it follows as a matter of 
course that the program for good roads will be continued and 
expanded.. I have not the slightest doubt that within a few 
years we will be able to go to the tip of Florida on parklike 
roads;.that we will go to Los Angeles, ~an Francisco, Seattle 
and ~astport, Maine, on roads that are as perfect as, for 
example, the roads that lead. from here to Columbus--nor do I 
doubt that within a few years nearly all short journeys such 
as from here to Dayton, or SDringfield, or Frankfort, will be 
performed by automobile and that such journeys will be per
formed with more comfort and greater expedition than we now 
travel by rai·lroad.. The casual city man possibly does not· 
realize the economic value of the automobile. Already it has 
transformed. the conditions of rural life. I think that hlr. Ford 
in building a serviceable car that will go everywhere and sell
ing it at a price that is within reach of all is one of the 
greatest benefactors that the world has known. The farmer in 
the old. days had wretched roads as a rule, and. was tied down 
to a jou~ney of four or five miles from home because that was 
about the extent of convenient horse travel. The farmer with 
his· Ford can live twenty miles from town and go to Church· or 
to the store, or to an entertainment with a greater degre~ of 
comfort than he was able to go three miles in the old horse 
days, Trucks allow him to bring produce to market economically. 
Incidenta~ly I might mention that the gasoline engine on the 
farm and the tractor have released the farmer from enormous 
labor, whereas the telephone and. the radio have broken down· and 
destroys~ the wall of isolation that to the farmer's family 
at one t1me must have been like a dreary prison wall shutting 
them away from the outside world.. The automobile to the farmer 
means the. joy of life. It gi vas him ne tghbors, it gi vas him 
soc~ety, 1 t has enlarged his sphere immeasurably. In pro
vidlng.a cheap car ~or the masses Henry Ford prevented a 
social1stic revolut1on and satisfied hundred of thousands of 
people who would not otherwise be satisfied. If the automobile 
had· davelop~d along its original lines--had it simply been a 
very expens1ve car for the rich the mass of the people would 
hav~ resented seeing the chosen few flaunting the luxury of 
the1r cars in their faces. Indeed the farmers at the beginning 
passed ?rdinances denying the use of the public highways to 
automob1les, but when there carne cheap automobiles for every-
body that ~p~rit.vanished--and the man who owns the Ford and 
who goes r1d1ng 1n the country or in.the city possibly is just 
as well satisfied as the man who owns a Packard. And how often 
do yo~ see the ~ord..crowded with eight or more people having 
the t1me of the1r l1ves--enjoying every moment of the ride 
whereas the Five Thousand Dollar·machine will go riding by'in 
gloomy splendor occupied by two people sitting in opposite 
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earners of the car glaring at each other. 

If any man doubts America the history of the automobile 
should still his doubts. It shows how avid we are for new 
things--how vast is our spirit of enterprise--how we seize this 
new invention which was condemned by many of the world's fore
most men at the beginning as a·mere expensive plaything--a 
toy for the idle rich--and have made it useful, significant, 
economical and enjoyable beyond words. The history of civil
ization is largely the history of transportation. Certainly 
in America, this great continent occupied by a homogeneous 
people, this has been true. First there was the trail through 
the wilderness--then roads--then steamboats on the rivers-
then.railroads. And now has come the automobile--a more 
intimate and in many ways more efficient form of transportation 
than wa have ever known before. 1He behold it in its infancy. 
Think how new it is--there is not a man here among us who does 
not remember the first automobile he ever saw. And who does 
not have a vivid recollection of' his first automobile ride. 
The first time that I ever rode out into the .country in an 
automobile I recollect well that every horse we met on the road 
was terror stricken--and when we saw a horse approaching we 
stopped, and as a rule the driver was obliged t~ get out of 
the bu~gy or wagon and lead the horse around th1s fearsome 
contra~tion. But horses now are so blase' they take the· 
automobile as much of a matter of fact as the rest of us. 
One of my friends refused to take a ·Second ride in a machine 
back in those early days because on his first ride he had 
walked the entire distance, that is he had been obl~3ed every 
time a horse was encountered to get out of the rnach1ne and, 
lead the horse past it. He felt he had walked much more tnan 
he had rode. 

I have only mentioned briefly a few of t~e things which 
the automobile has done--and I regard it as a promise a~d hope 
of vastly greater things which it is certain to accomplish. 

The Old Romans judoed of civilization by the excellence 
f the people's Hiohway~. That was their standard. Presently 

~e a~e going to ju~ge our matsrial ~9ll~being by .the ~~r 
capita automobile to a State and thlS ~111 be a.v~ry f1ne 
standard, not only of material values out of sp1r1tual values 

as well. 
B t to return to our journey and to Zanesville--At Zanes-

. u ·sted that vve stop for the night. But it was not 
V1llet~a~,r:a o'clock and Matthew said he remembered a tea 
:~~:~ on the road a few miles beyond and if we halte~tth~reth 
for a slice of bread and butter and a cup of tea., qu1 e 1n e 
English style he would be refreshed enough to keep onhto 

' as he had said we would to the tea ouse. 
i~lum~~·ca~~e~a~~just that. And there were in charge thr~~d 
o~Slwomen who seemed most capable. The.one who met us 8~1 

y g t 
1 

had the tea room but an ant 1que shop, wouldn t 
they no on Y d 'f there wasn't something that struck 
we look around an s~:x~ one said there was nothing doing as 
our fancy. But tthe d bread and butter went--no short orders 
far as a cup of aa an · 
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for them--either a regular stea~ or chicken dinner or nothing. 
And so in a huff and thinking the young women were not half 
so nice as they had at first seemed we resumed our road which 
as the dusk fall began to be a pretty weary one--the mora so 
as outside of Columbus there was a long detour over dusty 
roads. Up to then there had been no dust. But this detour 
was churned by much travel and we could not escape the dust. 
Yet we had the usual experience. When we had bathed and dressed 
and dined at the Hotel in Columbus we forgot the heat and the 
dust and the weariness of the latter part of the ride. I had 
heard strange tale~ of that splendid and palatial hotel in 
ColumbTis, They said that as soon as a guest reached his room 
a bell boy appeared and offered to do something in the boot
legging line. But no bell boy threw temptation in our way. 
Indeed as far as I know there was on the whole journey no 
stronger drink obtainable than sarsaparilla or Coca Cola. And 
at Columbus we had exactly the same experience we had had the 
previous night at .Cumberland--a liveried servant took our car 
and drove it to the hotel garage giving us a brass check in 
token of ownership. 

At Zanesville I had told Matthew of the great silver 
excitement there a little more than a century ago. Som~ ecamp 
of a promoter--only they did. not know that word then--took 
Mexican dollars, chopped them up in bits, burnt them in a 
fire and then salted and peppered a hole in the ground with 
them. So they found silver. I believe the scamp was ex
posed before he had time to profit by his scheme. But for a· 
few weeks the whole region was thro~m into a frenzy and they 
believed they had the world by the tail, as Matthew with the , 
advantage of a classical education put it, I take great 
delight in reading the old books of travel, the books that men 
wrote about the West a hundred years ago, And I wonder if one 
were to do that now whether in a hundred years hence the books 
would be as interesting as those books I love so much. Say 
we had stopped at Cambridge and met the principal people of 
the town and had described the Court House and the atrocious 
Civil War Monument and so on •. I do not doubt it could be 

. done but I know I am not the man to do ,it, Then, however, the 
West, our West, was new and novel. Now it is an old story. 
Yet men are never an old story. Each generation isnew. We 
exalt in our imagination those brave pioneers who felled the 
forests, who drove out the Indian, who made the roads, who 
founded the towns--who did all the things which we have in
her~ted--yet we today have our own way to make just as they had 
the1r way to make only our problems and difficulties are of 
another kind, Probably they saw no romance in their lives. 
A century hence it is oui t e likely that our great grand
children will hark back to our lives and find them full of a 
co~pelling interest that is denied to them. These great grand
chlldren of ours may have wings, they may fly from place to 
place, they may look back on the aut.omobile as a ouaint and 
slow thing regarding it with. pity as we regard the stage coach 
and the canal boat. But no matter how far ahead of us they 
may be the roses of June and the early foliage of summer will 
not be more beautiful. And they will see no fairer pr.ospe ct 
than we dia when the next morning the automobile was brought 
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to the hotel and we drove between breakfast time and lunch 
time to Cincinnati. 
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When Charles Dickens was in America in 1842 on his first 
visit .he want over this same road, which he reported to be good. 
He left Cincinnati in a stage coach at 8:00 A.M. and reached 
Columbus at 7 the next morning •. The journey took twenty-three 
ho~rs and was continuous--the only sto~being made to change 
horses. So my son and I did in four hours what it took a 
stage coach pulled by four horses and driven at the utmost 
possible speed 23 hours to accomplish--that is, we went over a 
distance in one hour which meant nearly five ·hours for the 
coach. 

We wen~ through Springfield and Dayton and Miamisburg 
and Franklin and Middletown and Hamilton, all beautiful and 
flouris.hing and we carne the full length of the Valley of the 
Great Miami with its fields of corn and tobacco. In the 
middle of the State the ~heat was ripening. This side of 
Dayton the reapers and the binders were leaving great sheaves 
of the yellow grain behind them as they went clicking through 
the fields. And as the landscape grew more and more familiar 
as we came nearer and nearer home our hearts rose within us. 
He is a poor man who does not believe that home is. best and 
as for myself I believe that the best part of all jo~rne?s, 
the part that glorifies them and makes them worth wh1le 1s 
the homecoming, 

JAMES A. GREEN 
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1. 
An Essay on The Bath Tub 

r had the extreme 'pleasure and occasional 
Some years ago • . . . i mid-summer, Never before 

discomfort of .travell7ng 1nd Spachlnhe~t I remember riding in 
·nee have I exper1ence . su • . or Sl h lt' f ~ight and half passenger--tra1n 

a ,typical "Mixto" -- ~ t~e middle of the day. My travelling 
across.LaMancha, d~r~~gour little compartment, as much undressed 
~~mi~~1~~o~~e~i:: of Spain would all?w, and per~pired. t~t 
was hot inside that compartment, but lt was no Pea~~~ as 
lean out of the window. It gave you the same sensa 10 
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putting your head into a hot oven. I remember reaching for 
a match in the pocket of my coat •. The· mere shaking of the 
coat ignited the whole box, and I had the greatest difficulty 
preventing a general conflagration. All that is necessary 

·for this trick is a temperature of 130 degrees Fahrenheit, 
perfect dryness and a box of Spanish matches. 

We might have stopped perspiring through lack of supply, 
had it not been for our unouenchable thirst which drove us con
stantly to our bottles of drinking water. The dust and dirt 
settled all over us, and added considerably to our extrema 
discomfort. 

We breathed a sigh of relief when we pulled into the 
Station for Toledo, a mile or so away from the City. We wanted 
a bath--a real big bath and a bath immediately. Contrary to 
our usual custom we decided to go the best Hotel in town. It 
was a strain on ·our financial resources, but we feared none 
but the best could boast of a real bath. A half mile across 
a dusty plain, over the high bridge that spanned the Tagus, 
up a steep winding road, through the old City Gate and our 
bus was rattling over the cobble stone paving of the 1ittle · 
Plaza in front of the Hotel Castille. As we entered the 
beautiful little patio of the Hotel, our anxious eyes fell 
upon ·a large and handsome bathtub in a spacious room of Moor ish 
decoration which opened directly off of the Patio. "Aht" we 
thought, "in Toledo they know how to bathe •" Soon we would 
be free from the reminders of our hot and dirty trip and be 
fresh for a little evening sight seeing. 

We approached the desk and demanded a room but first of 
all, a ba~h in the large and handsome tub. The'Proprietor 
threwup h1s hands and stepped back in amazement. We must have 
insulted him. "A bath," he said 11 a bath why you cannot take 
a bath in '.role do in the summer time. 11 This was indeed dis
tressing news. We insisted, but to no avail. The Proprietor 
informed us that it would take nearly a whole day's supply. 
for the entire city at this season of the year to fill the 
tub. The only water supply the City has comes from the 
heavens. ' 

nu:ing the b:ief rainy season, all the rain water is col
lected 1n great c1st~rn~ under the city and then during the 
balance of the year 1t 1s pumped out as often as necessary 
to those who use it. In a City where no one bathes and where 
all the washing is donel down on the banks of the Tagus and 
where everyone drinks wine what need have they of a co~stant , 
sweet, pure water supply. ' 

We examined the tub. It was a beautiful tub. The 
· e~terior was covered with delicate Moorish tracery. The in
Slde was smoothe and bright. It had ·,no high water mark on it. 
It showed no signs of ~cratching caused by excessive use of 
gritty cleansing powders. We were confident that it was a 
museum specimen--a mute ·evidence of the fact that there were 
occasionally to completely immerse themselves in order to 
present a decant appearance. · 

An Essay on The Bath Tub 

Is it smallwonder that 'role do has shrunk from a 
glorious.city of two hundred thousand souls to a mere town 
of twenty thousand? This is the thought that first occurs 
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to t~e luxurious ~lutocr~t of America whose ideal of per
fact1on in domest1c arch1tecture includes at least one bath 
room for every bed room, a constant supply of pure drinking 
water always available, and hot and cold running water flow
ing freely and instantly day and night. But, is the shrinking 
of Toledo's population so appalling. ~rhe City is built on a 
high promentory almost completely surrounded by the precipitous 
canon of the Tagus. Had the city fathers in the days of 
'roledo's glory piped the fresh water of the rragus up to the 
City, it might have grown even larger than it was then, and 
even a novice can tell that there must have been a terrible 
housing problem when the City boasted of two hundred thousand. 
They must have bulged the massies city walls. Twenty thousand 
can almost live in comfort without crowding--and then, too, 
the ancestors of these twenty thousand must have built up from 
generation to generation an immunity from germ diseases that 
would rival the Chinese in their most congested districts. 

We might also speculat~ on another i'ea ture. 1et us as
sume that there were room for expansion, and the development of 
suburban real estate in and about rroledo. i~nd let us assume 
that the city fathers had furnished a pure and abundant supply 
of water. What then? The Toledoans would undoubtedly have 
developed a habit of bathing, People who want to bathe, 
usuallv find an abundant water supply, and people who hu.vo the 
sur;ply", usually learn to bathe. This sto.ternent undouhtedly is 
based on historic facts. Now, had the Toledoans learned to 
bathe, s orne three or four hundred years ago, think what might 
have happened to them. PJe have an idea that their deCB:Y and 
degradation would have been even more appalling than a mere 
shrinkage in population from two hundred thousand to twenty 
thousand. 

Let us turn the pages of history and see wh~t has happen
ed to those, who as a people, indulged too freely in complete 
immersion. 

The Persians at the time of our iirst authentic records, 
of them were a virile warlike people who subjugated all their 
neighbo~s and gained g~eat riches and power. They built great 
cities and. turned their attention to .the finer arts •. They then 
invented the oriO'inal of the modern Turkish bath. Bathing 
became almost a ~ecessity, with them. ~heir downfall was 
inevitable. 

Thru the centuries they have been successively con-
quered by the Greeks and Macedonia~s, the Romans and.the Turk 
and Tartar hordes. Excessive bath1ng had sapped tre1r streng~h 
and left them the toy and plaything of every marauding barbar1an 
in search of glory or plunder. 

Tne Romans conquered the world. They founded the great
est centralized empire the world has ever knovm. Who in the 
time of Augustus could have foretolc1. the dovm fall of their 
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great civilization? It must have seemed as permanent as the 
mountains and the seas to the people of the Golden Age. The 
great Empire was established. The people turned their thots 
to the development' of culture and the fine arts. They built 
the most magnificent and luxurious baths the world has ever 
known. The fall of the Roman Empire should date from the day 
the first corner stone of the first of these baths was built. 
The strength of the Roman was washed away. He was helpless 
before the hordes of the great unwashed, which swept across 
the Empire. 

In more modern times, we have the examples of the French 
and the Russian Revolutions, where the unbathed p·ortion of' the 
population almost annihilated the sweet scented aristocracy. 

There has been much said of late, about the superiority 
of the Nordic races. Their strength is not caused by any 
inherent racial superiority. The Nordics have been tainted 
less by complete immersion than any other race. They were the 
last to learn the art of bathing. They still have with them 
the natural strength of the unbathed, But alasl They too are 
rapidly becoming the victims of the insidious habits of the 
weaker and longer civilized races. In fact, it seems likely 
that they will carry the habit of bathing even farther than 
any of their predecessors. 

Look at the condition of this country today, If the city 
of Toledo, Spain had learned the art of bathing some generations 
ago, they might, by this time, have an eighteenth amendment and 
a Bonus Bill. Could such misfortune be compared with a mere 
shrinkage of population from two hundred thousand to twenty 
thousand. Look at the extent of decay and degradation in which 
we find ourselves, .and is not the bath tub responsible? Has 
any article of household furniture increased in general use 
during the past thirty years as rapidly as the bath tub? 

The good old da~s of sane politics and a satisfactory 
Congress, existed before the bath tub, We are willing to wager 
that 98% of the pra~ant ?ongress are regular bathers. ·They are 
weak, timid an~ :rac1J.lat1ng~ r.rhey do not possess true rugged 
str-ength and v1r1lity of their ancestors. They are too clean. 

It. is time ~hat· so~ething be done to stamp out the habit 
of batlung. · It 1s sapp1ng the strength of the nation. Let us 
return to the Saturday night in the wash tub or better still 
to the occasional sponge. We would recommend a nineteenth 
amendment to the Constitution prohibiting the use of bath tubs 
shower baths or·other similar devices if it were not for the ' 
fact that ex~er~ence convinces us that we have enough bootleggers 
of other var1et1es and the bathing bootlegger would only make 
matters worse. What we need is an educational program. 

F~rst of all, the children should be taught in the schools 
to avo1d the use of water except for drinking, Circulars should 
be sent out from the Department of Agriculture instructing people 

. i~ the use of.bath tubs for flower gardens, mushroom beds, coal 
b1ns and tell1ng how to use them for storing moonshine and 

An Essay On The Bath Tub 

synt~etic gin, Posters should be displayed in public places 
show1~ the.advan~age~ of the discontinuance of bathing, 
Someth1ng l1ke th1s m1ght be effective--a picture of a large 
muscular individual, not the arrow collar type, with a 
statement underneath as follows: 

"This is John Smith who has not bathed for 
sixteen years. He grows.stronger each year, 11 
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Another might be a personal experience of some prominent 
citizen such as this. · 

"Governor Jones for years was troubled with weak 
feet. He bathed them twice a day. He stopped 
bathing them a year ago. His feet are now very 
strong. 11 

Something must be done--and done quickly. Our nation 
must not perish. 

Let us fortify ourselves 
the hot or cold tub. We must 
ancestors or like the ancient 

. with the suds. 

against the refreshing joy of 
return to the strength ·bf our 
Romans we will go dovm the drain 

Robert M, Green 

2. A Flirtation With the Fickle Goddess 

After the strain of the intensive flurry of the last 
Christmas holidays, a few old time cronies sought relaxation 
and relief in a stag dinner of six plates. 

The invitation prescribed one condition only; to wit:
that each guest should tell a story to fit the caption: 
"My S.trangest Personal Experience •" ---Time limit, 15 minutes; 
with 5 time-keepers for each story-taller. 

As there were six of us, this rule gave each ego a fair 
chance, and also gave the party a chance to return to domes-
ticity before midnight. 

My friend Kendrick~s story is here transcribed in his 
own words, as nearly as I can remember them: 

;,When I was about fifty years younger than I am now., 
about five 0 ' clock of a raw November evening, I discovered 
myself in the office lobby of a tavern at.Hu~~ington, West 
Virginia, looking out gloomily upon theOh1o n1ver. I had 
just spent half of a sleepless night and the whole of a 
wakeful day in conference with some lawyers and others, 
that had left me in a state of ~ind fit for ':treason, 
stratagem and spoils.,, I hadn I ·c eaten anythlng that day' 
and only.wanted to get out of tovm without committing mur-
der or suicide. 
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Suddenly the booming drone of a steamboat whistle 
sounded from up the river. 

"What boat is that?" I asked the hotel clerk. 

"The Fleetwood, for Cincinnati," replied he. 

Promptly I paid my bill, and was waiting at her wharf 
when she arrived. 

Aft;r securing passage and stowing my.traps in my 
stateroom, I left the crowded cabin and sought seclusion 
aloft on the hurrican deck, because I was tired of contact 
with humanity. vThile standing in front of the pilot-house 
watching a gang of roustabouts who were loadil~ a shipment 
of pig-iron, and listening to the weird song that they sang 
while marching up and down the levee, I suddenly became 
conscious of the presence of soma one behind me who must 
have been wearing gum shoes. It was a man. He .seemed cheer
ful and loquacious. 

"Hell~~ boss,--how's tricks?" said he~ 

I grunted a sullen response, which, by its tone, invited 
him to go away from there and let me alone. It didn't phase 
him. He seemed bound to 'be friendly and aggressively sociable, 

"I'll bet you've got the blues,'' said he. 1'Now look at
them darkies, without a good coat among 'em, carryin' pig 
iron an' singin'; while you stand here with your hands in the. 
pockets of a .,)50 overcoat, an' the gong ready to call you in 
to a nice hot supper. '!/hat have you got to feel blue about?" 

I was about to resent his familiarity, when it suddenly· 
occurred to me that I really needed some kind of diversion to 
relieve my morbid state of mind, and that it might be a good 
idea to play up to my ·persistent would-be-friend and discover 
his objective, I suspected that he was a river card-sharp, 
who had selected me as a likely 11 sucker," 'l'his suspicion · 
became stronger when he confided to me that he was a cattle
buyer, with some friends (also cattle-men) aboard, who were 
"gain' down the river, on business." 

Just than the supper gong sounded, 

"That is the stuff~", exclaimed, "Let•s·go below and 
feed;--~nuthin' like a souare meal to knock a fit o' blues. 
Corne on-, pardner!" ~ 

I followed him passively, 

As we reached the crowded cabin-deck, another obvious 
"cattle-man" rushed up to him and exclaimed: 

"Hello, Wally~ Where you been, and whatchya been doin'? 
The whole bunch is lookin' for you; we want some supper," 

A Flirtation With the Fickle Goddess 

"Alright, Jo; git'am together, I go~ a friend here 
what's got the blues, He's goin' to take a snack with us, 
We gotta brace him up," 

So Walley and I went in and took our seats while Jo 
rounded up the rest of the ''bunch," who soon came in and 
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took three chairs adjoining ours, They seemed a happy lot, 
indulging in coarse jokes and much boisterous laughter, while 
I tried to be amiably non-committal, and get some kind of clue 
to their little game. 

Nothing developed until after supper, ~hen the tables 
were cleared, and Wally announced: 

"We gotta do somethin' to kill time. Ain't none o' 
you bums got no tools for a little game o' draw?" 

To this inquiry, Jo replied: "Jake has; I seen •em in 
his room." 

So Jake was sent for the chips and a deck of cards, which 
he brought in an old cigar-box. 

A table was brought, and I was invited to "set in an' 
take a hand." I was disappointed. Ho bones had been rolled, 
no three-card monte or other trick games that bring qui:ck 
action, had been tried as a means of separating me from my 
money before this invitation to "set in" to a little game 
of poker,--50¢ limit. My first impulse was to decline •. It 
seemed too much like having your teeth pulled. I recons1dered 
this however, and made an announcement. 

"Boys" I said "I'll sit in, on a strictly cash basis; 
that is, I:ll give ~o I 0 U's. I have a little money with 
me, and when that's gone, I want you to agree,~· that I 
shall draw out of the game. 

"Of course," said \Ially, "this isn't no game for money; 
it's only sociability till bed-time •" 

Still suspecting prospective .crookedness a~d determined 
to study it as a diversion, I selected a seat w1th my back 
to a blind partition, so that no unknown onlooker could spy 
over my shoulder, and telegraph the contents of my hand 
across the table. · 

I also watched each deal carefully, but ~iscovered no 
sleight of hand effort or other evidence of d1shone~t col
lusion, although I was a slow but steady loser; unt1l the 
Captain stopped the game about 1 A.M. and sent us to bed. 

The next morning, when I was awakened by the b.reakf'ast 
gong,·about 7 o'clock, I found that our boat was tied to the 
Ohio shore, above Ironton, in a dense fog, and could not 
reach Cincinnati before noon. 

After breakfast my cattle-friends, knowing that I was 
behind the game, pro;osed to give me a chance for "revenge, .. 
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and started it again. 

With less suspicion than I had harbored the night before, 
I sat in and invested my last ;~10 bill in chips, Wally had 
christened me "Cap'n," which by this time had become abbreviated 
to "Cap." I recall that when Jake (who was the banker) counted 
out my chips, he s~npathetically remarked. 

"I reckon it's about Cap's turn by this time. This feels 
like the bast ;!~10 bill he .ever invested. He mought skin all 
of us, if Lady Luck will give· him a show," 

The game proceeded with monotonous fluctuations for two 
or three hours. Sometimes, I would succeed in building a little 
pile of "vel vat," and then mypile would shrink to almost nothing, 
but I never became quite "broke," 

About 11 o'clock, Lady Luck seemed to:have discovered me 
and marked me for her own. I've never experienced anything 
like it, before or since. Everything seemed to comamy way, 
No matter who dealt, or who came in, I always had something to 
draw to, and always fills d. Inside of half an hour I was 'way 
ahead of the game, and within an hour was selling chips around 
the table and stuffing wads of greenbacks and shinplasters into 
my pockets until I was ashamed of myself. I knew that I'd had 
my "revenge," by a large margin, so I became reckless·; as my 
"penny-ante" mind recoiled from the idea of winning any serious 
amount of their money. Recklessness did no good. Lady Luck 
was implacable. My new friei?-ds took it good-naturadly at first, 
but finally became serious and quiet, and seemed to suspect that 
something was wrong, but it puzzled them. They fiadn't the 
slightest ground for suspecting me, as I was the only "stranger" 
in the group, and was playing with their cards and having my 
best luck when t hay dealt them to ·me. · 

Before 1 o'clock our whistle blew for Cincinnati, just as a 
jack pot was opened by Jo, who proposed that we had better wind 
up the game with it. We all assented, and two carne in,--Wally 
and I, each of whom drew 3 cards, while Jo stood pat. After 
~he first raise, Wally dropped out, leaving Joe and me to fight 
1t out. He proposed to raise the limit, to which I gladly 
assented, as I felt sure that his pat. hand would win against 
the 3 little sevens that I'd caught and I wanted to return 
S?me of his money. 'He shoved all ~is remaining chips to the 
m1ddle of the table and dropped a ~10 bill on top of them. 
I saw his bet and raised him another tan, until he finally 
call~d me, a~d showed his openers, He had nothing but a pair 
of k1ngs. H1s omission to draw to his pair and his proposal 
t? remove the limit were pure bluff, so my 3 sevens forced me to 
Wl~· ~·skimmed the bills from the top of the pile, swept the 
ch1ps 1nto my hat, and invited Jake (the banker) to coma to 
my room to redeem them, which he did after.receiving an assent-
ing nod from my fresh friend, Wally. . . 

When we bumped against the wharf-boat I hastened down 
the ,g~ng-plank and up to Julius Hengstenbe;g's beer cellar 
on Th1rd Street where my old friends Harman,Qoepper, John 
Holmes, Julius Dexter, Steve Sands, John Walker and other old-

A Flirtation With The Fickle Goddess 

timers were in the habit of taking their noon-day lunch of 
sour-beef, rye-bread, schweitzer and beer. The first one I 
saw was Walker, who was sitting at a small table, 1 slid 
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my grip under the table and joined him. I told him my story. 

"Well," said he, "I s'pose that you expect me to believe 
a~l that stuf~. Before I decide to classify that yarn, I'd 
l1ke to know 1 f you are ready to make any kind of a show-down· 
you say that you've just come from the landinO'," ' 0 

"Of course," I replied, and began disgogging wads of 
crumpled greenbacks and shinplasters from coat, vast and 
trousers pockets. Walker quietly began to sm0oth them out 
and sort them on the tabla; after which he carefully counted 
them. 

"You have hera .~492.90, How much did you start with?" 

"$42.50." 

"Well, it seems as though ~450 of' this amount are 
legitimate earnings, but what I want to know, is: how you 
came by that extra 40 cents?" 

"I don 1 t know; l think that I must have picked somebody' s 
pocket. I feel that way anyhow." . 

"Well, that explanation is, at least, as plausible as 
your story." 

Since that time, even when exposed to the modern inno~ation 
of 'deuces wild,' I have never allowed myself to be tempted 
beyond the range of '10 cents limit,' when 1 toywith our 
National Game .'1 

George Kinsey 

3. A Soldier Of Fortune 

Dear. Mr. Editor: 

Have you ever met a 3oldier of·Fortune--one of those 
irresponsible fire-eating parties who go up and.dovm th~ earth, 
like your old friend of the hoofs and forked ta1l, seek1ng 
whom he may devour? I am sure you must have in your long 
and checkered career as cow-boy and fisher~an. I ~a!e, and I 
am going to tell you about h~m~ 1 was :em1n~ed ?f h1m the 
other avenin~ when captain 0 D~y--a typ1cal Sold1er of 
Fortune--hero of nine wars and many small scraps--spo.ke at 
the Business Men' 8 club--recounting in p~c~ure~que ~anguaga 
his exploits by land and sea, for the ed1f1cat1on of about 
s~x hundred Desdamonas in trousers. 

O'Day, or any s?ldier of Fortune who may have invaded 
your aura, 11 had noth1ng on" .my particular bucanear, and none 
of them was half as picturesque. 
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His name was Larry Carle and I first saw him on the 
streets of Cincinnati.;.-a black skinned, black-haired, ·broad
shouldered, narrow-waisted athlete--six feet two or three 
inches tall--an impressive figure. He was somewhat of a 
"grand-stand player, 11 for he wore a mi+i tary uniform (of no 
distinguishable na. t ion~li ty to be sure) and was fest coned with 
sundry large and heavy revolvers and a cartridge~belt. He 
strutted sufficiently. 

This was in the year of grace 1896 or 1897. Little did 
I think that he and I should ever become entangled in one of 
those oddities of life where truth is really "stranger than 
fiction." But we did. 

Perhaps, Mr. Editor, you and your audience (intelligent 
I hope) may remember tho.t at this time there was quite a little 
tumult going on down in Cuba. "Butcher" Wayler was in lurid 
action, and we heard of other gentlemen with Spanish names 
whose principal occuP,tation was shooting and carving up the 
populace. There was a General Cisneros and his righteous 
indignation. This is the back-ground of my tale--so bear it 
well in mind. Carle was in it. · 

Meanwhile in Cincinnati the :Post and Times Star were 
carrying on their usual, never-ending little warfare. This is 
the secondary back-grouncl,--bear it well in min~ also. The 
adventuress was in it, 

One balmy fall afternoon, when the paper had gone to 
press,.and al~ was peace, virtue and complacency in the 
Editor~al off1ce~ of the Times Star, the City Editor thereof 
sat qu1etly smok1ng, thinking up venomous things· to say 
about the. :Post in the ne:x:t day's issue. His phone jingled 
and sleep1ly he answered, A mysterious voice hissed (notice 
the ~ew~paper language) hissed in his ear, --"The :Post is 
publ1~h1ng short 

1 
novels from the pen of a Mrs. Doodle sax. 

Look 1n Peterson s Magazine for 1862 and 'shudder:"--Or words 
to.that effect. Then all was silence. The identity of 
th1s snake-in-the-grass has never been discovered. 

~ 

~ithin th~rty ~ecands a trusty reporter was hitting·only 
the h1gh-spots on h1s way to the Public Library. Peterson's 
was unearthed and there with but a·few negligable alterations 
of names lay embalmed half a dozen of the Doodlasaxian noval
e(~tes. Th~ virtuous, high-minded soul of the City Editor, 
1f there 1s such a thing--and this whole sentence sounds 

~ik~ mix~d-metaphorical nonsense,) revolted with r:i:ghteous 
1nd1gnat1on. He tore his whiskers and yelled "Plagiarism 
Plagia.r~sm," t~ll ~he welkin rang.' Note now the power of ' 
suggest1on--th1s r1nging reminded him of the phone and he 
rang up Mrs. Doodlesax. 

th She c~me to the Sanctum and heard the horrid truth-
. e offspring of her brain were only a re-incarnation, as 
1t were, of Petersonian pabulum of the vintage of 1862. She 
was astounded, It could not be! Ah, now she had the s elution--. 
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she remembered th~t in childhood's happy hour her mother 
was wont to read t~ her romances from Peterson's. It i11as 
wonderfu~--a psych1c phenomenon of parts, a case of unconscious 
cerebrat1on--her memory had for lo these many years unwitting
ly.s~ored up th~s~ pretty tales nnd now brought them forth as 
or1~1nal ~ompos 1t1ons. Did not the Editor think this ~xtra
ordlnary 1~stance of ment~l gymnastics should be called to 
th~ att~nt1on of the Academy of Medicine? He said he didn't 
th1nk so • The "so" was unnecessary. Without it he would 
have expressed his more or less chronic state of mentality. 

. However, this is not quite just--a thought did coma to 
him. "Madam," he queried with all the atmosphere of a Sherlock 
Holmes--"You have published a novel in book form entitled · 
"A West Indian Heroine," Is it possible that this also is 'an 
abulli t ion of' unconscious cerebration?" (These are my big 
words, not his.) 

. She repelled the suggestion with histrionic indignation. 
"Never," she cried with hand upraised toward Heavan--or whar~ 

. it is popularly ru. pposed to be--" every paragraph, avery word 
of that bo.ok is mine own," 

They parted. Next day the T~mes Star published the full 
story with over-powering head-lines--calling particular 
attention to the omniscient. literary ability of the ponderous 
brain of the Times Star Editor, and the contrasting benighted
ness of the Fast's entire staff. The article closed with Mrs. 
Doodlesax's claim anent the authorship of "A wast Indian 
Heroine," Quite reigned for four or five days. 

·Then like thunder and lightening.from a clear sky came 
roaring up from New Orleans to the rl'imas Star, an anti-Doo.dlesax 
manifesto in the form of a letter of indignation and scorn from 
an i,rate lady who had read the article and who signed herself 
Mrs. Larry Carle. "What," she sputtered, "Mrs. Doodle sax 
write 'A West Indian Heroine?' 'Tis false!!l My husband and 
·a callow reporter from the Cincinnati Post wrote every word 
of it, from my husband's experiences as a Major-General in 
the Cuban Revolutionary Army, and sold the manuscript to 
Mrs. Doodlesax for fifteen hundred dollars." (Hare parenthet
ically nota the perfectly damnable re-appearance of the Post 
in this outrageous deception of the public~) 

It was too luscious an opportunity for the Times Star. 
The next ten or twenty morning and afternoon editions of this 
evening guardian of morals bore in winged words the story of 
the Post-Doodlesax imposi ti9n upon "a confiding ci tizenry. 1

'' 

The "pure fount of literature wasbeing polluted," etc. etc. 

Result--in about two days the paper was summon~d to 
answer an actio~ for libel upon the fair name and fame of 
Mrs. Doodlasax • 

Note now how my Soldier of Fortune begins to .em~rga from 
his background. His deposition must be taken and qu1ckly,, 
since he was shortly to leave New Orleans upon soma myster1ous 
errand, which for the time being must be veiled in that ob- · 
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scurity in which gentlemen of his ilk delight. Accompanied 
by representatives of the fair plaintiff I hastened to New 
Orleans. Leaving the enemy in some creole bar-room enjoying 
themselves over one of the ten thousand insidious mixed drinks 
of the country, I sought and found my witness. Who should he 
prove to be but the erstwhile be-uniformed and be-revolvered 
hero of the Cincinnati hotel district, I recognized him at a 
glance, though he was now disguised in civilian clothes, and 
wore no visible weapons of offense. Was he ready to testify? 
No--No, matters of mysterious import ware pressing upon him-
not a moment to spare--by next evening at sun-down he must be 
gone. Where? Hush, hush, not a word--walls have ears, etc. 
etc, Still he might find time in the morning, but ·time was· 
valuable, worth two or three hundred dollars, the paper must 
pay or his testimony remain forever sepulchred in his bosom. 
I left him, worried, and sought a Notary, 

Louisiana flourishes under the old Napoleonic Code, So 
do ·her notaries. An American Notary is a despicable creature --
a French Notary is a power, a principality, a Demi-God. - ' 

"Witness not Come?" Well he would ·see about that. He--
a Spanish Creole of pure Castilian blood, and a French Notarial 
Commission, to be thus defied~ He wrote feverishly for two 
minutes, affixed to his effusion many seals and several yards 
of red-tape and rushed from the room. In a minute he returned 
w:tth an enormous police-man, Into his mighty hand he pressed 

·the paper. "Go," he said eloquently, "and tomorrow at tan by 
the town clock have this miscreant's body before me. Fail not." 
The policeman went--perhaps all the more enthusiastically 
because, as I afterwards learned, my Notary was a political 
power·. Blessings on the Code Napoleon and that Spanish-
French Notary~ t 

At ten sharp my witness appeared in tow of the officer. 
He was affable and willing and.gave his testimony with a dash 
and simplicity that were convincing. With little effort I 
led him into a brief history of his life and it was that of the 
typical Soldier of Fortune. He was of Scotch-Irish ·birth· and 
be~n.a subal~ern officer in the Black-Watch regiment of the 
Br1t1sh serv1ce and fought for Britain in India and Afr1'ca · 
1 . th' • ~av1ng 1s service he had sold his sword wherever he could 
f7nd war, revolution; filibustering. This was the breath of 
h1s nostrils, 

His testimony finished he drew me into another room and 
apolo~ized .for his de~and of money, stating he had asked not 
for.h1mself but for h1s pending enterprise, Observing my 
cur1osity·h~ d:ew from~ secret pocket in the lining of his 
~?at a comm1ss1on as Chlef-of-3taff of the Costa Rican Revolu·-
lona:y Army. His haste and mysterious movements were now 

expla1ned. The Revolution was about to begin--and he its 
secret emissa:y in this country, was sailing for Cost~ Rica · 
that evening 1n a tug heavily laden with arms and ammunition 
and manned by~ do~en ~usky negro followers, He was promised 
a highly salar1ed JOb 1n the new government. 

I wished him goodbye and good luck and left him, on his 
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way as h~ said, directly to his little vessel. During the 
next, few months he was ever in my mind and I scanned the · 
papers for news of the Revolution, occasionally catching 
some +ina or two that showed that the fighting was on. His 
name was not mentioned, the generals getting all the glory. 

- Then these brief dispatche~, from places with odd Spanish 
names, ceased, and after a while, the Spanish war coming on, 
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I almost forgot Carle. Those Costa Rican revolutions are 
more or l~ss comic any way. Did you know that three or four 
years ago there was quite a heal thy little orie in progress, and 
that the American United Fruit Co. sent word to both parties to 
quit fighting along its railroad right-of-way, or it would 
send: out a "Section Gang" and wipe them all off the map? Well 
that's the truth, and the whole crowd promptly moved off to 
some other region, where revolution was not so dangerous. 

Well, I almost forgot about Carle, sometimes wondering 
however, how he had come out and whether he was now off to 
fresh fields and pastures new, where fighting men ware needed. 
Then a year or so later, a quiet little wo·man, all in black, 
walked into my office and introduced herself as Mrs. Carle. 
I beg,an to suspect what had happened. Carle was dead--but 
the wildest imagination could not have guessed the manner of 
his death, In a few words she told me. 

The revolution had failed after hard fighting in which 
Carle did more than his share and was severely wounded. There 
was treachery, and he with three or four companions fled the 
country. in a small open sail-boat. They coasted along the 
shore of the Gulf of Mexico for New Orleans, but in a heavy 
storm their little boat was dismasted and Carle washed over-. 
board by a wave. He was swept away from the boat and ~alled 
to them that he would swim ashore. He was a strong sw1mmer 
and was making good progress, when to their horror, there was 
a swirl in the water the back fin of a large shark appeared 
for a moment and Captain Larry Carle was gone forever. 

So died my Soldier of Fortune. Somewhere at the bo~tom 
of the Gulf his bones are lying, and, those for whom he fought, 
have long since forgotten him. lt may be that I ~m the_only 
person in the world who remembers him. I liked h1m, anu he 
won my case for me. May he rest in peace. 

Frederick w. Hinkle, 

4. When Might Was LegallY riight 

A young woman named Mary Ashford had been murd~red. She 
had been last seen with one Abra~am T?ornton--he who ~tood 

t the bar of the court of K1ngs Bench and cast h1s glove 
nowt: floor. lt had been proven that foot prints,hers, and 
~n ar:ntly his, led to the vicinity of a de~p pit of water, 
t~~ grass showed the struggle and th~ dragglng--h~r body 
marked and bruised was found inthe p1 t; she had d1ed bY .. , 
drawning. Thornton had been indicted in the County of uarwick 
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but on the trial had shown an al~bi and been acquitted. Now 
William Ashford, the eldest brother and heir of Mary, had 
within a year and a day sued out, as could still be done in a 
murder case, what was known as a write of criminal appeal. 
This was a survival of the ancient idea of criminal juris~ 
prudence; that the right to punish belonged to the injured and 
not ,--at least not exclusively ,--to the state. And so it was 
that William Ashford appealed Abraham Thornton, despite the 
latter's acquittal, for the murder of his sister Mary. 

It was at the Easter Term of Court in the 58th year of 
the reign of Geroge III, anne ·domini 1818, that the Sheriff 
of Warwick produced Abraham Thornton and stated that he held him 
upon his majesty's writ of appeal. This writ, in due and 
ancient form, commanded that if William Ashford of the parish 
of :&1lint in the County of Stafford, laborer, eldest brother 
and heir of Mary Ashford, lata of Langley, in the parish of 
Sutton Goldfield, spinster, deceased, should give security 
to prosecute his suit, than the sheriff should attach 
Abraham Thornton of Castle Bromwich, parish of Astor, near 
Birmingham, to answer for the deat of Mary "heretofore sister 
of William, and whose heir he is, whereof he appealeth him." 

Thornton being placed at the bar, Ashford· handed up his 
appeal--the last criminal appeal in the history of the law of 
England. It stated that Thornton "not having the fear of God 
before his eyes, but being moved and seduced by the instigation 
of the Devil" did throw Mary Ashford into the pit whereof she 
died and if Thornton would deny the murder, then Ashford, 
eldest brother and heir of Mary, was ready to prove it against 
hilJl. 

Thornton, taking a few days to consider, and baing well 
advised by counsel, countered with a plea as ancient, and 
evan more barbarous than the writ onwhich he was held, Placed 
at the bar, facing the court, in the presence of his accuser 
he said: "Not guilty; and I am ready to defend the same by ' 
my body." And thereupon taking off his glove. he threw it 
upon the floor of the court. · 

.So for the last time was the gage case in an English Court 
of law for trial by wager of battle. More than thirteen 
centu:ies had elapsed since this way of trying cases,· criminal 
a~d Cl~il, was brought into the law of ~urope by one Gundobald, 
K~ng of the Burgundians, the Lycurgus of his time, who gave to 
h1s people a code called the Lex Gundobada. He declared: 

"It is God who directs. the issue of national wars, and in· 
privata quarrels we may trust His providence to favor the 
juster causa." 

And thus the wager of battle became the law and from Lyons 
where Gundobald promulgated his decree in the year 501 it 
spread over northern Europe. William took it with his Norman 
institutions to England and there it became the rule for the 
trial of grievances between man and man in issues pertainin.~ to 
the possession of land or the guilt of felony; whether the o 
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accused was of noble blood, o~ of humble birth--they published 
the charge at five successive cbuntry courts· the craven who ' ' appeared not was outlawed, his life and goods were forf'ei ted; 
he was plead, plead as did 'Nilliam Thornton at the bar in 1818. 
"Not guilty and I am ready to defend the same with my body," 
And for centuries in certain ca~es they fought it out, nobles 
on horseback with sword or spear, commoners on foot with staves 
and a leather shield. Vanouished the accused stood convicted· 
victorious he went scot-free; a draw and he was still subject' 
to indictment. 

Remember the opening act of Richard II. An appeal was 
taken to the King in person--Bolingbroke accuses Mowbray, 
Duke of Norfolk, of treason. 

"Look, what I speak, my life shall :grove it true; 
That Mowbray hath racei ved eight thousand nobles; 
Intha name of landings for your highness soldiers; 
The .which he hath detained for lewd emplo~nents 
Like a false traitor, and injurious villain." 

Norfolk in bold words refutes the charge, explains the 
money, and st~ting his defense, continues 

"Which in myself I bodilywill defend; 
And interchangeably hurl down my gage 
Upon this overweening traitor 1 s foot." 

The battle is ordered. ~rhe combatants appear. '.rhe 
herald proclaims that "Harry of Hereford Lancaster and Darby 
stand here for God, his sovereign and himself . 
On pain to be found false and recreant 
To prove the Duke of Horfolk, Thomas Mowbray, 
A trait or to his God his. King and him 
And dares him to set forward to the fight •" 

' The second herald proclaims Mowbray, Duke of r:orfolk in 
like terms. '1.1he I1!arshall orders the trumpets to sound and the 
combatants to sat forward and had not the King at this juncture 
interfered. the real truth concerning the expenditure of the 
eight thousand nobles would have been settled then and there 
with lances, 

It is all picturesQue enough in Shakespeare and concemng 
the doctrine of divine interposition in human q~arr~ls,. was 
lOgical enough in law. Di~carded as a theo~y o~ adJect1ve law 
between individuals' it seems to be still. hlgh ln p~pular 
esteem with regard to international qonf~1cts, ~esp1t~ . 
Napoleon 1

8 
remark about Pr,ovidenca and tne heavy battBllons. 

Thornton's plea to defend with his body again~t A~hford's 
appeal was sustained. Ls great a justice as Lord ~llenborough 
h ld that it was still his right under the law of ~n~land~ 

9 h declined to m"lre r.·ood his a poeal vnth h1s 
Ashford · owever' """· ..,) t · ... n that is to 
body. The right of privata criminal prosecu :o ' 

th criminal appeal, and the right of pr1vate v!arfare, 
~~!t iseto say, the wager of battle, were both abol1shed by 
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Parliament in the next year, 18i9, as the result of Ashford 
vs • Thornton. 

JUNE 7, 1924 

LUCIUS ALONZO ·HINE · 
1819--1906 

John w. Peck 

ROBT. RALSTON JONES 

Your historian has turned back his chronology of our Club 
members. His last paper discussed the re-awakening of the Club 
after 1864; the present paper treats of a very striking character-
whose connection with the Club began in·l850, the year following 
its original formation. 

This departure from an orderly sequence was made at the 
special request of one of our most valued Club members, to whom 
the original of the sketch which follows was well known. 

On a bit of a farm on a hill-top, to which in former times 
a. winding road led upward from the river bank, a company was 
gathered to pay tribute to the memory ·of a very remarkable man. 

His coffin lay under the branches of a pear tree planted 
by his own hands many years before, and in the shade of this 
tree the master was wont to rest from manual labor, refreshing 
his soul with a book. Although past his 87th birthday, he had 
cut the weeds in his wood pasture, only three days before his 
death. 

It was said of him at his funeral: he was a heretic in 
religion, politics, economi~s and ideas. 

"He was a man marching ahead of his age, a free-thinl{er, 
a pioneer, a prophet. 11 

Such an one was Lucius Alonzo Hine a member of this 
Literary Club in 1850, the year followi~g its formation. 

. We have ~ai~ that he was a heretic, yet three clergymen 
ass1sted at.h1s funeral obsequies. He was distrusted and 
sometimes bitterly hated for his extrema opinions, yet the 
mourners assembled under the spreading branches of the old 
pear tree were moved by sincere respect. ~he days of bitter
ness had passed away, and now stripped of all enshrouding 
pre judice or fantastic theory, there shone forth the image of 

A Real Man. 

A. key to the life and aspirations of Mr. Hine may be 
found 1n the words of the ancient Hebrew, as recorded in the 
24th Chapter of the Apocryphal book we call Ecclesiasticus· 
these lines were repeated in part during the funeral cerem~ny. 

"I also. came out as a brook from a river, and as a 
conduit into my garden. 
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I said, I will water my bast garden, and will water 
a~undantly my garden bed; and, lo, my brook became a 
r1ver, and my river became a sea. 11 
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An analysis of the oriental imagery contained in these 
lines, may.halp to illustrate ~he far reaching changes in 
thou~ht wh1ch occurred during the activities of one whose span 
of l.1fe covered the Mexican, Civil and Spanish Wars--the horrors 
of.the Fugitive Slave Act, the Abolition of Slavery, the broad
enlng of popular education and the formative period which pre
ceded by only a few years our active participation in a foreign 
war in defense of humanity. . 

Lucius Alonzo Hine, son of ·sheldon Hine, was born in the 
town of Berlin Heights, in what is now Erie County, Ohio, 
February 22, 1819. The father, a prosperous farmer, had migrated 
from the County of Litchfield, Connecticut, to the tract within 
the Weste.rn Reserve known as "The Fire lands" --so called from 
having been ~at aside for the benefit of sufferers from the 
British raids in Connecticut; this migration occurred abput a 
year before the birth of ·Lucius, v1ho was the eldest son. The 
boy attended the Norwalk Academy, in the adjoining County, of 
Huron, and in due course entered the Cincinnati Law ~chool, 
where he was a pupil under Judge 'rimothy ''ialker. He has been 
pictured as "a handsome, stalwart, all-hopeful student, fresh 
from Norwalk Academy." 

Although he had come to Cincinnati for the express purpose 
of s~udying law, and in fact did graduate from the Law School 
in 1841, Mr. Hipe never practiced law, being strongly attracted 
to literary pursuits. His family (Congregationalists) had 
come out West from the staid conservative atmosphere of Con
necticut; his early education was received in an institution 
said to have been incorporated by the Baptists; yet the trend 
of his thoughts was far from all his early training, and all 
the traditions of_his people. 

An incident in his own early life, to which Mr. Hine him
self allud~s. may account for his prejudice against c~rtain 
ministers--more particularly the professional reviva11sts. I 
quote Mr. Hine's own words: 

11 Th~ only desperate attempt ·for my con~e:sion, as i ~ is 
9alled, was made thirteen years ag?, by a m~n1ster of.thls sect, 
who 'got up' a prodigious revival 1n my nat1ve to\·mshlP• '.rhe 
grace of Ood was said to. 'flow like a river' through that 
section, and many were said to have been 'born ljl.gain' and. all 
under the zeal of a Horse Jockey, who had no scruples ~o t~ke 
advantage of the confidence, respect and reverence he 1ns p1red, 
to cheat one out of a horse, or even~ far~, for mor?.than one 
family was made homeless by trading W:L th h1m. But tn1 s man was 
'found out' after awhile--having lost.al~ .credit for ~iety, ~ 
let go of his religion as a thing as 1nd1fferent to h1m as t r1e 
condition of his victims in trade." 

H. as w1'11 be seen, was soon actively'engaged in 
. 'Mr. llle t ' 

literary work. 
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In November 1844 there appeared the first number of the 
Western Literary Journal and ·Monthly Magazine, having for its 
editors Lucius A. Hine and E.c.z. Judson--batter known as 
"Ned Buntline ,n Only two numbers of this magazine were pub
lished in Cincinnati and later four more appeared in Nashville. 
The venture was unfortunate; Hine furnished the capital and 
gained, experience, but the writers for the magazine, while it 
lasted, included some brilliant minds, as Gallager the poet, 
John c. Zachos, one of the twelve immortals of this Club, 
Donn Piatt, Lyman c. Draper, Charles Whittlesey and others, 
including several ladies who made a name for themselves in 
literature. Alice and Phoebe Cary were among the contributors 
to Mr. Hine' s literary ventures. · 

This first venture having failed in 1845, Mr. Hine began 
the publication of the Quarterly Journal and Review in January 
1846, but this like its predecessor lasted only a few months 
to be succeeded in January 1847 by the Herald of Truth, a 
monthly devoted to religion, philosophy,. literature, science 
and art• it was an organ of the social and religious radicals 
known as Fourierites and had among its contributors Coates 
Kinney. The Herald of Truth was continued until about mid-
summer 1848. 

In 1849 J. s. Hitchcock aided Mr. Hine to launch another 
magazine bearing the name Western Quarterly·Reviaw. This too 
was a financial failure possibly because literary effort was 
now· ov?rshadowed by_purely controversial writings. Following 
the fa1lure of the ~uarterly, Mr. Hine edited the Nonpariel a 
printer's paper which lasted only about months. . . ' 

We have enlarged on this period of Mr. Hine' s life because 
as it appears to us, the disappointments and financial iosses ' 
which he.the~ sustained may have left a slight tinge of bite 
terness 1n h1s soul. The co-editors of his first literary 
v~ntures were hardly more than precocious boyse-Hine twenty 
f1ve.and ~udson, who.had already gained some celebrity in con
nect1on w1th·a magaz1ne published in Paducah was 6nly twenty 
one., Du~ing the period of the first five years or so, one of 
Hines l1terary partners(Judson) became involved in a quarrel 
was shot and then killed the man who shot him; being attacked' 
by an armed mob Judson was obliged to flee for his life. 
Another partner, Hitchcock, started on a journey through the 
West seeking subscribers; he. reached Chicago but never returned, 
was.never heard fro~, and whether he died by violence, or fell 
a v1ctim to sudden 1llness and filled an unknown grave was 
never determined. ' 

. Mr. Hine was impatient of all wrong-doing, all miscarriage 
of JUstice, even that which might be classed as incidental to 
the main question involved. His arraignment of offenders or 
those he chose to consider offenders, was so severe that he 
often made an enemy when he might have gained a friend by more 
moderate language. He judged with all the impetuosity of 
generous youth, but he could be coldly logical of what in our 
da~, ~he ultra reformers are pleased to call "The Inte~ests." 
Mr. vhlliam H. Venable, who knew Mr. Hine quite intimately, 
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tells a little incident which he ascribes to Sheldon Hina 
the father of Lucius. Hearing of an especially severe article 
written by his son, the father remarked. 

"Lucius will make nothing by writing in that way." 

Mr. Hine was twice elected to membership in the Literary 
Club in the year 1850 and after his second election October 19, 
he devoted himself to Club life with apparent interest, serving 
as Vice President in 1851, and taking part in debates, for which 
he seems to have had a fondness. We can find no record of written 
contributions to the Club. 

In 1851 or shortly thereafter TJr. Hine began a series of 
journeys through Ohio and probably in the adjoining states, 
preaching the doctrines of Land Reform which had been fore
shadowed in the pages of The Fourierite organ, the Herald of 
Truth. 

In just what details the plan of Mr. Hine differed from the 
later Single Tax theories of Henry George is not very material, 
but his plan was vary earnestly presented as a cure for the 
evils from which ·our old world suffered then, even as it does 
today. 

Mr. Hine' s methods of spread.ing his propaganda were almost 
unique in their simpli~·i ty. WJB.ny of his journeys were made on 
foot. On reaching a tov.m, he posted notices of the proposed 
meeting and then secured what accommodations he could, a church, 
a schooi house or a hall or failing all these he spoke in the 
open air. With a voice ,;f singular sweetness, flax~bility and 
carrying power, an engaging presence, and a soul an1mated by 
sincari ty he held and impressed his auditmca. The lectures 
were fraa'to whoever chose to come, but after the close of the 
lecture, :Mr. Hine's pamphlets ware sold and sometimes volun~ary 
contributions were made to defray expenses. 

Whatever permanent effect these le~tures may ha~a had on 
others at this time, they did have an effect on the 1nner life 
of the speaker. To apply the quaint imagery of the ol~ Hebrew 
who wrote'Ecclesiasticus, Lucius Alonzo Hine was water1ng his 
best garden, the garden of his soul. 

. . " 
u And lo my brook became a r1 ver • 

With the outbreak of the Civil War, ~;lr. Hine re~um~d 
journalistic work, at firs.t in st. Loui~ and later ~1111~ 
assiO'nments in reportorial work.. He repor~ad Mr. L1ncoln s 

t 0 1 speech at the dedication of tne Nat1onal Cemetery.at 
:~~t;sburg--hiS re~ort reproducing the original speech w1th 
remarkable fidelity. 

im-

In 1861 :Mr. Hine became editor of the Cincinnati E~ening 
Ti holdinO' this position until the paper.was consol1dated 
wi~~s the Evening Chronicle. V!itb the e~cept1on of ~ short 

t
. 'th the Even1'n0' star Mr. H1ne engaged 1n no more 

connec 1on vVl ::> ' f ·newspaper work, but in 1869 published three numbers o a 

reform QuarterlY• 
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Preserving his "New England ·conscience'' whatever Mr. Hine 
states by pen or word of mouth, represented his honest convic
tions--be they right or wrong. He has been spoken of as "a 
newspaper man of the old school., opposed to the deception of 
headlines black with false pretense, over an item blank of 
meaning or truth below." 

In 1853 Mr. Hine purchased a twenty acre farm on the out
skirts of Loveland, in Clermont County, Ohio, and to this country 
home he removed his family and here he retired permanently after 
ceasing work on the Times. 

The first home on the Loveland farm looked out over ~he 
beautiful valley of the Little Miami, the Riviera Blanche of 
French explorers; but overtaken by financial difficulties,. 
Mr, Hine was obliged to divide his little farm, retaining the 
portion farthest from .the river where he built a smller house 
for his declining years. 

But the new little home looked out from its hillton towards 
the North Star and as if animated and encouraged by his.)_ celestial 
friend, Mr. Hine studied and wrote incessantly, keeping up a fine 
courage against the ills of fortune. Among other extensive 
works which he wrote at this time was an elaborate system ·of 
Ethics; this was never entirely completed and so far as known 
no portion of it has ever· been published. 

He labored with his hands several hours. each day on his 
fruit trees, his strawberry field and the tiny pastur~ which 
still remained of his original farm. Such hours hadbeen a part 
of his most active, journalistic career. He believed that a man 
should, as a sacred duty, labor with his hands a part' of each 
day; but when the allotted task was finished, he returned to 
his old pear tree and rested under its grateful shade book in 
hand. ' . 

Ten of Mr. Hine' s published works are recorded in the 
Library of the Literary_ Club; they bear titles as follows: 

. . 

1 - Money getting and money spending--in phonetic type. 
2 - Political and Social Economy--Part 1- Earth and Man. 
3 - " " " u " 11- Science and Man. 
4 - The Highest Steeple and the Gospel of Labor. 
5- A Lecture en Garrisonian Politics. 
6 - The Money Changers. 
7 - The National Banks. 
8 - Comprehensive Reform. 
9 - A Lecture on Spelling Reform• 
10- Currie Cummings--Or Love's Labor not Lost. 

Additional to the above the writer has found the advertise
ment of another work which he cannot identify with any of the 
foregoing, viz: "The Unbalanced--a Novelette in phonetic 
spelling." ' 

Additional to the separately published writings of Mr. Hine, 
Mr. William H. Venable mentions in his Beginnings,of Literary 
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Culture, magazine or newspaper articles bearing the following 
titles. 

Association 
The Spirit of Democracy 
Obligations of Wealth 
:Progression 
The Land Question 
The Social, Political and Educational System 
Roman Land Laws 
Hebrew Land System 
A Philosophical Sketch 
Patty :Parker 

Also, in all probability, other contributions to his 
various magazines v1hich cannot now be identified. 

Probably the work entitled "The Highest Steeple" is the 
most characteristic of all Hr. Hine' s writings. It may be 
explained in advance that the title is derived from the lofty 
spire which formerly graced the tower of the First Presbyterian 
Church on Fourth Street this city; the title of o11e of the 
subdiv.isions of the work is named "The Hand" referring to the 
human hand which formed the tern~inntion of the same spire • 

The "Highest Steeple" is devoted to the criticism .of . 
various reliaious denominations, not so much because of thelr 
spacial dogm:s, as because o~ ~heir ~xtrava~ance incbuilding. 
construction and general adm1n1strat1on, also becauue of the1r 
failure to ameliorate the condition of the working classes and 
those abjectly poor. 1\ir. IUne not only g~ves conc:ete. examples 
of needed reforms in the Protestant Churcne~ of tlns, c1 ty, 
P-resbyterian Baptist Episcopal and Uethod1st, nut ne attacks 
even more st;ongly t.h~ extravagance of the Establis~e~ Church 
of England ano. alludes to the l'racterian tiovement of l~ewman 
and Pusey. 

"The Highest steeple" covers 80 pages of rather fine print 
and the "Gospel of Labor" 26 pages. 

Among other char'ge s made by n:, Hine in 11 The Hand~: is tha ~ 
the workmen on the First :PresbyterH1n Church were ~ow1~g~y pa1d 
ff ·n bills of the Miami Exporting Company Bank wh1ch fa1led 

~nd ~he laborers were forced to sell the bills at thirty cents 
on the dollar. 

Incidental to Er, Rine' s severe criticism~, s~me of v1hich 
are of a decidedly personal character, he gave a_p1~tureof 
marketing in the public markets of Cincinnati somet1me prior 

to 1858. 
H writes· "a tall rather hearty, looking ~n VJas s~en 
e • }f 'k t with his head hun:r 1n a pens1ve, 

passing through LovJer ·~.ar .e w' suit of blue with o a bright blue 
pious mood, ~re~sed1~n a ~e "for it was D~cember, and the ground 
cloak upon hlS shou ers,ld bluotering day for this latitude. 

f zen and it was co o ' f 1 was ro ' . f th's personage was a young ama a, 
A few paces :n the r:ar oh dl carrying a basket heavilY loaded 
scarcely arrlved at woman oo ' 
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with newly purchased provisions. She ha.d shoes on her feet--
a heavy stogy pair, such as street scavengers use--but her feat 
were destitute of stockings on that bitter cold day. For her 
dress she wore a coarse gown, and no shawl over her shoulders. 
With bare arms and stockingless feet, she carried the heavy 
basket, while the well-clad gentleman aforesaid was muffled in 
his mantle and careful to keep himself comfortable. This was 
the :Parson" * * * 

In "The Gospel of Labor" Mr. Hine explains his Views on 
the necessity of manual labor as follows: 

"That everyone needs physical labor for health, strength 
of body, cheerfulness of mind and activity of thought, God 
has written the necessity in our bones and muscles. To neglect 
it is to bring ·physical weakness, lassitude, hypochondria, 
disease, premature decline, and a vast diminution of enjoyme.nt. 
This is admitted by all, and having thought and talked much of 
this topic, I am led to invoke pity for those who do not lab or 
with their hands. 11 

In another paragraph. Mr. Hine argues that ha who performs 
not his own share of' labor lays a double burden en another, 
thus debasing the others mental, physical and moral character. 
Also that neglect of labor creates caste and encourages 11 luxury 
and extravagance, pomp and pageantry." 

In another portion of the work he paints the. injustice 
and wrong resulting from the present unequal apportionment ·of 
land. 

Mr. Hine' s most important nove 1 bears the title 

"All is Fiction that is not Truth." 

"Currie Cummings I or Love's Labor not Lost" 

"Humanity" 
I 

By L. A. Hine I Cincinnati, 1858. 

The scene of Currie Crur@ings is laid in the lake region of 
Central New York, made famous by Fenimore Cooper. There is no 
apparent reason for the selection of this particular locality, 
for the plot, dealing as it does with various social problems, 
might just as well have been staged elsewhere. 

~he dr~matis personae include: a clergyman whose narrow 
mind 1s eas1~y swayed by popular local prejudice, his wife an 
amiable and truly benevolent woman, and their young· daughter 
Amelia who, rather than the little abandoned waif Currie 
Cummings, is the real heroine of the novel. Among other char-
acters prominent in the novel is Orlando Clinton a young . 
mechanic, who starting as an orange-seller in New York has so 
improved his mind and his manual skill .that he soon controls 
an independent business, which he eventually turns over to his 
workmen. Orlando, way back in the 50's determines that it is 
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very. wrong to labor more than 8 hours a da.'T and that another 
port1on of 8 hours each day must be devoted to study; inciden
tally Orlando reads enough common law to enable him to break 
the will of a notorious miser and so restore a fortune to the 
waif Currie Cummings; there is another clergyman involved in 
the plot (Ormond) young, gifted and deeply in love with Amelia 
but his real honesty, like that of Amelia's father is not ' 
above reproach, for both these reverend gentlemen tamper with 
the mails to an extent which temporarily separates the true 
lovers Amelia·and Orlando. Although ample provision had been 
made for the support of little Currie, she was for a time 
consigned to the local Poor HouBe, to be rescued finally 
by her ~artially insane mother, the former wife of the miser's 
son. Amelia has been a loving foster sister to Currie and the 
little girl was taken to the Poor House during the absence of 
Amelia, at boarding school in another state. 

The somewhat unscrupulous young clergyman--Ormond--and 
· Amelia are about to be married, when, presto, Orlando breaks 

in and stops the ceremony. Amelia, who has derived some very 
radical opinions from her lover Orlando, eventually marries 
him and all is we 11. 

The novel invites our interest; the style is somev:hat 
st11 ted but perhaps not more so than many others of the same 
period. Naturally in a story of this kind the moral is often 
a bit too obtrusive but this is a fault cownon to purposeful 
novel writers including even such gifted novelists as 
George Sand, George Eliot and Mrs. Humphrey Ward; Charles Reade, 
while also writing for a purpose, wrote so vividely of scenes of 
adventure that he escaped this common fault. 

The novel 11 Currie Cummings" was completed by I;[r. Hine about 
the time that a little daughter was born and she was named 
Currie; this name sake of Mr. Hine' s mental child is now guard
ing the home and traditions amid which the novel was penned 
by her father. 

In 1847 Lucius Alonzo Hine married Helen Chapin. The 
Chapins like the Hines, were Connecticut people; they emigrated 
from Nev; England to Huron Count;r, Ohio, but alt~ough the yming 

. people were raised in adjoi~i~g count~es they d1~ not.me~t 
until Miss Chapin came to v1s1 t relat1ve who res1ded 1n Iliount 
Auburn, Cincinnati. Mrs. Helen Chapin Hine was a.cou:~geous 
and intelligent helpmate to the man who devoted. h1s l1fe to .. 
the attempted betterment of his fellowmen. Luc1us Alonzo H1ne 
died at his home in Loveland July 8, 1906. Mrs. Hine.was the 
junior of her husband by near~y ~ years~ but she surv1 ved him 
by more than the same lengthof t1me, dy1ng August 1, 1915, at 
an age past 87, r-~rr. Hine was ~ls? sur~ived b~ two da~gh~~rs~
Mrs. samuel B. Deal, then of c 1nc1nnst1 and lhss. curr1e ~1ne, 
also one son, Doctor Lucius J. Hine of Tfexa~1• M1ss Curr1e Hine 
is now the only surviving member of the am1 Y• 

In his day Mr. Hine invited severe criticism because of his 
outs oken honesty of soul, but t.he criticism of three-quarters 
of a P century ago would not have the same force today • Theology 
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has broadened, slavery is· no longer an element in political life, 
higher education and more of it, has dusted out many of the dark 
corners of medieval superstition. Could our former member look 
down from the battlements of Paradise on the world of today, he 
might almost come to feel that he was now a conservative rather 
than a radical. · 

Lucius Alonzo Hine marched in ad.vance of his time, but the 
eternal procession of the years has_overtaken him, now that he 
is in his grave, and many of the principles for which he con
tended so earnestly, not to say bitterly, incurring much obloquy 
in his early years, are now acce]lted. without discussion. 

He was a heretic in religion, in politics, in economics and 
in ideas. We cannot, even now, accept all his theories, but 
tne general path hewn out in part of his efforts has become a 
highway now trodden by many feet. The development of his own 
sould was his best garden, and. this must be true of any real man. 

To quote again the quaint saying of the ancient Hebrew: 

"And., lo, my brook became a river and my. river became a sea." 

While l1fr. Hine urged the importance of material benefits 
such as the equal division of land and other monetary and ·' 
social readjustments, there was in his belief a higher duty 
still. He felt that much as man owed to his brother man ha 
owed even more to himself. 

. His creed. set high value on his own personality; upon the 
sta1nlass honor of his own soul, upon the beneficial effect of 
his own life on himself as we 11 as others. And to such lofty 
aims he attuned his inner life. 

A few weeks ago the writer made a little journey to the 
grave and to the former home of I~Ir. Hine. The day was one of 
those te~per~mental days in early May, when the weather can be 
mo~t del1ghtful but is often most disagreeable. A sullen sky 
chllling east wind and drizzling showers marked the entire ' 
morning. One must take an early train to reach Miamiville of 
a Sunday, but having once· started on my quest a turning back 
would involve a feeling of physical cowardice so I boarded 
a smoking car on a local train and found myseif surrounded 
by a party of fishermen, who like myself were undeterred· 
by the unpleasant weather. ' · 

There is a kind of free-masonry among the Knights of the 
R~el and R?d which sometimes rises above petty jealousy, and. I 

. l1stened Wl th much interest while one of the men in front of 
m~ po~nted o~t certain holes along the Little Miami in which 
h1s p1scator1al efforts had met with success• he even div~ded 
w~th his seat-mat~ some fish hooks which'he deemed very a.d
mlrable, advising only that his brother fisherman take a small 
file a.nd sharpen the barbs. 

Well perhaps the words of my fisherman contained a little 
lesson which he d.id not suspect, for the barbs of our mental 
and moral natures ever need a little extra sharpening to be 
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at their best. 

The brakeman called off wayside stations, an unnecessarily 
great number of them as it seemed, but at length the speed of 
the train slaclcened and vve stopped at Eiamiville. · 

The little cemetery at Miamiville is not very far removed 
from the river bank and here und.er a thrifty young mapre tree 
I found the graves of Lucius Alonzo Hine, his wife Helen, born 
a Chapin, and. also that of their beautiful daughter Julia, whose 
,death at the age of twenty had preced.ed her father's by nearly 
a score of years. 

The grave of Er. Hine was marked by a modest monument 
bearing on its top ajbook with outspread leaves on which are 
graved: 

"He that hath a I book will never I want a faithful friend." 

Whether this inscription was placed on the gravestone in 
accordance with Mr. Hine's expressed. wishes or simply because 
of its appropriateness, the lines were most fitting for the man 
and. his life work. 

On returning to the railroad. station it was f~und that a 
train which had been counted on to continue my journey to 
Loveland had been discontinued for Sunday service, nothing East 
or west until nearly nine in the evening, so there was nothing 
to d.o but tramp over the roads now soggy with rain to ?.emington 
where one might intercept the Loveland auto-omnibus. I started 
with this plan in mind. when, like some story from the Arabian 
NiO'hts the viri tar was overtaken by a Ford Sedan, whose driver 
co~rte~usly opened. the d.oor and invited. entrance. On this 
delightfully unexpected. not to say "enchanted carpet

11
--the 

Little Ford Sed.an--my journey to Loveland. was successfully 
complete a.. 

The good woman at Loveland who gave directio~s.hovt t? 
reach the former home of Mr. Hine, had the best. of 1nt~nt1ons, 
but while the route she laid out was far from d1rect, 1t did. 
at least lead to the unexpected and. unusual. 

In Ti'rench Canada the sight of waysid.e Calvaries and shrines 
is quite~ common, but one is surprised to find them in the states. 

on the grounds of the catholic Church in Lovelal!d,. nea:: 
the brow of the hill stood. a large shrine to the V1rg1n, ln
closed on three side~ by a large grotto. The grotto and.the 
shrine which it encloses are so large that they are prom1nent 
features on the landscape. · "Tempus mutantur" 

passing the shrina and doubling back on my tracks at the 
b f th hill I entered the narrow forest bordered. lana 
lro~. o t e the Bine homestead. Dogwood and red bud were bloom-
i~ ~~Yds~ the dri"pping trees, s orne of which were doubtless 
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growing when the regions about Loveland were explored by the 
first white settlers. In addition to the water from the. rain, 
the road was overflowed by local springs and from them water ran 
down the deep ruts. On nearing the ·Hine place I noted to the 
westward a larger house with surrounding evergreens and other 
reminders of the day when Mr. Hine occupied his first home at 
Loveland. 

Knocking first at the front and then at the rear door of 
the last home occupied by lilr, Hine, the writer was admitted by 
Miss Currie lUna, only surviving child of I,ucius and Helen Hine, 
who maintaills the traditions of her father and cherishes his 
memory with jealous care. 

Sitting in the room in which her father last studied and. 
wrote, Miss Hine showed me the many little mementoes which she 
has preserved for the sake of those who are gone. Family 
photographs and press notices, copies of her father's writings, 
a little poem written by him on the occasion of the wedding 
anniversary of a friend, Among such cherished relics is the 
Club Book issued in 1903, extra illustrated as it .we·re with 
newspaper articles, wood cuts and photographs. Another is a 
letter from the Literary Club congratulating Mr. Hine on; his 
87th birthday. 

For an hour Miss Hine dealt in the past, telling me of 
her father's most intimate life, his hopes, his journeys to 
proclaim the faith that was in him, hints of his entire for
getfullness of mere pecuniary gain, of little disappointments 
or financial reverses. 

As the sun came out and the rain ceased we ventured out
side, where, true to her father's traditions, Miss Hine 
maintains a garden, as large as she can tend with her own 
hands. Early vegetables were peeping above the ground and 
strawberries were showing their white blossoms but they are 
just the remnant of the extensive strawberry beds her father 
cultivated. 

A large chicken run next claimed our attention and out 
beyond the garden lay the little wooden glen which ltr. Hine 
used to call, jokingly, his "Park." 

The old pear tree whose branched long sheltered its 
master is now dead, only its vine covered trunk reminding us 
of the time and place in which it flourished, loving and be
loved place of rest, the retreat daily sought out by 1~. Hine, 
book in hand, for as his monument tells 

"He that hath a book will never want a faithful friend. 11 

V/e can picture the master, tall and fairly robust, with a 
finely formed head crowned by long white hair a broad and 
~ofty forehead, eyes large, with a gaze dire'ct but not pierc
lng. 

I left the homestead with regret, promising to revisit it, 
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and took my way downward to the valley. This time my road 
dascended.the hillside following the course of a brawling 
little brook which, swollen by the rain, tumbled noisily over 
obstructing rocks, as if eager to merge its waters in those 
of the river, artd so becom~ at length a part of the sea. 

'1 still carried in my hand a fragrant spray of white from 
the great lilac bush growing in 'the. dooryard, but its delicate 
petals were alread;r fading under the fierce beams of the 
afternoon sun. 

So fades our memory of those who are gone! 

ROBT. RALSTON JONES 

UNCONSTrrU·TIONAL LAW AND THE SUPREME COURT 

JUNE 14 I 1<;!24 
OLIVER S, BRYANT 

"LUKE LAWLESS was a lawyer in st •. Loui~, baok.i~ 1826. 
One day he delivered his personal opin1on of a dec1~1on 
rendered by Federal Judge James H. Feck. A st. Lou1s news-
paper printed Lawless' views. 

n Judge Peck punished Lawless. He. imprisoned him for 24 
hours and disbarred him. For so doing, the u •. s. Ho~s~ ~f 

~ t t·vas impeached Judge Peck and put hlm on r1a 
~e~r;:e~h: ~. s. Senate--which is the process in impeachments. 

8 0 · . t ute Judoe Peck was Congressman--afterward 
~~~:~~!~L~a~~~s;~chanan,

0

8Ma~1~~n~!~I:;9~h~eb~~~e~~~e~u~~e Peck had exceeded h1s power.'t d J 31 1831 The vote was 
good faith, and he was acqu1t a an. 1 • 

21 to 22. 
" t ther federal judge would mistake his authority' 

So tha no o enacted a statute on the subject to con-
Congressft~~t.sa~~tK~~~ty· provided that such power to punish 
tempts o . a lr t b~ construed to extend to any case 
for contempts shall no son in their presence, or so near 
except misbehavbiort oftant~e P!~inistrat ion of just ice •'' 
tharet o as to o s rue . 

"That sti ~1 i \1~~ la~U ~~a !h~ o~n!~: d m~ !~ t~~;t ~! v~a~e ~ot 
been cha~ged s1nce d K'llits having overridden the law by 
spected 1t. But Ju ge 1 ·t editor for criticizing the 
fining a ~oled~ Newspa~:rc~~~t~ ~n 1918, upheld Judge Killits. 
court' the u • s • Supra c. t Comptroller craig of New York, 
Now again in the case ofh ~dYJudge Mayer in overriding the law. 
the Supreme Court has up e 

· u ·ted states still is 
"The Law still is the law • 'rhe nl 

strong for law and order, but--
. vindicated in his rights some 80 years 

"Well' Luke Lafwlhess t '11 lived at the progress we have 
ago; would smile i a s 1 

. t. " 
made in the preservation of our llber las. 
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The foregoing quotation is a leading editorial which ap
peared in one of our local newspapers a short time ago. 

In the Toledo case, the newspaper did not express any 
disagreement with a decision rendered, nor did Judge Killits 
fine the newspaper and its editor for criticizing the court. 
Wh~t the newspaper did was to attempt to intimidate the judge 
into deciding a pending case according to its views and not · 
only the trial judge, but also both the Court of Appeals and 
the Supreme Court found as an established fact that this was 
done "so near thereto as to obstruct the administration of 
justice." 

In the Craig case the Supreme Court did not uphold Judge 
Mayer in overriding the law. In that case Mr. Craig deliberately 
refused to pursue the course which would give either the Court 
of A piS als or the Supreme Court the opportunity of determining 
whether or not Judge Mayer was correct in his· interpretation 
of the law. 

This editorial is an example, possibly extreme, of the 
tendency which many people in this country have, and always 
have had, of criticizing the courts when their decisions do 
not interpret the law to be what the critic thinks it should 
be. Though it is undoubtedly very widespread today and the 
agitation in favor of curbing the power of the courts has for 
~he last few years had many followers, this c ou.r.se of action 
7s by no means new. Since the foundation of the Supreme Court, 
1t ha.s. been the target of many bitter attacks, possfbly none 
mot~ b1tter than those following its decisions of Marbury v. 
Mad1son in which it first asserted its power to hold legisla
tion unconstitutional, and the Dartmouth College and Dred Scott 
cases. 

Naturally the most prolific source of such.criticism and 
attack is the decision declaring acts of legislation to be 
unconst i tut~onal •. The members of the legislature are the 
~epresentat1ves of the people and their enactments thaoret
lC~lly e~pr~ss the popular will as axistipg at the time. 
Wh1le th1s 1s often not practically true, they do in all 
instances express the will of a sufficient minority to cause 
rasentment.when.they are set aside, and the instances when 
they are v1olat1ve of the constitution are apt to be the ones 
upon ~hich feeling is most pronounced. The will of the 
major1ty, even theoretically, is expressed not only in the 
acts of legislature. It is also expressed in the constitution 
and as t~ere set forth is much mora likely to be the more par-' 
manent Wlll ?fan undoubted majority, than the passing fancy 
of an.agrass1ve and organized minority, as acts of legislature 
are l1kely to be. The public good therefore raauires that 
w~ere a provision ?f the constitution does ,actually conflict 
Wl th an act. of lag1slature the con·sti tution should prevail and 
should rema1n the only valid law. Any other theory would destroy 
t~a very foundations of our form of government. If the pro
v~sions of the legislative act really represent the deliberate 
Wlll of the majority of the people the fact that the law is ·. 
held to be a violation 'of the institution need not thwart 
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that will as'they can become law by constitutional amendment. 
If they represent the will of a minority only the will of the 
majority as expressed in the constitution would be thwarted 
unless they were declared unconstitutional and of no effect 
by the courts. · 

Although there is a widespread and serious agitation to 
take from the Su-preme Court of the United States power to de-· 
clare acts of Congress unconstitutional, or at least to modit~ 
its present power so to do, most if not all of those advocating 
such a change are willing to concede that that court should 
have full power to nullify the acts of state legislatures 
when t}1.ey conflict with the Federal constitution. The reason 
for this difference is plain. Unless such power existed the 
entire authority of the Federal government would be destroyed. 
The legislature of any one state could by a bare majority 
accomplish what the civil war was fought so bitterly and long 
to prevent. In the early days, however, it was just this 
power to declare acts of state legislatures void because con
trary to the Federal constitution asserted by the Supreme Court, 
this interference with states rights, that caused the rnostbitter 
attacks it ever pad to bear. ~roday everyone agrees tho.t what 
the court did then was wise, necessary and right. The movement, 
today, is not to lessen the authority of the United States 
Supreme Court to set aside acts of state legislatures, thought 
by it to conflict with the federal constitution, but is confined 
to dealing with its powers with reference t6 acts of Congress 
only. 

As in all human affairs, there is frequently a difference 
of opinion as to whether an act passed by our congress conflicts 
with the provisions of the Constitution, and the highest court 
in the land is called upon to determine whether it does or not. 
If the court, in its wisdom, believes the act without reason
able doubt to be contrary to our fundamental law it holds the 
act void and of no effect. Unless the court is convinced beyond 
doubt it resolves its doubt in favor of the legislative will. 
Naces~arily the question is sometim6S so close that t~e members 
of the court disagree, five firmly believing the prov1sions of 
the act to be such that the constitution forbids, and four 
being at least unconvinced. 

From this has arisen the cry that we, in this country, are 
not governed by the will of the people as expres~ed by the some
times overwhelmin~ majority of their representat1ves but that 

, we are being gove~ned by one man and ~or~ed by him to s~bmit to 
laws contrary to the desire of the maJOrlty, and many of those 
advocating a change would give the impression that such was the 
ordinary and usual condition of affairs • 

History however shows this to be far from true. The 
number of acts passed'by Congress since the foundation of the 
country is legion. The canst i tutionali ty of the very large 
percentage 0/J these has nev.er teen questions~. Of the great. 
number of acts the constitutionality of whicn has b~~n que.st1oned, 
the vast majority have been upheld by the ~ourt.~.. f:i1nc~ ~879, 
when cono-ress first met, there have be,en only ~1fty declslons 
of the s~prerne court of the United states holrllng acts of 
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congress unconstitutional. During that period of one hundred and 
thirty-five years that court was so held by a vote of five to 
four in only eight cases. 

Of these fifty. cases very few were of great national im
portance or seriously affected the rights or interests of any 
large number of people, 

The bitterest critics of the court and the most strenuous 
advocates for change would not claim that of the forty-two cases 
in which the members of the court did not divide five to four 
more than a very few were decided wrong~y. 

I can scarcely believe that this constitutes one man govern
ment, conducted contrary to the expressed will of the ma.jori ty 
of the people, 

It may be that in these few decisions the majority of the 
court was wrong and it may be that these decisions were contrary 
. to the majority public opinion. This is probably not true in 
most if not all of them. 

If any case when decided is contrary to majority public 
opinion and that majority is sufficiently large and the opinion 
sufficiently crystalized its effect may be done away with by so 
amending the consti4ution as to permit of the passage of the act 
held void, and its repassage., as was done in the income tax case. 
True, this process is slow and cumbersome, but the ultimat6 good 
of the country is much more likely to be conserved by awaiting 
the sober second thought of the people than by any measures which 
would allow the heat of passion and the political prejudices of 
the members of Congress .to override the mature and deliberate 
j·udgment of the Supreme Court. 

If.any case when decided is decided wrongly this is due to 
the fra1lties of all human institutions. Any scheme requiring 
more than a majority to concur before an act can be held un
constitutional or permitting a veto of the courts decisions 
would have the same weakness, 

Two methods of abolishing this ",oft-recurring scandal" as 
expressed by one newspaper, and of preventing what one of the 
counsel for the American Federation of Labor characterizes as 
"these numberless decisions in wh'ich most ·important state and 
national laws have been struck down" are now being offerred by 
those advocating a limitation of the powers of the Supreme Court. 

One is that proposed by Senator Borah to so amend the 
constitution as to require that seven of the nine judges must 
concur before any Act of Congress may be declared unconstitutional. 
Senator LaFollette would provide that "no .inferior court shall set 
a~ide any such act on the ground that it is contrary to the pro
VlSions of the constitution, and if the Supreme Court so holds, 
Congress may, by re-enacting the law nullify the action of that 
court, After such re-enactment the iaw would remain 'in full force 
~nd effect, precisely the same as though the court had never held 
1t to be unconstitutional." 
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. It is. ap~arent that such a provision as this would do away 
w1th the b1nd1ng force of all of the other provisions of our 
constitution, and that this LaFollette amendment would become 
the only effective clause in the constitution, All other 
c~auses would be mere platitudes, advisory in character only, 
w1th Congress free to accept·or reject that advice, as it sees 
fit, and able to impose its unrestrained will upon the people 
and the states, regardless of right.and justice. If Congress 
could pass any law it pleased, regardless of the constitution, 
we would have no constitution. Nothing so revolutionary has 
been stlggested since the nation was born. It is answered that 
the parliament of England has this power and yet the funda
mental rights and,liberties of the people of that country have 
been respected, r.rhis may be true, yet I for one would be aui te 
UijWilling to forego all of the safeguards now imposed by our 
constitution, and to trust all of my liberties, right to 
,Property and to the pursuit of happiness to the tender and un
restrained care of such a Congress as has happily just late 1y 
ended its session • 

The foundation principles upon which our government is 
constructed are that there shall be three branches, executive, 
legislative and judicial each separate from and independent 
of the others; that as between Congress and the States, Congress 
shall possess certain express powers delegated to it by the 
constitution, shall be forbidden to exercise certain other 
express powers, and those powers no~ so expressly delegated to 
Congress . .shall remsi n in the States and the people; and that 
as between Congress and the individual citizens Congress shall 
be expressly forbidden to exercise certain powers, the individual 
citizen being guaranteed that his freodom shall not be restrained 
in certain particulars by any legislative action. 

. ' 

The adoption of the amendment proposed by Senator LaFollette 
would completely change the structure of the government and 
wipe out all of these restrictions. The legislative, executive 
and judicial branches would no longer be independant. Congress 
would be supreme and could by repassage of an act enlarge or 
curtail the powers of the president as now fixed and regulated 
by the constitution. It could limit the jurisd~cti?n of the 
Supreme court as it saw fit, or could do away vn th 1 t entirely • 
The powers not expressly delegated to Congress would no lo~ger 
be forbidden to it and remain in the states. All states r1ghts 
would disappear. The twice pass~d a~t of' Cpngress, though 
expressly forbidden by the const1 tut1on, would beco.me t~e only 
valid law. The guarantees of individual freedom of act1o~ and 
from restraint which have existed for one hundred and thlrty
five years, wo~ld no longer be effective. . 

When our constitution was adopted it was considered that 
certain rights were inherent inall free people and as these 
were not specifically covered, it was adopted with the under
standing that this would be done, To carry out that under
standipg the constitution was quickly amended oo as to establish 
those rights in the people supposedly for all time, Unle~s ~he 
supreme court can finally s~y that the will of Congress, 1f 1t 
infringes upon those rights, is not law, the power of the con-
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stitution to protect them vanishes, 

If Congress could, by re-enacting a law, override the 
decision of the only tribunal existing capable of saying 
whether or not it exceeded its powers in its original passage, 
it qould prohibit the free exercise of religion abridge the. 
freedom of' speech and of the press, and the right of the 
people peaceably.to assemble. There is probably no likelihood 
of an attempt to interfere with the free exercise of any 
religion, but the same can not be said of attempts to prevent 
the freedom of speech and assemblage, 

The right to bear arms could be abolished, 

Soldiers could be quartered in any ho~se in time of peace, 

Citizens would no longer be secure in their persons, houses, 
and effects from unreasonable search and seizure. Congress 
could authorize the search and seizure of pers~ns, the search 
of their houses and seizure of their papers, without warrant, 
In view of what has transpired since the passage of the eight
eenth amendment and the introduction of the Senatorial Investi
gation Committee can it be said with any assurance that the 
danger of .this would be merely imaginary? 

Trials for infamous crimes could be authorized without 
action first by a grand jury. One acquittal of a crime would 
not insure immunity from second jeopardy. Those accused could 
be compelled to testify against themselves. Private property 
would be subject to confiscation for public use without com
pensation. A grave danger of this might arise with a socialist 
minority holding a balance of power between rival political 
parties. 

Trials for. crimes could be held in secret, without a jury, 
at places far d1stant from that where they were alleged to have 
been co~nitted, and those accused refused information of the 
nature and cause of the accusation before trial, the right to 

" counsel and the compulsory attendance of witnesses, Bail could 
be refused, and cruel and unusual punishment inflicted, 

The questions of whether or not there shall be prohibition 
and of women's right to vote would be subject to change at each 
succeeding session of Congress. . 

The writ of habeas corpus could be suspended at any time and 
acts be made crime which at the time of their commission were 
not forbidden by law, 

Any act which pongress might declare to be treason would 
become so, · 

~ot only would these long recognized inalienable rights of 
indiv1duals become subject to invasion at the whim of Congress 
but many state-rights expressly protected from interference 
would no longer enjoy that protection. 
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T~ose. who feel that the_ likelihood of any of these rights 
being 1nfr1nged by Congress is remote, and that it is not 
likely to do any of the ti1ings now forbidden by the constitution 
overlook the happenings of the :past. Host of the fifty cases 
before referred to, in which the Supreme Court held laws to be 
void because they infringed ~pan the prohibitions of the 
constitution, were instances of attem~s to do some of the very 
things enumerated above. 

\Vhat of Senator Borah's proposal? This might satisfy 
those who have become dissatisfied because some of their pet 
ideas have been held unenforceable by a bare majority of the 
court, but would not the dissatisfaction of those who think 
the. otherway ·be even greater? The lab or unions were greatly 
dissatisfied with the result of the Adair case, invthich the 
Supreme Court held unconstitutional the act making it a criminal 
offence to discharge an employee for being a member of a union. 
Suppose, after the adoption of the Borah proposal, Congress 
should pass a statute forbidding railroad employees to strike 
and requiring them to submit all controversies to arbitration, 
If three of the judges·believed this to be constitutional, while 
six believed it to be unconstitutional, the law would be held 
valid and enforceable. 11he attacks by the unions upon the power 
of the court would, I surmise. be then no less severe than they 
would have been if Adair vs. Unite~ ~tates had been decided by 
a vote of five to four, 

Reauiring seven out of the nine judges to concur before a 
Federal ... Statute can be declared unconsti tu~ional would neces
s~rily result in minority control. The judgment of a court is 
not an abstract pronouncement as to the constitutionality or 
unconstitutionality of a statute. It is an affirmative decision 
of the ri"'ht of one of two litigants in a controversy between 
those litigants. One of the parties contends that a rig~t of 
his O'uaranteed by the constitution, will be taken away 1f the 
statute is held to be law; the other that a right of his, granted 
by the statute, will be taken from him if. the statute is not 
enforced. Any rule reauiring that seven JUdges must concur . 
before the statute canbe declared_ unco~titutional.~ecessarllY 
permits three of the judges to dec.Lare 1 t constitut1onal. 

Thus in a suit between A and B, wherein bot~ t~~ par~ies are 
claiming by virtue of rights gr·anted by statt~, 1f.f1ve or the 
judges think A has violated B's right, and faur th1nk B h~~ 
violated that of A B would preyail. On the other hand, 1f six 
of the. judges think B .has violated the right of ~1., and on~y .. 
th th'nk A has violated that of B, B would. st1ll preva1l 1f 
A'~e~i"'h~ happened to be found upon the constitution, the supreme 
law of0 the land, whil.e B's was based only upon a statute, the 
inferior law. 

Jones is accused of a crime the penal~y f~r which is,.,a 
h fine and sentence to a long term of 1mpr1sonrnent. ,hen 
beavybt to trial he does not deny the doing of the ac~ c~arged 
b~~~a' 

8 
that the constitution, the fundamental la:t of h1s 

country makes that act perfectly legal·a~d specif1callY 
guaranf~es him in his liberty to perform 1 t, Six of the judges 
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stitution to protect them vanishes. 

If Congress could, by re-enacting a law, override the 
decision of the only tribunal existing capable of saying 
whether or not it exceeded its powers in its original passage, 
it qould prohibit the free exercise of religion abridge the. 
freedom of speech and of the press, and the right of the 
people peaceably.to assemble. There is probably no likelihood 
of an attempt to interfere with the free exercise of any 
religion, but the same can not be said of attempts to prevent 
the freedom of speech and assemblage, 

The right to bear arms could be abolished. 

Soldiers could be quartered in any house in time of peace, 

Citizens would no longer be secure in their persons, houses, 
and effects from unreasonable search and seizure, Congress 
could authorize the search and seizure of pers()ns, the search 
of their houses and seizure of their papers, without warrant. 
In view of what has transpired ·s inca the passage of the a ight
eenth amendment and the introduction of the Senatorial Investi
gation Committee can it be said with any assurance that the 
danger of this would be merely imaginary? 

Trials for infamous crimes could be authorized without 
action first by a grand jury, One acquittal of a crime would 
not insure immunity from second jeopardy. Those accused could 
be compelled to testify against themselves. :Private property 
would be subject to confiscation for public use without com
pensation, A grave danger of this might arise with a socialist 
minority holding a balance of power between rival political 
parties. 

Trials for crimes could be held in secret, without a jury 
at places.far distant from that where they were alleged to hav~ 
been co~n1tted, and those accused refused information of the 
nature and causa of the accusation before trial, the right to 

" counsel and the compulsory attendance of witnesses. Bail could 
be refused, and cruel and unusual punishment inflicted, 

The questions of whether or not there shall be prohibition 
and of women's right to vote would be subject to change at each 
succeeding session of Congress. 

The writ of habeas corpus could be suspended at any time and 
acts be made crime which at the time of their commission were 
not for.bidden by law. 

Any act which pongress might declare to be treason would 
become so, 

~ot only would these long recognized inalienable rights of 
indiv1duals become subject to invasion at the whim of Congress 
but many state rights expressly protected from interference 
would no longer enjoy that protection. 
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Those who feel that the likelihood of a1w of these ri~hts 
being infringed by Congress 1s remote and that it is not o 

likely to do any of the tr.ings now fo;bidden by the constitution 
overlook the happenings of the past. Bost of the fifty cases 
before referred to, in which the Supreme Court held laws to be 
void because they infringed upon the prohibitions of the 
constitution, were instances of attem¢ s to do some of the very 
things enumerated above, 

What of Senator Borah's proposal? This might satisfy 
those who have become dissatisfied because some of their pet 
ideas have been held unenforcaa ble by a. bare majority of the 
court, but would not the dissatisfaction of those who think 
the, otherway be even greater? The lab or unions were greatly 
dissatisfied with the result of the Adair case, inwhich the 
Supreme Court held unconstitutional the act making it a criminal 
offence to discharge an employee for being a member of a union. 
Suppose, after the adoption of the Borah proposal, Congress 
should pass a statute forbidding railroad employees to strike 
and reouiring them to submit all controversies to arbitration, 
If three of the judges believed this to be constitutional, while 
six believed it to be unconstitutional, the law would be held 
valid and enforceable. The attacks by the unions upon the power 
of the court would, I surmise, be then no less severe than they 
would have bean if Adair vs. Unite~ ~tates had been decided by 
a vote of five to four. 

Requiring seven out of the nine judges to concur before a 
Federal Statute can be declared unconstitu~ional would neces
sarily result in minority control. The judgment of a court is 
not an abstract pronounc~ment as to the constitutionality or 
unconstitutionality of a statute, It is an affirmative decision 
of the ri~ht of one of two liti~ants in a controversy between 
those litigants, One of the parties contends that a rig~~ of 
his "'Uaranteed by the constitution, will be taken away 1f the 
statute is held to be law; the other that a right of his, granted 
by the statute, will be taken from him if .the statute is not 
enforced. Any rule requiring that seven JUdges must concur 
before the statute can-be declared unco~titutional.!lecessarily 
permits three of the judges to declare 1t constitut1onal. 

Thus in a suit between A and B, wherein bot~,t~~ par~ies are 
claiming by virtue of rights granted by stat~, 1f.~1ve or the 
judges think A has viola ted B • s right, and four th1nl{ B h~s. . 
i 1 t d that of A B would preyail. On the other hand, 1f SlX 

~f 0t~e e judges think B has violated the right of J:, and on~y . 
three think A has violated that of B, B would.. st 1~1 prevo.1l 1f 
A's right happened to be found upon the const1tut1on, the supreme 
law of the land, while B's was based only upon a statute, the 
inferior law. 

Jones is accused of a crime the panal~y f~r which is,.,a 
h fine and sentence to a long term of 1mpr 1sonment. ..han 
beavyht to trial he does not deny the doing of the ac~ c~arged 
b~~~a' s that the constitution, the fundamental law of h1s 

t y makes that act perfectly legal·and specifically 
~~~~a~f~es him in his liberty to perform it. Six of the judges 
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of the highest court in the land are firmly convinced that 
Jones·is right, while three think he is wrong. The court 
must nevertheless convict him of a crime, deprive him of hie 

. property and confine· him in the penetentary. 

The Supreme Court has today, and alwayshaa had, the 
confidence of most of the people and the respect of even its .. 
bitterest enemies. This respect and confidence would soon dis
appear if its decisions resulted in such justice as A and 
Jones would receive. 

Not only has the Supreme Court held acts of Congress to be 
unconstitutional in a very limited number of cases, but it.has 
itself confined its power to do so within very narrow limits. 

As early as 1819 in the Dartmouth College Case, Chief 
Justice Marshall said "On more than one occasion this court has 
expressed the cautious circumpsection with which it approaches 
the consideration of such questions and has declared that in no 
doubtful case would it pronounce a legislative act to be contrary 
to the· constitution." 

This rule the court has many times repeated and has always 
professed to adhere to and apply not only to acts of Congress 
but to state statutes as well. · 

It is this very rule, however, which the critics of the 
five-to-four decisions have seized upon and put forth as a basis 
for their contentions. They say that the court is not sincere · 
that if four or if even one of·the judges believes the act in' 
question to be constitutional there necessarily is a reasonable 
doubt as to its unconstitutionality and that the requirements 
of the concurrence of seven judges is merely forcing the court 
to remain within the limits it has itself imposed. . 

This contention is unsound. If one or more of the judges is 
convinced that the statute does not violate the inhibitions of 
the constitution there is of course some doubt as to whether it 
does or not. Few cases in which there is not a doubt reach the 
Supreme· court. This is true of even those in which a decision 
declaring the act void is unanimously reached. 

The test is not whether or not there is a doubt in the minds 
of one or more of the individuals composing the court but whether 
the court as a court is doubtful. If the majority of'the court 
is firmly convinced, the court can not be in doubt. Any other 
view is illogical, leads to·minority decision, and more nearly 
app~oaches one man rule than the five-to-four decisions com
plalned · of. 

Those who decry the five-to-four decisions would lead us to 
believe that great harm has been done by them and the will of 
the people seriously thwarted to their great injury. A consid
efation of the effect to them scarcely bears this out, 

. A few months before the close of the civil war Congress 
forbade the practice· in any of the courts of the United States 
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by any attorney who did not declare under oath that he had 
never born arms against the government or given aid to those 
in armed hostility to it. Mr. A. H. Garland, an att'orney who 
had been admitted to practice .in the Supreme Court years 
before, and who during the war was a member of the Confederate 
Congress, after the war was over,. again applied for admission 
to practice, but, of course, could make no such oath. Pardon 
for any treason committed, had in the meantime been granted 
by the president. The court held that to bar him from the 
exercise of his profession would b,e imposing a punishment upon 
him which was not provided at the time the act for which he was 
being punished was committed and would work a condemnation not 
by 8 court but by the legislature. Mr. Garland subsequently 

. became the Attorney General of the United States and served 
hie country with distinction. Time has entirely justified 
this decision. The sustaining of this test oat,h law would 
have worked incalculable hardship on millions who had acted 
as their conscience diotat.ed, and would have enhanced for years 
the rancor and hatred which was the aftermath of the civil war. 

. 
In Pollock vs. Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, the in-

come tax was held invalid because it was a direct tax not ap
portioned among the several atat.es. The government was able 
without serious difficulty to raise sufficient revenue from 
other sources to meet its obligations uptil by the passage of 
the sixteenth amendment the power of Congress to tax incomes 
became unquestioned. 

In 18.98 to raise money to pay the expenses of the Spanish 
war the revenue bill included a stamp tax on bills of lading 
or ;eceipts for goods exported from any port in the United 
States. Section 9 of Article I provided that "no ~ax ?n duty 
shall be laid on articles exported from .anY state. Tne tax 
was declared invalid, but the war was won and its expenses 
paid without the comparatively negligible amount of money 
which w·ould have been secured fr.om the sale of such rtamps • 

In the next five-to-four decision it wa~ determined that 
congress in exercising its power under the 1nterstate commerce 
clause, ~ant too far in providing. compensat~on for injure~ 
employees of railway companies without dist1nction as to whether 
they were employed in interstate commerce, over whi~h Congress 
had jurisdiction, or in intrastate commerce over wh1ch it was 
without jurisdiction. T.hree months later another act was, passed 

8 
1 in to those engaged in interstate commerce only. Tnose 

e~~a~edgin intrastate commerce exclusively are. in most, if not 
all, states, amply protected by local enactments. 

After the first child labor act was set aside by a bare 
it a second act was passed. This also was held un

majo~it~tional the vote being eight to one. The decision in the 
cons d although almost unanimous, was no more satisfactory 
~~c~~e ~::~~ates of the legislation than was ·~~at o~ t~1~irst • 
Since it has been established that the regula o~ o tc. f the 
welfare is the business of the several states an no o t t 

· t much progress has been made by many s a as 
~~~:~:li~~v~~~:~ment without violently upsetting local conditions. 
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Under one general law applying to the whole country this would 
not be true. 

The Workmens Compensation Act of the State of New York 
had been determined by the court not to apply to employees on 
steamships in navigable waters. Congress undertook to .do away 
with the effect of this decision by .providing that in civil 
cases of admiralty and maritime jurisd-iction there should be 
saved "to claimant the rights and remedies under the Workmen's 
Compensation Law of any State •" Five of the judges thought 
this an improper delegation of the powers of the general govern
ment. The next month the provisions of the Federal Employers'· 
Liability Act regarding employees of interstate railways were 
applied by Congress to seamen and the desired result accomplished. 

In Eisuer v. Macomber it was held that as a stock dividend 
wasnot income Congress had no power to ta~ it by virtue of the 
Sixteenth amendment and in Newberry. v. United States that the 
a~lection of a senatorial candidate at a state primary is not 
a "part of the manner of holding the election for senator." 

These are the eight five-to-four decisions. None of them 
have prevented any vital reform. With the passage of the bitter
ness caused by the civil war it is generally recognized that a 
contrary decision of one, exparte Garland, might have been 
calamitous. The results attempted by Congress in the passage 
of the laws held invalid in three the Income Tax Case the 
Employers' Liability Case, and th~ Admiralty Law case, 'have been 
accomplished in other ways not inconsistent with the constitution. 
~he Stamp Tax Act was of little and temporary importance. The 
1ndividual states are gradually regulating child labor. How 
ser~o~s are the evil results if any, of the Stock Dividend 
Dec1S10n and Newberry v. United States? 

The Supreme Court, with the powers it now possesses has 
for nearl? a century and a half, been a vital force in the 
prese~v~t1on of our union and of the rights and liberties of 
its c1t1~ens under the constitution. Let us hesitate befor.e 
~nda~er1ng the vary foundations of our government by emasculat
lng 1t. 

OLIVER S. BRYANT 

JEROME B. HOWARD 

In submitting to the Club a memorial to Jerome Howard, who 
~~c~m~ ta fmember thirty-eight years ago, your Committee realizes 

. a u ew of the members knew Mr • Howard we 11 be cause of 
h1s self-effacing and. retiring disposition, and ~ny of.the more 
recent.memb~rs may not have known him at all, because it is a 

ong t1me s1nce he came here regularly. · 

His modesty hid his light under a bushel, so that only his 
intimate friends knew of the stores in his well furnished mind. 
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. His know],edge of literature was general, but he was 
part1cularly devoted to the study of Shakespeare. He had 
studied the play of rt Hamlet," until it was said that he could 
repeat the tragedy from memory. He once told a friend that 
he had heard everypresentation of Hamlet given in this city 
for the previous forty years •. 

His love of books made him a member of the Mercantile 
Library Association, and his knowledge of books made him a 
member of its Board of Directo.rs. 

. He was vary fond of music and for many years was a con 
stant attend~nt at our Symphony Concerts, and in order to 
familiarize himself with the music given at our I.~usicial· 
Festivals, he went to most of the rehearsals of the chorus as 
they biennially occurred. 

He was a close student of the problems of municipal 
government, and he gave much time to the service of tne public. 
In return for what he did for the common good, he asked and 
received nothing but the satisfaction of having performed his 
duty as a citizen. V!hen he consented to be a candidate for 
the City Council as a member-at-large in 1911, he made the 
pnly departure from hie rule that anything he did for the 
public should be done without reward of any kind. He filled 
that office with ability and disinterested devotion to the 
public welfare. In· 1906 he was Chairman of the Municipal 
Reform party, and was the first President of the City Club 
when that Club was successfully devoted to the study of civic 
government and to the divorcement of local from national party 
politics. He was one of those few men' Vthose interest in public 

' concerns was wholly unselfish, unmarred by any selfish· desire 
for personal advancement. 

He gave much thought to promulgating the sanitary ad
vantages of cremation. Twenty years ago he read an essay here 
entitled "The Modern Reform," in which he gave an exhaustive 
account of the growth of the practice of cremation and explain
ed its advantages and their recogniti~n in the gradual spread 
of crematories throughout the world, telling us that ev!:3n then 
there were over forty public crematories in this country. 

His first Club paper, which was given to us within a year 
after his election was anti tled "English Spelling Reform." 
Following that he gave many other papers, bearing the titles 
"The New English Dictionary," "Distinguished Foreigners," 
"An Older Cincinnati Club,'t and "Sir Isaac Pit~a.n and ~is 
Isms." His papers were always thoughtful and 1nstruct1ve, ex-
pressing his ideas in t~at. p~e English ~f. which he was a 
master, and in recognit1on of those qual1t1es he was elected 
Vice-President in 1915 and President in 1916. 

He was an expert chess player and devoted many of his 
spare hours to the mental training which that engrossing game 
involves, but his l~fe was mainlY devoted to the study of . 
phonography and the aid of stud~nts of tha~ valuabl~ art wh1ch 
has made possible the preservat1on of publ1c and pr1vate recorda 

.. 
' 
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that otherwise would have been irretrievably lost. In thi~ he 
became an expert and an authority ~o such an extant that h1S 
books on this subject have an international reputation. He 
took up that study when he was only sixteen or sevant~en after 
leaving Ohickering Institute, which he had attended w1th his 
brother Hiram, and soon became the ·law reporter of the Ohio 
& Mississippi Railroad in the County Courts of Indiana and 
Illinois, where at that time there were no official shorthand 
reporters, and afterward for a time did reporting where accuracy 
was reauired for the local press. In 1881 he formed apartner
ship with Be~ Pitman, who came of an English family ~f reporters 
and was one of the most distinguished reporters of.hls time. 
With Mr. Pitman he published a manual of phonograpliy called 
the "Reporters' Companion" and other text books devoted to that 
study. In 1887 he founded the :Phonographic Magazine and con
tinued as its editor until shortly before his death. In con
nection with the Phonographic Insi tute, of which he beca.rm 
the President after the death of Mr. Pitman, he began a col
lection of shorthand books, basing it upon about 300 rare 
volumes found in its library at the time he formed his partner
ship with Mr. Pitman. At the time of his de~th that collection 
exceeded 7000 items and has not ita equal anywhere. He was a 
charter member of the National Shorthand Reporters' Association, 
and aided in drafting its first constitution at Chicago in 1889. 

Jerome Bird Howard was born September 7,.1860 in Huron 
County, Ohio, the son of Jerome B. Howard and Elmira Young Howard. 
His father a native of Stephenton, New York, was born May 14, 
1819 and w~s graduated as an engineer from Rennsalaer Polytechnic 
Institute, Troy, New York, in the class of 1838. Later he went 
to Toledo, Ohio, where he became an artist and a newspaper writer, 
and there met and married Elmira Young, whose home was at New 
Haven Hamilton County, Ohio, Although· past the age for active 
servi~e, Jerome B. Howard, Senior, entered the Union Army, was 
captured by guerillas, and died at Andersonville, Georgia, 
October 17, 1864, leaving to his widow the· care of three young 
chiliren, Jerome, Hiram and a daughter. In this emergency his 
widow decided to adopt the study of medicine, and after studying 
in schools here and abroad, she engaged in practice in Cincinnati, 
from which she supported herself and her children and gave them 
a good education. · 

Our late fellow member in 1891 married Elizabeth Goepper, 
the sieter of a former member. She was.a woman of strong in
dividuality and a prominent member of the Woman's Club. She 
died in 1918 leaving one child, a son, Jerome B. Howard, Jr., 
who survives his father. 1~. Howard, who had been in ill health 
for several years, died at the home of his brother Hiram Howard, 
at Palmyra, Missouri, October 7, 1923. His son continues his 
work in the Phonographic Institute and is also the agent of an 
Eastern bond house; with an office in the Dixie Terminal Building. 

Jerome B. Howard was a man of earnest convictions and he 
always lived up to them. He was devoted to the Literary Club, 
where his memory will be held in high regard. 

(Charles B. Wilby 
Committee (Charles T. Greve 

(Robert Ralston Jones 
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JUNE 21, 1924 WILLIAM S, GROOM 

Of al~ ~~e ~amiliar mechanical structures surroundin.g our 
modern. civ111za t.1 on, perhaps nothing else makes such powerful 
and un1versa.l appeal to the imagination as the steam railroad, 

Its great locomotives, throbbing with life and power its 
bridges, trestles and tunnels, its tracks stretching for thou
sands of miles into distant lands--what opportunity they present 
for the bold spirit who shall dare to leave the comfort and 
security of h'is home and fireside to seek adventure far afield. 

Travel is almost invariably associated with romance. No 
novel is complete without its quota of travel, and many books 
have been devoted to it entirely. Even the lowly fortune 
~eller must promise a long journey to complete the enchantment 
of her client in the glowing future which she paints. Indeed 
romance seems to appeal largely as something which may be ex
perienced almost anywhere except at home. Even today, a rail
way journey brings to many of us that delightful thrill of 
expectation, which always precedes a journey into the. unknovm. 

The history of the origin and development of our vast 
railways system is filled.with romantic incident. 

From the crude wooden tracks in an English coal mine nearly 
three hundred years ago, and the first test of Stephenson's 
tiny locomotive less than one hundred years ago, there has 
evolved a railway system of more than a million miles of steel 
track', hundreds of thousands of locomotives and millions of cars. 

The first step in this amazing development was the inven
tion of parallel stringers or tracks of Gtone or wood, 

It is not known who originated this idea or how long it 
has been used, but as early as 1630 there is record of a road 
built of parallel wooden rails in a coal mine near Newcastle 
in England. 

Other mines soon adopted the idea and the use of these 
rail roads became quit~ common throughout the coal mining 
regions of England and· 'ilales. 

some of these wooden rails we.re made with. gr?oves into 
which the wheels of the cart would ~it, b~t th1s 1dea was soon 
abandoned as the grooves filled rap1dly w1th dirt. 

Others were made plain or with a molding over which a 
grooved wheel could run, but these were short lived as they 
wore.away very quickly. 

Iron at that time very expensive, was not thought of 
for rails'until about 1767 when a thin flat strip of iron 
laid on top of the wooden rail was found to be a great improve-
ment. 

all VehicleJ or "cars11 used upon tracks Up to this time 
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ware made with grooved wheals, but in 1780 a rail was invented 
with a single flange, first on tha·outside and than on the 
inside. Upon these rails flat tired wheels were used and the 
single flange idea became a permanent principle, owing to the 
fewer derailments and the ease of negotiating curves. 

A few years later, ·in 1789, William Jessop of Laicestershire 
built a car with flanged wheals running uppn a plain track and 
with the exception of modern improvements ·m the design of track 
and wheal, no further changes have since been made. 

Until the beginning of the nineteenth century the horse 
was the· only motive power used upon the English railroads, and 
indeed it was not until the close of the eighteenth century 
that James Watt had brought the· steam engine to a degree of 
efficiency that permitted its practical use as a means of power. 

While in 1802 Richard Trevithick's "locomotive" hauled a 
wagon load of people through the streets of London, and the 
following year Evans of Philadelphia produced the "Oruktor · 
Amphibious," a combined locomotive and steamboat, the mines· in 
England ware operating their railroads with cables, one end 
attached to the cars and the other end wound upon a drum or 
windlass geared to a stationary engine. 

The invention of the locomotive was perhaps somewhat 
retarded by a strange belief that a smooth· wheel revolving 
upon a smooth track would not be attended with sufficient 
friction to enable the locomotive to draw a load behind it. 

For this reason, many inventors worked upon such ideas as 
toothed wheels and track, chains operating over a drum or 
sprocket wheel, etc. One inventor even produced a machine which 
was propelled with lags like a horse, the legs walking behind 
the wagon and kicking it along. 

. In 1813 Blackett of Wylam and his engineer, William Hedley, 
bu1lt a car operated by six·men working levers, somewhat 
similar to the hand car of modern times. This car demonstrated 
conclusive~y that smooth wheels working upon a smooth track could 
produce power practically and efficiently. 

Meanwhile, George Stephenson whose parents were very poor 
had been working in the coal mine~ at Wylam. In spite of his • 
very deficient education this lad showed such a genius in 
ha~dling ~nd repairing the stationary engine that he was made 
ch1ef eng1neer of·the mine at the age of twenty-six. 

In 1807 he.built a locomotive that could draw eight wagons 
· of. coal up a sl1ght grade at the rate of four miles an hour. 

Th1s machine, however, had two very serious defects. It would 
~ot keep u~ steam and the noise of the steam pipe exhausting 
1nto t~e a1r so frightened the horses in the villages that the 
author1ties ordered Stephenson to stop the noise or discontinue 
~he operation of his engine. Thinking to eliminate this ob· 
?ection he rearranged his steam pipe so that the steam exhausted 
1nto the smoke stack, thus muffling the noise, and was surprised 
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;o find that the exhaust through the smoke pipe had so increased 
he draft that he no longer had any trouble to keep up steam, 

By 1820 locomotives were in use on a number of rail lines 
operated by the coal mitias, and soon after the now famous 
Stockton a~d Darlington Railway was opened for traffic. · 
Steph~naon s engine had now bean improved until it could haul 
a tra1n of twenty-eight loaded wa:gons at a speed of twelve miles 
an hour. A f.aw years later the London and Manchester Railway 
a line thirty m~les long was offering a prize of 500 pounds ' 
for a practical locomotive that would meat certain specifica
tions, many of which were thought by the engineers of that time 
to be very severe. 

A, number of engines were entered in this contest such as 
The Novelty, built by Braithwait and Ericson; the San~-Pareil; 
the Ferservarance and Stephenson's Rocket. 

The Novelty seems to have been of good design but defective 
wor~nship. The Rocket, far outclassed all the others, and in 
October, 1829, the directors finally awarded the prize· to its 
inventor, Stephenson. 

The Rocket weighed about four tons and in the several trials 
developed a ~peed of twenty-six to thirty miles an hour. It had, 
however, a serious defect, in that its pistons operating down
wards causa.d the whole machine to rise and fal 1 upon its springs 
at every stroke when running at any speed. Soon after, Stephen
son built the "Globe" and the ":Planet" with horizontal cylinders 
and those became the models for locomotives all over the world. 

It is rather remarkable that Stephenson's engine included 
so many of the important principles of the modern locomotive. 
Its boiler was horizontal and contained copper heating pipes, 
the driving wheels were connected with a driving rod, the steam 
exhausted through the smoke pipe, ·the wheels were even of about 
the same size as the average today. In fact, the modern locomo
tive is really very similar to Stephenson's engine, though of 
bo~rse very much larger and heavier. 

After the completion and successful operation of the Liver
pool and Manchester Railway, the development of the railroads 
in England was very rapid. . 

About the same time a short rail line operated by horses 
and a stationary engine was built in Massachusetts to bring 
atone from the quincy quarries to the Neponset River. In the 
year 1826, a railroad was built from ca:bondale to Homesdale, 
Pennsylvania, and another in the follow1ng ~ear at Ma~ch Chunk, 
Pennsylvania. These were ~~Jt~ by coal min1ng compan1es for 
private use and were operated.by stationary engines and by 
gravity. 

It was in 1828 that the Baltimore and Ohio, the first 
American Railway for public use, was constructed forth~ pur
pose of regaining for the Cit~ of Baltimore its trade w1th the 
west which was baing diverted in increasing measure to New 
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York and Fhiladelphia. 

The Mohawk and Hudson followed soon after, seventeen miles 
of its line from Albany to Schenectady, being opened for traffic 
in 1831. This line afterwards developed into the present great 
New York ~antral System. 

By 1835 three linea had been built _into Boston. One from 
Lowell one from Frovidence and one from Worcester. The· 
Worcester line was carried on to Albany by 1841. 

The Erie Railway was also one of the lines constructed in 
the early thirties, and the present Fennsylvania System grew 
out of the Columbia Railway, built about 1834 by the State of 
Pennsylvania from Fhiladelphia to Columbia, Fennsylvania. 
Before 1840 iines were also in operation from Baltimore through 
Fhiladelphia to New York Bay, and a line from Charle'ston, South 
Carolina, to Hamburg, opposite Augusta, Georgia, on the · 
savannah River. This line, one hundred and thirty-seven miles 
in length, was for a time the longest railroad in the world. 

In comparing the growth of our railways system in the 
early years with the much more rapid growth that came late~, 
it must be remembered that rates and charges were necessar1ly 

•much higher than by water and the early lines were mostly con
structed to connect one water way with· another rather than with 
any idea of ultimate competition with the boat lines. 

For example, New York, Boston, Fhiladelphia and Baltimore 
were connected by rail with the Great Lakes at Buffalo, or with 
the Ohio River so that traffic might move to Chicago, then, as 
now, the principal gateway to the West; or moving down the 
Ohio River and the Mississippi, reach all the river cities as 
far·as New Orleans. 

Private capital too was scarce and many lines,were partly 
or entirely constructed with public funds or money subscribed 
by the citizens for the purpose of holding an~ developing trade, 
as notably the Baltimore and'Ohio and the Cincinnati Southern. 

By 1850 it was sean that the railroads were able to 
develop a large traffic in heavy and· cheap commodities and at 
ever decreasing rates, so that development then b~came much 
more rapid. 

It is interesting to note the growth of railway mileage in 
the United States by decades: 

To 1830 23 miles 
To 1840 2,818 .11 

To 1850 9,021 " 
To 1860 30,635 " 
To 1870 62,914 " 
To 1880 93,296 " 
To 1890 163,597 " 
To 1900 - 193,346 " 
To 1910 240,000 " 
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Frior to 1850 most of the lines were very short. Even 
the Albany-Buffalo line consisted of seven connecting roads 
owned .and operated by seven different companies. In 1851, 
Commodore Vanderbilt united these lines and later added others 
until by 1858 he had a~quired control of nearly a score of the 
New York lines and laid the foundation of the New York Central 
System. This was accompanied'and followed by a general con
solidation of these short lines. The Fennsylvania Railroad 
had connected Philadelphia and fittsburg by 1852 and this 
system grew until today it includes more than two hundred lines 
once independently owned. 

J 

By this time the Erie Railroad had reached the lakes and 
the Baltimore and Ohio had been extended to Wheeling on the 
Ohio.River. In the West the Rock Island had built from Chicago 
to the Mississippi River and the Illinois Central had reached 
down nearly seven hundred miles into the South. 

The Civil War checr.ed railroad building somewhat, but only 
for a very short time. Indeed, the Union and Centrel l;acif'ic, 
the first transcontinental line, was begun during the Civil. 
War, and aided by land grants and funds from the Government, 
was opened for traffic in 1869. 

. Conditions immediately following the close of the Civil 
War the tremendous growth and extension o~ railway lines and 
the'wild speculation in railway securities, finally brought on 
the panic of 1873 and for a number of years further addition 
to the railway system was greatly retarded. 

Progress in railway building from 1880 to 1890, however, 
was perhaps the most wonderful that the world has ever sean. 
In those ten years 70 000 miles of new railways were construct
ed a feat unparalieled by any other country in the world. This 
rapid growth occurred simultaneously in all parts of th~ country 
and aided by the United states Government, the states, counties, 
towns and privata subscriptions, lines were constructed for 
hundreds of miles into practically unsettled territory, a feat 
which accounted largely for the development of tne Vfest and the 
location and growth of many of our important towns and cities. 

In fact the building carried on in that decade was so 
complete that construction since ·1890 has been largely the 
addition of sidings and double tracks with an occasional branch 
line. 

The rail~ay mileag~ in the ~nited St~tes now exceeds that 
of all Europe by nearly 40,000 m1les and 1s more than two
fifths of the entire mileage of the world. 

While all this development and axten~ion of track.was being 

~~ri~~~m~~i~:~~·c~~:a!n~m~~~=~m:~;i~~!nfr~~~~~~tw~~i~~l!~ :;~a 
have been impossible to operate successfully such a vas ral -
way system. 

By 1869 the size and power of locomotives had increased to 
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a point permitting the movement of long heavy trains at con
siderable speed; but a serious difficulty and danger existed 
that seemed to be an effectual bar to further development. It 
was far easier to attain a comparatively high speed than it was 
to stop the train after it was in motion. 

The hand brake was at that time the only one in use and 
it was the practice to have a number of brakemen on a long train 
always in readiness to rush to the brakes upon signal of the 
engineer. With a hand brake on each car it was possible to 
make reasonably quick stops only when there were enough brake- · 
men to operate all the brakes simultaneously. Even then there 
was necessarilY a considerable interval of time before the 
brakemen could get to their posts and arriving at their brakes 
at different times the slow process of applying them resulted 
often in such an unequal application of the brakes in different 
parts of the train as to cause it to be broken up into two or 
more parts. This made runaways, smashed oars, derailments and 
other wrecks a frequent occurrence, which was not overcome 
until the invention of the air brake by George Westinghouse in 
186g. 

His first brake was the straight air brake. An air 
reservoir was placed in the locomotive and connected with a 
steam pump to keep up pressure. To this a pipe was connected, 
called the train pipe, which ran beneath the engine and tender 
and under all the cars, being connected at the couplings by 
rubber hose. When it became necessary to stop the train the 
engineer would open the valve and let the compressed air into 
this pipe,and by means of cylinders and pistons attached to 
the brake levers under each car, the brakes could be applied 
almost simultaneously throughout the entire train. This 
system overcame part of the unequal braking of the train and 
did away with the necessity for carrying a large number of 
brakemen, but the apparatus was rendered useless if there were 
a leak anywhere in the train pipe or couplings, or if the train 
were brdken in two. , 

In 1876 Mr. Westinghouse produced hie Automatic Air-brake 
w~ich overcame these objections effectually. In this brake an· 
a1r reservoir was placed under each car to operate thebrakes 
and its pressure was neutralized by the pressure in.the train 
pipe. Instead of applying the air from the angina cab in order 
to set the brakes, it now became necessary to open the valve · 
and let the air out of the train pipe so that the pressure in 
the reservoir under each car would apply the brake •. To re-
lease the brakes, the engineer would let the air back into the 
train pipe. If there were a leak anywhere in the train or 
if ~t ware broken in two, the brakes would be applied a~to
mat7ca~ly ·on every car. By the use of this system long heavy 
tra1ns could now be run at high speed and wrecks and other 
accidents, with their accompanying heavy toll of lives and 
goods, were greatly reduced in number. 

Thera still remained, however, a serious obstacle and a 
source of heavy loss in life and limb in the coupling of cars. 
The type of coupler in general usa was the old link and pin 
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coupling, consi~ting of two buffers, one on each car, joined 
together by ~n 1ron ~ink about fifteen inches long, and a 
movable p~n 1nserted at each end holding the link in place 
and thus ~oi~ing the cars. In making a coupling, the brake
man.... would ra7se the pin in :the buffer of one car and tilt it 
at a~ angle 1n the pin hole so that it would remain thus until 
the Jar of the striking buffers would cause it to fall into 
place and complete the coupling. 

. As the couplers on cars we;re often of differ~nt heights, 
and coupling had at times to be made on curved tracks it was 
neces~ary for. the br~keman to stand between the cars ~nd raise 
the l1nk and 1nsert 1t in the hole in the opposite buffer with
draw~ng his ~and just before the buffers came together. This 
rais1ng and 1nserting the link was the dangerous part of 
making a coupling. 

In 1879 Mr. Eli Janney patented an automatic coupler which 
was so simple and effective that it was soon adopted by the 
Master Car Builders Association. Congress a little .later, moved 
by the appalling injury and loss of life among brakemen, passed 
a law requiring all cars to be equipped with some fo'rm of 
aut9matic coupler, and Janney's coupler was adopted and is in 
general use today. 

There were in the early years of railroadi~~ many types of 
cars, locomotives and equipment and there was even no standard 
gauge of track, numerous narrow gauge and some broad gauge 
linea having been built. With the rapid increase in through 
traffic and the increased interchange of cars a standard gauge 
of 4 ft. st in. was adopted as well as standards for the 
various details of construction of cars, locomotives and other 
equipment. 

In the United States the Master Car Builders ·Associatiqn 
has adopted rules for the construction of cars, aafety.devicaa 
and other equipment. 

In comparison with Stephenson's Rocket and the train drawn 
b~ it, our modern locomotives and trains are marvelous. The 
Rocket was but seven feat long and loaded with coal and water 
weight 7-3/4 tons, while some of our modern engines are over 
60 feet long and weigh more than 300 tons. The length and 

·weight of cars has increased proportionately and to operate such 
equipment it has been of course necessary to have much more solid 
roadbeds and heavier rails. 

' 
Thus from the tiny enterprise of the Baltimore and Ohio, 

with its 13 miles of track out of' Baltimore , its single loco
motive and its few four wheel cars no larger than a hand car·· 
of today our railroad syst001 has grovn to nearly 380,000 miles 
of track: a sufficient mileage to encircle the world more than 
15 times. 

Over this huge web of steel are transported annually mora 
than 170 million tons of freight and more than one thousand 
million revenue passengers. For this service there are required 
65,000 locomotives and more than two-and-one-half million freight 
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and passenger cars, which if linked in a solid train would 
reach nearly 20;000 miles on a single track. 

To run our railroads it is necessary to burn annually 
125 million tons of coal--or about 1/4 of the total coal out
put of the country.· The railroad system also consumes about 
1/4 of the lumber and about 40% of all the iron and steel pro
duction of the entire country. It pays taxes amounting to 
more than 300 million dollars per year and gives employment 
to more than 1,650,000 employees. 

Such was the unlocked for result made possible by the 
inventive genius, the courage and foresight of such men as 
stephenson Jessop, westinghouse, Janney and a host of pioneers 
who little'dreamed what the future held in store for their 
effort. 

With the tremendous expansion of railroads throughout 
the United states what was the development meanwhile in and 
around our own city of Cincinnati? 

The first railroad to enter Cincinnati was the Little 
Miami Railroad, now part of the powerful Fennsylvania System. 
The construction of the Little Miami was started about 1843 
and the rails were completed from Cincinnati to Springfield 
by August, 1846. 

Jeremiah Morrow was its first president and Jacob Strader 
its first treasurer. Other well known Cincinnatians of the 
time who were members of the Board of Directors were John Kilgour, 
Samuel Burnet and R. R. Springer. 

In order to finance this road, the. City of Cincinnati sub
scribed to$200,000 worth of the capital stock and bought 
. ~200,000 of bonds, in addition to which the city loaned the 
road $100,000 mora. 

The State of Ohio also purchased bonds as did Green Cqunty 
and Clarka County and there was a large eastern loan, as well 
as numerous individual subscriptions. 

The early operation of the road was attended with many 
difficulties. More freight was offered to the Little Miami 
for transportation than its equipment and motive power could 
accommodate. The road also suffered in the early days from 
lack of adequate freight houses, stati·ons ,and other necessary 
buildings. 

In spite of the limited equipment, the management made 
every effort to dispatch the business, frequently with the 
result that~ equipment and motive power broke down, thus £urther 
impairing the efficiency of the road. 

Locomotives were small in those days and could be obtained 
only after long dealy. They had to be bought in the East and 
as there were no continuous rails of standard gauge on which 
they could be moved to Cincinnati, it was necessary to send them 
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by steamship to ;New Orleans and thence up the Mississippi and 
Ohio Rivera to the public landing at Cincinnati, from which 
point they had to be dragged to the rails of the road. 

Sp serious was this problem of obtaining new locomotives 
for the road that :President Morrow mentions it in his annual 
report .. to .the stockholders, dated December 1846: 

"As soon as.authorized, four additional locomotives were 
ordered, to ~e delivered in time for the fall trade, only one 
of which had been placed upon the road the first instant. 

. ·"To depend on the Eastern shops for a supply of machinery, 
will frequently subject us to delay and disappointment. If a 
class of locomotives, suited to our purpose, can be built at 
home, it is unquestionably good policy'to encourage the 
manufactory. 

"We have had one built by Anthony Harkness, of this city, 
which in neatness of finish, is equal to any on our road. On 
trial, it was found defective in parts of the works. 

"Mr. Harkness has a second engine for our road, in a state 
of forwardness, in the construction of which the defects in the 
first will be guarded against. Should he succeed according to 
our expectations in furnishing a well-finished and perfect 
engine, the cost and delay in the transportation from the East 
may hereafter be avoided." 

Mr. w. H. Clement, Superintendent and Engineer of the road 
also speaks of the same difficulty of securing motive power in 
his section of the report and mentions an unfortunate collision 
on August 13th (probably a Friday) which resulted in suspension 
of the road's passenger service for a period of two months • 
He says: 

"This failure on ~he part of the locomotive builders, to
gether with the collision of August 13th, which rendered useless 
for two months the only effective pas8enger engines on the.road, 
have been the fruitful sources of delay and embarrassment 1n 
the management of the road, and disappointment and loss of 
travelers a~d shippers. 

"The motive power is at present so deficient, compared to 
the demands upon it, that the most trif~ing ac~ident, or the 
time required to make the· ordinary repa1rs, wh1ch under other 
circumstances would not be worth a second thought, bec~me. rna tters 11 

of serious importance, inasmuch as the loss of a trip 1s 1nvolved. 

In addition to the difficulties experienced from the failure 
and lack of sufficient equipment, the road suffered in the early 
days from faulty construction of the road-bed. . 

Superintendent Clement says at another place in his report: 

"At severai points on the lower part of the road~ slide~ 
occur .after heavy rains, which interfere with the buslness o 
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the road, particularly during the .winter months." 

About' six miles of road, mostly within the corporat~ 
limits of Cincinnati had to be entirely re-constructed 1n 
1847, less than five'years after the building of the road. 

It is interesting to notethe low cost of this re-con
struction. Superintendent Clement's estimate for the six mile 
section, including rails, spikes, ballast, ties, o~her materials 
and labor amounted to $7,320.00, or· slightly over .$1,000 ,00 
per mile. 

In the year of the report from which we have been gaoting, 
the road boasted eight locomotives. ten passenger care and 
ninety-three freight cars. 

The running time of mail trains between Cincinnati and 
Springfield was five hours and forty minutes, or an average 
speed of 16 miles per hour, which was believed by Superintendent 
Clement·to be as high a rate as a pro~r regard for the pres
ervation of the road and machinery would permit. 

It was from such humble beginnings that the present great 
Pennsylvania System has evolved. 

What is now the Baltimore and Ohio System first entered 
Cincinnati over the rails of the Belpre & Cincinnati Railroad 
which was chartered by the Ohio legislature in March, 1845. 

Among the organizers of the road from Hamilton County 
may be mentioned Jacob Burnet, who was also ~ director of the 
Little Miami Railroad, E. D. Mansfield, David T. Disney, 
George P. Torrence and William Lewis. · 

During the same year, the Marietta and Cincinnati Railroad 
was chartered--Mr. w. P. Cutler, then speaker of the House of 
Representatives being its fi~st president. 

The Hillsboro and Cincinnati Railroad was chartered in the 
following year, but none of these roads actually commenced 
construction for several years. They were eventually united 
under the name of the Marietta & Cincinnati Railroad. 

After long delays in construction, Which progressed mowly 
because of labor troubles and failure to secure subscriptions, 
the road passed into the hands of receiver in 1858, was re
organized in 1860 and finally entered Cincinnati over the rails 
of the Little Miami Railroad, with which line it first made 
connection at Loveland. By 1866, a connection was built to 
Winton Junction on the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Hail
road and the connection with the Little Miami was then dis-
continued. 

Like the Little Miami, the Marietta and Cincinnati Road 
secured a large loan from the City of Cincinnati. In the 
annual report of this Road to its stockholders for the year 
1852, are found some interesting comments about Cincinnati. 
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It. is ~tated ~hat Cincinnati had grown faster than any 
oth~r.c1ty 1n Amer1?a, and for the five years previous to 
1852 lt~ trade had lncreased faster than its population. The 
populat1on.of the corporate limits of Cincinnati for the year 
1850 ~as glven as 136 ,000; the suburbs on the north sid.e of 
the r1ver added 6,000 more and the population of Covington 
and Nev~ort an additional 18,500, makin~ the total population 
for the metropo,litan area about 160,000~ 

. The report further states: 

·~Cincinnati manufacturers large quantities of iron, ·grease, 
and 01ls, clothing, liquors, meats, furnitu~e, flour and feed, 
leather, books and publications, tobacco, carriages, etc. 
Increases in these products for the ten year period 1840 to 
1850, were from 45% in the case of meats to 250% fo; leather 
300% for tobacco, ,3307~ for iron manufacture, 1400~~ for greas~ 
and oils and 3000~;, for disti 11 ed liquors." 

Iron manufacturers of various kinds were said to give 
employment to more than 20.000 work~en. 

The Marietta and Cincinnati Road, which connected with the 
Eastern lines of the Baltimore and Ohio System at Wheeling, fo~med 
the first continuous standard gauge railroad between Cincirmati 
and the East. 

That part of the present Baltimore and Ohio System knovm as 
the ~, & 0. Southwestern, which now conn~cts Cinciprw.ti with 
St. Louis was originally composed of three roads chartered in
dependently by the states of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois in the 
years 1848, 1849 and 1851 respectively. 

When opened for traffic in 1857, it connected Cincinnati 
with Illinoistovm, the name of which was afterwards changed to 
East st. Louis. While the whole line was known as the Ohio and 
Mississippi Railroad, it was composed of three separate companies. 
It was a broad gauge railroad, the distance from rail to rail 
being six feet. After receivership in 1860 and reorganization 
in 1867, it was operated as one line and changed to standard 
gauge 4 ft, 8-l/2 in. 

The Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railroad, now also a 
part of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was chartered in March 
1846 and was incorporated by such wall-known Cincinnatians of the 
time as John McLean, Samuel Fosdick, John c. Wright, Jacob Burnet, 
Josiah Lawrence, Jacob Strader and George P. Torrence. 

The present Baltimore and Ohio main line from Baltimore 
through Cincinnati to the west is composed of what were. originally 
more than 20 separate companies. 

The remaining important road entering Cincinnati from the 
north 'side of the riv.er is the Big Four System, a part of the 
larger New York Central System. 

The Big Four was formed in 1889 by a group of eastern 
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capitalists headed by Cornelius and William K. Vanderbilt, 
Chauncey M. Depew, J. Pierpont Morgan and M. E. Ingalls. It 
consolidated or afterward absorbed nearly 70 railroad cor-
pora~ions, once independently owned. 

The earliest of these lines to reach Cinoinnati were The 
Whitewater Valley Railroad, The Cincinnati and Indiana Rail
road and the Cincinnati ,and .springfield Railroad. 

The Whitewater Vall~y·built a· line from Harrison, Ohio, 
to Hagerstown, Indiana, which was opened in 1868, com1ecting 
.through the Harrison Branch Railroad to Valley Jet with the 
Ci·ncinnati and Indiana Railroad which had completed a road 
from Cincinnati to the Indiana State line in 1863. 

. The Cincinnati and Springfield Railroad opened its line 
from Ludlow Grove (now Winton Place) to Dayton, Ohio, in 
July, 1872, entering Cincinnati over the tracks of the B. & o. 

Unlike most of the other roads it was originally built 
largely with foreign capital. 

The early operation of all these roads was attended 
with many difficulties which would doubtle.ss ·be amusing to· 
railroad men today. 

There was no universaliy adopted standard gauge. Although 
many of the roads in the north were originally built on a 
gauge of 4ft. 8-1/2 in. there were many narrow gauge·roads, 
and other widths of track such as 4ft. 10 in.; 5 ft., and even 
6 ft. were fairly common. This made it difficult to inter
change cars, and freight often had to be unloaded at 'the 
terminus of one road and reloaded on cars of the connecting 
line. 

The problem was solved for a while by the use of a third 
rail in some instances, or by the employment of wide flange 
wheals between roads which did not have too great a variation 
in gauge. Sometimes cars were run onto a hoist at interchange 
points between roads, each car having two pairs of trucks 
which ware changed as they passed in either·diractiona 

These conditions continued until the late seventies by 
which time practically all the important roads had adopted 
the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8-1/2 in. The Erie Railroad, for 

, example, changed the gauge of its whole line from.New York to 
Dayton, Ohio, in a single day in the fall of 187'1. 

Another difficulty of the early days was the lack of 
adoption ef standard time. There was a northern time and a 
southern time and representatives of the various roads used 
to attend the northern time conventions and southern time 
conventions which were held independently one of the other. 
This difference ·was harmonized in 1883 when standard time was 
adopted on practically all roads throughout the country. 

Patty jealousies between both the management and the 
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personnel of the different roads was largely responsible 
for s~me of the early differences, In ·fact, up to the time 
of the adoption of standard rules, each road was so jealous 
of the other that even train signals were entirely different 
An old employee of the Big Four told me that until 1874 the ' 
"Go Ahead" on his road was the same as the "Back Up" signal 
on the Pennsylvania. 

Thera w~s n? ?oop~ration at junction or crossing points, 
each road ma1nta1n1ng 1ts own offices, and it was strictly 
against the rules to permit any employee of one road in the 
offices of another. 

· . Running time was slow, the usual limit being about 25 
m1les par hour for passenger trains and 15 miles per hour for 
freight trains. ' 

In spite of all these difficulties the loyalty of the 
old-time railroad employees, their faithfulness &nd steadfast 
service, were much more admirable than at the present time. 

An old employee of the Big Four says that in the year 
1876, he did not see the pay-car for four months, and that was 
just after he had married a beautiful young blond girl from 
Dayton. During those four months she assisted frequently at 
church suppers where they gave the roads' employees a real 
meal for a quarter, with a buttonhole bouquet thrown in. 

The roads entering Cincinnati from the south side of the 
Ohio Rivar'were mostly constructed at somewhat later dates 
than the northern roads. 

The Chesapeake and Ohio from the ~ast was open for 
traffic in 1873. The first train reached Richmond, Virginia, 
from the Ohio River at Huntingto~ in February of that year. 

Even at this late date the opening of a new road was a 
matter of gre~t importance to the entire citizenry at every 
point along the line. On the day following the arrival of the 
first Chesapeake and Ohio train at Richmond, the Richmond 
Dispatch printed an article from which I quote as follows: 

"The City of Richmond is greatly interested in the 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, not only because of the help 
it will be to the city btit·became she has subscribed to 
$3,000,000 worth of the stock and many of our citizens are 
also stockholders." 

"The first thr.ough train, a freight, was expected to 
arrive in Richmond February 12 and the city planned for a 
great celebration. An immense crowd gathered at the Broad 
street station, but the train did not arrive, having been 
delayed by an accident. 

"It arrived, how'ever, the next afternoon, with fou.r 
cars of coal a land slide having parted these cars from the 
rest of the train en route. Thousands of people v1ere there 
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to greet the stranger when it pulled into the city. Business 
was entirely suspended and ths entire populace turned out. 

"It was a great day for Richmond when railroad communica
tion was opened with the west and she fittingly celebrated the 
day," 

Imagine in this day and age, such a celebration by the 
entire populace in honor of the arrival of a locomotive and 
four cars of coal. · 

T~e Chesapeake and Ohio Road at first connected by rail 
the cities of Richmond, Virginia and Huntington, West Virginia, 
the traffic moving from the latter point down the Ohio River 
by steamboat to Cincinnati and the Wast, 

In spite of the fact that the Road did not boast a pair 
of rails clear into Cincinnati at that time, the officers and 
employees of the Road were quite proud of the steamers, Bostona 
an~ Fleetwood, which handled the freight and passengers from 
Huntington to the Queen City, 

Mr. Willia·m Duncan, then General Freight Agent of the 
Ohio and IUssissi:ppi Railroad and Mr. Fitch, then General 
Freight Agent of the Chesapeake and Ohio were with a party 
traveling from St. Louis to Cincinnati, when Mr, Duncan not iced 
a brief article in the Cincinnati Enquirer to·the effect that 
a flood on the Ohio River had washed away a wharf boat at 
some point between Huntington and Maysville Kentucky. He 
remarked to Mr. Fitch: "There goes one of the local stations 
of the q. & o. Railroad," 

It was not until 1888, when the c. & o. Bridge was com
pleted from Covington to Cincinnati that trains of the line 
actually entered the Queen City. · 

The new bridge, whichwas thought to be a monumental work 
at the time, was constructed by Mr, Eppes Randolph. During the 
construction a flood carried away the false work of the 500 ft, 
span wrecking the entire span which had to be renewed, 

When the bridge was open for business, :President Huntington 
of the C, & o. asked Mr, Randolph what speed limit should be 
set for trains crossing the bridge, · Mr, Randolph, in his own 
dry way, replied: "Not more than seventy-five miles an hour." 

' ' 
Executives of the Chesapeake and Ohio Road with a romantic 

turn of.mind, are fond of thinking of the line ~s the realiza
tion of the dream of George Washington, which was to link the 
waters of the Chesapeake with those of the Ohio. 

The Louisville and Nashville Railroad was chartered by 
the state of Kentucky in March, 1850. Its first rails connected 
the c~ty of Louisville with Nashville, Tenn. a distance of 
185 m1les. 

By 1860 the road had grown to 269 miles and in the earlJ 
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seventies it embarked upon a li f .. until in 1882 it had built bpo h~Y lo acqulrlng other lines, 
contr 11 d ' oug ' eased or otherwise 
of ov~r ~.og~a~~le!0i~t~~rs~;~::.and had grown to a trackage 

.one o~ the r~ads now owned by the L. & N. was a.mon the 
earl1est l1nes bu1lt in the United States. It was char~ered 
in d 1~3~ by the state of Kentucky and was called. the Lexington 
a~ t h10 Railway. By the year 1832 it had completed 6 miles 
o rack north from Lexington, Kentucky and operated car·s 
drawn by horses. 

. An old. book of that time states that many curves· were 
put 1nto th1s track by the construction engineer so that the 
conductor could see the end of his ·train now and then and 
thus be sure that all ~he coaches were there. 

This line afterwards became the Kentucky Central and 
was extended north to Covington a number of years before it 
was absorbed by the L. & N. 

Prior to the building of the Cincinnati Southern Railroad 
the Louisville and 1-Jashvilla and the Y.antucky Central were ' 
the only lines to the South over which Cincinnati's traffic 
could be shipped. 

A great deal of merchandise of all kinds was shipped 
from Cincinnati to Louisville by steamboat and transferred to 
the rails of the 1. & N. at that point. Thera was keen com
petition between the merchants of Louisville and those of 
Cincinnati for the southern trade, and early records and 
committee reports on file at the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce 
disclose frequent complaints from Cincinnati business men 
about the terrible delays to our southern traffic. 

One investigating committee reported that business men 
of Louisville were finding ways and means of preventing the 
prompt handling of Cincinnati's freight from steamboats to 
the cars of the L. & N. at Louisville. 

This condition made it imperative that Cincinnati's own 
railroad be built to tap the rich markets of the South. In 
fact, a direct rail connection with the south bad been deemed 
necessary to the welfare of our city and its people as early 
as 1836 when the legislature of Kentucky passed an act pro
viding for the construction of a railroad from the Ohio River 
to Charlestown, South Carolina. This act was greeted with a 
most enthusiastic celebration in Cincinnati, bonfires and 
torch light processions evidencing the pleasure of our 
citizens. 

For many reasons, however, this project failed. It 
remained for Edward Alexander Ferguson to accomplish the al
most insurmountable difficulties that stood in the way of 
building a direct line to the south. 

The Ohio Constitution of 1852 forbade any political 
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subdivision of the state from becoming a stockholder in any 
company or association. Mr. Ferguson pointed out, however, 
that the Constitution did not prevent the use of capital for 
the sola benefit of a political subdivision which would vote 
to tax itself for such an enterprise. 

In May, 1869, the Ohio Legislature pa~se~ the Ferguson. 
Act, authorizing Cincinnati to build the C1nc1nnati Southern 
Railway. 

One month later, the City Council passed the necessary 
resolution which was ratified by vote of the people--over 
15,000 in favor and only 1500 against the construction of 
the road. 

Of course, litigation followed to test the constitutionality 
of the 'proceeding, the case finally passing to the Suprema 
Court of Ohio, where it was upheld. 

In June 1869, the Superior Cour.t of Cincinnati appointed 
five trustee~--Edward A. Ferguson, Milas Greenwood, William 
Hooper, Philip Heidelback and Richard M, Bishop. 

The trustees borrowed the first funds for construction, 
$10,000,000,on bonds of the city bearing 7.3% interest and 
payable in thirty years. 

After the necessary delay of securing enabling acts from 
the State Legislatures of· l:entucky and Tennessee, a right of 
way was secured through these states, 338 miles long and 
averaging more than 100 ft. wide. 

Construction was started in 1873 and the road was opened 
for traffic in· 1877 •· 

The operation of the road by the city was found to be im
practical and it was leased to the Cincinnati, New Orleans and 
Texas :Pacific Railway Company for a term of twenty-five years-
the lease being modified and further extended for sixty years 
from 1902, and the rental being fixed at ~~1 ,050,000 pe.r year · 
for the first period of $1,200,000 per year for the last period. 

In addition to the rental, the lessee is required to pay 
all taxes, charges, and assessments levied against the railroad 
and make all repairs, replacements and additions necessary to 
handle the business properly at its own expense. 

students of economics and finance all agree that. the con
struction of the road by Cincinnati was a wise undertaking and 
a sound investment, to which we may well point with pride as an 
example of the unique courage and foresight of our ci tizena. 

Indeed, it required the vision, courage and self sacrifice 
of the pioneer to build any railroad in the early days, and like 
most pioneer effort, the big reward has fallen to posterity 
rather than to those valiant spirits who started the enterprise. 
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While the statistical records of railroads are volumin
ous, the real, human, romantic history of the steam rai l.road 
can never be completal? written, its secrets, so charged with 
h~or and pathos, elat1on and disappointment, victory and 
fa1lure, are forever locked in the breasts of those now dead 
who labored gloriously to ~aka our country a great nation. 

Mr. Alfred Cressler, Clerk, 
Cincinnati. Literary Club, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Dear Mr. Cressler: 

WILLIAM s. GROOM 

June 28, 1924. 

' 
An error has been discovered in my paper--"The Homance 

of the Railways"--read before the Cincinnati Literary Club, 
Saturday, June 21, 1924, and·I am writing to you asking that 
you be kind enough to file this letter with the paper. The 
error is in the next to last paragraph on £age 12. (Page 518) 

There seemed to be some confusion in the minds of the 
older railroad men as to whether the station originally 
known as Ludlow Grove·' the southern terminus of the Cincinnat 1 
& Springfield Railroad, was changed in name to Winton Place, 
Ivorydale or ::it, Bernard. Mr. w. T. Stevenson, Traffic !.~anager 
of the Big Four investigated this point vary carefully for me, 
but it took him some time to obtain the information and I have 
just heard from him today. His latter on this point reads 
as fo~lows: 

"You asked me to determine the exact location of 
Ludlow Grove, one of the termini of the Cincillnati 
& Springfield Railroad. Ludlow Grove was located 
at a point now known as Ivorydale or st. Bernard. 
The Cincinnati & Springfield Railroad was origi11ally 
built from Dayton, Ohio to Ludlow Grove, toconnect 
with the B. & o. whose tracks we usa south of that 
point into Cincinnati. The exact location of the 
point which we connected with the B. & o. rails 
is now known as Ivorydale Junction." 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

WSG:Vf William S. Groom 
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1. The Home Coming 

It was still quite plebeian to apeak of quarters, dimes 
or cents. Only the Democratic Republicans used, the terms of 
the coinage brought in by Jefferson. The aristocracy, cling
ing to the language of their fathers, still used the terms of 
the English currency. 

And so let us say that it was a shilling that want glint
ing up into the sunshine from the propelling thumb and fore
finger of William F. Van Ness. The other second, Nathaniel 
Pendleton, called the coin and won the toss which gave him 
choice of positions. He took the west end of the bit of a 
glade which put his man against a poor back ground composed of 
rock and trees, and although, it brought into his ayes the 
reflection from the wavelets of the Hudson, flashing under the 
early sun of a July morning, still it silhouetted his opponent 
against the river·and the sky, a target clearly deliniated. 
Across the river the workmen of the thriving little city of 
New York, which then contained soma seventy thousand souls, were 
going to ~heir day's toil. On the Jersey side there were only 
the songs of the birds, the gentle stirring of the foliage, 
and the lapping of the water at the foot of the bluff some 
twenty feat below, where there lay two row boats, their oars
men sweating in the summer sun after their long pull across 
the stream. 

Pendleton asked his man if he wished the hair trigger sat. 
He answered, "Not this time." He had determined to pass one 
shot. The rule of the duel was then announced. The word 
\NOUld be "present," after which the principals could fire as 
soon as they chose. 

And so, pistol in hand, at ten yards distance, on July 
11, 1804 under the heights of Weehawken, New Jersey, there 
faced each other two of the foremost man of their day. 
Alexander Hamilton, of English and French Hughenot blood, 
student of Kings Collage, now Columbia, soldier of the Revo
lution, aide and privata secretary to General Washington, 
column commander at Yorktown, aoninlaw of General Schuyler, 
delegate to the Congress of the United States, member of the 
Convention, author in chief of the "Federalist," ablest and 
most effective advocate of the adoption of the constitution, 
first secretary of the Treasury, founder of the American 
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~inancia~ system, now retired to the practice of the law in 
wh: Cit~ of New York, yet still the leading member of the 
.a eral1st party, and will all only forty-seven years of a 8 
was the man whom Pendleton had placed wi~h his f~ca towardg ' 
the river. 

Opposed to him was Aaron Burr, one year older son of 
that Aaron Bu·cr. unde: whose presidency Nassau Hall' was built 
and the struggl1ng 11 ttle College of New Jersey moved from 
Heward to Princeton; grandson of Jonath<:<.n Edwards by some 
regarded as the greatest preacher of colonial tim~s and 
strangely enough, the succeeding president of the same ~ollage· 
the duelist himself a graduate from that college at sixteen ' 
a volunteer at Cambridge, at nineteen a stripling soldier 1~ 
the fr?zen wilderness with Arnold against Canada: soon after 
kl_lown 1n the army as "little Burr" for his attempt to carry 
b1g. Montgomery's body from the field at Quebec; out-post 
off1cer at Valley Forge; commander of the no-mans-land which 
lay in 1Nestchester between the British and American lines 
about New York City; later a successful lawyer in the same 
city; United States Senator, recipient with Jefferson of a 
tie vote for the presidency, and now vice president of the 
United States, such was he with his back to the sunshine and 
the river, looking toward the rocks. 

The men who faced each other thus were not strangers, nor 
were they mere acquaintances. They were fellow residents and 
the leaders of the bar in what we should now call a small city 
in the State of New York. No other profession brings its 
members so close together. Every case, every negotiation 
necessitates the meeting and as.soc.lation of several. Those 
whp are adversaries today are the cJlleagues tomorrow. So it 
was with Hamilton and Burr. 'rhey hadbeen both associates and 
opponents in litigation. Socially they were not unfarnili~. 
Hamilton lived at No. 52 Cedar street; Burr had acquired the 

. mans ion known as Richmond Hill which Washington had formerly 
occupied. Its grounds extended to the Hudson. He had also 
a town house at No. 30 Partition, now Fulton Street. These 
men had occasionally dined at each other's houses. Both were 
members of the society of the Cincinnati. Even after the 
challenge had been accepted, just a week before the meeting, 
both had attended the Fourth of July banquet of that organiza
tion, and there Hamil ton, t.o pleas~ his old soldier comrades 
had allowed himself to be pressed into singing his one song, 
"The Drum" and it is said that as he sang, Burr gazed intently 
at his face. 

Nor were they strangers to the horrors of the duel. As 
a young officer Hamilton had many years before seconded Colonel 
Lawrens in a duel with General Lee in which the latter was 
slightly wounded. But recently, indeed within three year~, his 
eldest son and pride, Philip Hamilton, graduate of Columb1a, 
eighteen years of age, had been killed in a duel which is said 
to-have been fought on the self same spot. On the other hand, 
Burr, had five years before exchanged ineffective shots with 
one John B. Church at Hoboken. 
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Nor was this any meeting of has~e or of impetuous, 

thoughtless hot blood. This duel had been long in the making. 
The acceptance of the challenge was now three weeks old. Yet 
there they stood--two man of breeding, intellect, culture and 
high position, their coats off awaiting the word, the one 
facing the Eastern sunlight, the other the shadows of the 
cliff. * * * * * * ¥ * 

On the second of March, 1812, nearly eight years later, 
a man holding a British passport, issued in the name of 
"Adolphus Arnot" stepped wearily into an open boat on the 
Thames at Gravesend. The boatmen lent their great coats to 
blanket him as he lay himself down in the bottom of the wherry 
on a bundle of str~w, with forethought purchased for nine
pence. At midnight they put him aboard the "Aurora" of 
Newburyport, Massachusetts, 300 tons, Captain Potter, and he 
paid them from· his little stock three guineas. It was thirty 
more for his passage and this he had raised by the desperate 
selling of his gold repeater and his medallion watch as well, 
and of many trifles besides, collected here and there during 
his wanderings in Europe and intended presents for his daughter 
and grandson, yard goods of fine cambric, handkerchiefs of 
batiste, ribbons, coins, silk stockings, five dozen seltzer 
water and mora of tbe like. Even these sacrifices had been 
insufficient and he might have begged or starved in Loridon 
had not a good friend come to his rescue with a loan of 
twenty pounds. And so now, with barely six pounds left to his 
name, after hawking a Mexican fillibustering scheme about the 
capital of Europe for four ·years, he fared him once more to
ward New York, but softly, incognito, as "Adolihus Arnot"· 
~o reconnoiter, for he feared, not the old mur er indictments, 
growing out of the duel, nor any further prosecution on ac
count of the Blennerhasset Island affair, but certain in
exorable creditors who might still by law take his body on 
execution and confine it to the jail limits of the town. 

He made·the best of his voyage. Of some boards he built 
a writing table in his little stateroom. He rummaged his 
twenty boxes and trunks for books and papers. He borrowed 
tobacco of the Captain and wrote his diary and read the works 
of Madame Roland and other French literature, particularly 
plays and essays, until upon one stormy morning, sixty or 
eighty miles off her reckoning the Aurora mistook the Boston 
light for the Cape Ann lighthouse and instead of running into 
the mouth of the Merrimac as intended, anchored per force off 
Boston wharf at three the same day, because she could not get 
to Newburyport, for which her clearance papers called. 

A big wig and whiskers and a quick wit got him through 
the customs unrecognized by Collector Bearborn, the general's 
son, ·who knew him well. He found lodging until he could send 
and get word from Swartwout in New York which would take five 
days at least, in Mrs. Goodrich's boarding house. His stock 
o~ money was only $26.00 and of this he lent $16.00 to the 
w1fa of a needy fellow passenger but refused her jewelry as 
security. He also lenther husband ten ahd having spent three, 
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~~:dd~ims~lf with but three dollars left. A search of the 
1rec ory yielded the name of an old soldier Benjamin 

Fessenden! who had served under. him at westcheste; as an 
;~:!r~e~~ 1~~~~t;o k~~~~ b~fo~eH. FeBsenden introduced him to 
h' • an o arvard College to whom he sold 
1s copy of the works of the French philoso her Fi 

and some other w?rks for :~~40.00 .with privil~P-:e ;f r:~~!P~~~~e, 
To Mrs • Goodr~ch s son he sold a pair of pantaloons for .~'3 33 
and so paid h1s board bill. ~ • 

. Hav~ng heard from Swartwout that with the exceotion of 
h1s cre~1tors,.all ~ant well in New York, and from his daughter 
Theodos1~, urg1ng h1s return, he took passage in the sloop ' 
Rose, th1rty tons, Captain Dimon, for that city under the name 
of DeGam~lli. Dimon proved to be his cousin b~t the passenger 
was careful to conceal his identity and it remained undisclosed. 

The cute~ cabin was the width of the sloop and six feet 
fore.a~d aft and beside the staircase, held the pantry, the 
proVlSlo~s, barrels of beef and pork laid in for the journey, 
a Frankl1n stove, the table furniture, two seamen's chests, seven 
other.passengers and the ~ate--and there was spread DeGamelli's 
mattress--in an atmosphere of suffocating stench. The Rose cast 
anchor at Nantucket and again at Holmes Hole J,rartha' s Vineyard 
a~d, by the sixth day out of Boston Harbor h~d reached Mill ' 
R1ver, Connecticut. There lived the Captain and there his pas
senger had spent many of his boyhood days. DeGamelli went 
ashore. Every object was as familiar to him as those about his 
famous New York residence, Richmond Hill. In the door of one 
of the houses he saw the grandchild of a girl who had been his 
sweetheart thirty-six years before. As he sat·. incognito at the 
fireside of' the captain's house whither he had been invited some 
one coming in startled him by crying, "Ah, Burr, how goes it?" 
The greeting, however, was not for him but for the Captain's 
brother whose gi van name was Burr, and who was of his own family, 
indeed a cousin as has been said. Still he remained unrecognized. 
At Hellgate he transferred to a little sail boat, and again in 
the dark, opposite the Battery, to a skiff manns d by two vaga
bonds whom he suspected of being thieves. They were glad to get 
him ashore at midnight for a dollar. 

He tried Samuel Swartwout's house at Humber 66 Water Street, 
but no one lived there. He asked at two or three taverns for 
a night's lodging, but they were full. He cruised along the 
wharves, but could find no place to rest. No one was to be seen. 
He had no fear of a hard bed on some doorstep, but only of the 
watchman who might take hi-tn to the workhouse as a vagrant, a 
"denouement not to be desired." 

So walking on, he espied a light in the cellar of a small 
house that stood in an alley. He called out and asked for 
lodgin~ was admitted and shown to a small garret where five men 

ot were already asleep; was given a cot and a coverlet; threw open 
the window, lay down and slept soundly until six when he rose, 
paid twelve cents for his lodging from his slender purse, and 
sallied forth on to the streets of New York. It was May 8, 1812, 
not quite eight years after the day whEt\ vice president ~f the 
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United states, he had met Hamilton on the shore of the Hudson 
in the duel which cost one life and wrecked anotha·r. 

John w. Peck 

2. A Literary Society Recalls A Sporting Evant 

Anything in Boston to be truly of Boston must be either 
hereditary, literary or-Tipperary. Specialization along any of 
these lines may be found. One of the literary spec~alizations 
is a club devoted to Dickens only. It is, in fact, merely a 
chapter in a partially international organization. I refer· to 
the Boston Branch of the Dickens Fellowship, The parent "Branch" 
iB in London. There is also a Branch in Toront:o and one in 
New York. This organization is open to men and women alike who 
are lovers of Dickens. 

· One of its activities, in connsction with the parent or
ganization in London, has been the purchase of Dicken's home, 
48 Doughty Street, London, as a perpetual memorial to Dickens. 
The Boston Branch has no club home but holds its meetings 
monthly in the auditoriums of churches, lecture rooms of 
libraries, assembly halls of clubs~ as suits the convenience· 
of the membership and the condition of its treasury. 

That such an organization exists has brought to it a 
number of Dickens memorabilia which the Boston Branch hopes in 
the sometime future to have housed properly for preservation 
and exhibition in its own horne. The meetings as could be im
agined are made up of readings from Dickens, addresses on 
various subjects' connected with different works and~ in so far 
as they have been able to obtain them, reminiscent addresses by 

·those who have occasion to meet Dickens personally either in 
· England or during his last visit to the United States. The 

Boston Branch publishes its own journal under the title of 
"The Chigwell Chronicle11 and holds an annual banouet with 
appropriately illuminated menus and programs pertinent to the 
occasion. 

At one annual dinner the menu card was decorated by a 
fac-simile of the rare wrapper of Part III of "Pickwick Papers," 
and others with reproductions in color of original drawings of 
Dickens characters. 

To have all the elements of a complete organization they 
have their pet charity which as might be expected is Crippled 
Children. The "Chigwell Chronicle" is printed at the Industrial 
School for Crippled and Deformed Children, and might well bear 
the name of the ''Tiny Tim Press. 11 

The annual banouet of the Boston Branch·of the Dickens 
Fellowship was held ·this year in the old Parker House in the 
room in·which Dickens entertained to celebrate the walking match 
which he promoted at the time of his visit to the United States 
in 1868. This fact called forth a feature article·tn the Boston 
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Transcript o~ historical and reminiscent character b John 
Hunter. S~dgw1ck who described the walking match and ~e reduced 
the ?r1g1nal articles of agreement for it written and Pre ared 
by.D1ckans, ~nd the rrsporting Narrative 11 of the event ~ls; 
~t7hrltDt~nkby D1ckens, (Treasures loaned by the Boston Branch of 

e 10 ens Fellowship). 
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Dickens arrived at Boston upon his second visit in 1868 
and returns~ after visiting some of the eastern cities and before 
beginning h1s western trip. VIhile at Baltimore the walking 
match was suggested (by the principals it is claimed) and 
D~cke~s fell. in with it at once. It m~t with the usual enthu
Slast 10 efforts which he put into any plans for -~1 ving his 
friends pleasure. ~ 

The Articles 'give the details and are· quoted in full. 

"THE GREAT INTERNATIONAIJ WALKING r.~TCH 
Of 

February 29, 1868. 

THE ARTICLES 

"Articles of Agreement entered into at Bal tirnore in the 
United States of America, this Third day of Febr~ary in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty Bight 
between George Dolby, Britieh Subject, alias, the r.~n of Ro~s, 
and James Ripley Osgood, American Citizen, alias the Boston 
Bantam. · 

Whereas some Bounce having arisen between the above man in 
reference to feats of pedestrianism and agility, they have agreed 
to settle their differences and prove who is the better man, by 
means of a walking match for two hats a side and.the glory of 
their respective countries; and whereas they agree that the 
said match shall come off, whatsoever the weather, on the Mill 
Dam Road outside Boston on Saturday the twentyninth of this 
present month; and whereas they agree that the per~onal at
tendants on themselves during the whole walk, and also the 
umpires and. starters and declarers of victory in the match shall 
by James T. Fields of Boston, known in sporting circles as 
Massachusetts Jemmy, and Charles Dickans of Falstaff's Gad's Hill, 
whose surprising.performances (without the least variation) on 
that truly national instrument, the American Catarrh, have won 
for him the well merited title of ·The Gad's Hill Gasper. 

Now, these are to be the articles of the match:-

1. The men are to be started, on the day appointed, 
by 1mssachusetts Jemmy and The Gasper. 

2. Jemmy and The Gasper are, on some previous day, to walk 
out at the rate of not less than four miles an hour by the 
Gasper's watch, for one hour and a half. At the expiration of 
that one hour and a half, they are to carefully note the place 
at which they halt. On the. match's coming off, they are to 
station themselves in the middle of the road, at that precise 

'· 
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point and the man (keeping clear of them and of each other) 
are t~ turn round them, right shoulder inward, and walk back 
to the starting-point. The man declared by·them to pass the 
starting point first is to be the victor and. the winner of 
the match. 

3. No jostling or fouling allowed. 

4. All cautions or orders issued to the men by the umpires, 
starters, and declarers of victory, to be considered final and 
admitting of rio appeal. 

5. A sporting narrative of the match to be written by The 
Gasper within one week after its coming off, and the same to 
be duly printed (at the expense of the subscribers to these 
articles) on a broadside. The said broadside'to be framed and 
glazed, and one copy of the same to be carefully preserved by 
each of the subscribers to these articles. 

6. The men to show on the evening of the day of walking, 
at six o'clock precisely, at the Parker House, Boston, when and 
where a dinner will be given them by The Gaspar. The Gasper 
to occupy the chair, faced by Massachusetts Jammy. The ~attar 
promptly and formally to invite, as soon as may be after the date 
of these presents, the follovling Guests. to honor :the said dinner 

I with.their presence: that is to say:--Mistress Annie Fields, 
Mr. Charles Eliot Norton and Mrs. Norton, :Professor James Russell 
Lowell and Mrs. Lowell and MiSs Lowell, Doctor Oliver Wendell 
Holmes and Mrs. Holmes, 1fr. Howard Malcom Ticknor and Mrs. 
Ticknor, Mr. Aldrich and Mrs. Aldrich, Mr. Schlesinger and an 
obscure poet named Longfellow (if discoverable) and Miss Long-
fellow. · 

Now lastly. In token of their accepting the trusts and 
offices of these articles conferred upon them, these articles 
are solemnly and formally signed by Massachusetts Jemmy and by 
the Gad's Hill Gasper, as well as by the men themselves. 

Signed by the Man of Ross, otherwise George Dolby, 1 

Signed. by the Boston Bantam, otherwise James R. Osgood 
Signed by Massachusetts Jemmy, otherwise James T. Fields 
Signed by The Gad's Hill Gasper, otherwise Charles Dickens~ 
Witness to the signatures. A. V .s. Anthony." 

1mssachusetts Jemmy, in propria persona as James T. Fields 
in his "Yesterdays With Authors' refers to the walking match in 
his cha~ter devoted to Dickens and gives the ''Articles" .and 
"Narrative" but with blanks instead of the names. Whether this 
was due to an excess of literary modesty or Bostonian dignity he 
does not divulge. He does recount the strenuous walk upon which 
he was taken by Dickens to "lay out the course." Fields says 
"with watch in hand Dickens strode on over the Mill Dam toward 
Newton Centre." The· pace was very rapid in order that as, much 
ground as possible should be covered in an hour and a half at 
"not lass than four miles per hour" and .set the course--one way-
at "six miles and a half good measure •" 

.. 
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The match took place accordi t . 
conditions not unusual for Fabrua~g 2~t;he Artlcles under weather 
"intensely cold and bitter wind " Y d of heavy snow and 
Bantam. The dinner was ' an was won by the Boston 
in describing it says "T~:l~i~~oprovidad in the Articles. Fields 
of the occasion for both had r and vanquished ware the heroes 
dona their work in capital ti!~ownV/gr~a~ powers of endurance and 

~:~}~· 0 ~0~9~;1~~~ voted ~loquen~e a
9

bo;e ~~f~~! !~":~~e~o~.the 
the Bad E~Y were pr~~~~1~~d ~hosea Bigelow, the Autocrat, and ere was no need of speeches." 

of "T~;c~:~s" in"~~: ;~~~~~~gng" Na~Trhativ0 e" covered the subheads 
"Th " ' " ' e curse'" "The Start " 
"The M~ac~. and Remarks •" The following excerpts is fro~ 

a en . --

"The Boston Bantam is a young bird though too old to b 
caught with chaff. He pulls do\'m the scale at ten sto~e 
an~ a h~lf and. add a pound or two. His previous perfor
mances 11?- the Pedestrian line have not been numerous. He 
once ach1eved a neat little match against time in two left 
boots at Philadelphia; but this must be considered as a 
p~d~strian ~ccantricity, and cannot be accepted by the 
r1g1t chron1clar as high art. The old mower with the 
scythe and four glass has not yet laid his mawley heavily 
on tha,Bantam~ frontispiece, but he has had a grip at the 
Bantam s top feathers. *** The man of Ross is a thought. 
and a ~alf too flashy, ~nd if he accidentally sat down 
upon h1s baby would do 1t to the tuna of fourteen stone. 
This popular Codger is of the rubicund and jovial sort 
and has long bean known as a piscatorial pedestrian on 
the banks of the Wye. But Isaak Walton hadn't J?ace --
look at his book and you'll find it slow. *** ' 
"The Training is short and auotad in full:-- If Brandy 
Cocktails could have brought both man up to the post, in 
tip-top feather, their condition would have left notning 
to be desired. But both might have had more daily 
practice in the poetry of motion. Their braathings were 
confined to an occasional Baltimore burst under the guid
ance of the Gasper, an~ to an amicable· toddle between 
themselves at Washington." · 

Fields in quoting this part of the "Narrative" evidently 
felt soma editing was necessary whether from. the dignity re
ferred to or a prophetic feeling that at some time all pleasur
able references would be considered treasonable. Instead of 
using the words· 'brandy Cocktails' we find 'vigorous attention 
to diet.' 

Fields speaks of Dickens as having bean quite ill from a 
catarrh which he acquired upon his first visit to Boston and 
which continued with varying severity throughout his entire tour. 
Sedgwick speaks of his appearance of illness but continuing his 
readings as a matter of shear courage; 11 the man had come over 
the ocean to make an inheritance for his children and bravely 
with self respecting shrewdness he did it at the cost of s~ort 
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years more to spend on earth. 11 In the light of these. facts 
Dickens' humor in calling himself the Gasper might have had 
another quality. 

By way of c·onclusion the requirements for membership in 
the Boston Branch of the Dickens Fellowship may be given. 
They are: 

First: To be a lover of Dickens. 

Second: To have Two Dollars and a Half in money, the 
annual dues, and 

Third: The ability to answer one quest ion correctly. 

If the candidate does not answer this question a~curately 
the first time, the correct answer is suggested to him and he 
would never fail to answer correctly afterwards. The question 
is "What is your favorite· book of Dickens?" The proper answer 
is almost obvious, "The one I am now reading." 

Ben B. Nelson 

3. Our Rulers 

Men now living can remember when a discussion of public 
affairs in this country necessarily began with a consideration 
of their constitutional basis. Tbe proponent of a course of 
action was ready and eager to demonstrate that it was not in 
violation of any prohibition of the constit.ution but, on the 
contrary, in pursuance of some grant of power contained in that 
instrument, or at lease in conformity with its spirit. 

Both proponent and opponent united in admitting the bind
ing force of the constitution, in paying tribute to the vision 
and far-sightedness of the Fathers who united upon that con
stitution as the charter of a government under which the 
wilderness that was America became the land of liberty, op
portunity and plenty that 1! America. 

Then we had a government of laws, not men, and in total 
those laws were few and touched the individual citizens as 
lightly as pass ible. 

Now we have·a government of men, not laws. This does not 
mean that we have fewer laws; on the contrary, we have more and 
more laws,. touching every activity of life from aid to mothers 
at childbirth to the collection of an estate tax after death. 
These laws require such numbers of men to interpret, enforce 
and administer them, that a considerable part of the population 

cis permanently engaged in regulating the rest. 

How th~ change has come about, and whether it is good, 
and whether it will endure, are beyond the scope of this short 
paper. 

Our Rulers 

law a~~u~a:o!!~~i~een the typical American .impulse to pass a 
will usually discl~~e ~n~a~uhatl examination of eJ_Cist ins laws 
~ ld , a covers the case 1n hand and 
HOU correct tne evil if enforced but 
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not really ~ood t 1 ' ' as a people, we are 
in the ord o a . aw ~nforceme~t ~nd there i's no great sport 
to 11 eriy ~ppll~atlon of exlStlng laws to what we delight 

ca nove Sl tua t1ons • Therefore we propose new laws. 

These proposals are introduced into the con~ress and 
bated, amended, sometimes defeated, and too ofte~ adopted. de-

It is fam~·liar to all of us that the real govern~nent of 
England rests 1n ~he Parliament, which is not merely a .law 
makin~ b~~Y, but 1n every sense of the word, includin::r the 
const1tut1onal sense, a governing body. o 

' 
, The thought is not so familiar to us that the Congress is 
reall~ the government of the United •Ha tes and of course it is 
not, 1n the constitutional sense, but beca~se of its control 
over taxes and appropriations it has the same opportunity which 
mad~ ~he English Parliament supreme. Our Congress has the 
a~d1 t1onal advantage of being the body to which our people turn 
w1th all their love of legislative novelty and demand new laws 
and more new laws. , ' 

~hat ~o~y of men with the power, and not infra quently 
the d1spos1t1on, to make new laws upsetting all old laws to 
tax for revenue, reform or revenge, to appropriate fabul~us 
sums out of the treasury of the richest nation on earth and 
to talk with one hundred million listeners--that body h~s real 
power. A consideration of these things may farily lead to 
natural curiosity about these men who compose the Congress 
and justify a brief examination of the information "furnished 
or authorized 11 by themselves, about themselves, for publication 
in the Congressional Directory. 

The two criticisms most generally.made and accepted about 
the members of the Congress are, first, that the average tenure 
of office in American public life is so short, and what factory 
managers call the turn-over is so.great, that we have no trained 
and experienced legislators, and, second, that Washington, not 
being the United States, its atmosphere and standards not being 
typical of the constituencies, the members who have lived in 
Washington so long lose touch with the people and their senti-
ments •. 

We can take our pick of these two charges, and accept 
either one of them; their apparent inconsistency makes it dif
ficult to accept them both. A very brief examination of the 
records would disprove them both. 

Of 96 members of the Senate which just adjourned, 55 
had had more than five year~, 26 more than ten years, and 13 
more than fifteen years of continuous service, so that a major
ity were experienced lawmakers when the session began. 

Of the 435 members of the House of Representatives, 246, 
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more than a majority, had had two previous terms. and 137, or 
almost one-third of the House, had had four previous terms. 

In the Senate, at the beginning of avery Congress, about 
two-thirds are usually old members of from two to thirty years' 
experience, and in the House a majority of the members have had 
from four to thirty years' experience. So much for the charge 
that the members are amateurs. 

On the other hand, of the present Congress 117 members 
of the House of Representatives were new members, fresh from 
the people, and under promise t9 reform most things and upset 
the re

1
st. 

In the pre$ent Senate 24 members ware new. Included 
among these were Johnson of Minnesota, Wheeler of Montana, 
Shipstead of Minnesota, Couzens of Michigan, Brookhart of Iowa, 
and Ralston of Indiana, whose close touch and sympathy with the 
people doubtless outweighed their inexperience as legislators. 

LaFollette of Wisconsin· has been in the Senate since 1905, 
Cooper, from the same state, in the House since 1893; Garner of 
Texas since 1901; Borah of Idaho has been in the Senate since 
1907; and Walsh of Montana for eleven years. 

Lodge of Massachusetts. probably a Conservative, and 
Gillett of the same state, certainly a Conservative, have the 
longest records of service in. their respective houses. 

The record establishes two things, first, there are al
ways enough experienced members in each house to gui~and con
trol its action if they desire to do so; second, there are al
ways enough members, old and new, full of high resolve and in 
touch'with the most progressive thought from such centers of 
progress as Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas and Idaho to keep the 
interests, evan the interests of the whole people, in a state 
of comparative subjection. 

A passing glance from the gallery of either house does 
not fill the observer with awe. It is curious how nearly 
unanimous is the verdict of tha.occasional onlooker and down
looker from the galleries that the members of the Congress are 
rather below the average of American manhood. Women vis it o;rs 
are emphatic on this point. This impression is hasty and 
incorrect. 

In the first place, the appearance of any body of men at 
their daily tasks in mufti, which means so-called business 
suits in need of pressing, is seldom impressive. A commercial 
or civic association in diru1er alothes baing bored by a long 
speech after a dry dinner may be rather impressive, or at least 
a solemn sight, but those same man in their ordinary clothes, 
going about their avery day business, do not strike the fancy 
or gladden the ayes of the observer. 

But the fact is that these five hundred and thirty-one 
men,are picked man out of a hundred million. It is easy to say 
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that they ware picked b th b drys~ or the unions ory the a Ku asses ' or the interests' or the 
picked and are cont;ollad by Klux Klan, and some of them were 
but all of th one or another of these groups 

em were elected at a "'ener 1 1 t. . ' avery white citizen h d 0
• a e ec 1on 1n which 

she chose to do so. a an opportunlty to participate if he or 

.The word "whiten is used in that last sentence advisedl 
'?!h~nsta:ce, Mississippi has a po~1ation of 1,790,618 rit~· 
e1o mem ers of the House of Representatives. In 1922,the 
number of votes cast ~or all three candidates for the Senate 
was 67,164, and.Senat~r ~tevens got 62,567 of them and was 
elected~ The S1xth M1SS1ssippi Congressional District has a 
populat1on of 267,453, At the last election 12·,640 persons 
vot~d for. the man who was· elected, and 238 persons voted 
aga1nst h1m, a total of less then 13,000 votes. 

. Not many southern members of the Congress print in the 
d1rectory the details of the vote by which they were chosen. 

. The close~t parallel among the northern states is Nebraska 
Wl th a populat1on of 1,296,372 and six members of the Lower · ' 
House. In the last senatorial election ~b? 691 votes were 
cast, or more than five times as many as in' the L:ississipoi 
election, and the candidate who was elected got 220,350. · 

. In ~he Third Congr'essional District of Nebraska the pop
u~atl~n 1s 24~,367, or 23,0~0 less than i~ the Sixth Mississippi 
D1str1ct ment1oned above. .t~t the last election there were 
72,025 votes cast in this district, of which the successful 
candidate received 34,843. 

Every member of the House of Representatives is supposed 
to Dapresent the same average number· of people--about 225,000-
and the foregoing figures are cited to indicate the difference 
between population and voters as shown by the returns. 

Senators represent states, and there is nothing utrange 
in the great difference in the actual votes for different 
senators. Senator Copeland, Democrat from hew York, was 
elected by 1,276,667 votes. Senator Ball, Republican from 
Delaware, was elected by a vote 6f 21,519; these two figures 
are approximately as 60 to 1. 

Ohio has a population of 5,759,394, and 22 representatives 
in the Lower House. The population of the First District is 
246,594, and the sitting member was elected by 45,253 votes out of 
79,292. The total vote in one-half of this one county was 
17,000 greater thap the statewide vote in Mississippi mentioned 
above. · 

\'/hat of it? Simply this: states' nights are gone. 
States' :Powers are lirni ted year by year. Commerce, which is 
intercourse, between the states grows avery hour, The whole 
people have come to look to the Federal Goverwnent as the 
repository and center of the government of the nation. Year 
by year the people grow more forgetful of the nice theory that 
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the Federal Government is divided into three equal and co
ordinate branches, the ·executive, judicial and legislative, 

The people will hardly ever understand the judiciary, 
and certainly never enthuse over it or follow·it; they will 
sometimes follow a genius-dictator like Jackson or Roosevelt; 
but all the time, eventhough they criticize it, th~ will 
follow the Congress and be ruled by it, whether they know it 
or not, · 

Therefore, the hope of real progress, permanent reform, 
continued opportunity and general contentment in America · 
depends upon the wisdom, strength and patriotism of the Senators 
and Representatives who will compose the Congresses of the 
future. 

Frank w. Cottle 

4. "Synopsis Of The Novel "Empty Hand~" 

The Synopsis which follows, covers a brief and imperfect 
summary of Mr. Arthur stringer's stirring novel "Empty Hands." 
The sket·ch which follcms the Synopsis "A Wilderness Honeymoon" 
is suggested as a sequel to "Empty Hands •" 

Synopsis of the novel. 

Clannie, or Claire Endicott, is the spoiled but· neglected 
daughter of a rich mine owner living in New York; she had be
come one of a fast and idle set and had, apparently, passed 
beyond her father's control. At. this crisis, Clannie believes 
she sees the apparition of her long dead mother and the shook 
turns her for comfort to her father. Mr. Endicott takes his 
daughter to his mining camp in the Great Canadian Wilderness. 
Here the girl's Wilful temper runs counter to Grimshaw, the 
young Engineer in charge. Forbidden to canoe upon the lower end 
of a lake, of which Malign Canyon is the outlet, Clannie stub
bornly asserts her will, with the result that her canoe· is 
drawn into the rapids;· the girl pluckily endeavors to hold her 
canoe in the channel as it· dashes madly between the rocks, but 
it comas to shipwreck many miles below the lake, Meanwhile 
Grimshaw, seeing her peril, throws himself into a York boat 
and goes to rescue her; but he too is wrecked. The girl is a 
good· swimmer but, caught in a whirlpool, her strength fails, 
and Grimshaw is barely able to reach her and fling her uncon
scious form upon a sandy beach; then he ala o ·falls exhausred. · 
His clothing, like that of the girl, was torn away in their 
desperate struggle for life. · 

Regaining consciousness, Grimshaw applied first aid to the 
naked half-drovmed girl and then secured a temporary substitute 
for clothing, much like that worn by our first parents. 

The outcasts were imprisoned in a rocky canyon from which 
there was no escape; they had at first no food, no clothing, 
no firearms or other weapons, no shelter and no means of secur-
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ing that gift of the Gods f' 
into the Stone Age from ;h~· lre • They had oo en thrust back 
and pluck of Grimshaw they ~~~ci !~rough the p~actical knowledge 
comparative comfort. By th 1 u Y emerged 1nto a state of 
clothing, fire, permanent s~ r own efforts they secured food, 

. the chase, thus passing fromet~erstand iron-tipped weapons for 
~ecoming masters of the forest !i th o~te Afge to that of Iron' and 
1nhabitants. 1 s anged and antlered 

spiri~~~ ~~~l ~~;~~~: strongly to her changed life. High 
to the instru~tion of'r.;~:s~~;ck~ydseeshthe wisdom of yielding 
comes proficient in wo~dscraft' n er w ose te~chi~g she be-
any a~rgancy, and even asaistin~aa:~!:h~! ~~r~~af~~r~~;~elf in 
~~:oun ers of the chase, On one occasion she sprang upon ~he 
h P of ~ bull moose and stabbed him into insensibility while 
e was s ruggling in the river to trample Grimshaw under foot . . 

1Atdanot~er ~ime, after losing herself in the forest and 
near ':[ r?wrnng 1n the tentacle-like embrace of a muske 
Clann1a d1s~o~ara ~old, useless wealth, except that by ~~ason 
o~ its duct1l1ty, Jr mshaw is able to fashion that most useful 
o camp implements, a frying pan, 

. For long.months that the exiles lived this adventurous 
~ut unconvent1onal life together, Grimshaw sternly repressed 
&van the most innocent expression of his real affection for 
Clannie, but after Clannie 's return from the jaws of Death he 
began to waver. Clannie, woman-like, swayed by her emotio~s 
rather than her reason, would willingly have given herself to 
Gri~shaw, from the promptings of sincere love, At length, 
bel~eving that they were destined to spend the remainder of 
the1r lives together in lfalign Canyon the exiles decided to 
go through the form of an Indian marriage, if no better titual 
could.be found. 

. At thi~ juncture, Mr. Endicott, who for months had been 
try1ng to reach the inner fastness of !v!align Canyon and rescue 
his daughter arrives in a hydroplane. ~hila Endicott is seakin~ 
his daughter at the cab in, Grimshaw sends the air-pilot back o 

to the little Mission near the rail-head to secure a minister. 
The minister arrives and Grimshaw and Clannie are married in 
the presence of her father but without his active assista.~ce 
or approval. 

This hurried synopsis of Mr. Stringer's brilliant nove~ 
brings us to the beginning of the present sketch. 

"A Wilderness Honeymoon" 

(A story of the Great Canadian \'tilderness) 

The wedding of Grimshaw and Clani1ie had been staged in the 
great cathedral of nature, so solemn in its stillness that one 
instinctively listened for the de~p peal of an organ, but the 
only interrupting sound was the distant crash of a falling tree. 
Sunlight filtering through the many hued leaves, gave the color 
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effect of some gorgeous rose-window. All nature smiled kindly 
at the pair. Tree and rock and sun-lit pool seemed endowed 
with a spirit-life striving to give them happiness. Even the 
timid little ·forest-folk forgot for a moment, their fear of man; 
a rabbit loped leisurely across the trail and fr.om the covert 
of the sedge-bordered lake a musk rat poked. his nose inquiringly. 

The groom·, a tall buck-skin clad. figur~, hal~ himself 
. proudly erect; the feeling of constra1nt wh1ch haa. so long 
marked his cl~ar cut features had fallen away. It was like the 
unmasking at a carnival when one becomes again his natural self, 

Clannie the Bride had been even more charming than Clannie 
the Huntress. Her dark glossy hair hung in two heavy braids; 
her neck and arms and hands were nearly as ·deeply tarmed as 
thoseof her mate and her graceful head was poised just as 
proudly. Her hunting shirt of fine doeskin was embroidered 
with brilliantly dyed porcupine quills, and her knee-breeches, 
leggins and moccasins completed a costume of a grayish tone 
which contrasted well with her dark hair and brightly animated 
features. 

A light such as "never was· on sea or land" shown in the 
eyes of this forest-man and forest-woman as they listened with 
bowed heads to the· words of the minister. 

"With this ring I thee wed," and Grimshaw had reverently 
placed on the little hand hardened ~nd roughened ~y wilderness 
toil, the ring he had fashioned from one of Clann1e's gold 
nuggets. 

The droning hydroplane had flown back to the rail-head 
with the minister and Clannie's father, the bridge and groom 
remaining for a brief honeymoon amid the scenes which had wit
nessed the saddest and the hap~iest moments.of their lives. 
Alone once more; but what a contrast to their first coming, 
when bruised in body and heavy in soul, half drowned, naked, 
hungry and helpless they had been cast upon the dal;'k and for
bidding shores of Malign Canyon. 

The sun was low as Clannie and Grimshaw walked slowly 
along the trail leading to their cabin. As they ~entered its 
doorway, Clannie turned with heightened color and threw her 
arms about the neck of her cava-man, whose brains and brawn and 
soaring courage had saved the~r bodies and their souls and made 
them masters of the forest irfstead of its trembling slaves • 

Their lives had been kept clean and wholesome in spite of 
complexes which had been hidden from themselves. The father 
of Grimshaw, handsome 1 and attractive, had led a double life, 
to meet a violent death in the home of one of his mistresses. 
Grimshaw's mother had hidden herself and her boy in strict 
seclusion and under her ever watchful eyes Grimshaw had been 
reared as innocently as a convent -bred girl, lest he follow 
in the footsteps of his father. In spite of his University 
life he knew nothing of women and even dreaded their sqciety; 
he was more than·content to live in the isolation of a mining 
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camp on the frontier. 

Then Clannie came . into· his life, 
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Clannie' s heredity also contained a shadowe.d a e H 
mother, bored by the. monotony of an idle life hadp g : er 
~~if to a dangerous point \'ii th the attentions' of an a~~~=~l~er

e young ~an, and had in the end been saved from stra,in 
~~r t~~ ;~~~1dden paths only by the sudden and shocking ~ea~h 

. Consider then these two exiles each with a heritage of 
pass~on,. thrust into a wilderness where, accountable to no 
ou~s1de 1nfluences, they were free to follow the good 0~ the 
ev11. That ~hey had ~ot. chosen the latter was due to Grimshaw' 8 
deep san.se of respons1bility for Clannie's safety body and 
soul, and Clannie' s downright honesty which dema~ded that. 
whatever their l~ves might be, they should be honest and above 
board, At one t1ma when they were discussing common law and 
Indian marriages, Clannie suggested: o · 

"You could tattoo on my shoulder in Liulberry colored 
letters 'I am the wife of Shomer Grimshaw ' and somewhere on 
you, where it could never, never be chang~d 'I am the husband 
of Claire Endicott.' That would make it seem so final and 
authentic." 

. Grimshaw had offered to a.ssist Clannie with the prepa.ra
tlons for supper, but she drove him away, telling him with 
m~ck humility that. she was now his bondswoman, as well as the 
m1stress of his home and his life; so Grimshaw turned away to 
gather firewood, for the ~ow hung clouds foretold bad weather. 

As he re-entered the .door Grimshaw noticed some small 
changes in the arrangement of the cab.in. The partition of 
deer· skins between the sleeping rooms had been moved to one 
side to form a tiny dressing room, while the couches of wattled 
willow boughs and skins and fe<;.thers, had been drawn together. 
No more should disturbing crys from the forest send little 
tremors through Clannia' s heart, when w'ithin reach of her 
outstretched hand was her beloved mate. 

The sub-Arctic evening slipped quickly by, there were so 
many questions, so many reassurances sealed with soft embrace 
and soundless word. 

After a paus~, longer than usual, Clannie, with a return 
of the diablerie Vlhich marked a former occasion: --"My Lord, 
are you now reassured? May the naked sword be withdravm from 
between us? The chalk-line frontier of our lives, may it now 
be rubbed from the floor?" For answer Grimshaw lifts Clannie 
bodily and presses her to his heart. 

After a time Clannie, passing within, drop~ the skin 
curtain of th~ sleeping room, and Grimshaw facing the night 
without feels soft mow flakes falling on. his face. 

i 
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As he re-entered, Grimshaw caught a glimpse of C1annie 
seated by the blazing log fire, arms and shoulders bare and 
her little naked feet thrust into the light sandals she often 
wore in the house. Just a fleeting vision of loveliness and 
she had flown back to her room, his room now, as well• 

Long after they had at length dropped asleep, Clannie 
was wakened by the howl of a timber wolf in the distant hills, 
answered by a call from one yet more distant, but the call of 
the wild sends now no tremors through Clannie's soul; the 
enlacing tenderness of strong arms, the clinging contact of 
warm breathing bodies drive away all feeling of loneliness 
of fear. 

Clannie who was the first to waken, slipped out of th~ 
·double couch and throwing her parka about hart· ran swiftly 
over the n~rrow trail leading to her bathing pool. She had 
risen late and the sun was already high. Snow glistened on 
tree and bush, and on the tall tufts of coarse Indian gras·s. 
All fprest life was stilled. Clannie' s pebble-floored po.ol 
lay unruffled by the slightest breeze, and mirror-like re
flected her slim young body, as tossing her parka and chemise 
of embroidered fawn~skin to one side, she poised Diana-like 
on the rim of the pool. 

"Clannie, are you happy? tell me you wild forest· girl," 
she said, addressing thus her own reflected image, and the 
reply must have been satisfactory, for Clannie plunged into 
the depths of the pool,- tQ emerge glowing from 1 ts chill waters 
and complete her toilet in the sun warmed air. · 

Solitude surrounded her. Forest trees in countless rows 
st~etched back in endless procession to the barrier cliffs and 
beyond, but the vastness of the sombre woodlands no longer 
depressed the spirit of the girl who had been reared in luxury, 
amid the hurrying crowds of the city. Now the azure dome above 
enclosed for her a single center of interest, the log cabin, 
from which a few moments ago she had come, and in which she 
had left her forest mate. 

Grimshaw, on waking from his celestial dreams, turned to 
seek his mate, but she had flovm, so he hurried down stream to 
his own particular cove in the river, to startle a great 
muskalonge hunting·for his breakfast. 

. As he turned back to the cab~ie hummed a gay little tune 
he had heard ·long· before in a garden. of Franc~. s.uch an unusu..al 
proceeding on the part of thi~. grav young man was certain to 
draw the attention of Clannie from her blazing oven and she met 
him at the door with a demure good korning kiss, ·but with mis-
chief in her eyes. · 

"Oh, gay deceivert to protest that your thought never 
ran to lighter fanciest Oh yea 'I know that rollicking little 
song 'Cecilia' as I heard it from my maid, a French Canadianne. 
Is it not strange that the ancient songs of France have been 
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preserved so faithfully among the "habitants" 

"My f~ther .had no lassie but me· 
And yet he sent me over the sa~ 
Dance' mignonne' Ce.cilia!" 

of Canada." 

But the sailor-man became too amorous of the fair lassie:- . 

nEmbrassez moi Cecilia!" 

Cecilia cannily repels the sailor man's saying: too ardent advances, 

"If my father should know I would be 

nune fille batue" 
"But who would tell?" 

"The little birds~ Mo~sieur, they would tell 
both French and Latin." ' for they speak 

In genuine horror the sailor-man exclaims:-

~~~~.~ wicked .place that, where they teach .the little birds 
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f Clan~ie inte:rupts herself to ask of Grimshaw, with solemn 
ace, a w1cked tw1nkle in her eye: 

"Shomer, do you really. believe the little birds of Malign 
Canyon understand Latin?" 

There could be but one answer to this and Grimshaw gave it 
so p~omptly and effectively that when Clannie emerged from it 
she was quite breathless. 

Breakfast finished, Grimshaw said to c~annie: 

"Let us make a picnic of today,i' 

So later securing the cabin door they went slowly down the· valley. 
Stillness overwhelmed the forest, but the river ran noisily 
enough at the side of' their path. The trails of small forest 
animals could be seen in .the light covering of snow, and far 
down the river a bull. moose called for his ma~e. They loitered 
along the bank and for a time both fished. Greatly to her de
light Clannie caught two fine bass, so they built a fire with 
the aid of sparks drawn from their chunk of iron pyrites struck 
against the axe and cooked the two fis~. Gay, light hearted 
and tender, they could hardly realize that their former life 
together had contained such heavy shadows. . 

Grimshaw pointing to the tracks of a hare said: "Clannie 
do you know that the Lab;rador Indians invest the timid hare 
with wisdom and cunning far greater than that of the fox? Some 
day I must tell you of these legends." "Yes, my Lord,. but not 
~oday, we have been·wise and good for so long that I feel down-

' 
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right wicked today," and escaping from her husband's arms as he 
sought to detain her Clannie executed a brilliant little 
pirovetta, ~o Grimsh~w's wonder and delight. 

The next day rain drops ~eat softly against wall and roof 
and they sat bef~re the fire and exchanged confidences. Afta~ 
reciting the story of his sombre boyhood, Clannie with the qu1ck 
intuition of woman, guessed more than he had .told. 

With woman's inborn desire to probe to its depths the soul 
of the man she loves, Clannie, with one of her quaint little 
gestures asks:--" Shomer: --what has been the worst moment of your 
life in Malign canyon'? was it just after our shipwreck, when 
you woke to find that your own desperate condition was com
plicated by the care of an ignorant and wilful girl'?" 

"No Clannie~ your poor white body huddled careless on the 
sand, as.still as if life itself had flown, filled me with a 
great pity for you,. but brought me no despair. Sorrow fell 
heaviest upon me when I found your gay little cap of rabbit fur 
with' its jaunty feather, floating on the black pool of the 
muskeg; when I was sura that you had been sucked down to death 
in the soft but unyielding embrace of the quagmire, and that 
life could hold no more hope or happiness for me." 

Clannie gave a little shudder as she recalled her own 
sensations as. single-handed sha· fought Death himself in the 
muskeg. 

As the patter.ing rain continued, Grimshaw said. to the girl 
"Clannie what was the name of your American poet who wrote so 
beautifully of the rain on the roof?" 

"I cannot tell you" said Clannie. "My education at 
Madame B's most exclusive school was made up of superficial 
trifles--French and Italian, Music, Painting and a little mis
cellaneous sprinkling of History and Literature. To be sure 
we had a good riding master, an old cavalry sergeant, who taught 
us to ride properly, and in ~ummer we had swimming and boating. 
I imbibed a great deal of what I now sea was pure snobbery, but 
I was·evanthen dissatisfied with my manner of life, although 
I knew little or nothing of really practical affairs until you 
set yourself resolutely to teach me self reliance and cou:rage.

1

t 

"But, Clannia, you have always had what stands above all 
other qualities of mind and heart--downright honesty." 

So the days sped away and not altogether without some of 
their former manual labor, ~or Grimshaw fashioned a new bow for 
Clannie to take back to ofvilizat~on, and moccasins for himself 
and Clannie. While Clannia made !or herself new clothing; under 
garments of the softest fawn skin and outer garments of heavier 
material, some of them trimmed with fur. 

Grimshaw had readjusted his bark calendar with the aid of 
information given him by the aviator and now it became evident 
that thetr stay in Malign Canyon was rapidly drawing to a elose. 
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Grimshaw had erected a tall . 
hut as a guide for the aviat Slgnal pole b? the side of their 
cabin in perfect order l' or' and Clannle had put their 
often welled up in her \y;~il; enfaged. on this work the tears 
their wilderness home was d~st?r dh~ f1nal leave-taking of 
wrench to both the exile lne 0 prove somewhat of a 
sorrow to them both at !'tilt h~d been the scene of bitter 
to be lost forever 'but it hm~ wlen a~~h believed the other 
of their lives with supreme haap~· so Wl nessed the crowning p1ness. 

· At 1 th . 
exiles da~~~ted ~~: ::~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~han~ ~he 1now willing 
Malign Canyon. 9 Y rap ane, far up 

Almost before they could take measure of its fl' 

~;~~ie:i~~~a~~nt~:sw~~=~~e~~·t~!dll~~~:dl!~!~ a fla~~h;n~h~ad 
b 

Closi~g the.cabin door, they placed upon it a placard of 
ark on wh1ch Clannie had written. · 

"This ~ouse is the property of Mrs. Shomer Grimshaw. 
Welcome to 1ts shelte~ 0. Castaway; but remember to guard it 
a~ainst fire, for to 1ts mistress it recalls the bitter-sweets 
o an adventur?us life in the wild, a life now crowned with 
peace and happ1ness." 

11 11 
Clannie. wi t~one of her odd little gestures soliloquizes:_ 

If, she sa1d w1 th dreamy eyes "there--there should ever be 
a~other Clannie, I would wish that some of her life each year 
m1ght be spent amid the freedom and adventure of Malign Canyon 
i~~ hera 1 learned what true life is." Then she added reflective- , 

"I believe, however, that I would not want her to leap upon 
the back of a bull moose struggling in the water--as I once did 
but, butn and her voice trailed off into silence. ' 

After Grimshaw had secured the cabin door against porcupines 
and other prowling forest folk, Clannie called in dismay "Ot 
we are leaving our gold frying pan." So the door was unfastened 
and Clannie bore away her cherished relic to the world of 
civilization. It .seams almost a pity that they did not leave 
the frying pan under a rock in Malign Canyon, for perhaps a few 
centuries hence some learned archaeologist would write with 
meticulous care, a monograph on "The golden frying-pan made 
by prehistoric man." . 

_ Grimshaw and Clannia hastened over the trail to the little 
lake in which the hydroplane was moored. Platner, the air-pilot 
greeted them with interest, lines ware cast off and the hydro
plana rose from the surface of the water like soma winged monster 
of the Pleistocene Period. 

The morning was clear and as they rose higher in the air a 
wonderful birdseye view spread before them. As they passed 
swiftly over the B~rrier Ridge, Clannie was startled by a shout 
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from Grimshaw: "A natural gap~ see the silver· threads of water 
which descend on either side pf a· narrow ridge. With the aid 
of drills and dynamite it can be improved· into a practicable 
road. I must return with a party to, do this work." 

"Yes my Lord; both of us will return" said his wife 
smilingly "for whither thou goest I will go--you go no more 
into danger without your Clannie." 

How Grimshaw in the following summer, with Clannie by his 
side opened a .trail through Barrier Ridge, re-discovered Ole.nnie's 
gold field and turned e. new page of adventure,--that is another 
story. 

Robert Ralston Jones 
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